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FOREWORD
This is the second volume on The Human Life Bill, based on eight
(lays of hearings held by the Subcommittee on Separation of Powers of
the Committee on the Judiciary. It comprises only submissions presented for the record by hearing witnesses and nonwitnesses.
All hearings were chaired by Subcommittee Chairman Senator
John P. East of North Carolina. The hearings opened on April 23,
1981, and were completed on June 18, 1981. The submissions that are
contained herein have been categorized and presented in eight parts.
Many other submissions are on file with the subcommittee.
(Il)
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UNCONSTI1UTIONALITY OF '"l*G4NT OF CONCEPlIOW' BILLS
ANALYZED BY ASK'S ATTORNYS
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"Vague and Unenforceable" Law Would Also Ban
Many Contraceptive Techniques
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The "moment of conception" bills (S.158, H.R. 900), which
attempt to establish the fertilized human egg as a person, are
flagrantly unconstitutional in three principal areas, announced
Steven Delibert and Marshall Boil, attorneys for Abortion Rights
Mobilization (ARM). A U.S. Senate Judiciary sub-comittee begins
hearings on its bill on April 23rd.
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1. The bills attempt to overrule a constitutional decision
of the U.S. Supreme Court, which is beyond the powers of Congress.
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3. Unconstitutionally vague and unenforceable, the bills
could produce chaotic intrusions by the federal government into
state. law, and could compel the states toperit.damge claims
on behalf of the unborn.
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2. The bills attempt to reverse the Supreme Court's decision that the word "person" in the 14th Amendment "does not include the unborn".

'Many contraceptive techniques--the IUD and the birth control pill in some cases--could be outlawed as well as abortion
rights," states Lawrence Lader, AM president. "Who would determine if a woman as using outlawed contraception? Whether
she'd be indicted for murder? Would the bill require a policemen
in every bedroom?"
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Steven Delibert, Rq., is a member of ACLU's Comittee 00
Church and State and has acted as counsel on numerous cases
involving civil rights.
Marshall Beil, Esq., is a member of the Comitttee on
Federal Legislation of the Association of the Bar of new York, and
of the Due Process Comittee of ACLU.
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Lawrence Lader, ARK President, is the author of "Abortion"
and "Abortion 11", ed founding chair of National Abortion RIghts
Action League (1969-1975).
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*Numerous other unsolicited submlsions are on file
with the Separation of Powers Subcomittee.
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by Steven Delibert
Marshall sail
Karpatkin Poller Delibert
& Bell
6 gait 43rd Street
New York, N.Y. 10017
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CONSTITUTIONALITY

OF

S. 158 and IL. 900

Two identical bills (8. 158; H.R. 900) have been introduced s
attempts to overrule by statute the Supree Court's constitutional
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decisions in Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973), and Do-e
v. Bolton,
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410 U.S. 179 (1973), the decisions which drastically limited the
-power of the states to regulate abortions.
The proposed statute to clearly unconstitutional and unenforceable.

teehit
Situ

It adopt* standards so vague that they could not be

enforced, even if a court wished to do so; it attempts by legislative
mmm01m
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fiat to overrule a constitutional decision of the Supreme Court, which
is clearly beyond Congressional power; and it does so by plainly
erroneous
precedent.

isreading of the Fourteenth Amendment end of Supreme Court

8
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First, the bill seks to establish a standard, of "conception", as the
point from which human life begins.

But there io no clear moment of "conception",

nor any consensus at all in the medical community, or otherwise " to exactly when
"conception" may be deemed to hae
such a standard, could know what va

occurred.

No doctor, and no patient, faced vith

made illegal or what conduct was forbidden; but

particularly in an area touching upon rights so sensitive as those we here consider,

1/

the courts will not enforce such a vague statute.
Second, the proposed bill to unconstitutional because it rests upon a clear
and direct misreading of what the Supreme Court has already decided in Roe v. Wade.
The central assumption of the bill i that Congresa may act to define the moment at
which human life commences,

become

the Supreme Court has oupposedly announced
a decision.
itself - end the judiciary generally - incapable of reaching such

What the Supreme Court did in Roe v. Wade,

howeveot,

was quite the contrary -

it-held clearly that in view of the innumerable conflicting, divergent, and everchanging and shifting views on the beginning of life, scientific, theological,
dogsatic and otherwise, no governmental entity, judicial or legislative, could
speculate as to which was correct, or could arbitrarily adopt one theory of life
over another, to "override the rights of the pregnant woman that are at stake."
tn passing .the proposed statute Congress would not be merely filling a
void left by judicial decisions; it would be attempting directly to overrule a
constitutional decision of the Supreme Court.
Finally, this legislation unconstitutionally seeks to revere - by statute
rather than constitutional amendment - a clear Suprme Court holding, in P
that "...the word 'paroon'
the unborn."

as used in the Fourtemth

410 U.S. sa 158.

This direct challenge

v. Wd,

endment, does not Include
to the constitutional power@
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of a co-oqual branch of government masquerede as a species of enforcement of the
ourteenth Amendment.
However, the proposed statute if not a means to enforce an acknowledged
purpose of the Fourteenth Amendmest; rather, it seeks in a wholly novel way to
expand drastically the purposes of the Amendment Itself, by dramatically expending the class of "persona"
The Suproem

whom the Amendment protects.

Court, however, has never hesitated to review the question of

whether the end sought by Congress - as opposed to the means selected - was one
iLch wae comprehended by the Constitution.

The Court would undoubtedly review

Coagress' decision on the reach of the Amendint; it would undoubtedly adhere to
its prior decision in K" v. We4. that the unborn are not "persons'

within the

fourteenth Amndment, and would accordingly hold the proposed statute uncontitutioasl.
indeed, the very action of Congress in attempting to overrule by statute,
a constitutional decision of the Supreme Court, would in iteclf violate the
Constitution - and beyond that, it would represent a radical assault on the
structure of our form of government that would be both foolish and dangerous.

L/

If

Congress were able to chenge the meaning of the Constitution by mere majority vote,
there would he no need for the Constitution's careful amending provision,
requiring a two-thirds vote by Congress and approval by three-fourths of the
states.

8/
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Unlike the laws existing prior to oe' v. Vede, this statute would outlaw
all abortions:

go exception could be allowed for pregnancies resulting from rape,

or incest, or statutory rape; or for thote, threatening the health, or even the

5
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life, of the mother; or for any other circumstance.

Further, many popular methods

of contraception, like the IUD and birth control pill in some cases, vould
likewise be outlawed.
The statute's effects would not stop here.

If fetal life is idis-

tinguishable from a living person, then its extinction must also be punished.

The

doctor performing an operation, no matter how compelling the need, and no matter
how grave the pregnancy's threat to the mother's life would be a murderer, and his
patient an accessory; the friend who loaned a woman the money for an abortion
would be a conspirator in murder.

The patient herself would be the murderer, for

the simple act of using an outlawed contraceptive.
The proposed statute, moreover, would intrude the federal courts into
numerous areas traditionally reserved for regulation by the states.

If a fetus is

deemed to be human life from conception, the federal courts would compel the states
to permit tort claims by or on behalf of the unborn, in exactly the same manner as
by living human beings.
ally upward.

The structure of insurance rates would be driven drastic-

The impact upon inheritance and estate planning-would be almost

inconceivable; innumerable aspects of this area of the law are contingent upon
existence of lives in being at various times, almost invariably measured from
birth. What additional effects the bill might have upon rights of citizenship
arising from birth, or upon the census, or uponrevenue sharing, or upon countless
other areas which have traditionally relied-upon live birth as the touchstone of
rights, would clearly be both dramatic and unwelcome.
In conclusion, then, 8. 158 and H.R. 900 are ill-considered legislative
proposals.

They are not only unenforceable; the bills would also produce a clash

of constitutional dimension between the courts and Congress, which would have
consequences of the most dire nature.

No legislator concerned for the well-being

of this nation, liberal or conservative, pro-abortion or anti, should support
this legislation..

6

S

Indeed, in Roe v. Weds Itself, the Supreme Court explicitly noted the
difficulties with adopting a standard of conceptionn" as the moment
of life's beginning, noting the embryological data existing even than,
suggesting "that conception is a 'process' over time, rather than an
event..."
v. e,g 410 U.S. at 161.

31

The courts have made it patently clear that they will not enforce an
abortion statute, which is insufficiently clear as to when in the
course of a developing pregnancy it purports to become effective.
See Doe v. ZiMrmane , 405 F.Supp. 534 (M.D. Pa. 1975) (3-Judge Court).

2/

The article introduced in the Congressional Record as legal support for
8.158 makes this assumption clear.
at 162. See Doe v. Irael,
358 F.Supp. 1193.
1199 (D.t.I. 1973)
(Pattine, J.), Sert. denie 416 U.8. 993 (1974), in which one of the moat
respected of District Judges considered a Rhode Island statute which
purported to step into the breach allegedly left by the Supreme Court,
by defining human life as beginning at conception. Sucb an effort, Judge
Pottines held, was squarely at odds with the Supreme Court's decision,
and unconstitutional.

410 U.S.

2/

Itcould not do so, any more than a state legislature could do so. As a
matter of constitutional laws Congressional fact-findLn Is treated in
the same manner as that of the state legislatures. Oreon v. Mitchell,
400 U.S. 112, 207 (1970) (per Harlan, J., concurring in part and
dissentinS in part).

6/

See South qarolina v. Wat~nbch, 383 U.S. 301, 326 (1966); Jones Y.
Bowan, 190 U.S. 127 (1903); United States v., Ils, 92 U.S. 214 (1876).
See also Doe Y. Israel, supra, 358 F.Supp. at 1201, making plain that it
has always been the Supreme Court which has determined the reach of the
protected classes under the Fourteenth Amendment.

7/

The portions of the proposed bill which seek to deprive the federal courts
of jurisdiction over abortion caces, and limit tile przecedential value of
any court holdings of unconstitutioality, are not discussed here, but are
plainly equally drastic and dangerous assaults upon our' traditional fom
of government.

j/

The late Mr. Justice Harlan in his concurring and dissenting opinion in
Oreon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112, 204-205 (1970), wrote: To allow a
simple majority of Congress to have final say on matters of cotitutional
interpretation is... fundamentlly out of keeping with the constitutional
structure.
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THE POSITION OF MODERN SCIENCE ON THE
BEGINNING OF HUMAN LIFE

16 July 1975

SCIENTISTS FOR LIFE, INC.
1908 Viashington Avonuo
Prodericksburg, Virginia 22401
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PART I
THE DEGINNING.OF HUIHAN LIPE'
Vifl2N DOES LIFE DEGIN?
In the mind of t.ho general public "Th.cn doos lifo begin?" is
one of the most. critical, if not the koy question in the abortion
iLsuo. Advocates of abortion rights and advocates of fotal rights
answer this question differently, but gonorally they agree that
tho question is important.
The responses one gets to this question are many and varied:
Lifo begins at. conception;
"Lifo begins at viability;
Lifo begins at birth;
Lifo begins when there is social interaction;
It is a quotation acionco cannot answer;
The answer is a mattor of religion.
All of those answers arc wrong.
Thoro aro two reasons why wo havo so many wrong answers on
such a vital subject. The first is that hardly anyone has stopped
long enough to analyro the question. The second is that hardly
anyone has asked the question of the people who know the answer.
In this report %e shall show that the question is not only ambiguous and improper -- it is not oven the right question.
No one would think of calling a plumbor vhen .hio" TV set
breaks down or asking .hib pharmacist .to defend.,, him in court.
But when people want to know wvhon.lifo begins they ack their
minister, a philosopher, of a physician., Those monoare all experts,
but they are the %rong.oxperts. The export on the subject of life
is the biologist. Biology is the science of life. Yet hardly anyono has sought his oounsol,
Science not only has an answer to the question of when life
begins, it has the answer. The importance ofgetting the scientific
anssors on aborMn cannot be ovorestimatod. The scientific answers
are based on fact rather than opinion, on' observation rather than
conjecture, on reason rather than emotion. Docause of this they
are uncolored by bias, proj udico, religious inclination or philosophical vion9point. Therefore they are uniquely suited for
aohieving a conconsus in a pluralistic society. The reader may be
surprised to learn, for example, that scientists who strongly •
oppooo abortion agree with scientists who strongly favor a liberal
abortion policy whon it comes to answering this question.
Vo will begin by analyring and answoring-.tho question '"Ihon
does lifo begin?" Thon wo will proceed to the asking, analysis, and
answering of better, more pertinent questions until the issue has
Humorous quotations
boon clarified to the .greatect extent pocsibl.e
will demonstrate the agreement of scientists oo the points being
made.

87-999 0 - 82 - 2

10
hat Is Life?
lhon %vo face the question "I.hon does life begin?" the first
thing we have to settle is what kind of life we are talking about.
Until that is decided the question romaine highly ambiguous. This
is because Wobster givos 21 definitions of life, not counting subdivisions (1). Deponding-on'whih .definition w0 chose, the answer
could vary from "Lif; existed from all. ternity" to "Life begins
at deat",

-.

The kind of life that is involved in the abortion issue, the
kind that is free of subjective interpretation and therefore suitable .for decisions affooting.a pluralistic society, is biological
life. But having made this choice, vie are immediately faced with
a paradox: Although a fundamental understanding of biological systeme has existed since the middle of the nineteenth century, there
is no generally accepted ,definition of biological. life. (2) Fortunately, this does not affect tha discussion'of life as it pertains to abortion. The disagreement pertains to borderline forms
of life like viruses'and the virus-liko agent called sorapie.
.hen it comes to the stages of reproduction there is no disagreemont about what stage is alive and what is not. To draw a simple
analogio,,dsk and dawn may obscure the question of the exact
menmot when day turns into night or night turns into day, but no
one doubts Aihich category applies to noon or midnight.
A Trickguostion .

The question "When does life begin?" is a trick question. This
is readily made apparent by rephrasing it as follows: "In-human
reproduction there is a: point in time when life begins Whon does
that point occur?" 'If.
you're not careful you find yourself
pu?.ling over the question, but not questioning the truth of the
preliminary stutbmoit... This is not .Yst a quibble., The point
strikes at the heart of the whole difficulty: The question is an
improper question because it contains an unwarranted presumption.
The Answer
.
In'human reproduction, biological life doe's ot' begin; it is
continuous. Therd is no period where life stops and later starts up
again. 6eqls come only from ,living cells. If the ovum were not
alive and mature, it would never be fortilied. 'Ifthe sporm vwore
not alive it couldn't'oven reach the ovum, such less fortilize, it.
The contiin'ity of life is a principle that bothpro-life and. roabortion scientists agree upon.
Professor Garrett Hardin is a member of the Department of Biological Sciences at the University of California at Santa Larbara
and a loading abortion rights activist and strategist. Writing in
'.Today. (3,),Profoessor Hardin says:
Psylo
But .whon does life really begin? The true answer
is simple: Hover. Lifo ends, often, but it never
begins. It.is. just passed on from one coll to
2

-

'..

V.,I%1

11*
another. All biologists...aro in agreement on
that answer.
Profoosor Hardin reitorates this point in his book flandetpry otherhood (4) and says that he should think that all modlTaT"on wou -also be in agroomont. Ho goos on to add:
How odd it is then to road the cautious language

of Justice Dlackmun in the majority opinion of
the Supreme Court.... Any other opinions philosophers and theologians may have aro not supported by facts.

Professor Joshua Lodorbcrg, Nobel Laureate of the D6partmont of
Genetics of'Stanford Univorsitk is another pro-choice oiontist. Yet,
in an article favoring abortion, he writes: (5)
For life is a continuum; if life had a beginning at all, it was an event that occurred come
3 billion years ago.
d
.
Professor Roberts Rugh, a pro-abortion embryologist, and Landrum
D. Shottles, ND, position unknown, refer to this principle in terms
of "The perpetual flame of life ...." (6) The eminent biologist

Theodosius Dot'hansky puts it simply: "Life arisoo only from proexisting life." (7) Tablo 1 provides additional supporting doou-mentation.

Tho principle of the continuity of life is so well established
and so generally accepted that it might not be going too far to call
it the first law of biology.

Contrary to what some obscurantists

would have us bcliovo, this a matter of socienco and not of religion.
Atheistic, agnostic, Christian and Jewish scientists agree on this
point. There is no point or interval from fortilivation to birth,
therefore, whore the unborn offspring is not aliye.
However, in answ..ring this question we have jumpod'the bounds.
of the abortion issue, we have included sperm and ova in the life
continuum, wo'havo blurred the distinction botwoon the gametes and
' the sygote, we have spilled over into the subject of contraception.
That is because wo have. boar dealing with the wrong question. Let's"
try a" different one.

WHEN DOES LIFE BECOME HUMAN?
t1o can see at the start that this question suffers from some,
.if not all of the difficulties of the previous question. The question
is presumptive, and human needs to be defined. However, treatment of
the previous question holpod us to establish the fact that the unborn
offspring is at all times alive, so perhaps treating this question

tvill not

e a wasto of time either.

historical background is in order.

In this case, however, some
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The Biogoc tic Law,
The field of comparative cobiyology was pioneered by the great
German biologist Karl Ernst von Baer. In comparing the embryos of
different vertebrates, von Baer found that he could not say even
what class of vertebrates early embryos belonged to without looking
at the labels, so groat was their similarity. This led von Baer
in 1824 to advance his law of corresponding stages, according to
which the embryos of higher animals resemble or correspond to the
em.ros of the lower forms from which thdy evolved.
Some years later anothor.Gorman biologist, Ernst Heinrioh
Haockol, extended von Baor's law to say that the embryos correspondod to the adult stages of their predecessors. This biogenetic law
he summed u-ni tho now famous statement that ontogony (embryonic
dovelo'ment) recapitulates phylogeny (the evolutionary history of
the species). This law became taken as a proof of evolution and
the subject of intensive research for three decades.
Eventually
Haeckel announced to thc 4th International Zoological Congress that
ho could t~ace.aan's ancestry in this manner through 26 stages of
evolution.
Today Haockel is known as:.a scientist vko lot-his imagination
run away with him to tho point where he unscrupulously distorted Ahe

facts to fit his'theories. His biogenetic law has been Aiscredited,
but its influence lives on in the erroneous belief that the human
embryo is at various stages a protozoa, fish, lizard, oe.
What Do Vl1eanb

"Human"?

The adjective "human" is used to describe that

which is charac-

teristic of man as a species distinguished from other animals.

:

Bio-

logically there are two criteria of what is human, ov@ intrinsic and
one extrinsic. Extrinsically, that which is of human origin is
human.. By this criterion huiaan applies to such things as.sounds,
footprints, excrement, etc, as well as human beings. The criterion
proper for the discussion of abortion is the intrinsic criterion
which depends upon genetic constitution. Normally this constitution
is contained in a sot of 46 chromosomes Yhich Js present in almost
all the cells of the human body. Human cells with 46 chromosomes

are called diploid. The sex cells or gametes, which'have only 23
chromosomes, are called haploid.

The Answer
Just as in the previous case,
does life become human?" is never.

the answer to t.he question ""hen
Like life, humanity is continu-

ous. Intrinsically and extrinsically, the eperm, the ovum, the
7ygote, and all the calls, tissues and stages thot arise from the
?ygote are human.

Nono of them can over be charaotori7od as

belonging to any other species. Human life is not started -- it is
transmitted. There is no instant or interval of time between
fertilization and birth when the unborn offspring is anything but
human.
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Dobrhansky sums up tho situation bysaying: (7)
An embryo of a higher animal is never basically
like any other animal, only like the embryo of
the latter.,.. In other words, the dovolopoent
of tho embryo does not reproduce for our benefit the portraits of the near or remote
ancestors.
0. L. Flanagan writes: (F)
From their first hour the human cells aro
distinctly human.
The knolbdgqablo members of the medical profession are of
course in complete agreomont. Thus the International Code of Ledical
Ethics states: (9)
A doctor must always boar in mind the importance
of preserving human lifo from the time of conoeption until death.
Similarly, the Declaration of Goneva reads: (10)
I will maintain the utmost respect for human
life from the time of oonooption.
Abortion, then, must be the taking of human lifo. That such io
tho case is candidly admitted in an editorial in the pro-abortion
Journal California ?cdicino: (11)
The revorenco of each ahd every human life has
boeon a keystone of weetaorn medicine, and is the
ethic which has caused physicians to try to
preserve, protect, repair, prolong, and enhance
ovory human lifo.
Since the old ethic has not yet been fully
displacedp it has beon necessary to separate the
idea of abortion from the idea of killing which
continues to be Pooially abhorrent. The result
has boon a curious avoidance of tho-sciontific
fact, which everyone really knows, that human
li e begins at conception, and is continuous,
. whether intra- or otra-utorino until death.
The very considerable seeantio gynastios which
are roquireo to rationalize abortion as anything
but taking a hnan lifo would be ludicrous if
they wore not often put forth under socially
impeccable auspices. It is suggested that this
• sohirophrcnic sort of subtorfugo is necessary
bectuoe, while a now ethic is being acceptedp,
the old one has not yet boon rejected.
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But if life is continuous and humanity is continuous, what's the
differoncobetwoon the sperm and ovum before fertilization and the
7ygotc after fort.ilivat.inn? They are all human life, are they not?
Vhich brings uo to our next question.
"BiN DOLS HIU.IA LIPE BSCO..E A HUNiAN BE IG?
There are several differences botweon a 7ygoto and either a sperm
or an ovum. One is in information content.
The haploid gametes have
only half the genetic information that a 7ygote has. Dut that would
not alone indicate a difforenco between the Pygoto and the gametes
taken toecthor. To answer the question wo must first consider a
wll Irnowvn principle of geometry.
Tho :holo Is o
Iu to the Sum of the Parts
This principle applies not only in mathemat-ics but in many
branches of science, provided we interpret "is equal to" in a quantitative aanso.
If we use it in a qualitative sense we find many
exceptions: numerous chemical reactions; the binary woa?,ons whore
harmless ingredients re mixed to make explosives or deadly nerve
agents; and, most dram-tically, the urion of two subcriticel masses
of plutonium to produce a nuclear explosion.
Th.: destiny of the ovum is either to be fortilived or to die.
In either case it ,oasos to exist as a gam,-te. The similar destiny
of the sperm ii to f.-rtili70 or to die. In fortili7ation the
gametas Tooso their identity and individuality and .fulfill their
destiny. The result is a now individual, with.a now life and a n.w
unique identity and a new unique destiny. One way to illustrate the
importance of this now individual is to look at the question...
%.hon Did Your Lifo Aan?
The answer to this question can be phrased imply, by going backward in time. 1:cforo you woro an adult, you wore an adolescont, and
before that a child, and before that an infant. Before you wore an
infant - i.o., before you wor born -.- you were a fetus, and before
that an-.ombryo. Before you wore an embryo, around the tire of your
implantation, you wore a blastoc-st, and before that a morula, and
before that a P 'ota or fortilisod ovum. Hol:evor, you wore never a
sperm -or an-,unfertilized ovum. Therefore, :while life is continuous,
your life bogan:whon the nucleus of your father's sporm fusod with
T
nucleus of your mother's ovum, or at fortilivation. Thus Rugh
and Shottles approvingly quote Margaret Shea Gilbert as saying: (12)
Lifo begins for each one of us at an unfr:lt,
unknown, "ad unhonored instant whoh Ci'inuto
wrigling sperm plunges headlong into a mature
ovum or ogg.
Or as Leo Schneider puts it: (13)
You are composed of trillions of cells now,
riT at one time in Zour life you were just
a single call.
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Tho ophaois is Schnoidor's., According to 0. L. Planagsn: (A)
A baby bogino lifo as a singlo coll, smaller
than the period at the end of this sontonco.
Other quotations arpoar in lablo 1.
So w see that thore ic soothing important, something special,
that occurs at fortili~ation: A now life, a new human lifo, begins.
LuL

It a 11upanBoing?
Tho tore "human boing" is used intorchangoably with "human
individual", which is froquontly shortened to just "individual",
It signifies a complete, though not completed, living, organirod,
unique, individual human organism, always more or loss dependent
on other human bongs, but always with a oortain amount of autonomy and cargo over its own destiny. The -ygoto fits all of those
criteria. The informationally complete coll has an information
content equivalent to 1000 volumes of the Encyclopaedia Lritainnica
and unlike tha of any oth-.r human being. If it does not twin it
will retain this uniquonoos. The now cell is programmed to divide,
differontiato, form. horonos and onrymos; implant, develop organs,.
brain, nerve and bone, eventually becoming an adult and repeating.
the cycle. Thus Ingoloan-Sundborg .and .ircon writ: (14)
Whon does an ombryo in a human Nothor become a

human boing? It has boon one all the timo,
• inoe the moment of conception.
Bvon.abortion advocate Ashl..y Nontagu admits: (15)
iSvory human being starts off as a fortiliod
ogg..

While Thoodosius Dobhanski says: (7)
-A human, boing begins his oxistenco, whon a

spormatooon forti.li7-o

an egg coll.

Those ansers are as well established and completely objective.
as any that science has 2 to offer. Those facts are no more a matter

of religion than E a mo

or 1.+ 1 = 2. They are not matters of

opinion, conjecture, speculation or theory. Rather, they arc the
mxrossion of reality as deteroinod by scientific observation and
analysis. To deny .thom is to loee touch with reality."
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TALE 1
ADDITION I.L SUPPORTING DOCLEIITATION
G. L. Planagan: (7)
In a sense, each now lifo actually has no definite
beginning.
The ensuing fusion of the two (rijoloi) is called
fertilization, and it is the vital ovont which
initiates the development of a baby.
Bradley .1.Patton: (16)
It is the pcnctratiqn of the ovum by a spermatoroon
and the resulting mingling of the chromosomal material
each brings to the union that culminates the process
of fertilization and initiates the lifo of a now
individual.
Every one of the higher animals starts life as a
single cell -- the fortiliped ovum.... The union
of two such sex cells to form a zygote costitutes
the process of fortilization and initiates the lifo
of a now individual.
P. R. Lillie,-U. Chicago Prose, 1919, quoted approvingly by Patton:'./
There is perhaps no phenomenon in tho riold of
biology that touches so many fundamental questions
as the union of the germ cells in the act of fortiligation; in this supreme event all the strands of
the iobs of two lives are gathered in on. knot, from
which they diverge again and are rewoven in a now
individual life-history.... The elements that unito
are single cells, each on tho point of death; but by
thoir union a rejuvenated i-ndividual is forced, which
constitutes a link in the eternal procession of life.

Axol Ingolman-Sundborg and Claos irson: (14)
Actually it is a living being from the moment of
conception.
The .unborn child ic a person no onesnews.
Beth Day and Dr.,Margarot Liley: (17)
A human life begins with a single 0611. This now
cell is th product of two other c..lls -- one from
the other* which vio call the eg cell, or ovum,
and one from the father, which is known as the

sperm coll.

Bradloy U. Patton: (16)
It should be-recognized, however, that hatching
or birth is but a convenient landmark in a
continuing process and that development is in
reality an uninterrupted chain of corrolatod ovonts.
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Amram Schoinfold: (113)
'A single sperm enters a single.ogg, and a now
individual is started on .its way.
Dart Heffernan: (19)
.
From concoption tho child is a complex, dynamic,
rapidly growing individual.... At fortiliration
a now and unique individual is created which,
although receiving ono-half of its chroaosomos
froa och parent, is really unlike either.
H. I. I. Luloy: (20)
Anothor odical fallacy that modern olstot.rics
discards is tho idea that the pregnant woman
can bo troatod as a patient alon.... At the
very lost thore are two people involved, the
mother and her child.
A. 11. Liloy: (21)
.. the footus io not a passivedopondnt, norvolossfragilo vogotablo, as tradition has hold, but
a young human being, dynamic, plastic, rosiliont
and in very large eoaouro in charge of his onvironmont and dostiny.
Troloar, Dohn and Cowan: (22)
The initiation of a now lifo occurs at tho moment
whon fortilisatio, is oomploted by fusion of tho
two. s.t. of ohromosomes:.
Blechschmidt: (23)
(Tho Pygoto is) soon on Individual -- sporifisohr
ienuoh,.
Profossor Jorome LoJouno: (24)
If a fortilired ogg is not by itself a full human
boing, it could nevor tocoso a maa, because sooothing would have to bo addod to it,and wo bnow"
that does not happen.

Isaac Aimov: (25)
all orga nises, however largo and oplox they
may ba when full Broym, bogin lifo as but a single
call. This is true of tho human b..ings, for instance,
who bogies lifo as a fortilirod ovum.
Aborti on advocate Ashley Nontagu: '(26)
At fortilipation y. weighed about fiftoon 10
Qllionths of a gram.
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Paul A. Voiss: (27)
Genes never lack environment right, from the moment
at which we arbitrarily choose to start our dating
of the development bf an individual -- the fortili~od egg.... Sinco those genc-environmont intoractions are never intorruptod, the general idea
that "onvironoent'" ontors the scene only when the
bird hatches or the baby is born should be
oxpungod ....
A. .0. Voodford: (28)
But the implications as to line
of descent are not
now talron seriously. The tiny gcnes in the first
coll of a ncow individual contain the whole program
for its later devolepont. The genes are similar
to a program fed into a computer, tolling it what
things to do and the order in wYhich to do thom.
Th. programm for the dovolo*.)mont of an individual
organiom alay include a favorable variation ffot
the previous norm, and tho variation may become
part of the distinctiveness of a now species. Lut
only chance would produce ,avariation oi the adult
form and also produce at an immature stago tho
previous adult. form.

J. A. F.Roberts: (29)
human boing originates in the union of two 5otos,
the ovum and the spormato~oon. Those colls con:FM'i
all the now individual inherits organically from his
or her parents.
Philosopher Germain Griso7, in soummarisinghis study of the sciontific literature on the subject: (30)
.

The sex colls aro formed from the living mattor
of man and woman; the sex cells are themselvesalivo. And so the result of their union does,
not rosily come to life, but simply-comes to be
a unified life .- a now individual. If the mature
sex cells do not unit* to form a now individual,
they o6on die. Their spocialization is for reproduction; thoy are unat-lo to become blood or n.ervo•
or bone or muscle or any other sort of tissue
unlesc- thy join in tho dovolo~omnt of anow,
individual.
it is interooting and signilicant that Profteor Grisor has
r.aohod the cauo conclusions we have from his study of a large
number og referoncoo that is almost completely difforont froo the
ones %so have citod.
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PART II
PARSO' HOOD
INTRODUCTION

-.

The very motion of the viord "porsonhood" at. this point in our
discussion immediately gives rise to a host of questions
Does science have anything to say on this subject?
Does one have rights because he is a person, or is
.he a person because he has rights?
Do rights have their source in nature, or because
they are granted by some group or organiration?
Is "person" a concept with objective reality, so that
I know that I aa ono if I fulfill the qualifications,
or is personn a matter of definition?
The 6xistonce of these four questions does not moan that. rio hcvo
to trace through 16 paths in order to cover th; territory ooo.lotely.
The situation becooes simplified by the realivation that thero are
basically two fundamentally different approaches: one approach gives
one sot of answers, and the other approach gives the opposite set.
Which approach we choose has profound implications for the naturo.of
the society and the character of the government that will oventual.y
result.

THU TOTALITARIAIT APPROACH
If vie take the approach that the individual exists for the good

of some poor like society or the state or the party, then the powr
becomes tho source of rights. In determining what rights are to te
accorded hich individuals, individuals become persons to the extent
that the powor decrees. Thus :person" is defined and redefined
according to the prevailing policy and political strategy. Science

has nothing to say on the subject.
It is important to note that this totalitarian approach can be
taken in e democracy if it is decided that. the will or opinion of
the majority is the power from which rights and poarsonhood are .to
be .granted. If it isi then minorities have only those rights which.
the majority chooses to give them, or, if they are strong enough,
they can wrest fro the majority.-by threat and force and violence.
Uight wakes right. CUvil rights becomes an empty concept.

TH

INDIVIDUALIST A-TROACH
If, on the other hand, we take the approach that tho state and

society exist for the good of the individual, "that all men are
created equal" (1), that they are endowed Awith certain iralienablo'
Rights" (1), that qovernoonts derive 'their just powers from the

consent of the governed" (1) and that their purioce: is to "oecuro
the blessings of liberty for o.jrcelvos and ur posterity. (2), then
we obtain a different sot of anewers:

Parson i an objective concept and sionce has something to
say about what a person is. Personhood is the source of rights that
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cannot justly be taken away by any individual, group, or earthly
power.
Rather than being a natter of arbitrary definition, ':porson.
has its proper definition, and wo must find out what it is and to
-whom it applies.

~t

THE OBJECTIV2 DEPII4ITIO,. OF PERSONHO
.D
"Porsonl' is not a scientific te.'m. Howover; ,the determination
of its moaning is achievable through rational analysis and procedure,
and its d:-finition can be ground.:d .n fact through scientific interprotation. Thea logical approach to an objective definition begins
with a consideration of the criteria such a definition should meet.
First, in discussing the abortion controversy vi arc not really
concerned with all persons: not with..spiritual persons, dead persons,
or fititious persons. Vhother or not those are included in the
definition is t.osido the point. The purpose of the definition is
to establish a set s,.ch that all mombors of th - sot are psrsons and
no.real, live, material person is not a member of the sot.
Second, th. boundcrios of tho set must be natural and reasonably
clear. :1hilo natural boundaries are never perfectly sharp, ambiguity should be minimized and error should be on th.: side of over--.
protection. For the definition to bo functional it should be
operational.
Third, tho definition should ble in accord with the usual
meaning of tho word as civer in standard r,.ferrnces. It must be
.independent o philosophy or crecd to apply to a pluralistic society.
The first place one thinks "of looking for a standard and impartial definition is the dictionary. Dictionaries arc authoritativo references that are not involved in controversies and whose
definitions reflect, the common moaning of terms. In ',.obstor's
unabridged dictionary wo find :person- defined sioplyl as an
individual human being. (3) This definition obviously satisfi~a
tho third criterion. As for the first criterion, allroal, livo,
mat,.'rial persons are certainly human beings. Those iiho wish to
exclude some human beings from.porsonhood on.objoctive rounds will
have to accept the burden of proof. With regard to the second
criterion, Part I clearly established that fortili-tion was the
natural and scientific boundary where tho now human individual
began his existence. Various objections to those conclusions will
t.e treated in Part III. For the present, hovievor, it should -be
realized that tbere is no method of abortion Irnown at the present
time that kills a human life at tho s.ygoto stage.
.

...

RMPEREN1TCES
(1) The .Dcloration of Independence.
(2) Th* United Stats Constitution.
(3) ielstr's Third 'ew International Dictionary of the English
Language Unabridged, G. & 0. ferriam, 1965.
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.PART III
OBJECTIONS

"

CONCEPTIONi IS ?OT All BVLIIT BUT A-PROCESS OVER TIME
This Kbjoct.ion was raised by the U. S. Supromo .Court in tho
case of Roo v. Wade. (1) From the on'suing discussion it appears
that the Court was confused by an attempt of tho Amorican Co logo
of Ostotricians and Oynecologists (ACOG) to change the moaing
of o6ncoption.
In the past, concolption has boon used as the oquivalont of, and intorchangoably with, fortiliration. ACOG would
make it oquivalont to implantation, a process which goos on for
days.
One could also say that fortiliration is a .process over timo
in that it begins wihon the sporm impingos on tho ovum ("activation')
and ends about an hour later with tho fusion of tho pro-nuclei. To
make an iosuo of this, how:vor, would bo.to quibble, siroo fertiliration can with equal validity be called an event. If an event had
to take place in 7oro time thoro would be no such a thing as an

ovont because it would require the rolcase of an infinite amount.

of onorcy.
In scientific trminoloay an event is a significant olo..ont,
in a chain of circumstances, the duration of which is relatively
short, and th'o details of what transpires during that interval
are of ainor significance. Typical events involve the disa-pearanco
of reactants, perhaps the transitory existence of a short-lived
intermediate (o.g., the comrouad nucleus in nuclear fission and the
act.ivatod complex in choical reactions) and the appoaranco of a
product or products. The diffor.onoo botwoon the reactants and
products cay be accidetptal (as it is in olastic collisions) or
essential (as in pair production).' There is nothing in tho wholo
called an event than
of human dovolotoont, thct deserves" oro to
does fortilization, nor is th-ro anything elso that involves such.
an ossotial ch'ango.

EARLY ABORTIONS OCCUR BSPOTL9 THE CHILD HAS A SOUL
Philosophers and theologians have long discussed the question
of whon an individual receives a human or immortal soul, and thore
is still no universal agrcaent. There are a number of script.ural
texts that indicate that the unborn child haea .soul (2) but thoro

is no. clear statement on when it gots it.

A sigrifioant numb r of philosophers and theologians hold that
the soul is infused at the time of fortilivation. This view is
called immediate animation, and it is in full accord with the
scientific factor. Therefore, no one can be certain that the soul is
not infused at this time. To paraphrase the ethical argument of
Germain Griso.: (3) To be willing to kill what for all ono knows
could have a soul is to be willing to kill it if it has a soul.
Therefore one cannot evoko th. onsouleent controversy as a justification for lagaliod abortion on deraud in the early stages of
pregnancy.
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THERE I3 O SIDJPLE DEPIVITIOP OF !HAT
IHAT IS HUIAN AND 1-HAT IS 1OT HMAH

IS ALIVE

AY'D !HAT IS NOT ALIVE,

This is tho *position taken by liolcolm Potts and certain other

pro-abortion scientists and medical mon. The difficulty in defining
life was discussed and answered in Part I. The dofivition of what
is human is complicated by the oxistenco of toratomas and hydatidiform molos. This can be obviated as ve have dono'by including tho
concept of organization in the definition. Dut oven aoido from this
aspect the araumont is irrelevant. Toratomao and hydatidifore oolos
are never involved in abortion decisions. "(4)
THE ZYGOTS IS Op 11O !ORE VALUE THAN A DLU"PRINT"
Professor Garrott Hardin is fond of repeating this argument (5)
which goos liko this: Tho only thing of value about a 7ygote is its
information content.
This information is liko a blueprint of the
future child. If you destroy a blueprint it's
a house. So it is with the ?ygoto and child.

not liko destroying
The blueprint is.

easily and cheaply rnlacod and so is the 7.ygoto.. It doesn't matter
that the information vas unique and unrepoatablo. True, it mit.ht
have boon another Boothovon, but it also might have boon another
Hitler..
Tho argumeont invokes a utilitarian ethic by putting a pric6 tag

on humen life. As development proceeds, the price'Soos up. According to Professor Nardin's lifeboat ethics (6)when there is an over-

supply of people the price cooes down again. Furthernoro, the arelogy is dehumunising and grossly misleading. The living human being
is equated. to its heredity which is likened to a blueprint, thereby
making the rygoto e-quivalent to a non-living.thing. Zygote's bocooo
infants-but blueprints do not become houses, human beings gro

but

houses are built. Another fault of the argument is tha 7-yaotest as
wo have pointed out, are never aborted. The earliost'abortions
occ ur by preventing ioplantation of the blastocyst, a far more
complex and doveolopd stage than. the ?ygoto.
There is nothing in the blueprint analogy that invalidates any
of the facts wo have presented.
HOhIFIZATIO!! DOESN'T OCCUR UMITIL AFTER IIIPLANTATIOH

Dr. James J. Diamond, a surgeon and woll moaning but misinformed pro-lifor advances this view in Ameorica magurino. (7)
Without dofiaing hominiration Dr. Diamon--arguos that
Weighty biological argumonl.s can be adduced to
support the belief that at fertilization orly the
character of the subsequently hominived entity is
established and that biological hoiniration does
not occur until about two weeks later at a time
near implantation. Since scionco presents no
cortitudo that lifo begins before this "gray"
period has passed, a stato of probabilism exists.
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with a strong tilt toward the more probablo, (sio)
holding that human life ought not ... to bo-hold
to exist until conception (moaning implantation).*
Dr. Diamond ooo on to claim support for his position from the'"
&!odorn Vforld" and from
Vatican II document on "The Church in the
the Catholic thoologians Charles Curran, Richard A. UcCormick, Joseph
Doneel and Bernard Hasring.
The word hominiration comps from Tfilhard do Chardin who uses
it to rofer to the development of refleotivooolf cono6iouonoo of
matter itself rather than of individual life. (8) To use it in an
evolutionary sense and thn apply it to fotal devolopmont is but to
repeat the error of Ernst Haoccol (soo rart i).
In Section 51 of"Tho Church in thM Modern '.orld"tho text'roads:
Therefore from the moment'of its conception life
must be guarded with the greatest care, while
abortion and infanticide are unspoakablo crimes.
in th. text to indicate that conception as used h'ro
nothing
is
There
refers to ACOG's redefinition rather than the traditional moaning of
fertilization. The recent Vatican declaration on abortion confirms
thio interpretation and pulls the theological rug out from under
Dr. Diamond's position by its clear and scientifically sound statmont that life must be proto ted from tho mooo.nt of fertiliration.
•
TWIN.GII: AID I1COMBIIATIOP
of
the first cleavage of the
time
the
from
occur
car
Winning
7ygoto up to coeo time around implantation. The result is identical
or homovyaous tWins. How, then, can a person divide in two and
become two person? Iordover, there is 4come evidence that two
The
and become one.
individuals in the early stages cn comb
difficult to accept.
idea of two persons bocomin& one is equa
consider this an
iLhilo some hilosophors and thoolog5
important objection, it is not without precedeot for the biologist#
nor io it an important objection to other philosophers and theologians.
'

Firot with regard to twinning,. it is wll known .that lifo. at a

rudimentary state of .organization can reproduce by asexual fission.
Even at fairly high organizational states a severed organism can
become two organic-msby regeneration. The boat knom example occurs
with the planaria. We know nov that human beings, before their
systoos become too highly organived,.can reproduce by similar
mechanisms. Philosophers that bas.. their theories on the sclontific
facts simply regard the twins as the grandchildren of the adult
couple or the children of the 7ygoto.
The early fusion of 7ygotes is readily accomplished exporiment.ally in mice. Tlhre is no human boina known to have, matured from
this procoos. There are pooeli who have cell populations of more
IPsically this can occur in oe of two ways.
than. one 4enotypo.

87-999 0 - 82 - 3
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If Ono ry oto is involved the individual. is called a mosaio and one
of the cel] populations develops from.a*mtant col YWoohe
mutation occurs at an oarly stago of dovolopmont. If two ,tygotos
ar-N involved the individual is called a chimera. This is thought
to result from double fortilipation whore. two sperm coils penetrate
a single ovum, but the combination of two rygotes has also boon
s ostod ao a possibility. (9) If it w-re ovor proved that. an
individual resulted froe tho combination of Pygotos from two
separate ova it would still have no' effoot on tho conclusions of
this papor. It tiould merely scan that w havo to revise our prooonceived notions about what biological processes individuals on
undergo at rudimentary stages of orgnitation.
.
Philosophical reaction to.this possibility varies from one
philosopher to another. The fact 'that it need not cause any difficulty is sh-"m by .F:illiam 1I. iJarshnor's penetrating analysis of tho
situation.(lO) Harshnor concludes that, like tw1nnina, combination
or rooebination is motaphyeically nonproblomatic:
One of the twins dies, and his matter, in whole
or in part, is rojoinod to the othor.... if
biology wioheso to say, "The life of a human
fortiliiod ovum is, plainly, human lifo," philosophy. is not in a position to rodistor an objection.'
That is, philosophy cannot pr, ",' that the precious
thing wo call human lifo or porsonhood is not
prosont from the moment of fortili.ation (on the
contrary) the biologist'o definition has consider.able philosophic support.
PARTHBNOMRSfIS
Parthonogonosis is the dvolop ent of an in dividual from an
unfortiliod ovum. It occurs naturally in somo animal and can be
induced in others. Although it has beon induced in mammals, the
rosultinic individual has never survived beyond the fetal. stage.
In Goinetio P& (11) Aitai ttsioni quotos Profo'ssor Colin R. Austin
of W W0 1oogioal Laboratory in ngland as saying
,ho view (that fortilization is the start of
individuality) is illogical because ft assumes
that the oocyto (ovum) lacks the potential fordevelopment until fortiliration occurs.... The
commonconso assoesmont must therefore apportion
very minor .rights to the proimplantation embryo,
certainly no more than to an ovary with its manr'
thousand oooytos. On these grounds the initiation
of embryos in vitro and their use in the course of
-human
h'unuinenoeds aro acts of equal
attoopto to"nf
ethical standing to those acceptable for medical
thorapoutics.
The argum nt is weak ito several respects. First, it may ov.n
be impossible' to induce parthonogonosis in humans, for all wo know.
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Second, from what Professor Austin says, the conclusion that hunan
rights should bo oxtonded to ovh would be Just as valid as tho conclusion that they should be taken away from zygotes. Thirdly, as
Professor Grisoe

has pointed out (12), the fact-that.tho ovum would

hav. to be stimulated to devolon parthenogenetically d.monstratos
that it is not equivalent to a ygoto "for tho stimulation loading
to such extraordinary development is procisoly what the hum-an ovum
normally does not undergo,"
BUT I JUST DON'T FEBL THAT IT'S HU11AJ,.
WOULDN'T A DBTT&I CRITERION
BE ...
implantation, he&ertboat, brain wavos, quiclrening, viability,
birth, social interaction, puberty ... ? The list is long and could
boxtonded indefinitely, but all the criteria su&*ost.od are vague or
arbitrary or unsupportable for one reason or another. The key viord
is "foel", and the approach is as old as it is dangerous. Prom time
immemorial it has boon at the root of man's inhumanity to man because
one sogm.ent of the population would rot "fool" that another soaont
was truly human, and this feeling" would then become the justification for injustice and oppression.
The progress of science has continuously brouf..ht forth instances
where reality has boeon found to be different than w. "felt" it should
bo: The e:tro'ity of saallnoss reveals the em.tiness of solids, the
e;:tromity of spod loads to the paradoxcs of relativity' te extremity of accuracy loads to the mysterious uncertainty prinoiplo, the
oxtrooities of cass load to black holes at one end and quantum
mechanics at the other, the extremities of space and timo still
resist comprehension. In view of all this we should be surprised
if the oxtro;oity of porsonhood did not lead to a surprise.
f.ormal hum.n beings h-vo strong psychological inhibitions
against killing other human beings. They must be prepared for
violent solutions t.o social problems b- breaking down th..se barriers.
The intended victims oust first be dohumani.od, and d,:humaniration
must bo procedod by isolation, ostrangement, and disrupted oommuoication. The lie cannot survive in confrontation with facts and
experience. The march of civili7ation has boon a slow but steady
eradicatio'n of dchueani~ation and violence. As a solution to
social ills, abortion is a stop on the road back to barbarism.
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PART IV,
SU?91ARY AID CONCLUSIONS
(1) The kind of lifo applicable to discussions of abortion in a
pluralistic society is biological lifo.
(2) Biological life does not begin; it is continuous.

A coil

can

como only from a living coll.
(3) Th* biological criterion of "human" lice in thc genetic constitution of the cells and in their origin,
(4) The quality o1 being human does not begin; it is continuous.
A huoan cell ccr coc only from a living human coll.
(5) The biological lifo of an individual begins at fortilivation.
Prom that time until death, the individual is never anything
but alive, never anything but human. Ho is a human being.
(6) Those facts are not matters of religion or opinion or theory.
They aro tho results of scientific observation.

(7) In a pluralistic society tho moaning of porsonhood oust transcend personal creeds and opinions.

The objective definition..

of personhood is the dictionary definition, and this is also
the biological definition.

(8).Dy objective and scientific criteria, the individual is a person
throughout his entire biological development.

(9) A number of objections and counterproposals have boon made to
this position, but none of them are supportable.
(20) To remain on sound ground, philosophers and theologians cannot
ignore or discount those facts and principles. Nor is there
anything but support for them in scripture
Indjed, there bro

many philosophers and theologipns who comlotoly agreo with
thom,'
No
one can bc forced tz give up their own contrary subjective
(11)
views on those mattors, but history has shown over and over
again the tragic results of ucing unscientific criteria of

humanity and porsonhood.

SCIeITISTS FOR LIFE
"Scientists for Lifo', is a'pro-lifo organization of professional
mon and womon. Its purpose isto promote respect for human lifo at
all stages of biological devolopwont, from fortilipationtill doath,
and to oduoto the public on the con ooquoncos of interfering with

such life. It is non-profit, non-soctarian and non-political. Its
functions are scientific and educational. It marshals tho authority
and prostigo of tho scientific community in support of tho pro-lifo
position,
Tho oxtont of participation is loft up to the individual mombor.
Memeors keop in touch through nowslottor and tho distribution of
educational material. Activities include tho formation of a roster
of pro-lifo scientists, tho preparation of euthoritativo artiolo
and statoonts, organiration of symposia, participation in world
food and population efforts, tho publication of books, tho presentation of papers at scientific ecotings,'and assisting local oducational"groups and institutions..
Uomorship in Sciontists for Life is'intornational. Iomborship
is opon to anyone with a degroo in soionco who supports tho purposes
of the organization. Th* group is forood to complement, rather th84.
duplicate, other professional pro-lifo groups. Howovor, if.physicians ard sst.rgeons arc unable to locate a suitable medical group, or
are involved in research, they are woloomo to join.
SCIENTISTS FOR LIFE, IN!C.
"Sciontists for Lifo Inc.' is a non-stock, non-profit corporation incorporatod in'tho bommonwalth of Virginia. Its Doard of
Directors is solooted from tho Board Qf Dirootors of Sciontiste for
Lifo, but it has no mombors. Contributions to Scientists for Life,
Inc., are oxompt frou Fodral Income Tax.
OFFICERS
The following are the officers of both Scientists for Life and Soiontists for Life, Inc.:
Francis P. Filico, PhD,
Edward 0. Freiling, PhD
Vico.Prosidont
Prosidont
Hargarot Barrett Hoin, PhD
Potor Ugincius, PhD
Soorotary
Troasuror .
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STATEMENT OF PROF. ALBERT WILLIAM LILEY
My name isAlbert William Liley. I have been trained and hold qualifications
inneurophysiology, obstetrics and neonatal paediatrics. I hold the
appointment of Research Professor in Perinatal Physiology at the
Postgraduate School of Obstetrics and Gynaecology inthe University
of Auckland, New Zealand.
For 24 years I have been engaged inclinical and research work which
would be described most accurately as fetal paediatrics - the diagnosis
and, where possible, the treatment of illness inbabies before birth.
In1963 I developed the technique of fetal transfusion by which severely
anaemic Rh babies could be transfused blood in utero to tide them over
to a deliverable maturity. This procedure demonstrated clinically what
was already known biologically, that the fetus was an individual quite
distinct from his mother although living within her body. The fetus could
be ill, could need and receive accurate diagnosis, could need and receive
and respond to specific therapy Just like a patient in any other age group
and quite independently of maternal condition.
I consider It a bitter irony that Just when for the first time the fetus
arrives on the clinical scene as one who can be cared for medically there
should be such sustained and strenuous effort to make him a social nonentity,
as one who can be placed beyond a duty of care and protection and discarded.
As a physician I would find it extraordinarily arbitrary if I were required
to regard one fetus as a patient and treat and care for him properly
and to deny existence, not ohly withhold assistance but also be an active
party to the destruction of another.
The practice of fetal medicine provides an opportunity to invade fetal
privacy and to observe fetal life and behaviour. In turn a knowledge of

fetal life, behaviour and responses is necessary for the proper care
of the fetus, the practice of fetal medicine and indeed an understanding
of pregnancy physiology.
We each began life as a single cell.

Fortyfive generations of cell growth

or multiplication divisions were needed to reach the 30 million million
cells of our adult bodies. Of these 45 generations of cell division, eight
or nearly one fifth had occurred by the time we implanted inour mother's
uterus, 30 or two thirds by the time we were eight weeks old, 39 by
28 weeks gestation and 41 by the time we were born.

The remaining tedious

four occupy the whole of childhood and adolescence and then there were
no more.

This dramatic and rapid sequence of cell multiplications or replications
inearly intrauterine life ismatched b , an equally dramatic and rapid
differentiation and development of structure. After a six-to eight day
Journey down the Fallopian tube our new human reaches the uterus, his
home for the next 260 days, and burrows Into the spongy lining. He promptly
develops a placenta and a protective capsule of fluid for himself. By 25
days from conception, about two weeks past mother's first missed period,
the developing heart starts beating although two to three weeks must elapse
before we can reliably detect heart beats with current technology. By 30
days babyone quarter of an inch long,has a brain of unmistakable human
proportions, eyes, ears, mouth, kidneys, liver and umbilical cord and a
heart pumping blood he has made himself. By 45 days about the time of
mother's second missed period the baby's skeleton Iscomplete - incartilage
not bone at first, the buds of the milk teeth appear and he makes the
first movements of his body and new grown limbs although itwill be another
12 weeks before his movements are strong enough to be transmitted through
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the Insensitive uterus to be detected by mother's sensitive abdominal
wall.

By 63 days he will grasp an object stroking his palm and can make

a fist.
These structural changes of course are not mediated by any external agency
but Internally, directed by the embryo himself.

In this regard the embryo

with his cargo of genetic information is much more than a mere blueprint
of a hew human.

A blueprint is simply a plan and does not include the

machinery to fulfill that plan but the embryo does.

He even has the power

to phenocopy himself, to reproduce asexually as about 1 in 400 embryos
does in identical twinning.
However our new human has inhand other major undertaking besides his own
internal organisation and development. He also develops his own life
support system, his placenta, and his own confines for it is the embryo
and fetus who develops his membranes, forms his amniotic fluid and regulates
its volume and composition.

Women speak of their waters breaking and

their membranes rupturing but such expressions are so much nonsense these structures belong to the baby. This simple point Is not a play on
words but a practical reality. Tests on the amniotic fluid are tests on
the baby, not on mother.
However even the organisation of his own confines does not exhause the list
of achievements of our new individual.

His own welfare is too important

to permit leaving anything to the chance cooperation of others and therefore he must organise his mother to make her body a suitable home.
First and most pressing he must prevent the menstrual shedding of the
uterine lining or endometrium.

He does this by producing a hormone, chorionic

gondatrophin, to prolong the normally strictly limited life span of the
corpus luteum in the ovary which In turn maintains the endometrium to
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undergo a transformation suitable for early pregnancy. This isa splendid
feat of power amplification understandable in electronic circuitry
and very common inphysiology whereby an embryo barely out of the microgram
range influences the corpus luteum in the milligram range which in turn
affects the endometrium measured ingrams which inturn informs mother
measured inkilograms that she ispregnant. Very soon the embryo bypasses
the corpus luteum and taken over direct control of the endometrium - from
a very early stage of human pregnancy neither the maternal pituitary nor
ovaries are necessary for its continued endocrine success.

Another crucial environmental problem which must be dealt with is the
homograft situation - the fact that the fetus and his mother, invitably
immunological foreigners, who would not exchange skin grafts and could
not be safely given a blood transfusion ontfrom the other, yet must tolerate
each other's tissues inparabiosis for nine months of pregnancy. Again
itis the fetus not mother who copes with the problem.

And finally it

isthe fetus not mother who determines the duration of the pregnancy for
unquestionably the onset of labour is normally a unilateral decision by
the baby.

This relationship between a baby and his mother isclearly much more than
simple biological parasitism. The term parasite so frequently applied to the
fetus isoften used not in the limited biological sense but with the sociological overtone of describing someone who takes all and contributes
nothing. Neither sense is applicable to the fetus. True, he is parasitic
on his mother for his nutritional requirements.

In the same sense many

wives could be said to be parasitic on their husband's income but Just
as wives would indignantly maintain that they contribute much to a hone
and marriage to Justify their keep and that really what is involved is a
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division of labour so also does the fetus justify his keep by organising
and maintaining the pregnancy.

Such a relationship is more accurately

described as parablosis or symbiosis and physiologically there is no
question who guarantees its success.

Even when we accept that it isthe fetus who is in command of the pregnancy,
that it is mother not baby who is the passive partner in the relationship,
people might still feel that the fetus Is nevertheless but a mindless
programmed robot controlling his mother.

After all the traditional view

was that the fetus was some fragile nerveless vegetable blindly maturing
structures in anticipation of a life and function to begin at birth.

Nothing

could be further from the truth.

As the fetus develops structures - including

sensory structure, he uses them.

Development of strucutre and development

of function go hand in hand.

Even more important as a principle of devel-

opment is the interdependence of structure and function.

If the function

cannot be served without developing the structure, equally without the
stimulus of function the structure does not develop properly anyway.
Further, we are aware in extrauterine life that every individual represents
an interaction of nature and nurture, of environment and genetic endowment.
This aim is true in the uterus.

The fetus does not live in a metabolic

Nirvarna or ina dark and silent world in a state of sensory deprivation.
The uterus may buffer, filter and distort the outside world but does not
eliminate it. Stimuli do reach the body and he responds to them.
We know that fetal movement is necessary for the proper development of bones
and joints, that the fetus without room to move or without muscles or nerves
to move with Is born with severe restriction of range of joint movements.
We know that fetal comfort determines fetal position, that changes in
maternal position provoke baby to seek a new position of comfort, that
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contractions and external palpation provoke fetal movement and the fetus

will repeatedly evade the sustained pressure of a microphone or recording
instrument. We know how babies change ends in the uterus while they still
have room - they propel themselves with their feet,,either frontwards or
backwards, and how they change sides - with an elegant longitudinal spiral
roll rotating first their heads, then their shoulders and finally their
legs.

Inearly pregnancy the fetus is free to move as he pleases and does

procisely that. He can turn complete flips in 1h or 2 seconds.

In late

pregnancy with increasing fetal bulk and diminishing amniotic fluid volume
there is less choice but fetal comfort determines which way baby will lie
in late pregnancy and present in labour. Of course inselecting a position
of comfort in late pregnancy the fetus may have chosen a position which is
difficult or impossible for vaginal delivery. Inthis regard he can be
accused of lack of foresight but this isa trait not unknown inadults.

Thus the fetus is responsive to touch and pressure, simple facts confirmed
by any obstetrician who has ever stroked the palm of a prolapsed arm and
elicited a grasp reflex or the sole of the footing breech and observed the
appropriate reflex response. The fetus also responds violently to painful
stimuli - needle puncture and injection of cold or concentrated solutions stimuli which adults find painful, children will tell you are painful and
the neonate to judge from his responses find painful.

Critics assert that

we have no proof that the fetus actually feels pain. Strictly they are quite
correct. Pain isa peculiarly personal and subjective experience and
there isno biochemical or physiological test we can do to tell that anyone
is inpain - a phenomenon which makes it very easy to bear other people's
pain stoically which is an important point for obstetricians to remember.
By the same token we lack any proof that animals feel pain. However to
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Judge frodi their responses its seems charitable to assume they do.

Were this

not so there would be no point inhaving organisations for the Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals and I for one would be unhappy to think we would
withhold from the human fetus a charitable consideration we were prepared
to extend to animals.

L

The fetus responds to sound and light inutero. The fetus isstartled by
flash photography of a pregnant abdomen and with a fibreoptic conduit
and photo multiplier we can detect the shadow cast by the fetus on the
posterior uterine wall.

Inutero the light isshifted far to the red end

of the spectrum and the fetus isusing only his rod or low light intensity
vision but ifthere is any light present at all there must be activation
of visual pathways because single rod cells respond to single photons.
The fetus lacks any images and sufficient light to practise cone vision
so that at birth he can see but does not know what he is looking at.
Confident recognition of images takes five to eight months of extrauterine
life to acquire.
With sound it is different because intrauterine sounds have pattern and
spectral composition not very different from extrauterine sounds and the
fetal inner ear or hearing mechanism

is of the same magnitude and therefore

responds to the same frequency range as children's or adults' ears.

It is

easy to demonstrate fetal responses to external sound and audiometric curves
may be constructed by noting changes in fetal heart rate or fetal movement
or electroencephalogram to pure tones presented by hydraphone or air microphone.

By this means deaf mute women may be reassured at least as early

as 22 weeks that their fetus can hear.

The fetus lined up under an image

intensifier in a quiet room is startled by a sudden noise, human voice
included.

He responds to the tympanist's contribution to an orchestral
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performance and to the dentist's turbine drill.

By halfway through pregnancy

the fetus shows habituation, that is,he loses interest if the same stimulus
isrepeatedly presented.

It isalso possible to demonstrate conditioning

by which the fetus given one signal can be taught to anticipate -a second
different one.
The fetus drinks amniotic fluid ina phasic pattern from at least as early
as eight weeks gestation. By the third trimester there isa fascinating
variation, some babies coyly drinking 10 ml per hour and others boozing
away at 70 to 90 ml per hour. This variation correlates well with independently assessed feeding performance in the nursery. The fetus drinks
more amniotic fluid if it issweetened, less if it isgiven an unpleasant
taste. He may get hiccups, easily recognised, and as these occur inepisodic
or phasic pattern and as the baby who hiccups as a fetus hiccups as a
neonate usually after feeds, we suspect that they are related to fetal
drinking sessions.

Episodes of fetal hiccups are not randomly distributed

around the clock but show a striking peak inthe afternoon and evening and
itisapparent that the fetus isalready experiencing some circadian rhythms
either of his own or exposed to mother's.
All babies are experienced inswallowing at birth and some also in suckling.
Inthe neurological examination of the neonate the 'seeking' or 'rooting'
reflex iselicited by stroking the area around the baby's mouth. He turns
his head to the side of the stimulus and opens his mouth, obviously the
reflex by which he homes inon the nipple.

Insofar as it isvery common

to see fetuses lying with hands and feet in close proximity to their faces
it isnot surprising that they elicit a seeking reflex themselves.
Therefore it is not uncommon radiologically to find fetuses sucking fingers,
thumbs and toes and thumbsucking has been photographed in the nine week abortus.
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Many other functions and responses could be described but always the
conclusion is the same - the fetus is a young human, dynamic, plastic,
resillant.

ItIs not simply a case of it being the same baby physically

before as after birth.

Itis not simply a matter perhaps of a baby having

the same illness before and after birth, that it isa matter of arbitration
not fate whether a baby be born under Capricorn or Pisces, simply a
question of whether we can care for the baby more simply and safely in
the uterus or in the nursery. Rather even many little behavioural traits
that distinguish one newborn from another are already apparent in the
uterus. Conversely a better understanding of the fetus and his environment
puts many of the problems of the neonate ina better perspective.
Of course not everyone isaware of this picture of intrauterine life.
A medical social worker in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynaecology
at Monash University presented to women booking inat an antenatal clinic
a blank diagram of a trunk and asked them to draw on itjust where they thought
their baby was and what itwas like at their particular maturity.She.
collected a fascinating assortment of amoebae, Jellyfish and tadpoles
located everywhere from the pelvis to the diaphragm. Such naivety is
surprising but hardly alarming because it is amenable to teaching and there
are many excellent books and films available as teaching aids. More
serious is the attitude of people who do or should know better bt chose
to suppress or deny their knowledge. A Select Commission in South Australia
in 1966 having to accept on the evidence before tllm that logically human
life was a continuum beginning at conception then disarmingly remarked
"However, many people simply will not accept this conclusion" and proceeded
to the novel argument that criminal law should be amended to cater for
popular ignorance.

Whenwe care for pregnant women and their babies,
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when we diagnose and treat illness in the fetus, medical and scientific
knowledge isessential.

When people practice abortion such knowledge is

an embarrassment.

A less blatant but more persistent variant of the flat denial isseen in
the use of words. Despite the time honoured use of such terms as 'quick
with child' and 'heavy with child' anti abortionists are criticised for
bringing children into the issue of abortion at all.

You may speak of

terminating a pregnancy but not of exterminating the fetus.
is a state and a self terminating state at that
ever.

-

Now pregnancy

no pregnancy goes on for

Sometimes in late pregnancy, with severe toxaemia, serious haemorrhage

or fetal illness we would deal with the problem by terminating the state
of pregnancy but not exterminating the fetus. Rather we would energetically
strive and probably succeed in saving the child. Here a clear distinction
ismade between the pegnancy, the state, and the fetus, the entity. In
the abortion argument this distinction iswilfully confused.
Others acknowledge the existence of intrauterine life but qualify it in
terms which suit their purpose indestroying it. For instance one qualification or disqualification attached to our developing human isthat he
is incapable of independent existence or is previable. However the concept
of independent existence or viability does not negate the existence of
humanness of intrauterine life but simply specifies the physical conditions
under which that life can continue. By the same token as a physiologist
I can define quite accurately the physical conditions (and ridiculously
circumscribed conditions they are) under which the life of anyone may continue.
Anyone proclaiming incapability of independent existence, even ina social
sense, as a forfeiture to a claim to life should think carefully the next
time they plan to call a doctor themselves.
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The definition of the embryo or fetus as a potential human being
or human life is interesting if only because of the frequency with which
itis used by doctors and biologists who probably would consider they
were speaking as scientists. In the first place Itis of course a nondefinition - itdoes not tell us what an embryo or fetus isbut only what
itwill become. But secondly, the word 'potential' is not a medical or
scientific term at all but a metaphysical one. The corresponding terms
inbiology and medicine are growth and development and ifwe speak of a
growing or developing human or human being or human life we have a quite
different sense and we are back with reality.
In summary as a clinician and physiologist my experience leads me to
agree with Sigmund Freud that human life isa continuam with a cesura
at birth. I can find no reason why that life isnot deserving of medical
care and of protection before the law. To specify a living organism as
an embryo or fetus in no way detracts from its humanness but simply
designates an age and stage of life in the same sense that we would speak
of someone as a toddler, an infant, a child, a teenager, an adolescent,
an adult or an octagernerian.
The foregoi
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Abortion as a method of fertility management,in the sense in which
the demographers use the term,cannot be analyzed separately from the general
thrust of population control.

Techniques of birth control long have had an

intimate tie with the aims and intentions of the population control movement.
The function of abortion thus becomes much more than simply a private or
personal matter.

Abortion -- the specific set of birth control techniques

that enable pregnancies to be terminated after conception -- serves a social/
strategic function which only can be understood if the motives behind the population
control movement are understood.

These motives reside in the premises and values

of Malthusian economics and the principles of "social Darwinism."

It constitutes

a retreat to the ideology embodied in Herbert Spencer's Social Statics and the
eugenicist philosophy prevalent in the Progressive Era.
Once abortion is identified as an element in the larger context of a
historic population control movement, the fundamental issue at stake can be seen
plainly.

It is the issue of whether or not the members of the new "elect" of

society -- the professional-managerial-scientific estate -- have the right to
determine directly or indirectly who among the new "unelect" should live or die.
The question of when life "begins," which has exercised so much attention,
becomes peripheral or at best secondary in this broader context.
importance next to the following central questions:

It pales in

(1) for whom will life

end before its natural time, (2) precisely when will it end, (3) how will it
end, and (4) who will make these first three decisions.
the process whereby life ends?

Who is to determine

Who should have the authority over life and death

*Associate Professor of Econanics, University of Texas at Austin. The author

gratefully acknowledges the valuable help of Mrs. Jewell lazique and Us.
Jo Ann Noble in the preparation of this statement.
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in an age where we find ourselves confronted with increasingly unrestrained
applications of each new "advance" in the realms of science and technology?
To explore the social/strategic function of abortion in depth the
following themes will be examined:
1. The historic link between the population control movement dating
from the early 19th century and the pursuit of improved birth control techniques.
2.. The lth century law of population, the Law of Relative Surplus
Population (LRSP).
3. The 20th century law of population, the Law of Progressive Elimination
of Undesirable Population (LPEUP).
4. Evidence of the genocidal tendencies of the population control
movement in the 20th century.
S. Evidence of the genocidal tendencies of the application of abortion
specifically in the 20th century.
6. A brief statement of positive alternatives to our present trajectory.
Pursuit of this discussion will make it evident that it is the intertwining
of law and biogenetic-medical science that must be disentangled and exposed.

For

the longer we wait to erect barriers to the evolving tendencies reflected in the
population control movement, the more difficult it will become to hold back
the tide.
1.

THE 191T

CENTURY POPULATION CONTROL MOVEMENT:
THE HAND OF MALTHUS

Interest and research into improved techniques of birth control bear a

direct relationship to the rise of the population control movement.

Malthus'

famous Essay on the Principle of Population (1798) had immense influence on early
19th century proponents of population control.

While Malthus himself advocated
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the Puritanical principle of "moral restraint", his more zealous followers sought
more efficient technologies that would permit intercourse without the onset of
pregnancy, i.e. contraception.

Contraception was conceived as a means of

restricting population size. -Limiting population, under the aegis of Malthusian
economics, was conceived further as an antipoverty strategy -- facilitatingreduction of the numbers born into the working class and, correspondingly,
numbers on "the dole."

Malthus' friend and contemporary, David Ricardo, for

example, included the following remarks in his own P

ciles of Political

Economy and Taxation (1817):
It is a truth which admits not a doubt that the comforts
and well-being of the poor cannot be permanently secured without
some regard on their part, or some effort on the part of the
legislature, to regulate the increase of their numbers, and to 2
render less frequent among them early and improvident marriages.
Ricardo goes on to criticize the Poor Laws for promoting an unfortunate
"multiplication" of the poor.

Ricardo was not referring to the welfare population

in the United States in the 1970's.

He was referring to the procreative practices

of the English working class in the aftermath of the first Industrial Revolution.
Some arguments, it seems, reappear time and time again.
From the early 19th century onward the search for new methods of contraception
was directed in large part at an effort to curb the numbers of persons viewed as
the excess -- viewed as the excess by those in intellectual-political domination
over English society. The ostensibly humanitarian content of the population
control movement had it that the poor would benefit from their own efforts to
reduce their fertility by receiving greater material well-being (or higher per
capita income).

The trade off Classical political economy posed for the English

working class was less children in exchange for more bread.
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The economic basis for the Classical link between poverty and
"overpopulation" was the Malthus-Ricardo doctrine of diminishing returns in
agriculture. So many hungry mouths to feed was supposed to place too great
a burden on the carrying capacity of the land.

To avoid this fate the poor

were instructed to "regulate the increase of their numbers."

They could

some felt (John Stuart Hill, for example) be enlightened to see that it was in
their own self-interest to limit their numbers.
Promotion of birth control methods from the perspectives of feminine
freedom or sexual liberation also had its advocates.

But their impact was at

best marginal relative to those who claimed to have found the panacea for
4

poverty.
2. THE LAW OF RELATIVE SURPLUS POPULATION
Whereas Classical political economy attributed the excess (unemployed)
members of the working class to their own rapid population growth, critics of
the Classical School offered an alternative perspective.$

They argued that

the basic law of population in the emerging industrial society was a Law of
Relative Surplus Population -- whereby the dynamic of industrialism tended to
produce a working class larger than the immediate profit-production requirements
in the manufacturing sphere.

The fundamental cause of redundancy among the

working class was the process of technical change under the regimen of industrial society, a process that continually rendered more workers inessential to
production. The Classical invocation of naturally determined limits to society's
carrying capacity, i.e. diminishing returns, was mere apologetics.
The claim that the surplus population arose from the reproductive practices
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of the working class itself veiled the processes at work.

The claim also

revealed the contradictory character of the early 19th century impulse toward
limiting the numbers of the poor.
The poor were the "inactive", unusedor unproductive portion of the working
class and required "managing" from the perspective of those at the top of the
society. Continuously unemployed workers were seen as a potential source of
urban crime and unrest as well as a drain on the national treasury to the extent
that Poor Laws were enacted and funded. However, what the Classicals did. not
grasp, while their critics did, was the necessity of the relative surplus population
under industrial society. For it was this surplus pool of potential laborers
who could be drawn upon in a wave of rapid economic expansion and whose presence
could pressure those who had employment to perform well and with discipline.
Hercantilist thinkers who preceded the Classicals displayed an especially
harsh attitude toward the working class invoking the "doctrine of the utility
of poverty" which had it that low wages meant more effort.
begrudged the poor their nambors.

But they rarely

Large numbers, they felt, meant lower wages --

which mercantilist thinkers felt was desirable.

6

'

Thus there were conflicting views on population in industrial society.
One view had it that the poor were too numerous and too costly to maintain.

Thus

it was preferable to reduce their numbers via a population control strategy.
The second view recognized the necessity of the poor to industrial capital and
sought to contain their anti-social behavior. What Tawney refers to as the
S...grand
discovery of a commercial age, that relief might be so administered
as not merely to relieve, but also to deter..." was of special importance from
7

the second viewpoint.

Exportation for colonial settlement, military conscription,

or imprisonment were all complementary means of containing the "excessive"
behaviors of the excess population.
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3.

T1!E LAW OF PROGRESSIVE ELIMINATION OF
UNDESIRABLE POPULATION

The second view described above that implicitly recognized the necessity
of thepoor, despite its own manipulative intentions, served to limit the
promotion of population control as a containment device for managing the poor.
This second viewpoint was essentially pro-populationist in character.
society thus bore within it

Industrial

two contradictory impulses on the population question

during its history.
By the mid-2Oth century, however, the operation of a new law of population
became more apparent.

The limit represented by the second impulse was lifting

as we moved from industrial society into a world dominated by the possesors of
scientific and technical knowledge.
industrial" society.

Daniel Bell has called the new age a "post-

There becomes less and less "reason" to keep the excess

or surplus population around or supported -- however minimally.
Moreover the modern excess population is no longer an excess relative to
the immediate requirements of industrial capital.

Now it becomes an excess

defined by the whims of a scientific-technical elite, given their vision of
who belongs in the "ideal" society.

Their Utopianism spurs them to separate

the "desirables" from the "undesirables" on esthetic criteria.

Today we

find, instead of a surplus relative to production requirement; a subjectively
identified "surplus".

Thus a new law of population is in operation.

This

new law of population reveals an assault without the restraints present
industrial society on the modern "surplus" population.

iT,

It is the Law of

Progressive Elimination of Undesirable Population (LPEUP).

Note who the modern

surplus or "undesirables" have become:
I. The culturally "undesirable -- the illiterate, the uneducated, the
"illegitimately" born, the "culturally disadvantaged", the poor.
2. The mentally "undesirable"

--

the low IQ, the retarded, the insane.
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3. The physically undesirable -- the deformed, the handicapped, the
aged.
4. The racially undesirable -- the black, the red, the yellow, the brown.
S. The behaviorally undesirable -- the criminal, the street urchin, the
unruly, the undisciplined, the hyperactive child.
To the extend that conditions can be identified that produce individWIS
who fit into the "undesirable" categories of the moment, population control
strategies can be targetted to prevent their birth.

Such persons can be stopped

before they are born.
For instance it is frequently argued, as it has been at these hearings,
that "unwanted" children are abused, and they in turn become abusive adults.
Better, then, it has been argued to permit expenctant mothers to abort the
unwanted child rather than to bring such a child into the world.
Dr. Warren lfern, a physician and epidemiologist on the national headquarters
staff of the now-defunct Office of Economic Opportunity's family planning program,
developed this position the New Republic in 1970.

tiecited demographer Charles

Westoff's 1969 findings that approximately 800,000 to one million unwanted
births occured annually in the United States and about one-half of those are
to poor and near-poor parents.

Still later work by Westoff and his collaborator

Larry Bumpass indicated that the number might be even higher.

Hem also

referred to the University of Chicago's 1969 report entitled The Unwanted Child
and Mildred Beck's 1970 Seminar In Psychiatry as sources that document the
"tragic effects of unwantedness on the children...." 9
Reverend Carl Fleminster, Vice President of the Harlem Interfaith Counseling Service of New York City drew the oft-invoked connection between "unwantedness" and child abuse in his statement at 1970 House hearings on family
planning services:
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In addition to the psychological damage to the child, the mother,
and the family, physical abuse ...
10
wanted or poorly timed.

often results when children are un-

The good Rev. Fleminster then prescribed prevention of "unwanted" births
not only as a cure for abuse but also to reduce the numbers of children who
are put up for adoption and languish in orphanages and foster homes until they
reach adulthood.

Ilesaid "rhe United States Children's Bureau and the Child

Welfare League of America report that more than 300,000 children in the United
States are now wards of public and private agencies.'

Fleminster conceded that

all 300,000 were probably not "unwanted when conceived" but nevertheless asserted that "many of them were."'
The Bumpass-Westoff study defined "unwantedness" to mean "unwanted at the
time of ...

conception by one or both parents."12

Thus they made a judgment

that for a child to have sufficient love and caring, such love and caring must
come from both biological parents.

A further implicit judgment was made that

it is irrelevant if the strength of parental desire for the child changes by
the time of birth or even after birth.
Extensive research by public health scholar Dorothy Itowze on the child
abuse issue illuminates the pitfalls of the concept of "unwantedness."

As

lowze points out more recent studies have identified "unwanted" children as
those whose mothers, at some stage of pregnancy, sought an abortion.

Again

this neglects the potential for reversal of maternal feelings toward her soonto-be born child during the later stages of pregnancy.

Howze also says that

many parents have ambivalent feelings about imminent arrivals that usually
are reversed favorably at the time of birth.

She goes further to point out
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that the alleged linkage between so-called "unwantedness" and child abuse is
difficult to verify statistically as is the alleged linkage between a child's
13
own experiences of abuse and their subsequent behavior as adults.

Those who seek to prevent "unwanted" children from entering the world
rely upon the predictive powers of the social and behavioral sciences as a
basis for identifying which offspring will be at risk of abuse at birth.

It

is standard fare to claim that the children of the poor and children whose
parents are black are more liable to be unwanted and subjected to abuse.
Available evidence, however, does not provide much support for such claims.
Four early studies on this subject generally found no evidence of a
relationship between-race and incidence of abuse.14

If anything the early

research on low-income families suggested a greater incidence of abuse and
neglect of white children by their parents than among blacks.

Based upon

such evidencounder the dictates of the LPEUP reduction of child abuse by birth
prevention should aim first at white poor parents.
Subsequent studies, e.g. those of Gil and Johnson, claimed that poor black
parents were more likely to abuse their children. 16 The difficulty with these
studies is that they were plagued by an overrepresentation of black poor parents in their samples, a problem of sample selection bias.

The samples were

drawn non-randomly from (a)inner city hospitals, (b)public welfare agencies,
and (c)child protective agencies located in minority areas. Those who are
poor and black necessarily would be more likely to interface with such agencies.
A'Day and Anderson have suggested that the non-random selection of the sample
leads to the mistaken conclusion that race and income correlates strongly with
the likelihood of child abuse. 17
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Dick Light has gone further to point out that proportionately more middle
income and upper income families go to private physicians than the poor.

Pri-

vate physicians are less likely to report incidents of child abuse than, for
example, inner city hospitals.

Reporting differences appear to be an important

explanation of the more recent finding that there could be a relationship between race, income and abuse.1

8

There are four central points that emerge from this illustration of one
major argument for elimination of "undesirable" population.

First, the "un-

desirableness" of abused children hinges upon pessimistic expectations about
their own adult behavior. Ilowze has argued that it is frequently the force of
such expectations that doom people to fit into anticipated patterns.

In her

own research she found that the strongest predictor of the reincidence of
child abuse was not race or income but the social workers' own beliefs that
a new episode of abuse was bound to occur.
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Regardless predictions are im-

precise about which children are liable to become abusive parents.
the notion of "unwantedness" is fuzzy and subject to reversal.

Second,

Its connection

with the probability of abuse has not been documented with any precision either.
Third, ethnicity and income are weak predictors of the likelihood of an episode of child abuse in a particular family. To prevent births on that basis
is not to guarantee a reduction in the rate of child neglect or abuse. -Itis
merely to guarantee that the number of children born into black poor families
are reduced.
But the fourth point is the most telling.

Suppose social science research

actually had designed methods of predicting with a high degree of accuracy
which type of parent will neglect or abuse a child.

Would it then be justi-

fiable to discourage such parents from having children?

Where will such
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discouragement end? Should parents with low scores on IQ tests be discouraged from having children if social science research predicts they will
be unlikely to produce a medium or high IQ child?

If social scientists can

identify which parents are likely to have children who will turn to crime,
should they also be targeted for birth prevention?
Is the decision over life or death to be left to the predictive powers of
modern science to tell us what type of person will emerge from a particular
type of family? Who should decide when a child is sufficiently likely to be
abused?

Who should decide when a soon-to-be-born infant's anticipated de-

formity is likely to be too severe?
have children?

Who should decide which parents should

Should this be a decision subjected to collective-social

management, or should it be left up to the parents themselves? The advocates
of population control do facto must make such a decision take on the former
character. Those of us who oppose population control must work to insure
that it takes on the latter character.
In the age of unrestrained applications of new technology, methods of
birth control increasingly serve to prevent those judged to be the "wrong"
sort of people from being born. With the demise of industrial society there
are fewer and fewer restraints on this impulse. The ideological force of
feminist urgings that women should have the right to choose whether or not to
have a child - ideological forces that were largely absent at the beginning of
the English population control movement - obscure the fundamental momentum
associated with the application of technologies to terminate pregnancies.
Without being unsympathetic to a woman's right to exercise control over her
own reproductive life, one can still be disturbed by the concrete results of
that new freedom - particularly if the outcome is manifested in what is being
called here the Law of the Progressive Elimination of Undesirable Population.
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4.

GENOCIDE AND POPULATION CONTROL

The Law of the Progressive Elimination of Undesirable Population is merely

a statement of the genocidal tendencies of population control.

The existence of

groups that contain a larger proportion of the modern "excess" or "undesirable"
population will be threatened by the more extensive application of population
control measures.

If a group is relegated to managerial society's scrap heap,

its survival becomes tenuous.
Melville flerskovits once warned blacks, when blacks still were perceived
as having lost their African heritage, "A people that denies its past cannot
escape being prey to doubt of its value today and of its potentialities for the
future."20

Paraphrasing Herskovits one can write today, "A people without a firm

foothold in the new age of science and technology cannot escape being prey to
doubt of its value today and of its potentialities for the future."
If managerial society finds any use for its outcasts or "undesirables",
it will be primarily as objects of experiments.

Experimental failures can then

be heaped on the "unelect" before the fruits of experimental successes are
distributed to the "elect."
Blacks, for example, have been used frequently as human guinea pigs.

The

infamous Tuskegee study, in which 431 blacks syphillis victims were left untreated
for 40 years to allow medical researchers to study the effects of untreated
syphillis on the human body is representative.

The victims were not told that they

had syphillis nor that they were part of an experiment. 21
A California research project studying premature babies conducted in
los Angeles County Hospital in 1958-9 also is a striking example.
there were poor, Chicano, and black.

The patients

The study sought to determine whether

the provision of antibiotics "'on a routine basis"' would improve the survival
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rate for premature babies.

It was found that babies receiving no drugs or

those receiving only streptomycin or penicillin had the best chances of
survival -- 4 out of S lived -- while 18 out of 30 receiving chloramphenicol
and 21 out of 31 receiving chloraumphenicol in combination died.

Then a

follow-up study was conducted in which six premature babies were given
chloramphenicol and all of them died.

The apparent reason for prolonging the

study was "in order for medical statisticians to get enough cases to be
22

significant."
A third instance where blacks typically serve as guinea pigs relates
directly to advances in contraceptive technology.

The initial experiments for

the pill and other contraceptives have been conducted first on low income
black women in the United States.

23

"Expendable" whites also will find themselves subjected to being objects
of human experimentation.

The abortive NIH sponsored cancer research project

at Boston University Hospital, that led to the firing of its director Marc Straus,
featured episodes where experiments had been performed on patients without their
24

consent.
Population control continues to be invoked widely as an antipoverty
measure, carrying forward the same themes that were expressed at the turn of
the 19th century.

A detailed contemporary case for the use of family size

reduction in the United States to counteract poverty was made in 1970 by U.S.
Public Health Service statistician Arthur A. Campbell.
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Campbell argued that poor families' incomes are too low in large part
because they have too many children.

He said that high fertility among the

poor relative to the more affluent portion of the population is an "important
factor" in "perpetuating" poverty.

Using data from 1960-65 Census Bureau
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surveys, Campbell found that "poor and near-poor women of child-bearing age
(15-44) had an average of 153 births per 1,000 women [compared) with a rate of
98 for women in the non-poor population."

Because additional survey research

indicated that the poor want the same number of children as the rest of the
population -- about three -- and because a fertility "rate of 98 is consistent
with an ultimate family size of about three children," Campbell concluded that
the difference between the poor and near-poor rate and the non-poor rate constitutes "excess" or "unwanted" fertility of the magnitude of 55 births per 1000
poor and near-poor women.

Assuming a continued trend of the same level of

"excess fertility' he estimated that 8.2 million poor and near-poor women had more
than 450,000 unwanted births in 1966.

This would constitute 36% of all births

among the poverty population (poor and near-poor) and 12% of all births in the
United States.
Campbell attributed the higher fertility rates of the poor to the lack
of "similar access to effective methods of contraception already available to
the non-poor."

He admitted to being unable to calculate the precise amount of

"excess fertility" attributable to the lack of "access to effective methods of
contraception":
The degree to which the high fertility of the poor results from
restricted access to effectlte and acceptable methods of contraception
is not accurately known ....
Campbell added immediately, however, that although it "is not necessarily
known," it "is undoubtedly large."

He argued that this is suggested by "the

widespread acceptance of the poor of family planning services" offered through
either public or private sources.

Campbell treated family planning services as

a means of allowing the poor to achieve their desired (i.e. smaller) family size
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as well as allow poor parents to have greater discretion in timing the births
of their children.
But the core of his thesis is the argument that the control over their
reproductive lives that family planning gives the poor will aid them in
climbing out of poverty in two ways:

(I) "it avoids the cost of providing for

an additional child in the family" and (2) "it may enable the potential mother
to earn money to supplement the family's income." 27
As Campbell observed, "The costs of supporting a child vary with the
number of children already in a family and the level of support chosen as the
criterion of poverty."
poverty.

Campbell provided an example using the SSA indices for

Using 1965 indices for a family of five (husband, wife, three

children -- representing the generally desired family size among all race or
economic status groups in the U.S.), the addition of a fourth child required $470
more for the family to avoid being "poor" and $605 more for the family to avoid
being "near-poor."

He added that these are somewhat "conservative-estimates."

The total amount "saved" by a poor family avoiding an unwanted birth Campbell
estimates would be a little less than $8,000 over an 18-year period with a
discounted present value of $5,617 (using a 4% discount rate).

Preventing the

unwanted birth might also allow the poor woman to work longer to supplement
family income.

Because of the absence of day-care services, Campbell says that

the birth of a child "makes it impossible for the potential mother to work for
an average of four additional years."

He assumes from other evidence that it

would be reasonable to estimate that about one-third of the women who otherwise
would have gotten pregnant would now work, i.e. preventing 451,000 unwanted births
would result in 135,000 more women being able to work for four years.

Campbell

assumes average earnings of $2,000 per year, totaling $8,000 over the full four
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years, and estimated at $7,260 when discounted to the first year at a rate of
4%. "Since only 30% of the women are assumed to work the additional earnings
would average $2,718 per unwanted birth avoided.'
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Campbellts research led the-Department of HEW to conclude that there
are presently 450,000 families (since there are about 4SO,000 unwanted births
annually) with four or more children now living in poverty that would not be
if they only had three children to support. The Department also adds the
$5,617, the estimate of expenses avoided from not having to raise a fourth
child until age 18, and the $2,718 estimate of additional earnings from women
enabled to work, and the average economic gain per poor family is estimated at
a total of $7,795.29
Augmenting Campbell's analysis to support the position that family
planning is a solution to poverty are. statistics presented by former Secretary
of IIEW Elliot Richardson at the 1970 family planning hearings that indicated
that "...the proportion of families below the poverty level increases markedly
with the number of children in the family. The family with five or more children
30
is about 3 1/2 times as likely to be poor as the family raising only two."
Richardson had the following chart inserted into the record:
Table 1. Percentage of Families Below
SSA Poverty Level By Number of Children
Under Age 18/1967
Source: Dept. lf HEW
Number of Children
Percentage of all Families
With the Same No. of Children
8%
1
7%
2
11%
3
16%
4
25%
5
35%
6
(Taken from Subcomittee: p. 89)
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When Dr. Allan Guttaacher commented that, "We know... that poverty and
family size are directly related," he is stating the fundamental modern premise
upon which those who see population control as a solution to poverty base their
position. For these individuals, the solution to poverty becomes the expansion
of family planning services to poor women in their childbearing years (IS-44)
who currently do not have access to such programs.

In 1970 the Department of

HEW estimated that there were S million poor and near-poor women "who could
probably use subsidized family planning services" but at most one-fifth of them
were being reached.
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There are, however, some subtle difficulties with the case Campbell built
in 1970. The example that Campbell developed was a comparison of the total
income needs of a family with three children and a family with four to keep
their family income above the poverty line.

If one accepts the claim that

parents want to have, at most, three children, those families that have three or
fewer children, but are already

>or.will plainly not be lifted out of poverty

through the provision of family planning services.

Their economic situation

may be made more difficult by the birth of an additional child, but the
prevention of the birth will not end their poverty.
Consider how deceptive the data is in Table 1. The lower percentages in
the right hand column, represent the majority of poor families.

Although it

istrue that as families become larger a e-reater proportion of them are poor,
most poor families have 1-3 children.

In effect, although a greater proportion

of families with 4-6, children are poor than families with 1-3 children, the
proportion of poor families with 1-3 children constitute the clear majority of
poor families.

In 1966, out of approximately 2,402,000 male-headed poor families
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1,400,000 had 1-3 children, and out of 1,481,000 female-headed poor families
33

1,006,000 had 1-3 children.

The poverty experienced by these families plainly

cannot be ascribed to "excess fertility."

Family size is not the variable

that can be adjusted to lift those people out of poverty.
Neither is family size the varipbb_,that can be adjusted to lift families
that have more than three children, and are poor, out of poverty. Campbell
argues tkat-if 4S0,000 families had one less child they would no longer he poor,
hut the fact is that these 4S0000 families have already had their fourth child.
Preventing future births say bar increases in their poverty, but even with their
present family size they are still poor.

Perhaps Campbell would propose that

poor families with more than three children begin eliminating their "excess
fertility"?

Does Campbell intend to move public policy from prevention of births

to infanticide among those already born?
Who, then, among the poor can population control lift out of poverty?
The answer is exactly none among the currently poor, if their total income is
held constant. Either poor families have 1-3 children, in which case prevention
of future births prohibits family income from declining further but does not raise
the family above the poverty level. 'Or poor families already have more than three
children, inwhich case the same outcome applies.

Family planning will leave

the currently poor inpoverty, if all other family income variables are held constant.
All that Campbell's analysis really suggests is that marginally nonpoor
families can avoid falling into poverty by limiting their family
size.

It would have to be the marginally non-poor because Campbell's own estimate

of "savings" of $7,79S per unwanted child prevented averages out to a not-toospectacular $433 a year.

All Campbell's analysis really says is that a marginally

non-poor family can become poor if it has another child while its total income
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remains unchanged.

It does not follow, as he infers, that a poor family will

become nonpoor if it prevents the birth of another child. Nor does Campbell
deal with the fact that families' decisionsover how many children to have may
not be motivated primarily by "economics."
It is clear that "economics" plays a large role in the motivations of
those who propose that population control is a solution to the poverty problem.
They are often quite explicit in their Malthus-Ricardo styled urgings that
population control is the way to reduce the size of the welfare rolls. At the
same 1970 family planning hearings California Congressman Paul McCloskey decried
the high welfare costs in his affluent San Mateo County which he attributed to
61S illegitimate births during the previous year.
planning services as a solution.
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He called for expanded family

Guttmacher chimed in at the same hearings,

"1.*.we hope that if-we can have pregnancies by desire, not by chance, we will
hate a cutting down of welfare rolls.'13S
A year before that at the White House Conference on Food and Nutrition
a panel on "Pregnant and Nursing Women and [nfants," consisting primarily of
several eminent physicians, prepared a working paper titled "Establishing
Guidelines for the Nutrition of Vulnerable Groups (With Special Reference to
Poor)."

The working paper recommended mandatory abortion for unmarried girls

found to be pregnant within the first three months of pregnancy and mandatory
sterilization for any woman giving birth out-of-wedlock a second time. All
this, at a conference which was thought by many to be devising ways to rush
food to the poor and the hungry.36

Black journalist Samuel Yette concludes

grisly, "The solution to the hunger problem would not be more food to feed the
, but fewer hungry persons to feed." 37

/
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A further striking example of this trend is legislation that was
introduced in 1973 by an Ohio State representative before the Ohio General
Assembly which called for sterilization of welfare mothersif they receive
public aid for two or more "illegitimate" children and sterilization of fathers
38

who do not support minor children.

Although the problem of poverty is no less severe today, the invidious
thrust of population control measures apparently has had an effect on the size
of families receiving cash transfer assistance.

In the Washington D.C. area

the regional welfare case load fell 9.5% between 1975 and 1978 according to a
study prepared by Janice Outtz for the Greater Washington Research Center.
Outtz said that one reason was the decline in the size of the average welfare
family from four persons in 1970 to three in 1977.

A Washington Post staff

writer speculated that the decline was due to "the availability of publicly
financed abortions under the

edicaid' progra

3
that serves welfare recipients."

9

Increased access to abortions for the poor in the 1970's coincided with a
dramatic decline in the real purchasing power of the cash transfer payments they
received.

In the Washington D.C. area, for instance, the cost of living rose

68% between 1970 and 1978 while payments rose by only 13%.40 Nationally the
combined money value of food stamps and AFDC payments for a family of four rose
less rapidly than the cost of living.

Between 1974 and 1979 the real purchasing

power of monthly AFDC plus food stamps fell from $520 to $478 or 8%.

The state

of Texas has held AFDC payments constant at $140 per month for a family of four
41

for more than ten years!
What could be more genocidal than simultaneously to provide more resources
for people to limit their family size while depriving them of resources that
can support their children who are living?

This is the "cost-effective" antipoverty

policy that has evolved in an era of unrestrained application of science.

.8
The contradictions have been quite plain for black Americans.

Of the

S million or so women in the national population whom the government identified
as being "in need" of family planning services
white.

Yet,

"...

white women." 42

in the early 1970's, 70% were

little if anything [was] being done to reach these 3,500,000
But for black women the opposite trend was clearly evident.

As Hason observed, "It is no secret that in many communities, contraceptive
services are concentrated in black communities, serving primarily blacks with
little or no attention to the white poor, the middle class or the affluent."
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Interestingly, no nationwide statistics on the racial distribution of public
family planning services appear in any publicly disseminated documents.
The example of the State of Georgia is probably indicative of the pattern.
At the 1970 House hearings, Atlanta physician John McCain recommended a
continuation of the policy of funneling one-quarter of its family planning budget
into Atlanta.

He pointed out that the cost of a "satisfactory" program would

be $20 million in the state, $5 million of which should go to Atlanta.

The cost

of a "minimum" program would be $10 million, $2.5 million of which should go to
Atlanta.

But the city of Atlanta with a population of about 497,000 people at

the time contained about 10% of the State's population.

Why, then, should it

receive one-quarter of the State's family planning budget, particularly when it
costs more per patient to deliver family planning services in rural areas than
to urban populations? 4 5

It was probably more than mere coincidence that Atlanta

contained one-quarter of the State's black population.

What is surprising to

whites is the extent to which they too have been subjected to the Law of
Progressive Elimination of Undesirable Population, especially if they are poor.
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Private family planning services are plainly aimed at the urban poor, whether
black or white.

Consider Guttmacher's words once again:

Planned Parenthood-World Population ...

is presently providing through

affiliates in 182 cities, medical family planning services to low income
women throughout this nation.
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Aiken County, South Carolina physicians were reported in 1973 to have pursued
a "policy, which the doctors said was based on their social views, ... that
pregnant women on welfare who have as many as three children must agree to
submit to sterilization before the doctors will deliver their babies on Medicaid.,

The situation was publicized by the "disclosure

that a pregnant

.,.

30-year old white welfare mother had been refused care under medicaid from the
47
only three obstetricians in Aiken County unless she agreed to be sterilized."

There can be little doubt that the poor whether white or black have been
prime targets of the modern population control movement.

The under class is

perceived as possessing the greatest .concentration of "undesirables"

-

hence

the under class is subjected to the most intensive effort to limit the multiplication of their numbers.

Former president of the South Atlantic Association

of Obstetricians and Gynecologists, Dr. John McCain, applauded population control efforts in rural Georgia undertaken during the 19601s:
...

success has been reported by Dr. Roger W. Rochat of the family

planning program for the seven rural counties in Georgia which were involved
in it. The white general fertility rate fell from 107.4 per 1,000 In 1960
to 80.1 per 1,000 in 1968. The Negro general fertility rate fell from
177.2 per 1,000 in 1960 to 99.5 per 1,000 in 1968. The decrease in the
Negro general fertility rate was especially notable since it was nearly
three times as great in all age categories as occured in seven comparably
48

matched control counties.
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McCain went on to claim that these sharp drops in fertility rates are a
general outcome of the provision of family planning services when he concluded
that:
Significant reductions in population growth can be obtained by family
49

planning.
Similar results were described by Dr. Joseph D. Beasley, Diroctor of the
Louisiana Family Planning Program, research and demonstration program conducted
by Family Planning, Inc., after his program had been in effect for five years
for the poor women of Lincoln Parish:
From 1964 to 1968 there was a decline in indigent births of 44% in
Lincoln Parish, compared to a decline of 25% in four surrounding control
parishes which were similar to Lincoln in all respects cxcept that they
had no organized family planning programs.
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Actually they were both applauding the operation of the Law of the Progressive
Elimination of Undesirable Population.
as to whom constituted

They evidently had no doubts whatsoever

the excess population.

The penultimate expression of the sentiment guiding the law is evident
in the everyday utterances of Nobel Laureate Linus Pauling.

Pauling has ad-

vocated lowering the U.S. population to an "optimum" of 150 million persons.
But what is to be done with the "excess" 60-70 million? An editorial writer
at Howard University's student newspaper quickly drew the inference that high
on the list for reduction in numbers would be blacks and native Americans.
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Usually portrayed as a humanitarian, Pauling points toward even more
terrifying dimensions of the unfolding of the contemporary law of population.
His current research concern is with the "optimum concentration" of "various
natural substances" in the human body.

This interest allegedly arises from
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a

desire to manipulate levels of natural chemicals in the body ("orthomolecular

medicine") to treat diseases such as cancer or mental illness.S2
of disease is only one side of the coin.

But treatment

The chemical composition of the body

might be manipulated to destroy individuals as well.
Pauling's current research interests bridge directly into the underground
world of ethnic-specific weapons. These are "chemical and biological warfare
agents ... designed to exploit naturally existing differences in gene frequencies among specific population groups." S3 This could include exploitation
of the absence of blood group type B among American Indians or the presence of
sickle cell trait in black Americans.S4 One would hope that such weapons will
never be put to use. But the

tendency

in managerial society is to try any-

thing once it is known how to do it.
As suggested above the only purpose for the excess population under managerial society is to serve as subjects of experiments. This serves the dual
purpose of protecting the managers frQm failed experiments (the excess population serves as a pool of "food tasters" for the royalty) and of providing
the managers with entertainment they can het on the results of the experiments.
It is therefore unsurprising that an article can be found in a legitimate
professional journal for lawyers advocating that various bizarre behavior
modification experiments be tried out on prisoners.5

It is unsurprising

given the ideology that has developed among the members of the dominant class
under managerial society.
However, those who are not fodder for human experiments will not be kept
around. Many will never be born. This process will take place under the
illusory conditions of "voluntary" choices over reproductive destiny.

But

how "voluntary' is the choice for a poor woman who is given increasing resources to prevent her from having an additional child and decreasing
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resources to support the children she has already?

Population control conceived

as voluntary, family planning services becomes an ingenious way of shifting the
genocidal decision onto the shoulders of the victims themselves.

S. GENOCIDE AND ABORTION
The unequal impact of the "voluntary" choice to have an abortion is
especially revealing on this last point.

If blackness and illegitimacy are

viewed as prime characteristics of the excess population then clearly the
legalization of abortion has facilitated the operation of the LPEUP. National data over the period 1970 to 1978 --the decade when abortion was
legalized - show the consequences.

In 1970 the white fertility rate in the

United States was 84.1 births per 1,000 women 15-44 while the block fertility
rate was 115.4 births per 1,000 women 15-44.

By 1978 the white rate had fallen

to 62.7, or by 25%, while the black rate had fallen to 88.6, or by 23%.
While white births out-of-wedlock stayed stable at about 14 per 1,000 women in
the child-bearing.years, black out-of-wedlock births fell from 101.2 in 1970
56

to 83.3 in 1978, a 17.7% decline.

More dramatic still is the apparent impact of access to legal abortions
on married women's fertility rates.

While white births in-wedlock fell from

120 to 95.6 (20%) over the same interval, black births in-wedlock declined
from 130.9 to 99.8 (23.7%).

But the racially non-neutral impact of abortions

on "illegitimate" births is especially notable in revealing which group has
been targeted for the greatest impact.

Moreover, in 1977 32% of reported in-

duced abortions were performed on nonwhite women although they are closer to
IS%of the female population.$

8
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The experience of Washington, D.C. also is informative, since the city
has a black population that exceeds 70% of the total. What is of special
interest is the fact that the total number of abortions performed annually on
D.C. residents now exceeds the total number of live births.

In 1978 there were

9372 live births to District residents; in 1979 there wore 9403.

But in 1978

13,3S0 abortions were performed on District residents; in 1979 the figure was
13,611.
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Accompanying this process has been a decline in the black birth rate

among District residents from 24 per 1,000 women in the child-bearing years in
1970 to 16.5 in 1979 - a decline of 31.3%.60
*This appears less than benign when weighed against the continued high
black infant mortality rate in the District.

In fact, the Washington Post

recently reported that the infant death rate rose in the city in 1980 to 24.6
per 1,000 live births, 10% higher than in 1979. A declining birth rate among
D.C. blacks, attributable in large measure to increased legal access to abortions, is coupled with a consistently high infant mortality rate.61

The cumu-

lative effect on the size of the black population in the District should be
fairly evident - it will decline precipitously.
The direct role of abortion within the context of population control
should be quite plain from the evidence presented here.

In the lost instance

abortion ismerely another means of hastening the elimination of the modern
surplus population.
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6.

AN ALTERNATIVE DIRECTION

Briefly put the foregoing ought to suggest extreme caution About the
government sanctioning any method that will be employed to achieve the aims
of population control. There should be strong limits on the capacity of anyone
besides parents themselves to decide whether or not another child is born.
The judgment over who is to be born and who is not to be born should not be
subject to the manipulation of those seeking to pursue an updated cngenik:ist
credo. For no one should have the power to dictate, directly or indirectly,
who is "fit" to be born. Only parents should decide if another child is to
be born.
The issue isin large part

repealing the emerging trend evidenced by

the operation of the Law of Progressive Elimination of Undesirable Population.
But that is not the whole issue.

The companion issue is how well is life to

be lived for those who are here and those

yet to be born?

"Human life"

legislation should not only aim at breaking the genocidal tendencies unfolding
today but also should focus on the provision of needed support to parents who
are raising hildren or expect to raise children. To as great an extent as
possible the economic factor should be made minimal in importance in affecting
parents' family size decisions.

The ultimate aim of human life legislation

should be to enrich the capacities of parents to raise more children, who are
loved-and happy. It is my hope that this subcommittee will begin this critical
undertaking today.

Otherwise tomorrow will be lost to unlimited human experimenta-

tion where those who do not satisfy elite notions of "fitness" only exist to
serve as subject of the experiments, and those who cannot be used for experimentation literally will be thrown away.
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Some Reflections on the Human Life Bill
by
Owen Bennett, O.F.M. Cony.
St. Anthony-on-Hudson, Rensselaer, N. Y.

Or. Leon E. Rosenberg
Dr. Leon E. Rosenberg of Yale University School of Medicine testified,
April 24, 1981, at a Senate subcommittee hearing on proposed anti-abortion
legislation, that he knew of no scientific evidence bearing on the question
whether actual human life Is present in the foetus before the foetus is viable.
Several other physicians had previously testified that in their Judgment there
isscientific evidence Indicating a significant likelihood that actual human
life ispresent in the human foetus from the moment of conception. How can
one account for such a striking disagreement between scientists examining the
same evidence?
Such a disagreement arises because of a difference inthe .nterpretation
of scientific evidence; and the difference in the interpretation depends on
the philosgojhical position taken by the interpreter.
If the scientist follows a natural, "common sense" philosophical approach -- one that holds that we can make dependable, rational judgments about
the nature of things ifwe base such Judgments soundly on the evidence made
known to us through our sense experience -- he will quite readily interpret
the scientific evidence available in the present instance as indicating a
"significant likelihood" that actual human life ispresent inthe fertilized
human ovum.
But, if the interpreter (such as Or. Rosenberg) wishes to take an ultrasophisticated philosophical view of the interpretation of the same scientific
evidence, he may withhold his assent to the presence of actual human life in
the foetus right down to the moment when the foetus is viable. And if the
interpreter wishes to continue abortive practises he may build up a defense
of such practises by adopting such an ultra-sophisticated philosophical view
on the interpretation of the scientific evidence.
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Dr. Rosenberg in his testimony before the Senate subcommittee hearing
made no reference to the above-mentioned philosophical difference. Instead,
he states that the difference isa matter of "religious feelings." He declares: "...
scientists, like all other people, have religious feelings
to which they are entitled. In this instance (i.e., the scientists who hold
that human life is present from the moment of conception), I belieye they have
failed to distinguish between their personal biases and their professional
scientific judgments."
Itmay be noted that Dr. Rosenberg is implying that
he speaks without any personal bias -- that he speaks from a purely professional point of view.
In answer to Dr. Rosenberg itmust be said that there ismuch more than
"religious feelings" in the Judgment of so many scientists and physicians
that actual human life is present in the fertilized ovum from the very beginning. There is an interpretation of the scientific evidence -- an interpretation which follows a natural "common sense" philosophical approach that we
can make dependable, rational judgments about the nature of things, basing
our judgments on the evidence made known to us through sense experience. It
is in following this natural, "common sense" philosophical approach that
these scientists interpret the scientific evidence as indicating the strong
likelihood of the presence of actual human life in the foetus from the very
beginning.
But Dr. Rosenberg also follows a philsophical approach in his interpretation of the scientific evidence; he does not speak as a pure scientific
professional. He speaks as an interpreter with an ultra-scphisticated
philosophical bias when he declares that there is not "a single piece of
scientific evidence" bearing on the question of when human lift 'egins.
What is the philosophical position taken by Dr. Rosenberg?
It appears to be the extreme "positivist" position adopted in the 1930's
by certain European figures, including the group called the "Vienna Circle,"
and also a group of English "philosophers of language," one of the best known
of whom was (and is)Alfred J. Ayer. Dr. Rosenberg uses the expression,
"religious, metaphysical notions," and he characterizes religious convictions
as "religious feelings." This manner of speaking fits in perfectly with the
position taken by the above-mentioned philosophical figures.
I
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According to the extreme positivist approach, human knowledge is strictly
limited to what can be observed by the senses and by sense-instruments such as
microscopes and telescopes. Anything beyond sense knowledge is said to have
"emotional meaning" as distinguished from "scientific meaning." Included in
the "emotional meanings" are all moral principles, the notion of moral good
and evil, and all statements about the nature of reality beyond what can be
observed by the senses. Even scientific theories are regarded as merely convenient formulae having pragmatic usefulness in predicting future observable
sense phenomena. Scientific theories tell us nothing about the structure of
a supposed orderly world of natures acting in accord with natural laws. They
do not even provide a reasonably probable analogy of how such an orderly world
is constructed and operates. Indeed the very existence in reality of such an
orderly, unified, intelligible world isclassed among the "religious metaphysical notions."
Pressed to declare when he would begin to protect life in the uterus,
Or. Rosenberg replied, "At the point of Viability, at the point the human
being can exist on its own outside the uterus." One wonders how he would
define such "human being." From the philosophical standpoint of extreme
positivism tIe
would be limited to describing the observable sense phenomena
associated with human life. Ifhe admitted the existence of a "human being"
beyond the sense phenomena he would be using a "religious, metaphysical
notion60
This much is quite clear: the difference between Dr. Rosenberg's views
and the views of the scientists who disagreed with him at the Senate subcommittee hearing is not a difference between a "professional scientific attitude"
and an "attitude influenced and biased by religious feelings;" it is the difference between two philosophical approaches to the scientific evidence, one
of these being the natural, "common sense," philosophical approach -- the
other, the ultra-sophisticated philosophical approach which rejects the possibility of any valid human knowledge beyond the level of the senses. This
latter philosophical approach forbids us to discuss moral good and evil on
the grounds of rational judgment based on evidence, but reduces questions
of moral good and evil to matters of emotional preference -- "feelings."
This latter approach reduces science itself to the level of a collection of
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observations of the sense level and it regards scientific theory as merely
pragmatically useful, not as true knowledge of an existing, unified, intelligible cosmos.
IfOr. Rosenberg maintains that he is not an extreme positivist of this
kind, then he might be asked to make explicit the philosophical position he
does hold -- the position from which he characterizes the Judgments on foetal
life held by his scientific colleagues as "personal bias" and as religious
feelings," the position from which he dismisses their carefully considered
rational judgments as "religious, metaphysical notions."
A final reflection might be added on the position taken by Dr. Rosenberg,
and by all who seek to justify abortive practises on the basis of a declared
ignorance of whether or not there is actual human life in the foetus. All who
take this position might be asked: Are you not seeketo justify an act that
may be destructive to actual human life? Even the ultra-sophisticated philosophical approach of extreme positivism does not remove this question (unless
the whole matter of the destruction of actual human life is cynically cast
aside as one of mere emotional preference). The question can hardly be dismissed as trivial or unimportant, especially when so many distinguished and
respected scientific colleagues express their rational conviction that there
is a significant likelihood of the presence of actual human life from the beginning of foetal existence. Does the question not raise most serious qualms
even for the positivist? Even on purely humanistic grounds?
Planck and Einstein
The positivist interpretation of scientific evidence isdiscussed in
depth, historically and analytically, by Stanley L.Jaki, in the Gifford
Lectures of 1975-75 and 1975-76, published by the University of.Chicato Press,
in 1978, under the title, The Road of Science and the Ways to God. Jaki reports the rejection of anything like a positivist interpretation of science
on the part of all the great scientific figures of the nineteenth century.
In his discussion of the twentieth century Jaki dwells indetail on the persistent refusal of the two great scientific figures, Max Planck and Albert
Einstein, to accept a positivist interpretation of their work, even though
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much pressure was exerted (especially on Einstein) to win them to the positivist view. The fact that neither Planck nor Einstein adhered to any religious
faith would indicate that their anti-positivist position was not based on any
particular religious bias. Both Planck and Einstein might be called "religious," however, in that they both respected and stood in awe of the mystery
of the physical cosmos, the structure and activity of which they had made the
aim of their entire life's study. They refused to look upon that majestic
orderly cosmos as a subjective product of their scientific imagination, and
upon their theories about that cosmos as being only pragmatically useful.
They were both deeply convinced that their theories applied to a really
existing cosmic order, and described that order, not exhaustively and finally,
but as legitimate analogical approaches to an endlessly impressive physical
reality which would continue to challenge and to strike with awe the scientific geniuses who would follow them.
James J. Kilatrick
In the Saturday, May 4, 1981 edition of The Springfield (Mass.) Morning
Union, James J. Kilpatrick devoted a column to the April 24 subcommittee
hearing. Mr. Kilpatrick is not at all sympathetic to the aims of the Human
Life Bil, but he mentions two points which are worth reflection. The first
of these is true in what it affirms but hardly true in what itdenies.
Mr. Kilpatrick states: "...
the question of 'when human life begins' would
appear to be a question primarily for theologians and metaphysicians, and not
a question for senators ....
N
It is certainly true that the question "when
human life begins," demands a basic theological and metaphysical approach to
the abundant scientific evidence. But this does not mean that senators are
excluded from considering and answering the question, any more than itexcludes scientists. What it does mean is that scientists, senators, or any
intelligent person who studies the question seriously must bring to its solution a philosophical approach and a theological position. To reach the answer
given by the pan. of distinguished scientific witnesses who maintained that
present-day scientific evidence indicates a significant likelihood that actual
human life exists from conception, there is required a common-sense metaphysical
philosophical approach such as the one mentioned above, and a theological
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position to the extent that the very possibility of an orderly and intelligible world of natures is not ruled out because of the refusal to accept the
existence of an intelligent creator. Simply stated, all that anyone needs
in the way of metaphysics and theology is a common-sense approach to evidence
and the absence of an anti-theological bias.
The second point brought up by Mr. Kilpatrick treats the question of
the intention of the framers of the 14th amendment, the amendment on which
the sponsors of the Human Life Bill seek to base the constitutional character
of the Bill.

Mr. Kilpatrick writes:

".

.

. the notion that the framers of

the 14th amendment meant the word 'life' to embrace a foetus at the microscopic age of one split second isa harebrained notion if there ever was one."
I would suggest that when the framers of the 14th amendment employed the word,
"Life," in their wording of the legislation, they employed it absolutely as
meaning "the life of human persons." They would not need to have explicitly
inmind the full extent of the meaning of this expression. Itwould indeed
be "harebrained" to expect them to be in possession of the scientific knowledge of a much later date. But this does not exclude from their intention
the protection of human life wherever or whenever itexists. The precise
point of the Human Life Bill is that since present-day scientific evidence
indicates the significant likelihood that actual human life exists from conception, the 14th amendment as it is written does cover the life of the foetus
from the first movement of conception. I do not think it is "harebrained" to
hold that the framers of the 14th amendment who wished to protect all human
life, would extend that protection to the life of the foetus in the womb if
they had lived today and listened to the testimony of the scientists with the
basic metaphysical and theological presuppositions mentioned in the last paragraph. I do not deny that some of them might follow the ultra-sophisticated
metaphysical (epistemological) approach of the extreme positivists; but I am
convinced that they would have to do violence to the natural common-sense
orientation of their rational nature to do so. Nor do I deny that some of
them might foster a strong anti-theological bias in their approach to such
questions -- for whatever reasons; but I am not ready to demand that all
consideration of scientific evidence must be filtered through such an antitheological bias if it is to retain its authentic scientific character.
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the traditional American separation of Church and State does not mean that we
must all become anti-theological, anti-common sense positivists. To hold such
a position would not be separation of Church and State, itwould be a union of
anti-Church and State, a union of anti-theology and State, a union of anticommon sense philosophy and State. We can still be common-sense philosophers,
and believers inGod, and at the same time act and think like good scientists,
good senators, and good American citizens.
Dr. Rosenberg Again
Might it not be argued that it is reasonable to say, with Dr. Rosenberg
and many others, that there is merely potential human life present in the
foetus from the beginning? Is it not a "common sense" position to say with
Or. Rosenberg: "While conception is a critical event In human reproduction,
the fertilized human cell -has only the potential for human life. To fulfill
this potential the fertilized egg must travel to the uterus, be implanted in
the uterine wall, and undergo millions and millions of cell divisions leading
to the development of its head, skeletal system, limbs and vital organs."
Is not this a "common-sense" position? Does it not describe accurately
what actually takes place in foetal development? Indeed, itdoes; but it does
not establish the position that the fertilized human cell has only the potential
for human life. Actually, the process which Dr. Rosenberg thus summarily describes points to the very opposite of the position he espouses: as scientific
evidence it indicates a significant likelihood that actual human life exists
from conception.
To understand why this is so, one must consider an ambiguity in the
meanings of the term "potential." The term "potential" may be taken in two
different senses. (1)Itmay be taken in a purely passive sense to signify
that which is not actually present but which may be constructed or produced
out of materials which are actually present -- the materials not entering
into the activity of producing or constructing, but only receiving a position
or determination from an active power outside themselves. An example would
be the bricks or other building materials which are the passive elements that
enter into the construction of a building: the building materials have only
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the potential to become a building. Here "potential" is used in the purely
passive sense of the terM. (2)The term "potential" may be taken in a sense
which is not at all purely passive, but signifies a potential, or power to
act, and implies the presence of a nature whose active potential it is. Examples might be: the power of speech, power of locomotion, powers of external
sensation, of thinking or choosing, or the power of a living organism to assimilate food, to grow and to reproduce in its kind. All such active potentialities or active powers are indicative of the actual presence of the nature
whose powers they are. Here the term "potential" is taken in an active sense.
When Dr. Rosenberg speaks of the foetus as having only a "potential"
for human life, and when he then goes on to summarily describe the process of
foetal development from conception to completion, he falls to take into account the two senses of the term "potential" -- he speaks as ifone implied
the other. He speaks as ifthe passive sense, which means the absence of the
actual whose potential it is,implied and contained the active sense, which
means the activity of powers belonging to a nature actually present.
The active power or potential to produce the many steps of foetal development indicates the presence of life -- of the specific kind of life
needed to produce that specific kind of foetal development. The foetal
development is by no means a merely passive reception of positions and determinations from outside, like the building of a house; it is a development that
takes place as actively ordered and directed from within, through the exercise
of actual powers proper to the specific and.individual life already present.
Whenever there is foetal develbpment it is guided and directed from within.
Thus, if there is to be foetal development, the individual living being must
be present from the beginning.
Thus, if-we are to look at the development of the human foetus after the
analogy of the building of a house, we must picture the builder as building his
own house from within, using materials but transforming them into his own life
as he builds. We must picture the builder building a living organism through.
which he will exercise the many other human powers that can only be brought
into play through the instrumentality of the head, brain and nervous system,
the skeletal system, the limbs and the vital organs, to which Dr. Rosenberg
refers. Can a reflective observer of all this marvellous development from
within -- an observer whose own life has been given to him in the same way -remain unmoved before such a-mystery? Can he take upon himself the authority
to directly destroy this gift of developing human life?
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19,

Senator Jake Garn
Uited states Senate
Wishington, D.C. 20510
Re:

Proposed Human Life Bill

Dear Senator Garn:
I am an Associate Professor of Law and teach at the J. Reuben Clark
law School of Brigham Young Uhiversity. I have done extensive research

and writing on the subject of abortion. I am deeply troubled by the
doctrine of abortion privacy which the Suprene Court has spawned, and I

strongly favor a substantia4c
,e-utm stitutional law to correct the
ecsses and abusets whh~ev. Wade has\-enerated.

i

Recently, I was
d
sign-a
,t
Ietter in support of the socalled Human Life Bill(s) now being considered by Oongress. Despite r'

omplete agreement with the objectives of such legislation, and uiV

respect for the other law professors who, I have been advised, have
agreed to sign the letter, after reviewing the matter carefully I have

concluided that (1) I cannot in good conscience sign that letter, and (2)
the key part of Human Life Bill(s) currently under consideration is
unoonstitutinal.

however, I believe that parts of the present Human

Life Bills are constitutional, desirable, and, if enacted, would be

held by the United States Supreme Curt.

I enclose for your information a copy of the naorandum which

suarizes nm evaluation of the matter.
be helpful.

I hope that you will find it to

Very truly yours,
[kD.

ardIle

Ax',iate Professor of Law

zW/ljf
Eniclosure
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Associate Professor of law
Lynn D. Wardle
ay 19, 1981--Provo, Utah
EVA7WATICN CF THE CCtWTIflTOLITY AND DESIRABILIT
OF THIE HUMAN LIFE BILL(S)

A BRI

The proposed Human Life Bills (H.R. 3225, S. 158 and H.R. 900) as I
contain, essentially, the sate four parts:
understand th

(1)The finding and declaration of Congress that human beings
exist from the time of conception.

(2) The finding and declaration of Congress that the Fourteenth

krament was meant to protect all human beings.

(3) The declaration, ostensibly under the authority of Section 5 of

the Fourteenth Auendment, that the term person" as used in
the Fourteenth Amenftent includes all human beings.

(4) An express withdrawal of jurisdiction from lower federal

courts to issue injunctions in cases involving abortion laws.

The objectives of a Human Life Bill (H.L.B.) are audible.

The

purposes of the legislation, as outlined in the Galebach article, are

very worthwhile. But in ny opinion, a Human Life Bill in the form just
described would not be entirely constitutional, nor is it entirely
desirable.
Co)nstitutionality

Part I of the bill as described above woul be constitutional.

It

is wiUM-Ee power of Congress to raks a finding regarding when human

life begins. The Galebach article provides strong w.-ort for this view.
Indeed, dicta in Rpe v. Wade supports the argument that Congress is the
most appiIate goverrniaM l body to address this question.
Part 2 of the Human Life Bill would probably be constitutional.
This UiU
beginning,

position that Professor Witherspoin has taken from the very
Historically it say be correct (though this is less than

clear, since- may classes of human beings havi not received the protection
the declaration clanim was always intended to be provided by the Fourteenth
Itwould not be inappropriate for C-cr.ress to investigate
Xmndment).
this question and reach this finding, even though ,.t would appear to
contradict the rationale of several Supreme Court decisions. As a sare

finding (not binding on the Court) it would be an appropriate exercise
nr
der the Fourteenth Anedment.
of Section 5

.Th fourth part of the Human Life Dill, also, would be found
constitutional Uonress has the constitutional authority to restrict
the jurisdiction of lower federal courts--or to abolish them all together.
It is possible that this particular jurisdictional restriction could be
found to violate another provision of the Constitution (e.g., equal
protection clause) but I doubt it. However, I have not researched this
point thoroughly. It is noteworthy that under this section the federal
courts would retain jurisdiction to grant damage and other relief in
abortion cases.
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Part 3 of the bill, however, the operative definition of "personhood7
is praIj
unconstitutional. It is an unlawful attempt by Congress
directly to overturn W state an explicit interpretation of the
constitution made by the Supruu 0ourt.
In Ftoe v. Wade, the Supruz Court
ific___y held that the term
"pron

susdI

the Pouxteenth

t

not include the Unborn.

That point was made whole and complete In itself. Contrary to the
implication of Galebach, that holding ws not predicated or contingent
upon a prior finding that the Court did noflnow when human life began.
In fact, the court did not address the question of when human life began
until after it had separately aalyzed and specifically concluded that
the un--are not "persons" protected by the Fourteenth endenwt.
In Foe, the Supree Court first declared that one of the "liberties"
constitu-Mmally protected against state infringuent by the Fourteenth
hkndment in the right of privacy which
c a
a woman's decision
whether or not to terminate her prenancy.' 410 U.S. dt 153. Finding

this to be a "fundaental" constitutional right, the Court declared that
state laws infringing upon this right can not be sustained unless they
are necessary to effectuate a compelling state interest.
Having clarified the standard of judicial review, the Court then
proceeded to determine whether the states had a "cmpelling" state
interest to support abortion restrictions. The first argumnt it
considered was that the unborn were 'persons' and that state had a
compelling interest in protecting their lives. The Court noted:
The Appellee and certain aici argue that the fetus is a
"person" within the language aWianing of the Fourteenth Anudment.
In Srtm fact
of this
they outline
and in detail
theBT-S
of fetal
UM. at0 legth
f this suggestion of

personhow is e

iisp th

ant's cam, of ouse, collapses,

for the fetus' right to life would then be guaranteed specifically
by the Amedmnt.
P. at 157 (eq*iasis added). The Court, however, directly rejected
this argumnt and concluded that the Unborn are not 'persons.' In

reaching this conclusion, Justice Bladm,

who wrote the opinion for the

Court, (1) analyzed the text of the Constitution and the Usage of the
word "person' therein, (2) referred to the history of less restrictive
abortion practices throughout the major portion of the nineteenth century
(when the Fourteenth Armwnt was enacted), and (3) noted that its
conclusion that the unborn are not constitutional "persons' wma in
icord with the results reached by state courts and loer federal courts
that had dressed the issue.

'fl, the Suprem Court clearly addressed the question and explicitly
oncluded that the urtor are not "persons" under the Feurteenth Amunmt.
I simply do not believe that Mun federal couwts, and certainly not a

majority of the &p
Court would conclude that Conress has the
authority to override by silple legislation an exlioit interpretation
rude by the Supem Ourwt of a term used in the Conititution (or in
an Amendment to the Constitution). The final authors! of the supr"
€burt to interpret the Comntitution has
recognized for 178 years.
Marbuy v.
Mdison, 1 Cranch 137 (1803).
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In oe, the Court went an to consider whether there were any other
potentially rollingg" state interests that would justify criminal
abortion prohibitions. The Owt examined two primary arg. mnts:
(1) that the state's interest in protecting maternal health is om selling
justification for abortion restrictions, and (2) that even if the unborn
are not persons they are at least human beings and the state interest in
protecting the life of human beings is ompelling. The latter point is
particularly relevant to an H.L.B. The Court concluded that this interest
(huffn life) was rot on- pelling throughout pregnancy, but it became a
compelling interest after viability. The Court noted "we need not
resolve the difficult question of when life begins." 410 U.S. at 159.
It referred to the "wide divergence of thinking on this most sensitive
and difficult question." Id. at 160. Justice Blackman's opinion
suimarized (in scandalousl-inept fashion) the differing religious
viewpoints on when "life" begins, alluded to one current medical theory
(that conception is a "process" rather than an "event"), and briefly
reviewed the treatment of the unborn in the law (summarizing with the
well-knmw declaration that "the unborn have never been recognized in
the law as persons in the whole sense.") .Id. at 162.
After all of this, Justice Blackan oucleded:
Me do not agree, that, by adopting one theory of life, Texas
may override the rights of the pregnant wuan that are at stake.
We repeat, however, that the State does have an important and
legitimate interest in preserving the health of the pregnant womn
... and'that it has still another important and legitimate interest
in protecting the potentiality of hman life. These interests are
separate and distinct, each grows in substantiality as the won
approahes
and at a point during pregnancy,, each becomes
"ccapelling.term
I
Id. at 162, 163. Based on this, Justice Blackan set dowu his now
Ydamous three-stage model of constituional abortion regulation.
The points to remember from this review of oe v. %de are: (1)
that the Court squarly dressed the issue of " jft
' of the
unbornand concluded that the unborn are not persons and.that the
argument that they are persons cannot constute a oompelling state
interest to justify criminal abortion lawsl (2) that the Court concluded
that it did not know utn human life began, and that in view of the
controversy surrounding that question, both contnqoraneosly and
historically, the state interest in protecting prenatal human life was
not a oopelling state interest until after the point of viability. TM
Court Jee the second point, but not the first.
-hus, for Congress to declare that all unborn humans are "persons"
within the mueming of the Pourteenth Amment wd directly contradict
an interpretation md by the &Srm
Ourt. The attempt by Congress
to override a .Supme cwt constitutonal decision by the mere e
apedient
of enacting legislation wold create a controversy in which the issue of
Judicial -supraw wold sujercede -the substantive "personhood" issue.
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Finally, it mist be noted that while the other parts of the Humen
Life Bill, by themselves, probably are constitutional, they might not
be upheld if the constitutionality of those provisions ws considered
at the same time and in conjunction with an examination of the
costitutionality of the "personhood* part. Analysis of the latter
could "sour" the analysis of the fonar.
Desirability
I suggest that a Human Life Bill which only makes the express
declaration and finding of Congress that lumn life begins with conoeption would do the mast good, and cause the least damage.
First, such a provision i=d be clearly constitutional.
Second, such a provision would "set up" the abortion issue in
excllent fashion. For once the people-in the country at large, or
decision-makers (e.g., macbers of Oongress)-begin to analyze the
question in this fashion and acknowledge that human life begins at
conception, then the next step-to provide legal protection for that
dependent form of prenatal life-will be much easier to take.
7lhd, inasmuch as the Spreme court specifically acknowledged that
the treatment in law of the unborn and the matter of when life begins are
relevant to the question whether there is a compelling state interest to
justify abortion restrictions, it is poesible (though, given the present
akeup of the Sureme ourt, doubtful) that such a finding, alone,
could provide the basis for a conclusion that now there is a copelling
state interest for abortion restrictions. That compelling state interest
would be the finding and consensus expressed by the elected representatives
of the people in the Ongresw of the Unitted Statesthat the unborn are
indeed human beings from the point of conception.
Fourth, this action wold clearly show the strength of Oxnrees and
the foolishness of the Court. As a direct response to the Supreme hurt's
whisn ring, unpersuasive, and oft-criticized disclaimer that "we don't
know and it doesn't look like anyone really know. wen life begins,"
UOUd be the forthright declaration of O(ngress that human life begins
at conception.
Fifth, the opinion in roe v. Wade has been an ebarrasment to the
court and to the legal profession sine JUstice Blackman annotuxed it.
7?e action by (ngress would call attention to one of the most enbrmssing
and deficient parts of that opinion. This could motivate the (but to
reconsider the result and rationale of Re. If the Supreme Ourt is
going to reverse or modify Foe in the ni future, the public stbarrsment
from the aforementioned contrast could provide as ml an incentive for
the ourt to act now s anything else. Indeed, it would provide a
convenient opportunity for the Cort to abandon this "derelict on the
waters of the W and to do so without having to reverse itsw. It
could neatly say that, in light of this now development, the courtt should

reconsider Foe.
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Sixth, for Congress to go further, however, to expressly declare
that the unborn are "persons" under the Fourteenth Amendment would put
the matter on an entirely different footing. The principle of judicial
supremacy would, in that case, emerge as the predominant issue (especially
in the eyes of a court called upon to judge the constitutionality of such
statute) and the correctness or absurdity of the rationale of Roe v. Wade
would drop into a secondary, almost irrelevant, position.
Seventh, if either the third (intent of Fourteenth Amendment) or the
fourth (judicial jurisdiction) parts of the Human Life Bill outlined
above were enacted, it could raise (at least in popular debate) profound
questions about the balance and separation of powers and about judicial
independence. If pushed, those issues, I am convinced, also would
predominate in the public debate and the crucial substantive questions
of whether Foe v. Wade is good law, when human life begins, personhood,
abortion, etc., wuld beome,obscured in a cloud of serious controversy
about fundamental principles of constitutional politics. I do not
believe that we can afford to have public attention diverted to such

procedural issues.

Eighth, I have a few questions about the draftsmanship of the bill,
particularly the definition of "a human being" on lines 21 and 22 of
page 2 of H.R. 3325, which is incorporated in the definition of "person".
Mat all that has to do with roe v. Wade, I em not sure.

Ninth, I don't thk-that the declaration of "personhood" can be

salvaged by saying that it is merely an advisory, legislative finding.

By its terms, the "personlxod" declaration is made operative, enforceable
law. Thus, it directly challenges the Supreme Court's operative interpretation.
FinaUy,--I think that the three objectives of the pro-life mvement
at this tine mst be: (1) to reverse Roe v. Wade, which effectively
anded the Constitution to mandate national legalization of abortion on

demand; (2) to provide at least minimal (and eventually total) protection

for the lives of unborn children; and (3) to control the growth of
the substantive due process doctrine of "privacy" which has led to
egregious judicial rulings regarding a constitutional "right to die,"

"substitute judmt" etc. as the direct analytical progeny of Re v. Wade.

I do not think that all objectives need to be achieved by oonstiftia
%

t; in fact, I do not think that a constitutional amm bnmt is

desirable to achieve all three objectives. But clearly an amendment is
both necessary and sufficient to achieve the first objective-to reverse

Foe v. Wade. That can onl be done by a change in constitutional law;
i.e., only by the adto -- of a constitutional anrd t or the modification
of Rpe v. Wade by subsequent Supreme Court decision. "
Achieving that objective not take priority ro.

That is wty I

object to the futile effort of CoMress to adopt a Hurn Life Bill which
includes an attempted Congressional "reversal" of the Roe v. wa
"Personhood" holding. In my opinion, not only will that-effo-rtultmately
fail, but it will bring into disrepute the pro-life mvent, casting doubt

on the Judgment of pro-life leaders and the propiety of their methods, and
stirmlating fears that pro-life advocates and legislators are irresponsible
Constitution-wreckers. The loss of credibility that the pro-life move-

,nt would suffer when the principle of judicial supremacy in interpreting
the Constitution was r1oqpnly reaffirmed, and the main part of a
lWn Life Bill as
bY &Pe~suasive, clear,
patriotic opinion
(Possibly written for a unanimim Supreme cort) could sethepro-life
civil rights movement back irreversibly (in this decade) in the political
arena. Thus, I recmend that te Human Life Bill presently under

consideration be W'ended before adoption by, at least, deleting the
"personhood" declaration currently contained therein.
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April 24, 1981

U. s. Senator John Set
Senate Office hilding
Vashingtom, D.C.
Deer senator sest,

I would be hesitant to best of the importance of the enclosed mterial, but
the hour Is late In terms of your present hear s on the question as to ,ben
beam life bogi

.

and, I honestly believe, this article could prove an Invaluable

aid in resolution of certain key questions

which have ariem.

Yhe natural scientific evidence is already In -- and its content clear.
What is not so oleo

Is the aiona meaning of that evidence. I do not argue

in teras of either pure science or pure belief, but in term of refined oemoan
sense which legislators, acting in terms of found legal and philosophic tradition
of this country, have the right and duty to enact a law.
This article Is scheduled for inenat publication in the -ocial Justice Review,
but it ha not yet been published.

Regardles,

I retain the copyrigt to it and

do hereby oathorise you and your committee to make any ae of it you see fit,
placing it in the

i

I

Including

If you wish to check the reputability of

my work, confer with Under Secretary of State Junes L. Nockley %bo know me sad
other of my publications.
L'If.

See also my article In the July-Auust

Wishing you mccese in the conduct of your hearings, I remain,
Siacerely yers,

P.s. Snclosed article was originally
part of a legal brief in a Ouffolk
County, New York medicaid abortion
funding case. The attorneys urged
its publication.

qtj

Dennis sonetto, ph.D.
(716) 7?145-36
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POINT III-B
THE COUNTY LEGISLATURE COULD
PROPERLY CONSIDER THE NATURAL
LAW IN ITS APPROACH TO THE
QUESTION OF WHEN HUMAN LIFE BEGINS
The Founding Fathers of the United States did not
base the Constitution merely upon some form of social contract theory having only the force of positive law.

Rather,

they conceived society as a natural institution arising out
of the exercise by free men of certain inalienable, Godgiven rights.

They definitely based their conception of

society upon a natural law theory, i.e., the conception that
a Supreme Personal Being has created definite naturesstructured realities, whose right to exist and to act flows
from the Divine Imperative.
a right

For this reason the concept of

does not exist in a legalistic vacuum; it is

simply the prerogative of a being to exist and to act in the
manner which accords with its nature or structure as given
by God.

And since existence (which is

life

for living

things)is the very first act of any being, it constitutes
the primal
life

right

of any being.

Hence, the

right

to

is first in the structure of any system of rights; it

is the basis for all the others - for nothing can exercise
any secondary acts before it exists.

For this reason, the

right to life is absolutely prior to all other rights
including the rather lately discovered "right

to

privacy".
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&o person possesses a right to privaoy unless he first
possesses the right to life.
Asis readily admitted by all competent life
scientists, human life begins at conception.

By life scien-

tists is not meant merely medical scientists, but more primarily, the biochemists, biologists and embryologists whose
disciplines are the actual foundation for medical judgment
in this matter.

For it

is their analysis of the nature of

which reveals that new, unique, independent and

-fertilization

separate human organisms come into being at that moment..
The history of philosophy is not as completely
subjectivistic, relativistic and pluralistic on this point
as is frequently imagined.
Babel.

Philosophy is no mere Tower of

If it wereno hum n institution or legal system

could ever be established upon rational foundation.
judicial decision could ever be termed

truth would be relative.

correct

No

for all

In the face of such absurdity, it

must be noted that Western Society, including ours, is an
expression of a consistent development of a natural law
philosophy.

This is the origin of both English Common Law

and Louisiana's Napoleonic Code.

Recent attempts to deny the

right to life of certain human beings as well as other novel
developments in legal theory represent a marked departure
from this natural law tradition of the Founding Fathiers, but
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not a departure so novel as to be entirely new in Western
thought.

This departure from natural law ethics is repre-

sented by various forms of pragmatism and its offspring,
situation ethics.
* Ironically, the 'new morality' which permits
abortion does so, not by denying that human life begins at
conception, but rather, by affirmdng that the end justifies
the means-- that it is permissible to take a human life if
circumstances warrant it.

Such a mentality is, in the words

of the Blackmun decision, "in kooping with tho ncod1u of tho
times."

Yet it need hardly be elaborated that such a philo-

sophy is simply no ethics at all.

It is rather the rationale

of the Holocaust - that certaiq classes of human beings, the
unborn, are simply to be defined as "non-persons" - not to
be accorded the traditional benefit of due process of law;
-to be eliminated if judged a

social inconvenience.

In philosophical history, two main conceptions of
man arise:

the hylomorphic and the positivistic.

The

latter, which goes by many names, e.g., scientific materialistic, reductionistic, materialistic monistic, expresses a
common conception that nothing exists but the material
universe. not God nor the human soul nor any other spiritual
thing.

This view is often imagined to be new and, somehow,

the only view really compatible with the finding of modern
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Actually, positivism is neither new (it dates back

science.

to Democritus in the Fifth Century B.C.) nor does it possess
a sole claim to be natural scientific truth.

This tradition

of positivism expresses the simplistic theory, first put
forth by Democritus, that "that nothing exists but atoms and
the void."

In the Nineteenth Century this view was revived

by many scientific atheists who claimed that the newly
discovered 92 elements of the periodic table were the sum
and substance of all that exists.

Twentieth Century Posi-

tivism reduces all things, including man, to the chemical
elements (even subatomic) which compose them.

In this view,

taken literally, things (cabbages and kings) do not exist:
only the atomic elements which "heap together to make them"
exist.

Thts, by this view, man himself does not actually

exist; he is not a

thing", but merely the accidental and

temporary association of the real
the

things

of the universe,

atoms'.
Such a view not only flies in the face of common

sense, but also the actual judgment of reputable scientists
regarding the beginning of human life mentioned above.

For

if neither courts, nor judges, nor human 'persons' actually
exist as things according to positivism, then neither do an
legal rights - to life or to privacy.

The fact that the

positivists of this century (in the form of logical positi-
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vista and linguistic analysts)have actually gone about
Debunking"

all notions of rights and morality is adequate

evidence of the legal nihilism of their doctrine.

Needless

to say, most reputable scientists do not follow positivism
to its logical conclusions, i.e., they do believe in their
own existence.

That is why they affirm that human life

begins, before birth, at conception - and that man is not
merely a "bunch of atoms", but a single, independentlyliving organism, a being in his own right capable of being
the subject of natural and legal rights.
accord a right to life

or

right to privacy

positron, a sodium atom or a quark.
cabbages or monkeys.

No one would
to a mere

Nor do rights accrue to

Only man, perceived as an entire

substance, a being in his own right , is the proper subject
of dignity, rights, and privileges.

The philosophy of

positivism, however dominant it may be in our day, is not a
fit vehicle for the philosophy of law of our society.

It is

also not the philosophocial framework of the Founding Fathers.
The great philosophical tradition both of common
sense and of Western Civilization is that of hylomorphism a curious name for a common sense doctrine.
Greek, hy

- meaning

matter , and morphe

Taken from the
- meaning

form

this doctrine means that all physical substances ar6 composed of two reality principles which, though not things in

themselves, taken together compose the things of our experience.

However strange as this may sound at first, this

way of describing things which dates back to Aristotle has
the singular advantage of granting the reality of things
above the level of the atomic. it corresponds to common
sense in that it affirms the reality of cabbages and kings
we are not merely piles of atomse

we are substances pos-

sessing reality and unity of our own.

This is the truth of

common sense which positivism is unable to affirm.
Hylomorphism agrees with positivism in affirming
that physical things are made out of -matter-- the principle of extension in time and space.
primarily over the notion of

The difference arises

form-- which is the principle

which places a thing into its proper species, i.e., it is
the real reason in a thing which constitutes it as what it
is. It is what makes a horse a horse and a man a man.

By

insisting that it is merely the organization of matter
(i.e., atoms) which makes a horse a horse, the positivist
retains his materialism but at a rice of the reality of
the horse as a being in its own right.

Hylomorphism simply

recognizes the obvious fact that if beings are to exist
above the level of the atomic, then there must be some
principle which makes them one being, instead of a pile of
atoms.
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in affirming that things have natures (forms),
natural law philosophy has dominated civilized thought from
the time of Plato and Aristotle until the present.

This

doctrine alone accords with the common sense view that
'things' exist, such as trees and cows".not mere piles of
atoms.

Where hylomorphism rejoins the legitimate role of

natural science is in saying that it is the organization of
'matter which determines what a thing is.

For form is 'fitted

to' matter; the disposition of the matter determines which
type of form actuates it.

Thus matter which is organized to

be a cow receives, not surprisingly, the form of 'cowness.'
For this reason, the scientific evidence which
leads to the conclusion that human life begins at conception
in the scientific order also leads to the exact same conclusion in the philisophic order.

The scientific evidence

reveals that, at fertilization, the matter is disposed for
the reception of no other form than the human form.

The

matter is not the matter of an elephant nor of a mouse.
is specific to man and only to man.

It

Only the form of man

can be fitted to it.
The fact that Thomas Aquinas became confused by
the doctrine of successive animation (which held that successively vegetable, animal and then human forms were present) only reveals the inadequacy of biological knowledge of
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his day. Had he known that the matter of the human zygote
was unique to man and to no lower species, his own metaphysical principles would have necessitated his declaring
with the scientific community of our own day that human life
begins at conception.

It should be remembered that the only alternative
to the affirmation of substantial unities of things above
the atomic level is to reduce all reality to the level of
the atomic.

Thus, contrary to the evidence of the natural

law tradition of Western thought, common sense, and scienti-fic evidence, positivism stands alone in attempting to deny
the obvious, namely, that the larger substances of our world
really exist.

The philosophical conclusion that human life

begins at conception is fully consistent with the great
traditions of our culture, including the natural law doctrine upon which our entire legal system is based.

It does

not contradict the evidence of science, but merely expresses
the truth which science affirms in a more sophisticated
manner; Human life - which is such in virtue of the presence
of a single human substantial form whose function is to
animate and unify matter which is specifically organized for
exclusively human life-begins at conception.
of truths are frequently obvious.

The greatest
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human life

3.

inherent in abortion without medical necessity

3.
Throughout the abortion debate in America, and especially
during litigation in the courts, unborn human life is
variously referred to as actual or "potential". Seldom
have the courts focused directly in their opinions on
the implications of such a distinction. To assist the
Court, we have included the following statement of
Dennis Bonnette, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy at
Niagara University, which discussed the philosophicAl
ccncept of potentiality, specifically in relation to
human life in the womb.
"Because of the widespread hisunderstanding of the notion
of potency two types of error arise regarding the nature
of life in the womb. The first denies the actual existence
of human life in the womb; the second assigns merely relative value to that life.
"The first error asserts that prenatal human life is simply
potential, not actual. Precisely what is claimed to
be potential is not at all clear. T6 if it is asserted
that the 'product of conception' is only potentially human,
such a claim flies in the face of all available scientific
evidence as well as the evident fact of common,sense
that humans give birth only to humans, not to carrots or
elephants or any other species of organism. For 'potency' is
a term which refers .to what is not. The negative connotation 01
'potency' is made manife-ft'wRn -- e realizes the uncomplementary character of remarking that someone is potentially
quite intelligent. Hence, to refer to life which is
merely potentially human means to refer to life which simply
is not
an. Thus, it becomes legitimate to inquire
precisely what other species of living thing prenatal life
may be -- for iTit
is not human, then it must be some
other vegetable or anim-T--form of life. Yet, as is clear
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Footnote 3, cont'd.
"from the most recent scientific evidence, e.g., the
deoxyribunucleio acid in each cell of the zygote, embryo,
or fetus, no other form of life than human is present
in the womb. Such life is not merely potentially, but
rather, actually human.
'On the other hand, if it is asserted that the 'product
of conception' is only potentially alive, such a claim
again flies in the face of all available scientific
evidence as well as the evident fact of co=non sense
that the intent of the abortional act is fulfilled only
by kil ing that which is living and growing in the womb.
Any doubt concerning the existence of an actual, living
organism -- totally separate from the body of the
mother -- being present from the time of conception
has been dissolved before the very eyes of the entire
world by the birth of the first 'test-tube baby' -- a baby
conceived in vitro, i.e., in a laboratory dish. Since
non-living-tissue could never grow into a living baby
siply by implanting it in a womb, it is evident that
this 'product of conception' must already be alive.
Hence, life must be actually, not merely p ntially,
present at conception.
"Since the 'product of conception' is neither merely
potential as human nor as living at the time of conception, it necessarily follows that human life is actually,
not merely potentially, present at conception.
'The second error involving the notion of potency would
:relegate life in the womb to a relative value by denying
that its full potential is realized until some point in
time after conception. The proponents of this second
error argue that, since the unborn child fails to exhibit
all the activities proper to man from the time of concep'Mn, he need not be considered a human person whose
rights must be protected by law until he reaches sufficient maturity to exhibit such powers. This confusion
fails to grasp the distinction between a power and its
exercise. The logic of this argument would lead to the
absurd conclusion that only a fully developed adult,
simultaneously exercising all the powers of man, would
be deserving of legal protection. The danger of this
fallacious reasoning is underlined by the fact that even
born children do not demonstrate clearly the use of reason
untI they approach their seventh year and that even
teenagers might be declared 'not-persons on the grounds
that they .do not yet manifest rational maturity. Is one
human when he is not actually speaking or reasoning
because he is asleep? Even the natural state of sleep
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Footnote 3, contId.
Produces a normal person's most human activity to a
temporary state of potency. Nor can any human being
exhibit all the acts of man at the same time -- since
many of t-se are contradictory, e.g., one can hardly
drive a car while swimming. Thus the temptation to
declare the unborn to be 'non-persons' simply because
they do not presently exercise the full powers of
their nature would also lead logically to the conclusion that other human beings who, because of age
or state of health, are similarly unable to function
fully may also be considered as "non-persons." This
is the logic of genocide and euthanasia. Thus it is
hardly surprising that a substantial number of deformed
children are now being allowed to die through deliberate
neglect at hospitals around the country, e.g., Johns
Hopkins. Moreover, arguments are now advanced for the
'mercy-killing' of the elderly or 'hopelessly ill"
patient whom others may judge to lack a 'meaningful
human life.'
The only rational alternative to the
'Holocaust' is the recognition that actual human life
is present from the time of conception and that its
rights must be protected by law.
"This second pernicious error arises because of a failure
to distinguish between a human organism's primary act
(which is 'to live' ) and his various secondary acts,
such as growing, sensing, thinking, speaking, socializing, etc. While actual human life is present from the
time of conception, nevertheless the powers or potencies
for the various secondary acts are progressively actualized
as this life matures. Such acts are distinct from the
living existence upon which they depend -- for secondary
acts may be intermittent while human life is continuous.
Thus we may cease to walk or talk or think and yet still
be living, e.g., when asleep or comatose. Secondary acts
come and go; life remains. The progressive development of
organ systems in the unborn child represents such an unfolding of secondary acts in an organism whose actual life
has been present from conception and upon whose primary
and continuous act of living all secondiay life activity
depends.
"It is the above-mentioned failure to grasp this simple
distinction between the basic and continuous presence of
human life and the progressive, developing, intermittent,
and declining secondary acts of our various powers which has
not only permitted our society to deny the rights of the
unborn but thereby to place in jeopardy every human life
whose 'qualities of manifestation' may fail to meet the
measure of those who decide who shall live and who shall
die."
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,April 21, 1981

Testimony presented to the Senate Judiciary Subcoittee
of Separation of Powers
Chairman, John P. East

HUMAN LIFE BEGINS AT FERTILIZATION
Herbert Ratner, M.D.

In a very telling characterization of modern-manrthe late Bernard
Berelson "a distinguished sociologist and vice president of the Population
Council" and his associate Gary A. Steiner state:
Perhaps the character of behavioral science man can best be
grasped through his orientation to reality. He is a creature
who adapts reality to his own ends, who transforms reality into
a congenial form, who makes his own reality....

In his quest for

satisfaction, man is not just a seeker of truth, but of deceptions,
of himself as well as others."
Scientific Findings.

(Human Behavior: An Inventory of

Harcourt, Brace & World, 1964, pp. 663-4)

There is no bAtter illustration of the above than the gynecologists'
and social engineers' recent redefinition of the beginning of life to
accommodate the use of abortifacients for population control.

In changing

the definition from fertilization to implantation they manifest a
tendency noted by Berelson and Steiner in modern man when confronted
by a reality which he prefers not to accept:
When man can come to grips with his needs by actually changing the
environment, he does so.

But when he cannot achieve such 'realistic'

satisfaction, he tends to take the other path:

to modify what he

sees to be the case, what he thinks he wants, what he thinks others
want. (p. 664)
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In contrast to the claim that life begins at implantation, we have
the conclusion of the world's most authoritative embryologist, who has
studied this question for over thirty years, Erich Blechschmidt:
...the evidence no longer allows a discussion as to if and when
and in what month of ontogenesis a human being is forced.

To be

a human being is decided for an organism at the moment of fertilization
of the ovum.

For this reason we have to regard the intrinsic quality

of the fertilized ovum as an essential prerequisite, decisive for
all future ontogenesis."

(The Beginnings Of Human Life.

Springer-

Verlag, New York, Heidelberg and Berlin, 1977, p. 17)
The universality of this teaching, that human life starts with
fertilization, can be documented in virtually all educational materials
at any level of the curriculum.

Thus, the most widely used of contemporary

high school textbooks on sex education, states:

"Human life begins when

the head of the sperm cell, which carries the nucleus, unites with the
nucleus of the ovum or egg cell."

The late Alan Guttmacher, then President

of Planned Parenthood-World Population and a foremost crusader for "abortion
on demand," is credited as a consultant.

(Modern Sex Education.

Julian,

C. J. and Jackson, E. W., Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., New York)
In the best seller From Conception To Birth:

The Drama Of Life's

Beginnings (Robert Rugh and Landrum B. Shettles, Harper and Row,

1977)

the authors define the beginning of life as the "fertilization of the
ovum by the spermatozoon, thus initiating the development of an embryo
and starting pregnancy."
the Supreme Court

(Glossary, p. 237)

Earlier and shortly after

decision of January 22, 1973, Professor Landrum

Shettles, a test-tube experimentalist, in a letter to the New York
Times of February 14, 1973, commenting on the Court's indecision as
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to when life begins, rated:

"...a new and composite individual is

started at the moment of fertilization" and concludes:

"To deny a

truth should not be made a basis for legalizing abortion."

Clearly,

the producers of test-tube babies refuse to be denied their success
in originating life at fertilization.
George Orwell of 1984 fame, in an essay entitled "Politics And The
English Language (The Orwell Reader.

New York, 1956, pp. 355-6) warned

us that "...if thought corrupts language, language can also corrupt
thought."

It is not too harsh to transfer to contemporary medical

language his blunt conclusiotf about political language:

that it "is

designed to make lies sound truthful and murder respectable, and to
give an appearance of solidity to pure wind."
This is a day and age when violence surrounds us and is mounting, and
we are faced with a widespread loss of respect for life in our society,
Can we honestly make ourselves believe that we can redefine life to
suit our convenience?

Such manipulation of language may be welcomed

as an opiate by the self-styled intellectual; it will not deceive the
common sense of the average citizen.
The average citizen soon learns that many alleged contraceptives are
really abortifacients, that they do not prevent a human life from beginning
but destroy human life after it has begun.

He sees that the self-announced

experts and leaders of public opinion are urging the principle that when
others are an inconvenience to one's life It is acceptable to kill then off.
What an awful principle for the medical profession and representatives
of the people in government to promote|
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April 22,1981

Senator John P. East
Senator

of N.C.

Russell's Building
Senate of the U.S.A.
Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator

East

I'm writing you in connection with your Bill
8158, which was
recently sponsored by you.
The Dill's statement that "the Congress finds
that the present
day scientific evidence etc., "in inaccurate,
misleading and in
contradiction with basic principles of biological
teaching on the
development of the animal kingdom, specifically
its highest class.
Mammals.
Your Bill actually reflects the situation
two centuries ago when the teaching was of the in Biology one or
existence of a
homunculus in utero( a small human being in
the womb) from the
"moment of conception", needing
months
grow up, and be
delivered as a new born child. nine
However, the tolast
century and a half
of scientific progress dispelle-d that misconception
and with the help
of embryology and histology gave us the time
picture of development
of a fertilized egg by all mammals# specific-lly
the order of Primates
including Homo sapiens, the crown of the class
of Mammals.
German physician and biologist professor Dr.
Ernst Heinrich
Haeokel (1834-1919) discovered and formulated
a Law which is as valid
and true now as it was at the beginning of
true in the future of Biology and Medicine, this century and will be
namely, that in the
development of all Mammals each ontogeny must
go through its phylogeny.
To put it simply,*this means that the development
of a single organism
must go through the evolutionary pattern of
the development of its
phyluumi.e. its "basic division of animal kingdom".
In other words,
in the case of Homo sapiens during 40 weeks
of development of a
fertilized human egg ("from9 the moment of conception")
that zygote
has to divide, increase in number of cells and
go through stages of
morula, blastula, gastrula, 2 germinal layers
germinal layers, etc.,etc., looking in-these of oooyst, then 3
early stages very much
like any developing zygote of any Primate ("Primatetany
member of
the most highly developed order of animals,
composed of man, the apes,
monkeys, lemurs, etc." Webster).
Naturally, later on it assumes more
and more human features urogenital sinus ("bay*)
divides into urinary,
genital and end-intestinal
canals with two holes by male and three
by
female, developing during the third month definite
differentiation of
sexes, eto., etc.

87-"9 0 - 82.

8
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N9REA L. MuJAL. .D.
SANNET M AUTTA, oV.

Now since the above is the actual scientific evidence
and the Haeckel's Law of developments where is your."actual
human life from conception"?!
Gentlemen, if you pass this Law of yours, you are going

to be the object of jokes and ridicule not only at home but
all around the worlds from the Japanese Diet, across Russian
Supreme Soviet, Polish Sejmp German Bundestag, British House
of Lords and Commons back to Washington, D.C. and the Congress
of U.S.A.
I for one can't and won't accept a female egg hit by a
male sperm and turned into a sygote( "human life from the moment
of conception") as equal with 230 million living compatriots.

Let him (or her) fully develop, be born alive and in that
way become one of us("American by birth or naturalization",as
the Constitution clearly states).
In other words$ let that
new born person become a new American citizen and only then
assume all Constitutional rights and duties invested in American
citizenship and protected by the Constitution of the U.S.A.
As an American physician I'll take care of the pregnat
woman in the future too, giving her all help and service according
to her decision to carry or to terminate her pregnancy. However,
if you pass this Bills

I'll get stuck with the possibility of

termination of the pregnancy and I'll throw the whole blame and
the whole book to your doorsteps at the Congress of the U.S.A.
Thank you very much for yxur attention.
Sin/rl Droto

a

M7
/ch,MeDep
Medical Director

MMV/cm

. .S.H.,

V.B.A.

COUEGE OF ST. THOMAS

St. PuL MhVnsoi woo
0SWIMENT OFPft&OSOW

May 23, 1981
The Human Life Statute and Abortifacients
One of the recurring objections to the proposed Human Life Statute is that
it will make the use of abortifacients ilLegal--perhaps a felony of homicide.

This

objection involves a simple non-sequitur. Even if the statute renders abortion
illegal, it has no direct bearing on the use of abortifacients.

One using an aborti-

faoient does not know whethe? or not someone will in fact be killed and no one else
could in principle know.

There is no identifiable person whose right to life is violated.

There is no corpse but only the possibility of one, and this possibility cannot be
verified--hardly a situation in which someone could be prosecuted for homicide.
relevant- evidence is in principle missing.

The

If a human life statute were passed, there

might be some grounds for arguing that there ought to be laws prohibiting abortifacients
as devices harmful to unborn persons, but this would have to be legislated separately.
The objection, therefore, does not depend on any logical consequence of the statute
but on what might (but in all likelihood would not be) a subject of further legislation in
the future.

Joseph M. Boyle Jr., Ph.D.
Associate Professor
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May 16, 1981.

Senator John East
U.S. Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator East:
I write with a feeling of gratitude to you for holding the extremely
important Senate hearings on the Human Life Statute and the biological
or scientific definitions of human life and iti "beginnings".
In my judgement the hearings have been an enormous success thus far,
and received the media coverage that this vital issue rightly deserves.
I am enclosing a paper approaching the issue of abortion from a
philosophical perspective, or perhaps it could be more accurately described
as a logical perspective.
The paper is derived from a lengthier paper
which I presented to Dr. Brooks Colburnat Manhattanville College. It
caused him to re-think his pro-abortion position.
*
It is my hope that this paper will further clarify and strengthen the
pro-life position, and thow that the pro-abortion position is really a
subjective preference which does not take into account the objective
reality of the total picture for all individuals concerned and for

society.
With kind regards, I ldok forward to hearing from you.

Barbara Braun
149 IMoehring Drive
Blauvelt, N.Y. 10913
Tel: 914 359 25

(Mother of 5, grandmother of
5, homemaker, part time teacher
of social studies and psychol ogy
* PH.D in Philosophy

at Rockland Community College)
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Abortion is the ending of a pregnancy beforathe embryo or fetus can
live outside the female body. Abortion results in death of a fetus and
may be either spontaneous or induced. This paper will restrict itself
to a discussion of induced abortions on human females in the United States,
and show that our current policy has caused a contemporary social problem;
that io a conflict in violation of ethical standards occurring within
a large segment of the population (whether or not they are aware of it).
This paper also establishes the fact that abortions are morally
wrong.

The historical bakarsund is familiar to all on the committee,
but it is essential to draw attention to the fact that the unrestricted
liberty to .abor one's own child now takes preference over the rights
of three sroups- 1) the unborn childrm_,, part of our future
2) fathers, who lose their legal right to procreate
3) parents .who lose their natural right to guide
their minor daughters ( even though they must
bear the financial burden and assume responsibility
once again, if there are medical complications as
a result of an abortion)
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The

issue of whether of not a mother has a right to abort a living

reality that is growing within her merits most conscientious clarification,
for if the claims of those who favor abortion are false, unimaginable and
irreparable harm is being done to millions of innocent lives and to society
3

a whole.

In fat,

many, many mor

vnborn babies have been killed than

all of the combat deaths of United States citizens in all of the wars that
the

country has engaged in.
If one were a religious person, one could argue in behalf of a reasonable

belief thau all human life has an intrinsic value, that each person is unique
and irreplaceable, sad pmaesses dignity and sacredness and eternal value
from the tirst moment of fertilization until natural death.
4his argument has an element of faith in it,

However, since

this paper clarifies the moral

issue of abortion without resorting to religious values.
THe term "unborn child' or *human reality" will be used to include the
product of conception resulting from the fertilization of human egg and sperm
(zygote) through the fetal and embryonino states, until birth.

The biological

facts affirm that the human realty is a separate life, totally dependent upon,
but distinct from the mother's body since every cell is endowed with a unique
genetic make up which differs fom every cell of -the mother.
State biology textbook describes it,"...

As a New York

a human life begins when a single

sperm unites with single e*g"
implant itself in the

and up to four days are required for the egg to
4
Whether this reality is "fully" human in the
uterus..

sense of having attained maximum physical or material potential is an irrelevant
question because full humanity, ir there I such a thing, is not attained for a
long time after birth# and certainly not reached by all adults. To paraphrase
Aristotle:
Every being, therefonw that is capable of changing Le
something and at the same time has the capacity for being
something else. What a thirgje, ARistotle calls ictuality;

3.

Planned Parenthood, (N.Y.: Pub. by Planned Parenthood Federation, Inc.) 1972,
p. 18.

4.

Alvin Nason and Philip Goldstein~io logy; Introduction to Life ( Menlo Park:
Addison-Huxley, 1969) p. 532-533.
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its capacity to become something else, he calls
potentiality, Actual being 1. that which is,
potential being is that which can be. 5
The unborn child is, and can become, and therefore, in this respect, there is
no distinction between unborn children, children during their formative years,
and adults.
Human life is, therefore, matter which has being or existence (actuality),
and has essence (potentiality) characterized by ability to absorb food, growth,
differentiation and interdependence of function, reproduction, response to
pain, reasoning ability which implies choice, imagination, ability to use
language or symbols, and a sense of morality. All of these qualities are
integrated through one unifying principle or agent which is identical with the
qualities acting. Not all human beings would attain maximum perfectability of
each quality or function, but this would not diminish in any respect the
immaterial, unifying agent sustaining what otherwise would be aimless or random
atoms, and this principle we call lite.
Jean Moroux, in The ?4eaninV of an,describes a human being as " the most
paradoxical of all realities; a being who is simultaneously spirit and body,
closed and open, existent and yet to be acheived...". He says:
Spatiality confines him to one small corner of the universe;
temporality makes him emerge and fall back at defined points of
cosmic movement; opacity makes him resistant, impenetrable, divided
off from others; plurality denies him inner unity and makes him
a precarious and unstable assemblage of forbes only momentarily
composed; and finally the synergy of relations compels us to call
him a meeting place for passing forces, a medium of co-existence,
a knot of contacts and reactions. But the human person in also
a spirit... There t nothing spatial about him or temporal; he
t not shut up in a place or held within the limits of a moment;
he comphrehends space and surpasses time... He is made, moreover,
for understanding, and in the very act of understanding he is
disengaged from sensible conditions and escapes from time...
He is simple, not to be defined by any plurality or co-existence
of parts, but rather by an absence of Parts ard Pluralitv;

5,

Brother Benignust, FSC, PhD. Nature. Knowledge and God (New York: Bruce,
1947) p. 68.
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as a pure presence to self, linked up, beyond number and
enumeration, with other immaterial presences; and as a
totality able to unify and concentrate within himself the
6
whole nfinite materiality of the universe.. (Italics mine).
Moroux further describes how a human being is " absolutely distinct and
necessarily incommunicalegand therefore an "inviolable mystery".

But he is

also open, part of a wider unity which gives him meaning in his relation to
others and also to the species as a whole.

Therefore he is both an "excentric

point and a centre".
From all of the above, deductively we might reason that:
Premise 1 - All unborn children possess life.
Premise 2 - All life has unrealized potential.
Conclusion -

All unborn children have unrealized potential.

Therefore, to destroy the unborn human reality is to destroy all of its
potential for fuller life.

It

is tantamount to destroying the human essence as

well as its existence. Another-term for this, up until January 33, 1973,
was tf

wdw'

*btch has been defined as lthe unlawful and malicious or pre-

-meditated ktiing o. one human being by another"-.7

Since abortion was legalized

the unlawful and premeditated killing is lawful: so it appears we must change our
concept of murder or else declare that the living reality within a mother's
womb is no-uman, either of which is true.
The absolute irrevocability of the act of abortion is another factor we
should take into account.

For, speaking from the point of view of the unborn

reality, when we weigh the premises thatILl- death is final and all of the future
uncertain, the inference seems Justifiable that an uncertain future is more
desirable than certain death.

Expressed in another way, the future holds the

possibility of being more desirable than does certain extinction.

Where there

is any doubt and the doubt may eventuate favorably for the future and forlife,
common sense would tell us to decide in favor of the 4bt

6.
7.

rather than the

Jean Moroux, The Meaning of Man, trans* by H.G. Downes,
Doubleday Image Books, 1948) p. 113-114.

(Garden City;

Webster,s New World Dictionary, College Ed., s.v. "murder". (Webster's
New Student Dictionary 1974 ed. essentially gives the same definition
omitting the word " malicious' and giving a second meaning of "mangle").
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certainty of no future at all.
looking at the problem from another viewpoint, it is true to say that
all human beings are derivative, resulting from the fertilization of human
sperm and egg. Even in in vitro fertilization or in cloning, the nucleus
of the indivLdmal to be replicated comes from the derivation of two human
beings.. Thereforep to destroy thq result of this fertilization is to destroy
the
x ay that. we know for human life to come into existence. One could
reason as follows:
Premise 1- Human lives are all and only those realities which
comes from the fertilization of human sperm and egg.
Premise 2 - An unborn baby comes from the fertilization of human
sperm and egg.
Conclusion - An unborn baby is a human life.
For those who mar still doubt, we could make a disjuctive proposition.
The unborn reality either is a human life or it is not a human life. Both cannot
be true, If it is not a human life, what is it? We know if ts not a mole or
polyp or tumor gr wart or animal or fish or fowl or acorn or anything non- human
that we can think of. Therefore, if the second part of the proposition is false
the first part must be true; it is a human life.
The question arises, what if the destruction of unborn human life were carried
to an extreme? Would not all of humanity be destroyed after the death of the
existing generation? Therefore, fallible, man-made criteria ( as opposed to
Mural) would have to be established to decide who should live and who should
die if the human race were to avoid complete annihilation. Once this has been
admitted, the-danger seems obvious. for who should make the decision? And upon
what universal standard that would be more important than the preservation
of life? Or should the standards be relative? If relative, relative to what?
To advance a step further in our reasoning, the conoption of life'is a
voluntary act ( voluntary on the part of at least one party), and the act of
abortion is a voluntary act, and therefore, these acts efte under the scope of

8.

"We Hav, the Awful Knowledge to Make Exect CoDies of Hum Be
N.Y. Times, Mar. 5, .972,0Magazine.Section

",
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ethics', which attempts to ascertain the rightness or wrongness of voluntary
acts of the will over which man has choice. 9 The unborn reality which is
brought into being by the voluntary act is both innocent of any wrongdoing, and
defenseless. Despite any feeling that the mother might have that her act of
abortion was good and right, the ethicist would try to demonstrate that what
might appear good for the individual here and now, could be seen in the long run
to be bad for humanity, or even for the same individual. Most important, the total
human situation would take into account what would be good for the unborn child.
Thus far, we have tried to clarify our thinking about individual abortions
and their consequences. However, we must also try to show that life is good.
A can do this inductively by applying the "open question test" of "do you
want to life?". The majority of people would answer "yes", for if not, they
would voluntarily choose to take their own lives. This is factually supported
by own suicide rate. It is almost impossible to determine that aky particular
"1" causes suicide (e.g. that life is not good), because the range of possible
variable is enormous and "especially since suicide is such a rare event which
make subjects scarce". However, it is pertinent that the completed rate of
suicide of pregnant women is only about one-sixth of the estimated rate far women
in general, and even the attempted suicide rate still
more rare during the
*third semester of pregnancy.10 Durkheim, a sociologist, states that *since the
respect for human personality in our society is so great, we hold a fundamental
value the abheuuie.eof suibetde"1 1 This reinforces the idea of the basic worth
of life.. More directly, the, mother: herselfL feels that her own life has value,
though she-chooses otherwise for her unborn child who is permitted no choice
in the matter.
9.

Whe r on not the abbe is opletely frrs, I "8sw treated in another paper,
-,but it would not. affect the principle up9n which the i ee .ce.o wgbd be baed.
Indeed itwould, however, permit great compassion for the person having an
abortion wile at the same time disagreeing with her in principle.

10.

Daid Lester, WhyPeople Kll_ Themselves,(Springfield: Charles C. Thomas, 1972)
pp. 10, 43.

11.

mile Durkheim, Suicide, trnao. by A. Spaulding and George Simpson, inm.
George Simpson (NewYork: Free Press, 1951) p. 31. ,

by
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Ans
of lift in apparent in the writing of many such
artMit. s. Walt Whitman who in Leaves goO
sings oub "I celebrate Myself" I
or Alexander Solzenitsen and Victicr fankl who give living tribute to the
tremendous- power and strength and preciousness of life in their anguished cries
for life after having endured suffering and degradation and imprisonment.
From an overall perspective, our society has dedicated itself to the principle
of preserving life, and express*% this in an intuitive manner in the
We hold these truths to be self evidentethat all men are
created'equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with
certain inalienable right, that among these are life.., that
to secure these rights, governments are institutied among men.
The word "life" is followed by the words "liberty" and "the ptuwrit of happiness".
The latter two would be quite meaningless without the prior right of life.
Als9&
the guarantee is for the nursuit of haDinsee, not hapiness itseL..?he Fourteenth.
Amendment of the Constitution reads:
Nor shall any state deprive any person of life, liberty, or
property without due process of law nor deny to any personwi
within its Jurisdiction that equal protection of the laws.
The Declaration of the Rights of the Child given by the United Nations Assembly
on November 20thp 1959 states:
The child be reason of his physical and mental immaturity needs special safeguards and carob enoluding appropriate legal prtoeoction
before as Xel as after birth.
In addition, Planned Parenthood in its 1963 Manual answered the question
concerning birth control, " Is it abortion?", with the words, "Definitely not.
An abortion kills the life of the baby after it has begun. It is dangerous to
your life and halth. It may make you sterile..."
Commonly observed occurrences in daily life also demonstrate that our
society evidenoes a respect for human life, as when we go to great lenSths to
save the life of a premature baby, diligently attempt to save minors trapped
underground, or attempt costly and life threatening methods to save submariners
trapped under the sea. We transplant organs from the victims of sudden death
.to another human being to. b&ep Pxal
his r heorlife. The medical profession
(until the samat of legalized. abortion) dedicated itself to the preservation
of life -as enunciated by the Hipocratto 'Oath, .iOtill taken at some medical
schools today, which oath specifically forbids abortion.

From these examples it is evid u0

ur &oAtyis living in a State
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of contadition. The principle of contradiction states that "it is
impossible for the same thing to be and not to be at the same time",.1 We
cannot befor life and against it at the same time. This i a contradiction of
pfinotples. If we accept the premise that all life is potentially good and
then we destroy innocent life, VA detOy that which is potentially od.
Therefore, the act of destruction is 2
.
That a society cannot surViv* schizophrenicelly split between two opposing
ideals, is aptly stated by one of Britain's most distinulhe Jurists, Lord
Patrick Divltn,
If men nd Vosen try to create a society in which there is no
fundamental agreement about good and -evil they will fail; itf,
having based it on common agreement, the agreement goes, the
society will disintegrate. For society is not something that is
kept together physically it is held by the invisible bond of
comon thought. If the bonds were too far relaxed# the members
would drift apart. A common morality is part of the bondage.
The bondage is part Of3 sooiety' and mankind, which needs society,
must pay its price... .
The effects on society as a wAre are &lso upmmt from the lessons that
history teaches us. Arguing by analogy, we can compare the status of the unborn
with that Of the Negro of the pest. For, in, each case, human life and legal
person were separated, In 1857 the Dred Scott decision declared that nO Negro,
tree or slave, could claim United States citizenship. Further, Congress could
no prohibit slavery. History records that slaves were treated as things, not
persons; bought and sold am property$ that while no one was forced to become a
slave omer, one had no right to impose uis morality (that a slave was a person)
on someone else$ and finally that a man had a right to do what he wanted with
14
his property (the slave).
12.

Celestine N. Brittle,
1935) p. 125.

13.

Harry K. Girvats, ConteAvMor y orMl)_ssuas, 3rd ed. (Belmont; Wadawroth Pub.
Co., 1974) Homosexuality by Patrick Devlin, p. 173.

14.

World Book Bnoyclopedia, 1974 ed., s.v, "Dred Scott".

The Soente of Corrclt Thinking.

(New York: Bruce,

11.
A similar analogy could be drawn between the concept of a "Master Race" or
"quality life". Who can define "quality life"? And who would set the standards?
Is it not within the realm of possibility that it could again be someone like
antayana states that "Those who
Hitler, whose killings were called atrocities?
do not remember the past are condemned to relive it".1 5 The monument at
Dachau in like manner asserts
This nomument represents for us a testimony and a warning,., A
warnir' to the living, of today and all time to come. A warning
that evil is always in man and that he must fight against it at all
times.
Consider that the epoch which underwent such massacres
is not far from us, neither in time nor space. Help us to testify
of the past. Help us to protect the future.
From the point .of view of alienation, one of the great problems of
enviions an alternative by which society
today's society;. Kennal.*i0teLl:,
can survive and that is to have as its goal full human development.
But though no single definition of human fulfillment is possible,
Some of its results can bq defined, A whole man or woman has a
capacity for zest, exuberance, and compassion, though this capacity
may often be in abeyanca. An integrated man does not cease to
erinche,
. gO iet, gd psychic at, buti
human +wolonggg means a capacity for
eva
,* and care,.* responsiveness
gm
..
' dedication, passionate c2
to his ethical
e..
15
Mr Keniston ends his essay with the following admonition.
We can hope for such commitments in the future only if men begin
to resolve their alienation by commuting thoelves - through the
analysis, synthesis and reform of their own lives and worlds - to
the preparation of such a new society ... that enjoys diversity and
supports human fulfillment. 16
Surely the alienation of a mother from her unborn child and the abdication
of the father, whose life has been transmitted to this child, is one of the
deepet form of alieaatl
ouw society has ever seen, and makes any attempt
at human fulfllumt a total impossiblity for some members of society (the unborn).
0

Therefore, the issue of abortion does not revolve around the enforcing of

15.

G1rvatz, Contemporakry Moral Issues, Escape from Alienation by Kenneth
Kenniston, pp. 39w-406.

16.

Ibid. p. 410.
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or value imposed on people from without. Abortions, on the
contrary, involve the relation of one human being to another in a social
context. A variety of values converge - life, potential, responsibility,
a single"lawf

psychic pain, social effects, and perhaps the most important and least mentioned
of all - love.

Scales are a traditional symbol of justice, but they suggest a
quanttative aspect of weighing which is contrary to the original intent of
the founders of the symbolism.

Then in Egypt,

"

a feather, the Egyptian

heiroglyphic for truth (emphasis mine) turned the bablnce", and the slightest
turning of-the scales was believed to decide between salvation and annihilation.
"Not the matching of weights, but a response to reality" (emphasis mine) was
1?
what justice was seen to require.
Today the totality of the abortion issues requires a balanced moral
judgement that takes into account limits, interrelations, and priority of
values. The absoluteness of a law prohibiting abortion is limited, for in
* the case of ectopic pregnancies or cancer of the uterus, abortion has been and
should continue to bt permitted, and the mother's life given preference.
However, abortion should be deplored as immoral if it

is a judgement or action

that gives greater preference to interests less than human life, than to
human life itself. It should be deplored if it is a Judgement or action in
which a mother abdicates her responsibility to the life she carries within her.
It shoul be deplored if it makes killing a permissable part of the medical
profession. It should be deplored if it makes tax supported agencies of the
state procure and fund the destruction of life. It should be deplored it
it takes human rights away from the father of the child, or the parents of
a minor daughter. To accept abortion under these circumstances is to
subordinate the higher value of life to the personal autonomy or sovereignty
of the mother and her so called "right to privacy". It is the premeditated
and willful subordination of the higher to the lower value that proves
abortion to be morally wronz. Abortion is also tragic because it shows the
destretion of one of humnity's fundamental existential virtues, and that is hope.

17.

John T. Noonan, Jr. How to Argue About Abortion,
HQc Committee in Defense of Life, 1974) p. 12.

(New York: The Ad
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A simple poem by Emlly Dickinson captures much of what this paper
has attempted to say.
All but death can be adjusted;
Dynaties repaired,
Systems settled in their socketsp
Citadels restored Wastes of lives resowm with colors
By supramer sprinop*
Death - Mto itself exception Is oxemot from ohanue.

Barbara Braun
(excerpted from a paper written
by the above which includes a
second section that answers
each argument put forth by
the advocates Ot permissive
abortion.)
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PART 2.-SeISSIOS PReSeNTED BY SARAH W INTN
STATEMENTS FRa ORGANIZATIONS SUMMITTED BY
SARAH WEDDINGTON
SENATE JUDICIARY SUBCOMMITTEE ON
SEPARATION OF POWERS
JUNE 18, 1981
THE ALAN GUTTMACHER INSTITUTE
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY WOMEN
AMERICAN CIVIL LIBERTIES UNION
AMERICAN COLLEGE OF OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS
AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION - DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN
AMERICAN PUBLIC-HEALTH ASSOCIATION
AMERICANS FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION
AMERICANS UNITED FOR SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE
B'NAI B'RITH WOMEN
CATHOLICS FOR A FREE CHOICE
CENTER FOR POPULATION OPTIONS
COALITION OF LABOR UNION WOMEN
COMMITTEE TO DEFEND REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS OF COALITION FOR MEDICAL RIGHTS OF WOMEN
EPISCOPAL URBAN CAUCUS
FEDERATION OF ORGANIZATIONS FOR PROFESSIONAL WOMEN
MS. FOUNDATION
NATIONAL ABORTION FEDERATION
NATIONAL ABORTION RIGHTS ACTION LEAGUE
NATIONAL ALLIANCE FOR OPTIONAL PARENTHOOD
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COMMISSIONS FOR WOMEN
NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF PUERTO RICAN WOMEN, INC.
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL FAMILY PLANNING AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF TEMPLE SISTERHOODS
NATIONAL WOMEN'S HEALTH NETWORK
NATIONAL WOMEN'S POLITICAL CAUCUS
THE PHYSICIANS FORUM, INC.
PLANNED PARENTHOOD FEDERATION OF AMERICA, INC.
PRETERM REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH CENTER, INC.
RELIGIOUS COAlI.TION FOR ABORTION RIGHTS
AMERICAN BAPTIST CHURCHES, NATIONAL MINISTRIES
AMERICAN ETHICAL UNION
AMERICAN ETHICAL UNION, NATIONAL WOMEN'S CONFERENCE
AMERICAN HUMANIST ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS
AMERICAN JEWISH CONGRESS, WOMEN'S DIVISION
B'NAI B'RITHI WOMEN
CATHOLICS FOR A FREE CHOICE
CHRISTIAN CHURCH (DISCIPLES OF CHRIST), nliViSilN F HrIMFLAND MINISTRIES
EPISCOPAL URBAN CAUCUS
EPISCOPAL WOMEN'S CAUCUS
NATIONAL COUNCIL OF JEWISH WOMEN
NATIONAL FEDERATION OF TEMPLE SISTERHOODS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U.S., COMMITTEE ON WOMEN'S CONCERNS
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH IN THE U.S., GENERAL ASSEMBLY MISSION BOARD
UNION OF AMERICAN HEBREW CONGREGATIONS
UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST ASSOCIATION
UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIST WOMEN'S FEDERATION
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST, BOARD FOR HOMELAND MINISTRIES
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST, OFFICE FOR CHURCH IN SOCIETY
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH, BOARD OF CHURCH AND SOCIETY
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH WOMEN'S DIVISION, BOARD OF GLOBAL MINISTRIES
UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, U.S.A., THE PROGRAM AGENCY
UNITED PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, U.S.A., COUNCIL ON WOMEN AND THE CHURCH
UNITED SYNAGOGUE OF AMERICA
WOMEN'S LEAGUE FOR CONSERVATIVE JUDAISM
YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
SOCIOLOGISTS FOR WOMEN IN SOCIETY

87-999 0 - 82 - 9
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SOUTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA TASK FORCE ON ABORTION RIGHTS
ACLU OF PHILADELPHIA
AMERICANS FOR DEMOCRATIC ACTION
CLARA BELL DUVALL EDUCATION FUND

CHOICE

CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
CONGRESS E LATINOS UNIDOS
DEMOCRATIC SOCIALIST ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
ELIZABETH BLACKWELL CENTER
EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICE
FAMILY PLANNING SERVICE-CCMC
FEMINIST THERAPY COLLECTIVE
GRADUATE HOSPITAL

HEALTH LAW PROJECT

JUVENILE LAW CENTER
LUTHERAN SETTLEMENT HOUSE
MEDICAL COLLEGE OF PA
NARAL OF SE PA
NARAL OF PENNSYLVANIA
NOW OF PENNSYLVANIA
PENN WOMEN'S CENTER
PA FOR JUSTICE AND FREEDOM OF CHOICE
PEOPLE'S EMERGENCY CENTER
PHILADELPHIA LAWYER'S GUILD
PHILA. REPRODUCTIVE RIGHTS COALITION
PHILADELPHIA NOW
PLANNED PARENTHOOD* BUCKS COUNTY
PLANNED PARENTHOOD, SE PENNSYLVANIA
PUERTO RICAN ALLIANCE
RELIGIOUS COALITION FOR ABORTION RIGHTS
REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH AND COUNSELING CENTER
WELFARE RIGHTS ORGANIZATION
WOMEN ASSOCIATES
WOMEN ORGANIZED AGAINST RAPE
WOMEN'S HEALTH CONCERNS COMMITTEE
WOMEN'S INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE FOR PEACE & FREEDOM, BUCKS COUNTY
WOMEN'S LAW PROJECT
WOMEN'S POLITICAL CAUCUS
WOMEN'S PROJECT. AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE
WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER
WOMEN'S SW1URBAM CLINIC
WOMEN'S SWITCHBOARD
YWCA, -CENTRAL MONTGOMERY COUNTY
UNION OF AMERICAN HEBREW CONGREGATIONS

UNION WAGE
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST-COORDINATING CENTER FOR WOMEN IN CHURCH
AND SOCIETY
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UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST-UNITED CHURCH BOARD FOR HOMELAND MINISTRIES,
DIVISION OF HEALTH AND WELFARE
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST-NEBRASKA CONFERENCE
UNITED STATES WOMEN'S HEALTH COALITION
WAR RESISTERS LEAGUE
WOMEN AGAINST PORNOGRAPHY
WOMEN FOR RACIAL AND ECONOMIC EQUALITY
WOMEN'S EQUITY ACTION LEAGUE
WOMEN'S LEAGUE FOR CONSERVATIVE JUDAISM
WOMEN, USA
YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIATION
ZERO POPULATION GROWTH
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Statement SubmtteLd to the Senate
Judiciary Subcoonittee on the Separation of Powers
On Behalf of the Alan Guttmacher Institute
This statement Is being submitted on behalf of the Alan
Guttmacher Institute. Based on over a decade of research and analysis of reproductive health issues the Institute is forced to conclude that a measure such as S. 154, the Human Life Statue, would
have serious, and often irreversible, adverse effects on the lives
and health of millions of mericans who would be denied access to
safe and legal abortions.
S. 158 purports to be a simple congressional determination of
"when life begins." In reality, however, it Is much more. S. 158
seeks to overturn the decision In 1973 of the Supreme Court that a
woman, inconsultation with her physician, has a constitutional
right to have an abortion, ifshe chooses to do so Inthe light of
her own conscientious and religious beliefs and inthe context of
her Individual life circumstances. Ifpassed, S.158 would, for
the first time inhistory, consider a fetus, or even one cell with
human genetic potential, as a person with full constitutional rights.
S.158 Is Intepded to make abortion illegal by setting the
rights of the zygote, embryo or fetus as ejual to and incompe tition
with the rights of the woman, who In time might give It birth. Yet,
even the measure's staunchest proponents cannot agree on the extent
to which the bill would accomplishits ultimate goal. Some argue
that S. 1I8 would give Individual states a legal basis to outlaw
abortion. Others believe that states choosing not to outlaw abortion could find their laws challenged on behalf of unborn, yet constitutionally-protected fetuses. Still others assume that S. 158
would prohibit any state law or policy that subsidizes or aids abortion, such as voluntary Medicaid funding of abortion or the performance of abortions In public hospitals. The legal status of some
of the most effective methods of contraception, the pill and the
IUO, would be placed In Jeopardy.
At a bare minimum, S. 158 would imedlately deprive thousands
of American woen of the right voluntarily, safely and legally to
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terminate unintended pregnancies. Deprived of this ability, thousands of desperate women would resort to Illegal or self-induced
abortions, as they did prior to the 1973 Supreme Court decisions.
Many, like 109 women who obtained illegal abortions in-1970 alone,
would die. Some, as a result of "botched" procedures, would never
be able to bear children. Many others would suffer often irreversible damage to their health and well-being and mortgage their future
and that of their loved ones. Ifprenatal genetic screening could
not be followed by abortion, ifa grave fetal abnormality were found,
many thousands of American families each year would not dare risk
pregnancy.
Since 1973, safe and legal abortions have been obtained most
widely by those very people for whom unintended childbirth poses the
gravest danger: young, old, unmarried and minority women. Teenage
pregnancies and births are more likely to be problematic medically
and teenage parents are more likely to need welfare or other public
benefits. Deprived of access to legal abortion, many thousands of
these women would be unable to obtain any abortion and would be
forced to carry their unintended pregnancies to term. Added to the
devastating personal price that would be paid by these women and
their entire families, would be the staggering financial burden that
would be paid by society for caring for these women and their children.
A measure such as S. 158 would hamper the ability of millions
of American women to bear healthy children. Itwould cause serious
injury to many and death to some. Itwould prevent thousands at
risk of bearing children with severe genetic defects from bearing
any children at all. Itisa measure that should not be adopted.
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The 'terican Association of University Women (AAUW), the largest and
oldest national organization working for the advancement of women, strongly
opposes S.158. Founded in Boston in1881, AAUW now has 190,000 members
located in every state, the District of Coltnbia, Puerto Rico, Guam, and
the Virgin Islands.
The AAUW opposes all attempts in the 97th Congress to undermine the
Supreme Court decision legalizing abortion, whether itbe by a statutory
change inthe United States Code, such as S.158,or a Constitutional amendment. The AAUW
supports reproductive choice on the grounds that itisa
woman's right, regardless of her economic position, to control her own
body and reproductive life.
The Association's stand on the issue of choice reaffirms the AAUW's
strong comitment to the rights of an individual and the right of privacy.
As early as 1935 the AAUW
Legislative Program included a statement advocating that physicians be allowed to dispense information on contraception.
In1970 the Hawaii division launched a drive to repeal that state's
restrictive abortion laws. This move spearheaded an AAIM movement in
other states to work on the issue of restrictive legislation on abortion.
The basis for this direction ii,
legislative action was twofold: first,
itrecognized the right of a woman to control her own body; second, it
expressed the feeling that no woman should have to bear an unwanted child.
In June 1971 the MLW Convention adopted the following resolution:
"AAU

encourages members and divisions to work for the repeal of
restrictive laws on abortion, making abortion legal for those who
wish it after mcdical consultation."
It was also in 1971 that the AAUW signed on to an amicus curiae
(friend of the court) brief inthe Supreme Court case of Roe v. Wade
that ultimately led to the 1973 decision legalizing abortion. The
Association's 1979-81 Legislative program has designated, as a priority,
support of a woman's right to freedom of choice in the determination of
her reproductive life.
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE M. RYv
Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee, I am George M. Ryan,
Jr., Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology and Community Medicine at
the University of Tennessee Center for the Health Sciences inMemphis,
Tennessee. I am also currently the President of the American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists, a medical specialty society, the membership of which includes more than 23,000 physicians who specialize in the
provision of health care to women inAmerica.
I appear before you today as an Individual physician but prepared
to share with you the official policies and current position of the ACOG
with regard to the legislation before this Subcommittee. Ineither
role -- as a physician with nearly thirty years' experience inobstetrics
and gynecology and related fields of concern, or as the President and
spokesperson for the largest professional association concerned strictly
with women's health -- I solicit your consideration of the few points
that I feel must be made here today and I invite your questions and
comments.
The legislation now before the Subcommittee has been introduced in
the Congress invarious forms -- as a proposed Amendment to the United
States Constitution; as a proposed revision or addition to the United
States Code; and in both forms ithas been proposed with and.without exceptions, explanations, and other variables. The common element inall
of this legislation, however, isthe goal of making the provision of
abortions illegal in this country. The bill under consideration (S 158).'
would permit states to end legal abortion services by means of defining
human life to include that period of time during which the fetus may
develop following conception. I do not wish to engage ina debate of
the relative "rightness" or "wrongness" of abortion. My position and
that of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists is in
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support'of the Supreme Court decision inRoe v.Wade. My purpose in
being here isto provide expert testimony which I, as well as many of oY
colleagues, feel isabsolutely necessary to assure that Congress has
information on the broad health ramifications of this bill rather than
viewing it only as a measure that simply addresses the abortion issue.
The proposed legislation reads inpart:
. . human life shall be deemed to exist from conception,
without regard to race, sex, age, health, defect, or condition of dependency; and for this purpose 'person' shall
include all human life as defined herein."
You have heard inearlier testimony before this Subcommittee, in

testimony presented by reputable and qualified physicians and scientists,
that "life begins at conception."

I am not here to discuss this issue

which many feel Isnot a question subject to a purely scientific answer.
At conception there iscellular life, inbiological terms. However the
proposed legislation attempts to integrate the presence of such cellular
life with a legal definition of "personhood" with all the attendant
rights of citizenry which are protected by the Fourteenth Amendment to
the Constitution. The concern which you must hear, from me and from my
colleagues of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists,
isthat when Congress equates cellular life to personhood itistaking
a substantial leap beyond the current views of the medical and scientific community that will have a major and lasting effect upon the
health care of women Inthis country, the practice of medicine inthis
country, and the personal health practices of a large portion of our
population.
The legislation before you defines personhood as beginning at the
moment of conception.

The product of this conception, by definition of

the legislation, would be entitled to Fourteenth Amendment protection as
a person regardless of "health, defect, or condition of dependency."
Is essential that you, as the duly elected representatives of your

It
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states and the citizens of this country, must be fully aware of the
impact which can be realistically expected to result from Congressional
passage of this proposed legislation. You must know that granting the
conceptus the Constitutional protections of personhood disregarding the
relative and critical factors of health, defect, and condition of dependency, will have an Immediate and enduring effect on women's health
care.
To declare rights for the conceptus equal to those of the woman
will create competition for medical care since the health interest of
the fetus isnot always consistent with the health interests of the
pregnant woman. Infact, the physician potentially could be required to
make medical decisions not inthe best Interest of either woman or fetus
and possibly to the detriment of both.
The majority of pregnancies inthis country occur incircumstances
where the woman isunderstandably concerned with maintaining her own
health and producing the healthiest child possible. We, as physicians,
offer care and advice to enhance the health and quality of life of the
woman, both as an individual and as the bearer of children. Inthis
role, the physician isconmitted to the best interests of the woman, who
entrusts herself to the physician's care. This proposed legislation
would create unsolVable problems for us Inmeeting this conqitment.
Some of the major advances Inobstetrics over the past twenty years
relate to our ability to evaluate the intrauterine status of the fetus
and perform early delivery of the fetus when indicated. Many of these
premature births relate to maternal disease. Toxemia isa disease of
pregnant women characterized by high blood pressure, possible convulsions, coma, and even death.

Prevention of-the more severe effects of

10
this disease involves early delivery, with concomitant risk to the baby.
Failure to act in this situation for fear of abridging the rights of the
fetus could result in death of mother and fetus.

This bill, then, would

create impossible'dlemas for the practicing physician trying to meet
his or her-ethical responsibilities to act in the best interest of the
pregnant woman.

Many diseases of pregnant women require procedures or

medicines which pose a risk to the fetus.

Examples include appendicitis

and other abdominal surgery in the pregnant woman.

Medications such as

dilantin for the treatment of epilepsy and cortisone-like drugs for
other conditions are necessary inthe interest of the pregnant woman and
pose an Increased-risk of fetal abnormalities. These are clear cut
Instances inwhich the physician has traditionally acted inthe best
interest of the pregnant woman. The proposed legislation would restrict
,this freedom.
Previously, I referred not only to the concern pregnant women have
for their health but also their desire to have healthy children.
Inherent in this is the desire of many women not to have a defective or
severely handicapped child. Fortunately, we now have the capability of
identifying a number of these defects inearly pregnancy and offering a
pregnant woman a chance to make the critical decision as to whether or
not she will bear a defective child. Such a situation is seen in TaySachs disease. A child born with Tay-Sachs disease is doomed to die in
early childhood. Are we to deny the woman the option to avoid this
tragic chain of circumstances for her and the rest of her living family?.Women intoday's society constitute an increasing part of our work
force. As a result many are postponing childbearing and are still
completing families after age 35. At this age, they are at increased
risk that their pregnancy will have a genetic abnormality, Down's
Syndrome, and current practice mandates that we offer them the opportunity
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for screening for these unfortunate occurrences. The proposed legislation would essentially nullify our current efforts at genetic screening
programs.
Thus far I have spoken only to the Impact of this legislation upon

the pregnant woman.

The woman who is not pregnant also has a vital and

Justified interest in the maintenance of good health which will be
impacted by this legislation.

For over 10 million women in this country,

the exercise of self-determination includes management of their reproductive functions by means of the intrauterine device and the birth control
pill. If the legislation as proposed were to pass, any known contraceptive
which interferes with the development of the conceptus would be suspect.
Consequently, I believe that it is realistic to assume that the IUD and
the low dose oral contraceptive pills could be considered as abortifacents and therefore declared illegal.

In fact, this objective was

stated In testimony before the House Subcommittee on Health and the
Environment just last month by proponents of this legislation. This
Subcommittee, the Senate as a whole, and the people of this country must

be made aware of the impact that removal of these popular and effective
birth control methods would have.

If this legislation is passed and if

a state views the intrauterine device as an abortifacient, what will I
as a physician do'when a pelvic examination reveals that my.patient has
an IUD in place? Do I remove it? Do I request that she have it removed?
What if she refuses?

Do I report her to a law enforcement agency? Or

am I indeed a party to a criminal act if I do not report her?
Mr. Chairman, these are just the highlights of our concerns about
the problems which would be created by passage of this legislation.
There are also complicated medical issues which would arise immediately,
regardless of what approach the state legislatures might take.

If the

federal statute defines as human life any conceptus, regardless of
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health, defect or condition of dependency, we must consider how the
medical profession will deal with the relatively frequent incidence of
ectopic pregnancy, where the conceptus develops outside the uterus, or
the hydatidiform mole, which is a product of conception that cannot
survive, or the spontaneous abortion.
Great progress has been made In Improving the quality and manner of
delivery of health care for women inthis country. Maternal mortality
and infant mortality are the lowest in the history of this nation. To
introduce into this improved environment of health care a factor as
threatening as that involved ina new definition of personhood is to
push backward that history of progress.
I encourage you to consider not only the primary goal of this
legislation, but also its Impact; in fact, I believe that you will find,
as we have found in the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists,
that regardless of the Issue of abortion, this legislation presents a
range and depth of problems so complicated and so far-reaching as to
obscure the basic intent of the legislation.

State governments would be

enabled to intrude into the most personal and private decisions of
pregnant and non-pregnant women. As a physician, as a citizen and as
the President of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists,
I ask that you acknowledge and assess the fundamental medical changes
and critical side effects inherent tn this legislation.
Itisheartening to be invited to testify. The emotions generated
by the underlying debate have made itdifficult to focus attention on
the many other ramifications of this bill. This has indeed been an
opportunity to expose the Subcommittee to the full measure and import of
the issues surrounding this legislation in o"der that your votes will be
assured to be informed votes.
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AMERICAN HOME ECONOMICS ASSOCIATION
2010 Maschusaels Avenue, NW.
Washington. D.C. 20036

June 18, 1981
The position of the American Home Economics Association
(AHEA) remalPs one of pro-choice--voted by its Assembly of
Delegates, July 1971. This resolution states:
"Whereas, unlimited population growth with its

concomitant potentials is hazardous to world
and national well-being, and

Whereas, a responsible position concerning abor-

tion should be based on a consideration of the
rights of the individual woman, her family, and
society, and

Whereas, the present legal structure in many
states fosters Illegal abortions under hazardous conditions; therefore, be it
Resolved, that the American Home Economics
Association support the repeal of laws restricting or prohibiting abortions performed
by a duly licensed physician."
The American Rome Economics Assqciation believes that
parents who know from diagnostic analysis that the fetus isseriously defective must have the option of deciding to abort
versus carrying to full term a handicapped child.'
Families have a right to life too--and the physical,
financial, emotional and mental burdens for families to assume,
sometimes for 75.80 years, across two generations, are immense.
The impact of a handicapped individual on the entire

family constellation and on the nation's social and economical
resources merits consideration.

HOmiiE EconomiC:. CHUIfGE a CHALLEnE. CHOICE
The 72M AHEA Annual Meeting and Exposition

4-

June 22.25,1981 - Atlantic City. N.J.
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DIVISION OF PSYCHOLOGY OF WOMEN (Div. 36)
of tha

American Psychological Association

Kathleen Wells
827 Bonifant Street
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Testimony of the Division of the Psychology of Women
of the American Psychological Association on S.158
"Human Life Statute" before the
Subcommittee on the Separation of Powers
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Honorable John East, Chairman
The Human Life Statute, S.158, defines human life as beginning at conception.
The Congressional hearings on the proposed amendment have focused on the validity,
from a scientific view, of that definition, one underlying issue being the point
at which personhood is conferred upon the fetus determines the point at which
abortion Is unacceptable.
As the National Academy of Sciences has already stated, the definition of
"person" and the determination of when "actual" human life begins is not a
scientific question.

It is,

instead, an ethical and theological question.

Science can, however, indicate the likely consequences of definin$ personhood as
occurring at conception and making abortion illegal and defining personhood as
occurring at birth and making abortion legal.
There is consensus among mental health professionals that rendering abortion
illegal would have serious and adverse consequences to the mental health of women
and children.

For that reason, after serious consideration of the issue, the

American Psychological Association (APA) %assed the following resolution in 19693
"whereas, in many state legislatures, bills have recently
been introduced for the purpose of repealing or drastically
nodifying the existing criminal codes with respect to the
termination of unwanted pregnancies and whereas, termination
of unwanted pregnancies is clearly a mental health and child
welfare issue, and a legitimate concern of APA; be it
resolved that termination of pregnancy be considered a civil
right of the pregnant voman, to be handled as other medical
and surgical procedures in consultation with her physician,
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and should be considered legal if performed by a licensed
physician in a licensed medical facility."
This statement represents the view of the Division of the Psychology of
Women of APA, the organization of psychologists concerned with the science and
practice of psychology as it relates to women's lives.

It documents the mental

health implications of restrictive abortion policies upon the two groups of
citizens most affected by those policies:

women desiring abortions and unwanted

children born to women denied abortions.
The mental health implications of making abortion Illegal for women are
numerous and significant.

Terminating an unwanted pregnancy is a serious, often

agonizing decision, even in a context where the option of abortion is a legal one.
The decisions are based on a variety of factors, but primary among them is the
voman's percepti-onof her ability to adequately care for a child.

The data

suggest that a woman's evaluation of that ability Is accurate.
Abortion is sought most often by poor vomen, young girls, unmarried women,
women over forty, and women pregnant due to rape and incest.

The Hawaii Pregnancy.

Birth Control, and Abortion study authors report "women who carry their pregnancy
to term seen-to have relatively stable family situations Into which to bring
children, while abortion tends to be chosen by women who do not have those family
conditions" (Steinhoff, Smith, and Diamond, 1972).
Denying abortion--forcing woman to carry unwanted pregancies to term and to,
subsequently, shoulder the responsibility of caring for the unwanted children they
bear--has direct metal health implications for women; these may include impaired
ability to parent, depression, anxiety, reduced self-confidence, and loss of
automony.
resources.

These effects are particularly true for women with few child-rearing
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In addition, bearing unwanted children indirectly contributes to poor mental
health for women by restricting women's access to and advancement in paid jobs
outside the home.

The Subpanel on the Mental Health of Women of the President's

Comission on Mental Health underscored the detrimental effects to mental health
of the low socials, economic, and occupational status of women, relative to men.
The relationship between low socio-economic status and unwanted children
is well illustrated by the typical teenage mother.

Pregnant teenagers typically

drop out of school and, when eployed, are eployed in low-paying jobs.

About

one-half of all teenage mothers are receiving Aid for Dependent Children monies.
Prior to 1973, when abortion was illegal, many women continued to seek and
many obtained abortions. The mental health consequences of engaging in physically
dangerous and illegal behavior are significant.

Although we do not have date

based upon large-scale studies to document the effects fully, clinical evidence
indicates women experience fear, guilt, depression, anxiety, and isolation.
Clinical evidence also suggests women who give up children for adoption suffer
some detriientel effects to their mental health, although the extent and form of
these effects are not known.
These adverse reactions, when compared to the more typical transitory
depression and relief associated with obtaining legal, first-trimster abortions,
illustrate that the mental health consequences of abortion largely depend on the
social context in which the decision to obtain an abortion is made.
The mental bieilth Implications of making abortion illegal are also varied
and eigntficant for unwanted children.

When children born to women denied

abortion are compared with similar wanted children, they have a higher incidence
of illness, poorer school achievement, and poorer integration into their peer
groups.

S

Further, boys born to such women are "sore endangered in the development
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of their personality than girls" (Dytrych, Mateicek, V. Schuller, David, and
Friedman, 1975, p. 165).

Although no extreme psychological malfunctioning can

be attributed exclusively to "unwantedness," the mental health of unwanted
children is more at risk than the health of wanted children.
The mental health consequences of making abortion illegal for some unwanted
children Include high risk for neglect, abuse, Illness, and psychological Isolation.
The mental health of children of women with few child-rearing resources, especially
children born to teenage

others, are particularly vulnerable.

These children

ore more often victims of child neglect and abuse than are other children.

In

addition, they are often more difficult to care for than other children, having
more illnesses and defects, including mental retardation, rendering them more
susceptible to stress and poor mental health.
The mental health consequences for women obtaining abortions are generally
benign,

Recent reviews of the literature indicate women receiving therapeutic

abortions experience more favorable than unfavorable effects.

Although the act

of terminating a pregnancy Is associated with depression and loss for most women,
these feelings are typically transient.

The 1975 National Acadeaf of Sciences

report sumarises the research findings
There probably is no psychologically painless way to cope with
an unwanted pregnancy whether it is voluntarily interrupted
or carried to term. Wile an abortion may elicit feelings of
guilt, regret, or loss, such alternatives as entering a forced
marriage, bearing an out-of-wedlock child, giving up a child for
adoption, or adding an unwanted child to a family may also be
accompanied by psychological problem for the woman, the child,
and the family (p.88).
Evidence suggests, further, that obtaining a first-trimester abortion is less of
a haardous mental health risk than childbearing.

87-999 0 - 82 - 10
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It ts clear, however, that there t. a minority of individuals, strongly
opposed to abortion, who find nonrestrictive abortion policies disturbing and
stressful. Abbrtlon, as such, is a divisive social issue.
It is our view that the mental health of the greatest number of Americans
would be enhanced by a more constructive approach than the proposed legislation.
Such an approach would focus on generating social policies which contribute to
the personal growth and family stability of women thus lessening the likelihood
of unwanted pregnancies and weakening the need and motivation to terminate
pregnancies. The Divisionof the Psychology of Women of the American Psychological
Association would be pleased to participate in the development of such policies.
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STATEMENT OF AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION
BEFORE
SEPARTATION OF POWERS SUBCOMMITTEE
SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE
Established in 1872, the American Public Health Association (APHA)
is the oldest and largest professional society of public health
workers in the world. Its aggregate membership numbers over
55,000, including 51 state and local affiliate organizations.
The collective membership represents more than 45 disciplines
and specialties in public health. Members include physicians,
nurses, epidemiologists, social workers, sanitarians, statisticians, and many from other health-related disciplines.
APHA is devoted to the universal protection and promotion of
public health, and the equality of health services for all
persons. It was the first national organization of health
professionals to publicly recognize that the illegality and
inaccessibility of abortion had a deleterious impact upon
women's general health.
As early as 1968, several years before the Supreme Court's landmark rulings, APHA supported the principle that abortion should
be a matter of choice for all women. In 1973, APHA stated that,
"Laws permitting abortion should be fully implemented in order
to assure that every woman who desires to terminate an unwanted
pregnancy has prompt, dignified, and humane access to a medically
safe abortion." A 1974 APHA resolution clearly states that the
Association "opposes any amendment to the Constitution of the
United States, or any act of Congress, or action by any federal
agency, which would prohibit performance of abortions."
Prior to the legalization of abortion, it was estimated that
from 200,000 to 1,200,000 American women obtained illegal
abortions yearly. These abortions were the major cause of death
among pregnant women. In the two years following the 1973
Supreme Court abortion decisions, American women and their
families have experienced the positive benefit of an 85%
reduction in deaths from illegal abortion. If women are once
again denied, safe, legal abortions, we will see a corollary
rise in the incidence of maternal mortality and morbidity. For
this reason, the American Public Health Association is strongly
opposed to S. 158, the Human Life Statute, and any other measure
that would deny abortions to American women.
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Testimony by
Leon Shull
National Director
Americans for Democratic Action
on Senate Bill 158
June 1981

Americans for Democratic Action is the nation's foremost
liberal organization, with chapters across this country. We are
angered to see the current legislation before the 97th Congress
calling for a "human life statute." This bill, opposed by all
pro-choice supporters, declares that personhood begins at the
time of fertilization. In effect, S. 158 would allow states to
make abortions illegal and to prohibit the use of several birth
control devices, sending thousands of pregnant women to the
knives of back-alley abortionists, and infringing on women's
religious beliefs and their right to privacy.
Having children should be a personal choice -not a
government dictate. Private citizens and experts may differ over
which pregnancies can be aborted, but defining the beginning of
life as conception would allow no exceptions. This measure
circumvents the problems of passing a constitutional amendment
prohibiting abortion.
S.
158 attempts to make the "potential
life" of the embryo more significant than the life of the living
woman, producing many legal and constitutional ramifications
with far-reaching repurcussions which supporters of the bill
have not yet considered.
S. 158 rigidly defines the beginning of human life or
personhood; but even among medical experts no general consensus
has emerged. There
is an enormous difference between the
"potential" for human life, which exists once an egg is fertilized, and actual human life.
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Even if the beginning of life can be agreed upon, what of
that life once it has begun? Anti-abortionists are concerned
about the sanctity of life, yet they fail to consider its
quality. Many families cannot afford another mouth to feed,
another body to clothe, and are incapable of giving additional
love; should a child be subjected to life
lacking these essentials? Other children, inheriting devastating birth defects and
disease, bring emotional pain to themselves and their families,
and face lifetimes of dependency. Life often is a severe
challenge for those equipped to deal with it,
but for others it
is
a
nightmare. Many unwanted handicapped children
find
themselves in already over-populated institutions, waiting to be
adopted; many others spend their lifetime in barren custodial
care. Without legal abortion, the number of these children will
grow, year by year.
Disagreement also exists about.the politics of the abortion
issue. The majority of Americans, including a majority of the
delegates at the Republican National Convention favor a woman's
right to choose to have an abortion.
Government should not interfere in the religious issue of
abortion and human life.
Beliefs differ, and the decision is a
moral one which would be unconscionable for a government to
dictate. S. 158 would violate Freedom of Religion and Separation
of Church and State, both mandated by the First Amendment of the
Constitution. Since most religions do not teach that life
begins
at
fertilization,
and most permit abortion under certain
circumstances,
this
statute
would
infringe
upon
women's
constitutional rights to freely practice their religion. Many
religious leaders support abortion in instances of life
endangerment, rape,
incest, and fetal deformity. A 1980 Gallup Poll
indicated that 77 percent of Catholics -- the religion most
intensely opposed to abortion -- favored abortion and contraception in at least some cases. No religious mandate exists for
Congress to prohibit abortion. The abortion and human life
issue
is so intensely personal and religious that it cannot be resolved for everyone by laws enacted by government.
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The human life statute contains no exceptions for the endangerment of women's lives or cases of rape or incest. Doctors
would have to ignore their better judgements in their treatment
of women, in order to insure fetal safety; About 9,000 rape
victims and an estimated 12,000-60,000 incest victims become
pregnant each year. These women already are scarred emotionally;
carrying an unwanted baby to term victimizes them once again.
Many are young girls

--

themselves children --

whose lives would

be endangered by pregnancy and childbirth.
S. 158 not only would abolish abortion, but also would
outlaw several forms of oral contraceptives and I.U.D.'s as
birth control methods, since these methods prevent the implantation of fertilized eggs. These two forms are the most popular
and effective, and women would be forced to use less reliable
forms, bringing about further unwanted pregnancies. Ironically,
illegal abortions would sharply increase in numbers, in the
absence of safe, legal, and acceptable alternatives.
For abortions will not end; they will simply become illegal
and dangerous. Experts, agree that where abortions are performed
by untrained persons under unsanitary conditions, the mortality
rate is many times higher. Deaths from illegal abortions
decreased significantly after 1973 but increased once again when
Medicaid funds for abortion were cut.
And women would have no alternative to abortion. Sterilization would be the only legal effective alternative; however, ADA
finds this alternative unacceptable because it permanently
restricts a woman's choice. Many women would face a childless
life rather than produce children possibly doomed because of
genetic problems causing birth defects or disease. Soe women
will endure dangerous "back-alley" abortions, others will travel
to expensive clinics in other countries or distant cities. Still
others will bring unwanted, rejected children into the world.
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A human life statute would produce countless legal problems.
A fetus could not be "deprived life, liberty, and property,
without due process of law", according to the 14th Amendment of
the Constitution. Fertilized eggs and fetuses would be covered
under laws, defining murder,
assault,
kidnapping,
and other
crimes involving a "person" as a victim. A crime involving a
pregnant woman might become a crime against two people. The bill
would also affect civil law. Could a fertilized egg sue a woman
for improper treatment? Could parents of an embryo which is
aborted in a traffic accident recover damages on behalf of the
never born? Could pregnant women receive a tax deduction for
fertilized eggs during a taxable year, even if the pregnancy
ended in a miscarriage?
Enforcement of buch a law w~uld be a nightmare. Because the
unborn would have the "right-to-life," the government's obligation would be to protect the fetus. It could invade women's
personal lives by requiring monthly pregnancy tests for all
women

--

from puberty to menopause --

to ascertain the existence

of this "person".
It could require the registration of every
pregnancy or suspected pregnancy. The government could impose
safety requirements on pregnant women to prevent miscarriages,
and investigate miscarriages to determine whether they were
intentional. About 11 million pregnancies occur each year, and
all could be subjected to constitutional protection. The privacy
of the female body would be destroyed.
In its attempt to protect the life of the unborn, S. 158
violates the rights of all women. Where, in the Constitution,
are we permitted to place the rights and life of one person
before those of another? S. 158 is a grave threat to a woman's
life, her religious beliefs, her privacy, and her physical and
mental stability. S. 158, a bill whose consequences are so
hazardous, is totally irresponsible and deplorable.
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STATEMENT OF
AMERICANS UNITED FOR SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE
ON
S. 158, THE HUMAN LIFE BILL

Americans United for Separation of Church and State opposes S.158, The
Human Life Bill, because of its clearly sectarian intent to impose one theological view of personhood of a fetus on all Americans, and therefore to discriminate
by religion.
Americans United Is a 34-year old organization founded for the exclusive
purpose of maintaining and promoting religious liberty and its First Amendment
corollary, separation of church and state. The political viewpoints of our
members span the entire spectrum between conservative and liberal. Hundreds
of religious faiths are represented as well through our more than 90,000 members
nationwide.
On the subject of abortion our members are divided. It isbecause of the diversity of religions and personal convictions that everyone must be free
to exercise his or her own beliefs, that we oppose S.158,
Passage of this legislation would encourage states to enact laws regulating
abortion, thrusting government into the lives of all Americans. It would encourage
drastic changes in criminal statutes, which do not currently recognize the
fetus as a person.

Government would regulate not only one of the most personal aspects of a
woman's life -- self determination of her reproductive rights -- but also
regulate her actions stemming from her private religious beliefs as well.
Some or all abortions would be criminalized$ public services providing
access to abortions would be prohibited; private services and facilities, which
provide abortions could be regulated or prohibited; state officials, who fail to
implement the possible resultant regulations, could be charged with a criminal
felony. Other more far reaching effects are possible.

The question this bill engenders is not when life begins. Tissue Is life.
Any organ or cell of the body is life.
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The single determination to be made is when does the
actually
become a person. When may that quality known as "personhood"fetus
be bestowed upon
a fetus? That is a theological and philosophical concept, not an issue that can
be settled by legal statements or scientific data.
Scientists can describe the developmental process
gestation, But that
undetermined moment at which a fetus becomes a person is of
not a matter that can
be demonstrated by scientific evidence. The decision isbound and enmeshed in
value systems based on religion.
Anyoattempt to explain the bill's intent through scientific facts Is
to support a religious supposition thus creating a Oreligio-scientific"
-a religious viewpoint entangled inmedical facts. Religion and science theory
become
so entangled and Intertwined that the bill, itself, presents the legislator
with what becomes a constitutionally impermissable task of defining personhood.
The bill strikes at the heart of the First Amendment's
of
religious liberty and church-state separation -- that "Congressguarantees
can
make
no
law respecting an establishment of religion or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof...." Since theologians have been arguing the abortion
for
centuries, Itseems constitutionally Inappropriate and unsound Issue
public policy for
Congress to attempt to resolve it.
By not determining when personhood begins, the U,S. Supreme Court did
not ignore Its responsibility .In.Roe v. ya 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
recognized
the inability of scientific experts* philosophers and theologians toItcome
a
consensus on this point. Therefore, the Court took government out of that tomost
private decision-making process to allow each woman tofreelyexercise her
Judgment according to her own theological and philosophical beliefs.
Itisimportant to note here that Congress is inno way better qualified
to answer this crucial question than isthe Supreme Court. Congressional
hearings, however numerous or wide ranging, will not produce an answer satisfactory
to all Americans whcih will not impinge on their religious liberties.
The only answer, which the Court could have correctly
Inour
pluralistic society, Is to allow each woman the constitutionalgiven
right to exercise
her own reproductive freedoms according to the dictates of her conscience based
on her own moral and religious beliefs. In this way no woman would be forced
to-violate her religious principles and there would be no need for government to
coerce her in.favor of either alternative,
We also oppose S.158 for its procedural aspects -. removing the jurisdiction
of the federal courts. This is a very dangerous method of changing current
statutes and judicial opinions, setting a precedent for future legislation
dealing with First Amendment issues. It Is actually a back-door method of
amending the Constitution itself, federal law would be frozen In these cases
without a full airing In the federal structure.
We ask the subcommittee to examine carefully the evidence that has been
presented to them during the hearings which reveal the serious constitutional
problems of this bill -- not only redefining personhood as beginning
the
moment of conception, but also the judicial problems of limiting the at
jurisdiction of the federal courts. We urge you to oppose S.158.
-
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Association for Women in Psychology
STATEMENT OPPOSING S158

The Association for Women in Psychology (AWP) is a national,
not-for-profit scientific and educational organization devoted to:
a, ending the role psychology has had in perpetuating unscientific and unquestioned assumptions
about the "natures" of women and men;
b. encouraging feminist psychological research on
sex and gender;
c. encouraging research and theory directed towards
alternatives to stereotyped sex roles, child-raising
practices, non-sexist life-styles and new vocabularies;
d. expanding opportunities for women to achieve
equality within the science and profession of psychology;
e. educating and sensitizing psychologists and the
public to the psychological, social, political
and economic problems of women;
f. ending the use of "mental health" professions and
psychotherapy as a means of enforcing institutionalized sexism;
g. helping women create individual sexual identities
through which they may freely and responsibly express
themselves (provided such expression does not oppress
other individuals).
The membership of AWP includes both women and men, professional
psychologists as well as interested professionals in related fields,
students, and consumers of psychological services. The members
reside and work throughout the United States. Regional groups are
currently active in Metropolitan New York, New England, and the
western states.
The Association for Women in Psychology condemns S,158 or
any other form of che so-called Human Life Statute as detrimental
to the psychological, physical, and spiritual wellbeing of Ameri-
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can women. The S158 and other proposed laws which attempt to define "person" to include "human life from the moment of conception"
are dangerous attacks on the right to choose abortion as well as
on the constitutional protection of women's right to privacy and
of all individual rights. These laws are furthermore incompatible
with the goals and principles of AWP. in order for women to have
equal opportunity to seek life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness,, we must perpetuate the right of choosing when or if we will
bear children, including terminating an unplanned pregnancy. We
must not consider only the life of a hypothetical unborn child,
but, more importantly, the very real human lives of those of us
who are the actual citizens of this country. What distinguishes
us from what are called the "lower animals" is the ability to
make ;ntelligent choices in the creation of our destinies. Furthermore, it should be the right of every child to be born into
q-a-family which has the emotional, social, and financial resources
to provide it with a life of finer quality than brute survival.
It is a sad commentary on our times that such a tyrannical
legislative suggestion could be considered at high governmental
levels. The fact that very few women are involved in these levels
of government is undoubtedly a factor in such anti-woman legslation. We insist that wiser and more democratic views amongst
our elected representatives must prevail, and that so-called
Human Life Statutes will shortly become an issue of the past.
For further information or comment, contact:
Joan R. Saks Berman, Ph.D.
Chair, Reproductive Rights Committee
P.O. Box 2228
Tuba City, AZ 86045
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AUMAN LIFE LEGISLATION

MY NAME IS EDNA WOLF.
B'RITH WOMEN,

I AM THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF B'NAI

AND I AM TESTIFYING ON BEHALF OF GRACE DAY,

OUR NATIONAL PRESIDENT,

IN OPPOSITION TO LEGISLATION DESIGNED

TO DENY WOMEN THEIR CONSTITUTIONALLY PROTECTED RIGHT TO
ABORTION AND FAMILY PLANNING.
FOUNDED IN 1897,

BBW IS A JEWISH ORGANIZATION OF 130,000

.MEMBERS WHOSE COMMITMENT TO THE COMMUNITY IS DEMONSTRATED
THROUGH A WIDE RANGE OF PROGRAMS AIMED AT PROMOTING HUMAN
'UNDERSTANDING. IN ADDITION TO BEING INVOLVED IN EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAMS ON HUMAN RELATIONS ISSUES OF OUR TIME, OUR MEMBERS

ARE ALSO ACTIVE IN SERVING THE NEEDS OF INDIVIDUAL COMMUNITIES
IN HOSPITAL CENTERS FOR THE MENTALLY DISTURBED, IN HALF-WAY
HOUSES AND OTHER INSTITUTIONS.
_OUR MEMBERSHIP IS BY NO MEANS HOMOGENOUS IN TERMS OF SPECIFIC
JEWISH RELIGIOUS GROUP AFFILIATION.

B'NAI B' RITH WOMEN BELONG

TO ANY OF THE THREE MAIN BRANCHES OF CONTEMPORARY JUDAISM
RANGING FROM THE ORTHODOX TO THE CONSERVATIVE TO THE REFORM.
AS YOU ARE AWARE, THE ORTHODOX ADHERE STRICTLY TO THE WORDS
OF THE HEBREW BIBLE, OR THE TORAH, APPLYING ITS PRINCIPLES
AND REGULATIONS TO MODERN LIVING.

THE CONSERVATIVE ALLOW

FOR SOME DEPARTURE FROM STRICT ADHERENCE TO THE TORAH AND
TALMUD, TWO OF OUR MOST SACRED BOOKS,
CHANGING TIMES AND

CIRCUMSTANCES.

IN KEEPING WITH

THE REFORM RETAIN THE

SPIRIT AND PHILOSOPHY OF JUDAISM WHILE ADOPTING A LIBERAL
APPROACH TO RITUAL.

OUR ORGANIZATION IS SIMILAR TO OTHERS IN
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THAT IT ADOPTS POLICIES WHICH ARE MINDFUL OF THE INDIVIDUAL

BELIEFS OF ITS MEMBERS, AND
TO ALL.

THAT THEY BE ACCEPTABLE

SINCE 1968 OUR EXECUTIVE BOARD AND OUR DISLGATE

ASSEMBLY HAVE PA8SEID SEVEN RESOLUTIONS WHICH HAVE RESULTED

IN OUR INVOLVEMENT IN THE STRUGGLE TO ENSURE WOMEN THE RIGHT
TO TERMINATE PREGNANCIES.

OUR POSITION WAS NOT REACHED BY

ARBITRARY JUDGEMENT NOR WAS IT INFLUENCED BY .CHANGING LIFESTYLES
AND MORES.

IT I8 FIRMLY BASED UPON JUDAIC PRINCIPLES AS

ESTABLISHED BY THE TALMUDIC INTERPRETATION OF THE TORAH -"
OR THE HEBREW BIBLE -" BY THE MOST AUTHORITATIVE RABBIS OF
OUR TRADITION.
JUDAISM IS MORE THAN A RELIGION.
PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE.

IT IS A WAY OF LIFE AND A

IN ALL ITS ASPECTS, IT I8 PRO-LIFE IN

THAT IT SANCTIFIES HUMAN EXISTENCE TO THE UTMOST DEGREE.

THE

LAWS DEALING WITH HYGIENE AND NUTRITION CONTAINED AT RANDOM
-IN THE BOOXS OF LEVITICUS AND DEUTERONOMY WERE DESIGNED TO
FOSTER HEALTH AND THE PROLONGATION OF LIFE.
COMMANDMENT,

GIVEN AS A DIVINE

THE PRESERVATION OF HUMAN LIFE ASSUMED THE

CHARACTER OF A RELIGIOUS RESPONSIBILITY AND A WAY TO SERVE GOD.
IMPLICIT IN THE COMMANDMENT WAS THAT THE HIGHEST QUALITY OF LIFE
BE ACHIEVED, AND THE COMMON GOOD BE SERVED.

THE ROLE OF

RABBIS IN INTERPRETING THE HEBREW BIBLE THROUGH THE TALMUD WAS
TO ENSURE THAT THE DIVINE GUIDELINES WOULD BE FOLLOWED THROUGH.
THUS IN ADVISING A PREGNANT WOMAN WHETHER OR NOT TO TERMINATE
A PREGNANCY,

OUR RABBIS WEIGHED CAREFbLLY HER INTERESTS WITH

THOSE OF THE DEVELOPING CELL WITH A POTENTIAL TO A SEPARATE
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EXISTENCE, WHICH SHE CARRIED.

THAT THE LIFE OF THE MOTHER

ALWAYS TRANSCENDS THAT OF THE CHILD BECAME THE GUIDING JUDAIC
PRINCIPLE IN SOLVING THIS DIFFICULT DILEMMA.

SUFFICE IT TO CITE

TWO OF THE MANY TALMUDIC RULINGS ON THE SUBJECT:

"IF A WOMAN

TRAVAILS TO GIVE BIRTH [AND IT IS-FEARED SHE MAY DIE] ONE MAY
SEVER THE FOETUS FROM HER WOMB AND EXTRACT IT MEMBER BY MEMBER,
FOR HER LIFE TAKES PRECEDENCE OVER HIS" (OHOLOT 76).

THE

FOETUS "MAY BE KILLED AND THE MOTHER SAVEDw RULED A RENOWNED
11TH CENTURY FRENCH RABBI BY THE NAME OF RASHI (SANHEDRIN 72b).
JUDAIC RULINGS ON ABORTION AND CONTRACEPTION WERE CLEARLY
DICTATED BY A CONCERN FOR THE WELFARE OF WOMEN.

ADVANCEMENTS

IN MEDICAL KNOWLEDGE HAVE ADDED A NEW DIMENSION TO THE ABORTION
ISSUE:

THE HEALTH OF THE FOETUS.

THE PRESENCE OF A GENETIC

DISEASE IN THE FOETUS, SUCH AS TAY-SACHS, CAN USUALLY BE DETECTED
FIFTEEN OR SIXTEEN WEEKS AFTER CONCEPTION.

ADDRESSING HIMSELF

TO SUCH SITUATIONS, RABBI- DAVID H. FELDMAN, A CONTEMPORARY
AUTHORITY ON JEWISH MEDICAL ETHICS, REITERATED THAT *THE
WOMAN'S WELFARE IS PRIMARY...

DECISIONS ABOUT ABORTION MUST

BE MADE RELATIVE TO THE MOTHER'S WELFARE, BE IT PHYSICAL OR
EMOTIONAL.w

THE RECOGNITION OF THE MENTAL ANXIETY AND OTHER

DIFFICULTIES WHICH CAN OVERWHELM A FAMILY IN WHICH AN ABNORMAL
CHILD IS BORN IS AT THE SOURCE OF SUCH THINKING.
THE LEGISLATION UNDER CONSIDERATION THREATENS THE RIGHT OF
INDIVIDUAL WOMEN TO FAMILY PLANNING THROUGH BIRTH CONTROL AS
WELL AS THEIR RIGHT TO HAVE ABORTIONS.

THE ISSUE CEASES TO
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BE MERELY MEDICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL.
ECONOMIC,

AND POLITICAL.

IT BECOMES SOCIAL,

STATISTICS HAVE SHOWN THE DIRECT

CONNECTION BETWEEN BIRTHRATES AND TUE EDUCATIONAL AS WELL AS
THE ECONOMIC LEVEL OF WOMEN.

MOTHERS WHO GIVE BIRTH AT AN

EARLY AGE AM LESS LIKELY TO GRADUATE FROM HIGH SCHOOL AS
MOTHERS WHO POSTPONE CHILDBEARING.

CONSEQUENTLY,

MOTHERS

WHO CONTINUE TO HAVE CHILDREN WILL BE LESS LIKELY TO ENGAGE
IN 8DUCATIONAL-PURSUITS LATER ON BECAUSE OF OBVIOUS CRILDCARE
RESPONSIBILITIESt MORE OFTEN THAN NOT ADDED TO POOR ECONOMIC
CONDITIONS.

KEEPING WOMEN "BAREFOOT AND PREGNANT'

WOULD

EFFECTIVELY PREVENT THEM FROM COMPETING WITH MEN ON THE JOB

MARKET.

THAT IT WOULD NOT BE IN THE BEST INTEREST OF THE

ECONOMY SHOULD BE MADE CLEAR.
TEENAGE PREGNANCIES ARE A SERIOUS PROBLEM IN THIS COUNTRY.
ORGANIZATIONS INVOLVED IN ATTEMPTS TO SOLVE IT HAVE REPORTED
POSITIVE RESULTS.
TEENAGERS-HAS P
SINGLE YEAR.

IT APPEARS THAT CONTRACEPTIVE USE BY
D 680,000 PREMARITAL PREGNANCIES IN A

THE U.S. TEENAGE BIRTHRATE HAS DECLINED, YET, IT

IS STILL AMONG THE HIGHEST IN THE WORLD.

WE SIMPLY CANNOT

AFFORD NOW TO STOP EFFORTS THAT HAVE BEEN SUCCESSFUL IN
ENABLING HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF TEENAGERS TO RESUME NORMAL
LIVES IN WHICH ALL HOPES AND EXPECTATIONS ARE AGAIN MADE POSSIBLE.
THOSE WHO OPPOSE FREEDOM OF CHOICE ON ABORTION AND BIRTH
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CONTROL CALL THEMSELVES "PRO-LIFE."

THIS IS SIMPLY THE

EPITOME OF IRONY AS WELL AS OF IRRESPONSIBILITY.

IS IT

PRO-LIFE TO POTENTIALLY DESTROY THE LIVES OF TEENAGERS WHO
ARE PHYSIOLOGICALLY AS WELL AS PSYCHOLOGICALLY TOO YOUNG TO
SAFELY BEAR CHILDREN?

IS IT PRO-LIFE TO CONSCIOUSLY PERPETRATE

A CYCLE OF POVERTY AMONG WOMEN WHO MAY NEVER DEVELOP A CHANCE
TO DEVELOP SKILLS OTHER THAN THOSE OF BABY MACHINES?

IT IS

OUR CONCERN FOR LIFE WHICH COMPELS US TO OPPOSE LEGISLATION
THAT WOULD NOT ONLY VIOLATE THE CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS OF WOMEN,
BUT ALSO JEOPARDIZE THE QUALITY OF THEIR LIVES.
WE ARE RESPECTFUL OF THE RELIGIOUS CONVICTIONS OF THOSE WHO
DO NOT SHARE OUR VIEW ON THE ISSUE OF ABORTION AND BIRTHCONTROL.
HOWEVER,

OUR NATION IS A PLURALISTIC SOCIETY MADE UP OF A WIDE

VARIETY OF RELIGIOUS GROUPS.

IT IS OUR BELIEF THAT THE STATE

HAS NO RIGHT TO IMPOSE UPON ALL THE CITIZENS OF THIS COUNTRY
THE RELIGIOUS CONVICTIONS OF ONE PARTICULAR GROUP OVER ANOTHER.
TO PASS LEGISLATION THAT WOULD ACHIEVE SUCH A GOAL WOULD BE
TO DISCRIMINATE AGAINST THE MAJORITY OF AMERICANS.

WE URGE YOU

TO RESPECT THE RELIGIOUS BELIEFS OF ALL AMERICANS BY MAINTAINING
THE STATUS QUO.

IN SO DOING, CONGRESS WILL FULFILL GOVERNMENTAL

RESPONSIBILITY TOWARDS THE PEOPLE BY PROTECTING THE RIGHTS
OF ALL.

9
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As demonstrated recently in the overwhelming rejection of
an attempt to curtail abortion rights in Italy, Catholics believe
that abortion is a private matter, and one where neither church
nor state has jurisdiction.

Similarly, in the United St'il s,

more than three-fourths of the 50 million Catholic,; .tiscribe
to the principle that abortion should be legal. (Gallup, 1980)
In almost two thousand years of moral and theological debate,
aided by the developing biological sciences, the hierarchy of
the Roman Catholic Church have been unable to arrive at a consistent
and universally held opinion on when human life begins.

In those

same years, the people of the Catholic Church -- the living and
actual church -- have followed their consciences on the question
of when life begins.
of other faiths:

Catholics are not different from people

they will obtain abortions as a last resort;

they will use birth control methods which act as abortifacients;
and they will reserve those decisions concerning human reproduction
to the privacy of the individual woman.

87-"_90 - 02 - 11
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Scientific"Objections
We are not doctors; we are people of faith.

We can only

add our doubts about S.1S8 to those expressed to this Subcommittee
by experts in life sciences who maintained there is no consensus
in the medical community on when actual human life begins.

Neither

is there consensus in the religious community, or among Catholics,
though our bishops proclaim unanimity.
have agreed to disagree.

Catholics themselves

We affirm the necessity for individual

conscience to decide its course in greatly varying situations.
Religious Objections
With all due respect, we must remind this Subcommitteo of
the lessons of our own church history.

Our theologians found

little to be gained from framing unanswerable questions, such
as, "How many angels can stand on the head of a pin*"

So may

a legislative body find that it can not by fiat put an end to
thousands of years of philosophical speculation on the origins
and meaning of life.
Our greatest theologians, St. Augustine and St. Thomas Aquinas,
both stated that actual human lifo.began not at conception but
some time later, when there was sense as well as life iin the
fetus.

For this reason, Catholic churchmen have never officially

and infallibly stated that life begins at conception but some
time later, when there was sense as well as life in the fetus.
For this reason, Catholic churchmen have never officially and
infallibly stated that life begins at conception, though they,
like all of us, speculate at length on the question.

Does the
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U.S. government wish to step in to legislate where many fine
and devout people of God would either disagree as in the case
of Augustine and Aquinas, or admit simply that they do not know?
We would hope that a legislative body would direct its
attention to. the work of guaranteeing citizens of the polis a
decent, healthful, productive life.
Theoretically, Catholics do not need an S.158.

Our church

already forbids abortion, and contraception as well.

Yet

Statistics gathered by Catholic sociologist Andrew Greeley, who
is himself a priest, show that 76.5t of Catholic women in this
country use birth control despite church condemnation, and almost
as great a percentage of Catholic priests support that choice.
Most significant are the polls showing Catholic support
of abortion rights.

Gallup in 1980 found that 71

of* Am.rican

Catholics believed a woman had a right to seek an abortion under
some or all circumstances.

These millions of Catholics all

theoretically face excommunication for their beliefs, yet the
hierarchy proves unwilling to force this issue within the church,
choosing rather to press it in the public policy arena.
Our question is an obvious one:

if the groat moral and

theological authorities of the Catholic Church have failed to
persuade obedience from Catholics on this issue, should a
government, "by, of and for the people" stop in and attempt such
coercion?

Catholic women, like all women who need abortions,

today as always, will obtain abortion.

A woman who acts to protect

her life, her liberty and the security of her family will not
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be stopped.

She can, however, be punished for the audacity of

taking the issue straight to God without asking the permission
of her Senator.

This is what S.158 would provide.

Constitutional Objections
Catholics for a Free Choice also opposes S.IS8 on the grounds
that such a bill incorporates a sectarian notion, best confined
to religious persuasion, into law, and thereby intrudes upon
the religious liberties of the majority of citizens.
the religious, quasi-scientific viewpoint of a few.

S.IS8 reflects
Even the

majority of the SO million American Catholics, whose leaders
may support a total ban on abortion, do not themselves agrue
with the Roman Catholic hierarchy on questions of birth control
and abortion.
S.1S8 is bad science and worse theology.

It cani (mily be

construed as a particularly imaginative method for circumventing
the provisions of the U.S. Constitution which allow for amendment.
For this reason, in addition to the previously stated religious,
scientific and constitutional objections, CFFC opposes passage
of S.IS8, as such passage is a threat to the separation of powers
provided for in the U.S. Constitution.
Summary
As our sisters and brothers in Italy stated so graphically
in May of this year:

when, actual human life begins is an abstract

question subject to sincerely hold nnd diverse interpretations.
But, abortion is a need, and has beon a fact throughout history.
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The question then for lawmakers is whether to criminalize those
women who', like their mothers through all time, will obtain an
abortion no matter what the risks or penalties.

We submit that

rather than focus the vast resources of the U.S. government on
punitive measures against these women, it is the responsibility
of the U.S. Congress to bring about a society in which no citizen
is so desperate as to risk life and liberty rather than carry
a problem pregnancy to term,
S.158 does not address any of the deep human needs of our
society; on the contrary, its effect will be to perpetuate suffereing.
-(The

attached booklet, "The History of Abortion in the Catholic

Church, The Untold Story" is submitted for the record as part
of this statement.]

Catholics for a Free Choice is a national membership organi,zation, with-a grass-roots network of twenty-one Community
Contacts in seventeen states. CFFC advocates sex education programs
ifor young people, access to birth control, and the guarantee
of legal, safe abortion for any woman who is in need of such
a procedure. CFFC is dedicated both to upholding the 1973
decision which legalized abortion, and to the principle of separation
,.of church and state.

-
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TESTIMONY OF THE CENTER FOR POPULATION OPTIONS

Submitted to the
SENATE JUDICIARY COM44ITrEB, SENATOR STROM THUIRMOND, CHAIRMAN
SUBCOHITTEE ON ThE SEPARATION OP POWERS, SENATOR JOHN EAST, CHAIRMAN
The Center for Population Options (CPO) is deeply disturbed by S.158 and
the severe restrictions itwould impose on the fertility options of millions
of Americans. CPO is especially concerned that such a law would force pregnant teenagers to become parents before they are truly able to undertake this
task. For pregnant women of all ages, abortion is the only alternative to
childbearing and as such must be kept safe and legal. We urge Congress to
preserve the individual's right to decide upon the option that is best for
her and her family.
CPO is the only national organization with the primary purpose of preventing
unwanted pregnancy and childbearing among adolescents. The physical, personal
and economic costs of these conditions can be great for adults, but they are
multiplied for teenagers. For example, teenage childbearing carries a greater
risk of maternal and infant mortality and morbidity; pregnancy is the greatest
cause of school discontinuation among teen women and teenage marriages, especially those precipitated by an unwanted pregnancy, are more likely to end in
divorce and are economically disadvantageous in terus of occupation and income.
Working through television, radio and youth serving agencies that together
reach millions of teens across the country, CPO's program seek to prevent
pregnancy among adolescents by informing then of the facts and responsibilities
of sexuality and parenthood and encouraging theu to make responsible decisions
about these vital life concerns.
Largely as a result of greater availability of sexuality education and
family planning services, contraceptive use among sexually active teenagers
is increasing. But for a variety of reasons - incomplete information, method
failure and risk-taking to nane a few - nearly one million teenagers a year
experience an unplanned pregnancy. For some teens, parenthood say be appropriates
for others, adoption; but without unrestricted access to safe and legal
abortion services, there are no options for other pregnant teens, only
forced childbearing. We believe that childbearing is a serious undertaking,
especially for teenagers, that should be carefully chosen by an individual
and her family; it should not be legislated.
CPO's Board of Directors supports access to sage and legal abortion
services for Americans of all ages and has placed a priority on programs
that seek to guarantee such access. The passage of S.ISS would deny such
access and we therefore urge its defeat.

STATEMENT OF
RUTH JORDAN

COALITION OF LABOR UNION WOMEN

June 10, 1981

The Coalition of Labor Union Women is an organization

which represents 12,000 members of collective bargaining

organizations concerned about national and economic issues
which affect working women.

Its national chairperson is

Joyce Miller who is also a member of the Executive Council
of the AFL-CIO and a vice president of the Amalgamated
Clothingand Textile Workers Union.
CLUW's membership has endorsed a pro-choice position.
Our concern-has developed over the past several years as
anti-abortion forces have attempted to limit the choices of
all women and introduce their beliefs into the collective
.bargaining arena. We have become alarmed and have testified
against efforts by these organizations to legislate against
negotiated health care plans which provide for abortion.
These forces have been successful in four states and would
'have been successful in limiting health plan benefits for
Federal employees in the this session of Congress were it
not for the efforts of a coalition of Federal employee
unions, and women's-organizations.

more
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We have sought to testify before Senator East's subcommittee and prior to that, before Senator Hatch's subcommittee.

We have spoken on the telephone with aides,

seeking time to offer our point of view on the pending
legislation.

These efforts have not met with any success.

We have not received a response from either Senator.
We believe the current legislation is simply another
approach by anti-abortion suppoters to amend the constitution by law and to overturn the Supreme Court's decision.
The Coalition of Labor Union Women considers the "beginning of life issue" to be a ruse that masks the true antiwoman agenda of conservative forces in this country.

To

us the issue is not a scientific one -- it is an economic
question.

Tens of thousands of working women -- wives and

mothers and single heads of families -- believe pregnancy
and "choice" can make the difference between economic survival
or disaster for their families.

Some feminists describe the

conservative agenda as keeping women "barefoot and pregnant."
We in CLUW would characterize it as part of a strategy to
maintain women as a marginal, expendable workforce.
The issue for working women is an economic one.

She and

her family are the only ones who should decide whether or not
their family should grow.

That decision directly affects the

economic well-being of that household.

If she is a single

parent, the head of a household or the major provider, then
it

is certainly only her decision to make.

If she and her
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husband are botb wage earners, then it

is their decision

together, a family decision based on their economic need,
their religious beliefs and their attitudes.

That is not

the domain of some government official or some Congressman
or Senator.
America's working women are truly pro-family.
families survive because of their efforts.

Their

More of them are

'working now than ever before and the greatest percentage of
increase in their participation has occurred among women with
pre-school age children.

Most women work because of economic

-need. Nearly two-thirds of all working women are single,
widowed, divorced, separated or have husbands whose incomes
are less than $7,000 a year.
We ask you to look at the founding principles of our
nation.

The right to life, liberty, and the pursuit of

happiness was not intended to be limited to the fetus.
likely the founders had in mind the born infant.

More

More likely

they had in mind the conditions of that child's life, her
growth, her development.

If you really believe that abortion

~'represents the taking of life, then how do you classify a
Representative or Senator who permits striker's children to
go hungry because they are denied food stamps?
.... cal such a person a torturer?

Would you

How would you classify a

Representative who votes against protecting a worker from
death by suffocation caused by brown rung?
that person a murderer?

Would you call

Surely your concern about life

doesn't stop after the child is born.

We urge you to concen-

,trate on the quality of life for all Americans and avoid interfering with the legitimate right of "choice " for America's
working women.
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Committee to Defend Reprodutive Rithts
of the

mlildons for the .Mcdio.al Right of %one

1638 11Ilsaltht Stret • San Franc.isco. ('alifnka 94117. (415) $52-2000
CORR is an issue committee of the Coalition for the Medical Rights of Women,
and a member of the Reproductive Rights National Network. We are Bay Area
Women working to ensure that all of us have the right to choose when and if
to bear children and the right to raise children. We believe that reproductive
freedom is the right of women and men to decide if and when to bear and raise
children. This right is meaningless without access to sex education, safe and
effective methods of birth control and access to safe and affordable abortions.
Women who bear children must have quality maternal, pre-natal and post-natal
care, and affordable childcare. Women and men also have the right to be free
from sterilization abuse, which occurs every time a person is sterilized without
knowing the risks of the procedure, alternative methods of surgery and birth
control, and without understanding that the procedure is permanent.
We are a grass roots organization with thousands of pro-choice citizens supporting
our work. We have about 150 active members, and-over 900 women and men organized
into a phone tree. We network with pro-choice groups in the Bay Area and all over
the State of California, and are considered one of the best organized and most
effective grass roots reproductive rights groups in the United States.
Many of us can not believe that abortions will be illegal once again. We marched.
We picketed. We wrote letters. And in 1973 we won the right to choose, forever.
But last June we lost the right for federal funding for abortion. Last November
we lost when the presidency, cabinet posts and high-ranking positions at all levels
of government were filled by anti-abortionists. we lost when pro-choice legIslators were targeted and defeated. We lost when the U.S. Supreme Court upheld
the right of states to require parental notification of minors before an abortion
can be performed. Starting April 23, l980,; Congressional hearings on the HelmsHyde statute began which could outlaw abortion altogether.
Although it appears that the Helms-Hyde bill isunconstitutional on many levels, it
isclear that the anti-abortion forces are using their single issue targeting
system to blackmail many legislators into taking anti-abortion stands. This ?s seen
inthe vote to attach a rider to an appropriations bill to stop funding abortions
for women who are victims of rape and incest. Itisan outrage that legislators
are being forced into positions, endangering the lives of women, because of politics.
Ifabortion becomes illegal, murder- women will rely on back-alley butchered
abortions'
Again 10,000 women.*a year will be murdered, and many thousands
more maimed and scarred both physically and psychologically. Minors will be so
scamd they will try to self-induce or not face the realty of their situation till
It is so late that an abortion will endanger their lives.
The Helms-Hyde bill not only deprives women of their fundamental rights, it also
Ispushing for a Constitutional Crisis, denying the authority of the Supreme Court
and lower federal courts, We can not allow a well organized, well financed minotity
to re-define our Bill of Rights.
,
We of the Pro-Choice
majority will not allow this to happen. A Women's Life isa HumanLife-.
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Episcopal Urban Caucus
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June 8, 1981
Dear Senator Easts
1 am writing to you on behalf of the Episcopal Urban Caucus
to
express our strong opposition to S. 158. The Episcopal Urban
Caucus is
a national movement of Episcopalians- bishops, priests and laitycommitted to the mission of Christ in our nation's cities to standwho are
with
the- poor and the oppressed. The EUC has regional and diocesan
unite
as
well as parishes and individual members.
Last February, our Annual Assembly passed the following resolutions
"Whereas, the Episcopal Urban Caucus, by opposing the
Supreme Court decision restricting Medicaid payments
for abortions (at the Indianapolis Assembly), has
affirmed freedom of choice for poor women on an equal
basis with their more affluent sisters.., now be it.
RESOLOVED, That the RUC formally expresses its strong
.opposition to any law, court decision or constitutional
amendment which deprives any woman of freedom of her
choice with regard to abortion."
The national Episcopal Church has also gone on record in two
General Conventions in favor of informed choice.
S.S158 obviously goes much further than
the restriction
on Medicaid funds in its attempt ito deny all womeneven
the right and the
responsibility of making their-own moral choices on abortion.
however, it is poor women who would be most oppressed by the As always,
legislation-,both medically and legally because of the expenseproposed
in seeking safe medical procedures elsewhere if such procedures involved
were not
available in this country and the cost of legal services
brought against them-for deciding to-terminate pregnancy.if charges were
Noone -. rich or poor, -young or old, male or female- is "for
abortion". We seek a world in which every child born
will-be recognized
.by society as infinitely precious. When"life begins" is an
mystery.or at best is something that each.of us must discernunknowable'
in our own
hearts and souls -there certainly cannot be a simple legislative
"answer".
To try to give. such an "answer" will cause untold suffering
to women, men
and children throughout this country and be destructive of the
fabric of
responsible family and religious life.

FaithfI yots,/
The Rev.
President
WSAS

non Lloyd S. Casson
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Testimony of the Federation of Orgniations for Professional Women
on 8.158 "NMmun Life Statute" before the
Subcomeittse on the Separation of Powers

Committee on the Judiciary

United States Senate
Honorabls John East, Chairman
Submitted by
Nancy Felipe Russo, Ph.D.
President
The Federation of Organizations for Professional Wosen is a nonprofit
educational and service organization committed to promoting equal
opportunity
for women In employment and education. Over 60 orgsnixations are
affiliated
with the Federation in an attempt to reach this goal.' Since 1978,
the Federation
has had * resolution supporting reproductive freedqu.
The proposed statute clearly reflects a desire on the part o legislators
to respond to the wishes of the 10 percent of Americans vho vent to
eliminate
abortion.

As such, it is misguided.

Not only does it conflict with the values

of 90 percent of the population-it will not achieve the goal of
the minority.
Abortions Will continue, albeit Illegally.
What will be the consequences of the social policy that you will
have
the responsibility, for developing? Other groups have articulately
testified
as to the numbers of Women who may die, suffer Impaired physical
and mental
health, and continue In a cycle of poverty " a result of your decisions
on
abortion policy. As you have reviewed the programs in the Federal
Budget,
you have seen the high cost of unwanted childbearing to American
society--
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it is aeOn In the statistics on crie, welfare caseloads,
Illness.

child abuse and mental

However, we would like to focus on three points
that have not received
such attention in the debate about abortion
(1) the devastatInSipact that the Inabilityto.control
reproduction h"

on the status of women;
(2) the devaluation of motherhood and of the f mlly
that occurs when
motherhood is not a valued choice;
(3) the-potential boomerang effect of policies that
restrict abortion.
No analysis of the Persstence and change in sex-role
stereotyping and
sex distriminatlon in society can be complete without
special consideration of
the role of motherhood. As William O'Neill his observed*
"experience has ,
demostrated that the formal barriers to women's
Mancipation--voteleasness,
educational and occupational discriminations,
and alike--are less serious and
more susceptible to change than the domestic,
institutional, and social cutome
that keep women in the home."

It is the primacy given to the role of mother
for
womae that must be appreciated if resistance
to women's equality is to be understood.
The traditional view has been that a women can
spend time working--perhops
even at a nontraditional job--as long as she
keeps the house clean and her
husband and children well tended. Motherhood
has been on a qualitatively
different plane than other things that women
are "supposed to" do-it to a woman's
raison d'etre. It Is mandatory and the motherhood
mandate continues to
be used to justify women's Inequality in other
domains.
Advances in the technology of family planning
and abortion have theoretically
eliminated the biological inevitability of
motherhood. This has been crucial for
-motherhood to take its place as one among many
options valued by society.
fre this perspective, it Is clear that the.emphasis
of the women's movement oan
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the control of one's body is not misplaced.

Restrictions on a woman's ability

to control her reproduction can be sen as the crucial Impediment to change
in "the woman's place."

As long as motherhood is a mandate rather then a choice,

it cm be used to Justify instltutional discrimination that denies females
equal access to education, employment, insurance benefits, and credit.

Ww

many times have you beard the argument that "we shouldn't hire a woman-after all,
she'll Just get prognunt"t
Ironically, not promoting motherhood as a choice for women leads to the
devaluation, of the role itself. There is overwhelming scientific evidence that
Americans, at' least, most value what they perceive themselves as freely choosing.
Further, the proportion of value that we place on something is directly related
to the amount of work we must do in order to achieve it.

In this context, what

does it mean to the institution of motherhood when restrictive abortion policies
lead large numbers of teenagera to bear unwanted children-i.e., force them to
become mothers?
The final irony is the potential boomerang effect of policies to restrict
abortion.

It is clear that unwanted pregnancy is directly related to the self-

estees, compAnce, and aspiration of women and girls. Developing policies
that devalue the status of women in general and of motherhood in particular
has Implications for the development of self-worth and personal integrity of
vomen as Individuals.

Such Individuals are at higher risk for unwanted childbearing.

Thus, the Human Life Statute would have consequences far beyond the impact
on the individual woman seeking abortion.

The American public does not currently

fully appreciate those consequences, but should the statute be passed, that situation would change.

As that happens, the divisiveness of the abortion issue

may increase.
The Federation strongly urges legislators to take a more constructive

approach.

The Nation Is facing a severe economic crisis that unwanted

childbearing can only aggravate.

We must put our energies into creative

solutions directed toward solving problems rather then perpetuating or
exacerbating then.

Rather than seeking to ben abortions, your efforts would

be more constructive if they were directed towards alleviating the conditions
that promote. unwanted childbearing In this society.
The Federation would be pleased to participate in a constructive process

directed towards that goal.
For further information, contacto
Nancy Falipe Russo, Ph.D., President,
Pederation of Organizations for Professional Women, 2000 P St. N Suite 403,
Vashingtqn, D.C. 202/833-4M).
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Testimony Submitted to the Separation of
Powers Sub-Committee of the Senate Judiciary
Committee on the "Human Life Bill" S. 158
on Behalf of:
LA RAZA LEGAL ALLIANCE
THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF BLACK LAWYERS
THE NATIONAL EMERGENCY CIVIL LIBERTIES COMmITTEE
THE NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD

Interest of Participating Organizations

LA RAZA LEGAL ALLIANCE is an organization of Latino
legal workers organized to take legal and political action
against the oppression and exploitation of the Latino community.

It is dedicated to the struggle for democratic

and human rights of all Latino people, including the right
to bilingual, bicultural education,

medical care,

jobs,

decent housing, the right to organize, emigration and immigration freedom and the right to be free from racial,
sex al and national discrimination.

The NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF BLACK LAWYERS ("NCBL")
is an activist legal organization of Black lawyers, law
professors, Judges and law students dedicated to serving
as the legal arm of the Black community.

Since its inception

in 1968, NCBL has been actively involved in the continuing
struggle for equal employment opportunity, and racial and
sexual equality.
The National Conference of Black Lawyers was
chartered to work for the elimination of racism in the
law and to address the problems of the Black community.
Thus, NCBL, through its Women's Rights Task Force, is
concerned with the discriminatory impact from cutbacks

0
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in funded abortions and the disproportionate impact of
sterilization abuse.

("ECLC")

The NATIONAL EMERGENCY CIVIL LIBERTIES COMMITTEE
is a not-for-profit organization dedicated to the

defense of the Bill of Rights and its
people -in

1951,

extension to all our

particularly the poor and the powerless.

the organization has worked to achieve these goals

through litigation and public education.
it

Founded

has sponsored in

Among the cases

this Court are Kent v. Dulles,

357 U.S.

116; Kleindienst v. Mandel, 408 U.S. 753, and Law Students
Civil Rights Research Council,
154.

Inc. v. Wadmond,

401 U.S.

Through similar means, it has sought to protect the

right of reproductive freedom and the right to equal protection of the law at issue.

The NATIONAL LAWYERS GUILD
zation of 7,000 lawyers,

("NLG")

is

an organi--

law students and legal workers

dedicated to the goal of full equality for all people.
Since its inception in 1937, the NLG has worked consistently for the advancement of the rights of poor and working
people, racial minorities and women.
In fhe past decade, its work to support the w:omen's
movement has become an organizational priority.
Lawyers Guild,

The National

through the work of its National Committee

to Combat Women's Oppression is

a founding member of the

Reproductive Rights National Network,

and is

actively involved

in protection of reproductive rights for poor, minority and
working women.

Individual NLG members,

in cases brough

throughout the nation, represent litigants seeking to prevent
cutbacks in funded abortions or attempting to end sterilization

abuse.
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The constitutionally recognized right of women to
choose to have an abortion is central to women. Indeed,
compulsion in the context of pregnancy represents an appropriation of a woman's body and definition of self so invasive
as to golto the very core of her being. The right to abortion
is the sine qua non of a woman's ability to control her
personal destiny.

Without it,

women cannot gain access to

or participate effectively .in the political and social processes which shape every aspect of their lives. The degree
of control women are able to exercise over their reproductive
lives directly affects their educational and job opportunities, income level, physical and emotional well being, as
well as the economic and social conditions the children They
do bear will experience.
The United States Supreme Court recognized in Roe
V. Tade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973) that the right to. choose when
and whether to bear a child is encompassed within a woman's
constitutional right to privacy. Addressing the effect of
denying altogether the choice of abortion, Justice Blackmun
wrote for the majority in Roe:
Specific and direct harm medically diagnosable
even in early pregnancy may be involved. Maternity, or additional offspring may force upon
the woman a distressful life and future. Psychological harm may be imminent. Mental and

87-999 0 - 82
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physical health may be taxed by child care.
There is also the distress for all concerned
associated with the child, and there is the
problem of bringing a child into a family
already unable, psychologically and otherwise
to care for it. In other cases, as in this
one, the additional difficulties and continuing stigma of unwed motherhood may be involved.
Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113, 153 (1973).
The proposed legislation knowingly places these
explicitly recognized burdens on women seeking abortions, thus
depriving such women of effective control of many aspects of
their lives.

I.

MEDICAL RAMIFICATIONS OF RESTRICTED ACCESS TO ABORTION

1. Lack of Adequate Birth Control
Preferably abortion is an option only when birth
control fails.
effective.

No single method of birth control is 100%

Moreover, the most effective methods of birth

control are also the most hazardous to women's health.

The

safest and most effective way for a woman to control her
fertility is a barrier method of birth control backed-up
by first trimester abortion in case of failure.
In fact, abortion is far safer for a woman than is
full term pregnancy.

During the period 1972-72, while the

mortality rate for legal abortions in the U.S. was 3.3 per
100,000, the mortality for live births was 14.9 per 100,000.
More than twenty-five times a many women died at term births
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than from induced legal abortions performed at 8 or fewer
weeks gestation.

The proposed legislation would not only

criminalize abortion but also make illegal the extremely effective intrauterine devices and low estrogen birth control pills,
both of which act to prevent implantation of the fertilized
egg in the uterus.
2. Lack of Access to Abortion Results
in Sterilization Abuse
Women currently resort to sterilization, permanent
termination of the capacity to bear children, for many of the
game reasons that they choose abortion.

The difference, however',

is that while abortion involves a decision not to have a child
at a given time, sterilization involves a decision never to
bear children.

If abortion is criminalized it

is most likely

that many women who would otherwise rely on abortion should
contraception fail will turn to sterilization rather than risk
an unwanted pregnancy even though they are not certain that
they permanently want to end their reproductive capacity.

Thus,

restricted access to abortion creates an environment where

1/ Cates and Tietze, Standardized Mortality Rates Associated
With Legal Abortion: United States, 1972-75, 10 Family Planning
Perspectives 109; 111o 1.12 (1978).
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women wishing to control their reproductive capacities are
encouraged to seek sterilizations due to the very limited
range of'other available options.

This is a form of sterili-

zation abuse.

(a) History of Sterilization Abuse
Sterilization abuse is the involuntary termination
of reproductive capacity.

-It occurs when a woman is sterilized

as a result of economic coercion; when a woman is sterilized
without understanding the irreversible nature of the operation;
when a women is sterilized for lack of viable alternative from
-which to choose, as would be the effect of the proposed legislation.

If a woman seeks sterilization not because she wants

to end her childbearing capacity but only because the less
drastic choice of abortion in the even of contraception
-failure is not available to her, she is a victim of steriliza-

tion abuse.

Sterilization abuse has taken and continues to

take a variety of forms.

This was explicitly recognized by

the -Department of Health Education and Welfare in promulgating
regulations designed to protect people from this abuse.

2/ The DHEW regulations were adopted by the Secretary on
November 8, 1978 and became effective 90 days after adoption.
S:he regulations apply to all government funded sterilizations.
Zost importantly, the regulations provide that: "(e) Informed
consentmay not be obtained while the individual to be sterilized
is (i) in labor or childbirth; (ii) seeking to obtain an abortion."
42 CFR 50.204 (1978). This is a clear acknowledgement of the
particular pressures. upon women seeking abortions and the interrelationship between the abortion decision and sterilization
abuse.
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Women's consent to sterilization has been coerced
under threat of withholding essential government benefits or
medical treatment or as the price for obtaining an abortion.
Women have been incorrectly told that their sterilization
were reversible.

"Consent" to sterilization has been extracted

from women while they were hospitalized for childbirth, or
abortion.

These extremely'stressful situations are hardly

conducive to thoughtful reflection on a profound life choice.
Women have also been sterilized without understanding the consequences of the surgery when there has not been an explanation
in their primary language.
Sterilization abuse historically has had a disproportionate impact on both poor and minority women.

Indigent

women have always been particularly vulnerable to coercion
in making the sterilization decision.

With the withdrawal of

medicaid funds for abortions, the economic coercion exerted
on the poor took on a new and more drastic character.

If, in

addition, abortion is made illegal, any woman who at any time
knows she cannot support an additional child, either economically or emotionally will be faced with a Hobson's choice:
accept irreversible sterilization;

seek unsafe or costly

abortions; or remain exposed to the risk of unwanted and
injurious pregnancies until the onset of menopause.
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(b)

Factors Contributing to a Rise in the
Rate of Female Sterilization
Incidence of sterilization has increased three-fold

since 1970.

There are approximately twelve million sterilized

persons in the United States and the number goes up by about
1.5 million annually.

Today 60-70% of sterilization procedures

are performed on women, a dramatic reversal of earlier trends.
In 1972 80% of sterilizations in this country were vasectomies
performed on males.
Three major events in 1969-70 led to more women
seeking sterilization.

The first was the abandonment by the

American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists of the "rule
of 120".

(Doctors previously refused to perform sterilizations

unless the federal government's decision to reimburse state
governments at 90% of the cost of Medicaid sterilization
(as opposed to 50% for other medical services) even before
Medicaid abortions were available.

The last event was the

publication of studies exposing the risks involved in taking
oral contraceptives.
More recently, although the Hyde Amendment has virtually cut off federal medicaid funds for abortion, sterilizations continues to be funded at 90%.
Although comprehensive figures are not available
on the incidence of sterili-zation since the passage of the
Hyde Amendment,

data now being collected indicates that a. number

of states curtailed abortion funding and at the same time in-
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increased expenditures for sterilization.

Even in states

where medicaid funds for abortion are still available, vastly
more is spent on sterilization.
3/ States with a higher than average Medicaid sterilization
'ate where sterilization spending increased in 1978 while
Medicaid funding for abortion was curtailed:
4 of Medicaid
Abortions Performed 1978
1977
Alabama
Arkansas
Idaho
Indiana
Nebraska
New Hampshire
West Virginia
Wyoming

9
0
21
4
0
1

1000
677
100
0
500
200
low in both years
100

0

Interview with Joy Drefoos, Fellow, Alan Guttmacher Institute,
in New York City (March 11, 1980).
.4/ Table 26. Title XIX Expenditures for Abortion and
1978 (in thousands)
Sterilization Reported to DHHS. by State,
Expenditures for
Expenditures
State
Sterilization
for Abortion
358
6
Alabama
25
16
Alaska
0
"0
Arizona++
891
3
Arkansas
2,374
0
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
D.C.
Florida,
.
Gerogia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana

64
158
107
236
+
449
300
150
871
447

29
44
0
0
5
3
0
4
83
3
(Fn. Cont'd.)
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Health insurance coverage similarly tends to reimburse for sterilization but not for abortions.

Employers,

for instance, are specifically exempted by the Pregnancy Dis-"
ability Act from having to provide abortion coverage.

There

are thus already economic incentives for both poor and working

4/

(Fn. Cont'd.)

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

1
2
0
0
2

406
199
910
78
28

Maryland
Massachusetts*
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

31
1
0
0
1

1,183
215
1,601
948
422

Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada*
New Hampshire

3
0
0
0
#

402
164
215
8
2

,38
1
40
5
#

240
3
+
382
32

371
14
3
11
1

2,595
538
199
348
295

New Jersey*
New Mexico*
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota*
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Islahd

(Fn. Cont'd.)
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women to choose sterilization over abortion.

Obviously,

if

abortion were criminalized, these incentives would be significantly stronger.

The rapid rise in women's participation in

the workforce, especially among married women with children
is another factor currently influencing women to seek sterilization.

Absent access to safe and legal abortion, many other

women who would prefer to defer further childbearing in order
to contribute to their family's income, may find themselves
forced to choose between permanently giving up the chance to

4'

(Fn. Cont'd.)
South Carolina
South Dakota.
Tennessee
Texas
Utah

6
4
8
1

682
114
590
2,025
98

Vermont
2
181
Virginia
3
211
Washington
*
100
West Virginia
10
310
Wyoming
44
*Reported expenditures on abortion are for the period February
14, 1978 to December 31, 1978. 'Partial data with missing
counties !or New York. No data available for Washington. Reported
expenditures on sterilization are for the 12 month period. CY
1978, except in the following states:
11 nonth data 10 month data 9 month data 7 month data 3 month 2 month
COlorado
. Louisiana
Massachusetts North Dakota New Jersey Maine
Illinois
Nevada
Kansas
New Mexico
Ohio
+ Not available
4+ Arizona's Medicaid program was not operational in 1978.
Less than 300 patients.
Source: Health Care Financing Review, Tables 9 and 10. Fall, 1979.
From Alan Guttmacher Institute
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bear children and facing an unwanted pregnancy if their contraception fails.
(1) Poverty as the Single Most Important
Factor in Increase in Female Sterilization
The pressure to seek sterilization will continue to
be greatest on those least able to afford either more children
or expensive illegal abortions.

As the chart below indicates"

sterilization rates in the U.S. in 1976 were nearly twice as
high for the poor .of all races as for other women in the age

5/ Table 1. Percent surgical sterilization among married couples
by age, sex and income group, 1976.
All (15-44 years old)
Low Income Mid Income

25-34 years old
Mid Income
Low Income

21.7

16.7

26.5

14.7

Male

4.6

12.0

8.4

11.0

Total

26.3

28.7

34.9

25.7

Female

35-44 Years
Low Income

Mid Income

34.0

28.3

Male

3.3

20.2

Total

37.3

48.5

Fem a le

Source% Kathleen Ford, "Contraceptive Use in the United
States, 1973-1976," Family Planning Perspectives 10
(September - October 1978) Tables 1-3.
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group 25-34 whereas sterilization increases among higher income
couples occur among those 35 or older.

Also, male sterilization

makes up a substantially higher percentage of the total
sterilization rate among middle class couples than among lower
income couples.
(2) Race As A Significant Factor
In Female Sterilization
Before public funding for abortions was available,
black women were sterilized twice as often as white women.
A 1970 study shows that approximately 16% of all black married
oiomen of child bearing age were sterilized as compared to the
7% of all married white women in that same category.

It

should be noted, however, that in the period when publically
funded abortions were available, the disparity in sterilization
between black and white women evened out.
Although comparable national data is not available
for Hispanics in the U.S., a study of New York City voluntary
and municipal hospitals made in 1973 concluded that the percentage o4 Spahish-speaking women sterilized was almost three
times the rate of Black women and six times white women.

7/

*4/ 11 Family Planning Perspectives 253 (1979).

2/ C.A. %*estoff and C.F. Westoff, Fertility, Contraception,
and Abortion in America 22 (1971).
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A 1972 study revealed that non-white women were

sterilized in much larger numbers than their representation
in the population of al1 family planning patients and in
greater percentages than white women.

The same study re-

vealed a similar disparity between women receiving public
assistance and non-recipients.
Black women under 21 years of age have been reported
to be sterilized with greater frequency than white women of
.the same age.
The evidence thus demonstrates that the criminalization of abortion would not only increase the incidence of
already familiarforms of sterilization abuse, it would
create a new and larger class of victims.

Percentage of Total
Sterilization Patients

8/
I-',hites
Hispanics
3lacks

40
17
43

Percentage of Total Family
Planning Patients
53
11
37

Vaughan and Sparer, a. cit. at 225
9/ Hellnan, Louise M.D. , The Sterilization of Iiinors and Others
tecally Incanable of Consenting: A Review of Current Inforation,
Public Health Center (December 28, 1973)
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11.

SOCIAL RAMIFICATIONS OF- RESTRICTED ACCESS TO ABORTION
1. Impact of Restricted Access to Abortion
on Women's Employment and Educational
Opportunities
The unavailability of abortion as an option for women

would make illusory a woman's right to equal employment and
educational opportunities.

The national commitment to equal

employment opportunities unfortunately has done little to
narrow the labor market gap between women and men.

Although

the prohibition against sex discrimination in employment has
enabled some women to compete for and secure higher-paying
traditionally male-assigned jobs previously closed to women,
substantial sex-related job segregation persists, and women
continue to be concentrated in low-level, low-paying jobs.
Compounding the initial difficulty women face upon
entering the job market or earning a fair wage, are difficulties in securing any type of childcare for the working
hours.

The'working mother's frequent response is to "make

I/ U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, Women Still in Poverty
19 (July 1979); Simmons, Freedman, Dunkle and Blair, "Exploitation From 9 to 5), Background Paper for the Twentieth
Century Fund Task Force on Women and Employment Ch. 1 (1974),
reprinted in B. Babcock, A. Freedman, E. Norton and S. Ross,
eds, Sex Discrimination and the Law 192, 198 (1975).
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do"with part-time or part-year work.

The statistics compiled

by the U.S. Labor Department indicate that approximately onethird of all employed mothers accomodate the dual demands of
childrearing and family economic survival by engaging in part
time jobs.

However, in exchange for the.flexibility and

time that part-time work offers, these mothers accept work
which is dramatically underpaid in comparison with full time
employment and sacrifice non-salary compensation including
fringe benefits, tenure, or salary adjustments.

They are,

moreover, often relegated to occupations involving menial,
routine and physically taxing work.
A woman's inability to exercise full control over
the size of her family may lead to child care responsibilities
that make even part-time employment unrealistic.

Thus, these

women will be forced to leave the work force despite economic
need.

Their job development will be interrupted, and they

will return only when their children reach school age.

There

is a permanent return to the labor force for some women and
continued intermittent employment for others.

In addition

to the significant dampening effect on wages, the interrupted

Y See Glazer, Majka, Ac' jr and Bose, "The Homemaker, The
Family, and Employment," ±n Joint Econ. Commission Subcommittee
on Economic Growth and Stabilization, American Women Workers
in a Full Employment Economy 155, 95th Cong., 1st Sess. (1977).
1 ' See Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,
The Role of Women in the Economy 133 (1975).
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work histories of these women have a number of adverse consequences: insufficient Job tenure to ensure occupational
stability, low job mobility opportunities, ineligibility for
social security benefits, and reduced deposits into private
pension plans.
In short, inequities in.the job market
are exacerbated and perpetuated by the burdens of childrearing
overwhelmingly with
such inequities falling upon women.
Like equal employment opportunity, equal educational
opportunity is a professed goal of the Nation.1A/ American
society recognizes that equal access to education is fundamental because education largely determines the quality of
our individual and collective lives.

The realization of full

and equal access to educational opportunities requires that
women make reproductive choices free from governmental intrusion.
The obstacles to women's educational attainment
posed by child rearing responsibilities are apparent. Women
continue to lag behind men in overall educational attainment
and consequently in the benefits which it brings. The level
13/ See U.S. Department of.Health, Education and Welfare,
Social'Security and the Changing Roles of Men and Women 10,
20-22 (February 1979).
11/ See Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, 20 U.S.

C. "681

(1978).

15/ For example, in 1976, majority women were still 35% less
likely than majority males to have completed 4 or more years
of college. U.S. Civil Rights Co.nm'n, Social Indicators to
Equality for Minorities and Women 16 (1978).
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of educational attainment largely determines the extent of
labor force participation and occupational choice.

More

women with little formal education tend to be unemployed
at rates greater than men with the same educational levels
1hen they are working, they are concentrated in low-status,
menial jobs.

The less education a women receives, the

lower her income is likely to be.

During their child-

bearing years, for example, school enrollment rates for

2V

women fall far behind those of men.

The paucity of satisfactory child care options
apparent in the employment context also have an effect on
the educational. opportunities available to women of all ages.
*

Indeed, the impediments may be greater in the educational
context, for unlike gainful employment, studying produces
no immediate income.

Educational institutions are under

no obligation to provide day care facilities for the children

16/ Generally, the more education a woman has, the greater
the likelihood that she will be engaged in paid employment.
Handbook on Women Workers at 187-88.
17/

Id at 191-92

18/

Id at 189-91

3J/

Id at 194-5

20/ Starting at age 16 with school enrollment rates approximately equalling those of men, women's rates fall progressively
further behind men's. By the time women reach the 22 to 24
year bracket, their enrollment rate is only slightly over half
that of comparably aged men, a relation which remains steady
through the 30-34 year bracket. Handbook on Women Workers at
197.
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of women desiring to study, and welfare departments are allowed
wide discretion to grant or deny recipients the child care
allotments necessary to permit them to study.
The criminalization of abortion would therefore
significantly impact the effectuation of women's civil and
political rights, reducing the empty promises the guarantees
of equal educational and employment opportunities.

2.. Impact of Restricted Access to
Abortion on Teen Age Women
The consequences for teenage women of an unwanted
pregnancy are particularly harsh. According-to testimony
received by the McRae court, eight-tenths of the women who
become mothers at 17 or younger drop out of school, and
alternative educational programs for such young mothers are
21/
Pregnancy is
provided by only one-third of the states.
the reason most often cited by female teenagers for dropping
22/
As previously mentioned, the level of
out of school.
education has a direct bearing upon employment and therefore
economic independence.

Seventy two percent of the women who

first gave birth at age 15-17 and 41% of those who gave

21/

McRae v. Harris, slip op. at 147

22/

Allan Guttmacher Institute, 11 Million Teenagers 25 (1976).

87-999 0 - 82 - 13
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2,J/
birth at ages 18 or 19 were receiving public assistance.
Pregnancy among teenagers is a major public health problem,
for the
with serious medical, and psychological implications
Studies show that pregnant adolescents
mother and baby.
have higher iates for toxemia, prolonged labor, premature
than
delivery, pelvic disproportion and cesesarean section
241/
more mature women.
In addition there are very serious emotional
problems resulting to adolescents who carry an unwanted
2A
pregnancy to term.
Teenage women account for approximately one-third
women
of all abortions each year. If these 300,000 young
their
per year were no longer able to choose to terminate
pregnancies these already alarming social and medical
problems would be even further compounded.
3. Impact on Unmarried Women of
Restricted Access to Abortion
It is beyond dispute that a social stigma extends
to the same
to the mother of illegitimate children at least

23/

Id. at 26.

DHEW
24/ ;pproaches to Adolescent Health Care In the 1970's,
Publicaticn lid. (HSA) 75-5014, p.17
25/ See :.cRae v. Harris, slip op. 143-7.
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degree as to the children themselves.

The Secretary of the

United Nations swunaritzed the impact of this stigma in a

report on the status of the unmarried mother as follows:
It has often been said that a person born

out of wedlock, the parents of that person
(the mother much more so than the father),
and .sometimes the entire family of the
mother, suffer a stigma as the result of
the nature of the birth. Words such as
"discredit", "disdain", "shame", contemptt"
and "condemnation" have been used to describe that stiqma. %hen it exists, it
impairs the social position, not only of
the person born out of wedlock, but also
the mother, thus constituting for her an
obstacle to the realization of a normal
life in the community in whichc h she lives.g/
The proposed legislation would remove from a woman
the right to decide whether or not she and her family are

able and willing to bear this enormous social and psychological
burden.
4.

Impact of Restricted Access to

.bortion

on Women' s Bodily Integrity
An unwanted pregnancy is a continuing invasion
of a womanls body for a period of months.

It

requires

sacrifice on the part cf the woman in the fcr-n of ph-'sical
disccnfort and perhaps pain.

A pregnant woman is frequently

limited in the types of physical activity she can undertake,
and .may experience a number of side effects during pregnancy.
Furthermore, a pregnancy can have permanent physical effects
4n ccsretic at well as health matters, and does,

.ith greater

26/ Secre~ary of the United Nations, Reoort: "The Status of t.he
Unr.arried Mother: Law and Practice" 56TI(71).
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frequency than legal abortion, lead to the death of the woman.
!II. LEGISLATIVE CONCERNS FOR "HUMAN LIFE"

The proposed legislation, which is framed in terms
of "protecting human life" is in actuality an attempt to
limit women's political, economic and civil rights.

Ironically,

current supporters of anti-abortion legislation do not view
the protection of human life as a legitimate congressional
concern when the life involved is that of an adult woman.
Supporters of S.158 have been among the most vocal opponents
to any legislation that would provide aid to victims of

28/

domestic violence as well as support for prevention services,
citing the lack of jurisdiction to intervene in private
fa-mily matters.

In contrast, the effect of S.158 would be

to impose a Congressional view of "human life" upon all
individuals, thereby violating individual's right to religious
freedom and significantly influencing the childbearing and
birth control decisions of millions of Americans.

The

tre-:.e-.dcus legislative concern for "fetal life" without
regard to :he physical, emotional, and economic consequences
to the women forced to bear unwanted children can only be
viewed as an elevation of the rights of the fertilized egg
at the expense of the rights and lives of women.

27/

Cates and tietze, Stand'ardized Mortalitv Rates Associated
recal Abcrtion: United States, 1972-75, 10 Family Planning
':ith
Perspectives 109, 111, 112 (1978).

28/

See 12Z Cong. Rec

S 2051-12066 (dail-.,ed.

September 4,
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The Ms. Foundation for Women is a national women's fund, providing grants
-and technical assistance to women's projects seeking to enhance the status
of women in society. Its board and contributors represent a broad range
of women and men concerned with the health and economic well-being of women
and their families. Its Reproductive Rights Project was created inresponse to the growing opposition to each woman's right to make her own
choices about childbearing regardless of economic status, and provides
national, state and local groups with assistance, training and funds for
public education on the issue of abortion. Through our training and
grant-making, the Ms. Foundation for Women works with a network of women's
and health groups with a commitment to the right to choose.
The Ms. Foundation for Women strongly opposes S. 158, the Human Life Statute
as a measure which will impose inhuman hardship on all women and their loved
ones should it be passed. Our own history has proven that making abortion
illegal simply makes it unsafe and in no way prevents women or couples
from determining to terminate a pregnancy for their own physical or mental
health. Children deserve a decent quality of life. This quality of life
isbecoming increasingly difficult for families to obtain. Compulsory
pregnancy would destroy the personal freedom of all women and the life,
--- heal'h,-and well-being of thousands of knerican women and their families.
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PRESS RELEASE

The National Abortion Federation, representing the
professional community through its 200-member clinics
throughout the United States and the 1.S million women
who choose to terminate their unwanted pregnancy each
year, denounces the so-called human life bill, not only
as an untenable ntrusion into responsible medical practice,
but as a threat to human life - existing life.
The proposed legislation Jeopardizes the foundation of
the medical profession and will have far reaching
implications for the entire medical community.
Practioneere will be reluctant to provide for their
patients nec~sary.edical care for fear of criminal
prosecution.
Constant government surveillance over
the medical profession will destroy Its traditional
autonomy, privacy rights of physicians and the
privileged doctor/patient relationship.
"no lev will stop abortions. Women always have and
always will terminate unwanted pregnancies", said Uta
Landy, Ph.D., Executive Director of the national Abortion
Federation. "This organization is dedicated to making
abortions available to women safely and legally."
The National Abortion Federation is conducting an all-out
effort to educate the millions of women and men cominS to its
clinics about the threat to safe, legal abortion. Hore than
8 allion womn have had legal abortions in this country.
These wome, their partners and friends represent a powerful
constituency which will not stand by quitely while Congress
attempts to interfere with the most personal and private
decision of whether and when to have a child.
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National Abortion Riits Action League
The National Abortion Rights Action League (NAML) was founded
in 1969 to lead the struggle for repeal of restrictive state abortion
laws.

Since the 1973 Supreme Court decisions which ruled that

abortion is part of the constitutional right of privacy, NARAL has
worked to keep abortion legal, safe, and accessible regardless of
soolo-economic level.
The National Abortion lights Action League has a rapidly growing
membership which currently totals over 125,000 dues-paying individuals.
NARAL also has affiliates in nearly every state with their own
memberships.

NARAL is dedicated to the elimination of laws and

practices that would compel women and their families to carry all
pregnancies to term.
In working to maintain free choice with regard to abortion,
NARAL represents the majority in this nation, for numerous public
opinion polls indicate that most Americans are pro-choice.

The most

recent poll shows that the vast majority of Americans reject legislation to prohibit abortion.

Forty percent believe that a woman

has an unconditional eight to end any pregnancy she chooses and 74%,
nearly three-quarters, believe that women have the right to end
pregnancies under most circumstances (Washington Post/ABC News poll
results of May 18-20, 1981).

The framers of S. 158 and its counter-

parts in the House of Representatives represent the mere ten percent
of Americans who believq that women should carry all pregnancies
to term.
For years the pro-choice American majority remained too silent,
confident that its elected representatives would naturally heed the
will and common sense of the majority and not threaten legal abortion.
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"However#

the public's complacence has ended.

this country --

People throughout

in every state and in every congressional district

are awakening to the fact that the United States Congress is
seriously considering legislation to prohibit legal abortion and
the majority is silent no longer,

Every congressional office is

hearing from an increasing number of pro-choice constituents and
every interest group which is vorking to keep abortion legal is
finding new troops and allies.
Unlike the elected representatives who support 8, 153, most
Americans recognize that making abortion illegal will not stop women
from having abortions, but it will compel over a million women each
year to seek unsafe, illegal abortions,

Most Americans want women

and children who are victims of rape or incest or who face medical
risks if they carry a pregnancy to term to be allowed to decide
whether or not to terminate their pregnancies.

Most Americans

sympathize with a family which learns that a fetus the woman is
carrying is seriously deformed; and most Americans believe the
family should be able to choose whether or not to have an abortion.
Most Americans do not want 14 and 15 year old girls starting
families for which they are neither emotionally nor physically able
to care.

And now many members of this pro-choice American majority

are starting to ask themselves why their elected representatives
are spending taxpayers' money to advocate legislation which the vast
majority of their constituents oppose.

Pro-choice Americans will

increasingly demand that their elected leaders truly represent them
by opposing legislation which would make abortion illegal.
Congressional approval of S. 158 becomes even more unacceptable
to the American public as it

learns about the ramifications of giving
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legal personhood status to a fertilized egg and fetus

--

a far-

reaching change in our laws which is unprecedented, Noteworthy and
,thoughtful testimony has been given about the possible impact of

8. 158 with regard to criminal laws against abortion, medical care
of pregnant women, religious liberty of all Americans, and so on.
But even though 8. 158 has potential massive impact on people's lives
in this country, proponents of this bill have been strangely
unwilling to discuss the very real implications of their legislation,
indicating that we can all watch the ramifications unfold after 8. 158
becomes law.

This irresponsible approach to a bill which cOuld

greatly effect nearly every American's personal life is unworthy of
"the United States Congress and will not be accepted by the voting

public.
Any legislation or constitutional amendment which compels
women to carry all pregnancies to term forces them to repeatedly
risk their lives and health for a fetus,
for which there are Oompleted

In 1978, the latest year

DHHS statistics, 61 percent, or

almost two-thirds, of women who went through childbirth under medical
supervision had health complications, and the number is rising, not
falling.

Women also die from complications of pregnancy and from

childbirth, especially outside of hospitals.

(In fact, mortality

from childbirth is 11 times that of legal abortion.)
8. 158 guarantees to

Nothing in

a woman who becomes pregnant that there will

be medical facilities present when she delivers.
go other law in this country, except for the draft, requires
individuals to sacrifice life and limb for others.

No law can compel

an individual to donate a kidney to save a family member; no law
mandates that people must place themselves in jeopardy by attempting
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'to rescue others from flood or fires yet this proposed law -8. 158 -- would require every woman of reproductive age to risk-her
life and health if she becomes pregnant, requiring her to place her

own life in jeopardy for a fetus.

There is no precedent for such

governmnt-mandated self sacrifice in this republic,
ken you consider the potential dangers faced by every pregnant
woman, it becomes obvious that the "pro-choice" movement is really
the "pro-life" movement in this country because it is working to
protect the fundamental right to life, health, and liberty of half
the American population.

And the so-called 'pro-life" movement,

then, is really "pro-state-controly"

It is a sham.

Under the guise

of protecting the biological existence of an unborn and undeveloped
fetus, it

would expand the reach of the state to the point that it

is

coercing women, by law, to carry pregnancies to term and risk their
lives for a potential life.

No administration or Congress devoted

to reducing government control over our lives could conceivably
support the so-called "pro-life" movement's goals.

NARAL calls upon the members of this Subcommittee to join with
the vast majority of their fellow citizens in opposition to-S. 158.
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National Alliance for Optional Parenthood
2010 Masschusetts Ave., NW., Washington, D.C. 2000M8, (20 ) 290474

June 1981
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OPPOSITION TO 5.158, THE "FETAL PERSONHOOD BILL"
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Specifically, the National Alliance for Optional Parenthood opposes
S.IS8 because it would deny women access to legal abortion. This positiot is supported by the following policy adopted by the AOP Board
of Directors on 17 September 1976:
The National Alliance for Optional Parenthood,
in accordance with its goals, supports the
right of individuals to maintain a childfree
lifestyle. To accomplish this in a manner
consistent with the individual conscience, all
methods of controlling onets fertility, including contraception, sterilization and abortion
should be readily obtainable, legally available
and a matter of personal choice.
The National Alliance for Optional Parenthood is a nonprofit educational
organization founded in 1972. The primary purpose of NAOP is:
* To promote informed, thoughtful and unpressured decisions about
whether to be a parent or to be childfree;
* To make the "childfree choice" a socially accepted and respected
option.
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The National Alliance for Optional Parenthood (NAOP) opposes S.IS8 on
constitutional and moral grounds. NAOP deplores attempts to subvert
the Constitution of the United States through amendment by legislation
and objects strongly to efforts by one group of citizens to impose
their philosophy forceably on the entire nation.
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S.158 would have a negative effect both on NAOP members who have decided
not to be parents and those who are in the process of deciding about parenthood. By eliminating abortion and certain forms of contraception,
S.ISS decreases the methods available to people to carry out their reproductive decisions.
Parenthood is too important and demanding a role to be left to chance.
Reproductive options must be preserved in order to prevent the problems
associated with unwanted births and to promote a high quality life for
all citizens.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COMISSIONS FOR WOMEN

I$6 Avenue of the hMricas
New York. New York 10020
(212) 977.5740

June 16. 1981

STATEMENT BEFORE THE SENATE JUDICIARY SUB-COMMITTEE ON SEPARATION OF POWERS

Senator John P.East, Chair
Senator Max Baucus, Ranking Minority
The National Association of Commissions for Women strongly urges the Sub-Comelttee
on the Separetion of Powers against support of S. 1S/H.R. 900- the so-called
Human Life Statute.
This legislation would prohibit the individual States from funding abortions, even
where State Legislatures had determined such funding to be the vil of its people.
In effect, the legislation sets a national policy that has as its consequence the
removal of States' will to act in this area. This is not States' rights, towards
which the President has been working, but the opposite. We urge the Sub-Committee
on the Separation of Powers to refrain from Infringing upon the individual wills
os our 50 States, to further the moral and religious beliefs of one segment of
our society against the views of other moral and religious people in a pluralistic
and free society.
The National Association of Commissions for Women it the national unifying body of
official State and local comissions created by our 60 States to improve the lives
of w men. Today this network includes 140 commissions across the country.
On behalf of our national constituency, we ask for negative action on S. 158/H.R. 900.
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STATEMENT OF THE
14ATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
ON
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM
The National Education Association supports the right of reproductive
freedom for all women. IEA supports the 1973 U.S. Supreme Court decision that
guarantees the constitutional right to personal privacy and reproductive
freedom for women.
KEA is an Independent organization open to all educational personnel
with a current membership of over 1.7 million members and affiliates in every
state.

NEA's membership Includes women representing a cross-section of

MAerican society.

NEA's membership has affirmed In its resolutions its

dedication to the elimination of all aspects of discriminatory practices
against women.
Although reproductive freedom is part of a constitutionally protected
right to privacy, a right that cannot be exercised is no right at all.

NEA

opposes government action which restricts the right of women and their
families to make very personal decisions privately.
Reproductive freedom does not frame a moral debate as to what decision
individuals should make and does not call for a moral Judgment for or against
abortion.

We must remain steadfast in our defense of the right of reproductive

freedom for women.

That is the right and compassionate thing to do.

NEA/GR;6/17/81
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Reproductive Health Association, Inc.
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STATEMENT OF THE

NATIONAL FAMILY PLANNING AND REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH ASSOCIATION

REGARDING S.

158

SUBMITTED TO THE
SUSCOIM4ITTEE ON SEPARATION OF POWERS
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY
UNITED STATES SENATE
JUNE 1981
The National Family Planning and Reproductive Health

Association (NFPRHA) is a non-profit membership organization
headquartered in Washington, D.C. devoted to the improvement and
expansion of the delivery of family planning and reproductive
health care services throughout the United States.

It

is the

largest organization in the nation composed of providers and
consumers of family planning and reproductive health care services.
Our members are comitted to establishing and maintaining reproductive health care as a high priority preventive health

W

care service in this country.
NFPRHA believes that comprehensive reproductive
health services, education and counseling, including
abortion, should be available to all individuals
regardless of their economic status.

We believe that

it is of primary importance that the needs and rights
4
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of all persons seeking family planning and reproductive health
care services, education and counseling be met with sensitivity
and concern for their physical and mental well-being.

Finally,

we believe that reproductive freedom is one of the most fundamental
human and civil rights.
NFPRJ1A recognizes its responsibility to uphold this right,
basic to all, and must actively oppose any erosion of reproductive
freedom and any restriction of access to comprehensive family
planning and reproductive health care services.
Therefore, the National Family Planning and Reproductive
Health Association, along with a sizeable majority of Americans,
strongly opposes the consideration and passage by the Congress
of the United States of S. 158 and all other proposals to define
the point at which "human life" begins.

Such a definition is

impossible to legislate, since there is no consensus among
religious leaders, scientists, philosophers, ethicists, medical
professionals, politicians or any other segment of our society
as to when "human life" begins.
such proposals would, if enacted, severely restrict reproductive
freedom in this country.

Abortion would, or could, become a

federal or state crime, in contradiction to the fundamental
right proclaimed by the Supreme Court in its 1973 rulings in
Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton.

Various contraceptive and prenatal

practices and methods could also be outlawed.

In addition, such

proposals present a host of other not-completely-understood, but
potentially far-reaching, ramifications in the areas of medicine,
law, economics and ethics.
Thus, the National Family Planning and Reproductive Health
Association, representing those who are.most directly involved
with the provision and receipt of family planning and reproductive
health care services --

those who are most likely to be affected by

the passage of a "human life amendment" or "human life statute" -urges the United States Congress and this Subcommittee to reject all
proposals that would seek to limit reproductive freedom, as S. 158
would do.
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National Federation of Temple Sisterhoods
838 Fifth Avenue, Now York, New York 10021
Statement by Lillian Naltser, Huntington Woods, Michigan
President, National Federation of Temple Sisterhood@
" ife
Nit'onal Federation of Temple Sisterhotd is the women's agency of Reform Judaism. Ou
Federation included over 600 affiliated Sisterhood# throughout the United States with mort
than 100.000 memb
.r Our agency has as its primary concerns strengthening the synagogue,
runcern roIr ls. lt-wlih Iiaslly, tilK education and wtl-being of our children , m.wt Ing the
in--dH nid hii o.riilii .i ,mar tnmberts through continuitil Juwitli t.duvut luii,
t' 'terit fur lovw
quullty ul cuo..m..,iil
t., I.tureulth uctivitice end as an uxprellusull u uur r0lJgiuu"
mandate for lulJ purticipation in our society, a special cuncursi fur mcetiiig the needs
of the elderly, children and the disadvantSaed.
I'speak on the right of choice from several points of view:
A

the President of a large body of religiously affiliated woman;

As a mother, having borne children, two of whom are women;
As a nurse who has seen much suffering in the past, and who had hoped that
women had achieved some eaure of control over their lives and bodies.
TheaSupreme Court ho held that the question of when life begins is a matter of religious
belief, and not medical or legal fact. While we recognize the right of religious groups
whose beliefs differ from ours to follow the dictates of their faith in this matter,
we vigorously oppose attempts to legislate the particu
faith of those groups into the
law which governs us all.
Jewish law holds that the fetus t not a living being until the moment of birth. Indeed,
there in much biblical basis for this tradition, and even more basis for the clear understanding that if the fetus threatens the lIfe of the mother, the mother's life takes
precedence.
As President of the National Federation of Temple Sisterhoods, which Includes nore.than
100,000 women, I tell you that we believe that the right to choose on the better of abortion is a personal decision based on religious, moral and cultural values and beliefs;
it should not be determined for others by special interest groups whether religious or
otherWise, not should government be the enforcing agency for their points of view.
We also strongly support the right of people of other faiths to act according to their
conscience in this matter, without government interference; thus we would strongly oppose any law which would make abortion mandatory under any conditions. Such Interferenc
with conscience is as abhorrent to us as are the proposed Human Life Amendments which or.
currently In the Congress. We believe that our freedom is grounded in the American trad.
ition of the separation of Church and State, and that theology should not be legislated
into lv.
As the mother of young women In their child-bearing years, I feel threatened by the HUM
Life Amendment, knowing that its Implications are destructive to our personal privacy, o
inheritance lav, to our criminal system-there is no end. "hlia paramount right to life
io vested in each human being from the moment of fertilization without regard to age,
health ot condition of dependency."
Such simple wordsl Yet, think of what this would
mean. Should my daughter conceive, and then have a spontaneous miscarriage (visich happens to ore than one-fourth of all conceptions), would this then have to be investigatt
by the coroner to be sure that murder was not cosmitted?
If my daughter wishes to use birth control, has she lost the right to choose an
prevents the fertilized ovum from bng Implanted in the uterus?

87-999 0 - 82 - 14
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Should my daughter, It she becomes pregnant, spend her entire pregnancy in bed to avoid%
even the posulibitity ul aborting? If not, has she committed a capital crime?
"
UItles.tety. will uvvry wum.ii become not only the prisoner of her fetus, but also the primonur of hur etidvr, ru-purtij the mot Intimate details of her life to those who are trampling on her rellgLuus .Lid personal rights?
Surely our guvvritmenlt, whici is said to have a umdte to "get off the backs of the people"
must not tall ittu the trip of more regulation of our personal lives.

As a nurses, I UMv'OliVtl-4.!d that to deny women the right to legal abortions will not reduce
the number of [Jnnr.
j1ittvy Interruptions-Lt will only drive women back to the alley operatore with the b,.tse
Isorriblu consequeneaw which I well remember seeing in the hospitalthe exunguinuted, toxic womePn who sought desperately for some way out of their dilemmasyoung girls who si'eded surgery which then prevented them from ever bearing children, mothers of large fuauillet; wIo could not face having another child and then died from an Illegal abortion luvLig cte children motherless, others who left the hospital scarred in
other ways by the Iiteccloins they contracted.
Today thl would iappoitiotcly to the poor who could not afford to go where proper care
was available. Yet, Litesome people who deny the poor the right to control their reproductive life, also would deny them contraceptive education, almost ensuring continued
human mOuury.

We cannot underest
we believe:

annte
our opponents and we must tell them and speak out to all on what

WE - not they - urn, pro-life.

We are anti-hunger, anti-unwanted children,
anti-abused and neglecuad babies.

WE- not ti.y - .srv pru-family.

We are anti-human misery from whatever is

WE - not they - are pro-freedom

of religious conscience, in the spirit of the
Bill of Rights of our Constitution.

destructive to the famLly-unlimited numbers
of children, genetic malformations or
incestuous concept ions.

lAudWe Will Not Abandon These Principlesl
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National Women's Health Network
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The National Women's Health Network is the only
national membership organization of consumers
providers devoted exclusively to women's
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bore nationally -- is broad-based and represents
great diversity demographically. The Network
has a variety of programs and services, including
a bimonthly newsletter and other publications,
annual educational conferences, and a Women's
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health.

Our constituency --

nearly 10,000 mem-

Health Clearinghouse. We are often invited to
present testimony or provide technical assistance
federal level.

The Network has representation

each of the 50 states, although it does not
have state chapters or affiliates per se.
The National Women's Health Network opposes 8.158.
Abortion is a critical public health issue facing
all women. Without legalized abortion, an estimated 1 million illegal abortions occur annually,
often with complications and death. Young, black,
and poor women are particularly at risk. We believe that it is every woman's right to choose
whether and when and under what circumstances
to bear children. There are circumstances under
which abortion is justified, and in a pluralistic
society there cannot be attempts to legislate
morality.
8.158 has potentially sweeping consequences, legally,
economically, and-psydhologically for all women.
It condemns women to unsafe medical care, and
in many instances, to economic disaster. The
right to abortion must be recognized as inex tricably connected to a number of other critical
issues. Freedom of choice, guaranteed by the
Constitution of the United States, must be upheld
as a fundamental right.

224 Seventh Str-e S.E., Washhisonp W.

(20) 543-922
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Position Paper On Abortion
Adopted By
The National Women's Health Network Board
On June 4, 1978

The National Women's Health Network regards
access to safe, legal abortions as a basic right of all

women irrespective of age or marital or economic
status. ItI every whom's right t., choose whether and

-

when and under what circumstances to beer children.
This choice will only be truly available to all women
when a number of critical social constraints have been
removed and there exists universal access to
contraceptive Information and counselling, particularly
for very young wometi assured pregnancy disability
rights for working women, universal access to decent
infant health care, and high quality day care at low cost.
Safe legal abortions must be readily available and
financially accessible to all women. The Network is
irrevocably opposed to the elimination of public funds to
finance abodions for low Income women, as an erosion
of equal rights under the law, an Insupportable limiation
of the choice of women to whom society gives fewest
options, and an example of klslated class
discrimination which endargers the lives and health of
the women whom t affects. The Network also opposes
the elimination of federal funding for federal workers, as
well as federal and state restrlcto for other groups of
women workers. Lack of financial access to abwtn
services force many women to accept sterilization as a
form of birth control, losing their childbearing capacity
forever, because they fear pregnancy In adverse
circumstances

Clearly then, the right to abortion is inextricably

Intertwined with a number of other issues, whose
ultimate resolution may make abortion s crucial but less

frequently exercised right The NWHN supports
struggles around these issues. particularly the fight
against sterilization abuse, and the movements for child
care services and pregnancy disability rights. It Is In
favor of coalitions which link these Issues conceptually
and in practice.
Abortion services are only one oart of a woman's
need for complete health and medical care, The
financing of comprehensive health care services for
women must include coverage for al reproductive
services, Including abortion. True comprehensive care,
which will Include universal access to a broad range of
high quality services, will only come about through the
advent of a community-based, democratically.
cordrolled national health system.
The NWHN x.ees the importance of supporting
legislative and legal work on abortion rights, and

supports the singlb 'issue organizations which are

leading that struggle at the federal and state levels,
However, i opposes the use of arguments and policies
on the abortion issue which stem from an analysis
which suggests that population control isan element In
the movement for reproductive rights. Population
control groups have tried to counter the attempt to
prevent sterilization abuse through regulations, and
have suggested that stat i should fund abortions as a
way of keeping welfare costs down. The NWHN does
not support the population control analysis. It takes its
stand on the Inalienable right of each woman to control
her body and her Ile.
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NATIONAL WOMEN'S POLITICAL CAUCUS
1411
KSTREET.
NW, WASHINGTON. D.C. 20005 (202) 347-4456
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STATEMENT OF IRIS MITGANG, NATIONAL CHAIR
NATIONAL WOMEN'S POLITICAL CAUCUS
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June 18,

1981

On behalf of the National Women's Political Caucus,
a nationwide, multi-partisan organization with over 55,000
members in 300 state and local Caucuses across the country,
I submit this statement on 8.158, the proposed OHuman Life
Bill," to the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on the Separation
Cf Powers for the hearing record. The National Women's Political
Caucus is dedicated to the education and full participation
of women in all phases of the political process. Reproductive
rights has been a central and priority concern of our organization since its founding 10 years ago.
The National Women's Political Caucus opposes enactment
of 8.158 and all other attempts to deny or restrict a woman's
reproductive rights. We believe that a women's right to
control her own body, in line with sound medical advice and in
accordance with her own moral or religious sensibilities, is
fundamental. By reproductive rights we mean freedom from
sexual violence such as rape and incest, freedom from sterilization abuse, accessible and affordable family planning information and services, the right to a workplace free from
reproductive hazards, along with the right to choose to terminate a pregnancy. Reproductive rights are central to, and
interwoven with, all of our efforts to achieve economic equity
for women and equal rights under law.
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LEGAL RANIFICATIONB O? 8.158
The "Human Lift Bill" is clearly an attempt to subvert via
statute the 1973 Supreme Court decision in Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S.
113 (1973), that declared that the constitutional right to privacy
encompassed a woman's right to terminate a pregnancy. The bill
would legislate that human life, and therefore "personhood" under
the 14th Amendment, begins at conception. Many of the argumnts
against the bill have been raised throughout the Subcomttee's
hearings, but the seriousness of the ramifications merit a repetition
of the major points. Enactment of 8. 158 would:
1) allow states to outlaw all abortions, even those in cases
where the woman was a victim of rape or incest, and where
continuation of the pregnancy threatened the woman's health
or very life.
2) allow states toienact criminal penalties for women who have
or seek abortions, doctors who perform or advise abortions
according to their best medical judgement, or spouses or
friends that assist a woman in exercising her constitutional
rights.
3) open the door to a ban on several of the most effective forms
of birth control, including the ZUD, some or all birth
control pills, and the "morning-after" pill -- the only

after-the-fact contraceptive.
4) inflict other health hasards on women, forcing them to. carry
harmful pregnancies to term, possibly causing woman to avoid
needed medical care out of fear. For instance, a woman who
miscarries may not see her doctor fearing prosecution or
investigation.
5) establish one religious or moral view on all Americans and
%
abridge the separation of church and state.
6) constitute a totally unacceptable form of government intrusion
into the private lives of citizens by making pregnancy
mandatory and possibly devising an enforcement scheme.
7) force major changes in many legal areas, including tort law,
tax laws and property law by defining legal personhood as
beginning at conception.

0
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Section 2 of S. 158 would deny jurisdiction in abortionrelated cases to the lower federal courts. This, too, raises
serious constitutional questions. Proponents of this jurisdiction
limitation make no attempt to conceal that this is an attempt to
undermine the rights articulated in Roe v. Wade by restricting
citizen's access to judicial redress.
The federal court system has the ultimate power to interpret
the Constitution -- dating back to Marbury v. Madison, 1 Cranch 137,
in 1803. While the Constitution does entrust Congress with the
authority to create lower federal courts, Congress may not restrict
court jurisdiction for the purpose of impeding enforcement of
constitutional interpretations. And Congress does not have the
authority to allow states to act in a way that would be otherwise
disallowed under the 14th Amendment. To enact this court jurisdiction
limitation would constitute a reallocation of power among the
three brances of our government and-would seriously threaten the system of chocks and balances. To allow state courts to interpret
constitutional rights could result in 50 differing versions of those
rights -- clearly not what the framers of the Constitution had
intended.
Limiting court jurisdiction also raises equal protection
questions by singling out pregnan women for deprivation of access
to the courts.
In sum 0.159 is an attempt to amend the U.S. Constitution
through the back door. To overrule a decision by the Supreme Court
.on constitutional rights by a majority vote is beyond the power and
authority of Congress. There is only one way to reverse the 1973
ruling, and that is by amending the Constitution itself. It was
precisely for the purpose of protecting the American people from

congressional whim and excess that the framers devised the amendment
ratification process. For without a significant consensus -- a twothirds majority in both-houses of Congress and approval of threefourths of thelstates - such amendments will not succeed.
The consideration of 6. 156 is an assault on the Bill of Rights,
the balance of power, and on the rights and well-being of American
women.,
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POLITICAL CONCERNS
Since the 1973 Supreme Court ruling# opponents of reproductive
rights have organized to reverse or restrict that decision. The
rhetoric and concerns of the so-called Oright to life" groups have
focused almost exclusively on the "rights" of the fertilized egg.
The woman, who must bear the fetus for nine monihs and the fact that
the fetus is totally dependent on the woman, become invisible.
Accordingly virtually all rights and concerns of the woman are
viewed as expendable in order to preserve the fertilized egg from
the moment of conception.
In short, they are seeking to make
motherhood mandatory.
For many of the groups that call themselves "proLlife," the
abortion issue has taken on added dimensions. Today, abortion has
become symbolic of what they see as a general social malaise. Seeking
to deny women's reproductive rights has merged with their attack
on the sexual freedoms and social changes of the 1960's and 70's,
and clearly, an attack on the progress of the feminist movement
and the independence of women.
Opponents of reproductive freedom marshall an array of false
arguments to try to justify outlawing all abortions.
Clearly there
are serious problems with their perspective and use of the abortion
issue.
First, a fertilized egg is obviously not "human life" in the
way a newly born baby, child or adult is human life. A fertilized
egg or fetus exists only as potential life.
Second, the issue of legal "personhood" as proposed in S. 158
and various constitutional amendments, is very different from
identifyinq the biological beginning of human life. I refer you
to the statement of Dr. Leon Rosenberg before the Subcomittee on
April 24, 1981, for a full and articulate discussion on this point.
Third, the anti-choice approach trivializes the realities of
women's lives. A whole range of circumstances can affect a woman's
decision to terminate a pregnancy, including health and economic
considerations. Perhaps another pregnancy will force her to quit
the job she needs to supplement her husband's income and adequately
provide for her existing children. Perhaps she is single and the
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victim of rape of incest. An unplanned pregnancy could be the "last
straw" for an already strained marriage. Or the woman could actually
be little more and a child herself, a teenager who knows nothing
of birth control and finds herself pregnant. The decision to have
an abortion is not trivial.or easy for any woman to make.
The inner conflicts and hypocrasies of the so-called "pro life"
position are deeply ironic. Those who emphatically oppose "government intervention" in their businesses, schools and lives
actively promote government intrusion into the most personal and
intimate aspects of our lives. Those who oppose the right to
choose parenthood endorse the "right to choose" as fundmental in
the business and economic arenas (note that conservative economist
Milton Frtedman's latest book is entitled Free to Choose). Those
who claim to be "pro-life" tend to forget about the women whose
lives and health would be imperilled by compulsory pregnancy. Those
that claim to be ."pro-family" deny the pervasive social changes of
the past 20 years and the serious economic pressures confronting
most American families today.
Those who claim to respect the traditional family and traditional'
values have, in effect, reduced and dehumanized the concept of
"motherhood" to connote a mere biological fact. The tendency is
to see motherhood as a punishment -- a burden women must bear for
their sexual activity. Motherhood, for them, becomes a passive
biological state, rather than the active acceptance of the longterm responsibilities and obligations of a parent.
The net affect of this virtual crusade against reproductive
rights has been the elevation of the abortion issue to be the most
emotionally volatile political issue of the day.
The question the *right to life" groups ;aise is the moral
question: is abortion right or wrong in the individual woman's
situation?
But the issue before the Supreme Court in 1973 and before the
Congress now is the political question, who will decide the moral
question?
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THB RIGHT TO CHOOSE
Opponents of reproductive rights are motivated not out of
concern about themselves seeking abortions, but by their desire to
deny abortion as an option for all women. They seek to establish
their moral views as public policy and impose their beliefs on all
Americans. They answer the political question saying they should
decide.
We answer the political question differently.
To answer the political question, the interest of the state
(in protecting women's health and in the potential human life of
the egg) must be balanced with, as Justice Blackmum wrote in Roe v.
Wader *the detriment that the state would impose upon the pregnant
woman by denying this choice (of abortion) all together..." ( Sex
Discrimination and the Law, Babcock, Freedman, Nortoii and Ross eds.,
Little, Brown and Company, Boston, 1975, page 953).
The state's interest in protecting women's health is discussed
at someo length in Roe v. Wade, and we support the court's findings.
But when the cost of the "rights" of potential life is forced
motherhood, clearly the state would impose too great a burden on
women and their families.
As long as women bear children as a biological fact, we must
be able to control whether and when to bear them.
As long as women remain primarily responsible for the care and
rearing of children, women must be able to decide whether and when
to take on those responsibilities.
Who is to decide the moral question?
must be free to decide for herself.

Each individual woman

The role of the state, in answering the political question,
must be to protect the people against the imposition of one view
on all, to guarantee the constitutional right of privacy, and to
fully respect the religious and moral sensibilities of individual
citizens.
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The National Women's Political Caucus does not encourage or
force women to seek abortLons, but we are firmly committed to
preserving the option of safe, legal abortion for all women.
We do not work to limit the rights of those who oppose abortion
on moral or religious grounds to refuse abortion for themselves or
to have and teach ethical, moral or religious values that disapprove of
abortion, but we vigorously work to prevent the establishment of
their values on all.
Once again, a poll has shown
in the right to choose to have an
the Washington Post/ABC News (see
1), almost three-fourths endorsed
all or most circumstances.

that the American people believe
abortion. In a recent survey by
the Washington Post, 6/8/81, page
the right to choose abortion in

The small segment of the population that vigorously opposes
reproductive rights is perceived, mistakenly we believe, to have
disproportionate political-influence. The abortion prohibition and
court jurisdiction limitation on S. 158 are indicative of the lengths
to which opponents of reproductive rights will go to impose their
views on others.
We believe that the right to choose and freedom from excessive
government intrusion in such personal matters are fundamental to
the American form of government and our concept of liberty. For
Congress to abridge these rights is unconstitutional, inappropriate,
unwise and dangerous. We urge all Members of the 97th Congress to
oppose S. 158.
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The Physicians Forum Inc.

510 Madbo Avenue, New York. N.Y. 10022 • 212 688-3290

Dear Member of Congress$

ky

The Physicians Forum is a national organization of physiclans, actively engaged in the delivery of health care and
opposed to all efforts to foreclose a woan's right to control her fertility through family planning and when necessary,
abortion.
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We are particularly concerned at this time about the
Human Life Amendment intxoduced by Senator Jesse Helms as
a
S158 and Congressman Hyrle as HR900. Our experience has been
that the decision to seek an abortion is rarely undertaken
lightly by a woman. It is a serious matter. but we think
that a woman must be allowed to make the choice for herself.
And once the decision is made we, as physiciaps, feel we owe
mct her the safety that is now inherent in competently performed
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by making abortions illegal, as the Human Life Amendment
Congress will not eliminate abortions.. They have
been with us throughout recorded history. Congress will,
however, succeed in eliminating their safety.
We cannot accept the injustice and inequity of such a
result.
We therefore trge you to vote against S158 (or HR900).

0. NY

Sincerely yours

N&CA

i'm

Anna T. Rand, H. D.
Chairman, Task Force on Reproductive Rights
ATR i ebz
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Statement of Faye Wattleton Submitted to the Senate
Judiciary Subcomittee on the Separation of Powers
On Behalf of Planned Parenthood Federation of America. Inc.

This statement isbeing submitted on behalf of Planned Parenthood
Federation of America and Its 187 affiliates in 42 states and the District
of Columbia. Planned Parenthood Federation of America is the nation's oldest
and largest voluntary organization committed to the fundamental right of every
Aerican to decide when and under what circumstances to become a parent. On
behalf of our affiliates, our clients and contributors, I feel compelled to
share with you our deep concern over S. 158, the Human Life Statute.
For more thars 60 years, Planned Parenthood has devoted all of its energies
and resources to promoting voluntary family planning for all Americans. We ve
done so by encouraging and supporting the development of safe and dependable
contraceptive care, and by working to remove the barriers that limit access
to contraception for those who choose it. However, we-recognize that there
remain numerous instances in whi h the adequacy of the current methods of
birth control, their unacceptability to some, and the difficulties experienced
In their use by many couples lead to a significant number of unintended and
unwanted pregnancies. As evidenced by the 1.5 million legal abortions voluntarily sought by women each year, abortion remains a necessary option for those
women and couples for whom contraception has not proven successful In preventing
unwanted pregnancies. It is imperative that this option continue to exist, and
to exist under legal conditions.
S. 158 purports to be a simple congressional determination of fact. In
actuality, however, Itisdesigned to overturn, by reinterpreting the Constitution, the Supreme Court's decision in 1973 that a woman, Inconsultation
with her physician, has a constitutional right to choose abortion. Although
never mentioned as the purpose of the bill, S. 158 fundamentally would alter
the legal status of abortion in the United States and abridge a woman's constitut onally-protected right to privacy, a right that the supreme Court has
on numerous occasions considered to be no less important than any other right
carefully and particularly reserved to the people.* Further, S.158 would
accomplish that end by doing violence to the Constitution and to the vital
system of Separation of Powers that Is at the heart of our forn of democracy
and that it Is the duty of this subcommittee to protect.
S. 158 Is based on two faulty premises on the part of its supporters:
First,-that the Judiciary as an institution was incapable in1973 of defining
when "human life begins. And second, that the judiciary did not have access
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to the scientific information and evidence needed to resolve the Issue, that
it did not confront the "reality" of abortion and fetal development. Therefore,
according to the supporters of S. 158, Congress should use its apparently superior
ability to gather data and facts, subpoena witnesses and amass evidence to reach
that determination on its own. These premises, and the conclusion to which
they lead, however, reflect not only a gross misunderstanding of the Court's
decision but also a misreadinq of the lenqthv opinion ithanded down.
In point of fact, the Court did fully examine and confront all the relevant
data and evidence. Innearly an entire year of deliberation, the Court undertook an exhaustive study of all scientific data concerning fetal development, as
well as virtually everything that had appeared inmedical, legal, scholarly and
scientific journals. Itwas privy to every piece of scientific data that has been
presented to this subcommittee, and I am bound to point out that no fundamentally. new
scientific information on determining when actual human life begins has become known
since 1973.
After its exhaustive research, the Court concluded that the question of
"when life begins" isnot one of scientific or medical fact. Itisa matter of
philosophy, ethics and religion, matters on which no consensus exists.
However, the Court concluded that, given the lack of consensus among
scientists, philosphers and theologians, the "Judiciary.. .isnot ina position
to speculate" as to when life begins in-no way obviates the fact that the Court
stated, Inclear and precise terns only a few sentences before that " the word
'person,' as used inthe 14th Amendment, does not Include the unborn." This is
the definitive ruling of the United States Supreme Court that S. 158 proposes
to overturn.
If passed, S. 158 would, for the first time inhistory, consider a fetus,
or even one cell with human genetic potential, as a person with full constitutional
rights. By setting the rights of the zygote, embryo or fetus incompetition with
the rights of a woman, S. 158 clearly is intended to make abortion illegal
nationwide. Yet, even the measure's staunchest proponents cannot agree on precisely what the effect of S. 158 would be. Some argue that states choosing not
to outlaw abortion could find their laws challenged on behalf of unborn, yet
constitutionally-protected, fetuses. Others argue that S. 158 would prohibit
any state law or policy that subsidizes or aids abortion, such as voluntary
Medicaid funding of abortion or the performance of abortions in public hospitals.
Still others contend that S. 158 would prohibit the use of some of the most
effective methods of contraception, including some low-dosage oral contraceptives
and the intrauterine device. All, however, agree that S. 158 would give states
a legal basis.to outlaw abortion.
At a bare minimum, S. 158 would deprive thousands of American women of the
right voluntarily, safely and legally to terminate unintended pregnancies. Depri ved of this ability, thousands of desperate women would resort to illegal
or self-induced abortions, often at an exorbitant physical and economic cost.
According to Dr. Christopher Tietze, Senior Consultant of The Population Council,
one could easily expect at least 750,000 IlTegal abortions a year if legal
abortions were prohibited. Many of these women would suffer long-term irreversible physical health damage and others would die. Many thousands of other women
would be unable to obtain any abortion and would be forced to carry their pregnancies to term and bear urranted children.
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Planned Parenthood came to Its support of legal abortion from having seen
the devastating effects on the lives and health of women by laws that made
abortion illegal. They do not stop the procedures from occurring. Before the'
Supreme Court decisions In 1973 that made safe abortion accessible to thousands
of women in need, we saw almost every day the faces of women confronting unwanted pregnancies. We saw the statistics and. media accounts of hospital emergency rooms forced to mend, if possible, the victims of Illegal and self-induced
abortions. As a nurse, I had first-hand experience with the problems women
faced in the years before abortion was legal. I saw many women who came into
hospitals wthincomplete abortions'who were either desperately Ill or who were
unable to be treated.successfull and subsequently expired. If S. 158 were
enacted, it could turn back the hands of time and once again subject American
women and their families to this preventable suffering and pain.
The collateral effects S. 158 would have on our system of jurisprudence
are shrouded in uncertainty. If an embryo is considered a "person" under the
Constitution, what would be the status of the estimated 20 to 40 percent of
embryos who are discarded naturally in the early stages of pregnancy? What,
Ifany, would be the woman's responsibility for their survival? If a fetus
is given constitutional rights, would abortions be considered'murder? Could
a physician performing an abortion to prevent irreparable health damage to a
woman be prosecuted for muJrder? Could a woman herself face criminal prosecution
for seeking to obtain this necessary medical procedure? The further possible
effects of giving a fetus full constitutional rights on our entire legal system -on tort law, on criminal law, on contracts law, on property law -- are so vast
that they would take years and perhaps decades of litigation to become known
Intheir entirety.
While a consensus as to the precise moment at which "actual human life" and
human personhood begins remains elusive, a nationwide consensus in support of
legal abortion does not. The overwhelming majority of Americans disapprove of
a measure such as S. 158. According to a recently-released Washington Post-ABC
News poll, 73 percent of Americans approve of abortion In all or most circumstances. S. 158 would allow states to prohibit abortions even if the life of
the woman were at stake although 88 percent of those included in the nationwide
study would disagree with that policy. When asked specifically, over twothirds of those polled would oppose a law that would make abortion murder.
Section 2 of S. 158, which would prohibit the lower federal courts from
considering cases relating to abortion, would have devastating effects of its
own. It would distinguish between the right to terminate a pregnancy and all
other constitutionally-protected rights. An abridgment of any other right
guaranteed in the Constitution could be heard In the federal court system while
a threat to a woman's right to terminate an unwanted pregnancy, could not. The
effect would be to make abortion a blacklisted constitutional right, inferior
to all others. Our constitutional system recognizes no such artificial orderIng of constitutional rights. This measure is damaging not only in its Immediate
effects on the ability of Americans to seek redress of grievances relating to
abortion but also inthe creation, as Professor Laurence Tribe has said, of a
breach in the wall of constitutional protection. The ultimate dimensions of
this breach, like so much else about the Implications of S. 158, are unknown.
If federal courts are prohibited from protecting the constitutional right to
abortion, they may In the future be prohibited from upholding a citizen's right
to a fair trial, or right to vote, or any other constitutional right at the
discretion or even the whim of a majority of Congress.
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PRETE

REPRODwTIVE HMTH CENTER, INCORPORATED

Preterm Reproductive Health Center was established in Washington,
D. C. in 1971 as a private, not.for-profit facility, From Its beginning,
It has been one of PRETERM's goals to De more than an ordinary abortion
clinic. A vasectomy, gynecological clinic and sex counseling services
were added soon after the center was established,

Whtle the core medical

service isabortion, there is a philosophical framework within which
abortion services are provided .- a framework that seeks to confirm
the dignity of women seeking abortion and to raise their expectations
for good health -- mental and physical,
Additionally, PRETERM provides clinical training 4nd education for
students, residents and staff of the Departments of 6ynecology and
Obstetrics at George Washington Universtty> Hospital, Georgetown Hospital,
Johns Hopkins Hospital, and others-. Our reputation and credibility is
evidenced by professional visitors who come from across the United States
and from several countries to observe the PRETERM model of health care
delivery. Hundreds of thousands of copies of detailed descriptive
literature about PRETERM and its medical and counseling practices haye
been distributed.
Stnce 1971, PRETERM has provided abortion services to more than
80,000 women. Our patient profiles, span all ages and soctoreconomtc

scales. We have learned inour 10 years of service that the choice of
abortion must be available to all women in the event of an unwanted or
unhealthful pregnancy. We believe further that
e such procedures should be simple" safe, inexpensive and nontraumttc,

87-999 0 - 82 - 15
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e tM medical decision should not be constrained legally,
nor should tt be handed down by a physician alone, but
entered into by the fully informed patient,
e every patient should have thorough counseling to apprise
her of the facts, to help her examtne her own feelings and
wishes, and to inform her of all alternatives.
Because S. 158 robs women of their freedom to make choices about
their lives, victimizes many who are already victim

those women and

children who have experienced rape and incest o Mt. $g.am
fl jes who
my be unable to care emotionally or ftnancially- for another child,
removes pntensely complex personal- dect

,fta . t

Ja:..

rework

and puts them into a pul~tc arena, we are strongly opposed to it.
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ReliSious Coalition for Abortion Rights
100 Mwyland Avenue,

N.E.

Wington. 0. C. 20002
(202) 543-7032

Statement on Senate Bill 158
May 20, 1981
The religious organizations listed below object strongly to the proposed Senate
Bill 1.58 on theological, humanitarian and constitutional grounds.
The declaration that "present day scientific evidence indicates a significant
likelihood that actual human life exists from conception" reveals a woeful Ignorance
of the historical and religious concepts of life and humanity. No one disputes the
fact that a physical human life form is created at fertilization and that, given the
proper conditions, It has the potential for developing into a person. But to describe
a human being strictly In terms of the physical ignores the essential aspect of the
spiritual, that wbich makes a human different from other mmals. There is no agreement
among religions as to when the developing fetus becomes a person; there Is certainly
no unanimous belief that the fertilized egg has equal value to the already born person
who is in living relationship with God. For this reason we believe that this bill
would codify one particular religious doctrine on the beginning of life, and hence
would constitute an infringement on the First Amendment right of religious liberty.
Because we believe that a decision on whether to terminate a pregnancy or carry
it tO term ust include consideration of the well-being of the woman and her family, as
well as a concern for the developing fetus, we object to the absolutist position mandated
by this bill. Although as- individual religious groups we hold widely varying viewpoints on when abortion is morally justifiable, we are all agreed that there are circumstances wheo abortion may be a more moral alternative than the forced prolongation of a
problem pregnancy. This bill shows a callous disregard of the tragedies of life which
may lead an individual to choose abortion and of the devastating damage to a woman and
her family which can result from those tragedies.
Finally, we agree with the legal scholars who have declared this bil to be unconstitutional. We view It as a devious attempt to abridge a Constitutional right while
circumventing the Constitutional amendment process. To allow Congress to reverse a
Supreme Court ruling by the simple process of redefining the concepts involved in that
ruling is a serious breach of the separation of powers upon which our government is
founded. If this is allowed to happen we fear that it would set a precedent which could
endanger the many other liberties guaranteed by the Bill of lights and established by
the Supreme Court.
We urge the Senate Subcommittee on Separation of Powers to reject Senate Bill 158.
National ministries,
American Baptist Churches

American Ethical Union
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NationalWomen1 Conference,
ASOMa Sthical, union

American Humanist Association

AmeLcan Jewish Congress

women's Division, American
Jewish Congress

BSnaL B'rith Women

Catholics for a Free Choice

Division of Homeland KiWO8ULOsi,
ChristaA Church (Disciples of Christ)

3piseopal Women's Caucus

National Council of Jewish Womn

national ederation of temple
Sisterhood.

General Assembly Mission Board
Presbyterian Church in the US

committee on Womn's Concerns,
Presbyterian Church in the US

Union of AmrLcan Hebrew CongregatLons

Unitarian Universalist Association

Unitarian Universalist Womaas Federation

board for Homeland Ministries,
United Church of Christ

Office for Mhuch in society,
United Church of Christ

Board of Church and Society#
United Methodist Church

Women's Division, Board of Global Ministries
United Methodist Church
Council on Women and the Church,
United Presbyterian Chb, ch, USA

The Program Agency, United
Presbyterian Church, USA

Woen's league for Conservative judaim

Young Women's Christian Assocation

United Synagogue of America
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NEWS
Religious Coalition for Abortion Rights
100 Marvland Avenue, N. E.
Washington. D. C.20002
(2O21 543.7032

CONTACT
Amy Roberts
202-54S-7032

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
June 18, 1981
THEOLOGIANS VOICE OPPOSITION TO

ANTI-ABORTION BILL
Forty prominent theologians and religious ethicists today issued an open
letter opposing the proposed "human life" bill on the grounds that it poses "substantive
religious problems."

Among the signers were six past-presidents of the American Society

of Christian Ethics, and Protestant, Jewish and Catholic scholars from nineteen states.
The bill is designed to overturn the 1973 Supreme Court decisions legalizing
abortion by declaring that Congress finds that "actual human life" begins at fertilization and is therfore to be protected under the Fourteenth Amendment.
"'Human life' is not an acceptable definition of person," the letter said.

"A person

is a complex entity that cannot be reduced to a cluster of germinated cells.
"A definition of 'person' is not a matter of scientific findings but of religious
or philosophical perspectives," the theologians asserted.

The qualities of personhood

"are bound up in the religious notion of imago dei (image of God)," they stated, and
"this biblical notion cannot be reduced to a genetic code, physical form or any other
physiological trait."
The letter argues that the effort to establish legislation on the premise that
personhood exists from conception is an attempt to construct law upon religious doctrine,
and, therefore, a violation of the principle of religious liberty.
(more)
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"Neither the value nor the meaning of religious liberty seems to be understood by
those seeking to build a structure of law upon a foundation of religious dogma," it said.
The theologians further charged that "imposing the moral theology of some groups
upon all Americans is tantamount to religious persecution. The principle to which our
nation is committed Is that no group shall be forced to live by the dogma of any other
group."
The letter adds another component to the growing list of experts and authorities
who have joined the campaign to block the "human life" bill.

The National Academy of

Science, the American Medical Assocation, six former U.S. attorneys-general, and a group
of twelve constitutional scholars are among the groups which have issued statements
opposing the legislation.

''9
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June 12, 1981

The Honorable John P. East
Chairman
Subcommittee of Separation of Powers
Senate Judiciary Comittee
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator East:
Religious scholars and ethicists are currently giving critical attention to
Senate hearings conducted to consider the "subject of when life begins for purposes of the 14th Amendment to the Constitution." of special concern is the
effort to define "person" as "all human life from the moment of conception or
fertilization," and to give scientific credibility to that concept.
We recognize the wide divergency of views among religious persons and
communities in the United States, and respect the right of people to believe the
notion that a fertilized ovum is a person or human being. We all share the
desire to reduce the need for abortion and reliance upon pregnancy termination
as a method of fertility control.
- However, we believe that abortion should be legally available for those
choosing 'to terminate a problem pregnancy. We further believe that the "human
life" bill poses substantive religious problems. Among these are the following:

1.

"Human life" is not an acceptable definition of person or human being.
We can all agree that a fertilized ovum is both "human" and "alive."
The moral issue in the abortion debate concerns whether a conceptus
is a person, not whether it is "life." Sperm and egg, prior to union,
as well as every other body cell or tissue, are also "human" and
"alive," but hardly qualify for protection as persons under the law.
A person is a complex entity that cannot be reduced to a cluster of
germinated cells. The language of the bill distorts the common meanings of terms in our vocabulary and thus introduces into the legal
process a confusion which is unacceptable.

2. A definition of "person" is not a matter of scientific findings but
of religious or philosophical perspectives. Biological facts, about
which most of us agree, do not explain the multiple dimensions of
personhood. Self-awareness, freedom, relatedness, a sense of purpose
and meaning, as well as values, goals, comitments and loyalties also
belong to what is meant by person. These qualities are beyond scientific definition, but are bound up in the religious notion of imago dei.
There is, however, no biological equivalent of the image of God in
humankind. Certainly, this biblical notion cannot be reduced to a
genetic code, physical form or any other physiological trait.
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3.

The concern for religious liberty. The effort to establish legislation on the premise that personhood exists from conception raises two
issues for religious freedom. The first is the attempt to construct law
upon religious dogma. While the right of any religious community to
believe or teach doctrine based upon speculative reason or esoteric
metaphysics is fully supportable, it is a violation of the principle
of religious liberty to enact legislation based upon such doctrines.
No consensus exists among various religious traditions in this pluralistic society regarding the moral value or personal status of the fetus.
Neither the value nor the meaning of religious liberty seems to be
understood by those seeking to build a structure of law upon a foundation of religious dogma.
The second issue concerns the direct and indirect legal sanctions which
would be imposed upon those who, on the basis of their own religious
convictions, may choose an abortion. Imposing the moral theology of
some groups upon all Americans is tantamount to religious persecution.
The state has no right to execute religious law, and every citizen
has a constitutional right to freedom from the imposition of religious
doctrines which are distasteful or unacceptable. The principle to
which our nation is committed is that no group shall be forced to live
by the dogma of any other group. This freedom is directly threatened
by-the "human life" bill.

These concerns compel us to voice our opposition to S. 158 (and H.R. 900).
We call upon religious leaders to examine these bills carefully and express
their reaction through appropriate channels and in the light of their own
religious perspectives. We also call upon our leaders in Congress to oppose
this legislation for the several reasons edited above.
Sincerely yours,

Waldo Beach
Past-President
American Society of Christian Ethics
Professor of Christian Ethics
Duke University
Durham, NC

Victor Obenhaus
Past-President
American Society of Christian Ethics
Professor of Christian Ethics-Retired
Chicago Theological Seminary
Chicago, IL

E. Clinton Gardner
Past-President
American Society of Christian Ethics
Professor of Christian Ethics
Emory University
Atlanta, GA

Douglas Sturm
Past-President
American Society of Christian Ethics
Professor of Religion & Political Science
Bucknell University
Lewisburg, PA
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Charles West
Past-President
American Society of Christian Ethics
Professor of Christian Ethics
Princeton Theological Seminary
Princeton, NJ
J. Phillip Wogaman
Past-President
American Society of Christian Ethics
Dean and Professor of Christian
Society Ethics
Wesley Theological Seminary
Washington, DC

Clyde A. Holbrook
Danforth Professor of Religion
Oberlin College
Oberlin, OH
Joseph Hough
Dean and Professor of Christian Ethics
School of Theology
Claremont, CA
Clark A. Kucheman
Professor of Christian Ethics
Claremont Men's College
Claremont, CA

James Luther Adams
Professor Emeritus
Harvard Divinity School
Cambridge, MA

Karen Lebacqz
Assistant Professor of Christian Ethics
Pacific School of Religion
Berkeley, CA

Jack S. Boozer
Professor of Religion
Emory University
Atlanta, GA

Richard M. Martin
Assistant Professor of Humanity
Medical College of Georgia
Augusta, GA

Eugene Borowitz
Professor of Education and
Jewish Religious Thought
Hebrew Union College
New York, NY

Hayden McCallum
Professor of Christian Ethics
Episcopal Divinity School
Cambridge, MA

Charles S. Brown
Associate Professor of Practical
Theology
Yale Divinity School
New Haven, CT
Carole F. Chase
Associate Professor of Religion
Elon College
Elon College, NC
Warren Copeland
Assistant Professor of Religion
Wittenburg University
Springfield, OH
John H. Gesselle
Professor of Christian Ethics
School of Theology
Swanee, TN

Robert C. L. Moffat
Professor of Law
Univeristy of Florida
Gainesville, FL
Eric Mount, Jr.
Professor of Religion
Centre College
Danville, KY
N. Leroy Norquist
Assistant Professor of New Testament
Lutheran School of Theology
Chicago, IL
Marion P. Obenhaus
Director-Chicago Child Care Services-Retired
Chicago, IL
Robert G. Pielke
Associate Professor
George Mason University
Fairfax, VA
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John C. Raines
President, Center for Ethics
and Social Policy
Philadelphia, PA
Associate Professor of Religion
and Ethics
Temple University
Philadelphia, PA
Guy H. Ranson
Professor of Religious Ethics
Trinity University
San Antonio, TX
Dan D. Rhodes
Professor of Christian Ethics
School of Theology
Claremont, CA
Rosemary R. Ruether
Georgia Harkness Professor of
Applied Theology
Garrett-Evangelical Theological
Seminary
Evanston, IL
Letty M. Russell
Associate Professor of Theology
Yale Divinity School
Nev Haven, CT
Charles J. Sabatino
Professor of Religious Studies
Daemen College
Amherst, NY
Robert Shelton
Associate Professor of Religious
Studies
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS
Paul D. Simmons
Associate Professor of Christian
Ethics
Southern Baptist Theological Seminary
Louisville, KY
David Steffenson
Lecturer
.Afiveristy of Wisconsin
Green Bay, WI

Jack Stott 9
Professor of Christian Ethics
McCormick Theology Seminary
Chicago, IL
John M. Swomley, Jr.
Professor of Christian Ethics
St. Paul School of Theology
Kansas City, MO
Richard Tholin
Professor of Christian Ethics
Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary
Evanston, IL
Gayraud S. Wilmore
Director of the Black Church Studies
Program
Colgate Rochester Divinity School
Rochester, IN
Gibson Winter
Professor of Christianity and Society
Princeton Theological Seminary
Princeton, NJ
James W. Woelfel
Professor of Religious Studies and
Philosophy
University of Kansas
Lawrence, KS
Rev. Robert McAfee Brown
Professor of Christian Ethics
Pacific School of Religion
Berkeley, CA
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Reproductive Rights National Network
17 Murray Sreet, New York, N.Y. 10007. (212) 267-3891

TESTIMONY

IN OPPOSITION TO s;.5

The Reproductive Rights National Network is an activist
feminist network of over 70 local community groups and
organizations across the country, located in urban and
rural settings. Our purpose is to organizae and educate

women and men in work places, unions, schools, healthcare

facilities and communities regarding reproductive rights.
We believe that reproductive freedom includes not only
the right to abortion and freedom from sterilization
abuse, but also good, safe birth control, childcare, sex
education in the schools, the right to conduct one's sexual
life as one chooses, and an end to nuclear, chemical and
oacupational hazards to our reproductive systems. Our work
includes dissemination of literature, speaking engagements

and public actions.

Committee for Abortion Rights and Against Sterilization

Abuse (CARASA) is an activist organization fighting for reproductive
freedom for all women.
We believe that women must be able to
control for themselves whether and under what conditions they
will have children. We understand that in order to have real
choices and therefore control of their reproductive lives, there
must be safe, reliable birth control and abortion, regardless
of economic status or age, protection from sterilization abuse,
child care supports, income sufficient to support a family, and
the right to live freely as a lesbian.
All women must have the access to safe abortions, regardless
of income.
8.158, and Medicaid abortion cutbacks, will force
poor, minority and working women into unwanted childbirth,
backstreet abortions and unwanted or forced sterilizations.
We oppose 8.158 which will deny all women their reproductive
rights by attempting to make all abortions illegal. We oppose
8.158 which will make every woman who has an abortion a criminal.
6.158 says that "human life" begins with conception.
It
would allow each state to prohibit all abortions, even those

needed to save a woman's life. The survival of a fertilized
egg will become more important than the survival of a woman.

Backers of 8.158 claim they ate concerned with "the life of
the fetus". This claim only hides their total denial of
the HUMAN RIGHTS OF WOMUNs The backers of 8.158 also
support legislation to cut funds for child care and the
care of our older people to cut funds for the protection of
battered women and abused childreni to cut funds for health
care and public education to deny basic civil rights to
lesbians and gay men; and to cut affirmative action program
that open better paying jobs to women and minorities.
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The impact of Senate Bill 158 upon the lives of
indigent women would be devastating. Poor women have
less access to quality and primary health care than
do other women. 8.158 would prevent poor women from
choosing abortion when faced with high risk pregnancies
and inadequate medical care. Quality primary health care
includes safe, legal abortion as well as adequate prenatal
services.
Indigent and minority women do not have the same access
to health care as do more affluent women in our society. The
poor tend to live in the ghettoes and barrios of our large
urban centers and in depressed rural areas. These areas more
frequently than not have been designated by the federal
government as medically underserved areas, or health personnel
shortage areas.
This has a particularly critical impact upon
women, who require 3 more primary care during their childbearing
years than do men.
In the areas where poor women live, there
are not enough physicians and allied health personnel to conduct
these women safely through their pregnancies and provide
adequate birth control counseling and devices to permit family
planning.
The health statue of poor women in general is worse than
that of more affluent women, and thus the lack of obstetrical
and gynecological gare has a devastating impact on the health
of indigent women."
It in widely recognized that prenatal care
is essential to the health and well-being of both mother and infant.5
Prenatal detection of hereditary diseases, congenital defects
and other medical conditions is a significant aid in identifying
high-risk pregnancies and prescribing care to minimize damage to
the health and risk to the life of the mother and child. Furthermore, it is generally accepted that prenatal care should begin
in the first trimester of pregnancy. Yet in 1976 only 65 percent
of low-income women with live births saw a physician during the
first three months of pregnancy, compared with 85 percent of
medium-income women and 96 percent of high-income women.
Compared
with statistics from 1970, this represents an 11 percent Increase

1. 41 Fed. Reg. 45718-45777 (Oct. 15, 1976).
2. 44 Fed. Reg. 46182-46234 (Aug. 6, 1979).
3. Aday, Anderson and Fleming, Health Care in the United Statess
Ecuitable for Whom? at 104, Table 3.4 (1980).
4. Health Status of 14no cities an4 Low-Income Groun,
HEW
Publications No. (HRA) 79-627 (1979) at 10S.
5.
1979, HEW Publication No. (PBS) 80-1232 at 120.
6. Mday, sApra, note 3, at 118.
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in early prenatal care for high-income women and a 7 percent
increase for medium-income women, but a I percent decrease
for low-income women.
The lack of prenatal care is directly related to low
infant birthweight (prematurity), ,a leading indicator of infant
morbidity and mortality. The infant mortality rate in 1960 was
17 times higher among low birthweight infants than among normal
birthweight infants.' Furthermore, during 1975-77, approximately
twice as many black infants as white infants had a low birthweight,
and the proportion of low birthweight infants gas declining
400 precent faster for whites than for blacks.
Thus, 8.158 only further denies poor women quality
primary health care by denying them (and all women) the
right to safe and legal abortions. S.158 condemns indigent
women and their infants to even more exaggerated maternal
and infant mortality and morbidity than they already suffer.
The only alternative would be to undergo unwanted
sterilization in order to reduce these risks. Thus, S.158
would give poor women the "choice" of too many unwanted,
hilh-risk pregnancies, or no pregnancies at all. Additionally,
without the right to abortion, an increase in forced sterilization and related abuses can be expected as occurred in the
1960's a~d early '70's before abortion was legalized in this
country.
In the alleged name of protecting "human life", unconscionab:.e
misery and discrimination would be inflicted upon poor women and all women - of this nation if S.158 were to be enacted.
SubmlttqD J

n8, 1981,
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Reproductive Rights National Network
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d
Ra~ioth, Coordinator
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Dorothy Tiffo Lang, Esq.
Staff Attorney
* National Health Law Project,
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* National Center on Women &

Family Law, Inc.
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(cont...)

7.

Health USA, sunra, note 5 at 120.

9.

See, e.g., Relf v. Weinberger, 372 F. Supp. 1196 (D.D.C.1974).

8.

a.
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Laurie Woods, Esq.
New York, Now York
Phyllis GOelman, Esq.

New York, Now York
Adrienne Volenik, Esq.
St. Louis, Missouri
-Rose Morgan, Paralegal
National Center on Women and

Family Law, Inc.
New York, New York

* For Identification Purposes only.
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rN SOCIETY

Department of Sociol oty
Brooklyn College
The City University of New York
Brooklyn, New York 1 1210

Sociologists for Women in Society Is a 1500-member organization of
women and men sociologists.

We have 27 state and regional chapters.

Our members are committed to research and political action on the status
of women in contemporary society.

S. 158 vill limit our members'

options

both personally and professionally.
Sociological research has shown that the extent of a woman's involvement
in economic and political life outside the home is directly linked to
her ability to control her fertility.

Drastic limitations on the right to

choose when and if to bear a child would severely diminish our members'
-and

.

every woman'--potential for professional and political participation.

Another major premise of sociology which S. 158 affects is the definition
of personhood.

A person is not defined by biological viability but by

social relationships with people.

S. 158 would protect fetuses with coercive

social relationships, sacrificing the rights to privacy and individual choice
and loving family relationships of women and men in the interests, not of
bits of .living tissue, but of a state-imposed morality.
As women and men sociologists committed to professional and personal freedom
and respect for the individual's rights, we cannot condone restrictive,
potentially punitive laws such a. S. 158.
Judith Lorber, Ph.D.
President
June 3,

1981
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SOnMASUD PUSUVANXA TASK FOtCE 0 ASORTIOM IQGITI
We, the undersigned are organizations committed to the protection
of women's health and reproductive freedom. We are united in our
opposition to the proposed Human Life Amendment and Human Life
Statute because they both have the purpose and effect of restricting access to safe, legal and funded abortion and birth control.
We believe that the decision to raise children or to have an
abortion should be left to the individual woman, in consultation
with her doctor. The government has no business deciding when,
where or with whom women should have children.
The Human Life Statute makes a mockery of our Constitutional system
by attempting to define the fetus as a person. The Courts must
define the Constitution not Congress. Further, our law must recognize that the rights of women take precedence over fital rights.
ACLU of Philadelphia
Americans for Democratic Action
Clara Bell Duvall Education Fund
CHOICE
Christian Association
Congresso de Latinos Unidos
Democratic Soc. Org. Committee
Elizabeth Blackwell Center
Episcopal Community Service
Family Planning Service - CCMC
Feminist Therapy Collective
Graduate Hospital
Health Law Project
Juvenile Law Center
Lutheran Settlement House
Medical College of PA
NARAL of SE PA
NARAL of PA
NOW of PA

Penn Women's Center

PA for Justice & Freedom of Choice
People's Emergency Center
Philadelphia Lawyer's Guild
Phila. Reproductive Rights Coalition
Philadelphia NOW
Planned Parenthood - Bucks Co.
Planned Parenthood - SE PA

Puerto Rican Alliance
Religious Coalition for Abortion Rights
Reproductive Health and Counseling Center

Welfare Rights Organization

Women Associates
Women Organized Against Rape
Women's Health Concerns Comittee
Women's Intornational League for Peace and Freedom-

Women's Law Project

Women's Political Caucus
Women's Project - American Friends Service Comittee
Women's Resource Center
Women' s Suburban Clinic
Women's Switchboard
YWCA - Central Montgomery County

Bucks Co.
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STATEMENT
OF
RABBI ALEXANDER M. SCHINDLER, PRESIDENT
UNION

OF AMERICAN HEBREW CONGREGATIONS

I am Rabbi Alexander Schindler.

I serve as President of the Union of

American Hebrew Congregations, the national congregational body of Reform
Judaism, representing over one million

people in approximately 750 congrega-

tions.
At our 1975 Biennial Convention,

two thousand delegates representing

their congregations in democratic fashion, voted overwhelmingly to support the
constitutional right of a woman to obtain a legal abortion if she freely chooses
to do so, as determined by the Supreme Court

in 1973.

The resolution reads in

partI
The UAHC reaffirms its strong support for the right of a woman to
obtain a legal abortion on the consitutional grounds enunciated by
the Supreme Court in its 1973 decision in Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113
and Doe v. Bolton, 410 U.S. 179, which prohibit all governmental interference in abortion during the first trimester and permits only
those regulations which safeguard the health of the woman during the
second trimester. This rule is a sound and enlightened position on
this sensitive and difficult issue, and we express our confidence in
the ability of the woman to exercise her ethical and religious judgment
in making her decision.
The Supreme Court held that the question of when life begins is a matter of religious belief and not medical or legal fact. While recognizing the right of religious groups whose beliefs differ from ours
to follow the dictates of their faith in this matter, we vigorously
oppose the attempts to legislate the particular beliefs of those groups
into the law which governs us all. This is a clear violation of the
First Amendment. Furthermore, it may undermine the development of
interfaith activities. Mutual respect and tolerance must remain the
foundation of interreligious relations.
We oppose those riders and amendments to 9ther bills aimed at halting
medicaid, legal counselling and family services in abortion-related
activities. These restrictions severely discriminate against and
penalize the poor who rely on governmental assistance to obtain the
proper medical care to which they are legally entitled, including

abortion.

We are opposed to attempts to restrict the right to abortion through
constitutional amendments. To establish in the Constitution the view
of certain religious groups on the beginning of life has legal implications far beyond the question of abortion. Such amendments would
undermine constitutional liberties which protect all Americans.
This resolution conforms to Judaism's traditional concern for the sanctity
and protection of human life.

While Judaism teaches a responsible attitude toward

the moral tJaation of abortion, it is .not considered to be murder.

87-999 0 - 82 - 16

Rabbinic law
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assigns the fetus no juridical personalityl it does ot regard it a 'nefesh,' a
living person until it

leaves the womb.

Jewish legal tradition is based on a

portion of the Mosaic Code in Ex. 21,22:
If men strive and wound a pregnant woman so that her fruit be
expelled, but no harm befall her, then shall he be fined as
her husband shall assess, and the matter placed before the
judges. But if harm befall her, then thou shalt give life for
life.
The law is quite clears
compensation.

The penalty for abortion of the fetus is monetary

Abortion is not a capital crime because no murder is involved.

Causing the death of the woman was clearly considered murder for which the punishment was death.

A similar view is emphasized in the Hishna, the code of Jewish

law *hich was published in 200 c.e. Mishna Ohalot

7

s6 states that -

A woman wo is having difficulty in giving birth, it is permitted
to cut up the child inside her womb and take it out limb by limb
because her life takes precedence. However, if the greater part
of the child has come out, it must not be touched, because one life
must not be taken to save another.
Thus to save the life of the mother,
but not the living child.

the fetus may be destroyed,

Rashi (l1th century), a most distinguished and revered commentator on the
Bible and Talmud, explains the passage in the following way:
As long as the child did not come out into the world, it is
not called a living being and it is therefore permissible to
take its life in order to save the life of its mother. Once
the head of the child has come out, the child may not be
harmed because it is considered as fully born, and one life
may not be taken to save another.
Maimonides (1135-1204), another distinguished scholar further explains:
...when a woman has difficulty in giving birth, one may
dismember the child in her womb --either with drugs or
by surgery-- because it is like a pursuer trying to kill
her...
Here, even where we are dealing with the latest stages of pregnancy,
feticide is not regarded as homicide, and we are spared the painful dilemma of
choosing between human life and human life.
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Various Responea indicate that abortion is permissible even if it
to save the life of the woman.

is not

In case of rape, for instance, a woman "need not

nurture seed Implantedwithin her against her will indeed, she may 'uproot'
illegally sown (Reap. Or Gadol, No. 31, 1891).
permits abortion for "great need" - even if only
pain" (She'elat Yaves 1:43).

seed

Rabbi Jacob Emden (1697-1776)
to save the woman from "great

Rabbi Israel Heir Kitrachi also equated serious

mental-health risk with physical health-risk (Resp. Pri Ha Aretz, Vol. II1
Jerusalem, 1899).
Rabbi Solomon S; Freehof, one of the greatest modern commentators on Jewish
Law, refers to the Talmudic principle that the fetus in a part of its mother and
has no independent life. Therefore, just as a person may sacrifice a part of herself# such as an arm or a leg, to be cured of a worse sickness, so may she sacrifice
this part of herself.

Jewish Law sanctions, at times even requires, abortion when

the life and well-being of the woman comaend such a step.
Dr. David Feldman, a Conservative rabbi, who is a recognized expert in the
field of Jewish Law, states:
The rights of the foetus, therefore, are quite secondary to the
rights of the mother. She is a living human person nows the
foetus is not yet a human person. The slogan we hear nowadays,
"right to life," confuses this principle. When we are speaking
about abortion, the issue is not at all "right to life" but,
rather "right to be born." -Itmust be stated that, in Jewish
Law, there exists no right to be born, only a right to life of
persons who already exist. The use of the word "persons" here
is also important.
Those who oppose abortion on
grounds that it is a denial of
the right to life point to evidence that life begins early in the
foetal stage. Yes, life may begin early, but our question still
has to bet What kind of life? There is human life, animal life,
plant life. Rabbinic Law has determined that human life begins
at birth.
There is a wide divergence of opinion concerning the specific circumstances
under which en abortion would be morally justified, with Orthodox rabbis generally
taking a more restrictive position and Conservative and Reform rabbis a more liberal
stance.

There are similar differences within many Protestant denominations, as
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well as differences between faith groups about the question of when human life
begins.

Even within Catholicism there are prominent theologians# like Father

Charles Curran of Catholic University, who accept Catholic teaching on the
morality of abortion but who do not want to see this teaching enacted into civil
law due to the lack of consensus in American pluralistic society.
The historic 1973 Supreme Court decision states:
The Constitution does not define 'person' in so many words. The
use of the word is such that it has application only post-natally.
The unborn have never been recognized in the law as persons in the
whole sense%
In his opinion, Justice Blackmun wrote:
We need not resolve the difficult question of when life begins.
When those trained in the respective disciplines of medicine,
philosophy and theology are unable to arrive. at any consensus
the judiciary,. is not in a position to speculate as to the answer.
For this reason, Reform Judaism has consistently opposed all efforts to
subvert the 1973 Supreme Court decision which allows all religious groups
the widest latitude in freely exercising their religious rights according to
their understanding of the will of God. Similar testimony was presented before
the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights oZ the Committee on the
Judiciary, U.S. House of Representatives in 1976, in the hope that this would end
atteJmpts to impose the religious views of one groui7 on all others in the United
States,
The proposals currently under consideration by

this Subomittee on the

Constitution are of even greater concern to us, for all define the fetus in
terms At variance with Jewish tradition.

Proposed Amendment SJ Rea 17 defines a

fetus as a person "at every stage of its biological development" and further proyides for legal abortion only "to prevent the
contrary to .noxmAtiye Judaism.

death of the mother" which is
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Proposed Amendment SJ 19 would declare a fetus to be a human being from
the "moment of fertilization" which not only runs contrary to Jewish Lawt but
which automatically has the additional effect of making the use of such Contraceptive devices as the pill and the IUD illegal.

The Union of American Hebrew

Congregations has long been on record as supporting "the right of all persons.,
to practice birth control as they see fit."

This concern was voiced in a resolu-

tion passed in 1959 which is based on traditional Jewish emhais on the "importance
... the well-being and the security of the family."
The proposed Human Life Statute, Legislation S 158, which would change the
Fourteenth Amendment to declare that a person exists from the moment of conception,
Is also contrary to normative Judaism.
If enacted, all such legislation would prevent the majority of Jews from
the free exercise of tleir religion.

Two examples will illustrate the problem.

Rabbis are sometimes called upon for counseling in cases where it has been determined
that the fetus will be born suffering from Tay Sachs, a Jewish genetic disease which
cannot be detected until the second trimester.

There is no known cure.

die an agonizing death by the time they are five years of age.

Such children

Rabbis would be

prevented from counseling such women in their anguish, for to counsel abortion, which
would be permissible under Jewish Law, would place the rabbi in jeopardy of being
considered an accessory to murder.

The woman would be prevented from exercising

her religious convictions for she would be open to the

charge of murder.

It would

be illegal for both to follow their religious consciences under the proposed
legislation.

-Or,

a woman suffering from a neurological disease, like muscular

Jystrophy, on becoming pregnant is told by her doctor that she could become paralyzed
it she carries the fetus to term, causing her irreparable physical and mental harm.
If,

in her pain, she turns to a rabbi for advice, both would be prevented from

acting according to the principles of Jewish Law which consider that the health and
welfare of the woman take precedence over the potential life of the fetus.
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We also oppose all

attempts to remove legislation regarding abortion from

the jurisdiction of either the lower Federal Courts or the United States Supreme
Court.

Historically, the Federal Courts have been the greatest protectors of

religious freedom, ensuring the preservation of our liberty in every State in the
land.
Legislators should be aware that passage of these amendments and statutes
that make abortion illegal will not end abortion any more then the passage of the
Prohibition Amendment ended the consumption of alcohol or the problem of alcoholism.
Passage of the Prohibition Amendment drove the problem underground, creating greater
problems for society.

Passage of the proposed legislation simply means that more

women will die of illegal abortions.
The Union of American Hebrew Congregations has consistently opposed restrictive
abortion laws which result in "illegal abortions that'take a tragic and needless toll."
A resolution was passed at the Biennial Convention in 1967 urging "states to permit
abortions under such circumstances as...threats to the physical and mental health of
the mother, rape, incest and the social, economic and psychological factors that
might warrant therapeutic termination of pregnancy."
The vocal minority that would impose its religious views on all Americans
claims that they are pro-life and that we are not. This is manifestly a malignity.
We too affirm life. Judaism makes it a sumuum bonum, a bright and shining star in the
firmament of its commandments.

We are commanded to choose life and live it fully.

It is because we affirm life and value family stability that we insist that parents
be free to determine precisely how many children they can properly feed and educate
and love.

It is because we affirm life that we insist that all women be free to

choose just when and under what conditions they bring life into this world.
It is precisely because we value life that we are opposed to accidental and
indiscriminate reproduction in a world which is already overpopulated and underfed.
The cries of emerging life are a delight.

But we must also hear the silent crying

of parents who see the bloated bellies of their starving infants and are helpless
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to give them surcease.
The vocal minority grows more shrill, more intense and more intolerant of
those who differ with their theology.

Members of twenty-seven faith groups,

representing the majority of the American peoplewere accused of sacrilege when
they gathered to wore hip in peace in our nation's capital to celebrate the eighth
anniversary of the Supreme Court decision allowing freedom of choice.

Such bigotry

is di, ordantly alien to the principle of diversity which has guided our nation
since its founding.
it is precisely this difference in theological belief that forms the basis
of the controversy regarding abortion.
it is precisely this type of religious
prevent by adopting the First Amendment.

controversy our founded sought to

The maintenance of our democratic ideals

of liberty and justice requires that legislators avoid pressure to adopt the
theology of any one religious group as the 'aw of the land.

Proposed legislation

would undermine this basic principle that has enabled all religions in flourish
in the United States.
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May 29, 1981
To Members of the Senate Subcommittee on Separation of Powers:.
Union Women's Alliance to Gain Equality OUnion W.A.G.E.) is an organization of working women, including those who for the moment are unemployed, retired or on welfare.
Our members are working both in union jobs and in unorganized situations. We have
300 members nationally. most of them concentrated in the SAn Francisco Bay Area, and
our bimonthly newspaper reaches about 3000 nationwide. Our constituency is much
larger than that, however, for we represent people with little time for politics or
voice in public affairs. Working women play a key and increasingly important role in
the economy, a fact not reflected in their political power because of historical inJustice.
$158 will directly and adversely affect our membership. Most women who work do so
out of economic necessity, and still earn only 59% of what men do. The number of
women heads of households Is increasing, as if the number of women who are poor.
This trend hat been called the "feminization of poverty." Add to this picture the

fact that more than half of divorced nen default on child support payments within a
year of divorce, and you begin to understand what the anti-abortion movement is trying
to do. By denying women control over their reproductive function, the movement is
trying to present women with the alternatives of: 1) sexual abstention
2) staying
with a man no matter what. because you can't afford to live without him, or 3) poverty
for women and their children. For women who are married and working, but faced
with an unwanted pregnancy, it can still mean the difference between poverty and relative comfort for the entire family.

In this social context, the anti-choice movement is using poverty as a threat to

keep the traditional family together, with control firmly in the hands of the male.
Faced with such desperate alternatives, many women will seek illegal abortions, and
many will die from them as they have in the past. The self-styled "right to life"
movement discounts women's lives. Since we are working women, we are the chief
target of these attacks, and we do not take our lives so lightly.
We see the anti-abortion movement as an attempt to impose a particular morality,
shared by a small number of Americans, on all American women. No such standard of
morality is expected of men.
Women still bear the lion's share of responsibility for raising children in our
society, whether they are married, single, widowed or divorced. This imposes an
economic responsibility, on women which is the major reason for the feminization
of poverty.

As as organization dedicated to the economic betterment of women wokers, we
support the right of women to decide whether they will have children and how many
children they will have. The only real guarantee of this right is access to free
and safe abortions and an end to forced sterilizations.
Women's lives are human lives. They are our lives, and we think theyrate more
importance than a fertilized eag.
Sincerely,
Preidinn
President
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A Statement from the Coordinating Center for Women in Church and Society of
the United Church of Christ
For a decade the General Synod of th? United Church of Christ has
supported freedom of choice concerning abortion. We firmly believe that
a responsible position concerning abortion should be based on a consideration
of the rights of the individual woman, her potential child, her family and society.

Based on our long standing commitment to freedom of choice the Coordinating
Center for Women in Church and Society of the United Church of Christ opposes the
intent of Senate Bill 158 because:
1. It attempts to define "personhood" when there is no theological nor
scientific agreement as to definition;
2. It jeopardizes religious freedom by enacting into law the view of one
faith group and imposes it on all;
3. It denies women the right to make responsible reproductive choices
and potentially endangers their life and health.
Standing in the Hebrew-Christian tradition, we affirm God as the Source of
life - our life, all life. God has called us to share in the work of creation
with the Creator, giving us the privileges and responsibilities bound to that
freedom.
Our religious heritage stresses reverence for human life. Like those who
oppose freedom of choice the enhancement of human life and the protection of
the rights of persons Is important to us.

Like then we support laws intended

to protect those who cannot protect themselves.

Unlike those who would deny

women the freedom to make responsible choices, we also affirm laws which protect
and value human beings in all their diversity.
Inevitably we are all called upon to judge or make aasumptiona as to when
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human life begins, at what point the church and society have an ihtereut
in it and assume a responsibility toward It.

As each of us develops

our own theological response to these questions, many persons would
acknowledge the potentiality of personhood of the embryo In Its early
stages, although we are increasingly aware of the difficulty of developing
a consensus about when human lWfe begins.

sB 158 would, however, declare "legal

personhood" to unborn offspring at every stage of their biological development.
This sweeping declaration in the face of conflicting theological as well as scientific
views of the beginning of life, make the passage of such a bill unwise and
irresponsible.

It is Inapppropriate for the Congress of the United States to

presume to define "personhood" when a clear and agreeable definition has not
been found by theologians and members of the scientific and medical professions.
Secondly, we believe that our religious freedom would be jeopardized
by enacting into law one definition of personhood which clearly does not
express the religious convictions of many persons in this society.

In order to

protect the right of every woman to follow the dictates of her conscience or
her faiths religious teachings, we strongly oppose SB 158, a bill which would impose
what is a religious belief of one group of persons on chose who do not share it.
Third, the bill threatens the physical" and "otional health of women, removes
from them the right to make responsible choices about their own lives and
bodies, and restricts the exercise of responsible religious conscience in making
such decisions.
Victims of rape and incest would be forced to bear the burden of continuing
the resulting pregnancy to term. The damage to the lives of these women and
children who are victim of such violence would be multiplied many times over;
their pain and suffering would be the burdens of a life time.

To be denied the

opportunity to make any choice denies women their personhood and relegates them
to a less than human status.
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Some women who cannot support a pregnancy viii die
children viii be born into lives of pain and suffering.

disabled,- damaged
Desperate women

will be subjected to unsafe, unlawful, back alley abortionists.

Responsible

family planning will be Jeopardized because some forms of birth control
would be c©iminalized.

The proposed bill is a massive invasion of privacy

which goes beyond present law, and goes far beyond making abortion illegal,
a it vas in most states before 1973.
As people of faith we affirm the right to reproductive freedom of choice
for all women.

We oppose, as in act of compassion and justice for all

women, the passage of laws which restrict or deny the rights of one segment
of society - namely women - while essentially giving a higher level of
personhood to another segment - the unborn.

We also believe it is impossible

to legally define personhood without seriously jeopardizing our religious
freedom.

For these reasons, we oppose the passage of Senate Bill 158.
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UNITED CHURCH BOARD FOR HOMELAND MINISTRIES
Heard a. Srug& axe~liv Vie Presldet
DIVISION OF HEALTH AND WELFARE
H-W Webber, Geera SMwY

TISTn. V

N THE PI POSED FETAL PERSWMOD BILL (5.158) BY HEMLN WEBBER,

SECFETAIY, DIVISION OF HEALTH AND WELFARE, LWITED GWM BOA

GENERAL

FOPR WEWLAND

MINISTRIES TO THE SENATE SUBCUTIEE ON THE SEPARATION OF PM(VJ .

Rf name is Helen B. Webber.

I am General Secretary of the Division of Health

and Welfare, United Church Board for Homeland Ministries.

The U.C.B.H.M. is the

national mission board of the United Cuzrch of Christ which has one million, eight
hundred thousand members in over six thousand congregations located in every state
but Alaska.
In 1970 the U.C.B.H.M. was the first Protestant denomination to call for the
legal option of abortion.

The following year, the U.C.C. Eighth General Synod voted

that, "The theological and scientific views on when human life begins are so numerous
and varied that one particular view should not be forced on society through its legal
system."

The General Synod then called for "the repeal of all legal prohibition of

physician-performed abortions."

The Ninth General Synod affirmed "the Supreme Court

decisions of January 22, 1973, removing the legal restrictions on medical termination
of pregnancy through the second trimester."

The Eleventh and Twelfth General Synods

also endorsed the constitutional right of a woman to follow the dictates :of her conscience when facing a problem pregnancy.
Through these statesments, the United Church of Christ has recognized various
viewpoints and beliefs about when life begins, both within its own membership mid in
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the larger society.

Hence the United church Board for Homland Ministries speaks

in support of not only a woman's right to choose but also every individual's right
to follow the dictates of his/her conscience in matters regarding family planning
and abortion.
,If passed, the' Fetal Personhood Bill (S.158) would restrict the precious rights
of conscience, personal choice and religious liberty that are central to the United
dwrch Board for Howland Ministries' and General Synod's positions on abortion and
family planning.

It would ultimately restrict the right of our United Church of

Christ pastors and related counselors and medical professionals who choose to provide unbiased stpportive counseling, educational and medical services which assist
a woman in acting responsibly regarding family planning and pregnancy.
Because we believe that a woman's decision regarding termination of pregnancy
is ultimately a private decision between herself and her Creator, we speak in opposition to the passage of the Fetal Personhood Bill (S.158).

The U.C.B.H.M. urges,

the Congrsto protect the citizenry's right to freedom of conscience by defeating
this proposed legislation.

Sdtmitted by
Helen B. Webber
June 16, 1981
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NBRASKA CONIRE NCE OF TU UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST

Whereas

.

.

Resolution On Proposed Human Life Legislation
After careful study and debate the Nebraska Conference of the United
Church of Christ at its 1979 Annual Meeting held In Omaha approved
a resolution affirming the right to choice regarding abortion and Making the Conference a member of the Nebraska Religious Coalition on
Abortion Righte, and

Whereas

Given the gradual developmental nature of human life in all stages
of life, it is impossible to locate the precise biological or spiritual
moment vhen huaan life begins and

Whereas

The right to decide to terminate a pregnancy is a matter of freedom
of conscience, personal choice and religious liberty, and

Whereas

Two pieces of proposed federal legislation, ER900 and $158, currently
being considered by Rouse and Senate committees violate these principles of human rights and religious liberty and circuxvent scientific
opinion, and.

Whereas

The proposed legislation, which attempts to answer an essentially unanswerable question, will cause further divisiveness in our nation and
in our churches rather than a thoughtful exaiination of issues, and

Whereas

The proposed legislation woUld make some widely used forms of birth
control illegal, and

Whereas

The proposed legislation would have Implications affecting the clarity
of inheritance, custody, legal age, homicide, child welfare aid and
other legal statutes,

Therefore be it resolved that the Nebraska Conference of the United Church of
Christ at its 1981 Annual Neeting
1. Reaffirms its 1979 Resolution making the Conference a member of
the Nebraska Religious Coalition for Abortion Rights, and
2. Supports the work of the Nebraska and National Religous Coalition
for Abortion Rights to promote pro-choice alternatives regarding
abortion in the United States, and
3. Voices its opposition to the currently proposed legislation, )R900
and $158, and
4. Directs the Nebraska Conference Board of Directors to communicate
this resolution to Nebraska legislators In the United Sates House
of Representatives and the United States Senate, and
5.

Urges United Church of Christ mwbere tn Nebraska to communicate
their concerns and ,ievs to their legislators In the United States
Rouse of Representatives and -the United States Senate and

6. Requests the United Church of Christ Office of Church and Society
and United Church of Christ President Avery Poet to pursue this
matter on our behalf.
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UNITED STATES WOMEN'S HEALTH COALITION
1717 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036 U.S.A.
(202) 3874510
Cable: USWOMEN

CO

June 18, 1981

STATEMENT OF THE
UNITED STATES WOMEN'S HEALTH COALITION
FOR THE
SENATE JUDICIARY SUBCOMMITTEE ON SEPARATION OF POWERS
s. 158
The United States Women's Health Coalition is a private, nonprofit organization representing 37 women's clinics providing services in 10 states.
In many of our facilities we are serving lower income women who
rely on low cost services for access to the specialized health care
created by women's reproductive functions.
of our facilities provide abortion.

Among their services some

Passage of S. 158 and the in-

evitable court batttle that will fallow will cause misery not only
to these women but to their families because women turn to abortion
as a means of enhancing their families' quality of life.

When we turn

to the possibility that several popular and safe contraceptive technologies may also be banned'the situation becomes even more frightful.
Those women with money will find a way to exercise their natural rights
in life and poor women will not.

In fact, the passage into law of S.

158 would make things revert to the pre-1973 era when abortion was
for the most part illegal, yet statistics indicate that middle class
and wealthy'women nevertheless exercised their rights and poor women
were penalized.
Because we have been so close to the situation for more than a
decade we fear that passage of this law would mean a return to the
double standard of before 1973.

At that time there were two sets

of laws--one for women with money and one for women without money.
For these seasons among many others we oppose S. 158.
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War Resisters League
339 Lafayette Street, Now York, NY 10012 212.228.0450
Cable Address: NonvlokntN"Y".
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June 15, 1981
iJOH1EN AGAINST PORNOGRAPHY' S
POSITION ON SENATE BILL 158

Women Against Pornography is a New York-based feminist organization
working to educdte the public as to the anti-female content of
pornography and its effects on our lives. In a time when violent
crimes against women and girls--rape, battering sexual harrassment,
and molestation--are on the rise, we must challenge the propaganda
that sanctions these actions; we must confront the myths and messages
perpetuated in pornography. This includes the message that women
do not have a right to control their bodies, hence their lives.
This too is the message of Sena te Bill 158. This bill poses a
grave threat to reproductive rights. And, when women are'not in
control of their reproductive systems, they are not in control of
their lives.
Without even addressing the possible unconstitutionality of Senate
Bill 158, Women Against Pornography vehemently opposes any action
that would in any ways
subordinate women's bodies, health and even lives to
fetal survival;
prohibit or in any way interfere with a woman's right
to choose an abortion; and
endanger a woman's ability to obtain adequate health care.
The purpose of S-158 is to undermine the 1973 Supreme Court Decision
protecting a woman's right to choose. However, sponsors and supporters
of S-158 are deceiving themselves if they think passage of antiabortion legislation will stop women from obtdining abortions.
Should restrictions on abortion be enacted, we can expect the rates
of death and complicdtinns from Illegal and self-induced abortions
to increase dramatically.
It is particularly noteworthy that since'S-158 prohibits government
funding and support for abortion the first victims of S-158 will be,
as with tho 4yde Amendment, poor and minority women. For example,
the subsequent restrictions on Medicdid funded abortions, as proscribed
in the Hyde 0-endment, led to an incredue in death due to illegal
abortions.
Women Against Pornograply does not believe that the supporters of
S-158 aro ignorant of these fdcts. Therefore, we can only conclude
that they have unconscionably chosen to-place the lives of all
women in jeopardy. They have chosen not to view a woman as a
"person" but have subjugated her to the role of a merecarrier
of a fertilized egg.
We are here today to say that a woman is a "person"-- entitled to
the fundamental right to control her own body.

87-999 0 - 82 - 17
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Witten Te timorg in Opposition toB. 15
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Wommnu Equfty ACIIOLeague
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WaaIigon D.C. 2005
(2W) &U560June

11, 1981

Senator John East, Chair
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
Room 2226
Dirksen Building
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator East:
The Women's Equity Action League (WEAL) opposes S. 158 the alleged 'Human
Life" Bill.
Founded in 1968, WEAL is a national women's rights organization with members
in every state, dedicated to the advancement of economic, educational,
employment and legal rights for women. WEAL's membership is composed
primarily of professional women working in the educational, legal, medical,
business and government sectors.
WEAL asserts that this legislation is harmful not only to our members but
to all women. Itmakes a statement of religious or moral belief and
imposes itupon the entire citizenry of this country. Moreover, the bill
violates a woman's constitutional right of privacy which includes controlling
her repreductive activities; itmandates federaT government intrusion into a
very personal and private aspect of family life.
'

The legislative program as unanimously adopted by the WEAL membership at

Its May 3, 1981 Annual Meeting states:

If equality between the sexes is to be achieved, every woman
must have the right to control her reproduction to best suit her
* social, physical, economic, and emotional needs. In light of
recent escalated attempts to remove this control from the individual
woman and to empower the government to control her childbearing
decisions, WEAL supports:

o United States Supreme Court decisions which guarantee
reproductive freedom to all women.
o Continued federal and state funding of family planning
programs and research aimed at finding safe, new methods
of contraception.
o Sox education programs in K-12 educational institutions
throughout the United States.
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o Access to voluntary sterilization with adequate safeguards
to ensure that women and men are informed of the consequences prior to sterilization.
In addition, WEAL opposes:

-

o Any legislation which defines human life as beginning at
the moment of conception.
o Any legislation which deems a fertilized egg to be a "person."
o Any constitutional amendment that threatens reproductive
choice.
o Any attempts to intimidate or endanger the lives of staff
or clients of family planning and abortion clinics.
o All local and state ordinances restricting the availabilitt
of abortion and family planning services.
o All involuntary sterilization.
WEAL reiterates its opposition to S. 158.
Sincerely,
Carol B. Grossman
National President
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LEAGUE FOR CONSERVATIVE JUDAISM

MTWOMENIS
48AS741h STRUT

I

NEW YORK, N.Y. 10021

April 24 19&
10 Misa 574l
Semator Orrn latch,, Cbirmen

ubtmmtes an the Cmomttutiom

cam!ttee- a the JudicLar
United states Senate
washungton, D.C. 20510
Dear Mr. latcht

leow Inclumion in the Merin

Recrd

Wozen's Leasue for Conservative Judaisa is the largest voma's
-*na&o'M organisatiom in the world, whoe 200,000 members are
.the alinstrem of Judaism in these United States. Below is a
copy of our reolution on Abortion, adopted at our Biennial
Couvaation in 19T6.
Abrtion
Maome's Leasms for Conservative Judaism believes
-that:,freedm of choice Is inherent in the civil
riots of vmen. -We also believe that the vefare of the mother must always be our primary

-

We therefore urge our Sisterboods to oppose any
gialatIv.attepts through Constitutional mendmets, the deprivtlon of Medicaid, ta1y services
and other current. welfare services, to weaken the
force of the urome Court's doeision permitting
abortions.

Althou& Judaism teaches certain. constraints regarding abortion,
ve etrona1y believe that these belong to the private sector, and
that the separation, of Church and State arm the best auarantem of
renacious liberty and civil rights for a&l.
In that light. *ou's aSgue for Conservative Judaism opposes sny
le4slative measures to deny voen the choice to make tMir ovn
decisions.
We i, continue to toacb sensitivity to Eutt
synagon, vhere it belongs.. Sincerely,
Mrs. hlao Balter
World Affairs Director

Mrs. Hurry rVeller
National President

life in the
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Nw York N.Y. 10005. O22 422.1492/P.O. Box 8214. WVa0hbon, D.C. 20024.
1, 1981
TO: Senator John East, Chairman, Senate Judiciary Subcomittee
on Separation of Powers
USA
fO:
Bell& Abzug, President, WOM4EN

Sci~ei
Aauw rsmsw
Mesa

STATEHMMT ON HUMAN LIFE BILL, S. 158
WOME USA has requested an opportunity to testify before the Senate
Judiciary
of Powers
during
its hearings
have been
conducted
in such
on S, 158.Subcomittee
We regret on
tht Separation
the hearings

a way as virtually to exclude representatives of women, the group
moat directly affected by the proposed legislation and the group
most poorly represented in the composition of the U.S. Senate and
Mouse of Representatives.
WOfN USA is a communications network and organization serving women
throughout the United States, from women in small towns as well as
cities, rural areas and every section of the nation. We strongly
support reproductive freedom as a fundamental human right, as basic
a freedom of speech and the press, and as important as the principle
of separation of church and state, rights that are embedded in our
U.S. Constitution.
The right of a woman to make free and informed decisions on childbirth,
contraception, sterilization and abortion is part of a Constitutionally
protected right to privacy that no arbitrary legislative act can be
allowed to inhibit.
WOMEN USA opposes both a Constitutional amendment, which would seek to
have the effect of outlawing the right to abortion, and the proposed
statute, the Human Life Bill, S. 158, which has far-reaching implications that could jeopardize our Constitutional system of government.
The attempt to undermine our basic Constitutional processes by enacting
a stattute requiring only a majority vote for adoption and declaring
by legislative fiat that "present day scientific evidence indicates
a significant likelihood that actual human life exists from conception"
should be rejected by the Senate Judiciary Committee and the U.S. Senate.
We believe that the statue exceeds Congressional authority, which is
limited in the Constitution to enforcement of the 14th Amendment, and
not its interpretation. It seeks to supersede the U.S. Supreme Court's
definition of "person" as limited to those already born with one that
defines the fertilized egg or fetus as a "person" on the basis of socalled
"scientific evidence," which it does not and cannot substantiate, and by
using'such vague language as "a significant likelihood" as the basis for
its finding that a fertilized egg is a
"person" within the context of

-(more)

26
the 14th amendment.
the stgtute's dental
inferior to the U.S.
unhinge our historic
affect
issues far
abortion.

This is poor science, poor logic and poor law. Moreover,
of jurisdiction over any abortion to all Federal courts
Supreme Court represents a dangerous precedent that could
"checks and balances" system of democratic government and
beyond the immediate one of making illegal the right to

We agree with the Constitutional authorities who hold that Congress may not
alter the courts' jurisdiction as a way of seeking to accomplish what it cannot
do through enactment of substantive legislation.
Although the Senate subcommittee hearings are presumably confined to medical,
constitutional and legal analysis of S. 158, we would remind you that what is
involved are the rights, health, safety and futures of millions of women.
The real question in the abortion controversy is not when "human life" begins or
whether women should be allowed to have abortions. It is whether they should
be allowed safe, legal abortions. Before the U.S. Supreme Court decision of
Jan. 22, 1973, most states had anti-abortion laws. During this period, an estimated one million women were having abortions each year, most of them illegally. Illegal abortions were reported to be the third largest source of criminal revenue, following only narcotics and gambling.
Each year, before the Supreme Court decision, physicians treated up to 350,000
women suffering from medical complications of unsafe, back alley abortions. Each
year, it has been estimated, some 400 to 1,000 women died because they were denied
access to legal abortions. Prohibiting abortion will not stop abortion. It will,
instead, subject women to hazardous procedures that might jeopardize their health
and lives-and, in addition to this unnecessary trauma imposed on women during a
time of great personal difficulty, the proposed legislation would seek to stigmatize them as murderers.
Even if some women would be prosecuted as murderers--an appalling concept, it is
obvious that the nation's law enforcement capacities, already overstretched, could
not begin to deal with the huge numbers of women who, as we know from past experience,
would resort to illegal abortions. Thus, in enacting a law that could
only be haphazardly or occasionally enforced, the Congress would be breeding contempt for the law, a suitable response to a law that exhibits contempt for women
and their needs and rights.
By making the rights" of the fertilized egg superior to the rights of women, who
are without any question or controversy live human beings and persons, the authors
of anti-abortion legislation, including S. 158, would demean and limit women to
the role of breeders and incubators. By adopting "one theory of life," as the
Supreme Court warned against, it would not only over-ride the rights of
individual women but impose upon all Americans a view held only by a minority.
All national polls in recent years have shown that, by significant majorities,
American women and men oppose legislation to make abortion illegal and believe
this is a personal decision to be made by the pregnant woman herself. No woman
can be forced to have an abortion if she finds it repugnant to her personal,
religious or moral beliefs.
Let us remember Justice Oliver Wendell Holmest wise statement that the U.S. Constitution "is made for people of fundamentally differing views," and not seek
to upset the principle of separation of church and state and the respect for
diversity that are the essence of American democracy.
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Testimony of the National Board, YWCA
on S.158 for the

Senate Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
Since 1967, the YWCA of the U.S.A. has supported "the repeal of all laws
restricting or prohibiting abortions when performed by duly licensed
physicians." This position is supported by many of our members who
would not themselves seek an abortion, but who are concerned to preserve
for all citizens inour religiously pluralistic society the freedoms of
privacy and conscience guaranteed to them by the Constitution.
Thl salient question, "When does personhood begin?" must remain inthe
religious and ethical realm, and should not be the subject of governmental Intervention. The diverse opinions on this question held by
many religious groups and by private individuals following the dictates
of their own consciences must be respected.
Any attempt to enact Into law one religious point of view constitutes
an infringement upon the separation of church and state and threatens
to destroy the fabric of mutual toleration of differing religious or

conscientious views which was so fundamental a reason for our ancestors,
fleeing from religious persecution in other countries, to insist upon a
government allowing freedom of religion and conscience. S.158, the so-

called Human Life bill, isclearly unconstitutional because itabridges
these fundamental constitutional guarantees. We question whether Congress
has the power to overrule the Supreme Court's interpretation of the 14th
Amendment inthe Roe v. Wade decision.
The YWCA of the U.S.A. has over 400 member YWCAs inevery state inthe
Union, and approximately 2 1/2 million members. Inevery national Convention since 1967, our position on freedom of choice has been reaffirmed
and strengthened by official delegates from every member Association.
Our overriding priority, the elimination of racism, makes us especially
sensitive to the plight of poor women, disproportionately women of color,
inour membership and our communities, who are denied Medicaid funding
for abortions. This amounts to a denial of constitutional rights which
may be exercised by more affluent women. Women may have valid and ethical
reasons for seeking abortions. The government has no constitutional right to dictate their private decisions.

Helen R.Parolla, Director
Public Policy Center
National Board, YWCA
June 2, 1981
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, Zero Population
Growth welcomes this opportunity to present this statement to you today.
Since its beginning, ZPO has called for an end to population growth in the
United States and has unequivocally upheld the right to reproductive
freedom. We are seriously concerned about the flurry of initiatives this
year -- several Constitutional amendments, various legislative proposals,
sharply reduced appropriations, and block grant funding -- which threaten
to revoke, restrict, or hinder this right. The net effect of these initiatives,
if successful, would be to add to the least desirable element of population
growth -- children whose conception or birth was unwanted by one or both
of their parents. For these measures, whatever their proclaimed intent, do
nothing more than expressly deny, unreasonably limit, or unnecessarily
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obstruct the rights of individuals to determine the timing and sie of their own families.
To deny or curb rights to reproductive freedom will generate growth which is at once
socially and ecologically unsound and, above a11, encroach on Individual liberties in
ways contrary to both morality and legality.
Of all these' proposals, none is more ill-conceived than the "human life statute"
introduced by Senator Helms and Representative Hyde. By declaring that human life
begins with conception, the statute endows the fetus with legal personality under the
Fourteenth Amendment. Even its supporters are confused about just what they hope to
achieve with their proposal. Most of them say the statute is designed only to prohibit
the performance and funding of abortion by the states. But, others point out that by
creating "a compelling state interest in the protection of unborn life," it would legitimize
laws forbidding abortion, in any and all circumstances, should states choose to enact
them. About all that Is clear is that the statute would cause more problems than it would
solve. Since the term "conception" is ambiguous, the statute might also license the
prohibition of those methods of birth control which allow fertilization but thwart
__

Impmlantation. Moreover, Constitutional lawyers argue that Congress, by enacting the
statute, might well overreach its authority. Whatever the intentions of its authors, the
statute's effects -- indeed, Its very Constitutional legitimacy -- will only be determined
in the prolonged course of relentless litigation to which it will surely give rise.
The earlier hearings have confirmed ZPO'e position. Medical and scientific witnesses

f

-

appearing before your subcommittee have testified that the origins of human life pose
questions beyond the reach of science. Likewise, legal and constitutional authorities
have warned you that in seeking to define "person," the Human Life Statute represents
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an unwarranted and imprudent

extension o Congress' constitutional authority and

encroachment on the Court's Jurisdiction.
•ZPO concurs with these authorities and deplores all attempts to reverse or circumvent
the judgment reached by the Supreme Court in 1973. By holding a woman's independence
in deciding to terminate her pregnancy in its early stages absolute, the Court's ruling
on the Constitutionis not liable to "new findings."

And, It Congress were to define

"person" in the sense of the statutes setting up conflicting Constitutional rights, the
Court

--

not the legislature,

either federal or state -- must reconcile this conflict.

Convinced that the Court has already Justly and properly resolved this issue, ZPG
considers the "human life statute" as weU as the subcommittee hearings, unnecessary
and inappropriate.
Cs.

Zero Population Growth is a nationals, nonprofit, membership organization which
advocates planning for an end to population growth in the U.S. and world wide.
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May 13, 1981

44ar Dr.

I am writing to you as the ranking minority member of the
United States Senate Judiciary Committee SubCommittee on
Separation of Powers. As you may.know, the Subcommittee is
conducting a series of hearings on S, 158. This legislation is
designed to define human personhood as beginning at conception.
The purpose of the legislation is to overturn the effect of the
Supreme Court decision in Roe v. Wade. I am enclosing a copy of
the bill for your review.
I am writing to you in your capacity as a medical expert.
The Committee will be receiving testimony from medical and
scientific experts who will evaluate the proposition that human
life in the sense of an actual human being or legal person begins
at conception. Some will maintain that current medical and
scientific data can support the proposition; others will maintain
that there is no ne medical or scientific evidence which can
•
support the finding in the legislation. I am interested in your
evaluation of S. 158.
1.) Do you believe that the question of human personhood is
a medical and scientific question?
2.) Is it your view that the question of human personhood is
in part a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or political
question?
3.) Do you believe that medical and scientific data alone
can determine what the definition of human personhood should be
in the present context?
4.) What, in your judgment, would be the impact if S. 158 is
enacted? On the practice of medicine on genetic screening; on
the use of contraceptives; other?

I am anxious to receive your views on these complex and
difficult questions. The Subcommittee will be considering these
matters in the near future, and so a response by June 12 would be
most helpful.. I appreciate your assistance with this matter and
look forward to hearing from you as soon as possible.
With best personal regards, I am
Since rely,

Senator
x Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation

of Powers
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Yale University
o'l vai

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
333 Cedar Srmi
P.O. Box 333j
Darimi of HAxae Getiks
N w HasOt, CNiaeim 06 10

may 11, 1981
Senator Max asucus

Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 02510
Dear Senator Baucus:
As a biologist of thirty-five years' standing, a professor of
human genetics, and a member of the :National Academy of Sciences, I
wish to comment on Senate Bill 8185, 1981, which you are currently
considering.
8185 states that "Congress finds that present-day scientific
evidence indicates a significant likelihood that actual human life
exists from conception," and proposes that the term "person" be applied
to "all human life" - thereby conferring personhood, with its protection
under the fourteenth amendment, to the fertilized egg and all later stages
in the development of the embryo.
There is absolutely no scientific basis for either the statement
or the proposal. Let me explain, as briefly as possible, why this is so.
8185 deals with two separate issues, which were not always clearly
distinquished at the hearings recently held by your subcommittee. They are:
(1) Is there a specific point in the reproductive cycle at which
"human life" begins?
(2) Is there a specific point between conception and birth at
which "personhood" begins?
(1) The beginning of "human life": To a biologist, "life" is an
attribute of cells as well as of individuals. The unfertilised human
egg and the human sperm cell are alive; so are the cells from which they
descend and the fertilized egg to which their union gives rise. Indeed,
all the cells in the body are alive, and - to the best of our knowledge contain all of the genetic Information needed to produce a human being.
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That the unfertilized egg has such potential is dramatically demonstrated by recent experiments showing that a normal,
adult mouse can
be produced from an egg which has been incompletely fertilized, retaining only the maternal nucleus. This finding is extensible in
principle to all mammals, including humankind, and shows that although
complete fertilization Is the normal trigger of embryonic development,
it is not absolutely essential.
The only scientific answer to the question of when human life begins
is that it began millions of years ago, and has been passed on by the
germ line (sperm, egg, and their cellular antecedents) inan unbroken
continuum to this day. It does not stop and start with each human
generation, as implied by the statement "human life exists from conception".
(2) The besinninE of "nersonhood": $185 would confer personhood
on the fertilized eggs this proposal appears to be based on the realization
that the fertilized egg is a live cell. As I have Just pointed out, however,
every cell in the body is alive and must be included in what 5185 calls
"all human life". Thus, if the fertilized egg is to be protected as a person
under the fourteenth amendment, then so must every bit of tissue removed
during surgery, every cell in the placenta, every egg that Is shed at
menstruation, and all the myriads of sperm that are produced but not used
in the fertilization process. To call a cell a person clearly leads to an
absurdity.
If, then, the newborn infant may be considered a person but not the
fertilized egg, when does the transition take place? Science cannot provide
an answer, sinca the process of embryological development is itself an
unbroken continuum, and the stage at which personhood is considered to begin
must be a matter of arbitrary definition.
A definition that places the beginning of personhood at the time
that the unborn fetus could theoretically survive on its own, outside of
the uterus; rather than at the time of actual birth, can easily be made
on logical, practical grounds. To define personhood as beginning much
earlier than that, however, could only be Justified on religious grounds,
which I understand are not a constitutionally acceptable basis for
congressional legislation.
Thank you for letting me express my views of this subject. I would
be pleased to testify before your committee, should you wish me to do so.
Sincerely yours,
Edward A. Adelberg
Professor of Human Geneti a
MA: p
cc:

Senator John East
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May 29. 1981

Senator Mix Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus,
I am replying to your letter of May 13th, 1981 concerning
hearingson Senate 158. The questions raised by Senate 158 are profound.
The purpose of the legislation is to provide that human life shall be
deemed to exist from conception but Inactuality, as we are all aware,
the purpose Isto overturn the effect of the Supreme Court decision
inRoe v.Wade. Therefore, while your specific questions are profound
and-ffficu t, I find myself unalterably opposed to Senate 158 as I
believe that the choice of an abortion belongs to the individual woman.
With regard to your specific questions:
01. Human personhood is a complex question and the answer does not come
totally from medicine and science.
#2. itis inpart a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious and
political question.
#3. Medical and scientific data alone cannot determine what the definition
of human personhood would be in the context In which it is being used.
#4. The impact of S.158 ifenacted wouid be devastating on medical practice
because we would see a return to the pre.- Roe v.Wade era with Illegal
abortions, Interference with genetic screen-g, serious questions about
the use of contraceptives, especially "the morning after pill*.
Your letter clearly indicates your appreciation that these are very
complex and difficult questions. S. 158 provides a simple doctrinaire
answer. That perhaps is the best clue of all as to why itmust be opposed.
Sincerely,

JJAojc

sfe
sr and Chairman
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TO THE HONORABLE Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
The question of abortion is not a new one for the human race. Such
giants of ancient Greece, Aristotle, and Hippocrates, took different sides
of the issue. The father of modern scientific medicine, William Harvey,
knew of the frequency of natural abortions, natural rejections in the first
trimester of pregnancy, and studied the products; he felt life began with
the pulsating of the heart. Others have stated that with quickening, fetal
movements around the sixteenth week of gestation, life begins. In more
recent times Avery and Mead have shown the importance of surfactant in the
lungs at around twenty-four weeks of gestation which would make extrauterine
life possible although not probable. The advances of neonatal medicine have
made possible survival of infants even under one and a half pounds. A
definition of life which I frequently quote to medical students Is, "Life
is to perceive and to be perceived, to feel and to be felt, to love and to
be loved." In answer to your request are the following coments:
1.

Human personhood is not totally a question of medicine and science.

2.

The question of human personhood in in part a moral, ethical,
philosophical and religious question.

3.

Medical and scientific data alone cannot determine the definition of
human personhood. We can qualify life merely as the functioning of
major body organs without mental function or of mental function of
varying degrees as for other body organs. Can a physician say that
a decerebrate human is not a person?

4.

Should no abortions be allowed for patients receiving government
payment for services and yet available for those who can afford the
procedure? This would be unfair.
Should no abortions be allowed period, conditions threatening
mothers' lives may not be lessened or corrected.
Should no abortions be allowed in the face of known genetic disease
of fatal or horrendous outcome in a fetus, such would be born and of
a hardship to the fatally, society and of great suffering to the infant.
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Should incest or rape be involved, an undesired birth could

occur with all of the consequences thereof.
Abortion as a tool to eliminate pregnancy is a failure of
population or family control for which many measures are
available. Yet when we speak of rights, does not the
woman have rightN too of her own mind and body?
Why must we have to legislate the rights to have or not to have
abortions. Many see medical, family and social (incest and
rape) reasons for them. Children should be wanted, prepared

for and kept and nurtured in the best manner possible.
I personally feel that abortion Is an individual problem and that there
Is no necessity to legally condemn nor endorse It. We are what we are
because of our religion and other training and our total being is involved
in such important decinons. This country was established upon the grounds
of religious freedom. The responsibility of our law-makers is to preserve
this freedom. The writer of the Unanimous Declaration and the Statutes of
Religious Freedom of the Cormmonwealth of Virginia, Thomas Jefferson, stayed
clear of religious differences or the imposition thereof upon citizens of
this country and his state.
Children do have rights and the fetus also has rights. The Roe vs.
Wade decision gave rights to the unborn fetus at a time when life or

sustenance of life under atmospheric conditions outside the womb was
possible. In future years should society so wish and science progress, an
earlier time will be placed for possible survival. Under the conditions
of the timeand with the level of medical knowledge, the momentous decision
of the Supreme Court was not a bad one. The r;se of funds for any procedure
can be determine4 by the grantor, Federal or o..hers. "He who pays the piper
calls the tune." Government in its granting capacity should assure that no
discrimination occurs in the utilization of its funds.
We are proud of the newly gained rights of infants and children.

We

should place our national efforts upon areas which will give them a more
hopeful and productive future for the opportunity of "Life, liberty, and

the pursuit of happiness".

The level of achievement of any civilization

will be determined by the attention it has paid to the welfare of its
infants and children. Direct your attention to securing the best health care,
education and opportunities possible for those to be or being born today and
we shall have a better and more responsible society in the tomorrows.
Thanking you for your request for my views, I am

Sincerely yours,

Billy F. Ahuies, M.D., F.A.'A.P., F.A.C.P.
Professor and Chairman
Department of Pediatrics
BFA:jk

87-999 0 - 82 - 18
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May 31," 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Re:

Senate Bill S.158

-Dear Senator Baucus:
This responds to your letter to Robert M. McCombs, Ph.D.,
Executive Dean, Eastern Virginia Medical School, who has
asked me to respond.
I can respond more authoritatively to question #4 of your
letter concerning the impact of the legislation. It would:
(1) Eliminate the almost universally accepted longstanding opportunity for a physician, under the
scrutiny of peer review, to terminate an early
pregnancy, the consummation of which was judged
responsibly to threaten the life of the mother.
(2)

It would terminate the widely, but not universally,
accepted option for the patient carrying an
early pregnancy, reliably predicted to produce
a seriously abnormal child, to elect to have
this pregnancy terminated before viability.

(3)

It would make it illegal for a physician treating
a patient whose pregnancy was hydatidiform mole
to treat her according to known medical practice
which would best protect her life and health.
It would deprive her of this reasonable right
and expectation for the inexplicable reason
of having had this grape-life mass of tissue
which is not human by any stretch of the
imagination declared human by leaders of our
Nation. The logical consequence of such an
indefensible act would question the very
soundness of our legislative process.
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(4) It would subject to criminal prosecution the
millions of patients who have elected to use
the intrauterine device as a means of contraception. I am sure it is understood that this
is one of the most reliable and important methods
of family planning. Any withdrawal of effective
family planning methods will cause a certain
number of unnecessary maternal deaths because
pregnancy carries a mortality whether wanted
or unwanted.
(5) It would subject to criminal prosecution any
physician who installs an intrauterine device
and possibly any physician who has already
installed such a device.
To move on to the other major consequences of this
definition, although they would# in my view, result in
literally thousands of unnecessary deaths and many cases
of harmful preventable damage to person and family,
draws into the arena arguments which become more personal
and subjective and must be respected. I submit that the
above points should be sufficient to seek some other
avenue to circumvent the interpretation of our Constitution
as rendered by the Supreme Court.
Sincerely,

Mason C. Andrews, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
Department of Obstetrics
and Gynecology
ccs

Robert M. McCombs, Ph.D.
Executive Dean
Eastern Virginia Medical School

MCAtdlj
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3181 S.W. Sam Jackson Park Road
Portland, Oregon 97201
June 1, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member

Subcomittee on Separation

of Powers United States Senate
Washington, D.C--0510
Dear Senator Baucus:

I'm replying-to your letter of May 13, 1981. I must enrhasize that
I am speaking entirely for myself as an individual and do rot represent
any institutional point of view. 7b answer your questions specifically:
-1. Do you believe that the question of human personhkod is a medical
and scientific question?

No.

2. Is it your view that the question of human p
is part of a
moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or political question?
Yes.
3. Do you believe that medical and scientific data alone can detemine
what the definition of hzman persotnod should be in the present
context? No.
4. What, in your judgment, ould be the impact if S. 158 is enacted?
On the practice of medicine; on genetic. screening; on-the use of

(Xotraoeptives; others?

ObViously, it would have a profound effect on genetic screening, the
practice of medicine -and the psydc and political climate of the
.United States.- Is*would-oertainly advocate caution before enacting
legislation which would have such sweeping effects, many of which
,might well be deleterious and.a number of which would be unforeseeable.
Sincerely
Ransom J. Arthur, M.D.
R3A:n
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August 10, 1981

The Honorable Max Saucus
1107 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
The American College of Nurse-Midvives, an organization of providers
of health care to women and infants, is concerned with the quality of
services available to women making reproductive 'decisions. In conjunction
vith our philosophy which affirms the right of women to health care services
which medt their individual physical and amotiona needs, we have developed
the enclosed statement. We offer this position statement for your
consideration during your deliberations on the legislation Nhich affects the
legal status of abortion services.
The following is a resolution drafted by the Board of Directors at the request of
the voting members present at the 26th Annual Meeting of the American College of
Nurse-Midwives, April, 1981, Denver, Colorado.
"The American College of Nurse-Midwives reaffirms its basic
philosophy of health care for women and childbearing families for
safe, satisfying experiences with respect for human dignity and worth;
for variety in cultural forms and for individuals' right to reproductive
self-determination."

8Sucerely,

Sally #ueen Tam, QM, MS
Government Liaison

SAT/edt
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June 9, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you very much for writing to me concerning S-158.
I do not consider myself an expert in anything; however, I will try to
answer your questions.
1. I do not believe that the question of human personhood is a medical
or scientific question. Life and living are scientific questions,
but this includes an isolated cell, which is metabolizing. This I
consider life, but this is far different from personhood.
2. I believe that human personhood is a moral, ethical, philosophical,
religious and political question (politics being in the best sense of
the word).
3. I think it is absolutely impossible that medical and scientific
data can determine human personhood in the present context. This is
especially important In view of S-158.
4. I am afraid that if S-158 is enacted, we will be back to many of the
evils of the previous era. I think there is a legalistic concept
that is overlooked by this. What is the significance of the fact that
a condemned person should be evaluated by a jury of his peers?
We do not do any genetic screening prenatally on any patient who would not
consider abortion. Therefore, at least from our standpoint, genetic
screening prenatally would be stopped. I think that the practice of medicine
would suffer and that abortion laws will again be established. I think that
the rich will continue to have all the abortions they want,. whereas the poor
will get the contaminated ones.
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One final question: If personhood begins at conception, does this mean
that we are all nine months older? Do we have to change our birth
certificates? What will happen to the social security system if we should
suddenly get a new mass of people 65 years old?
I write all of this in the full realization that without abortions my
profession would thrive even more. Nonetheless, I feel it more important
to allow pregnant women to make their own decisions.
Since

y

Lewis A. Barn

,4.D.

Professor and Chairman

LAB: nw
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may 14, 1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
Room 1107
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510
Res Senate Bill #158 - Request to speak to before
Congressional Hearings
Dear Senator Baucuss
I wish to testify regarding medical and sociological aspects
of the inception of life. My views may provide acceptable
grounds for resolution of the controversy by both pro-choice
and anti-choice factions.
Of paramount importance, human life must be qualified and
defined as meaningful human life, medically and sociologically,
that begins at approximately 28-32 weeks of gestation. The
premise is based upon scientific recognition of capability of
the brain to function. Philosophically, the significance of
this criterion is highlighted by the classical evaluation of
existence by Renee Descartes who summarized his meditations
with the conclusion, "I think, therefore I ,."
From a practical standpoint, this criterion of meaningful
existence would retain validity with the prohibition of
abortion past twenty weeks of gestation, the halfway point
of a full-term pregnancy. Therein would be built a significant
safety buffer of time. It is also significant that moat states
have already chosen the twenty week mark to differentiate means
of disposal of products of pregnancy from either induced or
spontaneous abortion. Before twenty weeks, those products are
considered surgical specimens. After that time, a funeral may
be required.
Permit me to offer an additional consideration. In trying to
define the existence of life, more properly meaningful human life,
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Congress has called upon representatives of science and disd.
planes based upon opinion# be they religious, philosophical,
or moralistic. Therefore, the sanctity of the first and
fourteenth amendments have come to be at stake. The governments'
endorsing any one moral/religious viewpoint to the exclusion of
all others amounts to establishing the chilling nucleus of a
state religion. I suWest that such a catastrophic turn could
and should be avoided with exclusion from any passed legislation
of those persons stating openly that the dictates of their
personal moral or religious codesdoes not recognise meaningful
human existence until at least-twenty weeks of gestation.
Although there is a multitule of additional factors which may
merit serious consideration, I feel that the thiee subjects
touched upon in this presentation embody constructive answers
to the question at hand and offer a satisfactory meeting ground
of resolution. Your assistance in my presenting these thoughts
ill be greatly appreciated.

Samuel J. BarrT M.D.

SJBIeM
telosure.

"A Woman's Choice"
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Senator Max Saucus

Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers

United States Senate
Washington, DC
20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am writing to reply to your inquiry of Kay 13 (received Nay 26)
concerning my evaluation of S. 158.
1. I do not believe the question of human personhood is a medical
and scientific question.
2. 1 believe the question of human personhood is, in part, a moral,
ethical, philosophical, religious or political question.
3. 1 do not believe that medical and scientific data alone can determine what the definition of human personhood should be in the
present context.
4. In my judgment, if S. 158 is enacted it will a) interfere with
medical practice because of the threat that physicians who
recomend and carry out medically indicated abortions will be
subject to prosecution, b) decrease genetic screening since one
important reason for such screening is to identify fetal abnormalities in time to take preventitive measures to interrupt pregnancy, and c) will discourage use of contraceptives since some
of the best contraceptive approaches probably act after conception
(fertilization of an egg by the sperm) has occurred.
Please let me know if there is any way I can be of further help in
discussion of this important issue.
Sincerely yours,

Richard 2. Behrman, M. D.
Dean
.,ice of the Dean
School of Medicine
2119 Abron Road
Area Code: 210 Telephone 266-2=83
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The University of Alabama in Birmingham
Department of Pediatrics/Office of the Chairman
2OS/9J4.4574-

June 3, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers

United States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the questions inthe
Subcomttee regarding S.158. My response to the four questions are as
follows;
1)It Isobvious that the exact moment that one cell replicating may
become a person isa most difficult question. Perhaps itIs a question that
should be answered most clearly by the individual Inwhose body the particular cell might choose to replicate and ultimately produce a fetus. Does it
begin when cells replicate or does It begin when a structure of complex organs
becomes a new Individual capable of sustained life without a parent, or more
specifically, being totally nurtured by the mother? Inmy Judgement Itis
not possible to clearly define, by scientific terms, that point at which life
truly begins.
2)The question of human personhood isindeed a moral, ethical, philosophical, re1igius and unfortunately, a political question. As many deep
questions that concern mankind, perhaps we will never have an all-inclusive
answer to these descriptive terms. Although words such as human personhood
lack specificity, if interpreted in the narrow context of many political and
religious groups such words have very specific meaning which is not Justified
by the total body of data. This is unfortunate for many Individuals in our
society.
3)There are few questions for which medical and scientific data alone
can determine a definition about persons or about personhood. Medicine as
a scientific discipline isalmost by definition a changing arena. Facts are
only facts until they have been disproven and our understanding isextended
beyond its current limits. By so doing we abandon many current ideas and
proceed to a new level of understanding.
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4) Senate bill 158, as I understand it,would be a dramatic change in
for
the very fiber and social structure of this country. ItIsdifficult
me to believe that an Individual's freedom should be given up and removed
who have
on a legislative basis. I strongly believe that those individualsshould
be
beliefs about contraception and preservation of Intrauterine life on which
allowed to maintain those views. At the same time, I see no basis
one segment of our society, perhaps even a minority segment of our society,
The ability to
should be able to impose Its will on the entire population.
make individual choices about protection from pregnancy, and the maintenance
or not maintaining intrauterine life In the early stages of pregnancy would
pregseembest left to the Individual. Obviously, in the later stages of succinct
-nancy and inall children that are liveborn, the issue ismuch more
and-clear, and life should be protected as best we can protect It.
:1 appreciate you allowing me to express my views on the subject.
Sincerely,
JotW. Benton, M.D.
Professor and Chaiman
JWB/cac
These represent my personal and professional views but not necessarily those
of the University of Alabama inBirmingham.
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May 5, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
Dear Sen. Baucus;
As a resident In the State of Colorado, I feel I must voice my concern
about recent hearings inCongress. The particular concern is the
definition of life in regards to the fertilized ovum.
Since the Supreme Court of the United States was unable to answer the
question when life begins; and medical science isunable to answer
the same, I have great concern as to the Congress of the United States
making the decision. 1 feel the philosophical question cannot be
answered, thereby no protection is granted to the fertilized ovum under
the 14th Amendment.

)throats"

The advocates of pro life continue to force their beliefs "down the
of citizens that feel an individual decision must be paramont.
The right to decide and choose as an Individual needs to be protected.
I hope that as a practicing Obstetrician-Gynecologist and one who has
seen the effects of abortions performed illegally, Congress again will
not subject women to this terrible physical assault. The legalizing
of abortion in 1972, the right for one to decide individually, has
practically halted the criminal procedures we have seen.
I would like very much to see Congress defeat any attempt again to
humiliate and destroy lives of innocent women.
Sincerely yours,
Mark P. Berland, D.O.
MPB/jkg
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Offic of she Dean

April 23, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am happy to have this opportunity to respond to your
question concerning the proposition that human personhood begins at conception.
It is not my usual practice to state my qualifications to comment but I would
like to establish that my credentials as a medical and scientific expert do
not derive only from my current position as Dean of the Yale University School
of Medicine. Before coming to Yale I served in several positions in the intramural program of the National Institutes of Health, including the Scientific
Directorship of the National Heart Institute for some 14 years. At the time
I resigned from NIH I had been for some 5 years the Deputy Director for Science
of the NIH. I have served on the editorial boards of a number of scientific
journals and as the President of The American Society of Clinical Investigation,
The American Physiological Society, The American Society of Nephrology and The
Society for Experimental Biology and Medicine. I am a member of the National
Academy of Sciences, currently serving as a member of the Academy's Council,
the Institute of Medicine (of the NAS), and the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences.
To turn to the questions that you have addressed to me, I
would state that science can not provide an answer to the question of when
human personhood begins. The concept of human personhood is a philosophical,
indeed a religious, construct that is not susceptible to scientific or technical identification. Consequently, Section 1 of Chapter 101 of S.158 is simply
incorrect in stating "that present day scientific evidence indicates a significant likelihood that actual human life exists from conception". There is
no scientific evidence that bears on this question, nor can there be in the
forseeable future; science can not provide a statement on this issue.
Obviously, given the many necessary accessory conditions
including the maternal environment, the fertilized ovum has the potentiality
to develop into a complete human Individual. But to ask science to specify
the point at which that developing organism becomes a human person is to ask
a question beyond the domain of science. A man of religion may be willing to
provide what is,in his philosophy, an answer. A man of science, in his role
as scientist, can not.
Sincerely,

Robert W. Berliner, M.D.
Dean

RWB/m
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May 4, 1981
The Honorable Max Baucus
Senator, Montana
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Sir:
Thank you for your letter of April 16, 1981, inviting me to comment on
the assertion that current medical and scientific data supports the proposition that
human life inthe sense of an actual human being or legal person begins at conception.
I was unable to respond earlier as your letter was incorrectly addressed, and ittook
10 days before itreached me. I am honored by the invitation.
Inmy opinion to ask when human life begins isan ill-conceived question
which by its very nature cannot be answered. The reason scientists give different
answers isnot because there isscientific dispute but because they do not recognize
the fallacy of asking the question. The reason there cannot be a beginning isbecause
the human life cycle isa continuous process inwhich life flows from one generation
to the next. There are two phases of human life; one phase isthe diploid phase,
represented Jy all individuals produced by the process of fertilization, and the other
phase isthe haploid phase, represented by Individual genetically unique spermatozoa
and secondary oocytes. Fertilization, together with a process called meiosis, are
processes that lead alternatively from haploid-diploid-haploid-diploid inendless
succession inthe continuum of life. Thus the beginning of life cannot be defined.
The word Pero isa common noun which isa name that can be applied inthe
same sense to any one of an indefinite number of human individuals with a common
property. Itisa colloquial word which traditionally applies to men, women, boys
and girls after birth. The suffix hood, which also means person, isapplied to these
words. Thus boyhood, which literalTyiieans boyperson, has come to mean the state
of being a boy. Similar considerations apply to girlhood, manhood and womanhood. I am
not sure what personhood. being used nowadays with increasing frequency, ismeant to
convey. ItIsnot listed inWebster's Dictionary, nor the Oxford English Dictionary.
Literally, personhood means person-person, which I cannot understand. If Itmeans
the state of being a person, It implies that there is a wider class of Individuals
of which persons are a subclass. This then takes us back to how we define the word
person. Personally I feel P
isused only as a device for economizing inwords.
It sold therefore be arbitrariTly defined to achieve a purpose as inS. 158.
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I believe that discussion of when life begins is a futile exercise and
that discussion of the meaning of person is not a very productive activity. Both
debates are obscuring the real issues:
(1) What will be the implications of enacting S. 158 if the States
have to interpret the word conception.
(2) What are the reasons for wanting to outlaw abortion, and what is
the motivation of those who are so strongly opposed to it.
I am enclosing a short paper I have written that demonstrates the serious
ambiguities of the word conception, and how two current usages could lead to very
different state laws. I hope you find it useful.
I am drafting another short paper which I will send you in a few days
which deals with the second question.
With kind regards
JOhn D. Biggers, D.Sc., Ph.D.
Professor of Physiology
JDB:bl
Enclosure
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AMBIGUITY OF THE WORD CONCEPTION:

IMPLICATIONS

IF BILL S. 158 IS ENACTED

John D. Biggers, D.Sc., Ph.D.
P.odeuAo4 od Phyqiotogy

Harvard Medical School
Laboratory of Human Reproduction
and Reproductive Biology
45 Shattuck Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02115
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INTRODUCTION
Bill S. 158, now before the U.S. Senate would provide that "Human life
shall be deemed to exist from conception." By defining the word pe,,on to
Include all human individuals from conception, the fourteenth amendment to
the U.S. Constitution would then apply to all these persons. This would require
all States to protect the life of these persons under the law. The effect of the
Bill would be to permit the States to enact laws prohibiting.abortion inthe name
of protecting the unborn.
Should S. 158 be enacted the States would have to interpret the word
conception since itdetermines the extent of human individuals that would be
protected.

It istherefore critical that we examine the meaning of the word

conception.
DEFINITION OF FERTILIZATION, ZYGOTE AND IMPLANTATION
FERTILIZATION isa noun denoting the process that results in the production of
a single cell by the fusion of a single-celled spermatozoa with a single-celled'
OVUm.
ZYGT isa noun denoting the single cell produced by the process of fertilization.
Fertilization occurs inthe ampullary region of the oviduct, which ispart
of a woman's genital tract. The zygote soon begins to undergo a succession of
cell divisions, beginning the preimplantation phase of development. Concurrently
it travels along the oviduct to the uterus. From the 15 human preimplantation
embryos that have been observed over the past 40 years by investigators in
several parts of the world, it seems that the preimplantation embryo enters the
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uterus about three days after fertilization and consists of about 16 cells 1.
During the next three days the embryo remains suspended inthe fluids within
the uterus, and concurrently continues development to the blastocyst stage.
Approximately six days after fertilization the blastocyst invades the lining
epithelium of the uterus and enters the underlying maternal tissues. Eventually
the embryo leaves the uterine cavity completely and becomes located inthe
mother's tissues where itcontinues development. This process of invasion
is called IMPLANTATION.
ETYMOLOGY OF CONCEPTION
Conception isa colloquial noun, that originated inmedieval English
and has acquired many meanings. Let us look at its usage prior to the discovery
of the essential features of fertilization which were discovered between the years
1875 and 1879. The usages are listed in Noah Webster's "An American Dictionary
of the English Language", published in1828. They are:
(1)"The act of conceiving."
This can mean either the act of having a fetus formed in the womb or the act of
becoming pregnant.
(2)"The first formation of the embryo or fetus."
Prior to the discovery of fertilization, this usage ieferred to some event not
understood which marked the origin of the fetus.
The concepts expressed inboth of these definitions are very different,
and they separately form the basis of the two current usages of the word conception
in the biomedical literature. Itisfor this reason that the preamble to S. 158
is seriously ambiguous.
After the discovery of fertilization, and the introduction of the word
zygote in 1891, a more precise version of meaning (2) was introduced.

Thus the
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third abidged editige of Wbste's Dictionary (1966) adds the following
defsltlion:
(3) The formation of a Viable Sygte."
This am man eite the zygote that is formed or the act of forming a Mote.
I eli
ipg

e.

the word viable adds nothing to the definition and that it can be
If the drafters of S. 166 are using the word c tpt n as defined in

bster's Dictionary, it clearly refers to the Zygote, the product of fertilizatien. This Is a widespread usage an many developmental ad reproductive
biologists. As a fomer editor-in-chief of the official Journal of the Society
for the Study of Reproductions Siolqa of Reuction, I was fully familiar
with this usage.
The other meaning of the word comep

n is based on the concepts expressed

In meaning (1) -- the act of becoming pregnant, which is a physiological rather
than a dovelo;m tal me. To understand this notion, we need to consider the
nevroeOvacrine system of the mother. This system can function in two ways: one
way is Wort it cycles about every 26 dys and regulates the time of ovulation
and the time of otruation. The other way is a non-cycling pattern associated
with pregnancy. The switch from the first to the second pattern Is brought
about by a chemical signal originating in the blastocyst at about the time of
Implantation.

Thus prlv to implantation a woman Is physiologically unaware

an embryo Is present and Is functioning as though she is non-pregnant.

It

should be emphasized that the physiological awareness of the presence of an
emryo does not correspond with natural conscious awareness of pregnancy. This
is usually noticed when menstrual cycles cease.
In a lecture given In 1959, Dr. Bengt BOving, nw Professor of Anatomy,
Wayne State School of Medicine, Detroit, suggested that the word eoueMn should
refer to the act of becoming pregnant, thus associating conception with the process
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Of imolantation2. Subsequently; i 196$, thi Comitte on Tirminology of
The American Co11ege of Obstetricians and Gynecologists adopted the definition3 :
(4)"Conception isthe implantation of a fertilized ovwu."
ThiS As an unfortunate definition since it isnot the zygote that implants but
the blastocyst. Later in1972 the Comittee on Terminology changed the definition
to read 4 :
(5)"Conception isthe implantation of the blastocyst. ItiSnot
synonymous with fertilization."
The reason the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists adopted this
definition seems to be related to the fact that the earliest pregnancy can be
detected by pregnancy tests istowards the final phases of implantation. Pregnancy tests involve the detection of the presence of the chemical signal from
the blaStocyst In the maternal blood. Modern tests are almost 100 percent
reliable about 12 days after the formation of the zygote. There are difficulties with the exact meaning to be attached to the 1972 definition (5)because the
meaning of conception isdefined interms of a process, so that to use the word
with precision an arbitrary stage of the process has to be identified.
Inview of the ambiguity of the word conepUon. I believe its use in
the biomedical literature be discouraged. The word Is not needed since more
precise words are available. Dr. B6ving was prophetic when he wrote2:
"CONCEPTION may be traced to the Latin root, capio: 'grasp, take hold,
receive into the body', and iscertainly no less applicable to the uterine
reception of the ovum than to the ovular reception of the spermatozoon. Whether
eventual control of implantation may be reserved the social advantage of
•,.being considered to prevent conception rather than to destroy an established
pregnancy could depend on something so simple as a prudent habit of speech."

if S. 168 1s passed any different State laws could presumably be enacted.
If a State law were passed that adopted the definition of conception given by
Wester's Dictionary (3), any procedure that might lead to the destruction of a
pretiplantation embryo would I) outlawed.

This could affect some of the most

effective types of contraception -- some types of oral pill, the UD, and the
development of "morning after' pills. The treatment of a rape victim during
the preimplantation period would be outlawed, and 4A 4u*o fertilization and
embryo transfer for the treatment of a comon, very intractable cause of
infertility would be prohibited. A law that applied from the formation of the
zygote could imply that a woman is responsible for a preimplantation embryo she
cannot possibly know is present, and hold her responsible for any damage to a
chtlld from activities or medications taken during the preimplantation phase.
sholdS
therefore always assume She may be pregnant and adjust her behavior
-7accordingly? What this behavior should be is obscure. Incontrast, If a State
law were passed that adopted the definition of conception as defined by the
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (5) all of the activities
I outlined above would be allowed. The States that adopted definition (3)
would not achieve'their objectives since women could obtain the services they
want by crossing state lines. Itseems to me personally that to set up the
possibility of such heterogeneity between the State laws IsMachiavellian.
Itwould be legal for the manufacture and distribution, for example, of intrauterine devices and moring-after pills Inone state while their distribution
and use would be illegal inanother state, creating conditions for a
blackmarket in contraceptive devices in a state wheretheir use is illegal, a
----- perfect set up for racketeering.
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The Honorable Max Baucus
Senator, Montana
UAited States Senate
Washington, O.C. 20510
Dear Sir:
I am responding further to your letter of April 16, 1981, requesting
answers to the following questions:
(1) Does an actual human being or legal person begin at
conception?
(2) Do I believe that the question of human personhood isa medical
and scientific question?
(3) Isitmy view that the question of human personhood isinpart
a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or political question?
(4) Would I agree that medical and scientific data alone cannot
determine what the definition of human personhood should be in
--the present context?
After reflection I finally wrote the enclosed paper in which you will
find my answers to the complex Issues raised by.these questions. I hope you
find them helpful.
Sincerely,
ohn D. Bigge

D.S., Ph.D.

'Professor of Physiology
JDB:bl
Enclosure
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INTRODUCTION

Recently considerable effort has been initiated inthe U.S. Congress to
outlaw abortion1 . Several bills have been Introduced inthe Senate and House
of Representatives, such as the Human Life Statute, Right to Life Act of 1981,
Funding Proscription Act and several measures to limit the Federal Courts'
Jurisdiction. This essay has been stimulated by reflections about the Human
Life Statute (S.158, HR 900), the Right to Life Act of 1981 (H.R. 3225) and
'the Report of the Special Human Life Amendment Committee of the National Right
to Life Movement printed infull inNational Right to Life News2.
The preamble to S. 158 reads:
"To provide that human life shall be deemed to exist from
conception."

The preamble to H.R. 3225 reads:
"To provide that in respect to the right to life, human
beings shall be deemed to exist from conception, to provide for the enforcement of the fourteenth amendment, and
until such time as an amendment to the Constitution of the
United States protecting the right to life is adopted,
to provide for the protection of unborn persons under the
law."

Three provisions of an amendment to the U.S. Constitution recently
adopted unanimously by the Human Life Amendment Committee read:
"Section 1.

The right to life is the paramount and most

fundamental right of a person."
"Section 2.

With respect to the right to life guaranteed to

persons by the fifth and fourteenth articles of amendment
to the Constitution, the word "person" applies to all human

6
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beings

irrespective of ego, health, function$ or

condition of dependency, Including their unborn offspring at every stage of their biological development

Including fertilisation."
"Section 4.

Congress and the several states shell have

power to enforce this article by appropriate legislation."

Section 3 is still not agreed on for there are majority and minority versions:
"Sectionk 3 (Majority): No unborn person shall be
deprived of life by any person: Provided, however,
that nothing In this article shall prohibit a law per-

sitting only those medical procedures required to prevent the death of a pregnant woman; but this law must
require every reasonable effort be made to preserve the
life and health of the unborn child."
"Section 3 (Minority):

The right to life of an unborn

person Is protected by the Constitution against Infringe-

ment by any person."
The strategy of both Si 158. H.R. 3225 and the amendment to the U.S.

Constitution isto ensure that the fourteenth amendment applies to all human
beings from the time of conception or the beginning of fertilization. This is
done by defining the word person to denote all human beings from conception or
the beginning of fertilization. The effect would be to enforce the States to
protect all human beings Including the unborn.
On 23 and 26 April, 1981, hearings were held before the Senate Subcommittee
on the Separation of Powers about when life begins. These hearings were meant
to examine the first finding of th.lll (p.1. lines 6-8) that:
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"The Congress finds that present day scientific evidence

indicates a significant likelihood that actual human life
exists from conception."

A biologist must surely find this a strange statement. Curiously the corresponding finding InH.R, 3225 (p.2, lines 8-9) begins with the positive assertion:
"Present day scientific evidence indicates that a human being

exists from conceptionp"

Another debate that has not yet reached any hearings isthe meaning of the
word person.
I will argue inthis paper that these are fruitless debates that obscure
the real issues.

4 5
HUMAN LIFE CYCLE '
6
The notion that all biological life iscontinuous goes back to Weissman

who in 1891 proposed his theory of the continuity of the germ plasm. Thus to
quote the words of the late Edmund Wilson-of Columbia University 7 , one of
America's great biologists: "Inthe highest animals the life-cycle isa strictly
,.sexual one which may be.said. to begin and end with the egg or sperm." Life.
infact* passes on without interruption inan unbroken cycle from generation to
generation. Thus*the human life cycle isrenewed by the fusion of a sperm and
ovum which initiates development and growth controlled by a new sample of the
gene pool. The phase of maturity iseventually entered and this isterminated
by death. During the period of maturity an individual may participate inthe

GOA
process of reproduction by the production of spermatogonia or ova.

These cells

each have i life of their own. Itisby the fusion of one sperm with one ovum
that the human life cycle Isrenewed. We can now define the words fertilization
and zygote:

FPrtilizatlon isa noun denoting the process that result In the production
of a single cell by the fusion of a single-cell

sperm with a single.

yelled ovum.
Zygote is a noun denoting the single cell produced by the process ofi
fertilization.
Biologists separate the life cycle of sexually reproducing organisms into
two phases called the diploid and haploid phases, respectively. The transition
from the haploid to diploid phase occurs as the result of fertilization, and the
transition from the diploid to the haploid phase occurs as the result of the
process called mJ9---.

Two very important processes called chromosome recom-

bination and crossing-over occur during melosis. The combined result of chromosome recombination and crossing-over is the production of haploid human individuals represented by the spermatozoa and ova. Diploid human individuals are
produced by fertilization and are represented by male and females from the
zygote stage to maturity. All human Individuals, haploid and diploid are likely
to be genetically unique at a level of probability nearing certainty. Moreover,
they are all live representatives of the human species.
The discussion so far has not considered the question of pregnancy. In
fact, the concepts of the life cycle and continuity of life, and the definitions
of meiosis, fertilization and the zygote, apply completely for example to frogs
that shed their eggs and sperm into pond water where fertilization occurs and
the zygotes develop into tadpoles and adults without any further participation
of the parent males and females.
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In a large number of organisms, for example sharks andkhuman beings,
fertilization followed by a period of development occurs within the body of the
female.

This period Is terminated by the process of birth.

Inwomen the

early embryo spends three days travelling down the oviduct to the uterus.

For

the next three days the embryo is suspended in the fluid in the uterus during

which time it develops into a blastocyst. The blastocyst then invades the
lining epithelium of the uterus and enters the underlying maternal tissues.
Eventually itleaves the uterine cavity completely and enters the mother's
tissues where Itcontinues to develop. This process6f invasion iscalled
implantation. Thereafter the organs develop during the embryonic period, and
this isfollowed by a period of growth and tissue differentiation during the
fetal period. The fetal period is terminated by the process of birth (parturition). From birth onwards a physiologically separate human individual
exists, but already special cells have been set aside inthe testes or ovary
of the newborn which will be the parents of the next haploid phase of the human
life cycle.
Thus the life-cycle isa process that isalternately represented by diploid
and haploid phases. As a primary classification we can speak of diploid and haploid individuals. We also use comon nouns to denote any one of a class of
similar human Individuals that exist at different times Inthe life cycle--for
example, man, woman, boy, girl, fetus, embryo, zygote, spermatozoon, oocyte.
When each of these classes come into existence depends on identifying.a specific
stage of the life cycle which sometimes are only vaguely defined.
SOURCES OF CONFUSION ABOUT HUMAN LIFE
That life in a biological sense, has a beginning.
To ask when life begins in the continuum of life poses a question to
which there can be no answer.

It is therefore foolish to suggest it begins with
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particular state, for example the zygote, or in terms of physiological
phenomena such as when~the heart first beats, when brain function appears,
a

quickening or viability. Individual scientists, who do not appreciate the
Importance of the life cycle, will produce different answers that ari based on
pragmatic or metaphysical reasons.

Thus taking a popular vote of a group of

scientists and physicians At hearings like those held on 23 and 24 April, 1981,
can be given little weight, for they are being asked to answer a scientifically
IIl-conceived question.
That th Fertilized Egg is a Complete Human Being
Senator Helms in introducing S. 158 on the floor of the' Senate8 quoted
Professor Jerome LeJeune, the distinguished cytogeneticist from Paris:
"Ifa fertilized egg isnot by itself a full man being, it
could never become amen, because something would have to be
added to it,and we. know that does not happen."
Professor LeJeune is not speaking here scientifically but metaphysically. If
he isspeaking solely intenms of genetics he issaying that a diploid human
being ismore comlete than a haploid human being. This isan anthropocentric
argument by a diploid human being with a brain about a haploid human being
without a brain. Ifa spermatozoon had a brain and could communicate itmight
insist that diploids are its precursors and therefore are incomplete.
What Professor LeJeune has ignored isthat the uniqueness of human.
beings does not depend solely on genes, a view put forward about 20 years
ago by his fellow countryman Teilhard de Chardin 9 . The ability to learn after
birth isof singular importance inshaping a grown adult. By the spoken and
written word knowledge of different societies ispassed on from generation to
10
generation. Nobel Laureate Sir Peter Medawar states:
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"In human beings, exogenetlc heredity - the transfer
of Information through non-genetic channels - has become
more Important for our biological success than anything
programmed in DNA...one should contemplate the plight
of the human race if for any reason it did have to start
again from scratch or a desert island; it is not heaven,
but the old Stone Age, that lies about us In our infancy."
"PERSONHOOD"

-

BEGGING THE QUESTION

The word person isa medieval English noun that has many definitions. In
Noah Webster's "An American Dictionary of the English Language", published in
1828, approximately 40 years after the time the U.S. Constitution was adopted
andI 40 years before the fourteenth amendment was enacted, three relevant definitions are given:
(1)

An Individual human being composed of body and soul.
We apply the word to living beings only, possessed of
a rational nature; the body when dead Is not called a
-person.

It is applied alike to a man, woman or child.

A person is a thinking Intelligent being. (Locke)
(2)

A man, woman or child considered as opposed to things,
or distinct from them.
A zeal for persons is far more easy to be perverted,
than a zeal for things. (Sprat)

(3)

A human being, considered with respect to the living
body or corporeal existence only.
person Is elegant.

to gain. (Dryden)
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The form of her

You'll find her person difficult

It seems clear that itwas only applied to the subclass of human individuals
represented by men, women, boys and girls.

I will use the word person as a common

noun to denote this subclass.
The word "personhood" isa new word being used with increasing frequency in
the current debate on abortions. The word is not defined in the third abridged
Webster's Dictionary nor in the Oxford Dictionary.

The suffix -hood means person

and isapplied to a word like boy to nean boyperson or the state of being a boy.
Literally, the word "personhood" means personperson and presumably the state of
being a man, woman, boy or girl.
Extending the definition of a word can be done neutrally or non-neutrally.
The neutral way is to economize inthe use of words as is sometimes done to write
regulations.

I am reminded of an anecdote told by Robert Graves1 l:
"An old lady was taking a pet tortoise by train in a
basket from London to Edinburgh and wanted to know whether
she ought to buy a dog-ticket for it,

as one has to do in

England if one takes a cat by train - because cats
officially count as dogs.

'No,' said the ticket inspector,

'No, mum! Cats is dogs, and rabbits is dogs, and dogs is
dogs, and squirrels in cages is parrots; but this 'ere
turkel Is a hinsect.

We won't charge you nothing, mum!"

The non-neutral way is to adjust the definition to achieve a given end.
This iswhat the authors of S. 158 and H.R. 3225 have done so that the fourteenth
amendment can be applied. To then promote an orgument about the meaning of
person and "personhood", as some would have us do, 12 after this artifice has been
used, is question-begging.
relevant questions:

The argument distracts us from discussing the
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(1)Can the proposed legislation be precisely interpreted, and
- what would be Its effects ifenacted?

I have pointed out

elsewhere the serious ambiguity of the wo-d conception,
which could lead to two very different interpretations of
S. 158 and H.R. 3225.3
(2)What are the reasons for proposing

this legislation?

(3)Under what circumstances should human beings cause death
and save lives?

13

EFFECTS OF THE PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

AND RELATED BILLS BEFORE CONGRESS
Since the ultimate objective of the Right to Life Movement is to amend
the U.S. Constitution, I will discuss their present proposals 2 .
The end of Section 2 reads
"...the word 'person' applies to all human beings,

including'their unborn offspring at every stage of their
--

biological development including fertilization."
It is obvious that the passage of this amendment would notonly prohibit

-

--abortion, but the use of any type of contraceptive method where it has been
suggested the method interferes with preimplantation development. Also, the
treatment of a rape victim during the perimplantation period of development,
and the treatment of infertility by in vitro fertilization and embryo transfer
would be outlawed. The law would also raise the question as to the responsibilities of a woman to a preimplantation embryo she cannot possibly know she is
carrying.
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Section 2, however, needs to be scrutinized much more carefully as to its
exact meaning.

Inexplanation of this Section the report of the Special Human

Life Amendment Committee reads (p.6. column 3)2:
"Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton removed the protection
of status as a person from the unborn.

In restoring the

protection this Section insures protection of the unborn as
a person from the commencement of fertilization since there
is no stage of the biological development of the unborn that
would be outside the protection of this Amendment.
draft has added the words 'including

The

fertilization' to the

NRLC version to make clear that the reference to biological
development includes even the earliest stage, the commencement of fertilization. This language retains the language
that has been utilized by physicians since at least the
1850's to describe the needed protection for fetal life.
See, e.g., Horatio R. Storer, M.D., CRIMINAL ABORTION IN
AMERICA (Philadelphia: J.B. Lippencott & Co., 1860) pp.
10, 100, 107: '...the foetus (is)already, and from the
outset, a human being, alive, however early its stag
of development and existing independently of its mother
it is not rational to suppose...that life.. .dates from
any other epoch than conception...medical men, in all
obstetric matters, are the physical guardians of women and
their offspring... (Protection of the.unborn child is
required) at every stage of

esation (emphasis added)."

The effect of Section 2, then, depends on the Interpretation of the

phrase beginning of fertilization. This requires an arbitrary decision since
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fertilization is a process in the continuum of life.

In 1972 the Comittee on

Terminology of the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists adopted
19
the following definition of fertilization:
"Fertilization is the process that begins with the
penetration of the secondary oocyte by the spermatozoon
and Is completed with the fusion of the male and f male
pronucel."

To interpret this definition, however, requires the definition of penetration, yet another process, and of secondary oocyte. The definition also implies
that haploid human individuals would be protected once they become involved in
the process of fertilization. This inclusion would outlaw blocking the passage
of the spermatozoa through the zona pellucida or the mechanisms that bind the
sperm to the egg.

Ifone protects these haploid individuals, why not protect

all of them? The effect would be to outlaw all forms of artificial contraception
and merely allow natural contraception, the official position of the Roman
Catholic Church.

Natural contraception has been stated to be the only acceptable

method several times by Pope John Paul 1I. However, the enactment of such a law
would prohibit the treatment of Infertility by artificial insemination and even
prevent a urologist from conducting a semen examination for the diagnosis of
the cause of infertility.
HORATIO R. STORER ON THE BEGINNING OF LIFE
The ultimate authority that life begins at conception cited by the Special
14

Human Life Amendment Committee is Storer, whose book was published in 186014.
The basis of Storer's assertion isof interest since at the time his book was
published the mechanisms involved in the renewal of the life cycle were unknown.
All his assertion amounted to is that life begins at the beginning of a process

we do not understand.
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Storer was a distinguished physician and scholar who graduated from both
the Harvard Medical and Law Schools.15 In 1856 he was selected to represent
the Boston Lying in Hospital for Women on the Council of the fledgling American
Medical Association. He was then appointed to chair a committee on criminal
abortion whose widespread use was causing growing opposition among some segments
of the medical profession.

During this time he published eight papers

attacking abortion in the North American Medico-Chirurigal Review. These were
published jointly in the book "Criminal Abortion inAmerica".
came out in 1859 vigorously opposed to abortion,

17

Storer's Committee

and their findings received

strong support from the 1860 President of the American Medical Association,
Henry Miller18 . His activities were very instrumental in pressing the State
governments to pass anti-abortion laws in the second half of the nineteenth
century. These laws were overturned by the decision of the Supreme Court on
Roe v. Wade in 1973. Although not a Catholic, Storer's views coincide exactly
with the doctrine of the Catholic Church. On page 40 he wrote:
"I shall now quote from an admirable letter I have
lately recieved from the Catholic Bishop of Boston.
The extracts are couched in so forcible language, and
their spirit is so thoroughly Christian, that I need not
apologize for their length, or that they recapitulate
arguments I have already advanced."

Bishop Fitzpatrick's letter reads (p.40):
"The doctrine of the Catholic Church, her canons, her
pontifical constitutions, her theologians without ekception, teach, and constantly have taught, that tho destruction of the hWman foetus in the womb of the mother, at apn
period from the first instant of conception, Is a heinous
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crime, equal, at least, in guilt to that of murder.

We

find it distinctly condemned as such even as far back as
the time of Tertullian, (at the end of the second century)
who call it festinato homicidli, a hastening of murder.
The Pope, Sixtus the Fifth, in a bull published in 1588,
subjects those guilty of the crime to all the penalties,
civil and ecclesiastical, inflicted on murderers.

It is

denounced and reprobated in many other canons of the church.
The reason of this doctrine (apart from the authority of
the church) must, it seems to me, appear evident upon a
little reflection. The very instant conception has taken
place, there lies the vital germ of a man.

True, it is

hidden in the darkness of the womb, and it is helpless; but
it has sacred rights, founded in God's law, so much the more
to be respected because it is helpless.

It may be already

a living man, for neither mothers nor physicians can tell
when -life is infused; they can only tell when its presence
is mahifested, and there isa wide difference between these
two things.

At any rate, it Is from the first moment potentially

and in radice a man, with a body and a soul destined most
surely by the will of the Creator and by his law, to be
developed into the fullness of human existence.

No one can

prevent that development without resisting and annulling one
of the most sacred and Important laws established by the
Divine Author of the universe, and he is a criminal, a murderer,
who deals an exterminating blow to that incipient man, and
drives back into nothingness a being to whom God designed to
give a living body and an immortal soul.
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From this it follows that the young woman whose virtue
has proved an insufficient guardian to her honor, when she
seeks by abortion to save in the eyes of man that honor
she has forfeited,

incurs the additional and deeper guilt

of murder in the eyes of God, the judge of the living and
the dead.

Who can express what follows with regard to

these women, who, finding themselves lawfully mothers,
prefer to devastate with poison or with steel their wombs,
rather than bear the discomforts attached to the privilege
of maternity, rather than forego the gaieties of a winter's
balls, parties, and plays, or the pleasures of a summer's
trips and amusements?
But abortion, besides being a direct crime against a
positive law of God, is also an indirect crime against
society. Admit its practice, and you throw open a way for
the most unbridled licentiousness, you make a woman a mere
instrument for beastly lust.

Every woman is somebody's

mother or daughter or sister or wife; or she bears all
these relations at once.

Whatever protection, therefore, we

would claim for a woman-because she stands in any of these
relations to us, we should also extend to all women, because
they bear some one of all these relations to others.

Most

assuredly then, we should remove none of the safeguards that
protect female virtue.

But if we take away the responsi-

bility of maternity, we destroy one of its strongest
bulwarks.
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It affords me pleasure to learn that the American
Medical Association has turned its attention to the
prevention of criminal abortion, a sin so directly opposed
to the first laws of nature, and to the designs of God,
our Creator, that It cannot fall to draw down a curse
upon the land where it Is generally practiced."

Thus, by their own admission, in quoting Storer as their ultimate authority
on when life begins, the Special Life Amendment Committee of the Right to Life
Movement are proposing to amend the U.S. Constitution based on dogmatic statements
most clearly made by representatives of the Roman Catholic Church.
13
CAUSING DEATH AND SAVING LIVES

Intuitively almost no human being likes to sanction killing; nearly all
human beings want to save lives.

If the world were simple, these inherent feelings

would play a dominant role in determining a utopian world. Unfortunately, the
world is not simple, and we have to face very difficult choices that involve the
lives of fellow human beings.

Many philosophers, moralists and theologians have

studied these problems for centuries and there are no universal answers.

Yet

the world evolves and we cannot wait for the theoretical answers we would like
before having to make profound decisions.

Politicians sometimes have to decide

whether or not to comiit those they represent to war, which means they require
and sanction young men to kill their enemies. Contraception involves the
destruction of human life but is unfortunately necessary, in the view of many
people, because of the evil effects of overpopulation that can lead to immense
human misery in the form of hunger, disease and social unrest that generates
killing. One does not have to spend long in the slums of cities like Bombay,
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Dacca and Mexico City, as I have done, to realize the horrors of uncontrolled
human reproduction and the need to Interrupt the human life cycle.
Abortion of a fetus, which already has the physical form of a human being,
is offensive to almost all people, including physicians, who have to develop
psychological defense mechanisms that enable them to face the human misery they
meet daily.

To determine whether or not abortion is sometimes justified It is

necessary to set our emotional reactions aide. To refuse to analyze the
problem by invoking a religious dogma, by adopting a simple-minded approach to
religion -- it is wrong to interfere with God's work -- or by adopting the position

that any change in our established morality Iscertainly bad is merely avoiding
the issues.

Psychologically these positions could be described as defense

mechanisms to avoid thinking about a distasteful subject.

Likewise, the generation

of uncontrolled emotions by the display of pictures of aborted human fetuses,
which some members of the Right to Life Movement do,jis a particularly reprehensible form of escaping the issues.
Abortion is surely justified under some circumstances.

Storer, a leading

foe of abortion, was able to relax his position under gruesome circumstances
that were frequent a century ago, which modern medicine has overcome.

This

concerned the problem of childbirth where the fetus was too large to pass
through the birth canal.

Ifnothing was done, the mother and fetus would both

die. By destroying the fetus and delivering it after partial dismemberment,
the mother could have a chance of survival.

In "Criminal Abortion in America"

Storer wrote:
"In cases where instrumental delivery is absolutely
necessary, the ceremony of-baptim as ordinarily administered is of course impossible.

But as this is deemed
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so Important by the Catholic Church, even to the
sacrifice of the mother, any means of overcoming this
obstacle, fatal to countless maternal lives, should be
accounted,
tance.

if found practicable, of the utmost Impor-

For this purpose, therefore, I do not hesitate

to recommend intra-uterine baptism, the consecrated
element being carried to the child, if too high to be
reached by the hand, by a sponge and staff, or if necessary, by a syringe, as was long ago sanctioned by the
theologists of the Sorbonne; in the absence of a clergyman, if the case is urgent, the rite accounted so sacred
being performed by the physician in attendance rather
than to allow the death of the mother.

I know that many

of the profession, from fear of ridicule or dislike to
sanction what they do not believe in, would shrink from
such a duty.

Is It not, however, due to humanity in

every way to prevent this frequent murder?

for such, by

our apathy and neglect, the mother's death in these cases
becomes.

Can we, as Christians, refuse any aid?

I am

not ashamed to acknowledge that for myself, though no
Catholic, I have performed this intra-uterine baptism,
where delivery without mutilation mes Impossible.

I could

neither conscientiously assert the child's death, nor allow
the mother to linger till

it should occur, while the friends,

in the absence of a priest, whose presence it was Impossible
to procure for many hours, would not permit the operation.
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Rmonstrance was useless; had I refused I should have
been morally responsible for the almost inevitable death
of the woman; it was, therefore, simply my duty."

Fortunately, contemporary obstetricians no longer face this problem because modern
surgical techniques and antibiotics have made Cesarian section a routine procedure. There still exist, however, cases where a decision has to be made that
Involves sacrificing a fetus to save a mother. Recognized conditions are heart
disease after previous cardiac decompensation, advanced hypertensive vascular
20
disease, and carcinoma of the cervix.
Another situation where I believe abortion is justified concerns pregnancy in very young teenagers.

This condition can now arise in the 12th year

of age. Many of these girls are unable to physiologically adapt to the demands
of a rapidly growing fetus with the result that both the mother and fetuses
lives are placed in jeopardy. Moreover, both may be permanently harmed. The
reasons that the cases arise are probably due to the fact that improved nutrition in our society over the past 100 years has reduced the age of menarche
from 17 to 11 years of age. 21 At the same time there has been strong resistance
to educating our children in the basic principles of sexuality. The frequently
expressed view that these matters should be taught by parents would be fine
if the parents knew what to teach. Unfortunately, because of their heritage, they
often do not.
I also believe that abortion is justified in cases of rape inwhich a
woman suffers physical and emotional anguish as the result of assault. Under
these circumstances a woman should be able to Insist on a total right to control
the use of her own body.
There are other situations inwhich abortion is done which I find difficult to analyse. One situation concerns abortion because of the diagnosis of

genetic disease. I have every sympathy with a couple who find fo44wing
amiocentesis that the fetus is suffering from Tay-Sach's Disease and that
the baby will suffer an early, horrible death. My intuitive reaction isthat
an abortion isjustified inthis case. My problem isthat inthe spectrum of
genetic diseases, and now at least 75 can be diagnosed prenatally,22'23 where
does one draw the line. Perhaps the answer isthat a rigid line should not
be drawn.
The other situation that I find difficult to analyze isthe use of
abortion as a contraceptive measure. A couple who decide to control the size
of their family by the conscientious use of contraceptive methods may legitimately justify the use of abortion inthe first trimester of pregnancy as a
back-up for contraceptive failure. However, I sympathize with Bishop Fitzpatrick's position when he condemns the use of abortion following unbridled
licentiousness.
The abortion issue istherefore a complex problem inItself. Before
a total ban isenacted, a plii-istic society should discuss unemotionally all
the issues involved inorder to determine when abortion isjustified and
whether legislation or peer pressure isthe best way of controlling it--e
should de-emphasize the central role of fertilization inreaching moral
Judgments and legal decisions, as it ismerely one transition inthe cycle of
life. Fertilization does not mark the beginning of life and therefore it
should not set the boundary between acceptable and nonacceptable methods of
contraception, prevent the treatment of rape, and the treatment of infertility
by invitro fertilization and embryo transfer.
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THE TAILORING OF SCIENCE TO ENACT A LAW
J6hn D. Biggers, Professor of Physiology
Harvard medical School
In lanuary 1981 Identical Bills, S. 158 and HR 900, were Introduced before
the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives
*To provide that human life shall be deemed to exist from
conception."
The reason the Bills have been Introduced is to outlaw abortion by using the
following argument: Human life from conception is represented by persons; the
lives of persons are protected by the due process clause of the fourteenth
amendment of the Constitution; hence, abortions cannot be done without ensuring
that the unborn child has been granted this legal right.
The Report of the Human Life Amendment Comittee of the National Right to
Life Movementpublished January 27, 1981, in National Right to Life News, stated

In Section 2 of tis draft amendment:
'With respect to the right to life guaranteed to persons by the
fifth and fourteenth articles of amendments to the Constitution,
the word "person" applies to all human beings, irrespective of
age, health, function, or condition of dependency, Including
their unborn offspring at every stage of their biological
development including fertilization."
Inthe explanatory paragraph it Isrevealed that "biological development includes
even the earliest stage, the commencement of fertilization."
Itis helpful to evaluate these proposals in the context of the human )ife
cycle. Fertilization renews the life cycle by initiating development and growth
controlled by a new sample of the gene pool. The first part of this process
occurs ina woman's genital tract.

Eventually a baby is born, and itcoiitinues
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to develop and grow. Maturity is eventually reached, and this phase is followed
by senescence and death. During the period of maturity, the individual may
participate in the process of reproduction involving a phase represented by the
spermatozoa and ova, which renew the life cycle. Thus biological human life is
passed on without interruption from generation to generation.
---That Congress should consider enacting a Bill to provide for an elementary

biological fact is surprising.

It is equivalent to asking Congress "To provide

that sunlight be deemed to exist from sunrise."
We should recognize that the controversy in S. 158--attempting to assign
the word "person" to a particular phase of the human life cycle--is not a
scientific one, and that the implication in Section 1 that the Bill has scientific respectability is irrelevant to the debate. Couching the Bill in this
form is a ploy to conceal the real issues which are metaphysical and legal in
nature. However, science has the important role of ensuring scientific words
are used with clarity.
What do the authors of the proposed amendment mean by "commencement of
fertilization"? Fertilization is a process spread over time, and the definition
of its beginning isarbitrary.

For example, does it begin with the final

maturation of the sperm and the egg before they fuse?

Does it begin when the

spermatozoa enter the cellular barriers around the ovum?

Does it begin when the

sperm enters the ovum? Or does it begin when the nuclei of the sperm and egg
fuse?
What do the authors of S. 158 mean by "conception"?

The majority of

reproductive biologists would equate it with fertilization. Representative Hyde,
however, has explicitly used it to mean implantation in the uterus, which is a
process that takes place about six days after the -penetration of the ovum by the
sperm.

87-999O - 82 - 21
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It Is obvious that the wording of both the proposed amendment and the
Senate bill are each imprecise and'open the way for unlimited litigation.
This could prevent the use of the most effective contraceptive methods--the
oral pill and the Intrauterine device--and impede or halt the development of
new Improved methods. It could severely damage family planning, not only in
the United States but in many other countries as well. It could forbid the
treaft:nt of a rape victim during the six-day preimplantation phase of development. The treatment of infertility by Invitro fertilization and embryo transfer
would be outlawed.
A law applying from fertilization could imply that a woman Is responsible
for a preimplantation embryo she cannot possibly know Ispresent, and therefore
hold her responsible for any damage to a child resulting from activities or
medications taken during the preimplantatlon phase. Should she therefore always
assume she may be pregnant, and adjust her behavior accordingly? What this
behavior should be is obscure.
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May 27, 1981

Senator Max Baucas

United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucas:
The following is in response to your letter of May 13, 1981 regarding my
medical opinion of Senate Bll OS.158.
It Ismy belief that the question of human personhood and when human life
first exists isan unanswered scientific question but not a moral, ethical,
religious or political question. I believe that itwou-" be disastrous to
the proper care of human subjects ifeither religion or politics entered
into or contributed to this decision. Ifpassed, S.158 would seriously
Jeopardize medical care of thousands of individuals in this country. Obviously, it would eliminate the possibility of both elective and, more
importantly, Indicated termination of pregnancy. If extended, itkuld
deprive the medical profession and subjects from the possibility of antenatal diagnosis of genetic disorders. If interpretation would be extended
to the extreme, this could deny our population the right to utilize contraception methods. I would be happy to offer any support to the efforts to
defeat passage of this bill.
Sincerely yours,
Bishp,
E adH.
Professor, Obsg
EHB lh

a

ecology
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June 4, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am pleased to respond to your letter of May 13, regarding
S. 18. The proposed bill purports to derive its conclusions
from science but deals with questions to which science can
provide no answer. The question of human personhood is a
matter of moral, philosophical and religious values. It is
not a medical, a scientific or a political question, and
Mhrefore data from those disciplines cannot determine what
is "personhood". If S. 158 were to be enacted, a rigid interpretation of the law might mean that the use of contraceptives,
their prescription, the screening for genetic diseases, etc.,
could be regarded as homicide and the participants prosecuted
in a court of law. The implication for the practice of
medicine would be profound. I urge the Senate not to create
unworthy legislation based on pseudoscience and reject the
bill.
I hope this is helpful to you in your deliberation.
Yours sincerely,

Robert S. Blacklow, M.D.
RSB:.h
xc:

John A.D. Cooper, M.Dr, Ph.D.
Association of American Medical Colleges
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THE UNIVERSITY OF CONNECTICUT
HEALTH CENTER

19N APR 2C All1t 33
April 24, 1981
The Honorable Max Baucue
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucuss
Your letter dated April 14, 1981 concerning hearings by the United States
Senate Judiciary Committee Subcommittee on Separation of Powers on S. 158
just arrived on my desk. I am pleased to reply to your request for my
evaluation of-some of the issues raised in the Bill S. 158 and in your
letter.
In my opinion, a human life in the sense of an actual human person begins
when an individual is capable of independent existence outside its mother's
uterus. I do not support the proposition that human life in the sense of an
actual human person begins at conception.
From the viewpoint of an obstetrician entrusted with the health of pregnant
women and their unborn children$ I believe that each mother is responsible
fot decisions that affect her and her unborn fetus, so long as that fetus is
dependent upon the mother for sustenance. Accordingly, decisions concerning
a dependent fetus are not the prerogative of moralists, ethicists, philosophers,
scientists, lawyers, physicians, religious persons or politicians. These
decisions should be-made by the mother, with the help and advice of obstetricians
or any other individuals the mother chooses for counsel.
Based upon my Views, I an opposed to the passage of the United States Senate
Bill S. 158.. Because of your interest, I ,am taking the liberty of sending
a copy of this letter to the other members of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
Sincerely yours,

r t %

..

Jick N. Blechnerp M.D.
\ofesor and Head
aDepartment of Obstetrics and Gynecology
JNB/bc
cco Senate Judiciary Comittee Members

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
FARMINGTON, CONNECTICUT 06032
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May 28, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am writing in response to your letter of May 13 and to the four
direct questions which it posed.
I would answer your first two questions together by saying that
it seems to me that the determination of "human personhood" is a
semantic or definitional matter with each individual choosing a moral,
ethical, philosophical, religious, or political basis for defining the
term "personhood." Thereafter , some persons attempt to use
scientific observations to support or reject the validity or reality of
their definitions. Thus, I do not believe that science can settle the
issue of "personhood ." For example, science can demonstrate to the
satisfaction of most that the fertilized egg contains no brain, no heart,
no kidneys, no bones and no skin, but only the information required
for subsequent generation of these organs. Whether or not the
instructions as to how to generate these organs as distinguished from
the organs themselves constitute a "person" does not appear to me to
be a scientific or medical question. With respect to S. 158, the
semantic ambiguity lies in the words "actual human life" on lines seven
and eight of page one. In my view, this term is ambiguous in Its
breadth. For example, I believe one might argue that an isolated
human sperm cell or an isolated human ovum constitutes "actual human
life" in the literal meaning of these words since there is no implication
of complete or potentially complete human life contained in those words.
I hope these views will be of some use.
Sincerely,

AndM.D./
SB /dId
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April 21, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC

20510

Dear Senator Baucus:
Enclosed is the testimony I prepared on Senate Bill 158,
at the request of Mr. Kay and per your letter of
April 16, 1981.
Sincerely yours,

R

L. Brent,

M.D., Ph.D.

Professor and Chairman,
Department of Pediatrics

OF POWERS
COMMENTS TO THE UNITED STATES SENATE JUDICIARY SUBCOMMITTEE ON SEPARATION
On Bill S. 158
Conception
A Bill to Provide that Human Life Shall be Deemed to Exist from
April 23-24, 1981
Washington, D.C.
Submitted by Robert L. Brent, M.D., Ph.D.
Professor and Chairman
Department of Pediatrics
Professor of Radiology
Professor of Anatomy
Director of the Stein Research Center
Jefferson Medical College
Thomas Jefferson University
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Testimony of Robert L. Brent - 4/81

This testimony is presented to the Senate Committee as part of the hearings dealing
with the "definition of the beginnings of life."
I am a scientist interested in the mechanisms of birth defects and their
prevention, having spent the last 30 years as a research scientist in the fields of
embryology and as a clinician interested in the diagnosis and causes of human birth
defects.
There are distinct differences between the definition of "life", "viability"
and "human qualities."
The question has been raised "when does life begin?"
life does not begin--it is continuous.
reproductive capacity.

in the human species

The infant grows into an adult with

The primitive sex cells in the adult man and woman

continuously produce sperm and eggs with reproductive potential.

The combination

of one sperm and one egg have the potential for producing a unique human being,
before, a well as after fertilization.

Although fertilization is the process that

starts the human embryo on its way toward embryonic development and birth, the
process of fertilization is no more completed or miraculous than is the development
of the sex cells (meiosis) or the early development of the embryo (organogenesis).
In essence, life is continuous and the uniqueness of the human is due to the
limitless combination of genetic determinants that can occur during the process of
sex cell development, fertilization and cleavage.

In fact, the uniqueness of each

individual human is contributed to more by processes before fertilization than by
fertilization and embryonic development.

Therefore in the human, the life process

is a continuum.
if "viability" is defined as the time when a human organism can be sustained
without the protection of its mother, then we will constantly have to redefine the
stage of viability. Ten years ago infants weighing less than 1000 grams rarely
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survived.

Today, a significant proportion of 1000 gram infants survive.

development of artificial lungs or artificial placentae,

The

the refinement of embryo

transfer and embryo culture may further decrease the age when the embryo is defined
as "viable."
There should be little controversy over the definition of life (being alive)
and viability (independence from the mother).

Objective scientists should readily

reach a consensus on these terms, because they are based on scientific concepts and
principles.
On the other hand it would be presumptuous for a scientist to conclude that
the scientific method can provide us with the answer to the question of when does
the developmental process result in the production of human life.

When do the

developing sex cells, the fertilized zygote or the developing embryo become human.
That is a question that a biomedical scientist cannot answer without falling back
on his or her moral, ethical, religious or emotional beliefs.

Each day that the

developmental process proceeds results in the presence of more qualities that would
be considered to be human.

There is no time that the sex cells, zygote or embryo

are devoid of human qualities.

Because of the multifaceted nature of our society

there is a wide variation in the opinions of our citizens regarding the humaness of
the developing embryo.

This diversity of opinion is not based on scientific data

but on the religious, ethical, moral and emotional upbringing of that individual.
It is a clear violation of scientific objectivity to imply that one can
resolve moral questions of this nature with biological data.

I could readily

create an argument supporting opposite viewpoints concerning the time that human
life begins--but I would be committing a disservice to our non-scientific citizens,
for I would be distorting the purpose of science and utilizing my scientific

credentials in a field (ethics and morality) that scientists have no more exper-
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ties than do other citizens.
It is obvious that this discussion pertains to the appropriateness of
therapeutic abortions and whether the fetuses' rights, as a human being override
the rights of the mother,

in whose body the embryo or fetus resides.

The legal heritage of this nation is almost by definition a recognition of the
diversity of ethical, moral and religious beliefs.

The legislative process slowly

recognizes changes in ethical and moral standards.

Because of the varied religious

and ethnic backgrounds of our population it

is difficult to obtain a consensus

about the ethical questions relating to abortion, contraception and fetal research.
In fact recent rulings of the Supreme Court concerning abortion have
polarized our society.
If one views these issues from a historical perspective, one should be
optimistic, since eventually the ethical and moral diversity of the people of our
democracy will be reflected in the laws of the land.

Ethical and moral positions

of responsible groups are frequently viewed by protagonists as being right or
wrong.

Like feelings they are neither right nor wrong, but only reflect the inner

rules of a culture.

Each of us tends to be quite "uncritical" of the rules of our'

personal culture and very "objective" about the morals and ethics of other cultures
and religions.

This concept is exemplified superbly by the response of the leader

of a tribe of cannibals when asked by an inquisitive missionary "if
that in his tribe they killed people and ate them."
answered the civilized missionary with a question.
you kill

it was true

The leader of the tribe
"is it true in your world that

people and don't eat them?"

There are many controversial issues that will directly effect the incidence of
congenital malformations, the incidence of morbidity and mortality in newborn
infants, the extent of future developments in biomedical research and the quality
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of health care.

The resolution of these issues can occur by decisions of courts,

by state and national legislative changes, or both.

Since we previously indicated

that these issues reflect emotionally charged ethical opinions, in many instances
they are neither right nor wrong. Therefore legislative alternatives should reflect
the beliefs of all of our citizens so that we do not aggrandize the beliefs of some
and demean the beliefs of others.

For one of the foundations of a democratic

society is our ability to permit the existence of a divergence of moral, religious
and ethical beliefs.
of tolerance.

It is a concept that is basic to our freedom and our history
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June 3, 1981

The Honorable Max Daucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I an vriting in response to your query about the definition of
"human personhood as beginning at conception".
The question of "human personhood" is a philosophical and religious
one that cannot be addressed in a scientific sense. I do not feel that
the acquisition of additional data will in any way help to resolve this
question.
It is my judgement that enactment of 8.158 will have a major impact
on the practice of medicine as well as on our society. As a pediatrician
I am most concerned about the impact on children. At the present time we
have an intolerable number of children who are abused, either because they
are not wanted or because their parents lack parenting skills. Any
measures that result in an increase in unwanted children can only aSgravate this problm. You are probably well evare that approxImately I in 5
babies born in this country are born to teenaged mothers. Asking these
young women to ber children which they do not want is the worst type of
child abuse. What is more, the children resulting from these pregnancies
will produce a society decades later that none of us will be happy withFinally, any measures that compromise our ability to terminate pregnancies
that will yield children that are predictably defective will simply place
an increased.burden on this society and particularly on the unfortunate
families that are asked to raise these children.
In sumary, I do not feel that defining life Is a matter for legislation. If this bill is passed, moreover, I think you will have a profound
effect on health care as well as on society in general. Thank you for this
opportunity to co meant.

A)4 ?p A. runan, M.D.

Professor and Chairman
Department of Pediatrics
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Senator Max Baucus
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your letter of May 13 regarding S. 158. I am pleased to provide
my personal, professional opinions on the questions you raise. lkjcomments are
not to be construed as reflecting in any way the policies of The University
- -Texas Medical Branch or The University of Texas System.
I do not believe that the definition of human personhood is a medical and
It also relates to ethical, moral, philosophical,
scientific decision only.
religious and politica7issues as well. Thus medical and scientific opinion
alone should not be the sole determinants of our actions in this matter.
In my training as a physician I have experienced the horror of young women
suffering and dying from the complications of unsterile, crude, unethical
abortions. You never forget the patient who died from tetanus l I also have
counseled with many families regarding cystic fibrosis of the pancreas,
neurofibromatosis, congenital adrenal disorders, congenital thyroid disorders
and genital disorders. None of these have resulted in an abortion. Thus my
views expressed above and below are with some experience and are largely
pragmatic.
It will be a personal human disaster for thousands of women, especially the
uneducated and poor, if legal, sterile abortions are not available in this
country. The affluent will simply go elsewhere as was done three decades ago.
I think that abortion as one option is neither immoral, areligious or unethical
if carried out with full understanding before the stage of extrauterine viability.
No good is served by forcing unprepared parents to give birth to infants who
have little chance of survival, or who are doomed from the outset by the genetic
makeup of their parents.
Serelyyos

George T. Bryan, M.D.
Dean of Medicine
Professor of Pediatrics
OTB:bvh
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May 28, 1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
The United States Senate
1107 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am responding to your letter dated May 13th, 1981, regarding questions
pertinent to S-158.
1. 1 do not believe that the question of human personhood is
strictly a medical or scientific question.
2. It is my view that the question of human personhood is,in
part, a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious, or political question.
3. I do not believe that medical and scientific data alone
can determine the definition of human personhood.
4.

In my Judgement, the enactment of S-158 would have a serious
adverse effect on the practice of medicine, on genetic screening and its benefits, and on the use of contraceptives.

I believe that the enactment of S-158 would be a serious mistake, and hope
that you and your colleagues will do everything possible that this proposed
legislation is defeated.
yrely
Lonnie S. Burnett, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
LSB:vm
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May 26, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers

United States Senate
20510
Washington, DC
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am writing in response to your letter of May 13, 1981, requesting an
opinion regarding the proposition that human life in the sense of an
actual human being or legal person begins at conception. This opinion
refers directly to the hearings that are currently in progress on S. 158.
I have reviewed that bill and will attempt to answer each of the questions you have posed.
1.

2.

I firmly believe that the question of human personhood is not a
medical or scientific one. The complex concept of humanity or
"humanness" is not one that can be specifically addressed by
science since ideas relating to humanness cannot be tested experimentally in any scientific fashion.
'It is my view that answers to the question of when human personhood begins are derived almost totally from an individual's own
moral, ethical, philosophical and religious viewpoints. The
answer to this question brought forth by any one individual lies
in the realm of personal beliefs, and is not based on any scientific facts.

3.

Medical and scientific data alone cannot be used to determine
what the definition of human personhood should be, since there
is no scientific evidence which relates directly to this question.
Furthermore, it is extremely unlikely that such scientific evidence will be forthcoming because of the complexity of the concept.

4.

It is my opinion that the impact of S. 158 on medical practice,
if enacted, would be devastating and detrimental to the welfare
of the patients that we serve. Many of the medical advances of
the past decade that have served to greatly enhance the quality
of life for children and families could be no longer utilized.
During the past decade, methods have been developed to allow for
the prenatal diagnosis of many serious birth defects and genetic
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disorders which are fatal in childhood or which result in severe
mental and physical handicaps. For the vast majority of these
disorders, no effective therapy is available. Prior to the development of prenatal diagnostic methods, parents who were at risk for
having a child with one of these disorders would often elect to
have no further children because of the fear of having another
affected child. The availability of prenatal diagnosis has provided these couples with the opportunity to have normal healthy
children. While it is true that some fetuses with demonstrated
defects have been aborted as the result of prenatal testing, there
is firm evidence to indicate that the net result of the availability
of prenatal diagnosis has been an increase in the number of healthy
children born to such families. Because medical science has so
little to offer such families in the way of therapy for these
extremely devastating disorders, the availability of prenatal
diagnosis has been a very positive development.
If S. 158 were enacted, a number of our most effective contraceptives would also be eliminated from medical practice. The most
outstanding example of this is the intrauterine device which has been
an extremely reliable and effective method of contraception for
many women. This device could no longer be used, since the mechanism of action of the IUD is to prevent implantation of the fertilized egg. The so-called "morning after pill" which also acts to
prevent implantation of the fertilized egg, would also be banned
from use. This pill has been extremely useful in the past in preventing pregnancy in women who have been victims of rape or incest.
Overall, I feel that the impact of S. 158 would be to severely limit
the humanity of medical practice. It would severely restrict the
options that can be offered to individuals and families who find
themselves in very distressed and unfortunate situations. These
are families who need all of the support and compassion from the
medical profession that can be provided. Our ability to provide
this support will be restricted by the implications of S. 158.
I appreciate having had the opportunity to voice my opinion on this very
important issue. If you need any additional information, please feel
free to call on me.
Sincerely,

JLStbc

Barbara K. Burton, M.D.
Department of Pediatrics
Bowman Gray School of Medicine
of Wake Forest University
Winston-Salem, NC
27103
For: Jimmy L. Simon, M.D., Chairman
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630 WEST 155TH STREET

June 3, 1981

Hon. Max caucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
In response to your recent letter, I am pleased to provide my personal
views on the important questions you have raised concerning S. 158.
Specifically, my responses to your questions are as follows:
1.

I believe that the question of human personhood is
basically a medical and scientific assessment, however,
I do not believe that such an assessment can be made in
the total absense of consideration of prevailing religious
and philosophical views.

2.

It is my opinion that the question of human peronhood
involves scientific, moral and ethical considerations,
but certainly is not, and should not be a question subJect solely to political or legislative judgment.

3.

As indicated in my previous responses, I believe that
medical and scientific data, while of primary importance,
must in addition take cognizance of prevailing religious
and ethical views on this subject.

87-999 0 - 82 - 22
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4.

I believe that if S. 158 were enacted in its current form,
it would set a dangerous precedent in attempting to provide
a legislative answer to a complex question which transcends
a purely political solution. Medical and scientific evidence,
plus religious and ethical considerations, in my view, will
be required to make a just decision on this question.

I hope these brief responses will be helpful in the deliberations of your
Subcommittee.
If I can be of further assistance, please let me know.
Sincerely,

Bernard Challenor, M.D.
Associate Dean
BCspt
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Office of the Dean

The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
20510
Washington, DC
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am replying to your inquiry regarding opinions on some of
the issues raised by S.158.
I do not believe that the question of human personhood is a
medical or scientific question and you should not expect the
issue to be resolved in those arenas. The scientific question
is simply at what time is there reasonable expectation of extra
uterine viability, and that period changes somewhat with improved
technology.
The statement to the Congress by Dr. Leon Rosenberg is eloquent
and coincides with my views. At this point in time at least,
the question of human personhood is primarily a philosophical
question. Attempts to legislate on unresolved philosophical
issues will create great controversy and can only iead to
political turmoil. I believe that the definition of human
personhoood is best left to individual decision based on the
individual's own complex calculus of the best of current
scientific and philosophical hypothesis.
Attempts to legislate otherwise would have a significant inhibitory impact on the practice of medicine, on the freedom
of physicians and their patients to make personal decisions,
and on a variety of other diagnostic, therapeutic, and contraceptive techniques which may put the fertilized ovum or
fetus at risk but which are of value to the mother, the family,
or even to possible therapy of the potential fetus.
Yours truly,

Dav

DRC: j b

R. Challonerp M.D.
Dean
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May 27, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I very much appreciate your letter inviting me to respond to your questions
related to the United States Senate Judiciary Committee Sub-Committee on
Separation of Powers.
I'd like to summarize my response by indicating that I concur entirely with
.the testimony presented by Dr. Rosenberg of Yale University. I concur with him
as a physician, as a scientist, and as a citizen of this country.
Specifically, in'response to your questions:
1. 1 believe the question of human personhood Isnot a
medical or scientific question.
2. 1 believe that the question of human personhood is a moral,
ethical, philosophical, religious and/or political question.
3. 1 believe there isno medical nor scientific data alone that
can determine what the definition of human personhood should
be in the present context.
4. Inmy judgment S. 158 impacts adversely upon the practice of
medicine through its language which encompasses genetic
amniocentesis, the use of contraceptives such as the combination pill and the IUD, as well as on those Judgments that
pertain to immature delivery.
I strongly regret that the issue of abortion continues to interfere with
the other business of government in a country built on a heritage of pluralism.
I am most appreciative of your .inviting me to respond.
Sincerely,

RAC/ch

Ronald A. Chez, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
Department of Obstetrics
and Gynecology
As Equa OperIt7 USvee
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23 April 1981

Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for yours of April 16 asking my views on the
bill, S-158. I do not see how a definition of the onset of
personhood could be regarded as a medical or scientific question.
Personhood is something we all define variously. It has no physical, measurable properties, and therefore the hypothesis that
it begins at this point or that is not subject to test in any
conventional scientific way. So it is in the realm of metaphysics or morals, which is perhaps why it is so frequently
perceived to be a matter of religious dogma. It is, of course,
entirely reasonable for physicians and scientists to express
their views, even convictions, on the subject; but I know of no
data that could be collected according to the rules of science
which would be likely to show all but one definition to be false.
I hope these comments are of help in considering this bill.
Yours very truly,

Barton Childs, M.D.
BC/bme
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May 26, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
C mittee on the Juliciary
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am in receipt of your letter of May 13, 1981 in which you address questions

regarding S. 158.

In the following statements I shall attempt to answer the

questions which you have raised.
#1

Do you believe that the question of human personheod is a medical and
.scientific question? Answer: No.

#2

Is it your view that the question of human personhood is in part a moral,
ethical, philosophical, religious or political question? Answ: Yes.

#3 Do you believe that medical and scientific data alone can determine what

the definition of human personhood should be in the present context?

Answers

No.

#4 What, in your judgment, would be the inpact if S. 158 is enacted? On the
practice of medicine; on genetic screening; on the use of contraceptives;

other? Answer: On the practice of medicine - there will vost likely be
a resurgence of criminal abortions in the United States with return to

untold human misery as existed prior to the progressive liberalized abortion
laws extending from.the late 1960's and the Supreme Court ruling of the early
1970's.
On genetic screening - the prenatal detection of chrameerl and genetic
disorders would serve little purpose other than informing prospective parents

of the forthcoming birth of an abnormal individual.

My perception of S. 158

indicates -that parents would have no choice regarding interrution of such
a pregnancy. Furthermore, the prohibition of public funds, facilities,
personnel and other assistance for the performance of abortions in such cases
would aimply make it mor.expensive to care for the abnormal individuals
if they were allowed to proceed through the entire gestational period and

be born alive.
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On the use of contraceptives -- the use of certain types of contraceptives
would be prohibited since by the very nature of their function conoeptuses
would not be allowed implantation and, hence, would be in effect acting
as abortifacients. These types of contraceptives, specifically intrauterine
devices and postooital hornrcal agents, would no longer be available to
large numbers of individuals who, for whatever reason, are unable or
unwilling to use other fores of contraception.
In summary, sir, I would state categorically that the
of human personhood beginning at conception should be
wralists, ethicists and nen and women of theological
legislators. Human life should certainly be regarded

question of definition
left to philosophers,
beht rather than to
as a continuum frmn parent

to child to grandchild etc. Social implications regarding unwanted children or

abnonnl children, in my view, outweiqh "the legal" definitions of the beginning

of human personbood.

Passage of S. 158 would oomq=ond the social and Toonomic

problem of abnomal and/or unwanted children.

If I may be of further service to you and to the Judiciary OCmnittee, please do
not hesitate to contact me. Please be advised that the above views are in no
way to be constned official of Duke University or the Duke University School of
Medicine but rather should be construed as my own personal views.

Sincerely ymms,
Arthur C. Christa)ws, M.D.
Professor, Obstetrics and Gynecology-

Associate Dean, Medical Education
ACCuJl
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D. Kay Clawson, M.D.
810 Delong Road, Rt. 01
Lexington, Kentucky 40503
May 28, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
RE:

Senate Bill 158

Dear Senator Baucus:
1. Do you believe that the question of human personhood is a medical
and scientific question?
A cell or even two or more cells do not make a human being. A human
being issomething special beyond an aggregate of cells and must have
a brain, circulatory, respiratory and gastrointestinal system that
iscapable of survival beyond the being of another person. In this
sense one can determine a human being on medical and scientific grounds.
2. Is ityour view that the question of human personhood is in part a
moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or political question?
From the practical standpoint, the question of when is a person a
true human being must take in moral, ethical, philosophical, religious
or political differences and It is essential that society address this
issue in the broader context of what is life and what is death as
well as when is someone a "human being".
3. Do you believe that medical and scientific data alone can determine
what the definition of human personhood should be in the present context?
I do not believe it is possible for the medical and scientific word
alone to make these judgements.
4. What, inyour judgement, would be the Impact if S.B. 158 is enacted?
On the practice of medicine; on genetic screening; on the use of contraceptives; other?
The enactment of Senate Bill 158 would be a catastrophic decision,
but inthe long run would be so costly for the medical and institutional care of hundreds of thousands of individuals that the present
concern over the cost of medical care would seem infinitesimal compared to the order of magnitude of what would ensue over the next
two generations should this bill be enacted.
Motnc.rely

D. Kay Clawson, M.D.
DKC/kj
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June 2, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
RE:

S. 158

Dear Senator Baucus:
I will try to answer the questions in the order that you addressed
them.
1. Do you believe that the question of human personhood is a
medical and scientific question?
By the very nature that a physician must act or not act is
based on his medical and scientific knowledge. I believe
that the question comes under the provence of medicine and
science.
2. Is ityour view that the question of human personhood is
in part a moral, ethical, philosphical, religious or political question?
I believe that the question of human personhood isall of
these. I think to conceive that a human life does not exist
from conception Isabsurd. This would suggest that the creation of a human life was a discontinuous process and that at
some point in time, the human personhood was conveyed on a
biological organism.
3. Do you believe that medical and scientific data along can
determine what the definition of human personhood should be
in the present context?
I believe that medical and scientific data is the best way
to answer the question.
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4. What, inyour Judgment, would be the impact is S.-158 is
enacted? On the practice of medicine; on genetic screening;
on the use of contraceptives; other?
There is no doubt that the law would effect some hardships.
However, I believe that the current laws governing human
life create a far greater disservice to this country and
its well being than the enactment of S. 158.
Please note my change in address.
Sincerely,

Robert E. Cleary, M.D.
REC:eh
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May 28, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Seperation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator:
Thank you for allowing me to express opinions regarding S.158.
My concepts are as follows:
1) One definition of life may be the state of being able
to replicate by cell division or another process. In this sense the
conceptUs is alive just as bacteria are.
2) There are no scientific methods to define what constitutes
"human personhood" or when it occurs. This concept, therefore, becomes
philosophical with obvious moral, religious and political implications.
3) All would agree that the viable newborn infant is a
"human being". In my view (philosophical) the conceptus is not. One cannot
determine when the change takes place. For practical purposes, I would
adopt the view that the fetus should be recognized as having "personhood"
when it has progressed to the point of being able to maintain 6xtrauterine
existence. This is of course the long accepted concept of the period of
viability.
4) The enactment of S.158 would prove diastrous. Nowadays overpopulation of the world does not receive much publicity. In my opinion
it remains the greatest problem of our society. A measure which seriously
interferes with employment of important contraceptive measures Isa "giant
step for mankind"--backwards.
In Rosenberg's excellent presentation he points out that the real issue in
S.158 is regulation of abortion. I am convinced that the judicious utilization
of abortion serves a very valuable purpose. The effectiveness of amniocentisis
for detection of genetic and other defects in the fetus is already established.
Utilization of this technique coupled with termination of pregnancy clearly
prevents birth of defective Infants. To deny this choice to prospective parents
by legislation will not serve our best interests. In my view the Individual
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I hope these views are of value to you.
Sicely yours
William W. Cleveland, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
WWCllv
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Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your letter of May 13 which reached my office on May 26. The
questions posed by S.158 are very fundamental and I will do my best to give
you some views on them.
I do believe that the question of human personhood is a question to which
contributions can and should be made by physicians and biological scientists.
However, these groups do not have any exclusive expertise in this area and,
indeed, it could be argued that the training of a physician or a scientist
does not directly bear on the question. Therefore, I do consider thac the
question has to be addressed also by ethicists, philosophers and religious
leaders. All of these groups have an important and necessary contribution
to the dialogue. Ultimately, the question may become a political one but
it would seem that the dialogue at the present time is unduly diffuse. We
seem to be far from a concensus and, therefore, it would be very difficult
for clear guidance to be provided in a political arena.
It seems unlikely that a question which has exercised the greatest minds for
thousands of years can be settled to everybody's satisfaction by legislative
action by the present United States Congress.
There is no question that if S.158 is enacted, it will have significant impact
on the practice of medicine. The most obvious will be the necessity to redefine
the indications for abortion and I would suspect that these would become extremely
few. Even the conservative indication of termination of pregnancy for the health
of the mother is at risl, which would have to be reconsidered and reexamined. The
implications here would be mainly In terms of expanding the services necessary for
high risk obstetric care. Prenatal genetic screening procedures using techniques
such as amniocentesis, of course, could still be performed although a redefinition
of the status of the fetus would require a redefinition of the-risk factors in
such procedures. However, if these are essentially safe, it would sees appropriate
that they could be continued. Naturally, the current option exercised in some
places for termination of pregnancy would no longer exist. One of the main areas
of difficulty would be in contraceptive techniques. Contraceptive procedures such
as the use of barrier creams or materials or the use of estrogen prophylatics to
prevent conception would remain legal. On the other hand, intrauterine devices or
chemical interventions to prevent implantation could conceivably be regarded as
ills al and destructive of life.
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Sincerely,

Alastair M. Connell, M.D.
Dean

AMC/jm
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May 4, 1981

The Honorable Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510 Dear Senator Baucus:
I am a research scientist specializing in the development of the
vertebrate brain. I head my own laboratory here at Princeton University
where I have been a professor of biology for the last five years. I have
taught the Department's survey course in biology, as well as a more
specialized course on the developmntal biology of nervous systems. I am,
therefore, well-versed in a variety of biological areas ranging from genetics
and reproductive physiology to the formation and function of the human brain.
I am writing because I have been reading about the comments of my fellow
scientists in the subcommittee hearings on Bill S158. I believe that there
is a fundamental misunderstanding of the "biological" facts as reported by
most of the scientists you have heard from to date.
It is certainly true that the human zygote is "alive." For that matter,
so are the ununited sperm of which many millions are killed with every
ejaculation. The unfertilized egg is also "alive." The-potential for human
life is lost every month by every woman who does not conceive within approximately 48 hours of the release of her ovum from the ovarian follicle. One
can argue, of course, that the "fertilized" egg is different from the sperm
and egg because it contains not one-half but rather the full genetic potential
of a human being. However, a cancer cell, which medical technology spends
millions each year trying to eradicate, also contains the full genetic potential
of a human being. The same can be said for the mass of cells which compose the
human placenta. This is discarded immediately after every "term" birth.
Arguments of this type are frequently dismissed as meaningless because
it is obvious that the cancer cell and the placental cells are different from
the fertilized egg.- They would not normally go on to produce a complete human
being. However, biologists expert in development now understand that the
difference between the fertilized vertebrate egg and the other cells of the
body is not in the genetic information of the nucleus but rather in the
substances that surround that nucleus and evoke, in a highly ordered temporal
sequence, the activity of specific groups of genes. The nucleus of a frog
intestinal cell, for example, when placed into egg cell cytoplasm can go on
to form a complete new frog. For matualian zygotes, the evocation of full
organismic potential depends on-substances that derive from the cytoplasm
of the fertilized egg and, within several days of conception, the substances
necessary for the embryo's continued development and survival depend on the
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placenta and ultimately on nutrients from the pregnant female's blood stream.
Thus# from a biological point of view, up until approximately 20 weeks of

gestation, the developing mass of cells is no more an independent being than
is a population of connective tissue or cancer cells in tissue culture. None
of these human cells can survive on their own despite the fact that the nuclei
of all contain the full genetic potential.
I submit, therefore, that one cannot define human life solely on the
basis of the time when all the genes necessary to make a complete human being
come together. That is, conception does not define the beginning of the unique
human organism.
It would, in fact, be more appropriate for your committee to consider
not the definition of "life " but rather the definition of "human." Here I
believe you move into the area where neurobiologists and not geneticists are
most knowledgeable the definition of human necessarily implies the presence
of a functioning human brain. I have spent 11 years engaged in research on

vertebrate central nervous system development. I will unequivocally state
that a functioning human brain does not exist at conception. Furthermore,
even the brain of the human embryo does not contain the nerve cells and
connections necessary to perceive the sensory world or form any appropriate
responses to it.
It would be very satisfying' and, in fact very less wasteful of the

taxpayer's money, if we as scientists could tell lawmakers with certainty
exactly what time the fetal brain crosses the developmental threshold and
bdcome$ capable of supporting human consciousness.

point to call the beginning of human life.

This then would be the

Unfortunately, we cannot do this.

Our knowledge of the developmental mechanisms and cellular interactions that

produce the crucial neural circuits simply has not yet reached that level of
understanding.
Please recognize that the only scientifically valid means of defining
the onset of human life is exactly the same as the means now used to identify
its end. The medical profession defines death as- brain death," the time when
the human brain is damaged beyond the hope of supporting a sentient human
existence.

The onset of human life should,

likewise, be defined no earlier

than the time when the fetal brain has an equivalent chance of supporting a
sentient human being.

This moves the controversy on the "beginning of human

life" back to the question of when should the developing fetus be considered
a human infant and, consequently, when should all efforts be made to preserve
and protect that human life. most will agree that this time occurs before
birth but all responsible scientists will also have to concede that it has
not yet happened at conception. It would, therefore, seem wise to refrain

from any federal legislation that would set an erroneous time for this event.

MCPabl
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June 5, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus,
In response.to your letter of May 29th and your specific questions:
.question I: I very strongly believe that the question of human personhood
is not a medical or scientific question but a philosophical/moral/ethical/
and religious one and as such Is one that should not, Indeed, cannot be
fairly and practically legislated.
Question 2:

I believe I have answered this in the affirmative in

1(1)above.
Question 3: As Indicated In 1(l) above, human personhood must be defined
by Individuals in the light of their personal beliefs and cannot possibly
be established by medical/scientific data.
Question 4: I believe that the passage of S.158 would have a most detrimental
effect on the rights of women (and their husbands), on the physician-patient
relationship, and on the ability of physicians to be able to provide the
optimal care now possible for women, for families and for unborn children.
Sincerely yours,

Charles D. Cook, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
Pediatrician-in-Chief
State University and
Kings County Hospitals
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April 28, 1981

Honorable Max Baucus
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for the opportunity to express my concerns about S.158, the socalled "Human Life Statute". As a physician and medical scientist I reject
the notion that it is possible to determine the moment of establishment of
human life. As a medical educator, I consider the attempt to legislate
this decision as intellectually offensive.
The point of distinction between the biological concept of fertilized
ovum and the social concept of meaningful life is a matter for philosophers
and theologians. As such itis subject to difference of opinion, all
sincere, all moral, and all honest. To statutorily determine this matter
is to discriminate against the legitimate ethical Judgement of a very large,
proportion if not the majority of the American population.
I hope the Senate Judiciary Committee Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
does not recommend the "Human Life Statute".
Yowes tru

,.

Moton C. Creditor, M.D.
Interim Executive Dean
MCC:ld
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June 12,

1981

Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Senator Baucust
I apologize for being tardy in answering your letter of
May 13, 1981, however it was sent to my old address at The Duke
University School of Medicine.
I will be delighted to answer your questions.
1. The question of human personhood is not a medical
or scientific question.
2. The question of human personhood is rather a philosophical, religious and political question.
3. Medical and scientific data cannot define human
personhood.
4. The impact of the Bill S. 158 would be disastrous
for women, children and society as a whole. The
increased birth rate would totally overwhelm the
current obstetric facilities and neonatal facilities
present in this country at this time. This would
lead to inadequate care of women and their newborn
children. In addition, the number of women seeking
illegal abortion would skyrocket leading to an unbelievable increase in morbidity and mortality of
women. Our present generation of Obstetrician Gynecologists have not had the opportunity of learning
how to clinically manage septic abortions. Genetic
screening programs that are really in their infancy
at this time, would be abolished. The use of intrauterine contraceptive devices would have to stop,
further increasing the birth rate in this country.
To summarize the birth rate, the maternal mortality
rates, the fetal mortality rates, the neonatal morbidity and mortality rates, the infant death rates and
the congenital malformation rates all would skyrocket
leading to a tremendous increase in medical costs.

22 South Greene Street/ Baltimore, Maryland 21201
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Senate Bill 158 is objectional to me in that chapter 101
section 1 states "congress finds that present day scientific
evidence indicates a significant likelihood that actual human
life exist from conception." Whereas the conceptus indeed is
living tissue, from the time of fertilization it is living only
in comparison to a malignant tumor. Like a malignant tumor#
the concepius sometimes kills its hosts. Like a malignant tumor#
the conceptus is a parasite. Like a malignant tumor, the conceptus cannot live outside of the mother's body. Only after 23
to 25 weeks following conception is the conceptus unlike a
malignant tumor, that is only at this time is life outside of tho
mother possible.
I know of no Obstetrician Gynecologist who enjoys doing
therapeutic abortions. Only those of us in clinical practice prior
to the late 1960s, however# fully understand the medical, social,
and psychological impacts that an unwanted pregnancy have upon
women and their families.
As a practicing Obstetrician Gynecologist and as a citizen
of this country, I object very strongly to Senate Bill 158.
Very sincerely,

Carlylef Crenshaw, Jr., M.D.
CC/at
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Senator Max Baucus
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
In response to your letter of May 13, 1981, I am glad to give you my opinion
concerning the questions that you have raised.
1.

"Personhood" does not have a medical or scientific definition.

2.

"Personhood" is a philosophical and religious concept with
political aspects.

3. From the above, it is clear that medical and scientific data
cannot define "personhood."
4. The enactment of S.158 would have a drastically unfavorable
effect on the medical care that we deliver to our patients
at Bellevue and University Hospitals. The former serves a
low-income group and the latter a middle and high income
group.
Prior to liberalization of our approaches to contraception and abortion,
over one-third of the beds on our gynecology service were filled as a
result of improperly performed illegal abortions. Maternal life was at
risk and hospital services were strained. These cases have virtually disappeared but can be expected to reappear with the enactment of S.158.
Genetic screening will become useless. Women at risk of genetically
damaged infants will be returned to gambling against odds.
Teenage pregnancy is an increasing medical and social problem. Our ability
to help these youngsters will be seriously Impaired.
It would be.possible to expand on the potential harm that will be done by
S.158. The message seems -to be sufficiently cl*ar.
Sincerely,

Joseph Danci, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
rf
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May 27,

1981

Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucuss
I am writing you in response to your letter of Hay 13, 1981
soliciting my opinion as a medical expert concerning the proposition
that human life begins at conception. Actually, the interpretation
of what is a living human being seems to be a philosophical or
religious question that can be interpreted in a number of ways. The
actual egg and Aperm are living before conception takes place and the
cellular mass which begins the formation of the fetus never stops
living. Many months pass before the small cellular mass transforms
into what I interpret to be a living fetus. To pass legislation or
laws to govern the populace based on someone's religious philosophy
I would think would be a dangerous precedent. Population control is
a great salvation to civilization and as a pediatrician I feel that
families should have the right to have abortions rather than impose
hardships on themselves or to enter into an environment which they are
not wanted and welcomed.
Medical and scientific data alone cannot make the definition of
human personhood. Only human beings through their own moral convictions
can create such an arbitrary boundry. I think that S158 would have a
tremendous impact on the practice of medicine and genetic screening.
I have practiced medicine in the pr-abortion era and have had many
young girls that have had their lives seriously effected by an unwanted
pregnancy and/or a criminal abortion. I have' also lived through the era
to see many advances in genetic screening and welcome such activity and
abortions when indicated to prevent terrible deformaties. I think such
a law would impose religious constraints on a group of the population
that feel their right to have an abortion is theirs and should not be

"An equ.wI pporUMNliM00imnetive
f
4COction mloye,
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taken away again by an unnecessary law. If someone feels that abortion
is wrong they should have a right to refuse an abortion, but they have
no right to impose their beliefs on others. I can foresee that the out
of the country abortion business and the criminal abortion business
would again-boom forth. Unfortunately, such a system favors mostly the
affluent and it is the affluent who are probably the least in need of
abortion services.
I devote my time to the care and management of children and teenagers
and I believe in my product. I believe that a young teenager who makes
a mistake and becomes pregnant should not be denied an abortion and forced
to carry her child to term. It is so rewarding at the present to be able
to offer this child and her family the alternative of a legal abortion
under competent medical personnel. It is wrong because of someone's
moral convictions that this girl should be deprived. I support liberalized
abortion and I feel it is unjust that the laws have taken this service
away from the economically disadvantaged. Thank you for this opportunity
to express myself on this matter.
Sincerely

C. P. Darby, M. D.
Professor and Interim Chairman
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Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus,
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to comment on the common and proposed
human life statue (S-158). I feel that I'm well qualified to reply to the questions
you pose by virtue of my long experience inthe field of maternal health. I have
studied the health effects of abortion and have taught maternal health at the Harvard
Medical School, the Harvard School of Public Health, the University of Oregon, and,
presently, at the University of California inSan Francisco. I will address the
questions you posed in order:
1)

1 do not believe the question of human personhood isa medical and
scientific one. We have long known when conception occurs, but
whether conception constitutes human "life" or personhood is strictly
a moral and theologic issue.

2)

The question of human personhood is a moral, ethical, philosophical,
religious, and political one and cannot be answered by medical or
scienti fic research.

3)

Medical and scientific data cannot help us determine the definition
of human personhood or when human "life" actually begins.

4)

1 believe the impact of S-158 on the health of America's women and
children could be disasterous. Abortions will occur even if they
are illegal. They will, however, be exceedingly expensive in terms
of emotional, health, and economic costs. Our hospital beds will
again be occupied, as they were before abortion was safe and legal,
by women suffering the horrible consequences of non-medical procedures.
Women will be forced to bear unwanted children and even children who
are known to be horribly deformed or Incurably Ill prior to their
birth. It isconceivable that this Bill will make It impossible
for couples to use the safe and effective birth control methods that
are now available to them. Ifthese methods cannot be used the
demand for abortion will actually increase and the consequences of
its illegality will be even more destructive than they were prior
to the liberalization of abortion laws in our country. Compassionate
physicians may, of course, choose to ignore prohibitions against safe

abortion and contraception. Our already over-burdened legal system
may then be crowded with physicians and their patients who are
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conscientious objectors to this law.
Thank you again for giving me the opportunity to content.

Sinn ly,

Ph~ljp D. Darn~y, M.D., M.S.C., FACPM, FACOG
As ccate Prof ssor of
Obstetrics, Gynecology,
A Reproductive Sciences
University of California, San Francisco

PDD/sw
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April 23,

1981

Senator Max Saucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your letter of April 16, 1981 rot
hearings on S. 158.

the Senate

I believe that the determination of when life begins or exists
should not and cannot be legislated.
While it is true that scientists' and members' of the medical
professions primary interest is biology or the study of life
and of living things, Mr. Helms' bill, S. 158, is not concerned
with molecular or biochemical functions. It speaks about the
concept of human personhood and states it exists from the moment
of conception.
If this is so, I do not understand how Mr. Helms
and his supporters can distinguish the so-called "humanity' of
a fertilized egg, a gastrula or a primitive streak stage in
embryogenesis from the "humanity" of a viable sperm or egg.
All are metabolically active and cocmunicate on a molecular
level.
It appears that what is under consideration then is not a
biologic question but rather a philosophical one. I believe
that the author of the bill is talking about a definition of
what constitutes a human being and implies that human personhood
includes the possession of the divine spark or soul as well as
the ability to reason,' etc.
If this is what the author intended
then the question definitely has religious, moral and ethical
considerations. It has poetic and literary implications as well.
However, at the present time, there is no way that anyone-scientist philosopher theologian ethicist# poet# or legislator
can determine when human life or personhood begins. Therefore,
I believe that everyone is entitled to his or her opinion on this
question but find it incredible that a subco mittee of the United
States Congress would spend time debating this particular issue.
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Lastly, it is clear that the author intends to use this issue
as a means to chip away at the already legislated constitutional
right of all women to have access to abortion. I object
Mr. Baucus. Mr. Helms
is playing dirty pool.
Sincerely yours,

Jessica G. Davis, M.D.
Director, Child Development Center
Chief, Division of Genetics
JGDi
co

Neil Holtzman# M.D.
Leon Rosenberg# M.D.
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The Honorable Max Baucus
United State Senate
Washington, D. C.
20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am responding to your letter of Hay 13, 1981, concerning
the evaluation of S.B. 158. I will try to respond to your
questions in the order In which they were raised in your
letter.
I.

I believe the question of human personhood is a
Yes.
medical and scientific question.

2.

No. I do not believe that the question of human personhood
Is a part of a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or
I realize there are many individuals
political question.
who try to make this question a part of one of these many
Issues, but in reality life Is life and death is death.

3.

Yes. I believe that medical and scientific data alone can
determine the definition of human personhood, Irrespective
of the context.

4.

In my judgment S.D. 158 would Impact heavily upon the Issue
of abortion. Abortion would again presumably become illegal
and I personally believe they would decrease in number and
that in Itself may Increase the philosophical, ethical and
political questions raised above. Genetic screening would
be Increased as It would probably be the basis for the
continuation of legal abortions. The use of contraceptives
I do not know, but suspect there will be very little change
because, as you know, there have been no great results from
family planning among many people In this country.

I hope this response Is as complete as you desire.

I

ly .
apr e

hn M. Dennis, M. D.
//Vice Chancellor for Health Affairs
Dean, School of Medicine
JMD6:po
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June 8, 1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of

Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
This is in answer to your letter of 13 May 1981 regarding the
hearings on S. 158. My answers to the questions that fou have raised
are as follows:
1.

Do you believe that the question of human personhood is a
medical and scientific question? My answer to that Is "no."

2.

Is it your velu that the question of human personhood is in
part a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or political
question? The answer to this question is "yes."

3.

Do you believe that medical and scientific data alone can
determine what the definition of human personhood should be
in the present context? The answer to this question is "no."

4.

What, in your judgment, would be the impact if S. 158 is
enacted? On the practice of medicine; on genetic screening;
on the use of contraceptives; other? If S. 158 is enacted,
in my opinion, the impact will be absolutely catastrophic in
all areas. It will not be possible for those of us who practice
medicine to offer to our patients the fruits of our scientific
labors for'many, many years. It will render the whole question
of genetic screening almost to a laughing matter. Finally, from
someone who has worked for many years in Pediatrics, I cannot
emphasis strongly enough how important I feel it is to offer
mothers the alternative of aborting fetuses which are unwanted,
defective or which could not be cared for adequately because of
social, economic or emotional reasons. I urge you and your
Committee to do everything possible to see that S. 158 Is not
enacted.
Sincerely yors
FlydWDenny, M. D
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May 26, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
Unites States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus,
Inregard to your letter of May 13, 1981 requesting my evaluation of
Senate Bill 158, le me respond to each of your questions.
1,2) I do not believe that the question of human personhood isa
scientific or medical question. Inmy view, itisa question
which cannot be answered by the scientific method, but lies
in the area of moral, ethical, philosophical and religious
thought and conjecture. Itisnot a question that can be
decided politically or by legislation.
3) I am not aware of any scientific or medical data, new or old,
which bears on the question of human personhood; specifically,
I do not know of any scientific or medical data that bears on
the question of when actual human life exists.
4) As a medical scientist, a human geneticist, and a devoted
American, I would judge that the enactment of S. 158 would have
a far reaching impact on the health and interests of the
American people. This bill Isdesigned to prohibit the use
of certain contraceptive devices which a great number of our
female citizens have chosen to use. Inaddition, it would
preclude the option of prenatal diagnosis for an ever-increasing
number of disorders. There is no cure for these devastating
diseases which bring suffering to the affected individuals and
their families.
Moreover, I strongly concur with the statement made by Dr.
Leon Rosenberg at the April 24th Senate hearings on this bill.
I also feel that our society should continue to "accept a
Pluralistic view which makes women and couples responsible for
their own reproductive decisions . . . " We must maintain the
right for our citizens to make their own decisions with regard
to abortion. We should recognize that each individual and couple
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must have the oooortunity to independently make this decision
inthe context of their nersonal, ethical, religious,
philosoohical and moral convictions.
I hope my comments are helpful inyour evaluation.
Sincerely,
R.J. Desnick
Professor of Pediatrics and Genetics
Chief, Division of Medical Genetics

RJD/bv
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April 21, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, 0. C. 20510
Dear Senator:
Thank you for your inquiry of April 14, 1981. 1 am very much interested
in this subject and am delighted to be asked to respond.
To answer your specific questions, I do not believe that human personhood
is a medical or scientific question. I think that medicine and science
might be used to advise in this Issue, but that this is a moral, ethical
and religious issue which has no finite basis Ineither medicine or
science. Inother words, I think the proposal probably infringes on
religious freedom. The question of human personhood being a political
-.decision is easy to answer. This is no place for politics to enter In
other than through guarantee of due process in our decision making. The
problem is very definitely a religious, ethical or perhaps moral or
philosophical one for which there may be political as well as medical or
scientific advice. However, they cannot all three be mixed.
I agree that medical and scientific data alone do not determine the
definition of human personhood. If I were to use only medical or scientific
criteria, I would have to set the onset of personhood at some time after
the middle of pregnancy, i.e., after 20 weeks gestation and fairly close
to 28 weeks gestation. Practically speaking, survival of the intact
human does not occur prior to 20 weeks and is rare up until 24 or 26
weeks of gestation, dated from the onset of the last menstrual period.
I know that the issue is a very emotional one and that there are very
deep seated feelings on all sides of the question. I also know that it
Is a very fundamental one to both the very makeup of our society and our
consequent actions and reactions. It is probably even more fundamental
in the sense that it impinges directly on the practice and teaching of
my specialty, Obstetrics and Gynecology.. My best advice is that given
above. I do hope this has been helpful and look forward to seeing your
proceedings.
With kind regards,

Preston V. Dilts,

.,

Professor and Chairman
PVD/amt
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Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
April 23, 1981
Hon. Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:

I do indeed have concerns over S. 158. There are constitutional issues
involved, and the bill will affect moral and clinical aspects of medical practice.
Evolutionary biologists and developmental biologists have detailed knowledge*
concerning living matter. There is currently a rapid expansion of information concerning
the molecular basis of genetic control and function. This Information stresses biologic
activity as a continuum. Fertilization is not an event of instantaneous creation, repeated
a billion times a year, but a step In a developmental sequence Involving genetic material
of Immeasurably ancient pedigree. It Is truly said that the future of the human race resides
In the testes and ovaries of people now living, which contain the genetic blueprints.
When I remove an ovary In the operating room, is this a surgical Holocaust of several
hundred thousand potential persons? Clearly, this will not do.
Science provides no factual identification of personhood, and it cannot be said
that a zygote has any more claim to be called alive than an egg or sperm; only that it
has different developmental properties, a new direction of development as a result of
fused genetic material.
The medical aspect of the question is less clearcut. There are outspoken
opponents of S. 158 who would have it that there is no moment, specifically defined,
when human life, as indicated by personhood, can be medically determined to begin.
I am not entirely comfortable with this view. Concern for human life is a central part of
the physician's ethic, but few doctors could profess this convincingly while denying their
ability to say when this concern should begin. Most would speak of viability, a stage of
development when the Immature or premature fetus could survive detached from the mother,
with every available life support system. This clearly does not reach to the definition
proposed In S. 158. Before viability, citizens including physicians will have their views,
based on moral, ethical, philosophical and religious convictions.

87-99 0 - 82 - 24
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Above all, one may question the propriety of attempts to establish this
definition by legislative or statutory mean. it Is difficult to think of a parallel,
but I am reminded of the serious medieval controversy over how many angels
could dance on the head of a pin. I don't recall how that one came out, but
at least no one called for scientific measurement of pin surface, or Inquired
about shoe size of angels.
Yours sincer ey,

/ ordon W.Dc V, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
epartment of Obstetrics and Gynecology
New York University School of Medicine

GWD:lg
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June 5, 1981
The Honorable Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Committee on the Judiciary
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
RE: S. 158
I am in receipt of your letter of May 13, 1981,requesting information with
regards to pregnancy termination and its impact on the scientific community.
I personally am opposed to the legislation proposed inthe Senate, Bill S.158.
The item that impacts most directly on my practice of medicine is the inability
to perform an abortion on a fetus, which has been proven by genetic analysis to
be abnormal. To me, viability, or human life isreached somewhere between weeks
24 and 28 of pregnancy, since babies born after this time have a reasonable expectation of survival given the proper environment.
I view with serious concern Senate B111-158, also having an impact on intrauterine contraceptive devices.
While everyone will admit that we do not have a perfect contraceptive at the
present time, the uterine device constitutes one of our most fundamental and
basic tools for Family Planning. It probably works by preventing implantation
of the fertilized egg in the lining of the uterus. Under the terms of S-158,
this would be prohibited.
I am further concerned by such instances of distinct and real risk to the mother,
if the pregnancy is continued. Example of these conditions would be heart disease,
diabetes, high blood pressure, etc. In certain women with advanced stages of these
conditions, continuation of the pregnancy would constitute a real and distinct
threat to her life. Therefore, I feel that the 5.158 Bill would interfere with
Wy practice of medicine. I might parenthetically add, that I am a Protestant
physician and while I loathe doing elective abortions, I do not think that they
all ought to be prohibited. An abortion, simply because itIsinconvenient for
a woman to bear a baby, isnot within my scope of acceptance. However, a woman
who has been involved with incest rape, or any of the medical conditions I have
mentioned, I believe firmly, should be entitled to an abortion under the laws of
the United States of American.
Continued

All-In-all, I view this legislation with extreme, grave apprehension and feel
that itwould be an undo Intrusion on the practice of medicine; whether he or
she be a Protestant, Jewish or other physician. The Roman Catholic physician is
about the only person I can think of at this time, who would be directly in
favor of this legislation.
There are certain situations where a woman should be entitled to receive an
abortion, as cited above, and I feel comfortable in recommending this to the
Congress.
I am sorry that I have been so wordy in this correspondence, but this is
obviously, not a simple matter. It involves a great deal of thought and
discussion by all parties concerned.
If I can be ofPany further help to you, please do not hesitate to let me
know.
With kind personal regards.

John L. Duhring,
.15.
4411 Woodbriar Drive
Toledo, OH 43623
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408 Vista Flora
Newport Beach, CA 92660
May 4, 1981
The Honorable Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcomittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
It is unfortunate that enormous man hobrs are spent on the definition of personhood
when the issue is raised by a group using a legislative fiat to interfere with a
family's reproductive options--contraception and therapeutic abortion.
The definition of human personhood cannot be simplistically defined as "at the
point of conception". There are multi-layers of personhood--biologic, moral,
ethical, philosophic, legal and religious. There Is a degree of similarity to the
dilema faced by parents when an infant is born with ambiguous external genitalia.
At that point, assignment of sex must be carried out based upon biologic characteristics such s the appearance of the infant's external genitalia, internal genitalia,
the chromosomes, and dependent upon a number of social and philosophic parameters
such as social or functioning sex or filial sex. There Is no simple method to assign
sex when ambiguities occur. Is this to be resolved by legislation? It cannot be.
Whenever these highly charged biologic, philosophic, legal, religious dilemas arise,
each must reach his/her own considered opinion.
not
For centuries, serious scientific, religious, legal and moral discussions have
the
for
legislation
this
oppose
to
you
urge
I
personhood.
of
question
the
resolved
question cannot be answered and the hidden agenda, namely to interfere with contraception and termination of pregnancy, is each family's own decision--not one to be
imposed by any Institution.
-

IKWD:Jvl
ccs Neil Holtzman, M.D.

Reapj ulyyus

Kenneth W. Dumars, M.D.
Professor
Department of Pediatrics
Chief, Division of
Developmental Disabilities
and Clinical Genetics
University of California, Irvine
College of Medicine
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June 12, 1981

7h* Hon. MAtS Baum

FWeing Minority Mzber
domittee on Separation of

POes

tited States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Seator Bsucus:
In response to your recent

aomication m corning S.158.

The Bill poses questions that are not easily resolvable. Rm does hwan life begin?
Does the Joining of two undifferentiated cells constitute huen life? In my opinion
we are dealirg with a philosophical question as well as a medical md scientific question.
You might find a wrollsay in the question, w4un does huam life cease? lthn has death
ocoxred? Ths question was debated for several decades. It i possible to keep a
huam being "aiLv" in the p
of a brain incapable of suetir0ni life, by suportIng ventlatiwp with a respiratorceme the heart aid circulation by th infWion of drup.
Patients can be kept alive for w
under such a regime, yet if those
support
system are turned off, the heart would cease to beat Izzedately. Thi led to the
definition of "brain death" as being equivalent to death. Now, if there is evidce
that the brain is no-viale, cost individuals will accept the fact the patient has
indeed died.
--

Tb a back to the other end of the spectrum, Aen does life begin? If w compare what
has been sad In the paragraph above with %Mat happens after conception, life cautot
be assumd to begin if thre is no reason to believe it would continue to survive without port
systems,in this case the maternal blood supply to the fetus protected
in utero. As a matter of fact, only a rudimentary brain appears by several months.
How then came say hmnt life has beu whe there is no evidence of the existence
of a controlling center for life, naely a brain? From wry point of view, speang
both scientifically aid philospily, I should think am would attet to fix the
-approxisate date
a fetal brain eists as the date after which life has besun. I
do not see how w cm fail to equate the evidence of "brain death" with bman death
on the
mhand and on the other positive evidence of the structural exaance of a
henm brain as a beginning of life.
Xhope you will find these observations of sm benefit. You end yci oamtte* have
q-sympathy became as you point out this to an extremly comlex problems end on with
a potential devastating impact upon the medical cminity.
If I cam be of further help, please let so Imc.

JE -.

l4h.D.off.
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PHONE. (212) 430.2801

Senator Max caucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Honorable Baucus:
I am pleased to have the opportunity to give you my thoughts concerning
a number of issues related to legalized abortion. I will respond specifically to the four points raised in your letter.
1.
It is very clear to me that the issue of human personhood is not a
medical and/or scientific question. A fertilized ovum is a living cell
and has the potential of becoming the ancestor for an independent human
being. It is clear that the fertilized ovum is a special kind of cell.
It is also clear that a newborn infant Is a person.
The debate as to
when a cell or a group of cells takes on the characteristics of a person
will never be answered satisfactorily.
2.

The definition of human personhood is totally philosophical.

3.

The definition of human personhood cannot be based at all on medical

or scientific data.

These date can determine for example, when brain func-

tion begins, when cardiac function begins, and when life independent from
the mother can be sustained.
In my judgment, none of these has any bearing

on the issue of human personhood.
4.

If S.158 were enacted, its effect would be to legislate tragedy. Cer-

tain forms of contraceptives would become illegal, with obvious consequences.
Programs of prenatal diagnosis, which permit early termination of pregnancies
in which the fetus is seriously and irreversibly affected, would be halted.
This legislation would represent an enormous step in the direction of remov-

ing from women their personal freedom in making decisions about medical matters.
To legislate that human life exists from the moment of conception is an obvious attempt to do away with all abortion programs. The debate is focused
on the wrong issue. There is no way in which one can decide conclusively
when the embryo becomes an actual human being. The issue is whether or not
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women have the right to control their own reproductive functions,
On that issue, society will have to reach a consensus based on
philosophical considerations alone.

Sincerely,

Chester M. Edelmann, Jr., M.D.
Associate Dean
Professor of Pediatrics
C'4Ejm
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28th M y, 1981.

Senator Mox Baucus,
United States Senate,
Washington, D.C. 20510,
U.S.A.
Door Senator Baucus,
Thank you for your letter of April 30th, regarding the proposed
legislation on human personhood. I have looked closely at the Bill that you
so kindly sent. I can only comment on the first three lines of it, i.e. the
sentence: - "The Congr**e-frnd that present day scientific evidence indicates
a significant likelihood that actual human life exists from conception".
I have to make assumptions about the mooning of the phrase "actual
human life". I understand from this that the legislators mean the development
of a human form and personality during the early development of the foetus,
through birth, and as the individual matures and grows throughout his life. Any
definition of actual human life is bound to be complex, because life may encompass

on organism, a tissue, or even a single cell. I will assume, briefly for the
purpose of this letter that we are here concerned with development as I have just
defined It,to include all the traits and characteristics of the physical, personal
and spiritual nature of a human being throughout his life.
I could not agree with the sentence as written. There ore far too many
exceptions to the Idea that human life begins with conception. Some of the

exceptions arise before conception occurs, others arise after fertilization. Indeed,
it would be very difficult to decide that any single fertilised egg contained all
the properties we inherit in on individual, and that they would not be modified
during later growth in utero.

I would like to detail briefly some of the reasons for diasgreement.

Let me first start by outlining some of the events occurring before conception
that con have a profound influence on human personality. One of the most serious
conditions that con arise in our children is Down's syndrome; previously referred
to as Mongolism. This arises through the presence of on extra chromosomq in the
child, and the consequences are familiar to us all. The events which cause this
situation to arism actually take place before fertilization. They may even take
place many years before fertilization occurs, when the tiny egg cell is being
formed in the mother. A similar situation also applies to many other forms of
chromosomal imbalance, which lead to equally disastrous results and, most often,
to the abortion of the embryo.
Likewise, other essential events occur before conception which determine
the ability of the enbryo to develop in any particular way. The whole nature of
development is preprogrommed in the egg as it lies in the ovary before It is
ovulated. Without careful specification of shape and form, coded in the proteins
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and nucleic acids of the oocyte, the foetus would not form after fertilization.
The events occurring before conception are so essential to later growth that
they must be considered absolutely vital in defining the elaboration of a human
being.
I would like to make a third point about the events before conception.
We know many embryos con be activated to divide without fertilization. Such
embryos can lead to fairly advanced forms in animals, and they probably occur
too in man. In this case, there is no conception as we understand it. There
is no spermotozoon, the egg merely starts to grow itself, ai4 all its inherited
characteristics from the oocyte that I hove just described ore sufficient to
carry it through to an early recognisable form of life.
There are also many events occurring after fertilization which have
pronounced effects on the Individual, both physically and mentally. In some
fertLlised eggs, the contribution from the mother is excluded, so that the embryo
develops as a copy of the father. This form of development is disastrous, and
leads to the death of the foetus as pronounced pathological changes occur in it.
This form of development essentially arises after the time of fertilization, and
would thus deny the statement at the beginning of the Bill.
Identical twins arise through the division of an embryo. The timing
of division con occur up to several days after fertilization has occurred. If it
arises three or four days afterwards, then Identical twins, triplets, quodruplets,
etc. ore produced. If it arises later still, the result may be conjoined twins.
Twins, triplets, etc. arising from a single egg will all be similar, and in effect
a single fertilization has given rise to several offspring. I cannot equate this.
situation with the statement made in the Bill, that actual human life arises at
conception. In the case of twins, several lives have arisen at a later date than
fertilization.
Some events occur later in gestation, and profoundly influence the
human being. In twin pregnancies, one twin may die, yet same cells may be incorporated
into the remaining twin. As a result, the embryo then develops as a mixture of two
types of cell, and we call this a mosaic. Mosoic foetuses thus inherit two cell

lines, as a consequence of events occurring long after fertilization. The results
may be disastrous, interfering with the normal differentiation of sexual organs,
and so having a pronounced effect on the characteristics of the child as it grows.
This situation cannot be equated with the only statement mode In the Bill.
I have outlined these conditions briefly In order to draw your
attention to some of the situations arising during human conception. You will see
that there are events both before and after fertilization which, in my opinion,
negate the statement mode about actual human life existing from conception. I hove
only listed some examples; there ore others which I could quote If necessary. I
trust this information is of help, and I will clarify any of these points should

you require me to do so.

)G ErdP
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April 24, 1981
The Honorable Max Baucus
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am writing in response to your letter of April 16, inquiring about my thoughts
on S. 158. As you know, I am a human and medical geneticist and have had considerable
experience both with human genetic disorders and with experimental studies In early
mammalian development.
I do not believe that science or medicine can define when human life begins in terms
of when one actually becomes a person. It would do violence to semantics and to
reason to claim that following fertilization the embryo is not a living organism.
However, in this context the use of the term "living" is the same as would be applied
to any mammalian cell which is maintained in a state which permits it to metabolize,
respire, and proliferate. In this sense, cells which are taken from a human and placed
in cell culture have the characteristic of being alive. Nevertheless, such cells would
never be given the status of personhood, and therefore it is evident that "living" and
"human life" in the sense of representing a human being as we understand it are not
synonymous.
I personally know of no scientific or medical method for determining at what state a
developing embryo acquires the qualities which would make it a person. Therefore, the
legislation under consideration cannot be supported by such evidence, and any decision
made In this regard will have to be based on other considerations. I personally feel
that the Supreme Court wisely avoided attempting to make such a determination and feel
that the Senate of the United States should do so as well.
With best wishes.
Sincerely,
Charles J. Epstein, M.D.
Professor of Pediatrics and Biochemistry
CJE$mjf
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June 2, 1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
We, the undersigned members of the Department of Obstetrics and
Gynecology of Indiana University School of Medicine, wish to testify
in regard to S.158, Senator Helms' "Human Life" bill to amend the
United States Constitution.
We believe that human personhood is a matter of medical
importance but that its exact beginning has not been scientifically
determined.
The recommended legislation, defining human personhood
as existing from the moment of conception, and providing equal rights
to the zygote, blastocyst, embryo, fetus and those already born will
lead to absurd, unconscionable and probably unenforceable medical and
legal conclusions and ramifications.
Some examples follow:
1) A diseased uterus, tubes and ovaries are removed from a
day following an unsuspected, undiagnosable conception.

man one

2)

An unruptured tubal pregnancy. is diagnosed and surgically removed
before the woman dies of hemorrhage.

3)

By ultrasound or amniocentesis testing a woman is found to bear a
fetus with an abnormality incopatible with more than hours or
days of extra-uterine life (eg. anencephaly). Her pregnancy is
terminated in order that she may plan a better one.

4)

A woman desires a reliable method of contraception rather than
risk unwanted pregnancy and need for an abortion. She chooses an
I.U.D. or low-dose oral contraceptive method, either of which may
sometimes act by preventing implantation of a fertilized ovum.

5)

In early pregnancy a wman begins to cramp and bleed. Ultrasound
studies show an eapty gestational sac (no fetus), but the placenta
continues to elaborate hormones.
A dilatation and curettage is
done to stop her hemorrhage.

6)

A woman has a benign cystic teratoma of an ovary, likely having
resulted from parthenogenetic Nconception." This tumor or its
malignant counterpart is surgically removed.
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7)

A woman has a hydatidifom mole (an unusual but not rare placental
growth, usually without a fetus, but resulting from conception)
and it is surgically evacuated before she dies frori hemorrhage*
toxemia or infection.

8)

Following a hydatidiform mole the conceptus goes on to develop
into a choriocarcinoma (a highly malignant and lethal cancer
derived from the conceptus, whiich with modern chemotherapy is at
least 90%curable). The clusters of tumor in her lungs and uterus
are totally killed by drugs.

9)

A woman has a menstrual period and throws her pads away.

In each
breaking the
all examples
of murder or
representing
dead human
authorities.

of the above few examples of many, someone would be
law if the conceptus is considered a human person.
In
but the last, the doctor and his patient would be guilty
accessories to such a crime. In the last example, often
early spontaneous abortion, the woman has disposed of a
person without notifying legal or public health

In many states a human person is considered legally dead if there
is no evidence of brain activity.
Are we now to endow human
personhood to a brainless fetus (anencephaly) or to a few still
undifferentiated cells?
We strongly believe that the definition of when human personhood
begins should remain within the speculative doirain of religion and
philosophy.
We urge you not to approve S.158 or any similar legislation which
would make ludicrous our constitution and wreak havoc on our public
health.
Respectfully yours,

Clrcro:hrih

.D."

Professor and Acting Chairman

Professor

Robert A. Munsick, M.D., PhD.
Professor

Profess

Ja

W. Pearson, M.D.
fessor

I.D.

r0

William Do Ragan# M.D.
Professor
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Lillie Mae Padilla, M.D.
Assistant Professor

Frederick B. Stehman, M.D.
Assi tant Professor

S'rague H. Gar
Professor

Peter C. . our
hD.
Associate Professor

M.D.

Richard A. Meiss, PhD.
Associate Professor of
OB-GYN and Physiology

cc:

President Ronald Reagan

Senator Jesse Helms

Senator Richard Lugar
Senator Dan Quayle
RAM:cg
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September 8, 1981
The Monorable Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
20510
Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr. Baucus:
I am responding to your letter of May 13, 1981 with my personal opinion as a
medical professional. I consider this issue a very important one since my life's
work has been devoted to children, particularly very tiny babies. I will give specific
answers to your questions and then give some of my view of the problems. First the
answers to the questions.
1.00 you believe that the question of human personhood isa medical and
scientific question?
No, thit isnot a medical or scientific question. Although science gives us
some information or knowledge which we can use inmaking judgments science
offers no opinion or juagment in and of Itself.
2. Is it your view that the question of human personhood isIn part a moral,
ethical. philosophical. religlous or political question?
It Is my view that the question of human personhood Is indeed moral, ethical,
philosophical, religious and political. It isnot a scientific question.
3.Oo ou believe that medical and scientific data alone can determine what the
definition of human personhood should be inthe present context?
No, I do not believe that medical or scientific knowledge can answer the question
although it may Illuminate our thinking.
4. What inyour Judgment would be the impact ifS. 158 isenacted? On the practice
of medicine, on genetic screening, on the use of contraceptives or other?
The impact of S. 158 would be to legislate an answer to a personal moral, ethical,
philosophic, and religious question. Itwould restrict the freedom of people
to make these decisions about these questions. On the practice of medicine it
would make already difficult issues much more complicated. Not only would It
be more difficult for the medical professional and patient involved In these
questions but itwould also create a bureaucracy to watchdog these issues.
There would undoubtedly be review boards to review the committees who would
decide on these questions. Ingeneral the operation of these sorts of committees
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and boards are so cumbersome that before answers could be obtained from them
the issues would have changed. Many of these decisions must be made within
a very short time frame, a matter of days.
Unfortunately, we do not live in a perfect world. Abortion isa sad event, but
there are more tragic events that would occur if this option were not available. This
bill would deny to those families who might have a genetic problem the opportunity to
have norms) children. Inother words, ifa family has a I in4 chance of having a defective child they may choose to have no children at all rather than embarking on a
pregnancy which might result in a life time of suffering.
Itisa tragic event to have q mother find out that the unborn child she is
carrying'has anencephaly. It is a sadder event for her to have to carry this doomed
Infant to term and go through a full labor and delivery for an Infant that will die
within hours of birth. Itismuch more humane and less tragic to induce the delivery
of that patient as soon as the defect is discovered.
Another instance isthe tragedy of a very young teenager's pregnanacy. It has
been shown that most teenagers who go through with a pregnancy have their education
Interrupted and end up In the welfare cycle of dependency on the social welfare system,
with the only possibility of creativity in their lives being that of having more children,
Ifthe accidental pregnanacy can be interrupted these teenagers most frequently go on
to complete their education, marry and have a normal number of children when they are
more mature and able to care for them. In this case forcing the teenager to carry the
pregnancy to term results inher having her family earlyat a time when she Is least
able to take care of It. Ifthis pregnanacy can be interrupted she will often end up
With the same number of children, Kut at a time inher life when she can take care of
them in a stable situation. To force a young teenager to go through a pregnancy isto
deny life to the children who would be born to her later.
There are a number of people who because of their psychological, Intellectual
or social limitation do not have the self control to use contraceptives and as a result
conceive unwanted children. An unwanted child is very likely to be an abused or neglected child. These children not only lead miserable lives themselves, but are a great
burden to society and often grow up to be socially aberrant themselves. These same
people usually do not have the maturity to give their children up for adoption at birth.
Beyond the ethical and human aspect of this issue there are economic and legal
ones. The economic impact of unwanted or medically defective children on society is
staggering. Institutionalization of one child costs tens of thousands of dollars per
year that could be devoted to the better development of children who could be productive
members of society. Our resources are not unlimited.
Furthermore, if the fetus is a person from conception this raises an incredible
number of legal problems. dhat could be done to the parent in the interest of the fetus
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who isdependant on that person's body. May parents be jailed, hospitalized coerced or
restricted from various activities on behalf of the newborn fetus who has no possible
life outside of the parent's body? Who has priority over the body that Isoccupied?
On the other hand should women be compensated for boarding the new citizen? I do not
think we want to embark on this tangled scheme of setting moral and religious values.
Personally and professionally I feel that the fetus becomes a person only when

he is capable of life, independent of the mother. Despite the fact that I am an advocate
for children and would advise undertaking some risk on the part of the mother for the
fetus well being, I feel that a woman or any person should have the right to decide

what Isdone to their own body

Sincerely yours,

MARILYN B. ESCOBEDO. M.D.
Assistant Professor, Head
Neonatology

MBE/kp
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June 3, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am writing to you inresponse to your letter as the ranking minority
member of the United States Senate Judiciary Committee Subcommittee on
Separation of Powers in regard to the hearings that your Subcommittee
is holding on S. 158. You specifically asked my evaluation and response
to S. 158 and requested answers to quite specific questions.
The first question asked whether I believe the question of human personhood is a medical and scientific question. Neither I nor my faculty whom
I have polled believe that the question of human personhood isa medical
or scientific question.
The second question was "Isityour view that the question of human personhood isinpart a moral, philosophical, religious or political question?"
Both I and my entire faculty believe that the question of human personhood
isand includes moral, ethical, philosophic, religious and political issues.
Thirdly, you asked whether I believe that medical and scientific data alone
can determine what the definition of human personhood should be in the present
context. We do not believe that medical or scientific data can determine
what the definlt-"tn of human personhood should be in the present context.
Fourthly, you ask in my judgement, what would the impact of S. 158 be if
enacted: On the practice of medicine; on genetic screening; on the use of
contraceptive; and inother areas. Inour opinion, this act would totally
eliminate the availability of prenatal diagnosis for the detection of
genetic disorders. Prenatal diagnosis isa medical service that has grown
directly inproportion to the public understanding and awareness of its
availability. We firmly believe from our own contact with numerous patients
that a majority of the population are Inclined to use prenatal diagnosis, if
their personal medical circumstances make this an appropriate option. This
does not mean that they necessarily favor abortion but rather that they wish
to be informed whether the fetus they are carrying will be healthy or diseased.
Unless the bill isdefeated or modified, the bill also would appear to prohibit
a number of contraceptive methods that are utilized widely by our patients.
Ingeneral, our faculty isquite inharmony with the testimony provided to
your commttee by Dr. Leon Rosenberg.
I would like to provide a number of additional coivnents. The population
clearly is divided In its views as to the appropriateness of abortion under
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various circumstances. It is clearly an issue that raises very strong
emotions on both sides. However, it is.y firm opinion that a clear although
perhaps more silent majority of the United States population do not wish to

further restrict the availability of abortion and that this majority view
should prevail in the present environment. Inaddition, the present status
allows more personal freedom on the part of individuals regarding a question
on which there is a wide difference of opinion. Senate Bill S. 158 would
result in the imposition of a view of what we believe to be the minority on
the majority. I think it is important to recognize that a large number of
people who do not believe that abortion is right and who would not use the
procedure themselves, still do not wish to prohibit it for those who feel
that it isappropriate for them.

From personal experience with large numbers of patients, I believe that a
majority of the population might even choose to use abortion under certain
circumstances although they perceive themselves as unlikely or unwilling to
utilize this option at all. The most common example of this would be a 40
year old woman with an unplanned pregnancy. Prior to the pregnancy, the
family frequently considers themselves as basically unwilling to consider
abortion as an option. However, faced with the availability of prenatal
diagnosis and coupled with the increased risk-related to maternal age, the
family might choose to request that an amniocentesis be performed. Such an
amniocentesis would not be possible if this bill were passed even though
there would be a 98 percent chance that the answer given to them would be
that they child would be healthy and they would choose the option to carry
to term. In fact, a large proportion of patients who are unalterably opposed
to abortion under any circumstances still request prenatal diagnosis with
the major motivation that they will obtain reassuring data.
We also have seen a number of circumstances in which a family who considered

themselves unalterably opposed to abortion elected to useithe procedure when

faced with a severely handicapped fetus. Many of our pat ents who are opposed
to abortion, when faced with the certainty that their child will be born with
malformations or retardations, frequently choose abortion as the better of two
unpleasant alternatives.
In summary, I have attempted to answer your questions and also to provide you
with some insight based upon the experience of our Department based on their
.contact-with numerous patients. I hope that this information is of value to
your.committee tn this very serious and challenging deliberations.
Sincerely,

Ralph D. Feigin, M.D.
J. S. Abercrombie Professor

of Pediatrics and Chaiman,

RDF:cb

Department of Pediatrics
Baylor College of Medicine
and
Physician-in-Chief
Texas Children's Hospital
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June 11, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your inquiry regarding S 158. 1 am most happy
to respond and ! hope my comments will be helpful to the
committee. My responses to the four questions, which you
have posed, are as follows: 1. Do you believe that the question of human personhood
is a medical and scientific question?
A. I do not believe that human personhood can be defined
in strictly medical or scientific terms. However, even
if we were to use such a narrow definition, a human conceptus can only be considered a potential person. It is
true that the genetic code or design for a human exists
at conception, but the "building materials" for that
physical human being must come from the mother. Without
proper conditions for development within the mother, that
potential human being will never be realized. It is as
absurd to call a conceptus a human being, as it is to call
an architect's design, a house, or a seed, a tree. Each
potentially can develop, given the time, the building materials
and the right conditions, but there are no guarantees that
the potential will be realized. Cases exist in which a
human conceptus does not result in development of a fetus,
but rather In development of a hydatidiform mole or even
chorlocarcinoma, a cancer which can kill the mother. Therefore, considering the biologic waste there is in nature,
to try to give rights of an actual person to a potential
person would be an Impossible task and would wreak havoc with
our legal system.
2. Is it your view that the question of human personhood Is in
part a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or political
question?
A. Depending upon the context In which human personhood is betng
considered, moral, ethical, philosophical, religious and polite.
cal factors are Involved.
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Do you believe that medical and scientific data alone
can determine what the definition of human personhood
should be in the present context?
A. In & legal context I absolutely do not believe that
medical and scientific data alone can determine the
definition of human personhood. Individual as well as
societal Issues must be considered when making lega1
This issue has important societal impliJudgments.
cations just as does the voting age, the age of majority etc.
4, What, In your Judgement. would be the impact if S 158 is
enacted? On the practice of medicine; on genetic screening;
on the use of contraceptives; other?
A. If $158 Is enacted a two, tour or eight cell mass with homan
DNA will be given legal rights. Since the mother is a
separate Individual one might think that the conceptus still
could not claim rights to the mother's amino acids, carbohydrates, minerals etc. However, in lines 9 through 12 on
page 2 of the bill it states that this Opersont cannot be
deprived of life based upod a condition of dependency. There3.

Vore It would seem that the, bill miht be in conflict with
the mother's property rights, th t iso rights to her own body
and its chemcals and functions.
Dangerous medical situations coul' arte, f6r iVstance 'ir
the event of an ectopic pregnancy or pregnancy outside the
* uterus. Such legislation might prohibit termination of an*:
ectopic pregnancy as long as the fetus remained alive....
However, continuation of the pregnancy would.be life. threatening
to the mother as well as. almost inevitably 'to the fetus.
Physicians, feOring legal consequences, might procrastinate or.
fail to perform the usual necessary medical procedures. in order
to protect the mother's health in such a case. .This legslation
would also lead to confusion over legal consequences- of the.
current standard medical practices In cases of spontaneous
abortion. hydatidiform me, choriocarcinoma etc.."
;f the mother did not provide an adequate environment for
fetal development either through negligence or through physical inability, she might be subject to'prosecution or other
.legal liability. Since approximately one tonth'of all documented pregnancies result In spontaneous abortion* women may
fear to initiate any pregnancy, since, It may result In a "
.
Situation of legal jeopardy.
Additionally, legal actions against physicians, who prescribe
-medications which are necessary for the mother but.May in *
S.- ome. way be harmful A9..tAfetuAAi 11 cevtalnly .Increase' and
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this may lead to dangerous medical practices.
With regard to genetic screening, the screening itself
is a neutral issue. Detection of defects is in general
beneficial even when a woman chooses the option Qf continuing a pregnancy in which the fetus is abnormal. It'
takes time for a couple to adjust to the birth of an abnormal child. In many instances, such as Down syndrome,
early intervention can greatly improve the quality of
life for the affected child and the parents themselves.
Knowledge of the situation long before the child is born
can allow parents, physicians and support groups valuable
time to prepare for the birth of a child with a problem.
Also in genetic screening, the vast majority of results
obtained are normal and provide great relief and comfort
to pregnant women, particularly those over 35 years of
age and those women who have previously given birth to
an abnormal child.
The impact in genetic screening would be restricted to
a small percentage of women who unfortunately would find
themselves carrying an abnormal child and under the terms
of this bill would be prohibited from the option of terminating the pregnancy. Most women in such a situation
believe that it is morally wrong to bring a child into the
world with a major defect. The moral values of these women
would be totally violated under the terms of S158 which
would enforce a moral code that, judging from my patient
population, applies to a very small minority of women.
With regard to the use of contraceptives, it would seem
that this bill would prohibit the use of all methods which
interfere with implantation of the conceptus. Therefore,
intrauterine devices would be illegal. The intrauterine
device is a popular and effective method of birth control.
In patients who have medical problems which preclude use
or oral contraceptives, intrauterine devices have been used
extensively. Also, in very young patients or handicapped
patients, the intrauterine device may be the only practical
method of temporary birth control.
This law would not only prohibit insertion of these devices
but would also mandate immediate removal of all such devices.
Patients found to be wearing the devices after passage of
this bill could conceivably be tried for murder.
No doubt this bill will result in large numbers of young
women seeking permanent sterilization.
In addition to these issues, I would like to raise another
Issue based upon my experiences as a third year medical
student in the College of Medicine and Dentistry of New
Jersey in Newark, prior to the legalization of abortions.
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Women have soughtabortions whether legal or not. I
personally cared for many victims of these 11legal, lay
abortions. I saw many young women in septic shock. 1
saw many young women permanently sterilized or even cas.trated as a consequence of their Involvement in a lay
abortion.
Most of us consider the loss of a potential human being to
be tragic. However, I believe that the loss of an actual
human being is far more tragic. Also, castration or permanent sterilization results In the loss of many future
potential human beings. Society demands responsible lawmaking and decisions. I believe that S 158 is a bill that
society cannot and will not be able to enforce. It may be
a fine exercise in philosophy or religion but Its impact
on actual people in our society can be devastating. Therefore, I sincerely hope that our legislators will exercise
rational thought processes and will prevent passage of this
impractical bi11.
Thank you again for allowing me to participate in the evaluation of S158. I hope my comments have been of assistance to
you and I will be most willing to participate further if you
have any additional questions.
Sincerely,

Karen Filkins, M.D.,F.A.C.O.G.
Assistant Professor
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Director, Obstetrics and Gynecolgy
Genetics Division
KF:jk
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June 2, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
c/o United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
As per your letter of May 13, 1981, 1 would like to respond with the following
remarks:
Question 1:

1 do not believe that answers to questions concerning the beginning
of human personhood areofa medical or scientific nature.

Question 2:

1 believe that answers to questions concerning the beginning of
human personhood are religious, very personal and not political.

Questions 3:

1 do not feel it is possible for a scientific investigator to
devise an experiment which can determine the beginning of human
personhood; therefore the answer to the question Is not within
the purview of science.

Question 4:

As a medical geneticist and pediatrician, I feel the sponsors and
supportersof S. 158 do not realize all the consequences of their
intentions:
a. genetic/prenatal diagnosis will probably be outlawed; this
early opportunity to evaluate the fetus is a reproductive
option which is extremely important to a large number of
families,
b. in fact, perhaps 10-20% or mre of all fertilized eggs are
genetically or structurally abnormal. Under the proposed law
women and physicians who fall to maintain a faltering
pregnancy (normal or abnormal) may be guilty of murder. Thus
many women will be forced to give birth to severely deformed
children. Who will pay for these children?
c. research inthe areas of human reproductive physiology, birth
control and fetal medicine including treatment of defective
fetuses may be stopped,
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d. physicians and families may be forced to treat full term
ba bies born without brains, kidneys, etc. Who will pay for
the long term care of these severely handicapped individuals?
Who Will help the family with the emotional trauma they will
face?
e. if some states are more lenient than others then rich citizens
will travel to neighboring states to receive needed medical
services while poor citizens will suffer needlessly.
As a citizen of the United States and president of the board of trustees of
Utah's only synagogue, as well as physician specializing
in the area of genetics,
I think it isnecessary for me to provide you with the following
quote which I
feel has great significance:
"Then the Lord G-d formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into
his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul."
(Genesis 2:7)
Although I may sound facetious, I have long known that fertilized eggs do not have
nostrils and I tend to accept this quote literally. Inmy opinion the soul enters
the body when the lungs expand for the first time. I do not
it Is essential
that others be forced to share my religious beliefs as long asfeel
I am not obliged to
live according to theirs, and, perhaps more in point to your inquiry,
to fail to
provide to my patients what I believe isnecessary medical care.
Sincerely yours,

Robert M. Fineman, M.D., Ph.D.
Director, Division of Medical Genetics
University Medical Center
RHF/lrm
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Juno 11, 1981

The Honorable Mx Baucus
Subcamittee on Separation of Powers
U. S. Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:

I appreciate receiving your letter of May 13th and a copy of S. 158. I
am pleased to have the opportunity to express aW viewpoint on this proposed
legislation.
The chromosome pattern established at time of conception is only the
blueprint from which an organism develops. The message from the genes on
the chromosomes directs the growth, development, and differentiation of all
the cells which together comprise the human body. Although scientific
progress has been most significant, there are many unanswered questions
concerning embryological development.
I do not understand the necessity of a bill to establish personhood.
Mny of the discussions about topics referred or imlied in S. 158 are of a
theological nature. Input from many areas Is necessary in reaching certain
decisions about health care. There are moral, ethical, political, medical,
and religious opinion that must be carefully considered if certain
giidelines and decisions are to be incorporated into the country's health
care plans. It is Inportant that a leading denomination has taken a well
defined position and recognizes circumstances making pregnancy temination
permissible. I do not believe that a definition of personhood solely rests
on medical and scientific data. Neither do I thirk this is a question for
any single segment of our society. The questions of use of public funds for
abortion is not Justification for a constitutional amendment or a bill to
determine the unanswerable questions about personhood and the soul.
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The ptmership that has evolved between the U. S. Congress and other
governental agencies with the private sector In promoting maternal and
child health is Impressive. Inhibitory legislation could seriously retaWr
the progress being wade. - Research to learn more about human growth and
development and the incorporation of this new knowledge into health care and
services has been directly related to a decreasing infant death rate,
reduction of the burdens on families, increase In options for family
planning, improvement of the quality of life at all ages, and enlightenment
about the epidemiological and longevity factors for uany diseases. A number
of programs in maternal and child health have contributed to this progress,
but none promise more than the newly instituted services under the National
enetics Diseases Act.
Of great concern to me is the impact that passage of S. 158 would have
on the further development and refinement of a nationwide genetic services
program.
enetic testing and counseling have the piimary aim of helping a
specific family have the normal child that they desire. Oenetio services
include pedigree an sis, laboratory tests, clinical studies, and pnetic
counseling. Io locate those families needing genetic services requires an
extensive educational effort for both public and health professional groups.
The maternal and child health programs have a responsibility to provide
genetic information to families needing it in order to increase their
options for family planning. If the cause for a birth defect or mental
retardation can be determined then recurrence risks and other healAh
information can be provided the family. If it is found that a family is at
increased risk for having an affected child, then pedigree analysis, and, in
some situations, prenatal diasgosis will be helpful In preparing for the
abnormal child. If pregnncy termination is an option, then the family
should have the right to choose it.
I am not sure why saw would propose the limiting of options open to
families who may be at risk for a child with a severe disorder characterized
by birth defects and mental retardation. Some individuals have said that
prenatal testing is a search and destroy program. Rather it is an approach
to provide health information to families for their use. Requests for
services are increasing rapidly and an article on the acceptance of these
procedures is included. Also enclosed are copies of letters *hich recently
appeared in Newsweek.
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Genetic services provide information to todlies so that they as make
informed decisions. Safepards are needed to insure that olinti
applications are app rate. Medical gneticists are moat Interested in
avoiding abs and are eger to develop education prograe. 1b foroe a
fondly ainst their desire to have a *hildwith a fatal gentic disease or
as a result of rape or Incest would be w ai
e. Contraception is
apparently acceptable to a majority of our population. S. 158 could lead to
pidhbition of any health research or service activity aimed at
understanding fertilization mechanisms.
We can predict with all certainty that the health practice of pnetio
screening will advance because of the promise it affords for improved
health. 1h* example of screening newborns for phenylketcaria and
hypothyroidiem illustrates the importance of prevention of mental
retardation.
The new teohnology in maternal and child health has produced
breakthrough analogous to development in other areas that have perplexed
our society. I am confident that Conrss will recognize the merit of not
enacting legislation such as S. 158 which reduces options open to fatlTY.
Thank you for the opportunity to submit these comiants. I wish your
Committee success in the deliberation of the issues raised and hope that
maternal and child health services to include genetic services will be
expanded.
Sincerely,

Wayne H. Finley, Ph.D., M.D.
Director
laboratory of Medical Genetics
WIF: ic
&acls
GZENE DocToRs
I deeply resent the implication In your article "The New Gene Doctors"
(M .IciNE. May 18) that those who elect to have genetic testing done on their
unborn children are attempting to "avoid the issue through abortion." My
husband and I lost our first baby to a very rare neurological disorder. The child
lived one week, much longer than expected. We are expecting another baby
this year and have bad both ultrasound and amniocentesis performed for two
reasons: first, to relieve or confirm our fears of a repeated tragedy, and second,
to be aware of any disorder that would be incompatible with life, thus avoiding another fruitless nine-month pregnancy. No one who has lost a baby after
a trouble-free pregnancy would care to repeat the experience.
BARBARA B. CAUBL
Bellaire, Texas
I am the mother of an only child who is slowly dying from an exceedingly
rare and incurable genetic disease caused by matching recessive genes from
each parent. Amniocentesis is one hope medical science can offer, and I feel
angered and threatened by the actions of right-to-life groups. I know more
about the love of a child than any one individual involved in the right-to-life
groups can imagine. I also know that I couldn't go through the devastating
heartbreak of watching another beautiful child slowly become paralyzed, blind
and mentally impaired.
CAROL: WOwLrOaD

Edwardsville, fIl.
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THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH'S POSITION ON ABORTION
The official position of the Episcopal Church
can only be enunciated
by the General Convention. Individuals and
or the House of Bishops may voice opinions, either the House of Deputies
but only the General Convention can speak for the Church. In recent
on the subject of abortion have been made, times, several pronouncements
the latest by the 1976 General
Convention.
This subject is
discussed, and people seek guidance
in forming their own opinions. widely
Not all will
the General Convention, but all should accord agree with the resolution of
it due consideration as an
expression of the duly constituted voice of
this
The resolution is too lengthy to print in Church.
fill, but the salient
points aret
1. The beginning of a new human life is a gift
of the power of God,
thus sacred, and should be undertaken reverently
and with understanding
that It is a gift of God.
2. Christians have a responsibility to limit
the size of
their
families, and to practice birth control. Such
means do not include abortions for convenience.
3. Termination of pregnancy is permissible
when the physical or
mental health of the mother is threatened
seriously, or where there is
reason to believe that the child would be deformed
in mind or body, or
where the pregnancy has resulted from rape or
incest.
4. In cases where it is firmly
by the person or
persons
concerned that the pregnancy should be believed
terminated for any other reason,
members of the Church are asked to seek the
advice and counsel of a
Priest of the Church.
S. Whenever members of the Church are consulted
about an abortion,
they are urged to explore with the persons
involved other preferable
courses of action.
6. The Episcopal Church expressed
opposition to any
legislation which would abridge the right unequivocal
of individuals to reach informed decisions in this matter and act upon them.
The subject of abortion
has far reaching implications, and this
resolution deserves thoughtful consideration.
CBM
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Participants' Reaction to Amniocentesis
and Prenatal Genetic Studies
$ara C. Finley, MD; Pamels 0. Vern r. MD; Paula C. VlneOn, PhD; Wyne H. Finley. PhD, MD

0 Uttle Is known ab ut e
of amnientesis and prenatal agno1,6o gene disease on couphs undwegon such studi A questionnars woo oomposed to evaluate, among other things the reas fo rsletrl,
altitude s and ooncerns ef ft pregnant woman ad bsr husband toward
n the experience. Of $IB
prental study, and ouggestions #or I n"m
women referred Io this mnfor "t purposes. "S have had Urns to complis
thI, prgnascy and wee maledl the queionnalt 1i (40%) of fte let
experience ressurig,
reepond&d. The maorily of lb wmen gend ,the
wou recommended I
etss end,&
would seek h again Ohemeelves with a
susquI pregnancy.
(JA"1 2*01fl435. #
AMNIOCENTESIS for prenatal detection of genetic disease is accepted as
safe and accurate, although potential
dangers do exist." Each patient having

cations for prenatal genetic studies are

as follows: (I i maternal ag of 35 years
or older, (21history of a previous child
with a chromosomal aberration. (31
the procedure should have the possi- parent a known carrier of a translocability of fetal or maternal Injury tion chromosome, (4) history of a
explained The National Institute of previous child with a detectable bioChild Health and Human Development chemical disorder, (5) mother a known
(NICHD) National Registry for Am- carrier of a detrimental X-linked gene,
niocentesis Study Group states "Mid.
and (6) family history of an open
trimester amniocentess is a highly neural tube defect. LAboratory faciliaccurate and safe procedure that does ties and personnel presently are not
not significantly increase the risk of available to make prenatal genetic
fea loss or injury."' Many couples are studies available to all who might elect
curious about the chromosomal pattern the procedures for one of theme reasons,
of the fetus and might request amnio- However, it is expected that more
centesis to predict the sex of their couples will have access to amzuocbaby. However. it should be empha- teals andthe associated genetic studies
s
that this procedure is indicated, as increasing numbers of medial
currently, only when there is a known centers aquire the necessary personincreased risk ofa genetic disorder in
nel and equpment.
While much has been written about
the fetus.
Clinical judgment is required to the technical aspects of amniocentesis.
ases the risk of such a disorder in the culture of the amniotk fluid cell, and
fetus relative to the risks inherent In subsequent cytogenetic or biochemical
the procedure itself. The satepted indistudies little is available about the
impact of such studies on the participating couples.' This lack of informsFom tos LaboresOrof We&* Omms WW lioe about the reaction to important
rdi Ospaitmisi 4WPoo"itU thIONORisY
of techniques that ae becoming available
OrVViW
,eena
In
m mir ism. nWiMg0Wmt
in the health ca provision system
isnow *A e uive)vray of AbOYA holpsAt
V4 Cae". em0wh
may be summar4ed by the following
PAP~I requests
S0Laorsowy of Msdsbe statement: "There has been too little
Gense. The UMVLhWy
Of AWsma MeftO
Cw.5u.0 Umisunk
brwlV . At attention paid so far to detailed exami.
8- F~~y Samon
361
nation of the thoughts. feelings, and
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attitudes of women who have under.
gone amniocentesis, or of those of their
husbands.'
This opinion was expressed at a meeting sponsored by the
National Academy of Sciences on
Genetic Screening in 1975.
METHODS
The Laboratory of Medical Genetics in
co llbabstion with the Department of
Obsteircs and Gynswlo of the University
of Alabau in Birmingthit. Is a referral
center for amniocentesis andprenatal diagnostit studies Ordinarily, the patients
referred for ts purpose ar sen for
genetic counseling by s staff member of the

Laboratory of Medical Genetics and the
amniocentesis is performed by a stafl
member of the Department of Obstetris
andGyD"eloo Oeasionally. a sample of
amnioti fluid will be received from out of
town. although patient referrals to the
eter se encouraged
To determine some of the concerns and
reactions of particpating couples, a questionnaire ompoed of 83 short-answer
questions was designed by the staff of the
Laboratory o( Medical Genetics The questim w
reviewed by a member of Ow
Department of Obstetrics andGynscokoad by a clinical psychologist
A total o316 patients have been referred
to this laboratory for premt genetic stud.
lee Of these, 196 eompletod their pregnancy
an receved a mailed questionnaire. A total
of 157(1s) of these 19 have responded
Of the 815 patients haig prenatal studio.
II abnormal results were found b) amrniocentesis. Te of these I women we"r
included is the group at 196who received
the miled questioraire Of the I I patients
who h abnormal tea results. 8 eloctd to
havean artficial ternation of the pregsaney. t carried to term a fetus with
trisomy 21.and 1 carried to term a fetus
with a balanced transloaton The 11
abnormalities found on prenatal gei
studies Included eight abnormal fetal kaotypes and three elevated amniotic luld afetoprtein levels. The abnormal fetal
haryotypes found weo I ith trisom' 21. 1
with trisomy IK I with XYY. and I with a
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bslsncd transwoae
Fie of the ight
wme who had hIr Iag"My Intrmoatd respoede w. he qsiestioenasire, Of
th thr women wit as abnormal ts
resh who carried the pregnancy to term.

two r-p,4

S lad q

mn from the

etionaare

d the responses e given. The number *f
reponts to tW individual questions
varie u shown b) the numbers in paretheses number Ofwonn marking a special
answer/total number of women responding
to that qiuesoa. For m queston, mor
thanee respone was appropriate so tka(

11) The reas you had tWtwas:
You wer ISyersof egorover.
571 (1i)151
You had pvusly had child with a chrois's (29/1574
mome disorder such a D s's sndrome
(or mongolism).
You or your husband are known to cary a
1%41/157)
balanced thrornom tianalocaton.
You ar a known cmier of an X-linked
II (2/l57)
disorder such a hemophilia or Duchenn's
muscular dystrophy which yo could " on
to your sons
20 (41/1611
You had previously hadachild with an open

spine or ar

head

4% (4/117)
Other
(2) How did you Arst learn about amnkiontesis (getting fluid from
around the devirl:png baby) and prtnata diagnosis of genetk
defects?
621 (W157)
Ioa obstetrician or (an.ily physician
6% 410/1571
Medka geneticist
4% (6/1571
Pediatrician
Teacher
381 (5/157)
rradabout it
27, (/1S571
6% i10/157)
I heard about I on TV
71 (11/1571
A friend told me about it
101 15/157)
Other
43) How would you classify your locs doctor's attitude toward the
test?
911 (14/156)
In favor and enrouraging
4% (6/156)
Neutral
Not in favor or discouraging
41 (V156)
Never heard softest
11 (/1561
(4) Did your local doctor explain what the test would be like and
exactly what the test would show?
901 (123/1361
He did explain the procedure
101 (13/136)
He did owexplain
813 (111/1261 " He did explain what the test would shos'
He did no explain what the test could
121 (15/126)
Show
(5) Did you have any problems following the amniotic fluid tap!
851 (134/157)
No
15% (23/157)
Yes
If yea, what?
Beeding
11 (2/157)
21 (4/1571
Leaking of clear fluid vaginally
Abdominal cramps
151 (23/157)
Fev (within one week of the tap)
0%
Miscarriage
1%(2157)
Other
21 (3/157*
(6) Before the withdrawal of f uK, what were your geatest
ooceras about the teat?
Unkpo- aspects of the test
25% (40/157)
Afraid the test would be painful
36% (57/157)

COMMENT
The three major reasons for reerral
were (11 maternal ae of 35 years or
older, (2) previous child with a chroWS
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The
used,

RESULTS
following questonnaire

%as

601 194/1571
301 447/1571
31 (511571
491 (?l/157)

Possible iur,) to the fetus
Possibl miscarriage
Possible Injur) to yourself
isting to decide whether or not to artificially end the prsrac.
M6l (104/157
Results of the test
31 (4/157)
Nc concern
Other
11 (2/15?)
(7) If you wers to hae this test gain, what would be your geest
concerns?
8% (13/157p
Pain associated with the procedure
221 (35/1571
Having to have fluid withdrawn more than
once

361 (54/157)
251 439/157"
461 '72/157

Possible Injury to the fetus
Possible miscarriage
Having to decide about ending the preg.

67% (105/1571
The result of the test
Doctor other than own during the test
41 (6/1571
No cc"nerns
81 412/157)
(8 When you frst came to have the amniotk fluid withdrawn, did
you plan toend the pregnancy if the test showed that )ou A ere
carrying an abnormal fetus?
Yes
711 (110/1561
61 410/156)
No
decidedd
231 (3/156)
(0) What ws your husband's first reaction to your hating the
test?
He was strongly in favor.
701 (110/157
He had hesitations
11%(18/1571
He strongly disapproved.
1% 12/1571
He had no opinion
31 45/1571
13% 121/157)
He felt it was your decision.
He felt the decision should be left up to the
14%1 22/157)
doctor.
11 (2/157)
Other
(10) Did you decide to become pregnant because you knew this test
was Avalsable?
17% 4i2/15)
Yes
831 11270153)
No
111) If you became pregnant again, would you have this test

again?

Yes
94 (137/146)
41 (6/1494
No
21 (3/1461
Undecided
(12) Woud you recommend others to have this test?
Yes
98% (141/144)
No
21 (3/14)
(13) What do you think ould be done to improve the experience of
having amnk-4c fluid removed and chromosome or other
studies done?
See comment

nuoomal abnormality, and (3J previous
child with a neural tube defect. A
physician first suggested the procedure
to more than half of the patients. while
a substantial number first learned
about the procedure through mass

No. 22

th tos" percent rporse in these instsacy
esceeds 100

media, such as reading or television.
While public education prompted a
substantial number of requests. the
number of women who had never heard
of the test prior to having It recommended by their physician emphasizes
Arnniociantasa - Finle ot aI
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the need for more availability of information.
The major concerns of women prior
to
noeanteuis were as follows. 1)
whether the test would show an abnormality (6611, (2f possible fetal Injury
(01). (3) possibility of having to
make a decision about abortion (49% ),
141 pain (863), and (6) possible
miscarriage (3D). Projecting what
their concerns would be If they were to
have an amniocentesis and prenatal
genetic studies with a subsequent pregnancy. fewer of them would be
concerned about pain associated with
the procedure or fetal injury occurring
as a compliatLion The number having
other concern as listed in questions 6
and 7 would remain relatively constant
should they have another study in the
future.
In accordance with the National
Foundation-March of Dimes policy
concerning prenatal diagnosis o( birth
defects using amniocentesis, prenatal
diagnosis was available to women at
risk without any conditions regarding
their attitudes toward abortion. In
response to question S, three fourths of
the women stated that they would elect
to have the pregnancy terminated if
test results indicated an abnormal
fetus. Six percent. however, felt strongly that'they would not end their preg.
nancy regardless of the results of the
study. A few of the latter indicated
that they would prefer to know In
advance if an abnormality were present so that they could be prep d for
having a handicapped child.
The majority of husbands were
strongly in favor of the test. Those who
had hesitations reflected the same
major concerns as the women. The two
men who definitely disapproved were
opposed to therapeutic abortion, while
their wives were in favor or undecided.
Since the husband and wife share
concerns about the test and results
that have far-reaching implications for
the couple, it Is important that both be
included in the counseling session.
The availability of the test did not
influence many of the couples in their
decision to plan a pregnancy. Since
many couples fear preancy because
of a known risk of- birth defects,
dissemination of information about the
availability of prenatal genetic studies
could have a substantial impact on
family planning in the future.
Overall reaction to genetic studies

wa judged to be asessed best by ques- will help In removing some of the
tion 11, "Ityou became pregnant again. apprehension and uncertainty for the
would you have this test agin?" and patient referred for this purpose, but
question 12. "Would you recommend many patients have indicated that
others to have this test?" the over- there Is no substitute for an individual
whelmingly favorable response indi.
ounseling session, with preferabt)
cated that amniocentsis and prenatal both husband and wife having the
diagnosis were generally considered opportunity to ask questions Robinson
positive and worthwhile experiences. It et al also have emphasized the need
will be noted that 146 of the 157 for free discussion during genetic counrespondents answered the first of these seling,
questions and 144 answered the second.
Although mdtrimester amniocenteIt is impossible to ascertain the reac- &is for the purpose of prenatal diag.
tion of those persons who took the time nosis of genetic disease is considered
to answer the questionnaire but elected safee and accurate." there are potential
not to answer a specific question on it. complications to the amniocentesis and
However, the favorable resposise to potential problems of misinterpretathese two questions included four of tion of results from the study. As was
the five respondents who had a thera- pointed out by the report of the
peutic abortion because of an abnormal NICHD study,' meticulous attention
must be paid to every detail of the
test result.
Six of the 146 respondents to ques- laboratory studies, and the amniocention 31 indicated that they would not tesis should be done by practitioners
elect to have the test with a subsequent adequately trained In proper tech.
pregnancy. Of these, I was concerned niques.
In summary, now that amniocentesis
about the safety of the procedure, since
fetal death of unknown cause occurred and prenatal diagnosis have moved
subsequent to the amniocentesis; I from the realm of research into clinical
received no results because of in. application, the effect of these tests
adequate cell growth from fluid sent on participants needs to be evaluated
from out of town; I elected to carry a This relatively small but ongoing study
fetus with trisomy 21 to term; 2 were shows that the majority of women
opposed to therapeutic abortion; and I using these studies considered them a
gave no reason. A total of 98% of the positive and reassuring experience.
women responding to question 12
Tis imvestiatio was support b project
9.
d Heath. Edwatio and
(141/144), including three of the six HSMHA. Denpamewe
WefU, a service grant from the NatkonalFoun.
women who would not elect to have the datioa-tarh
o Dime,. sad Nato.al loastitutr
test again themselves, stated that they o Health grits -ROo ad RR-549
The sal of the Depsuaaoat o Obstetric, and
would recommend the test to others.
eoo.eted is the Prenatal Genetmic
The primary suggestion for improv- G)-vionkqp
Chai. EdCWary. MD.and C J Roseas. PhD.
ing the experience as asked in question gwniews the queesooaare, tcknial" al s
ives by the cytqeti telamaas in the Labo13 was to decrease the waiting time for
mwy of Mad
es Geows ad AA
Meask-.
results; currently the interval between MD.
pwleared the .-fepM4, &tsrmlatioa
amniocentesis and a report of the
results is approximately three weeks in
our laboratory. This time interval is
I Mikawky
A- Riskof waioeiateis for Weduvgoss N Ee J1Med 2939s200. isiM
consistent with that reported by other astal
a cOthwt.
DJ Amnioraunts HEW hacks tes
laboratories.' In addition, the experi- for prenatal diegiusma
of disew Sewte 190 57ence would be improved for the couple $4. 1175
5. Mtnwersr ammreaeash for prnatal
if the referring physicians were to diagnosis
Safety smd MPrer).
NICHD Nasteo
explain the procedure and what the Pop"tsy forAwnmoeramse Stedy" Group JAV4
1976
test could show. There Is a need for 236 1471-1471k
4 Crana[ I3F. Letaero TS Prastl poeti
more information about prenatal diag- dismiss
Is 550 aaeaalwmtee (*Wer Gpro
nosis in the form of pamphlets and
aI-Isa 1176
Dums P&. VMlny
3C. Fwnk,WH Impact
booklets, as well as for more publicity 0 5prental
inetk diagois on psrLipstau
and mass media coverage.
6 Geme S et emg Pmrems. Pnse pet
The general impression from both
Reesrc.k Committee for the Sted) ofIaborn
verbal and written responses of women sed
Errom of etaohm, Nationl Aeadem)of
having an amniocentesis for prenatal Sciences. l1. p 186
7 Robism J. Tenn K.RobiasoA'Amniogenetic studies is that adequate genetic
cmtesis-la impact e methe sid ifaas A
counseling before the procedure is of as-.e-yw
feliseop udy (le Ge L97-%
utmost Importance. Public information
Amtvocenteus- Finefy 4A af
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Indicators of Humanhood:
A Tentative Profile of Man

,

It's time to spell out the "which" and "what" and "when"

M

by complained
JOSEPH FLETCHER
ark Twain
that peo
phe are always talking about the
weather but they never do anything
about It. The same Is true of the
humanhood agenda. In biomedical
ethics writers constantly say that we
need to explicate human ls or
humanenss, what It mean to be a
truly human being, but they never
follow their admission of th, need
with an actual investoy or prflk, no
matter how tentatively offered. Yet
this is what snua be done, or at leas
Attempted.
Synthetic conoep such as hum
And. M" and person
require opera.
tkxa tems, spelng out the which
and what and when. Only in that way
can we get down to cas-to nonative dedasos. There are always some
people who prefer to be viceral and
affective in thei moral choim, with
no desire to hae any rtionals fto
what they do. But etc Isprecisely
the business of ratlal). critical reflex.

.tou (encmplk and not merely vb.
caro about the problem o th moral
ft osph MAurcke VNI(A Aroferw
of MeiAwl ErAker
#r rt VUnlr of

VbftLe School of Med i . Ezx
eped
a pepa prrtalel r:ht Nroae
Confreue nthre achusg .a1Medica
ErAfes,
tro,
SONO4 6 he tO arie 449
CAWN&h UnWsary Co~at of P.
basmd~voft
"M

/"

87-999 0 - 82 - 26

bearog, obviously, on decision making
In gynecology, obstetrics and pedla.
tris, aswell as in general surgery and
medicine.
To that end. then, for fh purposes
Selftwaeness. Self.conscoumeWs.
of biomedical ethics, lam suggesting a
aswe know. Is the quai ty we watch
profilee of man" in concrete and
discrete terms. As only one man's developing in a baby; we watch itwith
reflection oanman, It will no doubt fascination and gle. ha esentia role
invite adding and subtracting by in persontlity development is a basic
others, It this Ls the road to be datum of psychology. Its existence or
followed Ifwe mean business. As adog function in nrals at or below the
I sald to "worry" a bone, lot me primate "l isdebatable; it Is clearly
absent inthe lower vertebrates, as well
worry out loud and on paper, hoping
for some aeemens and, at the least. as in the nonvertebrates. In psycho.
consideration. There Is spate only to therapy non-self-wareneu ispathology.
Itemize It.not to enlarge upon It.but I Ica; in medicine. unconsciousress
when It Is incorigible at once posts
have fifteen positive propositions and
quality-lof-fe judgments-for example.
five negative propositions. Let me st
in neurosgical cam of Inreveasible
them out, in no rank order at all, and
u hardly more than a list ofcriteria or damage to die brain cor tx.
indicator, by simple title.
Seliontrol. If an individual Isnot
onlnot controllabe by others (unless
Positive Human CrIta
qent-in biology and medicine as
much as in w government, education
or Anything else.

Minbud lntell*ae. Any idlvi.
due) of the species homo sirpent who
falls below the I.Q. 40-ark In a

standard Stanford.Binet test, amplified
if you Ike by other tests. I question.
ably a person; below the 20.mark. not
a person. oMo Is indeed plens. in
order to be homo. The ratio, in
another turn of speech, is what makes
a person of the ide. Mere biological
life. before minimal Intelligence Is
achieved ot after It Islos Irr tevably.
Is without personal statue. This has

ALSO IN THIS ISSUE:
The Other Drug Problem,
by Peter Stelnlels
The Otemma ef a
Prison Doctor, by Frank
Rundle. M.D.
That Virginia 'Brain Death'
Case, by Robert M.Veatch
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%yforce) but not controllable by the
1didual himself of herself, a low
level or ife Is reached about on a par
with a paramecium. If the condition
cannot be rectified medically, so that
meansends behavior is out of the
question, the Individual is not a per.
son-not ethkcully, nd certainly not In
the eyes of the law-just JL fetus is
not legally a PCson.
sense Of time. Time conscious.
neas. 7yti's is meant clock tie or
Mlfonoj, not timelinets or Aairos. I.,
not the "fulness of time" -or the
eftnant moment .(remember Paul
llich?). A sense, that is, of .the

up. The assertion here is that men ae
typi ally teloolosical, although car.
thinly not eschatologlcal.

.A sense of the past. Memory. Un.

Iis a

have reached a unique level of neuro-

sense of the past

11i l81her snimah, men asa species
kOc development. particularly the
cerebrum and especially its neocortex.
They me inked to the past by
conscious recall-not only, as with
subhuman animals, by conditioning
and the reactivation of emotions (reativaled, that Is, externally rather than
autonomously). it is this trait, in
particular, that makes man, alone
among all species, acultural instead of

passage of time. A colleaSe of mine at an instinctive creature. An existential.
fst focus on "nowness" truncates the
the University of Virginia, Dr. Thomas
Hunter, remarked recently, "Life is nature of mea.
the allocation of time." We an dis.
1ee
legitimately about how reluvely
Important lids Indicator Is, but It is Grit capability to relate to othee.
bard to understand why anybody
would mininize it or eliminate It as a Inter-personal relationships, of the sex.
il-ioinintft and friendship.kind, are
trait of humanness.
of the greatest lmportsnce for the
A sense of futurity. How "truly
human" liiny'mn who cannot realize fu s of1whas we-l81&1zrbd-A-h
there Is a thne yet to come aswell as trlypettsdA (Medlca piety In the
past has always held Its profeslonal
the present? Subhuman animals do not
look forward In time; they Eve only on ethics to be only a one-to-one, phy.
what we might cd visceral strivings,
sitlanpatent obligation.) However,
there are abo the more diffuse and
appetites. PhJlosophical snthropogogles
comprehensive social relations of our
(one recalls William Temple's, for
vocationak economic and political life.
instance) commonly emphasize pup.
Arlstotle's chazacterizutlon of man es a
poeS& Se
a a key to humannes.
Chesteron once remarked that we social animal, soon pollikon, must
surely figure prominently In the invenwould never ask a puppy what manner
toryI Ils true that even insects live in
Of dog it wanted to be when it pows
soci system, but the cohesion of all
subhuman societies Is based on in.
stint. Man's society Is based on
Hastings Center Report.
culture-that is, on a conscious know.
622 W lurion Avenue
ledge of the system and on the
Haa'ns-0n-Hudson. NY tO00
exercise in some real measum of either
&ce N,,on,
01
roF
consent or opposition.
HASTINGS C*t9IR STAFF
Concnr-,jr others. Some people
AmtInIstrtiellm Deleim alaha
may be skepti-"al -out our capacity to
rtwor; Wi lard a0tyn, pmreswit;
care
about othen (what In Christian
Lyn Brydon. Lasle Hndricks
ethics is often distinguished from
1eae10w Cmstre Robert 0. NevI#le.
romance and friendship as "neighbor
HeNW
Sal, Rays Ann Gesklna
Genetic: Marc Lappe' Tabtmh U.
Jove" or "neighbor concern"). The
Powledge. Marguert e Robinson
extent- to wdch this capacity is actuHumanIties: Petr Oinfele, Helen
aly In ply Isdebatable. But whether
O'Sulman
concern for others Is disinterested or
tomnMtlerl: ne Hlon, mat
Bush, Susan Tr era
Inspired by enlightened self.interest it
Robe~
Callshan,
Deniw
Pepulei:
seems plain that a conscious extra-to
kN.Vesch. Shrmon Solltto
orkntation b a trait of the species; the
Death:
Roberl
.
Veatch.
fosalie
MiSer
absence of this ambience is a clinical
indication of psychopathology.
*wr r.. .* y~etd e~ne
CgmmuaicstLon. Utter slination
or disconnection from then, If it le

which makes man,
alone among species,
a cultural creature

rre parable, is de.humanization. This Is
not so much a matter of not being
disposed to receive and send "Messages" as of the inability to do so. This
criterion comes into question in
patients who cannot hear, speak, feel
or see others; It may come aLout a a
result of mental or physical trauma,

Infection, genetic or conpnital disor.
der. or from psychological causes.
Completely and finally holted indvi.
duals are subpenonal. The problem Is
perhaps most famlu in terrinal
Illnesses and the clinical decision-mak.
In#required,
Control of existence. it is of the
netue-borman that he is not helplessly
subject to the blind workings of

physical or physiological nature. He
has only finite knowledge, freedom,
and initiative, but what hI has of it is
real and effective.Invincible ignorance
amd total helplessness awe
the antithesis
of humanness, and to the degre that a
man lacks control he Is not response.
ble. sandto be irresponible Is to be
subpersonal. This item in the agenda
applies directly, for example, in
psychiatric medicine, especially to
severe cam of toxic and degenerative
psychosis.
Curiosity. To be without .Mfeci,
KIn snoinle, Is to be not aperson.
Indifference Is inhuman. Man is a
learner and a knower as well asa tool
maker and user, This raises aquestion,
therefore, about demands to stop
some kinds of biomedical inquiry. For
example, an A.MA. committee re.
cently called a halt on h iWno
repro.
duction and embryo transplants on the
ground that they are dangerous. But
dangerous Ignorance Ismore dangerous
than dangerous knowledge. It Is de.
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For3
humanizing to impo a moratorium
on research. No doubt INs issue arises,
or will raise, In many other phases of
medical education and practice.
Chang and changeability. To the
extent that -ahIndivldual is unchange.
able or opposed to change he denies
he creativity of personal bei sp.It
means not only the fact of biological
and physiological change, which goes
on as a condition of life, but the
capacity and disposition for changing
one's mind and conduct as well.
Biologically, human beings are developmental: birth, life, health, and death
are processes, not events, and are to be
understood epilgenetically, not episodi.
cally. All human existence is on a
continuum, a matter of becoming. In
this perspective, are we to regard
potentials .1 oh, as if they were
actual? I think not. The question aises
pionnently inabortion ethics.
Balance of rationality and feeling.
To be "truly human," to be a
wholesome person, one cannot be
either Apollonian or Dionysian. As
human beings we are not "coldly"
rational or cerebral, nor are we merely
creature of feeling and Intuition. It is
a matter of being both, in different
combinations from one individual to
another. To be one rather than the
other Isto distort the humanum.

In the absence of the synthesizing
function of the cerebral cortex. the
person is non-existent. Such individuals are objects but not subjects. This
Is so no matter how many other
spontaneous or artifidally supported
functions persist in the heart, lungs,
neurologic and vascular systems. Such
non-cerebral processes are not per.
sonal. Like the Harvard Medical
School's ad hoe committee report on
"brain death" the recent Kanus stat.
ute on defining death requires the
absence of br.in function. So do the
guidelines recently adopted by the
Italian Council of Ministers. But what
Isdefinitive indetermining death is the
loss of cerebration, not just of any or
all brain function. Personal reality
depends on cerebration and to be dead
"humanly" speaking is to be ex-cere.
bral. no matter how long the body
remains alive.

of the essence of man. It Is not even
necessary to human species survival. I
will not try here to indicate the
psychological entailments of this nep.
tive proposition, but it is biologically
apparent when we look at such non.
sexual reproduction as cloning from
somatic cells, and parthe o enetlc reproduction by both androgenesis and
gynogenesis. What light does this biology throw on the nature of man; what
does a personistic view of man say
about the ethics of such biology?
(N.B. 1 do not refer here to pesonal.
Ism, which has more metaphysical
freight than many of us want to
carry.)
Man is not a bundle of rights. The
notion of a human nature has served as

A test-tube baby

Negative Human Criteria
would be more hunan
The five neSative points I have can
be 'put even more briefly than the 15
positive ones, although I am Inclined
than one resulting
to believe that they merit just as much
critical scrutiny and elaboration.
from sexual roulette
Man Is not eon- or antiartificial.
As 3ayifn aY.men are characterized
by technique, and for a human being
to oppce technology is "self.hatred."
We are often confused on this score,
a conceptual bucket, to contain
attiludinally. A "test tube baby," for
"human rights" and certain other
example, although conceived and ges- given thinp. lke "original sin" and
diosyncrasy. The human being is tated ex corpo, would nonetheless be "the sense of oughtneui" and "con.
MllF, a distinctive individual.
idi'
humanly reproduced and of hunun
science." The idea behind this Isthat
As Helmut Schoeck has shown, even
value. A baby made artiflcially, by such things are objective, pre-existent
the function of envy in human behav- deliberate and careful contrivance,
phenomena. not contingent on biologi.
Ice is entirely consistent with Idiosyn.
would be more human than o
or sdal relativities. People some.
Cal
an
cmy. To be a person Is to have
resulting from sexual roulette-the respeak of tights to live, to die, to
times
and
callIdentity. to be recogniable
productive mode of the subhuman
healthy, to reproduce. and so on, as
be
which
able by name. It is this criterion
species.
if they were absolute, eternal, Intrinies behind the fear that to replicate
sic. But as the law makes plain, all
parental.
essentially
is
not
Man
."cloning"
individuals by so-called
rights are Imperfect and may be set
would be to make "carbon copies" of PeopTre a6be. fully personal without
reproducln, as the religious vows of aside if human need requires it. We
the parent source and thus dehuman.
nuns, monks and celibate priests of the shall have to think throuth the rela.
ie the clorA by denying It its indlvi.
past have asserted, as the law hu tion of rights and needs, as It bears oneven
have
writers
two
or
One
duality.
implied by refusing to annul marriages clinical medicine's dedrson-maklng
spoken of a "right" to a "unique
of sterilty, and as we see In problems, as well as society's problems
enotype,' and while -such taulk Is because
the ethos-reversal of contemporary of health care delivery. One example:
ethfcayi" -and scientifically question.
family and population control-and, What is the "humane" policy If we
able it nonetheless reflects alegitimate
should reach the point (I think we(
more mlitantly, in the non-parental
notion of something essential to an rhetoric
fo'oi against compulof women's liberation and a will) of & c Siir
authentic person.
growing rejection of the "baby trip". sory.birth control? Or, how are we to
Nec-ortIcal function. In a way,
Man Is not essentially sexual. Sex. relate rights and needs If, to take only
th Is the cardinal indicator, the one
one example, an ethnic group proteits
uity,i broader and deeper phenom.
all the others are hinged upon. Before
against mus screening for sickle caU
enon than sex, Isof the fulnes but not
cerebration is In play, or with Its end,

I
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nerd? O if after genetic counseling
& couple elects to proceed with a

,mediclably degenerate pregnancy?
Man In not a worshiper. Faith In
pernatural realities and attempts to
te in direct association with them are
choices some human beings make and
others do not. Mystique Is not essntial to being truly a person. Like
sexuality, it May arguably be of the
fulness of humanness but It is not of
the essence. This negative proposition
is required by ou basic guideline. the

premise that aviable biomedical ethics
Is -humanistic, whatever reasons we
may have for putting human wellbeing
at the center of conoem.
More Thinking
How are we to go about testing
such criteria asthese? And how are we
to compare and combine the results of
oUr criticism? How &e we to rank

order or live priority to the items In
out man-hood profile? Which are only

optimal, which are essential? What are
the applications of these or other
Indicators to the normative decisions
of biologists and physidins? In my
own list, here, which factors can be
eliminated, in whole or in pat, with.
"ut lowering Individuals and patients
*slow the personal line? I trust that by
this time It is plain that I do not claim
to have produced the pure gospel of
humanesa. I remain open to correction.
The "nature of man" question Is of
such depth and sensitivity that It is
bound to raise controversy, and our
task is to welcome the controversy but
try to reduce It through analysis anO
synthesis. Said Heraclitus: "Oppoel-.
ton brings concord. Out of discord
comes the fairest harmony. It is by
disease that health Is pleasant; by evil
that good is pleasant; by hunger,
satiety; by weariness, rest."
As afinal note, I rather suspect that
we are morm apt to flna&god.nswen
inductively and empirically, - from nrridica.tence and the cinicians,
than.. by-tbe_...essadlysylloostdc
reasoning of the humanities, which
proceeds deductively frorn abstract
premises. Sylloglsms always contain
their conclusions In their major or first
premises. Divorced from the labor.
toey and the hospital, talk about what
It means to be human could easily
become Inhumane.
0
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April 26, 1981
The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for writing regarding S. 158.
There is no question that actual human life exists
conception. The fertilized egg is clearly alive, and iffrom
"human"
is meant as a way of distinguishing that kind of life from
other kinds of life (canine, avian, plant, etc.), there is
little difficulty establishing that a fertilized egg inside a
human is human and living.
The central question is the leap from that biological,
scientific observation to the assertion that such life is a
"person". Person is not a biologic word, but, as you suggest,
a philosophical, moral, religious, etc.
concept. It is also
legal concept, and the Congress could, I suppose, define it a
anyway it chooses. It could pass a law saying chimpanzees are
persons (with more logic, in my view, than fertilized eggs), but
that wouldn't make it true. Whether or not an egg is a person
is not a statement that is true or false. It is not a type of
statement that can be verified. It can be justified (using
philosophicaf or religious arguments), but it can't be proven,
anymore than you could prove what justice is, or what respect
is, or what a friend is. The debate is over how we ought
define a word. I can't think of any scientific experi-ent tothat
would answer that question, anymore than an experiment would
tell us what justice means or love or truth or beauty.
only
type of experiments would be the type that philosophers The
use, using
words and principles, looking for agreement on premises,
logical connections between those premises and stated conclusions,
and consistency with other statemnts and principles.
I can't
imagine how science, in the traditional sense of that word
(the study of the physical or material world), can resolve how
we ought to define a concept. Science can't even tell
us how
we ought to define simpler concepts such as "earth", "time",
"space", etc. Scientists can state their views on what we
ought to meanby the word "earth", but I can't think of an
experiment that would show how if two definitions are proposed,
which one ought to be preferred or which one is the true definition.
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The Honorable Max Baucus
April 28, 1991
Page Two
In summary, I believe those who believe they have
scientific data showing what person means do not understand
the origins and purposes of definitions. Unlike physical laws,
they are not discoverable. They can only be proposed, debated,
and hopefully agreed upon, but not proven.
Best wishes,
Sincerely,

Norman Fost, M.D.
Associate Professor
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April 28,

1981

Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Baucus:
Your letter of April 16 just arrived and I hasten to reply.
In my opinion there is no doubt that the life of a particular individual
begins at the moment of conception, and that the fertilized egg is, in
a biological sense, alive. However, the point at which the organism
resulting from a fertilized egg becomes a human being, or legal person.
is quite another matter. In my opinion, the fertilized egg is no more
a person than the blueprint of a ship is a ship. The fertilized egg
contains the genetic information necessary to determine the development
of the organism, but that Is not by any means to say that it is a
person. A human fibroblast, in a tissue culture, also contains the
necessary genetic information but I doubt that anyone would consider
that such a cell was a person. In order to decide when a fertilized egg
become a person, one has to decide upon a definition, and that is a
It is something akin to trying to decide when
matter of judgement.
the developing embryo, or fetus, acquires a soul, a question upon which
there have beenmany pronouncements over the years, but no consensus.
In my dpinion it would be unreasonable to consider a developing
embryo, or fetus, a person until it had at least a neural anatomical
basis for functioning as a person, but since this is a continuously
progressive propees one would still have to decide at what point aIong
the developmental pathway one would consider the brain able to function.
Another possible criterion would be the minimal age of viability which
is, of course, changing. In summary, I see no scientific basis that
would allow one to define the beginning of personhood objectively, and
I believe that personhood emerges gradually as the embryo develops.
I certainly do not think that personhood is present at the moment of
conception.
I hope these comments are of some use to you.

With best wishes.

Yours sincerely,

lCF/fl
Postalsddress: 1205 Aven

P.S.

F. Clarke Fraser, M.D., Ph.D.
Professor of Human Genetics.
Dept*. Biology, Paediatrics,
Docteur Penfield. Montreal. PO.Csnads H3A 181 Cntra for Human Genetics
Director, Dept. of Medical Genetics
The Montreal Children's Hospital

Professor LeJeune's argument (which I heard on the radio) that
the fertilized human e8g must be a person because it develops
into a human being and not a chimpanzee misses the point.
Just because a fertilized egg will develop into a person does
not mean it 11 a person.
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ay 27, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
eaber
Ranking Minority MI
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
e

Washington, D.C.

20510

Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your letter of Nay 13, 1981. Relative to my evaluation
of S. 158, 1 have the following answers to the questions posed in your
letter:
1. I do not believe that the question of human personhood is a medical
and scientific question.
2. It is my view that the question of human personhood is a moral, ethical
and philosophical one.
3. I do not believe that medical and scientific data alone can determine
what the definition of human personhood should be.
4. In my opinion, if S. 158 is enacted, it would bring about the limitation of individual choice by interferring with abortion regardless of
its Indication, with contraceptives that do not allow the implantation
of the fertilized egg (i.e., IUD's) and with prenatal diagnosis of
genetic disease.
I hope these comments will be of help to you.
Sincerely,

J& me L. Prias, MD
Professor and Chief
Division of Genetics
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Senator Max Baucus
Rankin$ Minority Member
Subcoiittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I thank you for your letter of April 14 regarding my opinion about the very
difficult problem of the beginning of human personhood. It is a very difficult
problem because there are several points of reference during human development
that could be used to develop a .definition. Let me explain what I mean.
(1) The ag cells in the human ovary, which are ovulated one at a tine between
the menarche and the menopause, are formed in the ovary during fetal development
and are present at birth. Thus one of the two germ cells necessary for the
formation of a new human individual are present from the birth of the mother.
(2) The male germ cells, the spermatozoa, are formed in the testicles a couple
of months before conception. Thus, the other germ cell is alive and well months
before conception.
(3) At conception, the human ovum is invaded by a single sperp cell and together
the two Serm cells form the first cell of the new Individual.
(4) Right days after conception, the fertilized ovum which has now divided
several times and developed into a blastocyst, implants in the uterine tissue
and establishes Intimate and vital contact with the maternal circulation.
According to the definition of the International Federation of Gynecologists
and Obstetricians, this is when pregnancy begins.
(5) The human fetus is not viable outside the maternal body until it is approximately 28 weeks old, calculated from the last menstrual period (26 weeks from
conception). One could argue thbt this represents the earliest possible time of
life as an individual.
(6) Life as an independent individual begins at birth. The optimal tine for
human birth Is 40 weeks after the last menstrual period.
As you can see it is more ofa legal question than medical or scientific which
point of reference to select. I em afraid that the political decision night
disregard the medical and scientific facts as well as the legitimate interests
of the mother. I realize that my answers to your questions may not be of much
help, but this is the beat I can do.

Yours ncerely

Professor
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26, 1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Committee on the Judiciary
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Upon receipt of your letter I was initially reluctant to respond.
An anonymous voice ina wilderness populated with rabid protagonists and antagonists to S. 158 and all that it implies was not
a desirable role. However, on reflection, I decided that the
many anonymous we" that never speak to this issue should be
heard; hence this reply.
The issues of life and death are complex and have defied societal
judgments of a permanent nature for millenia. Our society's current efforts are but the latest attempt to grapple with an issue
that is almost undefinable and which has defied men of good will
and sanity in its resolution. With these historical and global
thoughts inmind, I will attempt a personal response to the
thoughtful questions contained inyour letter.
Human personhood, by definition, is not a medical and scientific
decision, but a societal one. Medic-ne and science can, and
should, establish biologic realities, but cannot, and should not,
establish sociologic ones. As an example, in a less inflamatory
area than abortion, we can establish the viability of sperm and
the impregnability of a-female by modern methods, but cannot
decide that spouses should or should not have an infant. if
they and society decide that artificial insemination Is an acceptable alternative to natural intercourse, then the physician can
assist Ina procedural fashion to aid their goals.
Further, medicine and science can continue to investigate the
definition of death, once thought to be simple and straightforward,
but now known to be a complex phenomenon. But medicine and science
cannot decide by any biologic measure when and itflife-support
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should cease or continue, nor can they decide alone whether a
given 'dead" individual can donate organs to a "living" person.
For the latter decisions the physician/scientist must seek the
consent and advice of the responsible relatives and act within
societal guidelines as defined by statute, moral and ethical codes
and religious and other philosophic considerations.
IfS.158 Isenacted inits present form, possible consequences
include:
1. A serious Impairment to any fQrm of post-conception contraception. Such procedures would be considered to deprive
the conceptus of 'life' under the 14th amendment and could
be construed as murder.
2, Potential limitation on genetic counseling and screening.
One could envision a situation inwhich knowledge detected
and Imparted could be construed as aiding and abetting deprival of 14th amendment rights to an as-yet-unconceived
individual. Although far-fetched at first blush, isnot
conspiracy to commit murder punishable under our laws? If
so, then might not Itbe considered conspiracy between physician and potential parents to deliberately avoid conception?
Other fanciful scenarios might be envisioned, but they all would
be variations on the themes "murder" and "intent to commit murder"
as defined by the right of all persons to "life".
I trust this personal view of an incredibly complex and emotionally
charged area will be helpful.
Sincerely,
ent A. Fulg nit,.D.
Professor and Head
Department of Pediatrics
VAF:JJ
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June 11. 1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
U.S. Senate
SubComittee on Separation of Powers
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I have given deep thought to the questions you put to me regarding S.158.

Inanswer to your first three questions on when human personhood begins; .who
among us mortals in the professions can answer this question; and by what
means can this be proven to the satisfaction of Congress at this time let me
briefly respond. At this time, whatever the will of Congress, human life does
not begin. Itbegan inthe very long distant past and has continued to the
present by being transmitted -- not begun -- through reproduction. An ovum

and a spermatozoan are alive and human before they meet. Live sex cells are
part of people and fetuses, and represent an overlap of two generations in each
individual and three in pregnant women. The union of an ovum and spermatazoan
represent part of the process to the development of each human offspring and

are part of a continuity of life and of generations, and gradual development
of a fetus. Until the umbilical cord is severed there can be no "moment of
conception" or human personhood since a person(hood) is an individual only
when he isa single indivisible eti. An egg after a prolonged process of
fertilization consists of a single cell called a zygote. A zygote must continue to divide ifdevelopment is to continue, and thus cannot be an individual
(or person). A conceptus isa fertilzed egg and everything that develops from
ituntil Itis born. A conceptus has two major components: REryoblast,
of which becomes fetus, and trophoblast, which becomes placenta, extraembryonic
membranes and umbilical cord. The fetus, which isan unborn offspring, becomes
a neonate or baby when it has come out of the mother, and it becomes a person,
individual, when it is divided from the trophoblastic Fat of the conceptus by
cutting the umbilical cord. The trophoblastic parts of the conceptus are
alive, human, and have the same genetic components as the zygote, fetus, and
baby. Thus, to use as criteria any of these terms as they appear inS.158 to
define personhood legislatively would mean the normal practice of cutting the
cord, interrupting the blood supply to the placenta, and letting the expelled
placenta die might be murder without protection of the 14th Amendment in the
eyes of the law. If this is exempted legislatively then it would appear that
the statement on which it is based is not logically sound with our present
knowledge of life, and personhood.

5323 HARRY HINES BLVD.
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I would like to devote more time to question *4and to the impact of
S.158 ifenacted. I am a married man, and taxpayer as well as an obstetrician
and gynecologist. I feel after discussing this with a number of people that
the simple language of S.158 by the drafters overlooks the perhaps unforseen
complexities on our society, or any society in this world. I also feel not
even the richest government in the world could afford the effect of this law.
Let me enumerate my questions to which, I hope, someone has thought about the
answers.
Economic:
1.

Approximately 30% to 40% of all fertilized ovum are expelled by nature
within the first menstrual cycle. Approximately 70% of all fertilized
ovum are spontaneously miscarried due to a variety of circumstances but
most commonly due to defects of the conceptus incompatible with surviving
life, however defined. Thus, the question is, can a woman take up to 12
income tax deductions a year? If the spontaneous miscarriage is not due
to any cause but to God, she had according to S.158 a dependent for a
period of time. I know that it ismedically impossible to ascertain up
to a certain point intime whether there Isor isnot a pregnancy. If
the IRS excludes the potential person itwill of course be denying either
the conceptus, the woman, and the father of property under the 14th
Amndment. Can the government afford every woman of childbearing years
who can demonstrate she ovulates the right to take a tax deduction based
on her menstrual cycle's?

Social Security:
We are all aware of the present financial difficulties that the Social
Security Systent faces. Will the proposed law worsen Its financial condition?
I ask this because of several problems that occur to me.
1. Ifphysicians discover by sonography, or amniocentesis that the fetus has
a serious defect (i.e., defective heart, other congenital anomolies,
Down's syndrome, spina bifida or other neural tube defects, various'
genetic defects as Tay-Sachs, hemophilia, etc.) and since S.158 clearly
makes it a duty to preserve this fetus regardless of health or defect by
physician and women alike itwould seem appropriate that this defective
fetus should at this point be eligible for Supplementary Security Income
under Title XVI of the Social Security Act. Is'this true? The cost of
specialized care for severly defective neonates, and infants isoften
astronomical and since Medicaid isavailable to S.S.I. recipients will
the federal and state governments assume-this medical and financial
support responsibilities?
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2. Parkland Hospital isa large county hospital, and isthe sole public
hospital inDallas County, Texas. My Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology has the responsibility for the prenatal care and deliveries of the
12,000 low income and indigent women who deliver at the County Hospital annually.
Texas, along with 31 other states isnot required by federal or state law
at this time to pay for Aid to Families With Dependent Children (AFDC) to
either a woman, or her fetus until itisborn alive, and a birth certificate ispresented to the State Welfare Department. Itwould seem that
S.158 would require the federal and state governments by law to ensure
that both adequate medical prenatal care is provided prior to delivery,
and that the woman bearing the child has adequate food to eat so that the
conceptus will not be malnourished during its prenatal development. We
would be delighted if the federal government will ensure adequate monies
for prenatal care to indigent women through federal and state appropriations. Since In Texas we only pay $37.50 a month to each A.F.D.C.
recipient exclusive of Medicaid itwill not be a very high cost in this
state (only $75.00 a month for the two to live on.) Of course, I realize
all states do not pay this low an amount, but there are social as well as
economic implications to consider inS.158. We might for the first time
inthe U.S. have to pay enough for a poor pregnant womar to eat and get
medical care Inorder to protect personhood. Will this unbalance state or
federal budgets further than was planned before passage of this law?
Malpractice and Criminal Law:
1.

What will my malpractice costs become in order to pay for suits on alleged
prenatal injuries, spontaneous miscarriages I cannot prevent, including
checking that the sperm of the potential father, and physical condition
and age of the mother, taking a genetic history, etc., so that the father
and mother are less likely to produce a miscarriage, or defective fetus?

2. What will I do if Inmy medical opinion and those of my colleagues, a
pregnant woman will die ifshe carries a pregnancy to term? Do I report
it to the district attorney so there can be an expedited jury trial so
neither woman nor conceptus will be deprived of life without due process
of law? Who decides this profound question -- or does S.1S8 mean the
conceptus' life prevails over that of its mother prior to delivery? Does
the district attorney indict me, the woman, or the conceptus if one of the
two dies because of the pregnancy?
3.

Do I have to testify against the viable baby who survives if the mother
does not survive for matricide? Is it manslaughter, involuntary homicide,
or murder as far as the surviving baby? Or vice versa what are the charges
if the mother survives and not the fetus?
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I a sorry to have asked so many questions of you since
originally
wrote only four questions to me, but I feel that IfCongress you
seriously
pred
to pass such a low It is only fair that as a citizen,Is physician,
t
r, I should know the consequences legally and economically to m andandmy
colleagues. I do not know If many Senators are lawyers,
I know you make
the lws. I feel SIS8 attempts to solve simply a complexbutsubject,
with
many ramificttions,! hope some of these problems wi lbe considered and
before a
final passage of the law.
With best wishes to you and ur fellow comitteemen on a subject that I
personally had not considered withn the purview of my elected
officials.
Yours truly,
No- n Gant, N.D.
Chairman
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
110,1mg
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The Honorable Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcomttee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Daucus:

Thank you for asking me to comment
regarding S. 158. 1 have given considerable thought to the
issues involved, and will attempt to summarize those thoughts,
as given publicly last year in a talk at the University of
Southern California. I have attempted to divorce my feelings,
which probably are colored by my one-half Catholic and onequarter Jewish background, from my scientific analysis, and
have tried to look at the problem from the traditional viewpoint of the medical profession. I apologize for the length
of the following, but the issues are very complex.
First of all, I resolutely defend the
right to believe as one wishes. There is, however, a dietinction between belief and conduct. There are many situations in which practices based on personal moral beliefs,
as opposed to the beliefs themselves, have been limited or
forbidden when they imperil another's life. For example,
courts unanimously hold that life saving blood transfusions
will be given to minor@ despite the sincere moral objections
of parents who are Jehovah's Witnesses. It seems incongruous,
then, that in the name of a parental right to privacy, the
court might permit the ultimate insult to another human, the
taking of his life. The issues, of course, then revolve around
the basic point raised in S. 158, and the preceding Supreme
Court decisions:
1. Is the fetus in reality, a part of

the mother's body, and thus subject
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to being aborted under the
rubric of "the woman's right
to her body"?
2. Is the fetus'a human being, or
at what point does he become a
human being?
To the first question, I must answer that
it seems scientifically erroneous to suggest that the fetus
is a part of the mother. Half of his/her genetic makeup is
foreign, and indeed a different blood type may even provoke
an antibody response by the mother.
The issue, then, is when does the fetus
become a person, with legal rights under our constitution,
and ethical rights to be respected by society in general, and
by our profession in particular. The Supreme Court dodged the
issue, but actually when it decided at the outset that the
woman had a fundamental right to abort, it implied that the
fetus had no fundamental right to life, and thus raised the
presumption that the fetus is not a person. Since the 14th
Amendment does not .specify whether, the fetus should be included in its provisions, I believe that the court neglected
its obligation to. decide-upon this crucial issue. Even if it
had issued such a decision, however, millions of our citizens
would probably not have accepted it no matter which way the issue
was decided. I believe that laws and courts cannot resolve issues
that are probably moral-or ethical ones, and I doubt that the congress or the Supreme Court can alter behavior about abortions anymore than they were able to alter behavior regarding the use of
alcohol.
Are there, then,..any ways of resolving the
disparate views of the developmentalist and the conceptionist?
The former view. was implicitly defended by the-Supreme Court,
and essentially holds that human status cannot be ascribed to
the fetus until sometime along the courseof-development. Unfortunately, .the appropriate time has varied from approximately
when thefetuse looks and physiologically functions as an adult
to the-time of viability. A few extremists suggest that the
postnatal ability to relate-socially, or even to reason, should
define .the person with full rights as a -human. This difficulty
in drawing. a clear dividing line obviously creates technical,
legal, moral and administrative problems.
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The alternative, or conceptionist, viewpoint
is that human beingness begins at conception. This intuitive
belief is shared by many, including the joyful parent upon recognizing the fact of pregnancy. Our own current insistence
that the "rights" of the unborn, during the period of organogenesis,
be protected at the expense of the mother's "right", for example,
to drink alcohol, smoke cigarettes to excess, ete. suggests
strongly that weakness of their basic contention. Even without
the religious or biblical tradition, one can sense a human tradition
that suggests that the unborn, as veil as the newborn infant, is
a human being, a person, and thus deserving of care and protection.
We are obliged to protect the sick, the disabled, the useless, the
aged, so why not the unborn? Again, the support from the religious
ethicist is strong, since our responsibilities are said to be
especially great to "the least of them". This certainly describes
the fetus, who is silent and cannot claim his rights as a human
being. The emphasis on such rights raises real legal issues,
whereas an emphasis on societal responsibility places the focus
on the ethical nature of the issue.
As a physician, I cannot ignore the many scientific,
economic, and practical reasons for favoring the use of abortion,
from the narrowly defined "therapeutic abortion" or the removal of
a fetus known to be malformed or abnormal, to the unlimited "abortion
oa demand" permitted by today's legal climate. On purely ethical
grounds, however, not religious ones, I personally have difficulty
accepting the concept of abortion as a legitimate or desirable
activity for physicians, and in separating the termination of a
three month pregnancy because the fetus is abnormal from killing
a three moqth old infant with the same abnormality.
With that background, I can attempt to-anewer the
four questions that you posed. It will be apparent from the above
that I believe that the question of human personhood is medical,
scientific, moral, ethical, philosophical, religious a. political.
Though medical and scientific data alone probably cannot determine
what the definition of human personhood should be, I believe that
such data repute the argument that the fetus is a part of the
mother's body. It is difficult for me to determine what the impact
of S. 158 would be, since it seems to me that the courts, in interpreting the law, could still determine that one person's life is more
valuable than another's, and permit abortion under the circumstances
that many of my medical colleagues would think appropriate, I see
. no way that this influences the use of contraceptives, since it
would be difficult to argue on behalf of the rights of the unconcaived, as one can on behalf of the rights of the unborn.
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I apologize for the length of the above,
and for the fact that it almost certainly does not satisfactorily
answer the questions that you posed. I an opposed to abortion
on the basis of my interpretation of medical ethics, as well as
on the basis of my-personal beliefs. I sincerely doubt, however,
that ,passing any kind of law vill be particularly helpful in resolving these very fundamental and important social issues.

p4 cerely.

A

oseph M. Ga unkel, M.D.
Professor and Chairman

.. H/plb
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October 5, 1981

DOpamrtmntof Anatomy

Senator Max Baucus
U.S. Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Re:

Senate Bill S158

Dear Senator Baucus:
Responses to the question "When does human life begtn?m sometimes point out the
differences that exist between the concept of phylogenetic development (origin of the
human species) and ontogenetic development (origin of the human Individual). To say
"Life does not begin but is continuous" Isobserving life from the phylogenetic viewpint. Perhaps a better way of asking the question from the ontogenetic viewpoint is
When does an Individual'sli fe begin?", or "When did my life or your life begin?"
To this question there can be but one answer. Scientifically, it isabundantly clear
that individually specific, human life (like mine and yours) began at the moment of
conception when a sperm from our father united with the ovum from our mother %oform
our first cell. No cloar thinking biologist would deny that the first cell of each of
us began at that moment (conception or fertilization) Inour mother's uterine tube.
Likewise, every biologist would have to agree that our first cell had to be living,
had to be distinctly humen and contain all of the unique genetic information that presently
exists within each of us. Although our first cell gave rise to some tissues that are no
longer a part of us such as protective membranes and deciduous teeth, there should be no
denying that itwas our first cell.
For the past 20 years my research efforts have been devoted mainly to the prenatal
(ontogenetic) development of man and, to a lesser extent, subhuman primates. I have
studied human embryos at every stage of development. These research efforts have led
me to conclude that at every period of an individual's life (whether Itbe fertilized
ovum, embryo, fetus, infant, child, teenager or adult), it isalways possible to identify
the developing "mass" as human rather than monkey or any other animal. After the eighth
post-conception week (fetal period begins)"humaness is easily determined with the naked
eye. Earlier, many microscopic differences exist that distinguish human from monkey
embryos (second to eighth post-conception week). No cell biologists could dispute the
fact that even the fertilized ovum of the first week contains chromosomes and proteins that
can be identified as distinctly human. Neither could one dispute the fact that the first
cell of each of us was living, human and genetically specific for each of us.
During the past 20 years I have also studied and taught the adult arrangement of the
human body to over 2500 medical students inthe dissecting lab. While itwould be simpler
to believe that beneath the skin we are all structurally alike, anyone who has ever had
the experience of dissecting the human body fully realizes how Individually specific each
of us really Is structurally, from the surface of the body to its inner depths. Other
than Identical twins, has anyone ever seen two faces that are identical? Likewise, no one
6dhol of Agid 6MW Prwleon
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will ever see two identical blood vessels, nerves, muscles, etc. As amazing as this Is,
itiseven more astounding to realize that, with few exceptions, every named structure
we study inthe dissecting lab was present-In thebody by theeighthpost-cohception week.
There Is more than ample scientific evidence to prove that an individually specific,
human life begrns-at themomewt of/conception.- Itishard to conceive how any biologists
-,tcouldtbelieve otherwise. It.seemsvthat the real question we are trying to answer is "14ow
valuable is human 141e?P' particularly those early stages before birth that nonbiologists
know little or-nothing about. While I-have unanswered-questions aboutmany aspects of
life,
thing I have no
about and that Is the value ofmy first cell. To me,
it .Wsone
most valuable and Idoubts
am reasonably certain that you hold tT'e same value for your
'first cell. Reasonably Intelligent, healthy individuals do not really question the
importance of their own existence. What we as a nation must now decide Is how valuable
are "theirs" and how perfect must Otheirs" be before it Is valuable enough to protect?
gaymond F. Gasser, Ph,O.
Professor of Anatomy
Louisiana State University
School of Medicine
cc Dr. Robert L, Brent
Editor, Teratology
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Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20S10
Dear Senator Baucuss
I am writing with respect to the hearing being held by Senator East
on Senate 9ill 158. As a physician and medical geneticist, I am concerned
that biomedical science is being abused in an effort to justify a moral
or religious position. Dr. Leon Rosenberg, who testified before his committee, was, I believe, quite correct in stating that the question you have
posed is beyond the reach of science. Scientific evidence would suggest
that life is a continuuv that living cells including both sperm and egg
all contain the essential elements of life. This however, is a very
different question from that of when meaningful human life begins. Medical
science can define approximately when the human fetus is capable of exiting outside the womb, and such information is incorporated into legal
definitions of "viability." However, there is no scientific evidence that
would justify a position t4"meaningful human life" begins at fertilization.
Such a definition remains in the province of morality, ethics, and religion.
If one wishes to define the beginning of meaningful human life legally, it
seem to e inappropriate to misuse scientific information to support that
position. If the Congress wishes to impose such a highly personal ethnical
decision upon the public, it must do so openly and honestly. Attempting to
support such a position with testimony from selected witnesses who haven't
the knowledge or credentials (excepting Drs. Lejuene and bongiovanni) to
even provide useful information on the subject makes a mockery of the legislative process.
As a medical geneticist, I am well aware of the significant benefit
provided by prenatal diagnostic techniques for couples at high risk of
bearing a child with serious disease. Prenatal diagnoisis by amiocentesis
has been proven to be highly accurate and safe. For a small minority of
families undergoing this procedure, a difficult decision about terminating
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an affected pregnancy must be faced. For the vast majority of women
undergoing this procedure (more than 95), the outcome is reassurance
and oontinuati6n-- of a pregnancy knowito be unaffected by the disease
In question. I hope you will seriously consider the results that Senate
bill I$8 will have on such families.
The issue with which you are dealing is a very Important and very
difficult one. I hope you will approach it with openness and honesty, and
not attempt to bolster an ethical decision with illegitimate science.
Sincerely yours,

Thomas 0. Gelehrter, M.D.
Director, Division of Medical Genetics
Professor of Internal Medicine and
Human Genetics
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June 11,. 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Sepaation
Of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus,
I have just received your letter of May 13th.

Inresponse to your questions concernin S;158, I believe that the issue of
human personhood iscomplex and inculcates elements of philosophy, religion and
biomedical science with an enormous current and historical impact upon morals,
ethics and politics.
IfS.158 isenacted, I predict substantial change inthe timing and incidence
of therapeutic abortion, an attenuation of genetic screening to preconceptional
and immediate gestational periods, and the cessation of some components of contraception. Ifphilosophers, theologians and scientists are able to coalesce data
which can support the notion that, while life begins at conception, human life, as
witness to the biological concept of ontogeny recapitulating phylogeny, evolves at
8 to 10 weeks of gestation, parents and physicians may be able to focus scientific
technology inswiftly coordinated fashion on the initial embryonic phase of pregnancy and sustain elements of therapeutic abortion for rape, incest, and calamitous
biochemical and morphologic genetic disorders. This will be very difficult but may
be possible.
With kindest regards,
cerely
seph W.St. Geme, Jr., M.D.
Professor and Executive Chairman
Department of Pediatrics
UCLA School of Medicine
JWS:nn
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May 27, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate

Washington D.C.

20510

Dear Senator Baucus,
I appreciate your letter of May 13, 1981.

I will be happy to answer your

questions but it should be understood that my answers represent only ny own
opinion.

In particular, I do not speak for Loyola Liversity Stritch School

of Medicine or for its Pediatric Department.
I do not think that the question of hurn personhood is a medical or
scientific question.

Humrn life could be defined as begiing at conception

.or it might be defined as beginrng.at birth.

I do not think that being a

doctor makes my opinion superior to that of any informed laymen on this
subject.
It is uy view that the question of human personhood is in part a moral.
ethical, philosophical, religious and political question.
Question 3.

Answer no.

Passage of this Bill would have profound effect upon a number of facets of
life in the United States.

The most widely used methods of contraception,

specifically the pill and intrauterine devices, would become illegal.

The

legal forms of contraception would consist primarily of oondoms, diaphrag
the rhythm method, and abstinence.

,

Except for abstinence, the methods which

would be legal are not particularly reliable.

Genetic screening would not be
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useful except to the extent that patients accepted the legal method of birth
control., Aniocentesis would be of no value since its use can only lead to
abortims.

Medical practice would be changed in a nmLber of ways.

We would

atteapt to treat a larger number of children who were urwted by their natural
parents. That is, the children of teenagers end unmarried woen.

We would also

have a greatly increased nbuer of patients suffering from the effect of illegal
abortions.

Since more teenage preguincise would go to term, we would have

increased incidence of pramturo babies mid children suffering from the residual
defects secondary to pra ture delivery.

The great diminution in the effectiveness

of genetic counseling would have a great effect on medical practice.

Owrently,

gentic cocneeling attempts to prevent the'birth of children with extremely severe
mental endor physical defects.

If this law is passed these children will require

a great deal of medical care.
In sumary, I think this law has very far-reaching inplications.
effect the lives of most citizens.
mnre

I have been surprised that it has not received

publicity.
Sincerely.
Lewis E. Gibson, M.D.

Professor and Chairman

Department of Pediatrics

IF/eg
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Washington, D.C.

20510

Dear Senator Baucus:

his letter is in response to your recent correspondence concerning
........
-W-kW,,t, the hearings on S. 158 being held by the Senate Judiciary Camittee
SubC.m.,ttee on Separations of Powers. I do not believe the the question
aS
LGterm". " of-humn persorod is a medical or scientific question. scientific
function,
,&"f and medical knowledge my be used to .define physiologic
"
but the Interpretation of that Information is religmiS, ethical, philosophical
A 5.hff, %I
W..0
.IU.. M..
and, unfortunately, increasingly political . S. 158 has tremenous and
Implications for the practice of medicine In opposition to the
complex
basic tenets upon Which our nation was founded. It superinpoees the
JJ !it . Nil
ethical, philosophical and religious beliefs of a minority on the remainder
M
13"..
of the nation. It could remove personal choice and adversely Iqact on
. a.Pdeeply
L
1mmNi" personal medical decisions between doctor and patient. Depending
0- F
on interpretation, it nay prohibit certain methods on contraception
,,gwhich ae, safer than the pill -and nay prevent the development of post~A4.1~~"
,~
conceptual methods of contraception hich could potentially have less
k
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side effects. The potential for making genetic diagnosis and development
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of methods:of.treatment for certain genetic abnormalities may be adversely
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of a simplistic solution
disturbing is the development
Perhaps most
twrmlv t icmulex medical decisions based on the
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Sincerely yours,
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Lowell A. 0lasgow, M.D.
Professor. and Chairman
-Department of Pediatrics
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April 21, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Subcomalttee on Separation of Powers

r

United States Senate
Wahington, D.C.

20510
Re:

19

S. 158

Dear Senator Baucusi
I have just received your request for my opinions as a medical and scientific
expert in regard to the question of when human personhood begins. I have spent
the last 10 years of my professional career dealing with this issue in one form
or another as a genetic counselor.
I cannot state strongly enough that I feel human personhood begins with
viability. By viability, I mean that the individual conceived has the capacity
to survive as an independent person. My definition means that if a fetus has
been determined to have a problem vhich vill forever render that life as unaware
and dependent on society for survival, those persons (the parents* especially and
primarily the mother) responsible for sustaining that survival should have the
final say about that life's personhood.
Until and unless society is willing to totally assume the burden of care for
all unwanted conceptions and until it Is completely acceptable by our society for
a woman to bring a child into the world and then turn it over to the care of others,
I do not feel Congress or anyone else has the right to say that she should be forced
to continue an uwnanted pregnancy.
There is no doubt in my mind that human personhood involves questions and
issues that are medical, moral, ethical, philosophical and religious. But
they are questions properly in the domain of the pregnant woman and her physician.

~--

I hope that I have been helpful to you and that yot will do all in your
power to prevent this legislation from becoming the law of the land.
Sincerely,
Lynn

Codilow, H.S.W.

Genetic Counselor
Coordinator, Clinical Genetics
LO/kas
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April 25, 1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
The United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I write because of a great concern that Congress is considering legislating what should be accepted as "scientific fact".' This represents a two
hundred year step backwards in government. I am referring to the Subcommittee
on Separation of Powers hearings regarding the likelihood that human life
exists from conception.
As a reproductive geneticist I feel that there is no scientific evidence
supporting the proposition that human life begins at conception. Scientificallyi there Is no reason to differentiate the unfertilized ovum from the
fertilized one cell zygote. Both have the same potential - if a number of
-biologic requirements are met. In fact it is only this potential that makes
a germ cell (ovum or sperm) different from a skin cell or liver cell. There
is nothing inherently different in the material of inheritance (M) in any
of these cell types. It is confusion-of-this potential with what actually
exists which-has led to the emotional investment in this entire issue.
More broadly, there are no scientific techniques for determining when
"personhood" first exists. This is not so much a scientific or medical question as it is one of ethics and-philosophy. The definition of human personhood requires much more consideration of our philosophical and ethical beliefs
than it-does any medical or scientific data.
On a practical level, the passage of S. 158 would contradict the use of
intra-uterine devices and many low dose birth control pills for contraceptive
purposes. Both of these techniques affect the zygote/embryo - e.g. after
fertilization. The only birth control pills allowable in such a situation
would be "higher dose" preparation with their known higher risk of throuboembolism in the patient. This bill (S. 158) would require women to take a
Mor_ dangerous form of oral contraception with more risk to their lives.
I
rights
a bill
exist,

feel that the issues of pregnancy, pregnancy termination, and individual
rightly deserve consideration by both the public and Congress. However,
such as S. 158, falsely based on "scientific Information" which does not
would be to the detriment of all our citizenry.
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The Honorable Max Baucus
April 25, 1981
Page 2'

I would appreciate being kept aware of the proceedings In these
hearings, and if I can be of any service, please let me know.
Sincerely,

Mitchell S. Golbus, M.D.
Chief, Reproductive Genetics Laboratory
Associate Professor of Obstetrics, Gynecology
and Reproductive Sciences

MSG:&d
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June 2, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
-Dear Senator Max Baucus:
I appreciate the opportunity to express my opinion concerning S 158.
In response to your specific questions:
1.

I do not believe that the question of human presonhood is a
medic-'or scientific question.

2. The answer to that question isin large part a moral, ethical,
philosophical, religious and political matter. Physicians are
people who frequently have difficulty separating emotional or
religious matters from science.
3. 1 do not believe-that medical and scientific data can result
in a proper definition of human personhood. There is a difference
between a living cell and a person and that Judgement requires
more than scientific Information.
4.

If S 158 isenacted there will be a significant decrease in
the avalabillty for those who can not pay. I am particularly
concerned about abortions following rape, for genetic Indications,
and termination of undesired pregnancies ipthe young (12-13
year olds) or those incapable of bringing a pregnancy to term
-without significant risk to their own health.

I doubt there will be any effect on contraceptive use.
I-feel strongly thatthematter of human personhood or performance of
abortion
ld ,i.etermined principally by the pregnant women.
Since ly,
Eli I
Proves or
E/kr

P0 at
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Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
In reply to your letter of May 13 concerning
the Bill S.158# I would make the following responses to
your four questions:
1) No
2)

-Yes

3) No
4) It is my personal belief that the enactment
of S. 158 would be a grave mistake. While
I am not necessarily in favor of indiscrimate
abortion, nonetheless, legal abortion should
be available for victims of rape or incest,
for mothers who are bearing fetuses with
proven genetic defects, and in instances
where it can be shown that the bearing of
a child to term would adversely affect the
mental or physical health of the mother.
The questions you ask are obviously complex and
difficult and I believe that, if you haven't done so already,
it would be of considerable help to your committee's delib- "
erations to contact the Hastings Center, 360 Broadway, Hastings
on the Hudson, New York 10706. The Hastinqa Center is an
Institute of Society, Ethics, and the Lifelhciences and plays
a central role in raising these issues as a response to
advances in medicine, the natural sciences, and the social
and behavioral sciences.
I hope this information will be of some value.
Yours sincerely,

Fairfield Goodale, M.D.
Dean and medical Director
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4-20-81
Senator Max Baucas
Senate Post Office
Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator Baucass
I note that H.R. 900 Is now being consiliered by the
House Judiciary Committee. Although I am sure that Bepresentatives Hyde and Mazzoli considered the bill and
Its wording very carefully, the intent of the bill Is
clearly to prevent all abortions whether elective or
medically needed.
What other legal mischief may result Is unforseen at
this time, but will certainly be considerable.
As a pediatrician In practice for many years, my thoughts
and feelings are obviously for the best Interests of the
infant and Its mother* This bill will not serve that
intent, Its effect will be malicious and destructive of
the quality practice of medicine. It Is not possible
to legislate science as this bill attempts to dol only
in the Soviet Union can this be done.
I am firmly opposed to this legislation. If you have
any questions concerning my feelings or the facts involved, please feel free to call me,

Sincerelyg

Harold Goodman,

HO/kg

87-999 0 - 82 - 28

.D.
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May 26, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Subcomuittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, DC
20510
Dear Senator Baucuss
Dr. Jimmy L. Simon, Chairman of the Department of Pediatrics, has
that I respond to your letter because Bill S. 158 will have great
on my area of expertise, medical genetics. Further, our views on
matter coincide. First, let me briefly provide simple answers to
complex questions

asked
impact
this
your

1.

We do not believe that human personhood is primarily a medical
and scientific question.

2.

We believe that human personhood is primarily a moral, ethical,
philosophical and religious question.

3.,

We do not believe that medical and scientific data alone can determine what human personhood should.be in the present context.

4.

If my reading of the bill is correct, it would no longer be a decision for the family as to whether a-pregnancy involving a defective
fetus detected via amniocentesis, sonic scanning or other modalities
be brought to term. Some due process procedure would be necessary
before any pregnancy could be electively terminated. Similarly,
in case-of incest or rape, a due process proceeding would be
required. The bill, if I read it correctly, would essentially
eliminate all- options except as due process procedures might be
established for such special cases.

Hence, the bill would essentially terminate antenatal diagnosis unless
due process were to be established. Of course, no one can predict
whether such enabling statutes would be created, but without them, most
--choices regarding continuation of pregnancy would be eliminated.
We detect ten to fifteen abnormal fetuses per year for which we can with
essential certainty predict the pregnancy outcome. For instance, fetuses
with 'Tay-Sache disease will be born only to die a lingering death at 2 to
4 years. Anencephalics will be stillborn (90 percent) or die within a
-few hours to days after birth. Fetuses with chromosomal aberrations will
-die within a few-months of birth -(average of 90 days survival for Patau's
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syndrome, trisomy 131 and Edward's syndrome, trisomy 18). Fetuses with
Down's syndrome (trisomy 21) will be mentally retarded like almost all
fetuses with autosomal chromosomal aberrations and live many years though
many will require heart surgery to survive. Even among Down's fetuses,
60 to 70 percent will not survive to be born. Most parents (95 to 98
percent) who face these problems elect abortions.
Presumably, these parents of all religious faiths are electing abortion
on the basis of consequential ethic.l i.e., the suffering for the fetus
in its death in utero are less than its later suffering and the suffering
for the family as a whole. I find few parents who make such an election
earily and have counseled many families following the abortion because of
their mixed feelings about their choice. Clearly, the questions posed
by the bill are moral, ethical and religious. The Christian view has
varied widely as evidenced by the various papal encyclicals which have
at various times forbidden abortion, specified times before which it was
a venal or cardinal sin, etc.
One Judeic tradition held that an infant is not fully human until 30 days after term, presumably minimizing
the impact of previous high rates of neonatal deaths both psychologically
and financially (a funeral need not be held).
In reading literature on abortion, it became clear that the practice is
as old as recorded history and there is, of course, no absolute way to
prevent them, only avenues making them less safe. For instance, in a
book written in the last century, two British physicians opposed to
abortion presented data indicating that over half of all pregnancies in
France during the period 1840 to 1855 terminated in induced abortions.
Abortion is, of course, a final and for many women a desperate solution
to an unwanted pregnancy. However, I believe on balance it is more moral
to provide a safe option for desperate women rather than forbid by law
the inevitable. With common knowledge of the increased risk of chromosomal
aberrations among older mothers (over 35 years), I believe many today
would terminate their often unplanned pregnancies whatever law might be
enacted. Hence, the presently available options are often life-preserving
and probably lead to fewer deaths than would otherwise occur, fetal and
especially maternal.
Please forgive this somewhat lengthy reply, but you can clearly see that
we are opposed to the proposed legislation, believing that until more
moral options are available, we should preserve the families' rights to
choose. I am especially incensed by the lack of any provision for the
case of rape or incest, both of which generally result from unwilled acts
and would with the new law impose involuntary parenthood of numerous hapless women.
Singe'rely,

--- HOG:bc

.

fHarold 0. Goodmbn, Ph. D.
Professor and Head
Section on Medical Genetics
Department of Pediatrics
Bowman Gray School of Medicine
of ake Forest University
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May 29, 1981

Senator Max -Bhuous
Ranking' Minority Mmber
8ub mittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
. Washington, D. C.
20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I appreoiate*,ery muh your thoughtful letter of May 13 and the
opportumity to-Offsr you my.,svaluation of S. 158.
1.) I do not believe that the question of human personhood is a
medical and scientific question.
2.) It is my view that the question of human poeronhood is In part a
moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or political question.
3.) f I do not believe that.medical -ad-solentifio data alone. can
determine what the definition of human personhood,,&should be in the
present .context.
4.) In my Judg t, S.158, if enacted, would make-imposible
amniocentesis and would vitiate genetic screening. That markedly
regressive step would bring great sorrow and Cr-ef'to-many infants and
their parents.
I do not see In the Act any specific reference to the use of
contraceptives but to prohibit their use would be a human disaster. The
results of this bill would be massive increase in illegal, bask-alley
abortions with the resultant immense danger to the health and life of
thousands of young women. This would be a national tragedy of Ceat
proportions.
Thank you agein for the opportunity to express my viws.
Sincerely,

Morris Orson, H. D.
Lesh Profesor and Chairman
HO: so
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The Honorable Max caucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
In response to your letter of May 13, 1981, 1 should like to offer the
following in answer to your questions.
1)

I do not believe that the question of human personhood is a medial
and scientific question.

2)

There is no question that human personhood Is indeed a mixture of
moral, ethical, philosophical, religious and political viewpoints.

3) Since human personhood is such a vague concept, I cannot see how
medical and scientific data alone could determine its definition.
4)

Prior to liberalization of abortion, we have good knowledge that
a large number of illegal abortions were performed annually in this
country. This often resulted in severe morbidity and/or mortality
and resulted in a significant cause of maternal mortality each
year. The CDC has closely monitored morbidity and mortality of
abortion procedures and as you know, there has been significant
reduction in'both of these categories. It is my opinion that if
9.158 were enacted, we would be thrown back to pre-legal abortion
days and that we would have a resurgence of the problem previously
extant. One of the significant advantages of legal abortion has
been that physicians have increased flexibility to properly counsel
and manage patients without legal constraint. Obviously 8.158
potentially could destroy this flexibility. Carrying the potentials
further, I could see a complete destruction of genetic screening
program since even if an individual were found to be genetically
abnormal, there would be little we could do about it.
It would
be tragic to see constructive technology such am has been developed
serve no useful purpose to mankind.

i\iEDICAL CENTER
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Finally with respect to the use of contraceptives, It would seem
apparent that conception occurs with IUDe but that implantation
does not occur. Granted this is a very fine line but I could
foresee that the use of such contraceptive devices could be banned.
In sum, I am totally opposed to Congress infringing upon the rights
of women and men in this regard and am totally opposed to S.158.
Very sincerely yours,

Professor and Chairma
PCGjr:rts
cc iSenator Jesse A. Helm
Senator John East
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June 3, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of
Powers
United Statee Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am responding to your letter of May 13 in which you asked for some
feedback regarding the subject of the beginnings of human life. I
note in your letter you use the phrase "human personhood", which I
will assume is the same as human life.
have read the proposed bill, S.158 and really find nothing in it
to contest from my vantage point as a physician concerned with the
care of human beings. More specifically, I have always thought that
the argument about when life actually begins is an artificial one
viewed in the strictest biologic sense, it has to begin when cells since,
start to multiply and differentiate and only ends with death, when
that process of cell turnover ceases.
In recent years we have witnessed remarkable advances in perinatal
medicine.
It is now possible for a fetus of a few hundred grams to
survive and develop quite normally. A few years ago this
fetun
would be considered previable and, for some, would not haveaged
been entitled to our very best efforts to sustain that life. Does life begin
when the heart starts to beat, the brain starts to myelinate or the
optic vesicles start to form? All such arguments are really empty
rhetoric in my view. Admittedly, a fetus of a few weeks or days is
not viable outside of the uterus, but then again many fetuses of twenty
or fwenty-four weeks gestation are similarly not viable without comlex, expensive medical technology, which is not available in most countries. Are we to imply that the definition of human life is dependent
upon the technological developments in a given society, or is it something that transcends mechanics, economics or scientific expertise?
In my view, life begins with conception and ends with the abolition of
cellular activity in the central nervous system.
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In response to the questions you pose in the letter, I will be brief.
I do not believe that the question of the beginning of huan life is
a medical or scientific question, because neither medicine nor science
designs nor even fully understands the marvelous mystery of how two
cells can multiply In such an orderly fashion to form a human being.
It Is in major part a moral, ethical, philosophical and religious issue,
and only to the extent that there are forces which defy this viewpoint
does it become an issue for the politicians. Medicine can describe
in greater scientific detail the molecular biology of embryogenesis,
but cannot or should not become judgemental about the basic process,
and particularly when it should occur. It this law Is enacted, I
think it will be a clear signal to the world that this country, which
has historically stood for basic freedoms and the right to life, will
still be honoring those principles. I do not think it will impact
seriously on genetic screening for legitimate medical reasons. I believe the issue of abortion for life-threatening illness to mother or
unborn infant is another-order of problem which calls for medical in,put and, under certain circumstances, can be defended
I don't think
this should be confused with the -mportant principle being addressed
in this bill, and I hope your colleagues will agree.
I am concerned like moot citizens about the societal problems resulting
from diminished productivity, growing unemployment, teenage pregnancy,
the growing national debt and the many social ills which now crowd our
world and threaten our future. I know that many feel that we should
arbitrarily make rules to limit the birth process or at least encourage that practice as a means to help solve some of these problems. I
think that is shortsighted and is addressing the effect rather than the
cause of .aproblem which is extremely complex. I hope you will communicate this view in your upcoming discussions in the Senate.

Jh F. Griffith, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
Department of Pediatrics
JFGlpr
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Senator Max Baucus
Judiciary Coemittee
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for the opportunity to give you my views on the complex and
difficult questions raised by S. 158.
My background is that of a PhD with 30 years experience in the study of
enetics at the cellular and molecular level and 20 years of teaching Genetics
n the Medical School of Duke University. Inthis capacity I and my colleagues
have tried to convey to the students the scientific bases of genetics and to use
these to give perspective on where science ends and broader questions of policy
and human values must enter. The present controversy and the legislation proposed by Senator Helms in S. 158 clearly fall inthe latter realm.
On your specific questions, my views are:
1)Human personhood and when it begins are not questions answerable in the strict
scientific and medical sense. 2) These questions are very much in the realm of
non-science, involving but not limited to morals, philosophy, ethics, religion,
and politics in the broadest sense. 3) Human personhood cannot be defined by the
sole use of medical and scientific data. Potential to become a person in the
future is one matter - when it is achieved is another on which people of good will
can disagree.
With respect to question 4), the impact of S. 158 if it should be enacted,
I foresee the following: The practice of medicine cannot help being altered
severely by the elimination of the physician's opportunity to prevent the occurrence
of a great variety of medical problems, many of which will become social problems
needing attention and funds both for the care of the parents and of the children
who might not have been born. Much current effort now goes to preventive medicine,
and more should, leading to avoidance of problems ranging from the organic to
psychiatric and social. The present legislation would increase the need for post
facto care of both the infants and their parents.
Genetic screening as now practiced would be almost totally eliminated,
leaving only the advisory service to potential parents before they attempt to
have children. If they should decide the risks are too great, either for themselves or for the potential child, they would be forced to abstain from sexual
practice, adopting the view of the Roman church, or to rely on a limited set of
contraceptive methods that have not proven reliable in the past. Most or all of
modern developments in contraception would be eliminated by this legislation,
with the certain result that the present large number of unwanted pregnancies
would increase.
(continued)
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Speaking now as a concerned layman, I see the questions addressed by S. IS8
as involving human rights, primarily of the mother, of the father if he is a
concerned partner rather than a rapist, and of the fetus when it b-c'omes a
person. Society in general, as a political body, should become concerned only
in its role of maximizing the quality of human life, and this quality ismost
precious in its emphasis on the freedom of the individual. Certainly this last
has been the central strong point of our American 'way of life, and I see this
legislation as threatening it.
Secondarily, but by no means trivial in these times, society must be
concerned with overall costs in the economic sense and who is to pay for them.
Those who would add dramatically to these costs by the present legislation
automatically assume responsibility to increase the federal budget to pay for
the post facto welfare programs that will be needed, to say nothing of specific
medical care for the handicapped children that will be born. The saving in
federal funds by refusing to pay for abortions will be small by comparison and
truly deserves the term "penny wise, pound foolish".
When human personhood begins is a question that cannot be answered in
medical or scientific terms. I view the present bill as an attempt by one group
to impose its moral and religious views on the once free American society by a
political act. If this group can prevail politically, it must then accept full
responsibility for all the social and economic implications of its actions.
Much of past medicaT progress will be cast aside and we shall return to the "old
days", which were not always good.
Sincere y yours,
Walter R. Guild
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April 21, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Subco nittee on Separation of Powers
U. S. Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus,!
I am very pleased to respond to you concerning the bill, S.158
sponsored by Mr.

Helms.

I think medical and scientific expertise might throw some bearing
on when life begins, but they cannot define the meaning of life in the
sense of a person legal or moral or otherwise. I do not believe that
personhood can be equated with life because life can be maintained in
a test tube, that is, in cell culture and living organisms run up and
down the scale of living things without relating to persons.
Therefore, it is my view that human personhood is, in fact, a
moral and philosophical question# rather than a political one. I do
not believe that medical and scientific data alone are able by any
means to determine what is the definition of human personhood.
I believe most scientists and physicians who are free of moral
or religious bias concerning the implications of this bill will agree
that personhood exists when that form of life relates in a human way
to another human being.
I send my best wishes.
Sincerely yours,

590/cd&tkwo'6s-
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June 10, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Sub committee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am replying to your May 13, 1981 inquiry concerning S. 158.
As you know, this is a very controversial bill, because it attempts to legislate scientific knowledge and understanding in
an area where there is much uncertainty and a good deal of
disagreement. I recognize that abortion is a complicated and
emotion-laden -subject. Yet I do not believe it is possible to
answer your questions honestly and accurately from a scientific
perspective.
Itx general, I am of the opinion that S. 158, if enacted into law,
would lead to endless uncertainty, litigation, and confusion,
and would not leave our society better off than it now is with
regard to this most vexing issue. It seems to me that one of
the worst features of government intrusion in recent years has
been the effort to legislate in areas where legislation is incapable of dealing.with complex and subtle distinctions and problems.
I hope that we will not once more see our government attempting
to do the impossible.
Sincerely

Samuel B. Guze, M. D.
ViceChancellor for Medical Affairs
SBG:dlk
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May 28, 1981

Pediatric Department

(617) 856-3101

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Regarding the hearings on S.158 I would offer the following
comments.
1. The question of human personhood is certainly not a
medical and scientific matter alone. It is more philosophical and religious, than scientific and cannot be determined by medical data alone.
2. If S. 158 is enacted it would have an unfavorable impact
on society and on efforts at genetic screening. It should be
a basic right that women are not forced to bring unwanted
children into the world. This is as important for the child
as it is for the mother and the family.
Thus, I would strongly oppose the enactment of S. 158.
Thank you for giving me this opportunity to express rPy opinion
on this matter.
Sincerely,

(as B. Hanshaw, N.D.

JBH:jp

Professor and Chairman
Department of Pediatrics
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Senator Max Saucus
Judiciary Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear-Senator Baucus:
A recent news report mentioned that hearings by the Judiciary
Subcommittee on the Separation of Powers have sought to define
when a "person" comes into existence. It noted that additional
witnesses would be called after May 20th. I wish to offer my
testimony,.should it be in your power as the ranking Democrat
to-so recommend.
I would like to present the following scientific facts:

-

1) Infant mortality is the death rate calculated on deaths occurring after the delivery of a live infant. A stillbirth is, by
dictionary definition, the birth of a dead fetus. A miscarriage,
-known by the medical term "spontaneous abortion", refers to expulsion of the fetus prior to the seventh month. These definitions
are accepted by all international, federal, state, and local health
agencies. In the history of collection of-such statistics, I know
of no doctors, statisticians, or public health agencies who have
disagreed with these designations. No attempt has been made to
date to have statistics on infant mortality altered to include
fetuses.
2) A fetus derives its total nourishment from the mother's blood
through the umbilical cord. Consequently, it Is an appendage of
the mother, similar to the appendix, gall bladder, or other organs.
Should a mother, choose ;to take vItamins, alcohol, drugs, or poisons,
this.app'endage will benefit or suffer the same fate as the woman's
other~organs.
Should the-woman's blood supply to the fetus, appendix,'or gall bladder be-interrupted, the tissues will die and
gangrene occur. It is apparent that the fetus becomes a "person"
when it can surviveafter division of the umbilical cord, with or
without external support. Prior to that, it is a part of the
wovan's body.
nclos,"d is 'a ,aummsry-of my.background. Should you wish to obtain
personal, information concerning my credentials, may I suggest that
you contact Senator'Hovard Hetzenbaum.
Sincere

T J.
HJH/ph ,

e ilich, M.D.
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May 28, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucust
I appreciate your request for my opinion as a medical expert about the proposed
Senate Bill 158. I will respond to your questions and also give you my personal
opinion.
1. Do you believe that the question of human personhood is a medical
or scientific question? No, humanity or human personhood is an
abstract concept describing a variety of physical, intellectual
and personality characteristics or traits that we assign as the
collective set that comprises that state of being (humanity).
Neither medicine nor science can validate the concept. These
disciplines can only verify the presence or absence of the characteristics or traits assigned.
2. Is it your view that the question of human personhood is in part
a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or political question?
The "question of human personhood" is a straw man set up by those
I recognize no new scienwho seek to #ccomplish personal goals.
tific or medical facts that justify new inquiry into the characteristics and traits that distinguish humanity. The relevant meaning
of humanity (Funk and agnalls Dictionary) is
"The state or quality of being humane Humane denotes
what may rightly be expected of mankind at its best in
the treatment of sentient beings a humane enterprise
or endeavor is one that is intended to prevent or relieve suffering. The humane man will not needlessly
inflict pain upon the meanest thing that lives a merciful man is disposed to withhold or mitigate the suffering even of the guilty. The compassionate man sympathizes with and desires to relieve actual suffering,
while one who is humane would forestall and prevent the
suffering which he sees to be possible."
This concept of human personhood is based upon moral, philosophical
and religious precepts - it is not a political question.
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3. Do you believe that medical and scientific data alone can determine
what the definition of human personhood should be in the present
context?
Medical and scientific data cannot define human personhood
in any context. Medical observation and scientific methodology
permit classification and assessment of the expression(s) of
humanity potential as it emerges during development of new life.
Such data do not permit the drawing of an absolute line between
the state of human personhood and lesser states of being.
That
line must be drawn arbitrarily, if such is necessary - my view
(understanding) of biology, medicine and life is that super-human
wisdom will be necessary to accomplish that feat with accuracy.
4.

What, in your judgement, would be the impact if S. 158 is enacted?
On the practice of medicine? Much human suffering will be produced, particularly among poor and ignorant young people (men and
women) and their offspring. More sick babies will be produced and
more bab4as and children will die through neglect (during pregnancy
and the years of dependency) and through child abuse (physical, mental).
More obstetrical, pediatric and psychiatric nursing and social
service resources will be required to acconmiodate the suffering.
On generic screening? This practice will cease and more defective and handicapped children will be born into distraught families.
On the use of contraceptives? The use of intrauterine contraception will-cease. The pill, condoms and diaphrams will continue
to be useful, but since these are not universally applicable, the
birth rate will probably rise.
Bill S. 158 makes the bold statement that "The Congress finds that
present day scientific evidence indicates a significant liklihood
that actual human life exists from conception."
I know of no scientific evidence for the statement which I think is patently false.
I
am not wise enough to be able to declare when actual human life begins but I have not known of any reports of 6, 10, 14, or 18 week
human fetuses to have been able to sustain life independent of the
mother, even with the ultimate effort of the medical and scientific
community. Isn't an essential facet of actual human life the ability.
to sustain life?

I hate doing abortions which I practice as a part of comprehensive health care for
women. I regard the practice as a poor choice but one with lesser consequences
than the alternative evils. In a utopia, abortion would be unnecessary. Theoreticians are vulnerable to consider only the perfect world of right and wrong in

absolute terms.
Human experience has shades of grey which must be accommodated
in our law. Humane approaches must emphasize contraception - the forestalling
and prevention of the suffering through education and provision of services.
Passage of S. 158 will in my opinion, be a travesty in which the inhumanity of
the propelling forces becomes evident even as they proclaim their righteousness
in protecting the reputed, but arbitrarily designated humanity of a living conceptus.
Goid forbid.
Sincerely,

. LeOy

KlH: cr

chs

M.D., Ph.D.
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30 April 1981
Hon. Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
I am deeply concerned about the Human Life Statute, S.158,
which is now pending before the Senate. I am requesting
your assistance in obtaining tne opportunity to testify
concerning the possible effects of tnis legislation at
hearings to be held by the Subcommittee on Separation of
Powers of the Senate Judiciary Committee in early June.
For your information, I am attaching a copy of my letter
to Senator Last and my Curriculum Vitae.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely,

Warren M. Hern, 14.D., M,.P.H.

%rnHern k D kP.H.

97-99 0 - 82 - 29
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April 1981"

Hon. John East
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator East:
In a conversation which I had with Mr. Craig Stern, your
counsel on the Subcommittee on the Separation of Powers,
I was told that I could apply to testify at hearings concorning 8.158, the Human Life Statute. I would like to
testify at hearings concerning the impact of this bill on
the availability of abortion and women's health services
to be held in early June. Pay testimony will address the
following topics:
Public health aspects of abortion safety and the effect
of S.158 on the provision of safe abortion services.
The projected public health consequences of the criminalizat ion of abortion.
The effect of this legislation on the provision of contraceptive devices and drugs that control fertility such

as diethylstilbesterol.

The effect of this legislation on the treatment of conceptions resulting in hydatidiform mole, chorioadenoma
destruens, and choriocarcinoma.

The effect of this legislation on the treatment of ectopic
pregnancy.
The effect of this legislation on the mental health of
women who request abortion but are unable to obtain it.
The effect of this legislation on the physical health of
women who request abortion but are unable to obtain it.
The effect of this legislation on the provision of health
care for women who are in the reproductive age range but
who are not thought to be pregnant.
My curriculum vitae is attached.
Sincerely,

Warren M Hem &D., A&P.-.
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Statement of Warren M. Herp M.D.,

b;.P.H.

submitted in testimony concerning S. 158
to the U.S. Subcommittee on Separation of
Powers, Committee on the Judiciary, 97th

Congress,

20 May 1981

Warren X. Hem, M.D., L:.P.H.
Director
Boulder Abortion Clinic, P.C.
1130 Alpine
Boulder, Colorado 80302
(303) 447-1361
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Senate Bill 158 seeks to impose a view of human
existence on our society which is appealing in its
apparent simplicity: human life begins at conception.
On examination, however, this question proves to be
more complex. Even the idea that human life begins
at the moment of conception is subject to interpretation. Does conception mean "fertilization" or "implantation"? Which conception? Could it have been the
one (which one?) that occurred three million years
ago near Olduvai Gorge in Africa?
The view of a theoretical instant in which each
individual comes into being is in conflict with the
view of life as a continuous stream reaching back
into the origins of life itself hundreds of millions
of years ago. It is in conflict with the demonstrable
fact that each sperm and ovum is a human cell; that
each diploid cell in the rest of the body has 46
chromosomes; and tht, while the cells in each of our
bodies are constantly dying and being replaced, our
structures remain. If each single fertilized ovum
-is a "person", impossible to see without a microscope
or even to define easily the moment it begins to exist,
why is it not true that each of the billions of cells
in each of our bodies is a "person"? .Do we not abuse
some millions of these "persons" each time we inhale
smoke from a cigarette, sustain an injury during voluntary athletic activity or drink an alcoholic
beverage? In the latter case, millions of liver cells
may meet an ignominous death with each martini.
The idea that each fertilized ovum is a person
is about the same thing as saying that each set of
house plans is a house.
Calling an ovum a person does
not make it so. Calling a fetus an unborn person
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(and perhaps baptizing it) is as illogical as burying
an undead body. This ruse perpetuates an illusion
that is useful to someone, but in the case of S.158,
the consequences to others may be catastrophic.
Since the bill in question is aimed at making
abortion illegal, it is worthwhile to examine some of
the health and social consequences that such an action
would have.
In this context, it is apparent that the focus
of the discussion is misplaced. The fetus has become
a chimera: an imaginary godlet to be pursued, glorified,
and sanctified while its passive vessel, the woman, is
reduced to the status of a mere reproductive machine
serving the needs of the state. The focus is not
properly the fetus, but pregnancy and its effect on
women's health. If pregnancies did not occur, we would
not be having this argument.
If unwanted, unplanned
pregnancies did not occur, we would not be having this
argument.
If amateur abortions and pregnancy itself
did not kill women, we would not be having this argument.
In 1920, the maternal mortality rate in the United
States was 680 per 100,000 live births. 1 By 1960, the
maternal mortality was around 38 per 100,000 live births.
This reduction was brought about by a number of things:
better prenatal care, better obstetrical care, the introduction of blood transfusion, antibiotics, and
other drugs; longer birth intervals, postponed first

births, fewer total pregnancies per woman, and better
nutrition. Nearly half of all maternal deaths in both
1920 and 1960, however, were due to induced abortion
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late as 1965, 55% and 65% of maternal mortality among
black and Puerto Rican women, respectively, was due
2
to septic abortion.
Since 1970, however, abortion has become the
safest surgical procedure - and the most heavily monitored - in the United States. The number of abortion
deaths dropped from an average of 250 in the mid-1960's
to less than ten per year currently, whereas more than
twice as many abortions are now being performed. 3 A
barrier contraceptive method backed up by early abortion
is now the safest fertility control method available
to women,4 and early abortion is now the safest of
5
all possible outcomes for pregnant teenagers.
This improved, safety is almost entirely due to
the localization of abortion, first in several states,
then nationally, which permitted the introduction of
improved techniques and the accumulation of skills
and experience by physicians performing abortions. The
risk of death due to early abortion is now less than

one per million procedures.

Overall, the risk of death

due to abortion is currently lees than one per 100,000
procedures, whereas the risk of death due to term birth
is approximately 14 per 100,000 live births.6 The
risk of major complications in abortion is 1/200th
the risk a woman experiences in term birth. 7 If she
has a Cesarean section for delivery, her risks are
magnified many times. 8
It is important to understand that these. risks
are experienced by all women who are pregnant whether
they wish to be pregnant or not.
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From a medical point of view, abortion should
be the indicated treatment for pregnancy unless a
woman has a desire to carry the pregnancy to term and
reproduce.9
The effort to criminalize abortion through .the
mechanism of according the fetus the status of personhood, however, would have serious public health
consequences not envisioned by its proponents. If
interpreted literally by a zealous prosecutor, S.158
would have the following consequences:
" It would proscribe all abortions.
" It would criminalize the use of intrauterine
devices.
" It would prevent the use of certain oral contraceptives and drugs such as diethylstilbesterol used in preventing pregnancy following
unprotected intercourse, as in rape.
" It would prevent treatment, emergency or otherwise, of hydatidiform mole, chorioadenoma destruens, choriocarcinoma, and unruptured ectopic
pregnancy. The first three, including the third
which is a cancer, arise from conception to
become an undifferentiated mass of cells or
water sacs, would be classified as "persons"
under the law.
" It would prevent the treatment of women for
conditions unrelated to pregnancy without absolute proof of non-pregnancy, which is impossible under most circumstances*

It would result in the prosecution of women
experiencing spontaneous abortions for negligent homicide if evidence could be found that
the woman engaged in any physical activity or
substance use that might lead to spontaneous
abortion
N It would prohibit the use of amniocentesis for
*

the diagnosis of genetic defects.
* It would probably interrupt current research on
vitro fertilization (test-tube babies) for
the benefit of infertile couples.
N It would prohibit evaluation of infertility in
women since non-pregnancy would have to be
proved before tests could be performed.
* It would prevent the use of X-rays on women who
had suffered trauma and who were currently pregnant or might be.
* It would disrupt a confidential doctor-patient
relationship in all cases of women in the reproductive age range.
* It would increase the number of unplanned pregnancies due to the criminalization of both effective contraceptives and abortion.
N It would result in a catastrophic increase in
the number of deaths and life-threatening complications due to improperly performed abortions.
As the result of criminalization the number of
abortions performed would probably drop to no less than
10
half the 1.5 million currently being performed.
An unknown number would be added to this fraction as
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the result of an increase in the number of unplanned
pregnancies due to the criminalization of contraceptive methods.
Some illegal abortions would be performed openly
by physicians in defiance of the law; some would be
performed surreptitiously by physicians; many would
be performed surreptitiously by non-physicians. A
significant portion of the latter category would be
performed under unhygienic conditions by unskilled
persons leading to serious complications and death.
Since clandestine illegal activities are vulnerable
to organized crime, underworld control of abortion
activities would be likely.
Women who experience "high risk" pregnancies teenagers, older women, women who have recently delivered or who have had many pregnancies - would be
forced to carry pregnancies to term whereas they are
likely to choose abortion under the current circumstances for their own reasons. The result %ill be an
increase in maternal mortality and complications due
to pregnancy, increases in infant mortality, percentage of low birth weight infants, percentage of premature births, an increase in the proportion of developmental and functional abnormalities, an increase in
the number of birth defects, and a higher neonatal
mortality rate. Since many women who are on welfare
fall in the "high risk" category, a considerable portion
of the expense in treating these complications will
be billed to the public treasury.
Tho decision to
implement this form of social injustice, however, has
already been codified in the Hyde Amendment.
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One-third of all abortions currently are performed
on teenagers. Most of these young women are unprepared
for the emotional, intellectual, social, and economic
responsibilities of parenthood in a complex society and
are unprepared to form stable families with their partners. The argument that they should be forced to continue unplanned pregnancies in order to increase the
supply of adoptable babies is both cruel and delusional.
Over 90% of teenagers who continue unplanned pregnancies
to term do not give up their babies for adoption. Worse,
this attitude assumes that it is appropriate to force
young healthy white women to become reproductive machines
for the infertile members of the white middle class.
Spontaneous abortion occurs in as many as 50o of
all conceptions; about one-third are clinically apparent.
That is to say, the woman knows she is having a miscarriage.
Will legislators distinguish between spontaneous abortions
that are products of naturally-occurring processes such
as a "blighted ovum" and those which might result from
activities "injurious" to the embryo? Who will define
what activities are "injurious" and might lead to prosecution for negligent homicide?
What is the role of the physician in treating a
woman who appears to be having the early symptoms of
miscarriage? What medical treatment will be legal? In
many ways, passage of S.158 into law will seriously
hamper the application of current medical knowledge in
the treatment of women for a wide variety of illness
conditions.
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One problem is that Western society treats pregnancy as an illness but doesn't admit that pregnancy is
in fact an illness condition. 11 Women frequently know
better. In nearly all human societies, they seek
medical care for pregnancy, in the teams available in
their own culture, whether the pregnancy is desired
or not.1 2 ' 13 In most societies throughout human experience, various fertility control measures have been
used, including abortion.14 Laws have never prevented
abortion, and they never will.
In fact, the control of population growth through
the control of fertility has been studied by anthropologists as an adaptive response to resource scarcity
and population pressure.15 There is no doubt that many
in our society perceive a scarcity of resources at this
time. T~he present government of the United States, in
fact, is devoting considerable attention to this fact.
People are not likely to respond to the message of economic scarcity by giving up known fertility control
methods simply because a religious minority wishes them
to do so for reasons of "morality". It is a double
message: times are hard; be fruitful and multiply, but
you're on your own. People will act in their own self
interest under these circumstances and control their
fertility despite exhortations (and laws),to the contrary.
5.158 appears to be a response of a conservative
minority to the relentless social change of the last
twenty years. This social change has been fueled to a
considerable degree by the introduction of highly effective, safe fertility control measures which are available
on a wide scale for the first time in human history.
From the point of view of cultural change, it is prob-
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-9ably the equivalent in importance to the domestication
of fire at the human hearth-.
An important consequence of this new availability
of fertility control is the enhancement of the status
and independence of women, which has been increasing
over the past 50 years. The new role of women, however,
collides head-on with the view that pregnancy is normal,
and that the principal function of women is to bear children. This view is no longer shared by a great many
people, and it is no longer adaptive in terms of individual or species survival.
Thie view that pregnancy is normal is not adaptive
from an individual woman's point of view since the need
for medical attention to assure survival of a term

pregnancy-is a demonstrable fact.1 6

The view that

pregnancy and therefore uncontrolled fertility is normal
is no longer adaptive from the point of view of species
survival. In fact, the explosion of the human population threatens not only our oyn survival, but the survival of every other species on the planet. The cultural

view that pregnancy is normal, therefore, was adaptive
when humans were scarce and mortality high, but it is
now maladaptive. It is, in fact, outright dangerous
17
for the average woman.
Fortunately, the safe and effective fertility control measures which are now available, though not always
100% effective, make it possible to have another view
of pregnancy.
If pregnancy is viewed as it really is, an illness
condition requiring medical and/or surgical treatment,
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the question becomes: what is the
18. appropriate treatment
for this particular pregnancy?
It may be abortion,
prenatal care, medical management, Cesarean section
supportive psychotherapy, or some combination thereof.
The appropriate treatment depends not only on the woman's
physical condition but her attitude toward the pregnancy.
The detrimental effects of forcing a woman to car y a
pregnancy to term when she does not wish to do so have
19 20
been clearly demonstrated in numerous studies. '
The point is that women need the best medical care and
social support they can get during pregnancy rerardless
of the tyve of treatment they deer. aippropriate for themselves,
Whether or not this view of pregnancy is accepted
or disparaged by legislator or doctor, the response of
women in our own society as well as in others indicates
that women will find ways to obtain abortions even if
they will be under criminal penalties and the risk of
death for doing so.
2 1 29
'The technology of abortion is so widely available
among physicians and non-physicians alike that enforcement would be hopeless, so what is the point of this
exercise? Are we willing to have a police state and
keep all women under constant surveillance to ensure
the law is observed? Or will we simply put doctors in
jail for performing abortions, leaving transgressions to
the untutored? Putting a few doctors in jail would be
a dramatic symbolic gesture fulfilling someone's political purposes, but it would not meet the objectives
of the law*
If there are exceptions to this law permitting
abortions of some kind, then it is an admission that
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some forms of "human" life are less desireable than
others; it is acceptable to kill some. If that is
the case, then the question becomes: what is the most
reasonable and widely accepted public policy concerning
the killing of human beings? If our focus shifts
from the alleged sanctity of the fetus to the choice
of rational public policy, what is the point of passing
a more controversial irrational law before we begin
to agree on a policy?
If there are no exceptions, then there can be no
capital punishment, either. It would mean, however,.
that we will be ready to imprison as many women as we
can find having abortions and we will imprison doctors
and others who help them.
The underlying logic of the latter argument is
that society must be protected against individuals
(doctors who perform abortions; women who want them) in
order to protect the embryos. Could it be that there is
a scarce supply of human embryos? Could it be that we
need a pronatalist public policy because of the shortage

of people?

Hardly.

One problem, frankly, is that some doctors argue
a lot and don't go along with all the conventional views.
The other problem, and most important, is that women are
uppity, they vote, and they are competing with men for
jobs and power. Petuses, on the other hand, are apolitical,
don't argue, present no economic threat, and may be defended along with the flag and motherhood before the
voters at election time. They can be defended against

sin and immorality.

Best of all, they may be spoken for
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by those with political power without fear of contradiction.
One of the things about this debate that really
bothers me is that while I have never asked for a woman
to be imprisoned for not wanting to have an abortion,
nor have I asked for any doctors to be imprisoned for
not wanting to perform one, I clearly risk imprisonment along with my patients if this bill becomes law.
That is so because I now include in my definition of
personal and political liberty the freedom to provide
safe abortion services for women who want them.
This dilemma brings us clearly to an understanding
of the struggle before us. The issue is not the protection of human life. We are already doing that by
providing safe abortions for women.
The real issue
posed by S.158 is the definition of power: who has it
and who doesn't. The issue is whether power in America
will be wielded absolutely by those who cannot get pregnant, or whether it will be shared by those who can.
Under S.158, the individual control of female
fertility is to become a political crime against the
state. It directly challenges the state's asserted power
to determine individual reproductive decisions. In fact,
the view that the state may change its laws to influence
fertility is found in Roe v. Wade and other recent
court decisions. It is most sharply drawn in the current
statute, the Petal Supremacy Bill. It says that fetuses
are more important than adult women and that the place
of women is home having babies. Hunting and gathering
tribes in the jungles of South America are more progressive than the society reflected in this legislation.
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maybe the amendment to the Constitution which we
really need is one that protects the right of reproductive choice.
The question before our society is not when life
begins, but who is best prepared to decide when to
transmit life to a new generation - the individual or
the state? I have no hesitation in supporting the right
of the individual woman to make this choice. In this
matter, she is more competent than any government.
The right of reproductive choice is this generation's
beachhead of freedom. We will not give it up.
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June 8, 1981

senator max BiuCus
Ranking Minority Umter
Subcannittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucs:
I appreciate your letter requesting my evaluation of S. 158.
uativn and conments are as follows:
1)

My eval-

I do not believe that the question of human personhood
is a medical or scientific question.

.2) I feel that human personhood is in part a moral, ethical,
philosophical, religious and is becoming a political
question.
3)

The impact of S. 158, if enacted, would be far reaching.
It w uld prevent genetic screening and if the law was
obeyed in its strictest sense, then would prohibit the use
of contraceptives.

S. 168 does not address the iame of induced abortions, and If the
is to prohibit abortion, the legislation should address that issue
not approach it through this circuitous route. If enacted, S. 158
create a class of persons coexisting in the body of another person
Conception, and thus would raise unsolvable problem In the health
of woen
ly
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April 20, 1981

Mr. Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 2b510
Dear Mr. Baucus:
I am writing you with reference to your questions of April 16, 1981.
I am fully convinced that the question of human personhood, as you
call it, is a personal philosophical matter as is the general problem
of abortion. I fully respect the opinions and actions of both those
who are opposed to abortion as well as those who feel that the woman
should control her own body in all matters.
While medical and
scientific data can define life even of a single cell, the question
of human life and its time of onset is again a matter of personal
opinion. My own view, purely personal, is that human life begins at
birth.
As a geneticist my major concern with the bill is that it would remove
a life giving and life saving procedure from our armamentarium, that
of prenatal diagnosis of genetic disease. This technique currently

helps many thousands of couples every year to start pregnancies at

risk which they would not have started and stops many others from
aborting such pregnancies at risk since the majority of these tests
produce normal results.
It is however only the possibility of
aborting a fetus found to be grossly abnormal that allows such
couples this option.
Sincerely yours,

Kurt Hirschhorn, M.D.

Professor and Chairman
Department of Pediatrics
KHierb
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June 9, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I hesitate to respond to your letter of May 13, 1981 regarding S. 158.
Although a physician and a Dean of a School of Medicine I am neither
omnipotent nor omnicient. I believe your Subcommittee has an awesome
charge and responsibility that unfortunately cannot be resolved with
certainty.
Inmy opinion, human personhood isnot defined by any medical or
scientific knowledge. The definition does belong Inthe total arena
of morality, philosophy, ethics, religion and as well as medicine
and science. Isa person one who can care for oneself - ifso the newborn the young infant and the young child isnot a person. Is
personhood a time when on perceives oneself as distinct and different
from other human beings? Isan infant, child, adolescents adult
who has severe mental or physical handicaps as a result of genetic
problems, intrauterine problems or acquired disease a person?
Life may being at conception, but the sperm and the ovum are also
alive - can the conseptus survive outside the uterus - obviously the
answer Is "yes" give the appropriate environment. Technological
development has not yet however advanced to the stage where a fetus
can be carried to the end of gestation outside the uterus. That day
will colhe - then of what use will be the terms pre-viable and viable.
Indeed of what use are these terms now? Evan a healthy newborn isnot
viable unto itself - itneeds caretakers to provide food, shelter,
clothing etc.
Inmy Judgement ifS. 158 were enacted two events would occur inthe
practice of medicine:
1) Elective abortions would occur as previously in clandestine
surroundings often by unqualified practioners of the art.
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2.) Malpractice suits against obstetricians would increase logarithmically.
Today the obstetrician must tell a women of age 30-35 or greater that she runs
a risk of having a child with Down's syndrome. The obstetrician must offer to
perform an amniocentesis - ifhe/she does not and a Down's Syndrome occurs,
the physician isliable for malpractl:e. Todays couples have limited the numberof children they desire - as a consequence they expect perfect, healthy,
newborns. Genetic screening amniocentesis and counseling would have to be
deemed illegal procedures.
Inregard to contraception, certainly the "morning after pill" and the IUD
would become illegal.
Certainly the potential for human life begins at conception - however the
question is- does this constitute a person?
I do not belong to either a pro-life or pro-abortion group, nor does my religious
affiliation encourage support of either of these two groups. Inmy experience
individulization of whether to consider abortion has been satisfactory to all
parties.
My response has not been erudite nor profound. I can offer no wisdom insolving
the question. I doubt that this reply ishelpful to you, but I decided to
send itbecause of 1.) Respe;t for your position and the Congress and
2.) Perhaps italong with other replies you may receive will reinforce the
fact that this isa complex issue that requires careful and prolonged deliberation.
Respectfully submitted,
Charles E.Hollermn, M.D.
Vice President for Health
Affairs/Dean
CEH/ceg
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Nt.' Nsa Baum*s
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
ashington, DC 20510
haI

Hearings on B. 156

Dear Mr. Baucust
In your letter of April 16, 1981 you asked for my opinion about the question
of defining hman personhood. Since I received this latter, I have followed the
hearings with interest. I have been disappointed to see that there is a marked
bias in the viewpoints of the persons being allowed to testify. However, my
point of view is similar to that of Dr.. Mary Men Avery of Harvard and Leon
Rosenberg of Yale who have testified.
From my experience in both laboratory studies of embryos and clinical
studies, there is no scientific data that can determine when human personhood
is present during development. This Is clearly a matter of personal opinion.
In my work I meet many couples whose infants have serious and handicapping
or fatal birth defects. Without the availability of prenatal diagnosis in future
pregnancies, these couples often would be unwilling to undertake additional
pregnancies.
ost of the time the studies provide the reassurance these parents
need. Being deprived of access to prenatal diagnosis by amniocentesis would be
cruel and arbitrary. We cannot turn the clock back on medical technology, no
matter how much Senator els may wish to. If given a choice, I do not believe
most Americans went to give up the option of prenatal diagnosis for the identification of birth defects.
I would be happy to be of assistance to you and your staff in any way that
I can.
sincerely yours,
las,

M.D.

Chief, Nsbeyology-Toratology Unit
LBHoss

Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Harvard Medical School
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June 1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
Subcommte on Separation of Powers
Senate Office Building

Washington, D.C.

20510

My dear Honorable Baucus:
I am pleased to write to you concerning the very important Senate Bill 158
which provides that human life shall be deemed to exist from conception.
There is no scientific evidence whatever that bears on the question of
whether or not human personhood begins at conception. This is a moral,
ethical, philosophical, and religious question that in our country will, and
must, require a multitude of answers.
It is absolutely clear that medical and scientific data alone cannot
determine the definition of human personhood.
The issue before the Senate at the current time on the beginning of
personhood is obviously focused on the question of abortion. The advent of
prenatal diagnosis and the detection of severe lethal and tragic genetic
defects which can now be detected in utero permit families to have normal
children who otherwise could not doso. it is unthinkable to me that anyone
could force their religious viewpoints on others and require that they bring
into the world a tragically genetically damaged child whose life is guaranteed
to be short and filled with agony and suffering.
The issues at hand require that there be a large number of answers. Each
person, as originally supported In the Supreme Court decision of Roe vs. Wade,
must make these decisions for himself or herself.
Recent data from a large program In Australia by Dr. Byron Kakulas has
demonstrated clearly a substantial reduction In the incidence of muscular
dystrophy through the use of prenatal diagnosis. These important genetic
tools must not be denied those who feel them appropriate.
Very best regards.
Sincerely,

R. Rodney
RRH/m

N.
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June 9,

1981

The Honorable Senator Max Baucus
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator. Baucus:
I acknowledge with thanks the receipt of your communication of
May 13, 1981 relevant to the hearings of your subcommittee on
S.158.
You may be interested to know that I have served as an expert
medical witness at court hearings, relevant to recent changes
of abortion laws$ in four states of the Union. Although I don't
hold myself out as an "anti-abortionist7 on account of the medical
opinion that I hold in this matter, my testimony was invited by
the groups who sought changes in the liberal abortion laws that
had been introduced in this country some ten years ago. Throughout
these hearings I maintained the view that medical men have no
special expertise in theological and philosophical matters and
based my testimony on scientific observations Made by others as
well as myself. It is on the same ground that I will attempt to
answer your questions in the same order as you presented them:
1) I am inclined to agree that in the final analysis the question
of human personhood will be a medical and scientific subject. However, I do not think that at the time of this writing the question
can be answered on the basis of available scientific evidence.
2) Whereas I do agree that the question of human personhood relates
to moral, ethical, philosophical, religious, and political concepts,
this belief of mine derives from my general thinking as a human
being and does not rest on any particular evidence that derived
from my scientific activities.
3) As indicated above, I do not believe that current medical and
scientific data permit the definition of human personhood at present.

The College of Medicine A Dentistry of New Jersey is an equalopportunity employmentlarfirmatl, actlon emplove,
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Senator daucus
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4) I feel that the answer to this question should rest with
legislators and lawyers whose experience for such prediction is
probably superior to that of physicians.
Hoping that you will find my answers helpful I am
Sincerely you s

Leslie iffy, M.D.
Professor of Obstetrics
and Gynecology
Director, Division of
Maternal-Fetal Medicine
LI/t
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August 18, 1981
Dear Senator

',a-t€t-"

We are sending to you and the other members of the Senate Judiciary
Committee, a statement from 84 scientists working in the fields of
fertilization and embryology, concerning the issue of defining the
beginning of human life. Ue hope that you will take this statement under
serious consideration, and that it will be of use to you in your
deliberations.
Yours sincerely,

Laurinda A. Jaffe
Assistant Professor of
Physiology
tniv. of Connecticut
Health Center
Farmipgton, Conn. 06032
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It in the view of the undersigned sLentists vorking n the fields of
fertilisation and bryolog that science cannot define the moment at which
"hama- Wife" begins, Presat dy sclonce view life as a continuum; foetiusation or "oonoeption" does not Initiate life. Congress Is trying to define
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the time at which the developing embryo becomes a $person$ must remain a
matter of moral or religious values". Ve believe that suoh a decision should
remain up to the Individual and should not be le slated. Consequently, ve
oppose H.R, 900, S. 158, and any bill or oonstitutional amendment vhiLoh
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May 28. 1981

N"au Cleft Palate C ater of NSUH

Senator Max Baucus
1107 Dirkeen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
We are writing to you regarding our views on the proposed
Helms-Hyde bill (8158). Our written testimony accompanies
this letter.
Apropos the above, we believe a visit to our Center would
be informative to you and your staff, and we would welcome
such a visit.
Sincerely,
Ghael3av~aM.D.

Child Ps
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Testimony Regarding S158
We are concerned about the possible elimination of official
approval of amniocentesis as a diagnostic tool for the prevention
of certain birth defects in children, i.e. Down Syndrome and
other chromosomal anomalies$ neural tube defects, Tay Sachs
disease, Muscular Dystrophy, Sickle Cell disease, and many others.
Patients at risk for any of the above conditions can be offered
amniocentesis.
Amniocentesis is a proven safe prenatal test performed at
the 16th to 18th week of pregnancy in approved medical settings.
It gives the physician information regarding the developing fetus,
which is then communicated to the patient. If the fetus is affected
by retardation, handicap, or lethal condition, the patient may then
have an option to either abort the affected fetus or continue the
pregnancy, being aware of the outcome. In our experience with a
diverse population, from urban, suburban and rural areas, multiethnic and religious groups, from all socioeconomic strata, only
a negligible number of families have opted to continue their
pregnancies after the negative results of the amniocentesis were
made available to them.
As well as providing genetic counseling and prenatal testing,
our Center also provides on-going diagnostics and treatment for
children with birth defects and genetic disorders. Families of
these children are faced with the lifelong burden of caring for
individuals with limited capabilities and for whom society has very
little tolerance and offers minimal supports. These families are
faced with increased longterm needs for specialized medical help.
They need special education and therapies and possibly multiple
hospitalizations for the child. Without adequate community support
systems or even willing babysitters, feeling trapped, the needs
for these families for counseling and psychiatric help increase.
The normal siblings in such families also suffer the effects of
this continuous psychological, physical, and financial drain. The
families themselves feel stigmatized and isolated. The process of
mourning for the expected normal child that never was is lifelong.
We strongly feel that every individual has the right to benefit
from the advances that medical science has made. We have learned
300 Community Drive. Manhasset. New York 11030
A VOLUNTARY NON-PAO0IT HOSPITAL
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that, contrary to Senator Bst's view that a O"avaliere' attitude
exists regerdinq termination of pregnancy, each family struggles
painfully with the decision to abort a defective fetus. We are
repeatedly asked it a mistake was made in findings, if the test
can be repeated, if treatment or corrective procedures can be
done. Unfortunately, we must answer negatively to the above.
We find unconscionable the current proposal that any family
should be sentenced to live with the burden we have summarized
here so briefly. The committee should be aware that the burden
extends beyond the family to the government, which must be prepared to provide an increasing base of community services if birth
defects are no longer allowed to be prevented.

G0&eLe Java do M.D.
Child Psychiatrist

Patsy Hirschhorn, A.C.S.W.
Senior Social Worker
Pediatrics/ Child Development
Center/ Centice

lderg, C.S.
Meryl
Social Worker
Child Development Center/
Genetics
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The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Baucus,
I am responding to your letter of May 13, 1981, concerning .egislation before the United States Senate Judiciary Comuitt.ee Subcommittee on Separation of Powers which is known as S. 150.
1 very much appreciate your willingness to seek my position on
this legislation as a medical expert. I do apologize for not
responding to you prior to June 12 as you requested, but I have
been out of the country.
I certainly think that I qualify to offer
an opinion on this legislation as a medical expert. My undergraduate degree is in Biology and subsequently I received the
Doctor of Medicine degree. My postgraduate training was in the
field of obstetrics and gynecology and I spent 17 years in the
private practice of that specialty.
During my private practice years I took care of countless patients
who had spontaneous abortion due to blighted eggs, genetic deformity
incompatible with life and unwanted pregnancy due to rape and incest.
The immedicate ramifications of passage of legislation such as
S. 158 which would confer personhood even on a blighted egg which
cannot develop normally would create an environment in which the
advances of medical science which have helped women effectively
understand and make the appropriate decision would be prohibited
under such legislation. The issue which must be considered here
should not center on the debate over when and where life exists.
Life exists in inanimate objects. Life exists in a sperm. Life
exists in an unfertilized egg. The Issue here evolves around the
question of at what point in the development of a fertilized egg
should the full rights of personhood be conferred.
In answer to your specific questions:
1.,

I do not believe that the question of human personhood is a
medical and scientific question.
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2. Defining human personhood becomes a moral, ethical, philosophical or religious question which should be outside the

framework of our traditional American political process.
3.

Medical and scientific data cannot determine what the definition of personhood should be.

4.

The impacts if 5. 158 should be enacted, would have profoundly
serious and dangerous effects in a variety of areas. It would
create monumental legal problems. It would destroy the traditional relationship between doctor and patient. It would
negate scientific advances in the area of improving the quality
of life.

For your information I would refer you to the position of the
Amercan College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists consisting
of 20,000 physicians treating women in the United States, The
Executive Board of the College has unanimously approved an official
statement of policy opposing B. 15 and similar types of legielation. r aA enclosing a copy of that official statement of
policy and am certainly in f16lO1 concurrence with this position,
as are the vast majority of obstetricians and gynecologists In
the United States.
There are two basic College viewpoints (among all the issues)
concerning this legislation
1

The legislation does not address the issue of induced abortion.
Rather, it attempts to extend personhood and constitutional
rights to a whole new class of beings. If the issue is prohibition of abortion, the legislation should address that issue.

2.

By creating a class of persons co-existing in the body of
another person, the legislation raises unsolvable problems-medical, legal, ethical and social--in the health care of
women. Many of these problems could indeed abrogate the
right of the pregnant woman to her own life (asoin spontaneous
abortion, ectopic pregnancy, choriocarcinoma) or of all women
to aess to contraceptive methods.
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I strongly urge, therefore, that as a ranking minority member of
the Senate Judiciary Committee Subcommittee on Separation of
Powers you stand in opposition to such legislation. President
Reagan campaigned strongly and clearly for efforts to got the
federal government off the backs and out of the lives of people
of the United States. Why, therefore, should the majority of the
Congress appear to be moving In the opposite direction by enacting legislation which places governmental restriction on
freedom of choice?

I would be interested in learning more of your position on this
issue.

Thank you for giving me the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely yours,

Dean
HSJ/rlm
Enclosure
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April 20, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, 0. C. 20510
My dear Senator Baucus:
I wish to acknowledge your letter of April 16, 1981 and am pleased
to give my views as to whether or not human personhood is a medical and
scientific question.
This problem has been debated and discussed through the ages. Ithas
often been referred to as ensoulment. Leaving aside the difficult scientific
question of the identification of the moment of conception, it must be noted
that ensoulment, or personhood, is an unprovable concept and therefore a
belief, or an opinion. It isnot a fact determinable or demonstrable by
scientific analysis but a concept of philosophical origin. Religious
scholars have spent much time attempting to resolve this question and have
arrived at divergent opinions. For example, there are those who believe
that ensoulment occurs at implantation, that Is,when the embryo attaches
itself to the uterus; or at quickening, that is,when the embryo is felt
to move; or not until viability, that is,when the embryo is able to survive
outside the womb on its own. Because the correct choice among these options
isclearly unidentifiable by man and because no one knows the will of the
Creator better than anyone else, itmay be held that freedom of choice is the
essential ingredient to the solution of this philosophical religious dilemma.
To hold otherwise would require the imposition of a philosophical or religious
belief of one group upon another.
Life does not begin or end in any individual. The sperm and egg are
very much alive. LIFE is a continuum. Sperm and egg are passed on. LIFE
isa relay inwhich the individual is the baton which is held but for a
fleeting moment. It is the baton, the individual, the person, with whom
we are concerned, not cells. Inmy view, it is not to understand to equate
the person with an embryo of a few cells. This is so, for no other reason
than such an embryo can dispense with one or more cells probably half or
even more in the few cell stage and the remaining cells will- develop into
a nonrl person. Furthermore, the union of the sperm and egg by no means
guarantees that a person will develop eventually. A union of a sperm and
egg can result in a hydatidform mole which is a tumor. Thus, ensoulment,
or personhood, or the development of the individual is a Mnuch later event

.-

--
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and not determinable by scientific means. The baton isalways
passed to the relay runner after recipient has started and is
running as fast as he can. LIFE isa continuum.
With best wishes, I am
Sincerely yo

s,

Howard W4.Jones, Jr.,
HWJjr/nwq

.

D.
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West Vwginia
The Honorable Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United State* Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I a responding to your letter of M}ay13, 1981, and the four
questions relating to human personhood. I have discussed your letter
vith our Educational Advisory Council, a group of Departmental Chairpersons from both our Clinical and Basic Science Departments. The
responses to your specific questions are, therefore, a reflection of our
collective opinion.
Our response to your questions is as folloe:
(1) Do you believe that the question of human persoonhood is
a medical and scientific question?
We do not believe that the question of human personhood is
a medical and scientific question.
(2)

'Is it your viev that the question of human personhood is
in part a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or
political question?
We believe that the question of human personhood Is totally
a moral, ethical, philosophical and religious question. We
are unanimous in recomnending against it becoming a political
question.

(3) Do you believe that the medical and scientific data alone
can determine what the definition of human personhood should
be in the present context?
We do not believe that the medical and scientific data alone
can determine the definition of human personhood.

Equal Opotunty / Atrmanive Action IrMituon
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What, in your judgment, would be the impact if S. 158 is
enacted? On the practice of medicine; on genetic screening;
on the use of contraceptives; other?
We believe that the practice of medicine, genetic screening,
and the use of contraceptives would be distinctly affected
if S, 158 is enacted. We believe that the potential impacts
are sufficiently covered in the enclosed articles ("Senate
Commences Hearings on 'Human Life'," Science, Vol. 212,
May 8, 1981. pp. 648-649, and "Academy Protests Human Life
Bill and Budget Cuts," Science, Vol. 212, May 15, 1981,
p. 760.)
Sincerely yours,

/Jon
es, M.D.
Dean, School of Medicine
JEJ/cm
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April 23, 1981

Senator .ax Baucus
United States Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Bsucus,
Thank you for your letter of April 16th concerning hearings on S. 158.
Although I do not consider myself an expert in the philosophical reaches of
questions opened by the bill, I have had lonp. and varied exposure to the
problems created by abortion. I will try to answer your three questions to
the best of my judgment.
If we could reach a definition of personhood, which I doubt, your questions might be easier to answer. Whatever the definition, however, I do not
believe that there is any medical or scientific Information that can shed
any precise light on the subject of personhood. I believe that the question
of "What is a person?" is a legal one and has so been considered by the
Supreme Court of this country and in most countries of the world.
I believe that the above opinion answers the three direct questions
which you asked. It does not, however, answer the Imnlied question of
"When does human life begin?". I believe that the terms "life- and "person'
are not the same. I do not believe that recent scientific advances have
shed any nore light on the question of when life begins than when it was
considered by the Supreme Court in Roe-vs.-Uade. At that tine the Supreme
Court quoted my textbook Williams Obstetrics as a reference for the Vosition
that in view of lack of scientific data on this matter, the Court did not
feel competent to make any decision. I personally doubt that there will
ever be scientific data that will fix the precise moment when life begins.
Finally, I find difficulty with S. 158 in that it treats the terms
"life" and "person" as one in the same and uses these terms interchangeably. As I indicated previously, these terms are not identical and are
not subject to scientific discovery.
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Please let me knov if I can be of any further help in this very
serious n~tter.
Sincerely,

Louis N. Hellman, M.D.
Professor Emeritus, Obstetrics and
Gynecology, State University of
4ev York
Former Deputy Assistant Secretarv,
Poptilation Affairs, and Administrotor of HSA, HMI
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Senator Max Saucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your letter of May 13th and I am pleased to have
the opportunity to respond to your questions about S 158 and human
personhood.
I recognize that there has been and will continue to be extensive
discussions on the medical and ethical aspects of this problem. I shall
briefly try to answer your questions and would like to consider the first
three questions together. I understand the question of human life has
both religious and philosophical implications and I believe medicine and
science can provide an answer, but I do not believe the questions should
be a "political" one. To an extent, any consideration of the issues
brought up by S 158 could be extended to the issue of what isconsidered
to be alive. For example, the cells of the human body are "alive." This
includes the sperm cells and the egg cell so long as they are in the body.
Once these cells leave the body, they die,as does the fertilized egg. As
such, I do not believe the statements in S 158 about human life are
accurate or scientifically defensible.
Inregard to the impact of this legislation, I believe it would
have a severe adverse effect on the lives and health of American women and
seriously hamper tne reasonable and safe practice of medicine. The use of
certain contraceptives, especially the intrauterine device, would be
proscribed and genetic screening would be defined out of existence. In
my view, this legislation is detrimental to the health of American women.
I will be happy to try to provide further information ifyou
desire and I appreciate the opportunity to write to you about this issue.
,,,Mcerlly yours,.
Arthur L. Herbst, M.D.
ALH/ps
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The Honorable Max Baucus
linking Minority Member
Subcomittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator Baucust
As an American vho has been particularly proud of his country's protection
of the individual rights of its people, I am appalled by Bill S158. This
document is not only predicated on a premise which can never by proven, but
its institution would cause anguish for millions of pregnant, or potentially
pregnant, women and their families.
The Bill states that "present day scientific evidence indicates a significant
likelihood that actual human life exists from conception*. There are absolutely
no scientific data to support such a statement. In fact, the issue is not a
scientific one, and no experimental evidence can validate a conclusion that
could only have been fabricated from the moral or religious convictions of those
who spawned the bill.
The bill, if passed, would embody the antithesis of democracy by stifling
an individual's freedom of choice, and if enacted, would have disastrous
consequences.
It would negate a woman's option to terminate a pregnancy when
tests show early in pregnancy that her fetus has one of many conditions resulting
in a deformed, severely handicapped, or mentally deficient child who could
lead a life of anguish prior to an early demise. The bill would even outlaw
termination of pregnancy when uniformly lethal conditions such as fetal anencephaly
or absent kidneys are diagnosed. To require these women to continue their
pregnancies to term would be callously inhumane. The "fall out" would even alter
standard obsretrical management of conditions such as hydatidiform mole (a
proliferatiai of placental tissue which may not have the form of a fetus, but
'has the chromosome makeup of a female, 46,XX). Minidose birth control pills
and intrauterine devices, which theoretically act after the union of sperm and
egg, would have to be abandoned in patients in whom no other contraception is
tolerated. Even the potentially lethal ectopic pregnancy must be considered human
and inviolate under the proposed law.

87-999 0 - 82 - 32
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As a resident physician in the early 1960's I frequently treated young
time
women critically ill as a result of septic abortion. The law at that
prevented
simply
It
abortion.
an
having
from
women
these
deterred
rarely
them from having a safe one. This bill would have similar consequences.
human
The question of "when does life begin?", or what constitutes
if one asked
personhood, is scientifically an unanswerable one. However,
who must deal
the question, "Can those individuals born into our society
with other
along
share,
must
who
and
suffering
of
problems
own
with their
benefit
problems
other's
of
cost
the
assuming
in
members of our society,
from such an oppressive bill?" The answer is obvious.
Sincerely,

JCH/kp

?2ZC. Hobbins, M.D.

Professor, Departments of
Obstetrics and Gynecology and
Diagnostic Radiology
Director of Obstetrics, YaleNew Haven Hospital
Director, Maternal-Fetal Medicine,
Yale University School of Medicine
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April 24, 1981

Honorable Max Baucus

Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I have just received your letter of April 14, and regret that I was not
able to reply prior to the April 23 and 24 hearings on Senate Bill 158.
In answer to your questions, I firmly believe that human personhood is not
a medical or scientific question; rather it is moral, ethical and philosophical.
Indeed, it is my position that at conception, while life is surely present, and
while the life is that of a human being, this fertilized ovum is clearly not a
"person". Personhood has to do with the capacity to think, relate to others,
love, plan ones life, and the like; in other words those aspects of humanity
which characterize us as people and upon which our constitutional rights are
based.
I would completely agree, therefore, that medical and scientific data alone cannot
determine what the definition on human personhood should be in the present context.
If I can be helpful in any other way please let me know, for I am totally opposed
to the enactment of this legislation.
Yours very sincerely,

_

Andrew D. Hunt, M.D.
Coordinator
Medical Humanities Program
ADH/rg
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May 6, 1981

Honorable Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Mr. Baucus:
I appreciate your communication requesting my response to Senate Bill 158 which
purports to define the time of beginning of human life. I have followed the initial hearings with great interest and find itutterly remarkable that "scientific"
witnesses have been, for the most part, so adept at masking theologic, religious,
and philosophical points of view inthe terminology of science. While there is
little question that a fertilized egg isa living cell, so isa white blood cell
or a skin cell similaraly "alive" when taken from a human being. Also, such cells
have the potential for becoming a human person. Recent experiments inwhich the
.nucleus of a skin or blood cell are placed within an ennucleated fertilized egg
have indicated, at least inlower forms, that all of the genetic Information
exists within such a nucleus to direct the development, growth and future "being"
of the intact organism. Itisjust this fact that makes the argument so impossible, inscientific terms. IfS.B. 158 purports to define that a living cell
has personhood and humanness, then discarding a blood sample or a skin culture,
or any human tissue for that matter, istantamount to doing away with personhood.
Clearly the issue of humanness or personhood isnot one which isreadily defined
inscientific terms. Unquestionably this isa matter of philosophical, religious,
or political definition. The far reaching and potentially catastrophic implications of defining a living cell as having personhood goes to enormous extremes in
undermining the very nature of separation of powers as instituted inthe Constitution by the founding fathers.
The arguments of Lejeune and Goldman, which I witnessed on public television, are
simply theological and philosophical ones masqueraded inthe guise of science. It
seems critical that itbe clarified whether or not Senator Helms wishes to define
human life versus personhood and humanness. Ifthe implication isto define the
latter, then the notion of the fertilized egg having humanness or personhood Is
entirely unscientific. If,on the other hand, he wishes to define humanness and
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personhood as that being associated with a living cell, then he has opened enormous
problems with regard to other living cells of human origin.
Needless to say, this is a rather brief response to what is,in some people's judgment, a complicated matter. I honestly believe the issues can be clarified by a
S~eminglyiore simplistic definition of the issues involved. Please feel free to
........
contact me if further information or opinions are desired.
With best wishes Inyour efforts...
Sincerely yours,

Michael M. Kaback, M.D.
Professor, Departments of Pediatrics
and Medicine
UCLA School of Medicine
Associate Chief, Division of Medical
Genetics
Harbor-UCLA Medical Center
W4K/kp
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5 June 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcomnittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
In mid-May I received a letter from you reguarding hearings on S. 158.
At that time, I chose not to reply,'confident that you would receive abundant
information from even more knowledgeable individuals. However, recent news
stories and developments in Congress lead me to major anxieties as to the
direction things are going. Therefore I have chosen to respond, even at this
late date, inhopes that my comments may be added to those of others which
you have already received.
To answer your four questions succinctly:
1.)

Human personhood is not primarily a medical or scientific
question.

2.)

Human personhood isprimarily a moral, ethical, philosophical,
and religious question.

3.)

No medical or scientific data alone can determine how human
personhood can be defined in the present context.

4.)

As I understand it,obviously not a trained legal professional,
S. 158 would eliminate all options available to individuals
except as due process procedures were established for special
cases.

As the bill iswritten, I believe itwould destroy a family's rights to
make choices. This ranges from the situation where a known fatal disease can
be diagnosed antenatally by amniocentesis through the situation of a woman
who is pregnant as a result of rape or incest. This is not an acceptable
situation from my perspective.
Sincerely,

Samuel L. Katz, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
SLK:tj

box 2925 * Durham Nonh Carolin 27710 * Tekpboae (919) 664-3734
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April 23, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 2010
Dear Senator Baucuss
I have given your letter considerable thought and will try to express my opinion
as briefly as possible. At the present time, I feel it is impossible scientifically
and medically to state when human personhood begins. This is purely a moral,
ethical philosophical, and religious question. I personally would consider it an
infringement pon my personal beliefs to have Congress categorically tell me
when human life begins. This Is not a political question.
If medical and scientific data alone cannot determine exactly when "human personhood" begins on the basis of present knowledge, I do not see how members of Congress, for the large part having very little medical and scientific background, can
make this decision.

Raymond H. Kaufman,
b.
Ernst W.Bertner Chairman

and Professor

RHK/pvb.
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Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subconittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your recent inquiry concerning the legal definition of
"human personhood". I appreciate the thoughtfulness of your inquiry and
an pleased to respond on the basis of a spiritually rewarding life in
medicine including Pacific service in an Army hospital, many years of good
private practice, and subsequent years as chief of our nation's largest
eye hospital, and then more recently as dean of our School of Medicine.
You raised points of broad moral and even religious import. You also clearly
approach areas of medical decision which, in this nation, have traditionally
constituted an intimate and personal contract between patient and physician.
Frequently, the concerns and the decisions of this type are extremely
individual and not well suited either to the legalistic steps of interpretation
or the time required and the delay imposed in individual cases. The errors
in medical decisions are probably best minimized when the concerns are kept
as close as possible to the patient. Errors increase as decision-making is
removed from the bedside of responsible patient and responsible doctor to
politically sensitive medical societies, university boards and even
legislative halls.
The first question which you raise is in regard to dating the time of
conception. This has been erroneously defined in much of the earlier medical
literature on embryology. In any given individual it may also be extremely
difficult to date in a precise fashion. Furthermore, the actual sperm cells
and ova are living long before they unit with one another. Thus, these genetic
cells of the human reproductive system might, by another definition, be
considered life themselves.
S.158 contains a breadth of concepts in regard to which it would be preferable
to remain silent. Some of the wording does not ring with good logic. For
example, life does carry with it race, sex, age, health, defects, and many
conditions of dependency. This dependency rcquiree that early life be harbored
in a special environment of the uterus. Ce'tain defects of the evolving human
cause the uterus to expll its contents.
There are many active changes in the capability of medicine to predict these
defects and to avoid crippling illnesses.

With thorough commitment, we almost
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have today the capability to eliminate diabetes from future generations.
At present, this is not .only a life-lng serious disease but has nov become
one of out nest common causes of blindness. In these issues, it may be neither
timely not judicious for physicians or for lawyers to take entrenched
positions carved in stone. In our looking ahead to better life and better
health for future generations of Americans we should keep open the options
which may change rapidly in the next few years. These options may permit
entirely new concepts in genetic planning and these should be very
responsibly and morally supervised with maximum input from those who may mold
and later care for their products.
Thank you for the time and effort taken by you and your staff to make this
inquiry.
Very truly yours.

o Keeney, M.D., D.
Emeritus
(

Arthur
Dean

Distinguished Professor df Ophthalmology
AHKshp
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April 28, 1981

Mr. Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States. Senate
Committee on the Judiciary
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Mr. Baucus:
comments:
In answer to your recent communication, I would make the following
I do not believe human personhood isa medical and scientific question.
and
Second, I view this question of human personhood as moral, ethical,
and
philosophic, not religious or political. Third, I feel that medical
scientific data alone cannot determine what the definition of human personhood should be at the present time.
Sincerely,

W. C. Keettel, M.D.
WCK:ad
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Senator Max Baucus

Ranking Minority Member
Subcomittes on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
20510
Washington, D.C.
June 4, 1981
Dear Senator Baucust
I would like to respond to Senate bill 158 from the point of view of a
researcher in human genetics. While I believe that the question of the
"human or "person" nature of the fetus is a religious and not a scientific
question, there is at least one other issue to consider in light of this
bill.
A total ban on abortion would greatly curtail human genetic research in
this country. This is because the major impetus for research is the
near-ter prospect of developing tests which will detect affected fetuses.
In turn, this prenatal testing would only be practical If parents clearly
have the choice of abortion. The prospect of curing most genetic diseases
during the next 10-20 years is remote, in spite of our sophisticated
genetic technology. Thus, without the realistic goal of a prenatal test,
the practical justification for funding this research would be lost.
Better understanding of all genetic diseases would be severely retarded
as researchers would be forced to leave clinical genetics, in order to
obtain grants, and new investigators, of course, would avoid the area.
Some American scientists, intent upon continuing their research, would
be drawn overseas to Britain, France and Germany. These countries welcome
American geneticists and are actively recruiting them, even now.
I hope that you will consider this problem In your evaluation of S. 158.
The United States Is a leader in clinical genetical research, but the
Impressive gains could be quickly erased in the climate created by on
anti-abortion law. I appreciate your attention and wish you luck in
tackling this difficult problem.
Siperely,
George H. Keller, Ph.D.
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June 1, 1981
Honorable Max Mucus
U.S. Senator
Washington, DC. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
In reference to evaluating S. 158, the following paragraphs
speak to your specific questions.
1. Do you believe that the question of human personhood is
a medical and scientific question? Ho.
2. Is it your view that the question of human personhood is
in part a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or political
question? Yes.
3. Do you believe that medical and scientific data alone can
determine what the definition of human personhood should be
in the present context? No.
4. What, in your judgment, would be the impact if S. 158 is
enacted? On the practice bf medicine; on genetic screening;
on the use of contraceptives; other?
The proposed law, by its very nature, Is intended to be
limiting. Hence, a degree of freedom in the decision making
process concerning abortion is to be lost to all practitioners
of medicine and indeed to pregnant women having to make
decisions.
The role of screening and counseling would be considerably
changed if the opportunity for voluntary abortion were lost.
The impact of determining the status of genetic defects and
other aspects of pregnancy prior to birth would be considerably
changed. This would have emotional, psychological and economic
impact.
Depending on the interpretation of the law it is conceiveable
that there could be prohibitions to contraceptive prescribing.
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A change in over-the-counter sales as now existent might be
influenced. The downstream effect of that on the incidence
of unwanted pregnancies and venereal diseases is unpredictable.
In the general context of other observations, clearly one
can only speculate. Surely were abortion limited, the
impact on the indigent nd weak in our society would be great.
Sincerely,
Lodis J. Kettel, M.D.
Dean
IJKi:
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June 10, 1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate

Subcommittee on Separation of Powers

Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:

As concerned providers of health care for women, we feel compelled to express
our opposition to S.158, the Helms' "Human Life" bill.
The question of when true human life begins is a complex one, and has been a
subject of discussion for philosophers, scientists, and Individuals of conscience
for many hundreds of years. An artificial "simplification" of this issue by
legislative edict does a disservice to women, their unborn fetuses, and humanity
-ingeneral. We must resist the urge to arbitrarily define by law what is
actually a scientific and moral dilemma. The medical implications of this bill
are also quite disturbing, as itwould seriously complicate management of areas
such as spontaneous abortion, molar pregnancy, and contraception (to name but

a few).

S.158 represents a well-intentioned but foolhardy approach to this complex
subject. We urge you to vote for its defeat, and urge your colleagues to
do the same.
Yours truly,
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Constance A. Kinclus, M.D.
Gordon R. Huey, M.D.
James Maurer, M.D.
Sandra R. Brown, M.D.
C. Murphy, M.D.
Duffy
PItllip Patton, M4.D.
James Noland, M.D.

Kurt Stiver, M.D.
Ann Bromer, M.D.
Stewart Friedman, M.D.

cnh
cc: President Ronald Reagan
Senator Jesse Helms
Senator Dan Quayle
Senator Richard Lugar

Lynda R. Smlrz, M.D.
Debra L. Cook, M.D.
Paul Schoon, M.D.
Alan Hartsough, M.D.
Ed Davis, M.D.
Mark Logan, M.D.
Timothy L. Bennett, M.D.
A. R. Gillespie, M.D.
Becky L. Kleager, M.D.
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April 21, 1981

The Honorable Senator aucus
The State of Montana
Ranking minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
relative to Senate Bill 158 Introduced
Thank you for your recent letter and query
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The real question embedded In Senate 81ll 158 is not a biological one, but has to
do with the time in ontogeny at which an Individual acquires characteristics
which entitle him to the rights of an individual in law. The traditional basis
of our legal structure and a consequence of the corporate decision of our society
to adopt rule by law, rests on the proposition that elements of law are formed from
the consensus of those governed, and who thereby wish to subject themselves to
adhering to that mutual agreement. Clearly, with respect to time of onset of
individual rights in ontogeny, there is no consensus. Those who posit an answer
based on science to this question are either ignorant of the meaning and content
of science or, recognizing the absence of consensus in the political sense
appropriate to an element of jurisprudence, wish to deal instead with a meaningless
question, for which there isno answer and around which obfuscating debate may
continue without end. It is not possible to base any argument with respect to the time
of onset of human life in the course of ontogeny on scientific and biological
principles. To attempt to do so is either an act of stupidity or of fraud.
Sincerely yours,

Thomas H. Kirschbaum, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
THK/md
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May 26,

1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member

Vrginia
UUnited

Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
States Senate
Washington,
D.C. 20510
Dear Honorable Baucus:
I am quite happy to respond to your letter of
May 13, 1981 asking my opinion as to S.158. 1 am
sorry to be in total disagreement with this bill.
Human life and human personhood is a medical and
scientific question and it is my view that human life
does not exist to the point of conception but rather
when that life is viable in utero.
I believe in the right of the individual woman
to decide whether to maintain the conception or to
terminate it.
Of most importance, I believe in the right of the
newborn baby to be born as a wanted child.
In my judgment if 8.158 is enacted, it would be
one of the most detrimental happenings that I could
envision.
I very much appreciate the opportunity to respond
as regards the bill S. 158 and commend you for requesting
our opinions.
Sincerely,
William G. Klingberg, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
WGK:bll
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22 June 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senat-or-Baucus:
My apologies for being so tardy. As you stated in your letter, this
problem is both complex and difficult. As a person involved in perinatal
medicine, I believe that the reproductive cycle must be studied from both
a medical and scientific standpoint, but that the term human personhood
obviously includes all of the choices in your second question - moral,
ekhical, philosophical, religious and political considerations. It is
my personal opinion, that the philosophical and religious considerations
are more strongly related to the term human personhood, while the medical
considerations actually reflect viability, and psychosocial issues of
pregnancy. In my judgement, Senate Bill 158 would definitely affect my
practice of medicine. As a pediatrician who cares for the acutely ill
newly born infant, one of our major goals is to prevent problems associated
with prematurity and genetic or metabolic disorders. Of course, if
abnormalities of the fetus are identified in the first trimester, we must
first have the option of doing appropriate genetic screening and second
give the family the option to consider the possibility of having an
abortion. In certain instances, none of these considerations would occur
unless the considered privilege of using contraceptive devices is outlawed.
In a few words, I do not support this bill.
Respectfully yours,

Herb Koffler, M.D.
Associate Professor of Pediatrics,
Obstetrics and Gynecology
Director of Newborn Services
HK.sah
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May 6, 19R1
Senator %tax Baucus
Subcommittee on Senaration of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
2nS10
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am sorry not to have replied sooner, but your letter of
14 April, 1981 has only lust arrived. I see that mail
originating in your office is subjected to delay similar to
that experienced by me.
I am pleased to respond to your questions in re "human
personhood". I do not nerceive human life to begin legally
at the time of conception. Even under the most favorable of
conditions, an anoreciable proportion of conceptuses do not
grow and mature. A conservative estimate is that 20 percent
suffer inability to develop and mature. At the time of
conception and for several weeks thereafter, the conception is
a mass of cells which is not a recognizable personn" by any
means. Certainly this "mass of cells" is not capable of
independent existence outside of the uterus or other site of
implantation. In fact, even with the life surnort systems
now available to us, sustained and meaningful life, extrauterine,
is not realistic before the 26th to 28th week of gestation.
Further, fetuses of such tender gestations suffer exceedingly
high frequencies of mental and physical disability. As a nonlegal person, but as a nhvsician of 40 years exnerience, I can
apnreciate no "personhood" until live delivery and senaration
from the mother's life sunport system.
Your direct question, "Do you believe that the question
of human personhood is a medical and scientific question" is
not for easy response. I agree that the process which may
result in "personhood" does begin at conception. So, too,
does an oak tree begin with implantation of an acorn. I find
it difficult to equate the acorn and its rooting and germination
with the "sturdy oak". The question is answered for me, as a
scientist, by when there is an independent entity canable of
survival in whatever environment is.to receive the entity. Then
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personhoodd" is a reality. Any deviation from this is a legal
determination and not a scientific one, in my oninion.
One may wish to make the determination of nersonhood a
"moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or political question",
but for me it is a scientific one. M4y interests and background
do not require that I be responsible for some other perion's
nositions. Rather, I must-have the right to express my oninions
and attemnt to influence others towards my convictions. I must
-conscience them and not "legislate them".
I believe that medical and scientific data can sunnly.
definitions for human "nersonhood". Further, I hold that
scientific, Dhilosophic and religious definitions need not be
uniform. It is imperative that these different definitions be
avoropriately labelled so that the persons using the definitions
make it abundantly clear as to which definition is in use. The
various ones must not be confused by the presenter nor the hearer.
Also in our capacity as conscientious citizens we must
give heed to the needs and requirement of our fellow citizens,
our country and the world in which we live at any narticular
point in time.
With many thanks for the onvortunity given me to express
myself on this imnortant matter, I remain
Since

SGK:so
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Senator Max Baucus
Rankin§ Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers

United States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Inreply to your letter of May 13, 1981, my answers to the specific
questim you pose regarding S. 158 follow:
1). Do you believe that the question of human personhood is a
medical and scientific question?
No. Not as defined in S. 158.
2). Is It your view that the question of human personhood is in
part a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or political question?
Yes,

All of the above.

3). Do you believe that medical and scientific data alone can
determine what the definition of human personhood should be in the present
context?
No.
4). What, inyour Judgment, would be the impact if S. 158 is enacted?
On the practice of medicine; on genetic screening; on the use of contraceptives; other?
If passed, S. 158 would infringe on the rights of the individual
to make informed decisions about child-bearing. As a physician who
practices clinical genetics, I believe I have the responsibility to help
prospective parents understand and weigh the genetic risks to their
children If they request this information. I also believe they have the
right to act on that information whether the action is pre or post-conception.
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Most of the existing and rapidly improving scientific methods for
genetic screening and prenatal diagnosis would become ineffective intellectual exercises ifS. 158 is enacted. Given the progress in elucidating the underlying genetics mechanisms that cause serious genetic
diseases, such as Tay-Sach's, Huntington's chorea and Thalassemia major
to name a few, another generation of prospective parents may be offered
effective treatments for such conditions. At least that is the goal of
clentists working in this field.
Until such treatments become available, I would question the propriety
of a bill that require.; all such affected pregnancies to be carried to
term. Can the Senate also provide financial and psychologic assistance
for the parents who are forced to incur such a burden?
Respectfully,

(LJ
Robert D. Koler, M.D.
Professor and Head of Medical Genetics
Department of Medical Genetics
P.S. I have taken the liberty of showing your letter to other clinical
staff who may also respond.
RDK:ak
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May 11, 1981
Senator Max Baucus

U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Baucus:
I am enclsoing for your Infomation a copy of testimony I would like to
present in person before the subcommittee on the Separation of Powers
when hearings resume on SB 158.
I have attempted to analyze why I feel the statement about human life
presented by Senator Helms in SB 158 Is so incorrect from a scientific,
medical and obstetrical perspective. In addition, my analogy of baking a
cake with pregnancy Illustrates the difference between the process of
becoming and an Instantaneous moment of being.
Any help you may provide in facilitating my request to appear to testify
would be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Levis H. Koplik N.
LHX:rw

eec.
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April 24, 1981

Mrs Craig Stern, Council
Subcommittee on the Separation of Powers
Senate Judiciary Coomittee
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Mr. Stern,
I spoke with Mrs. Cynthia Rampz by phone today about the possibility
of my testifying before Senator East's subcomittee concerning basic
medical problems with the definition of a person adopted in S. B. 158.
I would appreciate having the opportunity to appear before the subcommittee before the taking of testimony is ended for my understanding
of many normal and pathological obstetrical and gynecological conditions
either directly contradicts the evidence you have already heard or
is greatly befuddled and confused if that definition of a person is
used.
specifically I would like to present information that deals with
spontaneous abortions, blighted ova, human placentas, identical twinning, all in the area of normal conditions, and Siamese twinning,
hydatidiform molar degeneration, cardiac monsters, and parasitic
twinning, in the area of gross pathology. I would also like to touch
on the possibility of huan cloning which Is science fiction now but
a reality with respect to amphibian species.
This information would clearly demontrait that a human being, a person,
.is not present from the moment of conception. If it were true then
twins become half people and the legal ramifications of that position
are mind boggling.
I shall
X could
staying
my home

be at a medical convention until Wednesday of next week, April,29th.
be reached by leaving a message at the hotel .here I will be
in Dallas, The Dallas Dunfey, at 214-357-9561. After Wednesday
phone is 505-266-0579 and my office phone'is 505-893-5787.

Thank you for your help.
hearings to schedule.

I am sure these have been extremely difficult

Sincere,
vLewis u. Xoiike N4.

.
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A MEDICAL AID SCIENTIFIC RESPONSE TO WHEN HUMAN LIFE BEGINS
The definition of when human life begins is,at best, an ambiguous one
scientifically, but more probably an irrelevant one. It is only
approached when the demands of religion and law require its contemplation. At times such as these it is extremely important that scientific disciplines state unambiguously what limitations are inherent
in their inquires.
In this paper there are terms that may be unfamiliar to those outside
the medical areas. This is not done to confuse the issue but because
those terms are precise and have meaning to the author. Clear explanations of their meaning may be easily found in texts of embryology,
obstetrics, and pathology.
The life of an independent organisnioccurs through a process called
reproduction. It does not occur at an instant in time but over a period, in the time continuum. This observation Is easy enough for us
to understand when talking about the fertilization, seed development,
and germination of a flower or plant, or when discussing mitosis In
an amoeba. It is only when our egos and belief systems interact with
scientific observations that we require a more miraculous occurrence
in the human species than we require in all other plant and animal
forms.
In all of biology new life comes from an alive organism which is
similar to it. Bacteria do not form cows, neither do rocks give birth.
The Inanimate does not develop into the animate. Even new life forms,
whether new bacteria or new dog breeds, begin with what is live and
closely related to it in genetic appearance. When there have seemed
to be events which contradict this it was because our knowledge
was incomplete. An example of this was in the Middle Ages and before
when maggots were thought to spontaneously generate from rotting
matter.
Life began eons ago in one or many places. In modern time It has not
begun again. Human and all life Is a flow of living to living, and
associated with this is death, the ending of one individual's life
cycle. The beginning of the independent existence of an individual
occurs In the process of either sexual or asexual reproduction, depending on whether there are two or one parenting organisms. Scientif.
•
"
(1)
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ically the difference between these forms of reproduction involves
the chromosomal constitution of the offspring. In asexual reproduction, whether this involves the fission of an amoeba or the cloning
of a frog, the offspring isvirtually identical, chromosomally, with
the single parenting organism. In sexual reproduction the progeny
combines the genetic characteristics of two parents through the
marvels of D.N.A. and R.N.A. replication and interaction. As human
beings we clearly fit into the group which sexually reproduces, though,
when considering cloning, asexual reproduction must remain a possibility. Both forms of reproduction have been valuable to differing
species. Generally speaking the simpler species and those with shorter
life cycles rely on the asexual modes, the more complex and those with
longer life cycles employ sexual methods. In both groupings there
are opportunities for evolution through mutation and adaptation. In
both there isalso the likelihood for reproductive success and repro-.
ductive failure.
In science for an hypothesis to be acceptable itmust satisfactorily
explain all relevant observations. It is specifically in this area
that the statement that actual human life begins at fertilization
fails and fails badly! There are many events in human reproduction
which are inexplicable ifone uses this inaccurate and incorrect
hypothesis. The focus is not a single miraculous event at the time
of fertilization but rather the process of becoming, and, inherently
in that. the possibility of not becoming, the fact of reproductive
failure.
That seeds may fall on fallow ground is well known to farmers. But
It is still a seed, not a wheat or corn plant but a grain of wheat or
a kernel of corn. An acorn Is clearly not an oak tree no matter how
much one would like it to be so and no Matter how miraculous the process of sexual reproduction Is,in the oak. In humans ova may also
be fertilized and yet never become imbedded in the nourishing "soil"
of the endometrium. This passage and ultimate death of the fertilized
ovum does not involve the death of a human being but only the death
of one or several cells formed by the fusion of male and female
gametes. It Is a reproductive failure not the death of a person!
We do not know how often events like this occur, for there is vir-

(2)
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tally no way to observe this passage, either directly or indirectly.
Some estimate 15% of all fertilizations are lost without implantation,
some guess as high as 60%.
Ifone focuses on fertilization as the essential event in the formation
of a human being then efforts to clone human cells should cause no
concern or consternation, but they do! Cloned human embryos would hot
be human beings, Just parts of a larger organism, separated from it,
much as cells in tissue culture are viewed, nothing special, no person,
no ethical, moral, or religious complexity, nothing of note. There
would be no reason to legislate against efforts directed at human
cloning anymore than there would be or is a need to proscribe efforts
which keep the cells of an ampulated finger alive before attempts at
reimplantation. The human cloned embryo would be separated from the
host body and live, but that is all.
When the conceptus implants in the uterus, tube, or elsewhere, one is
now able to document its presence hormonally and in the response of
the woman who is now pregnant. The rapidly growing trophoblastic
cells release the hormone human chorionic gonadotrophin into the
woman's circulation. This hormone may be assayed even before she
experiences her first missed menstrual period! But the hormone H.C.G.
alone neither constitutes pregnancy nor the presence of a human being
even though it ismost commonly produced by those cells derived from
the fertilized ovum. H.C.G. is also found in both sexes in the
absence of pregnancy. It is usually produced by rapidly growing
malignant tumors. These tumors are clearly not human beings even
though they may share much in common with the invading trophoblast
of pregnancy.
During early pregnancy various structures must form properly if the
pregnancy's development is to continue. The chorionic villi must
develop and tap into the maternal circulation for nourishment and
the elimination of wastes, the body stalk, embryonic disc, yolk sac,
and amnionic cavity must also form. When the process proceeds
correctly the normal placenta, membranes, cord, and embryo are
formed and pregnancy continues. When this is not the case, the woman
either aborts spontaneously or develops a pathological condition
which few would call a human being, known as an hydatitifom molar
pregnancy. Under both conditions, the blighted ovum and the hyda.
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titiform mole, implantation occurs, the pregnancy starts Its development, there has been fertilization, but there is no embryo. Without
an embryo it is difficult to accept any claims that a human being has
been formed, even though all the cells are live and are produced after
fertilization.
The most frequent reason for pregnancy loss and reproductive failure
in early pregnancy is defective fertilization, too few or too many
chromosomes remaining in the conceptus. Half of all early spontaneous abortions have been estimated to be caused by this. Sometimes,
instead of having 23 pairs of chromosomes, one finds 23 tripled
chromosomes. This condition of triploidy is incompatible with reproductive success, there are no human bengswith 69 chromosomes, it is
a reproductive aberation! This is true scientifically regardless of
whether fertilization, implantation, and early cell division and development have begun.
Where is that independent human being if it is not present with
fertilization or even at implantation? Maybe it comes into existence
when the embryonic plate develops. Certainly now there isa structure
which may be followed through embryonic and fetal development to the
birth of an Infant, clearly a "person" within the meaning of the Constitution! Unfortunately when one focuses on the embyronic plate
one runs smack into the dilemma and problem of explaining identical
twinning. If there is only one embryonic plate and one discovers two
distinct individuals at birth what happened? Are these individuals
one or two "persons"?
There have been two explanations proposed by those who support the
hypothesis that a human being comes into existence at the moment of
fertilization to explain the existence of identical twinning. Each
Is rather convoluted and unique scientifically but must be so if one
Is to preserve a faulty hypothesis. The first suggestion is that one
hyman being splits off part of itself to "father" the second human
being. This isa remarkable and unique example of combined sexual
and asexual reproduction, hitherto undescribed in nature. The second
proposition is that the first human being dies and in that process
gives birth to two offspring of identical genetic constitution. This
explanation similarly has no scientific support for its authenticity
but As the best possible Ifan independent human being occurs with
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fertilization or by the time the embryonic plate develops and yet
one finds there are two or more present at birth.
Within the phenomena of twinning there are several other observations
of grossly pathological entities which are also difficult to understand by using the foregoing explanations. Siamese twins may share
one heart or one brain, are they one or two human beings? There are
fetal monsters with two heads and only one lower torso, as there are
other monstrosities with one head and two lower torsos; one or two
persons? Strangest of all are the so called parasitic twins and
acardiac monsters. For these blobs of tissue to survive a normal
twin Is essential. It is the heart and circulation of the normal
twin which allows the pathological twin's survival up to and sometimes
after birth.
If "human beingness" is a miraculous event occurring at fertilization
or in the earliest stages of pregnancy, then these known conditions
are impossible sticking points. If on the other hand human reproduction is a process with a human being being Its successful outcome,
then these events and pathological entities are easily understandable
and acceptable as deviations from the norm or as reproductive failures.
Another benchmark which might be used in defingin a human being occurs
when the embryo changes to a fetus. This happens seven weeks after
fertilization. At this point organogenesis is completed, the development of all major organ systems is finished and from that point on
growth and maturation continue during the remaining seven months.
Unfortunately here too science provides no facts or evidence which
makes this point defensible if it is selected.
Viability has also been spoken of as an identifier of human beingness.
Viability can only be defined after the fact, for, though there are
some pregnancies which can be carried nine months, only at birth does
one find out that the fetus can not survive outside the uterus, without
the placenta performing its essential functions. Pulmonary hypoplasia and severe, incorrectable, cardiac anomalies are examples of
this circumstance.
The final point in the term of a pregnancy is birth. This has been
4sed traditionally both religiously, in some faiths, and legally as
the time In which enfranchisement as a human being and person occurs.
It certainly marks the successful outcome of the reproductive process
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if there is live birth and success, not failure, is the scientific
criteria used to Judge reproduction. When fetal death happens late
in pregnancy or even during labor the obstetrical identity would be
that of a stillborn fetus, not a dead human being, for it is not the
length of time the pregnancy is carried but live birth as an outcome
which isrelevant.
Perhaps at this point an analogy to a commonly experienced event will
clarify the difficulty in identifying a single moment or instant of
being as opposed to a period of becoming. When one bakes a cake there
is no single moment one may point to when the batter becomes the cake.
One starts with something quite different than what one ends up with
and yet all the basic ingredients are present in the beginning. In
baking one mixes the ingredients together much as the genetic information Ismixed together at fertilization. One then places the mixture in a pan and puts it in the oven. When one puts the batter in
the oven it is not yet a cake but when it comes out it is,usually.
When does it become a cake? I don't know, but that it becomes a cake
is clear. To carry the analogy further, the batter will never become
a cake if it is not put in the oven or If it is taken out too soon.
It will not become a cake if a essential ingredient is omitted, if
the proportions are not correct, or ifthe oven is not turned on.
There are many strange, funny tasting cakes taken out of ovens, of
many different sizes and shapes. The batter may be poured into several
smaller pans to make several cakp%, not just one. One expects the
process of baking to produce a cake from the batter, and usually this
is so. It isone of the daily miracles we have come to take fcr
granted, much like pregnancy.
The foregoing analogy illustrates a process of becoming. Itmuch
better accounts for what we understand happens in pregnancy than the
expression that one has a cake, a real cake, once the ingredients are
first mixed, regardless of their proportions and whether or not they
are baked.
The batter is not the cake , the acorn is not the oak, and the
fertilized ovum is not a human being!
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CoeSe of Health Scenmcs and Hospital
39th and Rainbow Blvd., Kansas City, Kansas 66103
(913) S88-6200

April 24, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your letter of April 14th. I appreciate your_
asking my opinion concerning Senate Bill 158.
It is altogether a very difficult problem to separate the
religious heritage, the guilts of a society and the subordination of a woman in dealing with the issue of termination of
pregnancy. As you probably know, it is the oldest operation
of recorded history. The question is whether the United States
Congress feels it can legislate morals. No society has ever
been able to cope adequately with this problem without a
terrible cost in human lives and wracked bodies. Obviously,
equality is now a basic morality, and now that the woman has
found herself free of the encumbrance of male domination and the
procreative acts, she will not relinquish it without a great deal
of fight.
In addition, there is on the horizon the new prostaglandins
that are extremely effective. They are cheap to manufacture
and will become easily obtainable. The vaginal suppository
at the present time, the F2 Alpha prostaglandin, will initiate
menstruation "induced

in

early pregnancy".

It

is

over 90%

effective within three hours. This will change the entire
picture of abortion in our social system. If we cannot control
marijuana, I wonder how we will control the prostaglandins?
In carefully reading the law, there is little doubt that it
violates the separation of Church and State, as well as the
Fourteenth Amendment of the Constitution. Short of a
Constitutional Amendment, which is not going to be easy going,
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the attack by the group organized against termination of
pregnancy, has no other choice but to be political in nature.
One should point out that in the United States over two-thirds
6f the family units have been touched directly by a termination
of a pregnancy. It is surprising, considering the number of
individuals involved, how few in the community are aware of
the number of abortions. Studies in the State of Kansas
demonstrate that religion has no role. The Catholic, Protestant
and Jewish woman facing this crisis will find a solution to the
problem. In the case of incest and rape, there is no doubt
that this will be a real tragedy - the innocent will be
sentencedli
Genetic diseases, amniocentesis and the termination
of gross congenital anomalies would be ruled out. When I speak
of gross anomalies, I speak in part of cyclops, sympodia
(mermaid), craniorachisis (without a head and brain), and many
other anomalies that are not recognized until a growth of
retardation of the pregnant uterus occurs. The woman will
be forced to carry this to term with the anguish and the
anxiety that will accompany it.
In addition, to say that life begins at conception is a point
of conjecture. Life is a continuum on this earth, in any and
all forms. It is a matter of Situational Ethic that will
determine the value of it at any given time, whether it be a
soldier on a battlefield or an intrauterine gestation. The
value of a "situation" when it is a part of the mother should
remain a part of her right. To say that life began at the
time of conception is to acknowledge that choriocarcinoma,
that is, cancer of the placenta is in fact a life as it came
from a fertilized ovum. Degeneration of the placenta
(hydatidiform mole) also began from a fertilized ovum. The
treatment of women with breast, lung, and other advancing
cancers during pregnancy will be limited. The ectopic pregnancy,
to leave it alone would result in death. How does one cope
with an abdominal pregnancy (the pregnancy growing in
the abdomen) at 24-25 weeks?- How does one assure a live
infant in concurrent disease if it will compromise the life
of the mother? This and many more medical problems cannot
be answered by simple legislation.
It is once again the pressure from a small segment of society
on legislators to try and control the rights according to one
religious view. Over 69% of the public have and do support
termination of pregnancy. One should point out that in the
formation of this government the Supreme Court was established
in part to remove a branch of government from the arbitrary,
capricious acts of legislative and administrative personnel
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who can and do submit to undue pressure in order to survive.
The Court, it its wisdom and after very careful consideration
on the abortion issue, made it clear that theology and philosophy
will continue to tell us what we can be, science will tell us
what we are, however, there is no way that one can bridge mediate
this gap between the way an individual perceives what they
should be and the actual reality of life.
As an educator and a physician in gynecology and obstetrics,
if I may be of further help to you in dealing with this
enigma p e e f 1 free to call upon me.

Klrmit E. Krantz, M.5., Litt.D.
Profes or and Chairman
Depart nt of Gynecology and Obstetrics
Professor of Anatomy
Associate to the Executive Vice-Chancellor
for Facilities Development
KEKild
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA

Office of the Vice President for the Health Sciences
A-306 Mayo Memorial Building, Box 501
420 Delaware Street S.E.
Minneapolis. Minnesota 55455

June 1,

1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am pleased to respond to your letter requesting my views on the
Senate File 158, as proposed by Senator Helms. I should add that I am
appalled by the attempts of Senator Helms and his colleagues who would
attempt to define human life in such arbitrary and rigid fashion.
No legislative mandate is going to determine in any way the question
of human persobnhood as being either a medical or scientific capability.
In response to your specific questions, I would like to respond as
follows:
1. Do I believe that the question of human personhood is a medical
and scientific question?
To this question my answer is that this is not a question that can
be determined in any medical or scientific way. Until we define
what life is, we are unable to determine onset of such.
2. Is it my view that the question of human personhood is in part a
moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or political question?
My answer to this is again similar to the one above. If you would
believe the moralists, the philosophers, or religious or political
leaders, each would suggest that their area of expertise should
be the determinant of human personhood. The mere fact that so many
claim authority in this area suggest that none have the answer or
should have the option and responsibility of defining it.
3. Do I believe that the medical and scientific data alone can
determine what the definition of human personhood should be in
the present context?
My answer to this is categorically no. There is no data at the
present time that can define this for us.
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4. What, in my judgment, would be the impact if S. 158 is enacted?
My answer to this is that it would have incredibly negative impact
on the practice of medicine and on the research in genetics.
Theoretrically, the use of contraceptives that interfer with the
newly fertilized ovum, etc., would be seriously impacted as well.
I do not believe there is any role for such a bill as suggested
in S. 158.
As you probably gather, in my view the area of human rights
amendment would seriously jeopardize the freedom of the American people to
manage their own lives and family. To legislate a definition of life, to
legislate at which point life begins, is not within the purview of the
legislative process. Lacking definition of life, lacking definition of
onset of life, I feel that it is ridiculous to assume that any individual
legislator can make such decisions.
I therefore support the concept of freedom of choice, and would leave
the decision of contraceptives, abortion, etc., to the individual woman
and family.
I will convey to you my strong feelings on the issue; I do not want
my morality, my ethics, uy philosophy, my religious beliefs to be legislated
in this manner.
sincerely yours,

0

slj

WW.LaBree, M.D.
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COLLEGE OF MEDICINE AND DENTISTRY OF NEW JERSEY
RUTGERS MEDICAL SCHOOL
University Heights
Piscataway, New Jersey 06854
(201) 4634207

rment of Pediatrics

Mrision of Medical Genetics
(201)463-4287
June 4, 1981
Senator Max Bacus
Ranking Minority Member
&tcomittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 21510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your letter of May 13, 1981 asking my views and opinions on the very
complex and difficult question of the definition of hu mn personhood.
I reviewed the bill S-158 proposed by Senator Helms. I was sturmed to see the state"ent that "the congress found
that the present day scientific evidence indicates the
..
ii nificant liklihood that actual humn life exists from conception" (page 1, line 6-8).
Ths statement is incorrect. It could also be stated that present day scientific
evidence does not indicate a significant liklihood that actual human life exists from
conception. Iier is simply no scientific evidence whatsoever in either direction.
We simply don't know the answer. Therefore to answer your four questions proposed:
I) do not believe that the question of human personhood is a medical or scientific
question. 2)It is, rather, a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious and/or political question. 3)1 do not believe that medical scientific data alone can determine the
definition of huron personhood in the present context, nor do I believe that any other
data such as moral, eithical, philosophical, can do it. 4)In my Judgement, enacting
of this bill will do a tremendous damage to our society. It will put us one giant step
backwards. I do object to abortion for non-justifiable reasons such as maternal convenience. It will be equally wrong if we prohibit abortion for any reason. It takes
time to make progress in a complex society like ours. To wipe out all of our progress
in the past 20 years overnight, is really very unise. I am sure you are well aware
of how niy billions of dollars we spend to take care of all the mentally and physically, severely handicapped citizms. Many of them do not even know they are in this"
world. Passing this bill not only will make the practice of medicine, of genetic
scieenin, of prevention of mental retardation impossible, but also will severely hamper
and retard the research along these lines. I hope the progress of our society is not
mde by swinging fro one extreme to the other. If we are not wise today, we will pay
our price tomrrow.
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I believe you as well as other senators, are very well informed and for a serious
question like this the answer should com froa everybody's conscience rather than
emotional or political reasons.
Thank you very nxh for allowing me to have this opportunity to express my personal
as well as professional view. With best personal regards, I am
Sincerely yours,
Ning-liang Lee, M.D. ,Th.D.
Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Chief, Division of Medical Genetics
'LL: Jl
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MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN 53226

Of fice of te Dean
and Academic Vice-Ptesident
(414) 2574213

May 27, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your inquiry regarding my evaluation of S. 158.
To respond to your specific questions:
1) I do not believe that the question of human personhood is
a medical or scientific question. Your choice of the
word "personhood" illuminates the issue. Science can
distinguish between life and non-life in a single cell.
The decision as to when personhood is present or absent
is beyond the purview of science or medicine.
2) I believe that the question of human personhood is a moral,
ethical and philosophical question and therefore, as I understand those realms, a single, universal, eternal answer is not possible. There are divergent interpretations
between and within religious communities. The Supreme
Court recognized this in its decision, remanding the issue to each individual's ethical stand. It is at present
a political question in which one ethical interpretation
seeks to prevail over all others through the legislative
process.
3) As a scientist and physician, I would not presume to invoke the data of those disciplines to define human personhood anymore than I would argue from them the merits of
capital punishment.
4) The impact of enactment of S. 158, in my judgement, will
be the return to most of the horrors that preceded the
Supreme Court's decision. As a medical student and house
officer in the 1940's and S0's, I saw too many young
ghetto women critically - and sometimes mortally - ill

after the ministrations of a medically untrained abortionist or their own desperate attempts to terminate a pregnancy. Cervical dilitation and uterine curettage were
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performed for "diagnostic" purpose by some unscrupulous
physicians for profit, and by some sincere physicians
whose moral, ethical beliefs - along with those
their
patients - was antithetical to the then-existing oflaw.
Genetic screening would become pointless. History also
contradicts the hope that making abortion illegal
halt unwanted pregnancies by promoting the use of will
effective contraceptive measures. Effective contraceptives
were readily available in the 1940's.
Ethicists have, taught me that there are ethical
which generate ethical rules of behavior, which principles,
in turn
are subject to ethical exceptions dependent
circumstance. The encoding of an ethical principleupon
into law
denies the delicate analysis of surrounding circumstances
which should direct ethical decisions in medicine.
Thank you for your attention to this important issue and for
the opportunity to express my view.
comments are mine alone
and do not necessarily reflect those My
of my institution.
within a faculty of scientists and physicians, there existIndeed,
gent ethical positions about this issue. This reinforces mydiverview
that the answer does not lie within science or medicine.
Sincerely,

Edward J."Lennon, M.D.
Dean
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10 Plaza Street
Brooklyn, NY 11238
May 14, 1981
Dear Congressman:
In considering the present bill on defining when Human life begins, in
order to settle the larger question on abortion, I feel the following
is of paramount importance.
There is no doubt that at conception a one cell, two cell or 100 cell
embryo is alive. But is it "human" is the question to be answered.
One must first define human and I feel that the only definition possible
is a rational (meaning able to form concepts) being. In order to be
able to form concepts one must have a functioning cerebral cortex. A two
cell or 100 cell embryo does not have a functioning cerebral cortex and so
can not form concepts and therefore is not "human life" (it is alive).
The logical answer to this argument would be "but it has the potential
to become human". That is true, but killing a potential (which therefore does not exist now) is not equivalent to killing the actual (that
which does exist now) and so is not the same as comitting murder.
Every cell in a human's body has the potential to become an independent
human being yet no one would prosecute a surgeon for murder for removeing'a small piece of any normal human tissue, nor a person who is in a
fight and scrapes off a piece of skin of the person he is fighting with.
This argument may seem absurd but it seems to me just as absurd to say
it is murder to kill an embryo which is not NOW a human being.
,The final question then becomes, so when does HUMAN life begin. Certainly at birth the cerebral cortex does exist and functions and the child
is human. Just as certainly at conception the cerebral cortex is not
formed at all and so it can not form concepts and so it is not human
(remember I'm not saying it is not alive or that it is not potentially
human, I am saying it is not NOW human). Somewhere in between lies
that point where the cerebral cortex begins to function and so HUMAN
life begins. I feel the supreme court made the best decision possible
based on the available medical knowledge I know of. Six months or
24 weeks is likely a point beyond which HUMAN life may exist and so
abortion should not be performed. Before 24 weeks abortion is not taking
a7HUMAN life and so should be allowed to be performed.
Thank you for this opportunity to express my ideas to you.
are helpful in making your final decision.
Since

ely' 0oas,

Peter C.

M.D.
Mort

Assistant Professor of Surgery (7/1/81)
Downstate Medical College

I hope they
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April 24, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
(of Montana)
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus,
Noting the newspaper report that you are concerned about the
way the abortion questions are being handled by the Judiciary
Subcommittee headed by Senator East, I am taking the liberty
of sending you the enclosed copy of a letter that I had written
to the local campus newspaper of the University of California
Medical Center. You may find this brief analysis helpful in
considerations about the question of the advent of human life
in the fetus as looked at from a biomedical point of view.
If the Senate Committee is interested in pursuing this question
in terms of when a brain with any semblance of human qualities
appears in the fetus, it could obtain evidence on this question
from those scientists who specialize in the study of fetal
development of the nervous system. Although I am a professional
neuroscientist, I am not a specialist in developmental neuroanatomy. However, I'find the statement that "actual human life
exists from conception" attributed to so-called scientists as
if this was a scientifically established situation to be an
appalling mis
of scientific position in order to promote a
personal bias or belief. The only objective evidence that we
have firmly ties human personal existence to suitable function
of the brain, and it seems to me that any non-religious argument
must proceed in those terms.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,

Benjamin Libet
Professor of Physiology
University of California School of
Medicine, San Francisco
(title used for purposes
of identification only)
BLtkk
enclosure
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The Editor

Dear Sir,
I agree with Stephen Sladek that the definition of a human
person is crucial to the issue of abortion (Synapse, April 16).
Almost no one would want to kill a recognized hun persons
both the anti-abortionists and the pro-choice people are "prolife* on that ground. Sladek claims he does not want a
theological solution, so let's take a biomedical approach.
The criteria for human death may help us decide about the
advent of human life. We now generally agree that appropriate
functioning of the brain is the critical requirement for human
existence. When the brain, particularly the forebrain portion,
is judged to be irreversibly dead, we agree human life has
ceased to exist, in both the meaningful and legal sense. Even
though the heart, kidneys, muscles, sensory nerves, etc., are
still functional, an individual with an irreversibly nonfunctional brain is properly regarded as no longer a live human
person.
Since we accept the central requirement of a functioning brain
that has at least some semblance of what we call human qualities, before admitting that a body can be a human person, we
can apply this criterion to the case of the fetus. The precise
criteria and time for the appearance of such a brain in the
fetus does present difficulties. iut there is no difficulty at
all in setting certain minimum limits. For example, the zygote
cell resulting from junction of the egg and sper cells clearly
has no brain at all. Yet many anti-abortLanists insist this
cell Is already a human person. This is clearly based on a
religious or metaphysical belief that a new human soul enters
the fetus from the moment of conception. Anyone is entitled to
hold such a belief but insisting that everyone else must accept
it is another matter, especially when it runs counter to what we
have come to observe about the relation of the brain to human
existence. The folk-wisdom that spoke of the pregnant woman
*feeling life' within her when the fetus begins to move and
kick may be closer to the mark.
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page Two
The Editor, syna
April 20, 191-Putting religious beliefs asid., the anti-abortionists are
confusing the 22tentiality for human existence with an
The sygote is certainly
existence.
actually developed hu
a 22tnAal human person. So are the egg and sperm cells,
at a iVodIng step of potentiality# should ve then regard
all our egg and sperm cells as human beings?
The anti-abortionists have cleverly pro-sapted the name *prolife", even though we are all "pro-human life" but my differ
aVing the banner of Oprowith their definition and belief.
life" Is supposed to confer a moral authority to their ats
and make those who disagree with their beliefs appear to be
murderers. Perhaps we should turn this around and apply more
appropriate descriptions to the aggressive anti-abortionists.
What shall we call people whop in the name of their own
religious belief or emotional fixation, try .to force others
to give up their right to make one of their most Important
personal decisions; - to force others to sek medically
dangerous procedures by making abortions illegal# - to force
others to complete the development of an unanted fetus which
may then become an unwanted child in circumstances that may be
unfortunate for both the mother and the child?
Sincerely yours,

Benjamin Libet
Professor of Physiology
BLikk
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Senator Max Baucus
Senate Judiciary Subcommittee
on the Separation of Powers
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus,
In connection with the hearings of this subcommittee
regarding S. 158, tbh Human Life Amendment, I am
enclosing a copy of a recent letter of mine published
in the JoIurnal Science, the organ of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science, in which
I continue discussion of this issue as noted earlier in
my letter to you this spring.
I thank you for giving
this your attention and hope it will be useful in your
deliberations.
Sincerely,

Benjamin Libet
Professor of Physiology
University of California,
San Francisco, CA.
(Title used for purpose
of identification Only)
BL s kk
enclosure
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May 29, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of
Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucust
In response to your communication of May 13, 1981, the following
is offered
1.

I do not believe that the question of human personhood
is either a medical or scientific question.

2.

I do believe that human personhood is a philosophical,
moral, and ethical question.

3.

I do not believe that medical and scientific data alone
can determine the definition of human personhood.

4.

There would be considerable impact upon the practice of
medicine, genetic screening, and the use of contraceptives.
if S. 158 is enacted.

It is to be understood that these are personal perspectives and do
not represent an institutional posture.
I appreciate the opportunity of forwarding these views.
Sincerely,

William Likoff,
WLidms

,
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School o1 Medicine
Deparlment of Reproductive Biology
Brian Lillie. M.D., Director and Arthur H. Bill
June 1, 1981

Professor of Obstelrics and Gynecology

The Honorable Hax Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator Daucus:
You have asked me. in my capacity as a medical expert, to respond
to four specific questions in relation to Senate Bill 158.
In answer to your question as to whether human personhood is a
medical and scientific question; my answer is no. In the first place,
the definition of person in the Bill is extremely vague and relates
primarily to that entity called 'human life" which is even sore vague.
I am not sure that even in 1980, Rang Descartes, "cogito ergo sum" can
be answered.
In response to your question as to whether human personhood is a
moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or political question; my
answer is similarly, it is neither one nor the other. Human personhood
is such a broad definition that it could be included, in part. under
any or all of the entities in this question as well as in the part on
the medical and scientific question.
Therefore. in answer to question 3. do I believe that medical and
scientific data alone can determine the definition of human personhood;
my answer Is of course no.
In the final question of what in my Judgment would the impact qo S158
be on medical practice, genetic screening, use of contraceptives, and others;
this is an extraordinarily large question. Perhaps in no other area of
medicine has the law imposed such constraints as in this area. The individual
problems between a patient and his/her physician far exceed the Imagination
of the Senators in public forum. Whereas committees and laws can legislate
broad constraints, the impact of this law would be an extremely narrow
constraint on the activities in medical practice in this area. For example,
genetic screening would be impossible, insofar as should abortion occur as

MacDonald House, University Hospitals
2105 Adeibert Road. Cleveland, Ohio 44106
Telephone (216) 444.3334
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a result of genetic screening, this would then become a criminal act.
Certain contraceptives would not be able to be used, depending on the
interpretation of the law, and of course this would be made in many
different ways by many different judges. Perhaps the major inhibition
of this law, should it be passed, would be on the research that goes
into this area in order to examine the details of reproduction.
The
constraints already applied in this area have made research extra-

ordinarily difficult to carry out. For this reason, scientists in
other countries are ahead of our country in the study of acme aspects
of fertilization, Implantation and reproduction.

I have no ansvers; I can only add to the questions. I practice
medicine and I do science in this area, however, these questions are far
more In the general field of the people than they are in the medical or
scientific field, however, I do know that the results may have a profound influence on the patients I care for, particularly those who are
unable to circumvent such restrictions. This, of course, reflects on
primarily the medically Indigent or the poor. This is not much help
but that Is as simple a view as I can sake.
Yours sincerely.

Brian Little, M.D.

IL/jb
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May 28, 1981

Honorable Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation on Powers
United States Senate
Washington DC 20510
Dear Senator Baucuss
I have spent considerable time thinking about Senate Bill 158 since its introduction
the early part of this year, and have recently read a report of a statement given
by Dr. Leon Rosenberg, a Yale University geneticist. I must say that Dr. Rosenberg
expressesmost elegantly, my own general thoughts. I believe that this is primarily
because 1, too, personally, favor individual choice whenever possible, but have
not been actively engaged in the abortion controversy. To answer, specifically,
your questions my own opinion id listed below.
1. I do not believe that the question of human personhood is either a medical
or scientific question. This decision will not lend itself to critical analysis
and accumulation of data.
2. The question of human personhood is certainly a moral, ethical, philosophical,
and religious problem. I am not sure that the body politic is qualified to
judge human personhood.
3. The answer here is a correlative of one. I do not believe, therefore, that
medical and/or scientific data alone can determine the definition of human
personhood.
4. S158 as now proposed will restrict the use of many presently employed means
of contraception, notably the pill. Amniocentesis for diagnostic and
therapeutic purposes would have no meaning and consequently would be little used.
I am appalled that Congress says that tax funds may not be used to support abortion
These are recognized legal indications for abortion in
for rape and incest.
many states, and this decision is, therefore, saying that "such is restricted from
poor women, but is not restricted from the person who can pay for it". I should
rather have rendered by our society a decision whether we are opposed to abortion
in all incidences or not.
"If this
I should like to close by quoting from Dr. Rosenberg's presentation.a pluralistic
accept
to
continue
cannot
society
our
that
matter is so compelling
view which makes women and couples responsible for their own reproductive
and
decision, then I say pass a constitutional amendment that bans abortion
overturns the Supreme Court decision in Rose vs. Wade, but don't ask medicine
to help justify that course, because they cannot".
Sincerely yours,

V
ab •

J9osph A. Little, M.D.
Professor of Pediatrics
Head of the Department
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April 24, 1981

Honorable Max Baucus

U. S. Senate
Washington, D.C, 20510
Dear Sirn
In response to your letter of 14 April, 1981, I
would like to make the following observations
1. I don't believe that the question
of Human Personhood is a medical and
scientific question in its entirety,
especially in regards-to conception being
the beginning of a Human Being and legal
Person.
2. The question of Human Personhood is a
moral ethical, philosophical and religious
question. Politics should be left out of
the discussion completely.
3. I agree that medical and scientific
data alone-eannot determine what the definition of Human Personhood should be in the
present context.
If I can be of any further assistance to you, please
do not hesitate to call.
Sincerely,

Ernest W. Lowe, M.D.
Professor
Department of Obs/GYN
Boston University

School of Medicine
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Honorable Max caucus

United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for the opportunity to assist in the evaluation of S.158.
The question of human personhood in myopinion is in part a medical
and scientific question and in part a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious
and political oe.
In the context of the bill the current medical and scientific data ts
not sufficient to determine the definition of human personhood in the present
context. Actually, there vould seem to be definite evidence that the
definition of human personhood as beginning at conception is inadequate.
There is a class of pregnancies defined as hydatidiform moles. In the
most extreme case, there is no fetus, cord, or almiotic membrane. This is
very clearly a "product of conception," yet any arguments for personhood
vould be probably impossible to effectively defend from a scientific or
medical point of view.

I hope the above Is of help. If I can provide any additional information or be of further assistance, please let me knov.
Sincerely yours,

Mark Lubinsky, M.D.,
Director

F.A.A.P.

Clinical Genetics Center

ML/kd
ADDENDUM:

_j

For the record, if it will be helpful, my credentials are:

3.S. (Biology), City College of New York, 1968; M.S. (Genetics), University
of Wisconsin, Madison, 1971; M.D., Downstate Medical Center, 1974; Pediatric
~ Internship and Residency, University of Wisconsin, 1974-76; Followva hip,
1 Clinical Genetics, University of Wisconsin, 1976-78; Director, Clinical
Genetics Center, Omaha, Nebraska, 1978-present; Fellow, American Academy of
Pediatrics, 1979; board-eligible, American board of Medical Genetics.
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I would like to share my thoughts with you on the subject of abortion.
I don't envy you and your subcommittee's grave responsibility Indealing
with so emotional a matter.
Last year the American Academy of Pediatrics, of which I am a member,
published a list of ten national health goals for children. The first
one starts off "all children should be wanted. . . Every week I see
the tragedy of children who do not come into this world as the result
of a commitment by two thoughtful people who assume the responsibilities
of parenthood. Instead, they are the end result of an unthinking folly,
no doubt influenced by our society's saturation with the enticements
of sexual activity.
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No sensitive person is happy about the idea of abortion. I was sickened
several years ago to receive advertisements through the mail from
abortion clinics when the state of New York liberalized their restrictions.
An abortion Is an emotionally wrenching experience for everyone involved
with it, but I feel very strongly that it is a lesser evil than continuing
an unwanted pregnancy. I am sure that the Planned Parenthood forces would
feel that their goal had been reached ifthey never had another accidental,
unwanted pregnancy to be involved with.
Senator East, I have had an 11-year-old child come inmy office, knocked
up. That iscrude language, but I think that describes her situation
very well. By no stretch of the imagination could that pregnancy be
considered the result of a committment by two thoughtful people to assume
the responsibilities of parenthood. To sentence that child to continue
her pregnancy would be cruelty beyond reason.
I bave been involved with a family whose 2-year-old died from injuries
Inflicted by its mother inthe name of discipline. I cannot believe that
that child was conceived out of a commitment to parenthood by two
thoughtful people.
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-I have given.a lot of thought to this matter of pregnancy by choice. Children are my
life's work, aind.1 love them. Each one of them deserves to be wanted and cherished.
All of us would agree-that terminating an unwanted pregnancy isa poor second choice
experience, though, itisunquestionably
to preventing it inthe first place. InnPy
better than the alternative.
Thank you for considering these comments. My sincere best wishes to you and your
subcommittee for wisdom, compassion, and Judgement inyour deliberations.
Sincerely,
R. T. Lucas, Jr., M.D.
RTLjr:cw
cc:

Senator Baucus
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May 26, 1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Recently, you solicited my opinions on S.1S.
This letter is written
as an individual physician, and not In any official capacity.
In my opinion, the question of human personhood is not a medical or
scientific question, but rather a religious or political one. I do
not believe that medical or scientific data alone can determine what
the definition of human personhood should be. I do believe that if
S.158 were enacted and were held Constitutional, there would be a
significant impact on the practice of medicine, particularly on genetic
screening and on currently accepted contraceptive practices.
I hope these answers may be useful to you in your deliberations.

SiJerely,~9
William H. Luginb

Dean
WHL:mhg

An Equal Opportunity Employer

M.D.
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June 2, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers

United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
This is in reply to your questionnaire concerning S. 158.
1) No.
2) 1 think this Is really an ethical, philosophical and religious question.
It is not a political question.

3) No.
4) If enacted, S. 158 would have a tremendous impact on the practice of medicine.
Children who are currently able to be picked up with illnesses prior to their
birth that will lead to their demise within a matter of 1-2 years would be
born and the cost alone of caring for these children would be astronomical.
The cost seems little when compared to the suffering of the parents, relatives
and physicians when we realize we are treating a hopeless condition.'
As far as genetic screening is concerned, it would be of no value or of
little value unless the parents opted not to have children if they knew
they were carriers of certain genes or if they had a child with a known
genetic disorder.
AS far as the use of contraceptives, it would seem to me this would do
away with the Intrauterine device which is perhaps one of the most useful
forms of contraception currently. It would also do away with any type of
device that did not allow the fertilized ovum to implant.
Finally, I think that this isan ethical Issue and o iicannot legislate ethics
without creating an underground to care for those people who feel ethically
different.
I hope you find this information useful.

John Mace, M.D.

Professor and Chairman
Department of Pediatrics
Loa Linda University School of Medicine

JM/tp
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June 5, 1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Mmber
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United state Senate
Washington# DC 20510
Dear Senator Daucusi
I an very pleased to share with you my views on S. 158. Like, you I feel that
this bill deals with a very sensitive area of human right, and I have ivan
considerable thought to the issues involved, since in my previous position as
Associate Professor of Human Genetics at the Yale Medical School, I was directly
concerned with these problems.
I an convinced that there is no scientific method of determining where or
when "personhood" begins. The issue is not one which can be empirically resolved.
for example, some would argue that the times at which a zygote can survive outside
the uterus should determine the onset of "personhood." However, recent advances
In technology have made. it possible for fertilied eggs to survive for short
periods outside the womb. and for earlier and earlier premature births to have a
chance of surviving. Does this mean that the time of onset of "personhood" is a
function of the technological state of society? I think not. Scientific "truths"
are by their nature subject to revision and cannot form the basis for a motal
judgment. Yet the question of the time at which a fetus become a person is quite
clearly" morel one, not in part but in toto. In short, while the scientist or
physician may have strong convictions abou-tthis issue, such convictions are based
on his or her ethical values, not upo* scientific evidence. Scientist* therefore
hev no special Insight into this problem.
The practical consequences of the psage into law of S. 158 would be devastating.
It is not clear to ae whether a physician could operate to relieve a tubal pregnancy
under this definition of life, since it would be killing one hlumn being to save
another. Of course genetic screening would become irelevant, except as a possible
forewarning of a deformed or congenitally disabled chid. Many couples hoterosygotic for a genetic diusas would be loathe to get pre8nnt since they would have
a one in four chance of having a diseased child and would hae no way to prevent
such a birth even if genetic screenlng detected the problem jn tI.,
From the wording of the bill, it seems quite likely to m that IWD's and
anti-iplantation drugs would be outlawed as contraceptive deviee, thus limiting
the range of mthods available for cotraception. A further problem meld arise
if a woman disobeyed ber physician's instructions during pregancy mad uiscarried.
Could she be prosecuted for negligent homicide or sued for dgse on behaf of
the fetus?-

Wh-inWA~4pgeVI.bjW&*
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In summary, my view is that S. 158 is a bill which attempts to legislate a
moral and philosophical issue, that there t no way that a scientific decision
about the time human life begins can be made, and that the results of passage of
8. 158 into law would be grave infringement on the civil rights of the citizens of
the USA as well as a serious setback in medical practice.
I appreciate the opportunity to express my views.
any further way, do not hesitate to contact m.

If I can be of help in

Yours,

P TLagee
Professor and Chairman
SP
cct

Senator Donald W. Retsle Jr.
Senator Carl Levin
Congressman James Dunn
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29, 1981

Senator Mbx Baucus
IRnking minority mober
Sub-O ittee on Searation of Powers
U. a. Senate
W8hingtCn, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Tunk you for asking my opinion on Senate bill #158. I strongly believe
that the question of humn personhood is not a medical or scientific question
but a moral, ethical, jtIoeophical ani/or religious question.
The passage of Senate bill #158 sesto have sud far-reaching effects
that it boggles the mind. Therefore, I think only after a long duration of
study and consultation with people in pl~losopeal and religious fields can any
I do not think it should be decided on medical
ve like this be atteq*tu.
or scientific groxds.
Q~od luck, and I hope we have heard the last of it.
Sincerely yours,

CS4:eg

Q~res S. Mahan* M.D.
Professor
Director, Division of hrbulatory
Services for wom

7.
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Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator:
Thank you for your letter of May 13 regarding Bill S.158. I find this
bill and the concept that "human personhood" (in the sense of an actual
human being or legal person) begins at conception Is totally without merit
from a moral, ethical, philosophical, biologic or scientific point of view
and represents an Intolerable intrusion Into the lives of Individual
citizens.

From a purely biological standpoint there can be no question that the
potential for life exists from the time of conception. On the other hand,
the potential for human existence clearly does not exist until the fetus
has developed to a point where it has the definite potential of developing
into a human being as we understand the term. In my opinion this potential
does not exist until the fetus has reached the 24th week of gestation.
This-ts based on the fact that (as far as I am aware) no fetus whose gestation was less than 24 weeks has ever survived. Because a fetus of 23 weeks
or less cannot survive, In spite of the most advanced technology currently
available, such a fetus cannot be said to have either de facto or, indeed,
potential for human existence. As I understand It, human existence
involves the abilty to function Independently as a human being; i.e., to
exist outside the uterus.

Until the fetus has passed 24 weeks of gestation

it does not have that potential.
The question of human personhoodpon the other hand,is a philosophical
concept whereas the potential for human existence can be determined by
medical and scientific data. New scientific data may, from time to time,
require a revision of the time at which such potential can be said to
exist. It Is agreed by all experts in this field that, at our current
state of knowledge, no fetus Is capable of surviving before 24 weeks of
gestation. Consistent with this the Supreme Court currently permits
abortions to be performed before the 20th week of gestation.
If S.158 is enacted it will have far-reaching consequences which will
be profoundly deleterious to the practice of medicine and, I believe, to
the well-being of the society as a whole. For example, the act would
require "due process of law" for any abortion to be performed. This would
render all of the years of painstaking research and outstanding discoveries
in the field of genetic screening completely nugatory. There are certain
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anomalies of the fetus which can be diagnosed with couplete accuracy in
utero.o Some of these anomalies are incompatible with life. To force a
woman, against her will, to carry such a fetus to torm can only be
classified as cruel, unusual and inhuman punishment.
The act would prevent the use of certain contraceptives whose action
is to prevent Implantation of the fertilized ovum. This would remove one
of the ultimate freedoms of the individual In our current society - the
freedom to decide whether or not to bear a child. This type of Intrusion
is intolerable and, of course, as in many other instances will produce
enormous hardship in that segment of society least able to bear its
consequences -- the poor and the disadvantaged.
I .have spent all of my professional life working towards the goal of
saving human lives, and in particular, the lives of mall, sick newborn
infants, The ultimate goal, shared by all persons in this field of medical
practice is to ensure the survival of a healthy and productive population
who can serve society to the best of their ability. I see no moral,
ethical or religious purpose in forcing individuals to have unwanted
children or indeed to bear children known to be seriously defective.
Society does not and will never undertake the care of such individuals,
the provision of care falling, inevitably, to the parents and families
concerned, frequently with disastrous consequences. I cannot believe that
such situations can contribute to human happiness nor Improve the moral,
ethical or physical well-being of society as a whole.
If I can be of any further assistance (ifyou feel it appropriate)
by providing testimony, I will be more than happy to assist in any way
possible.
Yours sincerely,

K. J fray Kaisels, W.D.
Prof ssor
Chiet, Division of Newborn Medicine
Kim/Jib
Enclosure
P.S.

I enclose my curriculum vitae for your information.
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Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I appreciate the opportunity to express my views regarding the bill S. 158.
In regard to the following questions:
1. Do you believe that the question of human personhood is a medical and
scientific question?
At the present time, I do not believe that the question of human
"personhood" isentirely a medical and scientific question. It
involves moral, philosophical, ethical, and religious questions.
Contrary to chapter 101, section 1 of the bill, there is no solid
scientific evidence which indicates that Opersonhood" exists from
conception.
2. Is ityour view that the question of human personhood is in part a moral,
ethical, philosophical, religious, or pol-tical question?
I believe that the question of "personhood" Involves all of the areas
heretofore mentioned, medical, scientific, moral, ethical, philosophical,
and religious. This question should be considered in those areas and not
settled in the political arena by means of legislation. Ithas been
proven over and over again that moral, ethical, philosophical, religious,
and scientific matters cannot be legislated.
3. Do you believe that medical and scientific data alone can determine what
the definition of human personhood should be in the present context?
I do not believe that medical and scientific data alone can define human
"personhood."
4. What, in your judgment, would be the Impact if S. 168 is enacted? On
the practice of medicine on genetic screening; on the use of contraceptivess;.other?
The Impact of this legislation on medical practice would be as follows:
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A. Itwould make illegal the use of intrauterine contraceptive devices
and birth control pills.
b. Itwould put Into legal hands rather than medical judgment the use
of any drugs inpregnancy including those necessary to preserve the
mother s It.
c. Itwould, by law, preserve a fetus with a known incapacitating condition.
d. It would not allow for medical care of spontaneous abortions until
all evidence of pregnancy, including Beta subunit chorionic gonadotropin assayb was negative.
e. Incases of septic abortion, the law would indicate that the mother
1. Could not receive drugs which would be life saving and
ii. That.contrary to accepted medical practice now this septic
pregnancy could not be terminated.
f. A problem already recognized inall arenas, including the political
one, isthat of adolescent pregnancy and the withdrawal of contraceptives would certainly compound the problem.
g. Ectopic pregnancies are those that occur outside of the normal
uterine cavity. It isknown that tubal and ovarian pregnacies
do not go to term and could be life endangering for the mother and
and should be terminated when identified. This proposed law would
negate care of the motherunder these circumstances.
h. The law'would negate doing amniocentesis for a known genetic problem
such as Tay-Sachs, mongolism, etc.
I. The law would further negate the use of drugs and accepted medical
procedures for the care of maternal disease in the second and final
trimesters,
The legal problems raised by S. 158 would seen to fall Into the following areas:
1. It would produce an involuntary servitude for the maternal host; i.e.,
Itprotects the ,new person" at all costs to the mther.
2. Itproduces many legal questions regarding the use of not only drugs to
preserve the mother's life but If,for example, at some future date.a
food substance was Identified that caused congenital anomalies, the
newborn could sue Its mother for having used such.* substance during
pregnancy.
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3. Similar legal problems are raised by the working environment of the
mother or her choice of activities when pregnant.
4. If indeed personhood" exists from the point of conception, the question
of informed consent of the fetus is raised and at the moment there are
no known answers to that.
Economic Impact - The problem of adolescent pregnancy has already been alluded
to and the impact of this economically would be tremendous.
Social Impact - Again the problem of adolescent pregnancy would be compounded
socially and the socioeconomic impact around the country as a whole would be
significant.
The economic consideration of the fetal-maternal adversary relationship set up
by this bill would be significant.
Finally, if the covert purpose of this bill is to prevent legal abortions then
the bill should so state and address that problem. If the purpose of the bill
is indeed to define "personhood" and it is the opinion of the political
leaders that these things should be settled in the political arena, then I
think all of the above problems should be addressed and specifically defined
In the legislation.
Sincerely,

GDM:Js

$7-999 0 - 82 - 36

Ged ge D. Malkasian, Jr., M.D.
Professor-Chal man
Division of Obstetrics
and Medical Synecology
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The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am writing to you as the Ranking Minority Member of the Subcommittee
on Separation of Powers which has been holding hearings on Senate Bill 158.
This Bill defines human beings as existing from the moment of conception. On
careful reading and study of this Bill, I was struck by the theological manner
In which it Is written. It seems strange to me that the Congress of the United
States should be concerned with such biological and theological questions as
the status of the fertilized human egg. Yet the Bill is before your committee
and I should like to provide my answers to some of the questions which you
proposed ina recent letter to me. I also enclose a copy of my curriculum
vitae, which may document both my interests and my qualifications for responding to your questions.
First, I realize that your Comittee has received testimony to the effect
that scientific data supports the proposition that human life inthe sense of
an actual human being or legal person begins at conception. There is no such
data,thenor can there be. The decision as to when the developing human
scientific
fetus achieves
status of a human being is a religious, social, or political
decision, not a scientific decision. At the present.time, we confer such status
on Individuals after they are born, and biologically separated from their mothers.
Even so, the newborn baby lacks many of the human characteristics which are essential to full particip&titnftn human society.' Children are not equal to adults
in such matters as the consumption of alcohol, serving in the armed forces,-. :-"
voting, and so forth. Moreover, the acquisition of the essential characteristics
to become an adult is a gradual process, and societies differ In the age at vhich'
adulthood Is recognized. The same basic problem exist in regard to life before
birth. Development is a continuous process and when to confer legil status
as a person is necessarily an arbitrary social decision. In some primitive
societits one does not agieve full status as a person until after puberty.
I know of no society which confers such legal status on a fertillted egg.
The question of human personhood is not really a medical or scientific
question, but science can say something about the acquisition of those biological
properties-that cause individuals to be considered as human beings. With modern
scientific technology, we can keep an adult individual alive even when the brain
has ceased to function, and can never function again. Such individuals are
mtabolically alive, but are scarcely persons In the legal sense. At the other
end of the spectrum of development, at the ferti:llted egg, there are none of
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-2the biological qualifications for being a legal person. It is well to remember
that most fertilzed human eggs die in the oviduct or uterus and never develop
to tem.
It is most important to appreciate the fact that embryonic divelopwent
is a process in which the essential characteristics of human beings develop gradually
from an Initial state In which they are not present at all. The fact that an egg
has the potential of contributing to the development of a human being does not
make the egg equivalent to a human being. Nearly everything of importance is
added after the egg Is fertilized. The enlargement in mass from the egg to the
newborn is more than a billion times, and the single egg cell gives rise to more
than a trillion cells In the adult. Moreover, from the 'single egg cell perhaps
as many aS a thousand different kinds of cells develop - muscle, nerve! thyroid,
sperm, etc. None of the distinctive constituents of these many cells is present
in the egg. The organization of these cells into tissues and organs to produce
the structures of human anatomy occurs gradually during many months of development. Only after these structures are present and functioning Is there any
adequate basis for recognizing a human being.
There isa distressing confusion of potentiality with actuality inmuch
of the current discussion. With our modern scientific technology, it ispossible
in theory (and in practice with experimental animals) to dispense with fertilization
altogether in the process of generating a new indifidual. Thus the sperm is not
needed. By microsurgery on the fertilized egg it is possible to remove the
genetic material introduced by the spem or to replace all the genetic material
of the egg with a transplanted nucleus. Moreover, the developing embryo can be
separated into several cells, each of which will develop into a complete individual.
So the potential isnot to develop into just a single Individual, but into several.
Moreover, separate embryos can be aggregated 'together to make a single individual.
Thus what was originally destined to be two or three or four individuals can
now be made Into a single" individual. These laboratory manipulations, which are
commonplace with experimental animals, serve to emphasize the faot that the
fertilized egg Isnot equivalent to a single individual; the egg may develop
into several individuals or become only a part of one. Likewise, there isno
great significance inthe initial genetic makeup of the fertilized egg, since
at makeup can be altered or replaced through microsurgical Intervention.
The question of when we, as social human beings, wish to accord the status
*of human being to a developing individual can be considered a philosophical or
religious or political question, with moral and ethical overtones, but it is certainly not a scientific question. Those who assert that sconce supports the
concept that the fertilized egg Is a human being are misusing science in support
of their own philosophical or theological views. No amount .of medical or scientific
data alone could ever precisely define the time at which a developing individual.
should be regarded as a human being.
I believe the primary deficiency in the current discussion of the Issues
of contraception and abortiod as raised InBill.S 158 is the failure to realize
the nature of embryological development. The tem 'human life" isoften used,
but that isvery misleading. Life Isa continuous process that has been going
on for billions of years. Itdoes not begin with a fertilized egg. The cellular
antecedents of that egg were-Ahso alive. If the Congress fully appreciates
the fact that nearly all human eggs, numbering nearly 7 million at the maximum
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-3during the embryonic life of the female, die and disintegrate, and that approxImately two-thirds of the eggs that are fertilized never develop to tem, then
surely eggs and human beings will not be equated. Moreover, I hope that Congress
considers the fact that embryonic development can be easily modified by current
scientific technology: by enucleation, by nuclear transplantation, by activating
eggs to develop without being fertilized, by aggregating several embryos into
one, by making several embryos oyt of one, and by numerous other procedures,
We know that the physical structures required for the eipression of the characterIstics of a human being do not exist inearly states of development and only
gradually develop to the point where life can be maintained independent of the
mother.
As a biologist, I cannot improve upon the verdict of the Supreme Court, when
it drew the boundary between a fetus and a human being at the time when the
developing individual achieves biological independence from the mother. That
decision in Rowe vs. Wade made in 1973 represents, in my view, the deepest
understanding of which our society is currently capable indrawing a line through
a continuous process of human development at that point at which a human being
has been formed -- that is, at birth.
Yours sincerely,

Clement L. Markert
Henry Ford 11 Professor
of Biology at Yale University
CLM:rc
Enclosure
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June 3. 1981
Senator max Saucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
Unites States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Der Senator Saucus:
I have revlwed bill S156 designed "to provide that human life shall be
deemed to exist from conception." I recognize that the bill has engendered
substantial public debate, and that scientists and physicians are being asked
essentially to define the onset of human life. Theologians and philosophers
have grappled with this issue over the centuries and even within my own
religion* there has been variation of opinion over the years as to exactly
when inpregnancy, meaningful human life begins. I am a Roman Catholic and well
recognize that the official position of the Church on this matter has been
altered as scientific information has become available. As you no doubt know,
the present view of the Roman Catholic church is in general that life begins
with conception, but I am sure there are those of other persuasions who would
disagree. The-problem we have then Is to define conception inscientific terms.
Before I comment on that issue, I should make the point that we are dealing
with a metaphysical Issue and not a scientific one. It Ismy view that Inour
pluralistic society in the United States, It is inappropriate to define in law
a position which would then have to be e"braced by all of our citizens, the
violation of which would put those whose bIllefs are contrary to those expressed
Inthe law in Jeopardy. As a citizen who feels that our society has been served
well by our. traditional separation of church and state, I would not wish to see
a low enacted which would Impose my own religious and moral views on others who
are not of my persuasion. I would surely run the risk that at scm point others
might wish to impose their views on me. in the history of the Church there are
numerous examples of those with firm beliefs who were martyred by others who
objected to the principles they espoused.
Moral and litigious issues aside, let us consider the scientific Information
pertinent to any discussion of when life begins. Inthe early church, because
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the process of fertilization and early development was not appreciated, a
position was held that life actually began with the movement of the fetus
within the uterus or "quickening." When It was appreciated that pregnancy
occurred as the result of union of sperm and egg, many then defined the
beginning of life as representing that event. As the physiology of the
fertilization process Is scrutinized In greater detail however, It becomes
evident that at the scientific level the issue Is not quite so simple.
Spermatozoa are living cells. They present evidence that they are actually
living by their motility. They are equipped with a very effective mechanism
for movement In the form of a tall which beats under the control of cytoplasm
droplets within the head whose motion Is also Influenced by other factors not
yet understood. This living cell which has been manufactured In the testes
Is released Into the environment provided by the male reproductive tract.
It Is not yet capable of fertilization, and It must first come under the
Influence of the male reproductive tract where It acquires an additional
ability to function In the fertilization process. Even after It Is released
from the male reproductive tract during ejaculation, It is still incapable of
penetrating the egg, and It Is modified further after exposure to the female
reproductive tract taking on additional ability or capacity to fertilize.
I don't believe there Is any theologian who would deny that the spermatozoan
Is human from the very point when It Is manufactured and that It is living.
The decision then, must be made as to whether the spermatozoan Itself, being
living and human, and having the potential for continued life once fertilization
has occurred, albeit In another form, is entitled to the right of protection
as a person. Those who would deny this right to the spermatozoan might argue
that It Is not a complete human cell chromosomally. It contains only the
haploid or half of the number of chromosomes which are finally present In the
embryo. Paradoxically, those who would take that position would, undoubtedly
Insist that an Individual born with fewer or more chromosomes than normal
Ishuman and entitled to all the rights of "personhood.'" The decision to
base the definition of "human life" solely on the number of chromosomes In
a given cell has far reaching lipllcatlons. This rather absurd example of
an effort to apply scientific fact to a metaphysical definition can easily
be highlighted as we take the argument further.
This living human structure, the spermatozoan, possibly not completely human
because It does not have a complete complement of chromosomes, becomes more
human as It takes on the ability to fertilize under the Influence of the
female reproductive tract. Itundergoes certain biochemical and morphological
changes which are still not completely understood, which condition It further
so that It can finally enter the egg. The process of fertilization, actually
began with conditioning of the spermatozoan In the male and female reproductive
tracts. Thereafter, fertilization involves not only the egg Itself, but the
various Investments which surround the egg at the time It Is released from the
follicle in the ovary. The sequence of events which occur during penetration
are not completely understood, although the process has been studied extensively
In exporimental animals using in vitro fertilization. Suffice It to say, that
the spe.atozoan must penetrate-a cellular coat which surrounds the egg, must
find Its way to and attach Itself to the zone pellucid&, a protein layer which
Immediately surrounds the cytoplasm of the egg. The penetrating spermatozoan
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must hve been conditioned further such that Itcan traverse the zone pellucida,
must then attach Itself to the egg membrane or the cell wall and finally penetrate
Into the egg cytoplasm. It Is then modified further to form a pronucleus. Thereafter, the male pronucleus and the female pronucleus, also formed at about the
same time, Join and at some point thereafter, there Isdivision of this egg to the
two-cell stage. Ifwe are to ask scientists when during this process human
"personhood" Isassured, those who are unfamiliar with the details of the events
as presently known might easily provide a glib answer - something to the effect
that when egg and sperm '1eet,1'this union represents the beginning of a new and
sacred lhfe. Definitions are not so easy, however, for those of us who have studied
the details of the process. Ifwe take the position that It Isthe completion of
the fertilization process which Is Important, there are those who could equally
take the position that It Is the potential for completion of the fertilization
process which Is Important. The tRter position, vis-a-vis fertilization, would
be sliAllar to the position of those who state that the recently fertilized egg
represents the beginning of human personhood because It has the potential of proceeding on through further development in the oviduct and uterus.. The fallacy
here Isthat a high percentage of oocytes which have been penetrated never proceed
on to further development, and that many oocytes which do are thwarted so early
In their development that their presence Is not even recognized in the form of a

skipped menstrual period.
Must we, then, as scientists give you, as legislators, a clear cut definition
on the beginning of life based on our knowledge of fertilization? The state of
the art will not allow such a statement when the process Is still completely
understood. The National institute of Child Health and Human Development recently
sponsored a conference on Invitro fertilization, and the debate and discussion
of that meeting occupies a TuOT
lume. I am sorry to report that for many
facets of the fertilization process, there Isno consensus as to exactly how
itoccurs. I doubt seriously that any scientist with genuine expertise In this
field would be able to label one event or another in this complicated chain of
events leading to early development as the pivotal one on which you could base
a decision on exactly when "human life" begins.
This Inability on the part of the scientific community to define precisely
the onset of life In biological termswilll create a vast number of legal Issues
ifbill S158 is enacted. These will revolve about the appropriateness of
various contraceptive measures. A rigid position on the beginning of life
based even on present scientific knowledge In the fertilization field could
eventually allow one to apply this law to proscribe many commonly used contraceptive measures. For example, one could readily make a case for banning
the use of the Intrauterine devise (IUD) which Is associated with occasional
penetration of an egg, but the problem Iscompounded further In that we do not
really know Inhow mony Instances an actual fertilization Iscompleted In the
presence of an IUD, nor can we say Inhow many cycles fertilization Iseven
Initiated. Some of the low dose oral contraceptives do not uniformly Inhibit
ovulation, and may occasionally prevent pregnancy by modifying the endometrium
or uterine lining. These mechanisms of action cannot always be defined. Yet,
scientists will be asked to testify on these Issues, and legislators will be
asked to base decisions on Incomplete or speculative Information.
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Many of the scientists who have testified that human life exists from
conception are not working actively In the fertilization field* and hence
do not have the expertise or detailed Information which would allow them
to appreciate the complexity of this process. Hence, their statements were
based on opinion out of a sense of religious or moral persuasion and not fact.
I know of no well grounded expert in the fertilization field who would be
willing to define the exact moment In this complicated early developmental
process at which further development Is assured. Hence, In my Judgment

It Is thoroughly inappropriate to asP the scientific community to assist
congress in a definition of "human personhood." The definition Isa
theological one and clearly not a scientific one at all.
Since

yours,

Lulgi istrol annI, Jr .
LMt gc
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The Honorable Max Baucus
Senator, State of Montana
1107 Dirksen Senate Office Building

Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator Baucus
Thahk you for sending me a copy of Mr; Helms S. 158. The questions you
raiseare difficult to answer. inyour letter you state that you are writing to me as
a medical expert and I shall answer your questions from that position. The goal of
ethical physicians Is to nurture life and to produce, or restore, quality of life. -in
that spirit, I view human personhood as a scientific, moral, ethical, and
philosophical Issue. I do not view it as a political issue. Certain faiths have made It
a religious issue and I don't think my judgment will change that.
I view S. 151 as a bill with tragic Implications. Medicine has made vast
strides in determining whether or, not a fetus is sound through genetic screening,
anocoentesis procedures, etc. It Is my view, as a physician, that parents
anticipate a son child who can be responsive to training and has a reasonable
chance of growing to healthy adulthood. If this expectation clearly cannot be met,
I believe It better to terminate the pregnancy and try agan. There was a time in
the history of man when one did not have this choice today, when such an informed
choice Is viable, parents do not have to be "doomed" or "sentenced* to the
emotional ad yslcai strain and the financial burden of raising a child who Is
I noted with interest the ntroduction of S.1090 which seeks to deal with some
of the problems of adolescent pregancy-yet even abortion research would be
restricted under the bill. Under S. 151, it appears that Senator Helms would
restrict the rght of every citizen to choose abortion whether that choice Is
financed with public funds or not. While I believe that those Individuals who hold
this tent as a result of their religious beliefs should have the right to choose
whether or not preg
should be terminated In their own ving situation, I do
not believe that religious and political beliefs on this issue should be forced on
others. Clearly, It enacted, Individuals seeking termination of pregnancy would be
forced to use less than optimal medical facilltles
In summary, scientific advances have allowed us to make diagnoses of
intrauterine conceptuses which do not have sufficient qualities to live
independently as "human belngs'. Should we deny these scientific advances? I
subscribe to the position that life should include "quality of life" and therefore I
cannot support this or similar legislation.

Sincerely,

Alien W.Mathies,

Ir, D

Dean, School of Medicine
AWMdb
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June 8, 1981
The Honorable Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for the copy of S.158 and your interest Inobtaining
recommendations from the scientific community. First of all I do not
believe that the question of human personhood Isa medical and scientific question. Infact, I think that the passage of S. 158 would
deliver a death blow to scientific investigations both medical and
basic. We are already having difficulties incontinuing funding for
some of the more important programs that have been previously funded
through our National Institutes of Health. Medical and scientific
data alone can certainly not determine the definition of human personhood and should not even be considered. Whether the question of human
person isinpart moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or political questions remain to be answered by people who are experts inthese
fields. From my viewpoint and from the vIewpoints of my colleagues I
would urge you to do everything you can to table S.158 insubcommittee
and never allow itto reach vote to the full Senate.
Thank you very much for your willingness to seek outside information concerning this bill. Ithas been my pleasure to deliver you
what I consider to be a sound answer.
Sincerely yours,
Anthony R. Means. Ph.D.
Professor and Vice-Chairman
AR4:gal
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The Honorable Max Baucus
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
20510
Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator Baucus:
I apologize for my belated' reply to your request for my opinion
about Bill S.158 which is "to provide that human life shall be deemed to
exist from conception."
I urge you to vote against this Bill.
To define human life is extremely difficult, witness the fact
that neither physicians, philosophers nor the clergy have been able to
define it with ease or unanimity. Medical knowledge does not provide
a basis for defining when human life begins.
The passage of this Bill would effectively deny to women the right
to choice; I believe that this would be wrong, and a great disservice
to women.
Therefore, I urge you to vote against the Bill.
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to
Sincertly
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press my views.
you sao

.ZMHearso

Jr. , M.
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Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you very much for the letter of May 13th that just arrived
to my hands today, since it was sent to an old address of the
Chicago Medical School.
Regarding the four questions:
(1) I do believe that human personhood is a medical and scientific question.
(2) I also believe that human personhood is an ethical, physiological, and consequently, political issue.
(3) In this context I believe that medical and scientific data
should be taken into consideration when defining human personhood, but also other criteria are to be put together to raise a
proper definition. Summarizing my personal position, I believe
that the difficulty lies in where we all agree in that a newborn
is a human being and consequently, we should accept that a few
minutes before being delivered, being the same individual, it
should also be considered a human being. If this ratiionale is
valid, ttme is not the essential criteria since minutes, hours,
days, weeks, months and trimesters are just aspects of the same
life and I do not see why what is.valid at the end of a pregnancy
is not valid from its very beginning.
(4) Although, it is very difficult to make predictions nowadays,
if S158 is enacted obviously the use of contraceptives will be
expanded. Regarding genetic screening, the issue is whether a
genetically defective embryo has the full potential of a normal
9uan being. Since the answer is perhaps no, I would predict that
abortion for genetical reasons will remain legal.
I hope I have contributed with my answers with the best of my
knowledge and beliefs. Should I be needed for any further
help, do not hesitate in contacting me.

Senator Max Baucus
June 12, 1981
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cerely.

aMendez-Bauer,

M.D.

Chairman Division
Perinatal Research and
Intensive Care Unit
MB/kc
P.S.

In the future please send all correspondence to:
Cook County Hospital
Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology
1825 West Harrison Street
Chicago, Illinois 60612
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Box 651
June 11, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
The Committee on the Separation
of Powers
The.United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Currently the United States Senate is engaged in deliberations on
Senate in S.158 seeking to define when human life begins. As the
Supreme Court of the United States deemed itself unable to define
when human life begins, It is proper that the legislative branch of
government attempt to define, for purposes of social custom and law,
this critical period in the human life cycle.
As a practitioner of the medical subspecialty of Neonatology (the care
of the newborn child), the limits of the successful application of
current technology to the human infant of 24 weeks gestation and below
are both frustrating and disappointing. It is,however, obvious that
the human fetus is both alive In terms of vital function and his ability
to respond to numerous Internal and external stimuli from very early in
human gestation. Unfortunately, Inmany Instances, I am called to provide what little care Isavailable to the human Infant delivered prior
to 24 weeks gestation.' If the dramatic strides inneonatal care of the
last decade continue, we will significantly lower the age of human
infant survivability and Infant well-being. Unfortunately the vast
majority of these Infants die in 1981. To deny sanctity and a thoughtful
and compassionate approach to the mother and father of these Infants,
and to discafd these mature newborns as neither being alive nor within due process of both law and humanity Is unconscionable. Certainly,
the mother and father of these infants recognize a tremendous loss when
their infants have died. It,therefore, seems inconsistent to be able
to die with such profound effects on parents and td never have lived

as proposed by some witnesses testifying before your committee.
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Because of the above, and because of the requirement for due protection
under the constitution for all persons, I respectfully request that
you consider favorably S.158 and provide for the constitutional protection of human Infants regardless of their age at birth. Current
technological advances hopefully will enable the salvage of many more
infants that, In 1981, serve to frustrate physicians and cause sorrow
for us all.
Respectfully yours,

T. Allen Merritt, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
Obstetrics and Gynecology
TAM: nj
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April 24, 1981

Senator Max Baucus

United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am responding to your letter as a medical and scientific expert.
My training has been.both in obstetrics and gynecology and in genetics.
My major area of expertise is cytogenetics, in which I have done research for twenty-two years. My first publication dealing with chromosome abnormalities, in a patient with Klinefelter syndrome (XXY)
and Mongolism (Down Syndrome; trisomy-21) appeared in 1959, Just a few
months after Jerome Lejeune's classic first report of a human chromosome abnormality. I continue to deal with such problems, being involved
in genetic counseling and prenatal diagnosis of genetic and chromosome disorders.
I believe that the question of human personhood has medical, scientific,
moral, ethical, philosophical, religious and political dimensions. Medical
and scientific data alone cannot determine what the definition of human
personhood should'be, although a useful definition must take medical and
scientific information into account. In my view, the human embryo or fetus
is a potential person, but must be born and live outside the mother's body
to become an actual person.
It is incorrect to saythata human being exists at conception. Following
conception, many fertilized eggs (perhaps a third) do not have the potential
to develop into a human being because of a genetic or other defect so severe
that implantation in the uterus never occurs. In other cases (about one in
seven) implantation does occur, but only a placenta (but no embryo) develops,
or the embryo that is formed cannot survive the first few months of pregnancy,
and miscarriage (spontaneous or sissd abortive) occurs. Other embryos do
not die-so early but still lack the potential to become a normal human being.
In some pregnancies. advames Ia medical science now make it possible
to predict, usually by the 19th or 20th week of pregnancy, that a particular
fetus does not have the potential to become a normal human being but is
doomed to die later in pregnancy, (a stillbirth), soon after birth (e.g. an
anencephallc) or somewhat later (e.g. a child vith Tay Sachs disease), or
else will manifest moderate or profound mental retardation or other serious
defect. Many couples, given this information and the choice, elect to terainate such a pregnancy. I share their view of parental responsibility.
As scientific understanding increases in this relatively new area of research,
I expect that alternatives to abortion will be developed to prevent at least
some of these types of problems.
Sincerely,

OJM/hb

1

iler, M.D.
Orlyando
Professor of Iman Genetics and
Development and Obstetrics and

Gynecology
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June 3, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers,
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I would answer the questions contained in your letter of May
13, 1981 as follows:
1. Do you believe that the question of human personhood
is a medical and scientific question? My answer to
this question is no.
2. Is it your view that the question of human personhood
is in part a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious
or political question? Yes.
3. Do you.believe that medical and scientific data alone
can determine what the definition of human personhood
should be in the present context? My answer to this
is no.
4.

What, in your judgment, would be the impact if S. 158
is enacted? a.) On the practice of medicine, I
believe that S. 158 would have a definitely detrimental
effect on medical practice and the health of our patients.
b.) On genetic screening, I believe that S. 158
would make the tremendous advances in genetic screening
which have occurred in recent years useless, and would
result in the birth of many individuals to a life of
extreme suffering. c.) on the use of contraceptives,
I believe that S. 158 would serve to outlaw several
safe and effective contraceptive techniques.

In summary, it is clear that S.' 158 is intended to deprive
women of their rights as individuals, and to deprive the
doctors for women of some of the means of assuring women's
physical and emotional well-being. There are no new scientific
data to affirm or deny that personhood begins at any time prior
to the birth of an individual. I feel very strongly that the
passage of this bill would be a blow to freedom.
Sincerely,
George W. Mitchel,
Professor and Chairman
GWI4:go

87-999 0 - 82 - 37

M.D.
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June 5, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Der Senator Baucus:
I am writing you with regard to S.158. I do believe that the question of
human personhood is a medical and scientific question. But in my view the
question of human personhood is also in part a moral, ethical, philosophical,
religious and political question. I therefore do not believe that medical and
scientific data alone can determine what the definition of human personhood
should be.

N

If S.AS8 is enacted, I believe that the impact will be disastrous. Not
only will women lose more control than even the little they have exercised over
their own bodies, but also physicians will be handicapped in the exercise of their
judgement as to what would be in the best medical interest of their patients. It
will become impossible to perform genetic screening even for the purpose of re-

assuring parents concerning the normality of their offspring since amniocentesis
is associated with a degree of risk to the fetus. Obviously abortion even of a
severely defective fetus will be illegal, and tragic examples of wrongful life,
some of whom may even sue their parents for their living pain, may survive to
lie bitter and difficult dependent lives. Contraceptives whose action potentiallyu6ccurs following fertilization of the egg will be proscribed although the
proportion of fertilized eggs which implant successfully and are not aborted
spttaneously by six weeks following the onset of the last menstrual period is
pr6bably less than 50%. The assumption that every fertilized egg represents a
hun being fated to survive is an inaccurate assumption. Even a high percentage
of k planted embryos spontaneously and without recognition abort.
For your interest I enclose a clipping from the Chicago Tribune of June 2,
196.
This may be the forerunner of other legal actions based on what in my
judgement is an ill-considered definition of human personhood. I hope that
S.IS8 will not succeed.
Sincerely,

Naomi K. Morris, M.D.,MPH
Professor and Director

Community Health Sciences
and Professor of Pediatrics
Abraham Lincoln School of Medicine
NNM/mb
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Gremt Mwow. III, M.D.
Medical Director

700 Children's Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43205

and
' aisrman
D"*aortment of Pediatrics

Telphone (614 4612OM

OhioSate University

June 4, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Subcomittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Daucus:
Thank you for your letter of May 13, 1981 which I received on June 1,
1981 regarding Senate Bill 1158. As a biochemical geneticist and a
person involved inthe day-to-day management of Individuals with difficult
genetic disorders, I feel I am qualified to con.,ent on the questions
listed in your letter. To pinpoint when human personhood begins is a
philosophical and religious issue and has very little, if anything,
to do with medical or scientific data. Unfortunately Inthe senate
hearings, many well-intentioned scientists have thrust their overzealous opinions on the committee as if their conclusions were based on
scientific fact. As. Dr. Leon Rosenberg stated, there are no scientific
or medical data to answer the question of when human personhood begins.
In mt Judgmbnt, ifSenate Bill #158 is enacted, itwill be an intrusion
upon the rights of all women to have some control over their own bodies
and their destiny.
My feeling is that this is an Individual and couple decision regarding
how a particular pregnancy is managed. Senate Bill #158 would probably
have a very negative effect on the genetic screening programs that are
now going on and would unfortunately prevent the economically disadvantaged
person from having the opportunity to have the same medical care that a
person of greater means would have; i.e., termination of a particular
pregnancy. Itisunfortunate that moral issues have been construed to be
scientific dogma.
I hope this letter will answer the questions you raised.

Grant Morrow, 111, M.D.
GI/dt
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The Honorable Max Baucus
Minority Leader, Subcormittee on
Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington. D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for the opportunity to respond to the questions
you pose. I cannot agree with the proposed statement in
S. 168 that "scientific evidence Indicates a significant likelihood that actual human life exists from conception." That
cells or collections of cells may be alive or dead issubject
to scientific proof, When the products of conception actually
become, infact, a human being with constitutional rights Is
not In my Judgment amenable to scientific definition with the
knowledge we have at hand. Having struggled with this question
personally and also In discussion with others, I find that no
meaningful statement can be given without recourse to a moral
or religious framework for making personal or professional
decisions. Accordingly, I do not fel that this definition
should be subject to legislation but rather that personal '
choice and conviction should be respected and protected within
the proper bounds of religious and ethical freedom given to
our citizens.
S erely
H. May, MN.D.
Richard
Dean and Provost
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May 28, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Vashington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
In response to your request I am pleased to have this opportunity to express
my views on the complex issues raised by 8.158. Let me begin with replies to your
specific question.:
1. 1 do not believe that the question of hman personood Is wholly a medical
and scientific matter, although, of course, human personhood has a biological
foundation.
2. I do believe that the question of human personhood is in part a moral, ethical.
philosophical, religious, and/or political matter.
3. 1 do not believe that medical and scientific data alone can determine what
the legal definition of human personhood should be.
4. In my Judgment enactment of S.158 would have a significantly negative
Impact on the provision of medical care, on the practice of genetic screening, and
on the survival of individual responsibility and freedom in personal decisions regarding reproduction. Specifically (but not all inclusively) enactment of 8.158 would
impede end mpair optimal obstetrical care, would abolish all genetic screening
programs regardless of merit or popular support, and would illepalize the use of
contraceptives that interfere with implantation of the conceptus. I believe that
Inactuent of 8.158 .is contrary to the best interests of the American public and would
constitute intrusion of government into decision areas best left to the individual.
In my view the crux of the conflict in debate over 8.158 lies in the confusion
of biological and legal definitions of human life. Biological human life begins at
conception. Conception provides the genetic definition of a person, all subsequent
events such as implantation, completion of organogenesis, initiation of heartbeat,
achievement of viability, and birth being time-variable markers on a continuum. The
legal definition of a person must begin at some point :inthis continuum and isnot
determined or determinable by scientific experiment or observation. To concede the
uniqueness of conception as a biological and genetic event is not to concede that
the conceptus is a person in the sense implicit in the 14th amendment to the
Constitution of the United States,
Those who believe that a newborn infant isand that a conceptus is not a legal
human personhoodare then faced with the dilena of determining when legal human
personhood begins in a continuum of events occurring at varying times for each
individual. I repeat for emphasis that science cannot alone determine this point.
This to the province of law, and solution will involve compromise and practicality.

A pd~sin. hdpmdm1. ~kwaaU~ ~hwW4y
As qug m.e~I1,hmm.~ M*5 ~
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I should like to guest that.the point of individual viability be taken as the
point of individual leal personhood. By viability I mean biological viability
with all of the support that can be provided by society. (Evan a newborn
infant is not viable without care.) Because of the variability of this point,
the leal definition could be set at the lowest age at vhich any fetus has ever
survived outside of the mother's uterus. This time point would have to be reset
to accomodate the advances in neonatology that continuously lover the age of
viability. The time point would represent not a scientific absolute but a
practicable compromise. Such compromises are the essence of legal solutions to
buan disputes which require settlement in the face of inadequate and perhaps
unobtainable knowledge.
I hope that these ideas will aid you in your difficult task of evaluating
8.158, and I shall be pleased to be of any further assistance.
Sincerely yours,

Karl No 1ench, M.D.
Professor of medicine and of
Biochemistry
Chief, Division of Genetic Medicine
(Typed from Dr. Rkench's
handwritten original and
sent in his absence.)
I3/wrb
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Problem tree
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j..
1A I do nat present myslf "s a mupleoe for

the medical prefesialo.

Is amer to your tour questola., I bve the follobwn

comenta.

I either the astwv of peroubood nor the appropriate
lptig
it see to m questions that Is ay useful sea"
me" 6
oa be ale0d 0"iestifto.= (I reoogniso, however, that mAy people
ae the word eoiestifloo somre or ls" iatenosaeable with
sbolarly.) Vhether tey are medical, Is hard to ey. beevsoe the
sholerly Deeps of mediwe to poorly defined, tfe ideal physician
wmld address all the relevant fact. end arguments but in reality few
physoloaw are equipped, or deposed, to do to.
I would rather address the quetion of what the ideal ,ouroes of
*vidoseo pertisat to the physiolans declionmy be. In the
eo"itifte sphere theq would oertainly include the following.
(a)

Some "speots of pbyio sad chemistry, &Laos evidently
without these nothing reueabllmg bumn life seem to exist.

Mb) Certain biologicel fecto, notably the basic genetic
meohumed., z the pe eent state of our knoledge it appears
that eli the geetLo endowment of tme Individual are firmly
formed, pu seet, and uniquely determined at oonoptioa.
(e)

Certan medical statistice. Theee are sot of irreprochable
quality, but the orders of magnitude that I shell quote are
reasonably "ourate. the obheoes of a person ultimately
reaulting are eosevmt as follows;

~
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Certain psychiatric and psycholog cal evidence on what
constitutes sentence.
Both arguments from critical changes in probability and the

existence of unambiguous and essential physico-choalal structures

associated with humn personality, suggest conception s the most
promising critical point between nom-personhood and persohoo4. Beyond
this *tage the evolution of the pregnanoy may fail for two reason.
The endowment of the fertilsed ovum Isso defective as not to load to
a person. (For iutane oae kind of defective fertilltation the
so-oiled bydatiditors mole, leads to a disordered mas of cells tut
behaves as a bonlp tumor and which nobody, I Uasure, would rega r as
a potential or actual human being. but such olean-cut imstanceo are
rare and help us little in the general case*) Alternatively, soe
extraneous accident leads to deetruotion.
I bare more than a suspicion that probabilistic argument do not
sit well with the lay, But those of us in medicine have learot to live
with them. It is a comon, but unwarranted, supposition that the
physician can produce out of thinair arguments of a sore definite
form.
Question L Unquestionably. Nat vhile I do not are that mere
empirical fact can furnish the values (without whiob it ie nov almost
imposible to propose a policy or enact any law), nevreoless, no
sound opinion Is adiesable which ie flatly at variance with the
facts. If there- Is any suggestion that the disciplines listed ("
distinct from particular opinions expressed by experts In these fields)
are of their nature in conflict with medical oplnlon, I most protest at
a false dichotomy" For a complete pbysloin who is not
9
has in fact private moral, ethical, philosophical, rllg
-uaa
-politiosl views.
1"
a . Again I ouspeoct this Is a ftale oontrapoeitio. I
nowwhat Iould mesa w 'oientifio data" but I aa not at all sre
what is mat by "meWol 4to,' Part of medical data (by no means all
of which is, or should be, scientific) includes the parent.' perception
of valuesl Issues of guilt nd moral standards the mature of sormalty*
(an extraordinarily elusive topic on which I have written oetemaively)l
problem of iWdepedenoo. A onidentialityl aVA moh more of the
soae. By problem is that be"use of the ovasivesss that underlies the
whole oleteat philosophy of medicine, It is very difficult to decide
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what (if onythinS) we should exclude from the realm of "medical date"
that mi ht be pertinent to the issue.
If the burden of the question is whether the empirical and
value-free data-of medicine is sufficient, the answer is no.

Question A. There are several component questions here.
(a)

The practice of medicine would in one major way be made much
easier. To my mind the Roe vs. Vade decision yas (regardless
of whether the decision was corr-ct) a bad one. It leaves
the physician in an intolerable position. On the one hand it
does not proceed from ay coherent philosophy of personhood
nor did it seek (as your present inquiry seeks) to find a
basis for such a philosophy. Honce there is no rational
basil from which an appropriate medical Jurisprudence could
be derived in doubtful or difficult cases. On the other hand
it provided no inalienable basis for action. The fact that
there Is a Juridical stance at all on termination of
pregnancy implies that there may be abuses. But no clear
principle emerges for deciding whether In a particular case a
physician has, or has not, acted in accordance with the law.
There is to my knowledge no legal definition of health or
diseases and I have spent fifteen years trying unsuccessfully
to find d medical one. Yet this non-structure is to be the
basis on which the physician Is to be expected to act! In my
opinion, the law must be prepared to furnish its own
definitions. The traffic laws do not make it a crime to
*drive too fast" but a crime to exceed the speed limit.
At the sme time I think many physicians would find som
aspect of their duties rather distasteful. If all
termination of pregnamy except for an explicit list of
states (i.e. those incompatible with a product that had
features even in the remotest humn) were prohibited, they
would from time to time be attendant on tragedies.

(b)

The demand for genetic screening vould, 1 am sure, be
somewhat changed. It Ia necessary to distinguish here
between screening of parents (e.g. as a visae preliminary to
marriage in som casOO) and soreoing of pregnancies for
various conditions in the fetus, In general, the former
would, I think tend to increase. 8creening during pregnancy
would doubtless be somewhat less done. But one should
preserve a sense of proportion.
i.

Even now genetic screening in pregnancy to done almost
exclusively In oases where there is a less than even
chance (usually very such loss) that the fetus will prove
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to hee a condition that the percent* consider

undesirable. It is clear then that is the majority, or
even great majority, of pregnancies the results of the
test are reassuring. This optimistic role. of screening
Is often overlooked, even by phylianas
It. The current use of screening in pregnancy is by no sea.
solely for purposes of diagnosis with a view to abortion.
.hegenetic soreening test which is the oldest and the
most tirse* entrenched It the test tot Rh Blood group
incompatibility between mother and ohild. The sama
thrust of this endeavor has been prompt treatment in the
fetus and newborn child, and it represented perhaps the
single greatest triumph in obtetrios In the last
half-century. Other instances one might quote are the
diagnosis of such biochemical disordero a
phenylketonuria and pleatosenaa, where effective
treatment should bein at birth or perhaps even sooner.
Yet others are those in which the management of the labor
depends on the findings (e.g. avoiding the risks of fetal
bones breaking during labor In certain disorder of
bone). ismediste post-natal oare (e.gs. street of the
eaophagus, certain types of congenatal hearts disease,
albinsis eto.)
iii.

It eight be argued that regardless of whether a decision
hangs on the knowledge, the parents have the right to
know the beat Information we have about what the expected
outcome of the prepnay say be.

(c)

Theoretically the eatmoent of this bill would make for
greater caution In ay parents embarking on a pregnency.
Movoerer, n fat, I de not believe that it would have mob
impact on the already very prevalent use of contraception.

(4)

One ssue I w6uld like to clarify. I would distnauish
between the domains of private, aad public, morality.
Society connives at mnay ats in eitisse that, nevertheless.
the public does not approve of. the public does not
explicitly approve of drunkeness, but desa not take steps
against it except wben it ooMr publicly ad oates a
danger or =iaane. I take it that the sense of this bill
would be to declare the Luaea of peraabood of the fetus and
of termination of propane to be within the domian of public
morality. It sop the odical and eietifis ftei vLl In mo
y have been changed but the onduct of the ihysioia will
certainly chage. Regarlle of what the exploit enactment

in the wake of S 156 mi"ht be (and 2 pther that tW might

operto to make the oetditms ftor Laterering In a pregnancy

S oer lees strimaet) thie sa

m v1 L A

_

_he. __

public authority behind hi In ShA decisions and r;k neither
the Ill-will of the patient nor litigation ia the event of an
unfavorable outcome.
I trust that these viewpoints will be of soe help In your
deliberations. Should you wish ae to amplify any details I would be
happy to try to do so.
Yours sinoerely
3dmoo., A.8u0.D.

Professor
John, J
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Senator Mfax Baucus
Ranking Kinority Member
Subcomnittee on Separation of
?over$
U.S. Senate Judicaty Comittee

United States

senate

Vashinstont D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
This is a response to your letter dated May 11, 1981 in which you asked
at to coment on 3 critical questions bearing on Senate Dill S. 158. 1
shall respond to them briefly in this letter. A more complete response is
found in a copy of the testimony I would have made had Iben called on to
testify as a witness. It contains comments on my background and qualificetions for providing Information on this question. I hope it can be submitted
and Included In the record.
It is my belief based on the beat medical and scientific evidence that I
can find that the question of human personhood Is not a medical and/or
scientific question.
The definition of human personhood is, therefore, essentially a moral,
ethical, philosophical, rlsious and,, in the most humane sense, a political
queStion.
There Is not currently available, nor '" there likely to be medical or
scientific data that in and of itself will define "human personhood"!
The continue that is human devealOment actually begins with bumen egs and
sperm which are living and hummh. The egg has the potential, albeit remote,
to become a complete human organism, or at least to undergo partial developent in that direction. No point along this continum can be umambiguously
designated by scientific means as determining when humen pereonhood begins.
It would seem that conception cannot be designated as this point because at
this time and for some significant period afterwrd the xySote (tertilised
en) say become two or more persons or even a benign or malignant tumor.

680
The determination of human persoohood is not medical or scientific,
but is an ethical, morel, religtous or philosophical Issue for which there
is no inrle correct oneer. tt is th6 beauty of our 4eq¢craticL'pluralistic
society that it allows room for more then one anwer to this difficult* if
noi impossible, question,
Thank you for the opportunity to cowwt on this vital issue. I hope
that my remarks have been helpful to you and the other members of the
subcomittee, Plaese do 66t hesitate to call if I can be of further assistance.
Vith beat rerds

C uray
N

Jr.,9*u

Professor, Pediatric, and Medicine
Chief. Division of Medical genetics
Hovard University College of Medicine
and
Senior ScholAr-In-Residence
InStitute of Keicine
National Academy of Sciences
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TESTIMONY OF

Robert 7. Murray Jr., M.D.
(alternate Witness)
To The Senate Subcommittee on the Separation of Powers
of the Senate Judiciary Committee Held one
May 20, 1981
Mr, Chairman and members of the subcommittee,

I aS honored to

present information and opinion bearing on this very important Bill

s. 158.
I au a Professor of Pediatrics, Medicine and Oncology and
Chairman of the Department of and Graduate Professor of Genetics and
Human Genetics at Howard University College of Medicine and Graduate
School of Arts and Sciences.

After receiving an M.D. degree from

the University of Rochester, I trained in Internal Medicine at the
University of Colorado Medical Center. My-training in genetics began
at the N.I.H. at the then named National Institutes of Arthritis and
Metabolic Disease with Dr. Baruch Slusberg, a recent Nobel laureate,
while a member of the U.S. Public Health Service and continued at the
University of Washington, Seattle, subsequently receiving a Master's
degree in Genetics while a fellow in medical genetics.
Since 1967 I have worked in genetic research, teaching and the
delivery of services to patients ani families with hereditary or
genetically related problems.
I am a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, of the American College of Physicians, and the Hastings
Center (Institute of Society, Ethics, and the Life Sciences) as well

UA$2
ass member of the Board of Directors of this organization. I oi a
member of the Mamalian Genetics Study Sectionand was previously a
member of the Advisory Council of the National Institute of General
Medical Sciences.

I was, during its brief lie., a member of the

Ethics Advisory Board to the Secretary of HEW, now called Realth and
Human Services.

I present these remarks to you as a citlzei of the U.S. and a
member of a minority group still seeking to attain the rights and
privileges bf full citizenship and ad equal share of the bounty of
this great and powerful nation, as well &a

sensitive, caring physi-

clan and scientist who has spent a great deal of time thinking about
both- the scientific and ethical issues bearing on .Bill , I58 which
you are now considering.
Three questions have been asked of me that bear on the crucial
issues addressed by this bill. I shall respond to those questions
somewhat briefly and focus my moments on the implications of considering a fertilized ovum so a human being with all constitutional
rights and privileges.
I know of no body of scientific or medical knowledge or inforation that will determine that human tissue, whether it be a
fertilized egg or cells organised in organs or tissues as possesses.
personhood.
The determination of personhood or its definition continues to
be as it has always been a moral, ethical, religious or philosophi-

-2-
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eel question.

I would- not like to consider the determination of

personhood a political question except iehere it reaffirms en4
protects the rights of citizens recognized as-persons in the moral,
ethical or-religious sense.
Any careful, objective review of the latest medical and scientific kiovledge of human embryology leads to the conclusion that there
is no definitive point from the time the nucleus of the human sperm
fuses with the nucleus of a human ovue-or egg to the time of birth
that clearly states, "before this mount this cell or collection of
cells was not a "person" but after this moment this cell or collection of cells Is A person"
The ethics advisory board to the Secretary of Rtg concluded that
the fertilized human ovum is worthy of respect but does not satisfy
the moral, ethical or philosophical criteria of personhood in the
process of attempting to determine the ethical acceptability of use
of the technique of in vitro fertilization and embryo transfer.
Consider, if you will, what it will mean to consider a fertilized
eg an actual human being.

This single cell has the potential, after

9 calendar months a 'dmillions of cell divisions, to be born a fully
functioning human organism with the further potential of becoming an
independent adult person contributing to our society after 18 sore
years of growth and development both physical and emotional. But
fewer than half of the fertilized eggs do not become full-term
infants and a significant number of full-term infants born do not
become functioning adults.

KRA
What is espeially troublesome-Is the conflict that will arise
if evoryfertilised human eg it considered a person I rfter to
the fact that 8 Small portion of fertilized eags become two human
organisms (identical twins) or even more human orSgnisms (triplets,
quadruplet.

etc,), and another small percentage develop into

atypical

6ells
or tissues, that it tumors, salformed, disorganize4,

grotesque, and _even malignant collections of cells that don't even
have "humanoid" appearance not-to mention those errors of development
that result in humanoid forms that only Just faintly resemble what
might be considered anything like a human person.

Host of these

abberations have the normal number of normal appearing chromosomes.
These "errors" or variations. in development make the designation
of "personhood" a mockery and imply that other human tissues perhaps
ought to be considered as worthy of personhood because with the
further development of scientific technology the possibility that
the technique of cloning humans might become a reality. The
"potential" for human development resides In the genetic information
contained in the cell nucleus of the fertilized ovum.

If one can

insert the nucleus of a human cell from some other stage of development into an egg whose nucleus has been removed or destroyed that
cell would have the potential to develop into a copy of the individual from which that nucleus was taken.

Since each diploid tissue

cell would tben have the potential to become, under appropriate
manipulation and conditions, a functioning human being, cells in

tissue culture with this potential eight then have to be occorde4
the status of a

umarn per.son.

Not infrequently, tumors called terstompe

which can also

become malignant are removed from various parts of the body, of
individuals, usually the abdomen.

Current theory suggests that these

tqor *which contain disorganised elements of human tissues may be i
"twin" of the individual with the tumorwhoe development failed.
tf this theory is confirmed, such a tumor according to 8, 158 would
be classified as a "person".

Ought these abberations of development

of the human organism be given names and then a christian burial
after they have been removed surgically?

Would their remoVal be

legal?
These are only a few of the many serious difficultieo and lcon-'
sistenclee that are a consequence of designating a fertilized ovum a
person,

The presence of 46 chromosomes and the "potential" for

becoming a human person does not make the fertilized ovum a person
In a biological sense any more than the fact that the human egg has
the potential through a process called parthanogenesis of becoming a
human "parson" without being fertilized by a human spers.
In all .ikeliboodp even the soot intLato knowledge of human
embryology, both cellular and mollecular, vill not ever reveal the
instant in time when an organtsed collection of cells becomes a
"person". That determination now and probably for all time Will
rest on moral, ethical, reliSious, and in the most humane sense.
political judgments and opinioqa.
This bill bag clear implications for the acceptability of abortion
as a mdical procedure no matter what the reason might be.

But It has

Important consequences in a variety of other medical and social contexts that cannot be Ignored.
in considering it,
tions in mind.

87-999 0 - 82 - 38
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Senator Max Baucus
Senate Judiciary Committee
United States Senaze
Washington, D.C. 20510
Der Senator Beucust
This letter t in reply to yours of Kay 13th.
The question of human "life" (which I assume i what you mean by human
"personhood") is far from a medical or scientific question per a*,
although it obviously has scientific components; for example, scientific
criteria con distinguish human from non-human life. The distinction
between life and non-life (or in the present context, between life and
potential life), however, has never been and is likely never to be made
on scientific grounds alone. Indeed, the definition of death, which is
merely the absence of life, is still a highly debated issue. And certainly,
without a clear-cut and precise definition of "life", the question of
when it begins is unanswerable by scientific criteria.
There are obviously a multitude of religious beliefs, moral and ethical
judgements, and philosophical opinions on the subject, However, and
this cannot be emphasized too strongly, they are exactly that: beliefs,
judgements and opinions. Irrespective of the honest intentions and
scientific caliber of anyone presenting them, they in no way represent
scientific fact. For there are no scientific facts to bear on this subject.
Certainly, in my opinion, it would be inappropriate to ask a political and
legislative body, such as the U.S. Congress, to decide when human life
begins. And indeed, this is clearly not the question being asked. Tht.
question Is "should the U.S. Congress legislate whether women and couples
have the right to make their own reproductive decisions". This question,
too, will provoke many divergent opinions. In my opinionsn across the
board abolition of .abortion, such as thisbill (cloaked as it is in the
guise of the human life question) would demand, would have diesaetrous,

far-reaching and long-tere effects on the population. Among numerous
other consequences we could look forward tot prohibition of popular
and much needed forms of contraception, such a various form of birth control
pills and intrauterine devices a potentially dramatic rise in the death
rate from illegal abortions and sharp Increases In the economic and
social burdens, including child abuse, caused by a million or more
unwanted pregnancies each year; the abandonment of amiocentesis and
related screening and prenatal diagnoses programs which currently provide
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Important alternatives for familles suffering from severe inherited
diseases for which no treatment Is available. In total, it is not an
optimistic picture.
Since we truly cannot answer the question of when life - as a .finite
quantity - begins, perhaps the question we should ask is "Mbat is the
quality of the life that we as a population desire?" The answer to
this question is attainable and it is certainly crucial.
Thank you very uch for the opportunity to respond to the questions
provided by your letter. It should be obvious from my reply that I
hope. the proposed bill is rejected.

C
M OfO f Staff
Chairman, Department of Pediatrics

gstLPsiad

Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
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Box 33
April 29, 1981
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S.Washington,

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Nember4
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
D.C.

20510

Dear Senator Baucus:
I as writing in response to your letter of April 16 addressed to
Dr. Neil Holzman, In which you request information on the scientific
basis for assuming that human life arises at the time of conception.
In my opinion, there are several serious defects inS. 158. In
the first place, I know of no evidence that natural life arose more
than once on this planet and the continuity of life has clearly been
the main theme of research in biology for more than a century. To
argue that each human life has a discrete beginning at the time of
conception (and not before) isanthropocentric inthe extreme.
Conception has sometimes been identified as themoment at which
a genetically unique individual is determined. This may well be
relevant to the legal concept of personhood since one would assume
that an essential quality of a person Is that he or she be uniquely
identified. However, since the second melotic division normally does
not occur until after sperm penetration (i.e., conception), literally
billions of genetically different individuals could arise even after
conception, depending upon how the maternal chromosomes segregate.
The proposed legislation defines human life exclusively interms
of an event that is. associated with sexual reproduction (i.e.,
conception). However, the fact that -atural reproduction can also
occur inman by a completely asexual process is beyond dispute. The
available evidence suggests that monozygotic twinning may arise as
late as 10-14 days after fertilization. In about $0 percent of
identical twin pregnancies there isonly one placenta, and since this
group of twins share a common blood supply in utero they do not
become completely separate until the time of birth. Some twins, of
course, are conjoined at birth and remain attached unless they are
separated surgically.
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Since there is no way to predict whether twinning will occur at
the time of conception, every fertilized egg must be regarded as
having the potential to develop Into more than one separate individual and identical twins represent a specific example bf Individuals
whose separate existence - or personhood - clearly does not begin at
the time of conception. In this country there are at least 4,000 000
twin-born individuals about a third of whom are Identical twins.
Although they may represent a small minority of our population I
believe that many people would be deeply offended to learn that
Identical twins had been excluded from the human race by legislative
fiat simply because their personhood did not begin at the time of
conception. If twins are not human, are they eligible for social
security? Can they be drafted? Can they vote? If It wasn't such a
serious matter, the potential consequence of S. 128 would be ludicrous.
I am not a legal expert, but sections 2 and 3 of S. 158 would
seem to constitute an attempt to place a prior restraint upon both
the Supreme Court and inferior courts intheir handling of litigation
that might arise from this bill. Is this such an important issue
that we should sacrifice the concept of the separation of powers that
is such a basic element of our form of government?
These examples are Intended to illustrate the futility of attepting to define by legislation a single point In embryologic
development at which all human lives can be said to have begun. The
real issue, of course, Is whether abortion should be crimnalized.
It serves no useful purpose and Is potentially mischievous to Invoke
a fallacious scientific Justification for the political solution of
what is essentially an ethical issue. In m view moral Issues of
this type should not be resolved by restrictive legislation in the
absence of a much more generally held consensus than currently exists
in the country.
Yours sincerely,

Wlter E. Nance, .D., Ph.D.
Professor and Chairman
Department of Human Genetics
WEN:tds
cc: Neil A. Holtman,

.D.
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Senator Max Baucus
1107 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucust

We are concerned about the possible elimination of official approval of amniocentesis as a diagnostic tool
for the prevention of certain birth defects in children,
i.e. Down Syndrome and other chromosomal anomalies, neural tube defects. Tay-Sacks diseases Muscular Dystrophy,
Sickle Cell disease, and many others, Patients at riskfor any of the above conditions can be offered aniocentesis.
Amiocentesis to a proven safe prenatal test performed
at the 16th to l8th week of pregnancy in approved medical settings. It gives the physician information regarding the developing fetus, which is then communicated to
the patient.

If

the fetus is affected by retardation,

handicap or lethal conditions the patient may then have
an option to either abort the affected fetus or continue
the pregnancy, being aware of the outcome. In our experience with a diverse population, from urban, suburban
and the rural areas, multi-ethnic and religious groups,
from all socio-economic strata, only a negligible number
of families have opted to continue their pregnancies after
the negative results of the amniocentesis were made available to them.

Families of the children with birth defects and genetic
disorders are faced with the lifelong burden of caring
for individuals with limited capabilities and for whom
society has very little tolerance and offers minimal supports. These families are faced with increased longterm
needs for specialized medical help. They need special
education and therapies-and possibly multiple hospitalizations for the child. Without adequate community support
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systems or even willing babysitters, feeling trapped, the
needs for these families for counselling and psychiatric
help increase. The normal siblings in such families also
suffer the effects of this continuous psychological,
physical and financial drain. The families themselves
feel stigmatized and isolated. The process of mourning
for the expected normal child that never was is lifelong.
We strongly feel that every individual has the right to
benefit from the advances that medical science has made.
We have learned that, contrary to Senator East's view
that Ocavaliere" attitude exists regarding termination
of pregnancy, each family struggles painfully with the
decision to abort a defective fetus. We are repeatedly
asked if a mistake was made in findings, if the test can
be repeated, if treatment or corrective procedures can
be done. Unfortunately, we must answer negatively to the
above.
We find unconscionable the current proposal that any
family should be sentenced to live with the burden we
have summarized hero so briefly. The Committee should
be aware that the burden extends beyond the family to
the government, which must be prepared to provide an
increasing base of community services if birth defects
are no longer allowed to be prevented.
Sincerely yours,
The Woman's Committee
of the
Nassau Psychiatric Society, Inc.
1200 Stewart Avenue
Garden City, New York 11530

03: jmc
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The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate '
Washington, D.C.

20510

Re:

S. 158

Dear Senator Baucus: *
I have delayed my response to your letter of May 13 in order
to poll the opinion of many of my colleagues regarding the
issue raised in S. 158. Most of those I have discussed this
with tend to get much more emotional about the implications
of the concept of human life beginning at conception than
the concept per so. You asked for my view and I will convey
them as such. However, the vast majority of my colleagues
aqree with me that any legislation designed to limit prenatal
diagnosis and selective abortion of a potentially defective
fetus would be a significantly retrogressive step.
The key issue is Chapter 101, Section 1(6-8): "The Congress
finds, that present day scientific evidence indicates a
significant likelihood that actual human life exists from
conception.u The problem lies in separating "actual human
life" from something that is merely livingu - "human" is
the key word. It is of interest that Webster's dictionary
defines human an "having human form or attributes" while
neither medical dictionary in my office offers any definition
for the word I believe this reflects the fact that there
is no scientific way to define "human" and thus I cannot
accept the statement that scientific evidence indicates
human life exists from conception.
No one would question that the fertilized embryo is a living
cell just as the egg and sperm forming the embryo are living
cells. This does not make the fertilized embryo any more
"human" than either cell which contributes toats formation.
Webster would say that the embryo becomes human when it
acquires "human form or attributes." This still remains
somewhat vague temporally but clearly is well beyond the
time of conception.
Doernbcher
Memorl41Hosphal
for ClhIdren
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I still strongly believe that one must not get caught up in
the semantics of the bill and miss the real focus of the
bill - abortion. Prenatal diagnosis offers a tremendous
hope for parents (and society) who would otherwise face the
birth of a severely deformed or defective child. Recent
court rulings holding physicians liable to litigation by
defective children for n
informing parents of the risk of
it
continued pregnancy estiblish a legal basis for this position.
The abortion of normal but unwanted fetuses is a harder
question but is in accord with the position of the Amorican
Academy of Pediatrics that every child has the right to be
born wanted. Thus, this legislation should be opposed
because it represents broad and poorly documented attempt to
control abortion rather than to truly protect human rights.
I thank you for your interest and your willingness to allow
me to present my views.
Sincerely yours,
Robert C. Meerhout, N.D.
Professor and Chairman
P2inf
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Senator Max aucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
RE:

Your Letter of 5/13/81 on S.158

Dear Senatort
In response to your explicit queries, I believe that:

1. The question of human personhood La neither a medical nor a
scientific matters
2.

The question of human personhood is -- not in part, but in
whole - one of a moral, ethical,-Philosophical and religious
nature. These are personal and privati matters not intended,
in this country, for public detsions. They =ut remain out of
the political and legal arena, which pit M! beliefs against your
beliefs or, worse, some faceless judge.

3.

Medical and scientific data cannot determine the definition of
human personhood, either alone or in concert with more pertinent
considerations.

4. The enactment of 8.158 would instantly terminate the legal
practice of. a. contraception; b. genetic screenlng c. medicine.
It would not at all terminate the actual practice oft a, contraception; be genetic screening; c. medicine - it would simply
send them underground. We have already been subjected to the
epectaclef (and quite without the benefit of 8.158, yet subsequent
to Roe v. yade of watching an honorable physician defend himself
(in"wasaehusetts) against a criminal charge of murder in this
arena (even Scopes was accorded the lon6r of a civl trial
with
more memorable lawyers).
In response to your Lplicit.query, I believe that:
1.

The Founding Fathers intended the U.S. Congress td be a perfect
mirror of the society it represents, reflecting every 4obility and
venality of tbat society,

2.

It ie.

3.

It do*&.
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4.

As such, it will always have more than enough difficulty in such
straightforward matters as representation, taxation, declaration
of wars drafting of citizens, etc.

5.

As such, it will continue to honor itself (and therefore us) by
the enactment of a Marshall Plan ('the most unsordid act in
history') as well as besmirch itself (and therefore us) by pursuit
of Arab sheiks and Korean businessmen.

Even the Founding Fathers could not squarely face such a straight-,
forward issue a slavery - hence, the first Introduction of the concept
of "personhood" into the Constitution. %r current Congress to, of course,
no braver$ since it pussyfoots around the issue of abortion with "public
funds" onlyyl. *
veJ yre the Congress more courageous than I ever expect
it to be (but it shouldniz be much more courageous than its constituents),
I personally would never recognize its competence or Jurisdiction to tell
me what to believe about "personhood", else I would also concede Its right
to define, my reading, thinking and praying.
Sincerely,

Nichola m. Nelson, MOD.
Pr6fessor and Chairman

NI/Jlh
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The Honorable Ha S. Saucus
United States Senate
Washia8ton, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucust
I an a member of the Social Issues Committee of the American Society for
Human Genetics. Dr. Well Boltzmann, Chairman of that committee," forwarded
your letter of 16 April 1981 about hearings on 9.158 to me. I am writing as a
scientist and physician In the specialty of clinical genetics. My answers to
the three questions you pose in your letter follow.
1. Do you believe that the question of human personhood Is a medical and
sientific question?
Based on present day scientific evidence, no. There is no question
that- any cell of human origin that Isrespiring, growing and replicating
ts alive end "human,* but cellular life Is not "human personhood." "human
personhood" cannot be defined or determined in scientific terms. The
fertilized egg isbiologically alive, and has the potential of developing
into a human person. If all loes well, and the genetic makeup of the
product of conception Is adequate, and the uterine enviroment suffiecently uprturing, the celk mass gos on to grow and differientiate into a
*hman bel. - The answer to the question of when "psreonhood" enters the
developln- and differentiating cells and organ systems rests, not on
scientific Judgment, but on what people choose to define as the qunilties
and attributes of a human being, to be valued as such by society.
2. Is it your view that the question of human personbood is in part a
oral, ethical, philosophical, religious, or political question?
Definitely, yes. !Etman pbraonhood" questions stem from human values
and include all of the dimensions-in your question.
3. Would you agree that medical and scientificdata alone cannot detersine what the definition of human personbood should be in the present
context?
Deflnltely, yes, as explained in my answers to the first two
questions.

Page 2
Senator Ucus
April 28, 1901
1e sum, mY blomdlc.l training and experience bring meto the fir.
conclusion that present day scientific evidence cannot indicate that actual
bhma life (in terms of "personood) can be deemed to exist from conception.
Sincerely yours,

Blena O Nlightlngale, .D., Ph.D.
Senior Prosrm Officer
and
Visiting Associate Professor of
Social Medicine and Health Policy
Harvard University Medical school
-and
Clinical Assistant Professor of.
Pediatrics
Georgetown University
school of Medicine
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Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Subcommittee on Seperation of Powers
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
This is a reply to your recent letter regarding S. 158. I believe
that human life begins at conception and that the developing ebryo is
a distinct human person. Mtether this human person is a legal person
will be a political question., The Supreme Court decision of RE v.
Wade was a most unfortunate one. Prior to that time, abortion was
Ed-nsidered illegal unless the mother's well-being was at stake. The
availability of abortions varied from state to state depending on how
danger to the mother's health was interpreted. Psychiatric indications
or psychological trauma was used in Some states as acceptable criteria
for abortions while other states permitted abortion should be evidence
that the fetus should be malformed. The enactment of S. 158 would in
essence grant the unborn child the same protection it does for all other
citizens. This change would have an effect on genetic screening programs
that identify defective infants where there is no prenatal treatment
available. The only present form of prevention is abortion. To me this
-has never been a satisfactory way of preventing disease. It is difficult
for me to accept the distruction of a human life as a reasonable way of
I do not feel the law would have any effect on
preventing a disease.
the use of contraceptives since it would not be possible to prove that
conception had occurred prior to the use of the contraception devices
and certainly the intent of this law is not to discourage family planning
but to prevent the destruction of human life.
Since I am personally opposed to abortion, I can support this bill
but I am concerned that it may cause significant problems in specific
cases. It is customary medical practice to deliver an infant premturly
if the mother has severe toxemia of pregnancy. This condition is life
threatening to the mother and of course to the infant. The obstetrician
who delivers a toxecmic woman prematurely could be liable should this
infant die because of prematurity. Will lawyers take such In opportunity
to sue such physicians on behalf of the now deceased infantry Ibel ieve
physicians caring for pregnant women always had the responsibility for
protecting both lives. Clearly anything that endangers the life of the
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mother, endangers the life of te tmborn child. Physicians are already
concerned about the increasing number of malpractice law suits and are
concerned about the effect of the proposed bill. It would certainly be
simpler if the Supreme Court could reverse its decision. This country
behaved in the pat as though the unborn child did have rights because
for centuries abortion was considered both immoral and illegal.
I hope these views will be helpful to you and if I can provide any
further information, please do not hesitate to let me know.
Sincerely,
2
ins A. Noonan, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
Department of Pediatrics

JA/par
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The Honorable Max Bucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Daucust
I an responding to your request as the ranking minority member of
the United States Senate Judiciary Committee's Subcoumittee on Separation
of Powers to express my views regarding the scientific evidence that
personhood begins at conception as stated in S. 158. My response is
concise and clear. When actual human life (and personhood) begins is
an issue that lies in the realm of moral philosophy, religious teaching
and personal belief. The answer cannot be found in biology or medicine
because there simply Is no scientific evidence that bears on the
question.
Having stated my view on this fundamental issue let me express my
concerns should this bill be passed (and found to be constitutional)
on two inevitable consequences of the law, illegal abortions and
cessation of amniocentesis.
Without any question the number of illegal abortions would sharply
escalate. Past experience has shown this to be the case. Attendant
with this will be a major increase in maternal mortality, maternal
morbidity and health costs necessitated to provide care for the
complications of illegal abortions.
Amnocentesis, a valuable tool for the detection of chromosomal
abnormalities in the fetus, would doubtless be discontinued if S. 158
were passed. A crucial point regarding the value of amniocentesis is
usually overlooked. While the purpose of the procedure is to detect
an abnormality the usual result is to dianose a normal fetus. Let
me give an example. The most common reason for performing an amiocentesis
is for the detection of the chromosomal abnormality which causes
Down's syndrome. The risk of Down's syndrome increases sharply with
advancing maternal age. The risk in a pregnant woman over 40 years
of age is about 52. Put the opposite way, 95 out of 100 women who become
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pregnant after age 40 have a fetus with normal chromosomes. Many
women without the knowledge of a normal chromosome study by amniocentesis
vil simply not take the one in twenty chance that their fetus is
abnormal and will seek abortion, legal or illegal. In every condition
vhen amioentesis is employed it proves normalcy far more often
than it uncovers disease. In short, the procedure saves lives.
Although you asked my opinion because of my professorial position
with special iLterest and expertise in fatal/neonatal medicine, you
should know that I am the President-elect of the Assembly of the
Association of American Medical Colleges, whose constituency includes
126 medical schools, the majority of teaching hospitals and 70 academic
societies representing vittully all of the medical school faculty in
the United States, I have shared my views expressed in this latter
with Dr. John A. Do Cooper the President of the AAMC and the senior
staff who concur vith them.
I appreciate the opportunity to give my opinion on this very
important topic. I would be very willing to appear before the
Subcomittee to expand these views and ansver questions.
Sincerely,

Thomas K, Oliver. Jr., M.D.
TKO:cb
cc:

John AD, Cooper, M.D.
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Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority , mber
Subcoimttee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
20510
Washington$ D.C.
Dear Senator aucus:
I m writing in response to your request for an opinion on Senate Bill
S. 158 which defines human personhood as beginning of conception. Iy
answers to your questions are as follows:
1. Considering all scientific evidence currently available, It is
clear to me that the question of human personhood is not a medical
and scientific question.
2. It is my view that the question of human personhood Iscomplex and
Inpart involves ethics, philosophy, religion and politics. I feel
that such a question cannot be settled by low.
3.. In my Judgement this bill would have an extremely negative Impact
on the country ifenacted. Inthis way, a capricious decision by
lawmakers could greatly inhibit the general practice of medicine. All
of our exciting new methods for genetic screening to prevent the birth
of mentally retarded or physically Incapacitated babies would be
eliminated. I think the use of contraceptives would border on
Illegality and would place 100 million women inthe position of breakinir
the law. The social and economic Impact of loss of contraception on
the United States would take years to estimate. In a sense it would
both change our population dynamics and econoW and also restrict the
lives of all modern day wmmn.
Although I am not an advocate of abortion on demand, I m quite disturbed by the current Congressional reaction to-the abortion question.
This Is an area that Is not served well by extremist legislation and
many of my colleagues and friends feel that the members of our current
Congress have lost the ability to approach this issue with sensitivity
and moderation. I certainly hope this bill Is defeated.
Sincerely yours,

-Professor and Chirmen
/
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April 21, 1981
The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senator
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
The three questions you ask in your letter of 4/10/81 regarding Senate Bill
158 can be answered quite succinctly with no, yes, yes respectively. Beyond
that please allow me to make some personal comments.
I am deeply concerned that proposed Senate 811 158 (First Session of 97th
Congress) will violate the fundamental right of women, as defined in
Roe u. 'ade, to make, in conscience, the decisions concerning their early
pregnancy they deem in the best Interest of all concerned.
The assertion that 'Human Life" and "personhood" (p 2, line 12) begins at
conception Is not a scientific but a philosophical proposition which cannot
be Investigated in a scientific manner. In a pleuralistic country with
constitutional safeguards against religious constraints of the majority by a
minority this philosophical or religious point of view ought not to become
a law binding on all. ViabUZ y ought to be at least a prerequisite for
extra-uterine existence In which case the Infant would be legally protected
(although in many cases a fairly arbitrary decision will be made on whether to
institute or to continue life support measures In a severely damaged or malformed
infant).
As the appended manuscript shows, some 2/3 of all human ova, embryos and fetuses
die prenatally anyhow, and no human laws can set aside this aspect of nature.
Compared to that massive natural loss the amount aborted on account of incest,
rape, birth defects and to save the mother's life constitutes only a minute
fraction of all prenatal death. Certainly a far greater number are killed
yearly In car accidents, murders and suicides, from alcoholism, and from lung
cancers due to smoking - all preventable deaths of individuals of proven
viability and potential or proven productivity.
IfS158 Ispassed I will have struggled invain over the last 20 years to
establish cI nical genetics as a valid branch of medicine, for with inability
to abort, essentially all prenatal diagnosis will cease (in Wisconsin our data
showed that only about 25% of women who are told of a defective fetus after
prenatal diagnosis elect wt to abort). Prenatal diagnosis is without question
the most cost-effective form of preventive medicine; S 158 begs the question as
to who will pay for and support all of the defective persons that shall be
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The Honorable Max Baucus
April 21, 1981
Page 2
4-born when-prenatal diagnosis will be abolished. Contrary to our critics and
the purported statement by the nominee for the position of Surgeon General of
the United States, prenatal diagnosis is not a *search and destro' mission"
-but rather a po-Ufe measure since 95% of all fetuses so tested turn out to
be normal with respect to chromosome status and neural tube development and
are carried to term.
The death of a young woman, previously healthy and a productive member of
society, at the hands of a criminal abortionist impresses me as a far greater
morel burden for the sponsors of S 158 to bear than the abortion of a fetus
with a condition known to be associated with severe mental retardation. 'The
sponsors of S 158 ought to take a walk through the mny obstetric services I
have seen in so-called developing countries In which at any day literally
dozens of young women die of septic abortions.
If abortions are to cease are the sponsors of S 158 then willing to entertain
...an
it? amendment recommending and making contraception available to all who need
A statement of .y credentials is appended; you are welcome to use OW above
statement in any manner you deem useful. I am grateful to you for the chance
to comment on the matter.
And with best wishes and warmest regards, I remain
faithfully your,
John N.6pitz
MO:lms
Enclosure
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-2Educational ObJectives
Ability to evaluate a stillborn or neonatally dead child for malformations and/or
the presence of a genetic defect and provide genetic and psychosocial counseling
after such a loss.
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INTRODUCTION
Nature's apparent contempt and ruthlessness indealing with developmental defects
antenatully does not Justify a similar attitude* by professionals dealing with abnormal
products of conception postnatally.

With ever-increasing frequency couples request

genetic counseling for infertility, spontaneous abortions(s), stillbirth(s), neonatal
deathof mature or premature infants, and death of infants with or without apparent
ml formation.
The extent of prenatal death in humans is truly astonishing (Opitz, 1976) and
will be reviewed below.

In addition, about 1/3 of all US women will never have children

because of voluntary reproductive constraints (mostly voluntary sterilization, Westoff
1978), and some 12% of all married couples are unable to have children because of
infertility and sterility (Opitz et al, 1979).

Yet, in 1978 the US population showed

979

a natural increase of 0.65%; in early 1

, the fertility rate was 68/1000 women 15-44

years old (Wegman 1979), and the desire to have children remains general.

In many

'cases it becomes truly desperate because of inability to have viable or normal offspring,
and in quite a few cases voluntary constraints reduce potential births because of
fear of further adverse outcome or of producing a living but severely defective child.
Counselors continue to see both extremes of ill-considered advice to many such
couples - namely the "lightening never strikes twice" response, or the suggestion that
most or all subsequent offspring will be defective.

In the former situation recurrence

of defect has in fact been observed, and in the latter one may see unjustified fear
of conception to an age beyond the ability for the woman to bear children.
Neonatally, pediatricians are frequently mainly interested in the diagnosis of the
condition in order to determine whether or not to keep the 'infant alive. Pathologists
usually are more interested In the cause of death than in the cause of the defect,
whereas the family (and genetic counselor) may be most Interested in whether it will
happen again. This answer must be based on careful examination of such fetuses and
Nlnfants; this remains generally perfunctory In the extreme. The nonchalance of many
pathology labs in handling such material and the Inability of anatomists to take a
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remain sources of great concern. Full diagnostic examination is frequently possible
only In laboratories which are grant-supported to pay for expenses unrecoverable from
third-party carriers for such services. Frequently, neither obstetrician, pediatrician,
pathologist nor anatomist is able or willing to give genetic counseling, and in case
after case genetic counselors are asked about diagnosis, cause and likelihood of
recurrence without being able to draw on adequate phenotypic data.

Under such

circumstances exhumation has occasionally been resorted to, usually with helpful
results.
The extent and the nature of the biologic problem and.ways of dealing with it
are outlined In the following paragraphs.
EXTENT OF THE BIOLOGIC PROBLEM
In1970 Witschi reviewed the work and data of Hertig and his coworkers (Hertig
et al 1956, 1959, Hertig, 1967) on a small number of ova recovered at hysterectomy
" from women of proven fertility and known menstrual and coital dates, and concluded
that:
1.)

About 16% of human ova exposed to sperm do not divide, either because they

are not penetrated by sperm or because the melotic mechanism is not functioning.
2.)

Another 15% of these ova are lost during the first postovulaitory week at
various pre-iqplantation stages.
3.)

Some 27% of fertilized ova are aborted spontaneously during early implantation and pre-villous stages in the second week, presumably because they am grossly
abnormal.
The latter estimate was based on the histologic appearance of a few of Hertig's
Implanted specimens and had
wide confidence limits. Data on early-conceptual
loss has been very difficult to obtain, since the loss may occur before the pregnancy
is even recognized.

However, recently Saxena et al (1974, Landesman and Saxena 1974)

developed a radioreceptor assay that takes advantage of the specific binding ability
of bovine corpus luteum plasma membranes for luteinizing hormone and human chorionic
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gonadotropin (hCG).

The test can be performed within 60 minutes on SO-lOOyl

of

plasma or serum and in several hundred cases has shown close to 100% reliability in
detecting normal pregnancy of various durations" from a week following conception; it
can detect "pregnancy" as early as the 6th day after ovulation, i.e. before the expected
time of implantation. So far, this extremely sensitive and efficient method has not
been widely used to re-estimate second week mortality. However, British workers
(Williamson and Miller 1980) have done a prospective study of early conceptual loss
by assaying early morning urine for the beta sub-unit of hCG.

In a study of 148

cycles inwhich implantation had occurred, 47 (31.7%) never showed anything more than
biochemical evidence of it. Thus, however difficult they may have been to believe,
the Hertig/Witschi estimates have now been shown to have been conservative.
4.)

Inthe Williamson and Miller study 14 of the remaining 101 (9.5%) pregnancies
ended inspontaneous abortions before 20 weeks. This is a low figure; life-table
methods usually give estimates closer to 25% (Abramson 1973, Bierman et al 1965,
Erhardt 1963, Taylor 1970).
5.) The 1975 Wisconsin fetal death rate ("stillbirth" rate, I.e. total number of
fetuses.20 weeks of gestational age and of 500 gm weight per 1000 live and stillborn
fetuses) was 517/65,675 or about 8/1000 (Wisconsin, 1975).
6.) The total infant mortality rate inWisconsin in1975 was 855/65,145 (13/1000)
live births, a little less than the national average (Wisconsin 1975) distributed as
in Table 1.
Thus, of a theoretical 100 conceptions in humans almost 2/3 result Inprenatal
failure or death of the infant by the end of the first year of life.
CAUSES OF PRENATAL AND NEONATAL DEATH
Fetal wastage may seem a relatively unimportant aspect of human mortality since,
though It Is a quantitatively major component, it has less medical and social impact
than death after birth. Nevertheless, its study is very important as a means of
detecting abnormalities that may be a portent of future risk.
A strong association between fetal malformation and prenatal death has been known
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for a long time (Hall 1908, Hertig and Sheldon 1943)'. Wit out question, chromosome
abnormalities are the greatest cause of prenatal death.

In 1961 Penrose and Delhanty

observed the first chromosome abnormality in an'aborted fetus - namely triploidy.
Since then,11terally thousands of embryos, fetuses, and live-born Infants have been
studied cytogenetically. Data from the previous section and results of cytogenetic
studies are Incorporated into Table 2 which needs a few words of explanation.
The numberr remaining" in line 9 is the actual total of fertilized conceptions (148)
studied by Williamson and Miller (1980); the correspriding number in line A, the actual
numbers lost In lines A and B and the total of initial ova (214) are calculated on
inthe previous section.
the basis of the Witschi/Hertig figures cited
t

The rates of

chromosome defects on I1nes C and Dare based on the work by Bodt and Boue" (1973).

The

rate of 0.621 for abortions at less than 20 weeks of development probably corresponds
very accurately to the actual rate, however, the rate of 0.783 cited for embryos lost
before the first missed period may not since many of the 2 week specimens studied by
oueand Bouiehad reached a 2 week stage of development but were usually aborted some
weeks later.

The 0.82 rate of chromosome defects for non-dividing ova and abnormal

zygotes lost before implantation is a conservative estimate based on the reasonable
assumption that the frequency of aneuploidy and polyploidy at this stage of development
Is not less but higher than in the succeeding stage.

The high rate of attrition in

these earliest stages may represent'In part an effect of follicular or postovulatory
overripeness which, In amhibian experiments, is known to produce a high rate of aneuploidy
.and polyploidy (WItschi, 1970).
The rate of chromosome defects instillbirths is taken from the work of Bauld et
al (1974), Machin ano Crolla (1974) and Kuleshov et al (1975); the rate of chromosome
defects In liveborn infants Is taken from the review by Jacobs (1977).
Thus, Table 2 suggests that Witschi (1970) and Bout et l (1975) were correct
when they estimated th4t at least one-half of all human ova have a chromosome aberration.
N
In sum - about 1/2 of all human ova and conceptions and 1/4 of all embryos and
fetuses may have a chromosome defect; the rate of aneuploidy and polyploidy in aborted

0
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and 0.6%.
The frequency of chromosome defects as a f~mctlon of prenatal developmental age
was documented by Boue" and Boue"(1973) on the basis of 1205 specimens.

Table 3 shows

that the rate declines with increasing fetal age; initially it is between 70-80%,
then t drops to 25% between 8 and 12 weeks of development.
The observed prenatally lethal chromosome defects that have been observed include
in order of frequency: autosomal trisoy (50%), 45,X constitution (18.7%), presence of
an extra set of chromosomes (triploidy) 15.4%.

Extra chromosomes in the first group have

included all except 1; at the top of the list is trtsoa¥ 16.

The outcome in more than

98%of unbalanced chromosome defects is spontaneous abortion; in most instances of an
extra sex chromosome (47,XXX, 47,XXY, 47,XYY) survival till birth occurs. Some
autosomal trisomies can be considered eubletJai because they allow for somewhat longer
survival than others; i.e. trisomles 21 (Down syndrome), 18, 13, 22, and, rarely 8
(mostly as mosaics).

However, even in the Down syndrome there is greater than 50%

prenatal mortality (Creasy and Crolla 1974, Hook 1978).
A relationship between maternal age and chromosome defects has been suspected for
half a century.

in 1932,Waardenburg strongly suggested that the Down syndrome might be

due to a chromosome abnormality.

He reasoned as follows:

"However,

the stereotypic

recurrence of a whole complex of anomalies in mongolism remains a particularly
fascinating problem.

I should like to stimulate the cytologists to determine whether...

this might not be an example of a specific chromosome aberration.

Why should this not

also occur in humans, and if not lethal in effect why could it not cause a complex
syndrome? One should determine if mongolism might not be associated with 'chromosomal
deficiency' through 'non-disjunction' or conversely with 'chromosomal duplication.'
It is of course conceivable that only an Imbalance of parts of chromosmes (chromomeres)
might be present: a 'sectional deficiency' through 'translocaton' or...'sectional
luplication':

that would be somewhat more difficult to demonstrate cytologically. In

any event, #V hypothesis has the advantage of being testable and that itwould explain
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the maternal age effect; in males such an extraordinary number of cell divisions occurs
that Just on that basis alone the chance of chromosome aberration is Increased
without a special age effect. If my hypothesis" should turn out to be correct then one
would have attained at once an important Insitght into constitutional problems and
linkage phenomena in man."

(Author's translation).

Leridon (1973), using data of

Boudf;nd Boue, estimated that at a maternal age of 20 the ratio of spontaneously aborted
fetuses with and without a chromosome defect is about 2:3; at maternal age 40 or older
It is about 6:1.
The occurrence of prenatal chromosome abnormalities may not be completely random.
The 1977 summary by Jacobs on 70 women who had chromosome studies on bto consecutively
aborted embryos showed that "those who have (had] one chromosomally abnormal abortion
tend to have another chromosomally abnormal abortion, and, conversely, those who have
(had] a (chromosomally] normal abortion tend to have another abortion with a normal
chromosome constitution,...these (chromosomlly abnormal) conceptions seem to Involve
only trisomies,... Can] effect.. .restricted to trisomy for certain chromosomes."
&.

However,

the probability of having a second abortion is higher if the first abortion Is chromosomally
normal.
The types of chromosome'aberrations seen in liveborn infants were summarized by
Jacobs (1977). Table 4 shows that over 1/3 of cytogenetically abnormal liveborn Infants
have an extra sex chromosome (47,XXX, 47,XXY, 47, XYY), about 1/4 have autosomal trisomy
(mostly Down syndrome) and about 2/5 (40%) have a structural defect. Of the latter,
1/4 are unbalanced and generally are phenotypically normal, but have 15% reduced fertility.
Those with sex chromosome abnormalities tend to have a rather bland phenotype and are
usually not detected neonatally; the exception is the rare patient with the Ullrich-Turner
syndrome and 45,X chromosome constitution or variant thereof.
Table 5 shows that In the perinatally dead, chromosome abnormalities occur with a
frequency over 10 times greater than in the general population of liveborn Infants
(Bauld et a1 1974, Machin and Crolla 1974, Kuleshov et &l 1975).

When cytogenetic
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8auld et '4, 1974, Machin and Crolla 1974).
Thus, rates are highest in antepartum deaths - especially among macerated fetuses;
not surprisingly, chromosome abnormalities are most frequent in fetuses with multiple
(lethal) malformations. It is of interest that chromosome defects are found in other
classes of causes as well; Machin and Crolla (1974) found a chromosome abnormality in
13.4% of infants and fetuses with a lethal malformation, but in2.5% of those dying
of other causes (a rate 4 times as high as that found in the general newborn population).
The 18 trisomy syndrome was observed in 8 of the 28 (28.6%) abnormal fetuses studied
by Machin and Crolla.
In 225 term infants of low birth weight for gestational age Chen et al (1974) found
5 gross chromosome abnormalities but only one in 225 matched controls; all 6 of these
infants were trisomi and phenotypically severely abnormal. Thus, the need to examine
perinatal deaths for chromosome abnormalities is abundantly clear.
1e incidence of chromosome defects among couples with repeated fetal wastage (2
or more spontaneous abortions, with or without additional fetal or infant deaths,
with or without normal living children) varies from zero (Ward et al, 1980) to 100%
(Wisniewski et al, 1980), depending on the circumstances of ascertainment. However,
the average of 12 recent studies (Kim et al, 1975, "Southampton Symposium" 1980, and
Wad et al, 1980) was 72/977 (7.2%) of couples (3.6% of persons). These studies all
employed modem band-staining methods which double the yield over older methods (q.v.
the' review by de la Chapelle et al, 1973: 3.52% of couples or 1.76% of persons.)
Since a chromosomally abnormal conceptus increases the probability of a live born,
chromosomally abnormal child in subsequent pregnancies it Is important to do chromosome
studies on stillborn infants and on abortuses whenever possible, so that prenatal
diagnosis can be considered.
Apart fromchromosome defects, therapeutic abortion, hyaline membrane disease and
prematurity, there are many other causes of fetal and infant death. The most common
-'of these are malformations mostly of multifactorial origin and some gene mutations.
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It is a remarkable fact that most fetuses with an apparently single malformation
also die prenatally. The data inTable 7were 'derived by Nishimura.et &1 (1968) from
a large series of therapeutically aborted embryos (which have an overall rate of
chromosome abnormalities of 1.7% Kajii 1973); thus, itis not very likely that more
than a very small fraction of this massive mortality rate can be attributed to aneuploidy
or polyploidy.
Congenital infections (listeriosis, mycoplasma. several types of viruses) are
not commonly identified as cause of fetal and infant death (Driscoll, 1967, TaylorRobinson and McCormack 1980); uterine malformation and xomas, ectopic implantation
(atsonaga

and Shiota 1980), abnormalities of placentatipn and fetal number are rare

causes of fetal defect and death.

Maternal diabetes and alcoholism must now be

listed as two very important additional causes of fetal defect and death; these seem
to be particularly notable problems in the US Native Americans.
tETHODS OF STUDY
The proper work-up of an abortus or stillborn infant requires coordinated planning
and advance preparation.
*

Because of the well-known risk of fetal defect or death in cases of first

trimester vaginal bleeding, many methods have been developed to assess the prognosis
of such pregnancies, including ultrasound scanning and studies of serum levels of
placental lactogen, aC -fetoprotpin, human chortonic gonadotropin, estradiol, progesterone.
and the rore recently introduced pregnancy-specific is -glycoprotein (Jouppila et al,

1980).
If the indications are that abortion may or will occur the patient should be given
written instructions on what to do in the event, Including emergency room and/or
.office visit during or immediately after the event in orderM place into a sterile
receptacle any material that has been expelled or may be produced. Offices and
pathology laboratories should have well established, written policies on handling
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these specimens - If necessary, posted in the pathology laboratory so that persons
unfamiliar with daytime or weekday routine will react correctly.
The cytogenetics laboratory should keep folesh tissue-culture media In the
pathology refrigerator at all times and should have a call precedure worked out so that
in all cases where the cause of fetal death is still unknown, routine samples for
chromosome culture(s) are obtained and such cultures are established as soon after the
event as possible.' Neonatal death should be anticipated whenever possible and blood for
cytogenetic studies obtained before death.
The obstetrical attendant should in all cases make available to the coordinating
developmental pathologist the woman's medical, gynecological and obstetric history.
Explicit note should be made of maternal weight gain and vigor, frequency and type
of fetal movements.

Incase of a dead fetus that appears normal and has no chromosome

defect, it is particularly important to check the mother for renal disease, high blood
pressure, infections, drug addiction and alcohol use, diabetes mellitus or prediabetes,
hemoglobinopathies, uterine defects, the presence or absence of any genetic disorder
or endocrinopathy, especially hypothyroidism. A careful family history needs to be
taken on both partners, and a careful physical examination should be performed on -both.
The placentas on aUl deliveries should be saved until it is established that the
fetus or infant is normal.

In case of fetal abnormality the placenta should be studied

by clinician and pathologist who should record size and other physical aspects, degree
of infarction, evidence of infection, amnion nodosum, or cryptic twinning, and the state
of membranes and cord.

This isparticularly important incase of twinning, ectopic

pregnancy and uterine defects and myomas, and the ADAM (amniotic deformities - adhesions
mutilation, or "amniotic bands") sequence.
The pathologist should be well versed in human developmental staging and should
have worked out a routine for logging-in the specimen, getting data and history forms
filled out, measuring, examining and photographing the specimen or fetus.

A most

searching physical examination should be done on all fetuses,including a study-of

-
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dermtoglyphtcs and Intra-oral structures.

A goodstereodissectng-photomcroscope

N will be needed to study and photograph small specimens, and a Faxitroh)or similar
mini-Xray machine should be used to record skeletal structure.
tissue should be studied microscopically.

Placental or decdual

Unless death was clearly due to some other

cause, routine viral, mycoplasma and bacterial cultures should be submitted from
decIdual-placental and fetal material.
Aside from standard references on general and neurological developmental pathology
(Persaud et al, 1979, Friede 1975, Lemire et al, 1975, Morison 1970, Potter and Craig
1975, Willis 1962) the pathologist must realized that there are hundreds of reports
on the subject of the malformed fetus in the older literature, extending in a substantial
manner, for at least 160 years, I.e., to the most productive period of P'eckel's life;
the patology of many causally different types of fetal defects isbeautifully illustrated
in the recent review by Shepard and Fantel (1979).
In a larger clinical center or ina university hospital, study groups to focus
" on particular cases or areas, or to review all cases may be established and include
pathologists, clinical or experimental teratologists, anatomists and Interested
clinicians.

If, for examples, the infant or fetus had the 13-trisomy syndrome and if

anatomist colleagues are interested in such mterial (and not back-logged for a long
period of time) it is common courtesy to inform and/or transmit to them the material
with written instructions on ultimate disposition (medical school or hospital disposal,
return to family for burial, cremation with return of ashes to family etc.)

Receipt

of such material and/or specimens must be acknowledged In writing and assigned a
lab number; occasionally clinicians are chagrined by loss or Inability to trace
products of conception or a fetus, an event doubly embarrassing if persuasion was

() Hewlett-Packard Corporation
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Where anatomists/teratologists are Involved

indiagnosis the family and clinicians are entitled to results within a reasonable time,
which should be made explicit to all concerned: Waiting periods of. months or years
are not tolerated well anymore,

reduce chances of further collaboration, and In a given

case, may make repayment from third-party carriers difficult If not impossible.
Data and/or conclusions should be transmitted as soon as possible to the responsible
clinician In charge who should make it his/her responsibility to see that the family
obtains appropriate counseling.

Counselors will examine the transmitted data and establish

immediate contact with the persons or family to inform them of procedures and appointments,
and if necessary, get releases signed to obtain anyother information needed about this,
previous and/or related fetal deaths, and to obtain a complete and accurate family history.
Depending on circumstances, it may be necessary to verify vital statistical data at
the State Bureau of Vital Statistics, interview relatives, or initiate cytogenetic studies
on parents before the (first) counseling session.

This session may be primarily

devoted to dealing with the parents' grief which, unless done explicitly, may impede
reception and understanding of important counseling information.
RECURRENCE OF ABORTIOf AND PERINATAL LOSS
Several studies have been published on subsequent outcome and recurrence risk
after an abortion and/or fetal death (for older literature see Poland et al 1977).
In 1973 Leridon reported on a prospective study of 3185 pregnancies from the obstetric service of the HOpital Criteil.

After on abortion in the first pregnancy the

risk of abortion In the second was 28.2Y; after abortions in the first 2 pregnancies
the risk of abortion In the third was 37.9%j and after loss of the first 3 the risk to
the fourth was about 50%.

In women who had not had a spontaneous abortion in the

previous pregnancy the risk of abortion in the next pregnancy was 16.1%; the figures
for the third and fourth pregnancies were 17.5% and 12.6% respectively.
Similar results were reported by Poland et al (1977) in a masterful study which
ought to be required reading for all persons conceded with the subject.

7-999 0 - 82 - 40

Poland and her
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least one previous spontaneous abortion.

Table 8 sumarized their results.

The patients of Poland et al were divided into four groups on the basis of
reproductive history before the-index abortion:
Group 1:

no pregnancies before index spontaneous abortion

Group 2:

all previous pregnancies resulted in live-born children

Group 3:

live-born children and previous fetal or perinatal (up to 28 days after
birth) loss

Group 4: only pregnancy loss(es) before index spontaneous abortion
Table 9 summarizes outcome by group.
Thus, the best outcome is in women who had not had any pregnancies before the index
abortion.

In the latter case almost one-half of all subsequent pregnancies resulted

in failure.

In this study outcome in women who had only had previous abortions could

be related to number of consecutive spontaneous abortions as follows (Table 10):
This confirms the conclusions of Lerdon quoted above, namely the greater the
numbdof prevtu-s

pontaneous abortions the greater is the risk to the subsequent

pregnancy.
Perhaps more important to the family are late fetal deaths and stillbirths.

INCIDENCE AND RISK OF RECURRENCE OF MALFORMATION AND/OR
GENETIC DEFECT INSTILLBIRTH AND PERINATAL DEATH
Newcombe's (1968) empiric recurrence risk study of outcome after stillbirth
showed that after the birth of one stillborn child the risk of further stillbirths,
postnatal death and registerable handicaps in subsequent pregnancies was more than
doubled.

In case of 2 or more prior stillbirths the combined risk increased five fold

and affected one third of all subsequent fetuses (Table 11).

The risks following 2

stillbirths are based on a small body of data which must be enlarged to yield more
reliable estimates of risk.

As with all empiric risk figures it must be kept in mind

that a given risk figure may not apply equally to all at risk but that it
the weighted average of at least 2 populq jons. -ne

ay represent

at low or negligibly low risk
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(those whose conditions was due to sporadic environmental events, chromosome and gene
mutations) and another at more substantial or high risks (those representing segregating
gene or chromosome defects or intrinsic maternal effects present with every pregnancy
e,g. maternal PKU).

-

Data such as those of Newcombe do not lend themselves to further

causal analysis and do not help decide whether in a given case a high or low risk
situation prevails.

Since it may make an enormous difference to a couple whether they

face a negligible recurrence risk (e.g. after a previous stillbirth wi-th thanatophoric
dwarfism) or a 25% recurrence risk (e.g. after one of the form of achondrogenesis) it
Is of the greatest importance for all necessary diagnostic/genetic studies to be done
to allow this differentiation and specific counseling and to avoid having to use
empiric recurrence risk figures, which, In a given case may over or under estimate the
true risk.
Genetic risks were assessed in 3 studies of fetal and/or neonatal deaths:

Poland

and Lowry (1974) confined to stillborn Infants; Gustavson and Jorulf (1976) on perinatal
deaths (>28 weeks gestational age to 7th postnatal day); and MacLeod et al (1977 & 1979)
on stillbirths and early neonatal deaths.

The results were remarkably similar inall 3

studies: overall 1/4 (131/511) of the stillbirths and perinatal deaths were found tn
have a grossly recognizable single or complex malformation with either a genetic cause
or predisposition, many of them associated with a significant recurrence risk.
Poland and Lowry (1974) studied 204 stillborn Infants and found 55 to be
morphologically abnormal.

Twenty-six (47%) of the abnormal infants were found to have

a genetically caused or predisposed defect, of which 3 were chromosomal and 23 nonchromosomal Inorigin.
nervous system.

The later included 15-cases with a primary defect of the central

Poland and Lowry also studied 902 abortuses, over half (53%) of which

were morphologically abnormal.

In 83 (17%) of these a genetic cause could be determined.

This cause was chromosomal in 23 cases.
In the Gustavson and Jorulf study (1976) 15 of 99 late stillbirths had one or
more malformation of which 5 were primary defects of the central nervous system
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Two had multiple skeletal defects, one a cardiac defect, two

gastrointestinal anomalies, and the other S had a multiple congenital anomalies
syndrome, all with associated skeletal defects.* All 15 malformations were considered
to be multifactorially determined with a 1 in 20 estimated risk of recurrence in
subsequent pregnancies of the same couple. %Thirty-eightof 108 infants dying during
the first week of life had at least one major malformation, 2 due to a chromosome
defect, one representing the effect of a teratogen (phenytoin), 9 due to autosomal
recessive mutations, two due to dominant genes(one new mutation,

and 24 were multi-

factorial traits.
MacLeod et al (1977 and 1979) studied 100 fetuses.

The authors found that 23

had a multiple congenital anomaly (MCA) syndrome, 3 due to chromosomal cause and 18
representing a recognizable syndrome. The risk of recurrence was considered "high"
(2-25%) in 11 of .the 23 MCA cases.

MacLeod et al concluded that about 20% of stillbirth.

and perinatal death is associated with recognizable heritable disease.
Thus, in these studies, about 1/2 of abortuses are malformed; in 15-20% a genetic
cause can be identified (about 1/4 representing chromosome defects).

In the perinatally

dead about 1/4 are malformed and in some 13% a genetic cause can be identified (about
1/8 representing chromosomally determined defects, the rest being gene mutations and
multifactorial traits).

Thus, the overall empiric recurrence risk for malformation in

stillbirths is higher than in early abortuses.

Again, a proper work-up isessential if

recurrence risks are to be calculated.
ABNORMAL LIVEBIRTHS AFTER SPONTANEOUS
ABORTION OR PREMATURE BIRTH
In 1976 Funderburk et al analysed data from 28,958 consecutive Los Angeles
deliveries to determine the prognosis of future pregnancies after previous abortions
and premature births.

Perinatal mortality was more than 3 times as high among infants

of women who had had at least one previous premature delivery and one spontaneous
abortion that it was in the control grPiNp; a

thou'ytho had had 3 or more previous
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premature deliveries the perinatal mortality approached 18%.

These authors used

a
the term "abnorml live birth" to designate Infants with birth weight 42501 gum,
gestational age (37 weeks, or with congenital anomlies.

They found that the probability

of abnormal live birth Increased strikingly with the number of previous abortions and
premature births; the rate was 50 for women who had had at least 3 previous premature
births. However, the incidence of recognized congenital malformations was not striking,
Thus, even a. history of previous prertirity coupled with the occurrence of spontaneous
abortions.increases the risk of fetal abnormality.
Adequate study of the products of fetal wastage provides diagnostic Information
that is vitally important in the identification of high risk parents, so that counseling
can be given, prenatal diagnosis offered, and where possible, preventive measures taken.
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS
The above was written and documented In some detail because so many professionals
seem not to know or to care. about the biological aspects of the matter.

Many seem to

know and to care even less about the psychological aspects of abortion and stillbirth,
and it must be stressed that this dimension of the problem Is equally important and
deserves the most sensitive response from all professionals Involved.
British psychiatrists (especially Emanuel Lewis and S. Bourne) have been very
active In the field and their several seminal contributions have been most helpful.

Their

thinking was sumed up In the Lancet Leader of 4 June 1977 entitled "The Abhorrence
of Stillbirth.": "The stillbirth ofa baby who was awaited with joy is a bitter
calamity.

Intrapartum death Is saddening to everybody involved; worse, death In

utero Is extraordinarily chilling and repugnant; but beyond that, there is now a
growing suspicion of sequelae beyond and different from any immediate paihful reactions:
psychiatrists will bear witness that, in the mother, the wound to self-respect can
precipitate depression, frigidity, and phobic states; some women, apparently untouched
at the tim, my be at Increased risk of breakdown in the next pregnancy; there my be
matrimonial disturbances, Impotence, and other sy)tom In the husband and far
reaching effects on other children."
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The entire Leader deserves to be quoted here, however, readers are referred to an
excellent, comprehensive review of the entire literature which was recently prepared on
the subject by Sean Phipps, Coordinator of the Genetics and Birth Defects Clinic of the
Milwaukee Children's Hospital: Stillbirth and neonatal death; mourning response.
intervention and management.

Copies of the preprint are available from him.

The

review was stimulated through contact with the local parent group called AIID (Aid in
Infant Death) and the organization by J. Herrmann andS. Phipps at the Milwaukee Children's
Hospital of an exempl.ary team to provide diagnostic and psychological counseling services
to parents of stillborn infants. From Emanuel Lewis they have adopted a stunningly
beautiful "logo" for their work, namely the Chinese characters for a plant whose
flowers appear only once briefly during the night, a poignantly apt symbol of stillbirth
(Fig. 1).

According to the Curator of the Mitchell Park Horticultural Domes of
Milwaukee the flower refered to is a type of night-blooming cereus (Fig. 2) which must
mean a rather recent investing of the plant with this meaning since no cacti are native
to Asia.
A recent sensitive discussion of the subject of stillbirth and its psychological
inplications isby Kennel and Klaus in their textbook on mther-infant bonding (Klaus
and Kennell, 1976).
SWAY
Humans sustain a reproductive loss of about 2/3; prenatally, much of this death is
associated with malformations which are mainly due to chromosome abnormalities. Up to
one-half of all pre and post Implantation ova in man may have chromosome defects which
are over 98% lethal. The earlier the stage of development at the time of the spontaneous
abortion the greater is the number of malformations and chromosome defects; almost80%
of enbryos having reached a 2 week stage of development have a chromosome defect, as do
over 60% of those developing-to 12 weeks, about 6%of stillborn infants and 0.6% of all
liveborn infants; Even nonchromosomally caused single congenital defects have a high
prenatal death rate.

Besides chromosome defects, multifactorial traits and single gene
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wastage with or without prematurity of previous liveborn infants increases the risk
of subsequent fetal loss; the greater the number of preceding spontaneous abortions
the smaller Is the chance of a subsequent liveborn child.
One-fourth of all stillborn fetuses have one or more than one malformation or a
syndron., In many cases associated with a substantial risk of recurrence. After *certain
diseases of early infancy" (mostly prematurity and hyaline mmbrane disease) congenital
malformations remain the most important cause of infant mortality (60% of which occurs
by the seventh day of life).
It is important for pediatricians to take much greater cognizance of the amount
of genetic disease involved in fetal wastage and infant death, to collaborate more
effectively with obstetricians, pathologists, anatomists and geneticists In determining
diagnosis and risk of recurrence, and to counsel more accurately those who have lost a
fetus or Infant.

Such fetuses and infants deserve the same meticulous examination,
evaluation and documentation as an older malformed child being beought in for diagnostic,
prognostic and genetic counseling. A fetal loss may cause as much sorrow as an infant
death; this grief must be addressed explicitly but gently and sympathetically before
any other considerations are put before the parents as they decide on whether or not
to create a new life.
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TABLE -1
Infant Mortality inWlsconsin 1975

First 24 hours
Day 2

day 7

Day 8 - day 28
Day 29 - end of first year

Period
N
%
332
38.8

332

188

22.0

520

60.8

4day 7

97

11.3

617

72.2

4day 28

238

27.9

855

100.0

855

100.0

Cumul a ti ve
zN
Period
38.8
day 1

41st year

TABLE 2
Prenatal and Infancy Loss and Chromsom Abnormalities in Humans

Initial Ova

n

%

214

100

n

Chromsme Defects

Reminng

Lost

% of

%of

total

remainder

%

n

A. Non dividing ova

34

16

-

180

84

6. Prelqlantation loss

32

15

17.8

148

69

C. Early implantation loss

47

22

31.7

101

47.2

IRST HISSED PEKIO j -- - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - -- - -------------- - - -- - - - --

25

0. Abortion (20 weeks

0.608

E. Stillbirth )20 weeks

H.

1.0

Ttals139.

139.6

H. Totals

I

Total S

0.82

25.4

0.783
-.

17.23
..-------

25.0

76

35.5

0.621

7.26

0.8

75.4

35.2

0.058

0.016

75.4

35.2

0.00

0.027

74.4

34.8

65.

74.

34.

65.2

74.4

34.8

11.7
0.28

F. Livebirths

G. Infant deaths (1CI yr)

Rate

0.46

1.3
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TABLE 3
Frequency of Chromosome Defects as a Function
of Developmental Age

(Boug ABou6, 1973)
Development
in Weks

No of
Specimens

Chromosome Anomalies
No
%

2

23

18

78.

3

374

258

68.9

4

203

125

61.6

5

139

85

61.2

6

302

211

69.9

7

56

27

8
.9

36

8

42

.6

10

14

7

11

8

1

12

8

3

48.2.

2
25
TIu23%

6 6%
62%
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TABLE 4

Chromosomal Abnormalities in Liveborn Infants

(Jacobs 1977)
No
NORMAL

ABNORMAL
TOTAL

% of Total

54,423

99.4

326

0.6

54,749

100.0

Type of Abnormality
Sex chromosome aneuploldy
(88 males, 32 females)
Autosomal trtsonw

120

0.22

74

0.14

132

0.24

326

0.60

Structural defects
balanced
unbalanced

104
28
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TABLE 5
Chromosome Abnormalities in the Perinatally Dead
(Bauld et al 1974, Machin & Crolla 1974, Kuleshov et al 1975)

Time of Death

Successfully
Cultured

Abnormal
No
%

Antepartum, usually
macerated stillbirth
Intrapartum death
"fresh stillbirth"

59

7

215

9

4.2

Early neonatal death

519

32

6.2

Total

793

48

6.1

87-999 0 - 82 - 41

11.9

TABLE 6
Cause of Death and Chrovosome Abnormalities in the
Perinatally Dead
(Bauld et al 1974, Machin &Crolla 1974)
Cause

Successfully
Cul turned

Abnormal
No

Multiple congenital anomalless lethal malformation

174

15

8.6

Infection

43

3

7.0

Antepartum death & stillbirth without malformations

29

2

6.9

Com1ications of prematurity

177

5

2.8

Primary anoxia + trauma

171

2

1.2

Other

25
619

0
27

0.0
4.4

nor
TABLE 8
Subsequent pregnancy Outcome in 472 women who had
had at least one Previous Abortion
(Poland et al 1977)

Pregnancy outcome

No

Live-born infant

412

64.6

Spontaneous abortion

140

22.1

Stillborn infant
Neonatal death
Ectopic pregnancy

7
11
4*

%

1.1
1.7
0.6

Therapeutic or induced abortion

49*

7.7

Unknown or currently pregnant

15*

2.4

638

* Eliminated from subsequent consideration

100.2
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TABLE 9
Outcome of Subsequent Prtgnancy According
to Group
(Poland et al 1977)

Outcome (%)
Abortions

Perinatal
Loss

Total
Pregnancy
Loss %

81

17

2

19

182

77

21

2

23

3

126

63

7

37

4

63

51

3

49

Total
Pregnancies

Live
Births

192
2

Group

Spontaneous

46

TABLE 10
Pregnancy Outcome Related to Number of Previous
Consecutive Abortions
(Poland et al, 1977)

Live
Births

Outcome ()
Spontaneous
Abortions

Perinatal
Loss

145

79

19

3

26

65

35*

30

so

47*

Number of Consecutive
Spontaneous Abortions

Total
Cases

1
2
3
Total

201

*Figures almost identical to those quoted by Leridon

3
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TABLE I1.
Risk to Later Sibs of Stillborn Fetuses
(Newconbe, 1968)
Among all Births
217,795 Live &
Stillbirths

Handicapped
Dead
Totals

After 2 Stillbirths:
among 35 later
Sibs

%

No

%

No

2,403

1.1

85

6.7

5

14.3

3,987

1.8

29

2.3

0

-.

8,437

3.9

81

6.4

7

20.0

14,827

6.8

195

12

34.0

No
Stillbirths

After 1 Stillbirth:
among 1265
later Sibs

15.4

%
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LEGENDS
Fig. 1 Four character Chinese construction (read from top) TAN KIA ONCE TO
APPEAR. HUA meaning flower, and the character TAN being a combination of the characters
for Sun, rain and cloud. Chinese symbol for stillbirth. inher second book (China
Men)-Maxine Hong Kingston alludes to this symbol: *Sun, air, wind chase away his memory
of nightingales singingandnight-blooming cereus."

(New York, Alfred A. Knopf. 1980, p.8).-

Fig. 2 The flower of the HUA character is the night-blooming cerus (epiphyjZw
o

Fig.sple).
Fig. 1 & 2 Courtesy of Sean Phipps of the Milwaukee Children's Hospital.
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June 2, 1981

Senator max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcomlttee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to comment on S.158, "Abill to
provide that human life shall be deemed to exist from conception." Itismy
belief that although the potential for human personhood is present in every
diploid cell of a body including the fertilized zygote, those unique characteristics of which constitute human personhood do not develop until considerably
later than conception. It is possible to find all of the human chromosomes
and genes in any single diploid human cell, but this does not establish "human
personhood" in my opinion. Attempts to define this concept, I believe, are
the province of philosophers rather than scientists and physicians.
I would specifically like to address the question of the impact of S. 158
on my practice as a Pediatric Hematologist. I care for children with genetiCally determined blood diseases which impose enormous emotional and financial
drains upon families. Cooley's Anemia is a genetic disease which still has
approximately 25 year life expectancy. It has received Congressional attention inthe past. These unfortunate children must receive transfusions of
blood on the average of every three to four weeks and ultimately succumb In
young adult'life to the consequence of chronic iron overload. The parents pf
such children usually opt to have no.nore children because of the tremendous burden
that an affected child Imposes. The option of prenatal diagnosis and elective
abortion of fetuses proven to have this disease has provided some of these
families with an important alternative. I have patients who now have normal
siblings who would never have been conceived Ifthis had not been an option.
The same problems and possibilities obtain InSickle Cell Anemia.
We hav# recently able been able to exclude a diagnosis of congenital
agranulocytosis in a 16 week fetus. The horror of this genetic disease in a
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previous child resulted in one-and-a-half years of painful hospitalization before
certain death. Another pregnancy would never have been undertaken without the
firm knowledge that the child would not be affected. The family now has a beautiful and healthy six month old.
I believe itwould be useful in your deliberations to talk to families who
have had these kinds of experiences. Those of us "on the
line" are
concerned about S.158. Families who have been blighted by firing
catastrophic genetic
disease should not be deprived summarily of their right to have
normal children.
I personally object to the intent and content of S. 158 and urge you to
consider its detrimental impact on many courageous families inyour decision
making process.
Sincerely,

Howard A.Pearson, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
HAP/aa

)
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April 24, 1981
Honorable Max Bacus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcomittee on Separation
of Powers
U.S. Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Sacus:

Quite clearly the bill S.IS8 confuses the question of "life" with "human
being or "legal person" which is simply mixing apples and oranges.
Life can be seen all around us and clearly humans sperm are living but
no one would declare them to be persons. When one of these spems unites
with a human ovum whether within the body or outside of It there Is no
scientific way to define the legal rights and human personhood of the resultng fertilized ovum. There would be no way to set up according to
scientific method any study either medical or otherwise which would provide significant data or answers to this question.
Clearly then it is my view that the question of human personhood is
largely a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious and perhaps a political
question which is not amendable to scientific definition or even study
In the present context.
Sincerely,
Ben M. Peckham. M.D.
Chairman
SNPmme
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Senator Max caucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucuss
In reference to your letter of May 13, 1981 to Dr. Marilyn Escobedo,
regarding Bill S. 158. Dr. Zscobedo is out of state at this time
and her reply to your letter will be forth coming after the week
of June 22nd.
Thank you for your letter of interest and understanding of our
delay in replying.
Sincerely yours,

Administrative Secretary
Dept. of Pediatrics/Heonatology
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April 27, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
United State Senate
Washington, DC

20S10

Dear Senator Baucus:
Your letter of 16 April reached me on Friday. We have
returned to the Los Angeles area. I do appreciate the
opportnity of sharing some thoughts with you and your
colleagues.

I do not believe that 'the question of personhood Is a
medical and scientific' one, only Furthermore, it is
my point of view that the question of 'human personhood
is in large part, a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious
and polTtcal' one I
I do agree that 'medical and scientific data alone cannot
determine what the definition of human personhood should be
in the present context'.
Were the committee consider seriously the recommendation
for passage of S.ISS, Iwould deem it appropriate to file
an 'impact statement', documenting the consequences in
money expenditure, and psychosocial "-turmoilts (at the
very least) that might occur.
The committee night also look at the ways of reducing the

number of 'misconceptions' that arise each year, so that
more of our citizens have an opportunity of avoiding pregnancy, rather than 'arguing' whether there 'shoUld be
over riding rights granted to

the unborn.

Respectfully submitted,

Ronald J. Pion, MD
Clinical Professor of
Obstetric. and Gynecology, UCLA

.
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May 27, 1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I write in reply to your recent letter asking my opinion of S.158.
I will respond to the four questions you posed.
1.

I do not believe that "the question of human personhood" is
a medical or scientific question.

2.

I do agree that the question of human personhood is in large
part one relating to matters of morals, ethics, philosophy,
religion or politics, rather than one relating to biomedical
matters.

36

I do not believe that medical and scientific data alone can
be used to determine the definition of human personhood.

4.

It is my opinion that if S.158 were enacted, the results would
be--in a word--disastrous. As I interpret the bill, it would
absolutely prohibit abortion for any reason, even %here necessary
to preserve the life of the pregnant woman, in cases of rape
and incest, and where it is known with medical certainty that
the fetus is afflicted with a congenital defect incompatible
with normal life. Additionally, and perhaps even more preniciously, it would have far-reaching effects on the practice of medicine.
For example, it would seem to prohibit the use of certain widely
uked and widely accepted forms of contraception. A case in
point is the intrauterine contraceptive device which is believed
to act in such a way as to inhibit implantation, as opposed
to preventing conception.
Another case in point is the
progesterone "minti pill" which may act in a similar manner.
Finally, the bill could be interpreted in some perverse way
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as prohibiting treatment of extrauterine pregnancy, a serious
and life-threatening

complication which occurs approximately
once in every 200 gestations. If a pregnancy were located in
the fallopian tube (the most common sight of extrautertne pregnancy)
and it is not treated surgically, the almost-inevitable result
would be death from Antraperitoneal hemorrhage.
These opinions are expressed by me as an individual and do not
necessarily reflect the institution or any organizations with which I
am ossogiated.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if I may be of further help.
Sincerely yours,

Roy H, Pitkin, M.D.
RMPinjs
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June 11, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am delighted to try to respond
letter of
May 13th which was received In Brooklyn toon your
June 5th.
The subject matter brought up by S.168 is of extreme
Importance.
I am concerned by your use of the word *human personhood! since I am not quite clear
what it means.
Let me respond with some general remarks and then
answer
your questions.
A living cell is not
human being, though humans are
made up of living and dying acells.
There is a continwmbetween
living and non-l ving and any sharp distinctive
the two is exceedingly difficult for scientist orline between
humanist,
Science can say with Some difficulty whether there
is
life or not. It has finally
agreed that flat electro-encephalograms means brain death.
But the 'uality
life is of supreme Importance as in
patients with terminal ofcancer
heart disease, or some of
the iongentital diseases such or
as Tay-Sachs, where life on the
available dimensions is not worth
living to the patient or the
family.
Then there Is the very important element of choice.
The
mother with a monster in her belly might-well
to have it
scraped out end start again. The mother with want
an unwanted baby
from rape, incest, or the indiscretions of youth
the same choice. The person with terminal cancer must be allowed
denied his choice to blow the whistle on how many must not be
more palliative
procedures will be performed.

67-"l 6 .82 -42
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To respond to your specific questions:
1. Human personhood" Is much more than a medical or
scientific question. Fertilized ova are not yet humans.
2. The question of human personhood is very much a
matter of moral, ethical, religious, humanistic and cultural
considerations.
3. Medical and scientific data cannot alone determine
human personhood.
4. The Impact of S.158 would be simply disastrous.
There could be no enlightened genetic screening, and there
would be no clearly considered and.erfomed abortions. (There
would be no effect on contraceptives.)
Senate bill S. 158 is very much a governmental intrusion on the rights of private citizens.
With all best wishes.
Sincerely,
Calvin H. Plimkt~n, M.D.
Professor of Medicine
Emeritus President and Dean
Downstate Medical Center
CHP:r
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SenatoBos
S writingg in repos to yow letter concwring yaw
hearing on S. 158.
Doa

ubo= ttee's

I know of no medical or scitific evidence that either defines haun
•paersorxod or irdictas wnm a developing euxrya is Jad with that
quality. To argm this question on medical and scientific woxids is
pointless uis r
ct of the pMlosm'Ihev of old in theft endless
ar e% about howr :m angels can dance on the head of a pin. it is
in ev ry sme of the wrd an ethical and religious imie, and to attempt
m legislate it is to legislate our moral and religious beliefs.
Firn a more Soap -tic point of vim, the enaom nt of 8. 15 would hae
devastating effects on the practice of medicine, would cms
dls
saff
inand eve the
s of life, life the definition of which
we are a agM upon.
Bna diatrican, I am ost concern-s about
the effec this law wou have on genetic scoring. As I amsue you
are mare, this is an ar that is rapidly expwding. it offas oouples
%to
ca
certain severe gmentio disorders the oportunity to be assured
that the wife will bear a r==l child.
Utmert In this Is the reog
nation of the g*ic
disorder in utaro and an i
to that pag
nancy if the fetus is affected. To dwuy owleu that o
ty ems
to me to be unduly restrictive. 7hsre ae my other acuiles thatI
cold Use pirtiallarly as related to the practice of d~stetrics andS
gyneoology. Homver, there are others who arena e qualified to omant.
I hope that you agre with m views = I am convinced that this legislation
is omR~ssive, periodlous, ai dangerous.
If there is w other infaomton that I might provide, or In any other wy
contribute, to the defeat of this bill, please do not hesitate to let we know.
With bet wishes.
Sinowel yours
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Senator Max Daucus
Room 107
Dirkeon Senate building
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Baucus:
I am vriting as a private Individual who has accumulated experience
that may be relevant to the technical and administrative aspects of
the Senate Committee hearings on "human life". I an an obstetrician
who trained and practiced in Britain, then earned a PhD in embryology
and conducted research n that field for several years. I was the
Medical Director of the International Planned Parenthood Federation
for ten years and traveled to all parts of the world before assuming
my current responsibilities as Executive Director of the International
Fertility Research Program, which is an independent nonprofit organisation conducting research in a variety of contraceptive technologies.
I present my credentials briefly only to set out what I believe Is an appropriate context for your review. I do not speak as the representative
of any organization, but as an Individual with a deep sense of personal
concern about an Important human problem.
For more than 20 years, my daily work has demanded that I think about
the Important and complex problem of defining when human life begins.
In all that times, I have never been able to identify any obvious rubicon
in development that will allow me, or society, to establish simple,
universally acceptable rules to guard all aspects of human reproduction.
At the same time, I recognize the need for responsible action. Just as
I believe that I have a moral obligation to help protect patients' ovaries
or testes from undue exposure to x-rays, so I have a concern for the products
of conception once fertilization has taken place.
Fertilization does bring together genetic material but I do not believe
it forms an appropriate point for legislative concern or individual
action for the following reasons:
- Some fertilized eggs will become cancers (choriocarcinoas), or merely
masses of placental tissue' (hydatidiform moles).
- Up to 5OZ of all fertilized human eggs are aborted spontaneously due
to defects in the complex processes of embryology.
- In mintals, development can take place without fertilization, until
the somite stage (equivalent to 20-25 days of development In a).
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- Two or sore embryos can corn together to make a cmon embryo
or chlsra. tn the natural situation, the formation of identical
twins does not begin in man until about the 14th day of pregnancy.
This is a physical fact of considerable significance for the
spiritual lnterpreastion of the human soul.
I continue to be Impressed by the massive production of millions of
eggs and opera. Nore than this, I an impressed by the frequent abnoralities of development and the way in which spontaneous abortion acts
as a necessary, health
process eliminating Nature's errors.
I expect biologists to provide Increasingly detailed accounts of the
anatomy and physiology of early human development; however, on philosophical grounds I do not expect to see a concensus concerning the
metaphysical problem of defining an exact point Vhen life begins anymore than. 1 expect astronomers to tell se about heaven by looking down
a telescope.
Problems of the same nature occur elsewhere in biology. The parallel
I sometimes sake relates to the age of voting in a democratic society.
No one would argue that the frnachise ought to extend to a child of
six months, or that it should be withheld until an Individual is 60
years old. But whether one votes at 18, 21, or 30 is ultimately
an arbitrary decision. People who make such difficult decisions must
have as much information as possible, ust ensure that compassion is
extended when error occurs, and must make every effort to see that
tolerance reigns when sincere differences of opinion arise.
iolosically, one of the ain actions of an IUD probably takes place
after fertilization and before implantation five days later. Legally,an UD could be classified as an abortifacient but I do not think that
clinically or ethically the use of an ID in any way equates with an
abortion later in pregnancy.
Just as nature frequently intervones early in pregnancy to cure abnormal
situations, so I believe it Is licit to do so of our own volition in
certain circumatances. At the same time, I find any thought of infanticdde abhorrent. Somewhere between the two extremes we need to draw a line.
Personally, I would draw it to ten or twelve weeks, but I can respect
the competent and informed Individual who draws the line at six, or attwenty-Ix wes. I do not find any significant body of Informed end
thinking people who want to push the line all the way back to fertilizetion or all thq way forward to birth.
As a ember of a democracy, I respect the right of my elected leaders
to make decisions concerning abortion. In my responsibilities toward
the organisation I direct, I ensure that both the letter and the spirit
of all congressional laws concerning abortion-related research are fully
and openly implemented. However, I thfik the current congressional debate
is concerned with spiritual rather than physical Judgments and I believe
that the goveromnt of any country that upholds the separation of church
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and state should not engage in such a debate. Z an concerned about
the secondary consequences of a decision that defines fertilization
as the time when human life begins. Should this happen, both those
who had agreed with the original hypotheses and those who had opposed
it wil unite In regret. For example:
-

It Is likely that both oral contraceptives and IUDs would
be excluded from medical practice in the United States.
There is strong evidence that one of the major effects of an
KUD occurs after fertilization. There also ts evidence to
indicate that som ean who use the pill do indeed ovulate,
but still do not fall pregnant. In these cases it is likely
.that the exogenous hormones so alter the lintg of the endometrium to make it possible for fertilized eggs to Implant.
Even If some methods of contraception remain in use, I think that
the amendment will curtail almost all future research in the fleld
of fertility regul4tion. Drug companies will withdraw because any
new methods might well be interpreted as abortifaclent thus exposing
the industry to edico-legal problems and to general harassments
by the sall minority whd feel passionately about the subject.

-

Nonprofit organizations will be squeezed out of the field. Whenever
an ambiguity arises concerning the frontier of abortion end contracaption, federal funds will undoubtedly be withdrawn. The cost of
contraceptive research and development have now become so high that
so philanthropic organizationi or consortium of organizations, could
possibly carry them. Furthermore, all large organizations are sensitive to expressions to public opinion. (for example, the Kllogg
Foundation has recently withdrawn from any funding of family planning

services )

We do have one recent historical parallel for a modern state that suddenly outlawed abortion and made contraceptives such more difficult to obtain. The law in Rumania was changed in 1966/67. Nine months later
the birthrate had tripled from 13.3 per thousand to 39.9 par thousand,
creating a generation of social and economic problems hrom school intake,
and university placement to employment opportunities. However, during
every year since the increase, the birthrate has fallen due to increased
number of Illegal abortions. The illegal abortions probably are done
later in pregnancy than the legal abortion's procedure previously (which
Z find ethically offensive) and the number of women dying from abortion
has quadrupled.
In America, I am sure we would experience a prohibition type ere with
what aight be called abortion "speak-asies". There will'be gross
financial and probably sexual exploitation of woman. so doubt the or8aised crime would move In. I believe the number of embryos that would
be destroyed would be almost the se a the present time, although the
abortions would probably happen later In pregnancy because of difficulty
6f access to services. Certaily, the number of women will die as a
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result of Illegal abortions, as will the suffering of many children
and families. I sincerely believe that a lost of human dignity and
human life vii increase and not decrease and which i find morally,
spiritually and biologically unacceptable.
tn the words of the Nev Testament, we would have cast out one devil
to let seven more in.
Sincerely,

Malcolm Potts, MA., NB.o WChir., PhD. D.ObsRCOG
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Senator Max Baucus

Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Re: Bill 0S.158
Dear Senator Baucus:
As a father and pediatrician I am an advocate for children.
The question of when "human personhood" begins lies more In the
realm of social than biologic science. Science goes only so far
as to state than when a human ovum is fertilized conception has
occurred.
"Human personhood" Is at best a vague concept-which can be
discussed philosophically, ethically, religiously and even
politically but not scientifically. A person who has conceived
must have the right to reflect on the total impact of the conception not only as it involves the individual but also as the

effects on the conceptus is perceived.

I therefore feel quite strongly that S. 158 should not be
eiiacted.
Sincerely,

Keith R. Powell, N.D.
Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
KRP/mlh
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April 17, 1981
Senator Max $mucus
taking Minority Nmber
8ente Judiciary Sub-Committee on Separation of Powers
1107 Dirkson Senate Office Building
Washingtom, D.C. 20510
Dear Senators
I a m Dr. Joseph H. Pratt, Emeritus Professor of Surgery of the Mayo Medical
school and Retired Cynecologic Surgeon of the Maoo Clinic.
on the surgical
staff of the Mayo Clinic from 1945 to my retirement in 1977. I was
Ny principal interest
and the basis of most of the papers I have written has been gynecologic
v the senior gynecologic surgeon and worked at the Methodist Hospital surgery. I
Ca
opposed to St. Mary's Hospital) end, therefore, consulted on and did whatever
abortions vere dewd necessary for our patients.
t feel strongly that the proposed "Human Life" statute should be turned
down
by this committee. When a sperm Joins with an ova another
event in the continuation
of the human species Is initiated. However, this fertilized egg or this
of celli is a lono, long way from being a "person". In Dr. Coner's wordssmall group
on looking
through tit microscope, "I see no heaven bound chariot of the soul, but
only a frail
congeries 6f animal cells, fraught indeed with promise beyond
all other embryonic
creatures, but of necessity bound to grog end to organism itself
as an animal if it
is tO become an."
It is obvious that science cannot answer the question of when human life,
in the
sense of a human being or a person comes into existence.
is a question which is
fundamentally one for theologians nd moralists to debate. That
As a physician I had to
have some ethical tenets from which I could work or discuss problems, especially
those involving the medical and emotional decisions required by the termination
of
a pregnancy.
For myself, as a person who would be asked to do an abortion, I have accepted
the premise that a fetus Is a part of the woane, a parasite
you will, but an
integral part of the womn's body, also that a women has the ifright
concerning her body. Once the fetus has grown and organized Itself totomake decisions
the stage that
it survives outside the body then we can reasonably say another Individual
has
developed.
I hope you will consider these thoughts tn the discussions of the committee
and
that this letter will be made part of the record on your deliberations.
Sincerely,
apb R. Pratt, M.D.

cc Senator David Durenberger
Senator Arlen Srdahl
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The honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Raucuss
Your letter of May 13 was referred to se since it relates to my area of
specialized concern here at Los Linda University's School of Medicine.
Hay I begin by answering your four questions, specifically:
1. While regard for human personhood has implications to medical practice
and scientific investigation, the definition Itself goes beyond merely
medical and scientific considerations.
2. Human personhood by definition certainly involves moral, ethical,
philosophical and religious considerations. I an less clear about its
political implications.
3. Medical and scientific data can serve as indicators of the presence of
actual and/or potential human personal function, but they cannot be the sole
basis for the definition of personhood.
4. This law would impose on a pluralistic society belief structures that
do not necessarily represent a consensus of society. It would limit the
physician's ability to practice his art in those situations of competition
between persons (the mother and her fetus) where one may endanger the quality
of life of the other. It would limit access to therapy intended to supplement the body when it fails to spontaneously abort a grossly abnormal fetus.
It would also limit the use of certain types of contraception since its
definition does not take into account the fact that a fertilized ovum has no
future potential if it is not in a supportive location (implantation in the
uterus).
By defining the zygote as a person from the moment of conception, a theological promise not shared by all of us (the existence of a human soul) is
arbitrarily Imposed. This comes close to a violation of constitutional
guarantees relating to religion.
On the other hand, protection of fetal life has Important Implications for
a society's human sensitivities. Devaluation and depersonalization of
fetuses is likely to diminish the value placed on human life in general.
What is even "symbolically" human has potential attitudinal impact on our
ability to value humanness. What Is even marginally human has human claims
upon us and mt therefore be protected and respected-though not absolutely
as in situations of competing claims. Abortions may be performed in
situations of threat to the mother, but artiA9j.ust never become a trivial
0
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act. Laws should be so constructed.as to assure this--on humane, not
theological, grounds. This must be so If the support of the larger society
is to be enlisted in establishing such legislation.
I find the present discussion very interesting and at time perplexing. I
hope from your inquiry, regarding attitudes of medically involved individuals
across the country, you may be able to be assisted In making a rational and
vise decision regarding this matter.
Sincerely yours,
irV.nrovonshe, M.D.,

Ph.D.

Department of Christian Ethics
It

cc:

Dr. 0. Gordon Hadley
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April 29, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Senator Baucusz
In response to your letter of April 13, 1981 concerning Senate
Bill 158, I have the following comments:
(1)

The proposed legislation probably lacks a rational basis.

The apparent purpose of the legislation is to establish by
congressional declaration that a human embryo and then fetus is a
"person" within the meaning of the 14th amendment due process clause
("nor shall any state deprive any .rion

of *life, liberty, or

property without due process of law") and is therefore entitled to
due process protection from purposeful abortion at any time after
conception.

(Presumably such protection would extend to all embryos

and fetuses, including those that are seriously malfozmed or conceived
as a consequenceof rape or incest.)
To achieve its purpose the legislation first declares that
scientific evidence supports the 'likelihood that actual human life
exists from conceptionj it then finds that the Fourteenth Amendment
was intended to protect all human beings, and it finally asserts that
"person shall include all human life as defined here."
added.)

(Emphasis

The great leap from human life to human person is made by

assertion with no explanation nor reference to supporting scientific
evidence.

And indeed responsible scientists would be loathe to

give an authoritative opinion on the social question of when a human
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fetus should be considered a human person.
Although social problems cannot ordinarily be resolved
effectively by resort to definitions, "actual human lifeO might
appropriately be defined as existing from conception.

At that

point an organism exists which is capable of growth and which may
ultimately develop into a human person.

But the existence of human

life at conception does not resolve the question of when the fetus
becomes a person.

A seed when planted in the ground may constitute

"lifo," but it is not yet a flower.

A freshly laid egg is not a

chick. The meaning of Nperson" in the due process clause depends
on the purpose of the clause.

The clause protects from excessive

governmental intrusion those individuals who are members of the
American community, that is, individuals who have most of the
characteristics of acknowledged community members.

Such individuals

are ordinarily recognizable as members of the community because
they significantly resemble acknowledged community members and either
function like various community members or have suffered an impairvent of function other than a total and irreversible loss of self-*
awareness.

In other words, they usually look and act like normal,

or abnormal, young, adult, or old people.

That description and

the underlying purpose scarcely fit a human embryo in the early
stages of development.

(A similar kind of inquiry is required to

identify the community-welfare purpose underlying anti-abortion
laws.

It the purpose is the traditional anti-homicide purpose, i.e.,

to inhibit the destruction of persons, that purpose may not be
significantly implemented by application of such laws to human
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embryos in the early stage of development, and such application
may therefore lack a rational basis.)
(2) Legislation declaring that a human person is present from
the time of conception probably rests solely upon religious premises
concerning an immortal soul and therefore may well violate the
establishment of religion clause of the First Amendment.
(3) The attempt to identify a human fetus as a person within
the meaning of the due process clause is contrary to the clear holding
of the Supreme Court in Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973).
interpretation is binding on Congress (see 4 below).

That

The Court

stated in Roe (410 U.S. at 156-57)s
The appellee...arguell that the fetus is a
"person* within the...meaning of the Fourteenth. Amendment .... The Constitution does not
define OpersonO in so many words....But in
nearly all the instances [where the word is
used in the Constitution) it has application
only postnatally ....All this, together with
our observation that throughout the major
portion of the 19th century prevailing legal
abortion practices were far freer [than] today
persuades us that the word "person" as used in
the Fourteenth Amendment does not include the
unborn.
(4)

Congressional power to enact the proposed legislation

cannot be derived from Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment.

That

section gives Congress "power to enforce" the provisions of the
Amendment by appropriate legislation.

Such power to enforce permits

Congress by legislation to invalidate unconstitutional state policy,
i.e., tosupersede state policies that are inconsistent with the
Amendment.

But Congress is not authorized to validate state regula-

Senator Max Baucus
April 29, 1981
Page Four

-

tion held unconstitutional by the Court.

As stated in Katzenbach v.

Morgan (384 U.S, 641 at 651 and footnote 10 (1966)s
Correctly viewed, section 5 is a positive grant
of legislative power authorizing Congress to.
exercisO its discretion in determining whether
and what legislation is needed to secure the
guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment.,.Contrary to the suggestions of the dissent, section
5 does not grant Congress power to exercise discretion to enact "statutes so as in effect to
dilute equal protection and due process decisions
of this Court.*
Ever since Marbury v. Madison the Supreme Court has had the ultimate
authority to interpret the Constitution. Congress may not disregard
or overturn such interpretation.

See Powell v. McCormick, 395 U.S.

486 (1969).
In Roe v. Wade the Supreme Court held:

(1) the fetus is

not a person within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment due
process clause; (2) whenever "life" begins, the state interest in
protecting fetal existence by proscribing abortion is not "compelling"
prior to external fetal viability (at about 7 months), nor thereafter when the life or health of the mother is at stake, and therefore does not outweigh the mother's fundamental right to decide
whether or not to bear a child. By stating that "we need not
resolve the difficult question of when life begins" the Court indicated not that legislative resolution of the question would control
the constitutionality of antiabortion laws but rather that resolution of the question was unnecessary to the constitutional determination: the state's interest in fetal existence prior to viability
was hold to be constitutionally subordinate to the mother's fundamental
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right regardless of when life begins.

The proposed legislation

is therefore beyond congressional power and meaningless.
By coincidence I will be in 'ashington on May 20th at the invitation of the Senate Subcommittee on the Constitution to testify
concerning proposed legislation that would limit the jurisdiction
of federal courts, including the appellate jurisdiction of the
Supreme Court.
during

Consequently, I will be available to consult or testify

a portion of that week should you so desire.

Sincerely,

Leonard G. Ratner
Legion Lex Professor of Law
.LGR: lrn
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Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Sanete
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am sorry that end of the academic year responsibilities
prevented me from responding to your letter of Hey 13th until
nov.
I have read S. 158 and believe that it is a foolish
piece of legislation, perhaps unconstitutional. Human life
certainly exists from the clue of conception onward, but this
is a separate matter from personhood. Unnumbered thousands
of human eggs are fertilized each week and fail to develop
into a human being. I do not believe that a fertilized egg
can be considered to have personhood unless it Is viable and
able to grow to the point of being able to sustain itself
outside the womb. If a fetus is too premature to survive,
it cannot be considered a person.
In response to your specific questions:
1) I do not believe the question of human personhood in
our present state of knowledge and technology is a medical or
scientific question.
2)

It is

a philosophical question, if anything,

3) 1 believe that medical knowledge of viability of the
fetus can be used to determine perronhood.
4) If $. 158 is enacted it will sake abortion and some
forms of contraception a crime. Accordingly$ people will seek
the solution to the problems of unwanted pregnancies by going
to underground sources for relief. There will be many women
damaged or, killed as a result, and this burden, as always, will
fall heaviest on the poor and deprived.
Sincerely yours,
George 0. Reader. M.D.
Livingston Farrand Professor
of Public Health
GOR~af
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Hon. Max Baucus
United States Senate
Judiciary Committee Subcommittee
Washington, D. C. 20510

Subject: S. 158

Dear Senator Baucus:
This is inresponse to your letter of May 13, 1981.
Question 1: Do you believe that the question of human personhood
Isa medical and scientific question?
Answer:

No.

Question 2: Is It your view that the question of human personhood
is in part a moral, ethical, philosophical,, religious or political question?
Answer: Qualified yes, although I am uncertain it can be politically
decided for individuals.
Question 3: Do you believe that medical and scientific data alone
can determine what the definition of human personhood should be In the present
context?
Answer:

No.
Question 4: What, inyour judgment, would be the impact IfS. 158 is
enacted? On the practice of medicine; on genetic screening; on the use of
coahtraceptiv e; other?
Aswr: Thm enactment -of S. 158 would be a travesty on women 'and
upon the care of women and their children. The bill as proposed would make
medical treatment of women during pregnancy almost impossible under fear of
criminal indictment. It would theoretically prevent the rmoval of a life.
threatening ectopic pregnancy. It would prevent the alternative rmagement of
genetic monsters and force them to suffer extrauterine until they inevitably died,
a sentence Imposition I cannot Imagine from any compassionate human being.
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It would prevent the use of many, contraceptives. It would theoretically
place the eating habits of pregnant women in legal jeopardy. Irrespective
of Oy individual feelings regards abortion, the passage of this bill would
be an atrocity.

Sinc rely,
fesrand Chai
Professor, Department of Pathology
Chief, Ob-Gyn Service
DKR:rms

School of Medicine
Departrnt of PediatriC
May 28, 1g81
The Honorable Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Meiber
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers

United States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your letter. Inanswer to your questions regarding
abortion, I feel that the question of when human life begins is a
philosophical or religious question. In my view, there is no way
that medical and scientific data can determine the definition of
the beginning of life. Any laws passed against abortion would have,
as far as I am concerned, a tragic effect. As pediatricians, we see
the results of abnormal pregnancies, unwanted children, and all the
human miseries that unplanned, unmonitored pregnancies can bring.
Therefore, I sincerely hope that this legislation will not pass.
Sincerely yours,
Alex Robertson, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
Department of Pediatrics
Director of Neonatology
AFR:pk
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The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, 0. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I should like strongly to associate myself with the coo.ents of
Dr. Leon Rosenberg In testimony before your Comittee to the effect
that the question of *when does human life begin" Is not a scientific
but a religious or philosophical one. The operative word here is
"human," and there are no scientific data which address this.
One must, of course, wonder why those who feel so strongly about
taking "human" life are so silent about capital punishment, gun control
or war, the victims of which most would define as human.
Sincerely,
Arthur Robinson. M.D.
Professor of Biochemistry, Biophysics
and Genetics and Professor of Pediatrics
University of Colorado School of Medicine
and
Vice President for Professional Services
National Jewish Hospital and Research Center
AR:jc
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The Honorable Max Saucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am in receipt of your letter of May 13, 1981 concerning Senate Bill 158.
The questions you pose are difficult to answer and of course reflect a matter
of personal opinion entirely. The first three questions are all very similar
and I don't feel can be answered directly. It is gW view that the existence
of "human personhood" is not something that can be legislated and is certainly
not a political question. Actually, I don't believe that the beginning of
human personhood" should be decided on any of the grounds that you list.
Each person should be allowed to make his own Judgment based on the framework
of his personal code, his past experience, and his philosophic persuasions.
As far as question four isconcerned, Senate Bill 158 issufficiently value
that I think that it would primarily impact on the abortion situation. I
can't see how it could seriously affect contraceptive matters and I think
the question of genetic screening and counselling Is one that could be
handled by means of adequate due process.
I would like to emphasize that I strongly believe that it is not the place of
the legislature or of legislation to define human personhood, no matter how
such definition Isarrived at. I hope that the Senate has the wisdom to
defeat Bill S. 158 soundly.
Sincerely,

J.W. Roddicks
Jr., M.D.
Professor and Chairman
JWlj
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June 2,1981

United States Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Sub Committee on Separation of Povers
Dear Senator Baucus:
Dr. Stanley Porter, Chairman of the Department of Pediatrics
of Eastern Virginia Medical School, has forwarded me a letter which
you had written to him dated May 13,1981. 1 would like to reply
to the various questions raised in your letter to the whole issue
of Senate Bill S.158. The definition of when human life begins goes beyond
any medical and scientific data. That definition is truly a religious,
philosophical, ethical, moral, and personal one. It is extremely unfortunate that the definition has now become a political question. The
Impact of S.158, if it were even constitutionally legal, would be
devastating. Politically "sanctifying" the moment of conception is
arbitrary. Not all religions, philosophers and ethicists agree that
personhood begins at conception and therefore such legislation would
mandate actions counter to the religious, philosophical, ethical and
personal beliefs of many people. Aristotle believed that life begins
at 40 days for sale and 80 days for female infants (De anim. hist. vii
3). Thomas Aquinas believed personhood begins at 40 days (Summa
Theologica, Part 1, q.118). In Judaism the conceptus is not accorded
the status of a person until it Is born. (Exodus, Chapter 21, Verses 22-25,
Tractate Arakin Chapter 1, Paragraph 4 and Talmud Tractate Oholat,
Chapter 7, Paragraph 6). In Conservative Judaism as well the value
of a woman's personhood takes precedence over the potential person she
is carrying within her womb (Marital Relations, Birth Control and
Abortion in Jewish Law by David M.Feldman, Schocken Books, 1968).
And so forth.
The practice of Medicine would be greatly complicated. The morning
after pill and the IUD would be Impossible forms of contraception since
they interfere with the conceptus. Other forms of contraception might also
be found to be unacceptable. Genetic screening would be virtually
Impossible since the potential parents of a seriously malformed
conceptus would not be allowed the alternative of abortion. The iapact
on the status of women would be extremely grave. The value of a woman's
life would be subordinate to that of a nonperson. The risk of illegal

672
abortion and the ecopaln
be a sorry eaeequonce.

8ieg
mortality and morbidity of women would

Zach person has the right to believe when ed under what circumstances
personhood berlin. To legislate ay one pSous beliefs and desires upon
tboee of other vdermtnes the principle of the Constitution and counters
ewrything that the United States of America has stood for.
Sincerely,

Reuben Rohn, IN.D.
Director, Adolescent Medicine
and godocrinology
RIUsb

cc:

Senator Marry Byrd
Senator John Varner
Representative Villism biteburst
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son. Max Daucus
Senator State of Montane
Dirkase Senate Office Building
Rom 01107
Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator Baucust
The National Society of Genetic Counselors, Inc., does not support S. 158,
the bill that seeks to legislate a definition of when human life begins.
Section 1 of the bill states: "that present day scientific evidence
indicate* a significant likelihood that actual human life exists from
conception". The Society disagrees with this statement for the following
reasons.
Ones There is no scientific evidence of when 'actual human life' begins.
To claim that life begins at conception blurs the important distinction
between 'actual' human life and 'potential' human life. Individuals,
Including scientists, have varying opinions and beliefs about this
question. However, opinion And belief do not constitute scientific
evidence.
Twoi The question of when actual human life begins is religious and
philosophic, not scientific. Since members of those disciplines are
unable to arrive at a consensus, it is inappropriate for Congress to
legislate an answer to this question.
Three: The implications of the proposed legislation are not in the best
interests of the American people. For example, certain routinely used
methods of birth control could be considered illegal under the language of
the bill. In addition, the use of amniocentesis and other methods of
prenatal diagnosis of severe, untreatable, and frequently fatal birth
defects could be in jeopardy. These procedures are associated with a
low but real risk of miscarriage. Therefore, physicians could be reluctant to employ them if by so doing they might be subject to criminal
prosecution.

674-Hon. max baucus
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Fours Th intent of the proposed legislation to to make abortion illegal.
The central question is
"Do ywen and couple have the right to make
their own reproductive decisions?". The U.S. Supreme Court has ruled in
the affirmative in Us vs. Wede. The U.S. Constitution provides for the
separation of powers, and gives the Supreme Court-the right to interpret
the Constitution. If Congress wishes to override this Court decision,
It can pass a constitutional amendment that be abortion. This approach
would allow for full societal debate of the relevant moral and social
issues.
The

National

represents genetic
For the reasons cited above,

Society of Genetic Counselors, Inc.,

counselors throughout the United States.
we ate opposed to 8. 158.

Respectfully submitted,
Beverly R. Rollnick, H.S.o
President

Ph.D.

Director, Genetic Counseling
Assistant Professor Pediatrics-Genetics
Center for Craniofacial Anomalies
University of Illinois Kedicul Center
P.0. Box 6998
Chicago, Illinois 60680

....

cc:

Senator John P. East
Ann C.M. Smith
Preaident-Elect, XSC
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April 22, 1981
The Honorable Max Daucus
Ranking Minority Member

Subcommittee on Separation of Powers

United States Senate

Washington$ D.C.

20510

Dear Senator Saucusi
The proposition contained in 5158, in my view, is not a
scientific or medical question. There is no old or new evidence
(scientific or medical) to support the contention that a 2 cell
human conceptus is a human person, endowed with rights which the
COngress or the Constitution can recognize by meaningful legislation.
Fused germ cells (olra and sperm) are observed in all maumalian
reproduction. There are no distinguishing characteristics which
can be equated with personhood. The question of personhood with
respect to human reproduction technically might be related to the
ability of medical science to achieve viability when premature labor
intervenes in a normal pregnancy. However, at the time of conception
and in the early gestational weeks, attributing human qualities to
the products of conception is an impossible task. I believe honest,
qualified persons would identify the question as a philosophic or
religious one. I hope this information is helpful and that you and
your colleagues will not permit emotion to influence your discussions
and decisions on this important issue.
Sincerely,
Seymour
Professor
sLkuvf

.

ey, MD.
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May 28, 1981

senator Max aucus
United States Senate
Washington# D.C.

20510

Dear Senator Baucus
I am replying to your letter of May 13 regarding the hearings on

S. 158.
I believe the question of human personhood is primarily a legal
question, although it obviously has a scientific basks.

I believe the question of human personhood is in part ethical,
philosophical and political. There are obviously moral and
religious considerations.

As stated previously, I believe that medical and scientific
data combined with legal and political considerations are
required for the definition of human personhood in the present
context.
I believe that S. 158 would have a major affect on the practice
of medicine. It would clearly make it extremely difficult to
get an abortion even if there was strong evidence that the
child was deformed. There would be no impact on those aspects
of genetic screening which occur after children are born. There
would be an enormous affect on genetic screening now in process
to detect damaged fetuses such as those with Downs syndrome.
The result would be a major increase in deformed children being
born in the United States who could be detected previously.
I also think that some women who night have children, particularly

Senator Max Bauous
Page 2May 26, 1001
aging mothers, would refuse to have children unless they could
be assured of the protection of genetic screening.
I can sea no immediate affect on the use of contraceptives. It
does seen apparent however that if this bill were to pass, that
its proponents would next proceed to steps to ban the use of
contraceptives through similar legislation.
Sincerely yours,
Ira MI.Rosenthal, M.D.

Professor and Head
Department of Pediatrics

IMR/tb
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Senator max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcomnitteo on Separation of Powers
United states Senate .
Washington, D.C. 20SO
Dear Senator

Buem:

S an pleased to respond to your inquiry for an assessment of
S.15, a bill "to provide that human life shall be deemed to exist
from conception". I oppose this bill not only because of its
fallacious rationale but also because it suggests that science can
resolve moral problems.
Section 1 of the bill states that "he Congress finds that
present day scientific evidence indicates a significant likelihood
that actual humn life exists from conception". This statement
suggests that the scientifically discoverable facti regarding
n adequate basis upon which to decide
reproduction are per
what is basically a moral issue. The potential tc, produce a now
hunan life exists in the gametes (sperm and ova) of the biological
parents; the fertilized ovum, zygote, blastocyst and embryo are
milestones on the advancing continue towards production of a new
human life. At what stage does "acpal humn life" exist? This is
a question upon which reasonable people will disagree. The Supreme
Court in Roe v. Wade made a reasonable decision that the beginning
of human life coincides with the time at which there is a significant
probability of extrauterine survival.
with regard to the lmpact-of S.16, should it become law,
there would be significant undesirable repercussions. Simply stated,
any act to terminate a pregnancy after the instant of conception
(i.e., the Joining of the genetic material from the role and female
gametes) could be construed to be homicidal. Physicians iiio prescribe
certain contraceptives such as low dose estrogen oral contraceptives
or intrauterine devices would be subject to criminal prosecution.
In addition, the rapidly advmciag field of prenatal genetic screening
would cease to have ay purpose, sinc tomination of defective
prognAcies would be considered a homicidal act.
Te morality of induced abortion is a difficult problem. Medical
experts, like the rest of sciety, have divemt opinions on when
puwisia in view of the
"actual humna life" begins.* Tis is not
expected controversy over a moral question. Although science
benefits society in many ways* it cannot resolve issues whose
ultimate solution lies in the thoughtful judgment of informed
individuals. Indeed, the question of whether it is moral for any
part of society to make such a judgment for the entire society
geeds to be resolved first.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on .his matter.
Sincerely yours,
%a".h$-. loss

M.O.
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The Honorable Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Meer
Subcowittee on Separation of Powers
united States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
In connection with SIS8, I would like to share with you ow
opinion that human personhood is not a medical and scientific
question, but rather a philosophical one with primarily religious
and political Implications.
This bill takes advantage of the phrase "human life".
The fertilized egg is certainly alive, as is the egg before
fertilization, and certainly ishuman, but Itdoes not represent
a person Inany conventional sense of the word.
I urge your comlttee to reject this attempt by an interest
group to prevent the exercise of constitutional rights by the
majority of American citizens.
I fully endorse the testimony of Dr. Leon Rosenburg on this
matter.
Please let me know If I can be of further help.
Sincerely yours.

PTR:bi

Peter T.Rowley, N.D.
Professor of Medicine, Pediatrics,
Genetics and Microbiology
Acting Chairman, Div. of Genetics

HARVARD MEDICAL SCHOOL
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April 22, 1961

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking minority member

Suboomittee on Separation

of Powers

United States Senate

Committee on the Judiciary
Washington# D.C.

Dear Senator

20510

aucust

In reply to your letter on bill
following:

8.

158v 1 can offer the

The proposition advanced by Senate bill 0. 158 "to provide
that human life shall be deemed to exist from conception? is a
philosophical and political notion and not a scientific one.
The property of being Ohuman" can be assigned from the
knowledge of the specific genetic endowment of even a single cell
when shown to have the .chromosomes characteristic of the human
and no other species.
The property of Oliving" can be assigned when a cell has the
metabolic functions that distinguish the living from the dead and
from nonliving mater.
The expression a human being" or Opersong has no scientific
basis outside of the unique form and characteristics of the total
organism that we call a person whether infant, child or adult.
Mile a' single somatic cell (such an a white blood cell) can
be said to be human and living no one has thus far claimed personhood for it.
The single fertilized egg at conception has the same
human, living characteristics of any other cell save for the
additional tenuous potential of developing into a recognisable
human form some tim in the future.
(Tenuous because 1/3 of them
do not survive
Karl lllmensee's recent cloning experiments in
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mie demonstrated that even somatic cells retain some of these totipotential properties of germ ells.
It follows that cells and tissues can be human and living and
still
not be human beings or persons in any reasonable sense. At the
one cell stage the fertilized egg is not a =life, a "person* or a
"being' in any scientific or secular sense of what .. ese words
•
ordinarily mean. To claim otherwise is to be as arbitrary as Humpty
Dumpty when he replied to Alices "When I use a word it means just
what I Q
it to man, neither more nor less."
In embryology, term such as sygote, morula, blastula and
gastrula are comonly eloyed to describe morphologically distinct
stages of development. Personhood is not in that scientific lexicon.
There is, however, a relevant scientific difference between the
developing embryo and those we ordinarily call persons. The embryo
is not a free living organism but changes into one only after it
iS given "life' in the body of the persons we call woman. It is a
political and not a scientific decision whether that sustenance is
given freely or legislated from women against their will. To the
extent that the Congress advances the rights and personhood of
fertilized eggs, it diminishes the rights and personhood of the
women who are forced to bear them.
Thank you for asking me to comment on this issue.
Best wishes.

Sinre
Renne th J. Ryanp M.D.
KJR/sfc

07-999 0
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Jume 1, 1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D. 0.
Door Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your letter concerning your role on the Subcommittee on
Separation of Powers. It is my strong belief that the questions posed
about human personhood canot be answered on a scientific basis. The
intent of S. 158 seem to be to cause confusion and perhaps to overturn the effects of the Supreme Court decision concerning freedom of
choice in pregnancy termination.
I will attempt to make specific responses to each of y9ur questions.
1). In my opinion, human personhood cannot be a medical or
scientific question. It verges upon the metaphysical.
2). In my view human personhood is based on moral, ethical,
philosophical, religious and perhaps, political beliefs, certainly not
on scientific data.
3). In my opinion there are no absolute medical or scientific
factors available to determine human personhood and thus no scientist can
be so presumptuous as to attempt to do so.
I believe that if S. 158 was enacted it would be gravely disi).
women
ruptive to the practice of medicine and would cause much grief toupon
Impact
its
of
listing
full
A
States.
United
the
in
and children
many areas
the medical practice Is not possible in advance but there are
where the Implications can be anticipated. One example is the possible
of
delegalisation of contraceptive methods which prevent implantation
tubal
the fertilised ovum. Its most catastrophic consequence concerns
ectopic pregnancy. A pregnancy abnormally Implanted in the fallopian
tube if left will expand and ultimately cause tubal erosion, rupture
-and massive heoirhage. At present even the Cathollo church accept&
a
the need for the surgical removal of such pregnancy. Biologically
tubal pregnancy Is no different from one within the uterus at the same
stage of development.

-

.
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The act, as written, would prevent a tubal ectopic pregnancy from being
operated upon. Maternal deaths due to intra-abdominal hemorrhage would
certainly result. I cannot believe that rational beings in a oompassionate
society can allow such distortion of reason.
This is just one example of the consequence of the passage of S. 158 as
written. It seem incredible that in this enlightened era Individuals of
narrow vision wish to foist their opinions upon an w nfored majority.
It would be a tragedy if the clock were turned back and the grim statistics
of maternal death of a bygone era return.
If I can help in any way please call upon me to do so.
Sincerely,

Oeaser & Chairuan of
Obstetrics and Qynecology

JS/ctc
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Apri1 21, 1981
Mr. Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.
20510
Dear Mr. Baucus:
In reply to your request of April 14, 1981 regarding the Subcommittee hearings
on S. 158, 1 am forwarding to you a statement endorsed by the Department of
Obstetrics and Gynecology at Northwestern University Medical School and the
Prentice Women's Hospital and Maternity Center of Northwestern Memorial Hospital. This statement addresses the issues raised In your letter.
As physicians and as medical educators, we are opposed to any legislation that
interferes with the patient-doctor relationship. Senate bill S. 158 attempts
to define human life in an arbitrary fashion even though the overwhelming weight
of medical and scientific evidence indicates that this is impossible.
As a concerned citizen and physician, I urge your intelligent opposition to this
legislation and similar legislation. It Is not In the best Intertsts of the me
and w on of the United States, the majority of whom dem reproduction to be a
personal matter.
I hope the above information ishelpful to you inyour deliberations.
Very sincerely,
John J. Sciarra,
3JS:ap

Encl.

.D., Ph.D.
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HOSPITAL AND JAt.HUIIiY CENTER WITH REGARD TO HB9O3/SBl58:
It is the opinion of the undersigned that.

1) There is no medical and/or scientific evidence to
document then life begins. ..oreover, at the present
'time there is no agreemen; on a definition of life.
which distihquishes between the capacity of specific
cells and tissue to survive inderendontly or in
special environments and the generally accopte'd
quality of "life" ascribed to living human beings.
2) The question of when "life" begins must remain in the
area of philosophical discourse because of the absence
of accurate medical or scientific documentation.

3) Any legislation which would lead to an arbitrary
definition of life beginning at conception would
result ix a total re-evaluation of presently accepted
medical patient-doctor relationships. Such legislation
represents en unwarranted Interference by the State
into the private decisions which heretofore had been
arrived at by the patient and her physician, i.e.,, the
need for an abortion.
4) The removal of certain types of oral contraceptives
and all IUDs by legislative fiat as a result of passage
of 1B900/SB158 would pose grave threats to the health
of numerous American wonen by denying them the ability
to control their reprodumtivb capacity.
5)
'

'

The enactment'of this legislation would place the
physician in Jeopardy of facing criminal charges of
manslaughter or murder as a result of his routine
practice relating to certain obstetric complications
such as ectopic pregnancy and molar pregnancy
(hydatidiform mole).

A sx nary of this statement was submitted to the Subcorittee on
Separation of Powers of the Co.-mittee of the Judiciary of the United States
Senate in hopes of obtaining a hearing before the Co.it*,ee. The request for
the hearing was denied.
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June 1, 1981

Senator Max Daucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcoimittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for asking my opinion as a "medical expert".

I am pleased to

evaluate Senate Bill 158 as a pediatrician, pediatric educator and one
whose primary research has not been in the field of genetics. I would
like to state before answering any questions that I m not satisfied with
the present policy of abortion on demand as it exists in the United States

as an alternate to other means of birth control. My answers to your specific
questions are as follows:
1.

I do not believe that the question of human personhood to a medical
and scientific question. I believe that medicine and science can state
that with fertilization the division of cells begins which will eventually
produce a child. Although these cells have the potential for production

of such a child, I do not think that a sall mass of cells embodies a
human personality or "human personhood".
2.

1 do believe that the question of human personhood is in part a moral,
ethical, philosophical, religious and political question. It is obvious
that in many religions personhood begins at conception. In others, personhood does not begin until after birth. The philosophical aspects of this
question I am not capable of debating. I do believe that it is unfortunate

that the question has been made a political one. rather than one of personal,
moral and ethical conviction of both the parents and the physician.
3.

Since I belive that human personhood is in large part defined by the above
considerations, I don't believe that medical and scientific data alone
can determine what the definition of human personhood should be. It is
obvious that more fully developed fetuses In the order of 500 grams would
have normal electroencephalograms, normal electrocardiograms and full developed organs. On the other hand, the definition df when personhood
begins, must rest on more than these electrophysiological characteristics.

.C
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4.

In my judgment, the Impact of Senate Bill 158 would Impact on the practice
of medicine significantly n a negative way. It would eliminate mnocentesis
and genetic screening for incorrectable abnormalities which produce death
as well as, but more seriously, pain suffering and severe mental retardation
for the child and pain and suffering for the parent. Tay-Sach. disease i
one of the beat examples of this that one can quote. Carried to its ultimate,
-- It would impact on the use of intrauterine devices as contraceptives and on
-- the use of morning after contraceptive pills. It obviously does not eliminate
contraception which in my own opinion is not being adequately practiced.
The use of mechanical devices such as condoms, diaphrma, are more than
adequate substitutes for the intrauterine device. The law would seriously
affect the physician caring for genetic disorders to practice medicine with
greatest benefit for the mother. It could well result in Illegal genetic
screening and abortion.

As you say, these are complex and difficult questions. My answers say seem
simple; they do represent my opinion on this Bill. I am happy to provide them
for you.

pectfully yours

William K. Schubert, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
Department of Pediatrics
Physician hecutive Director
Children's Hospital Medical Center
WKS/lj
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May 28. 1981

Senator Max Baucus
StatesD.Senate
United
C. 20510
Washington,
Re: S. S8
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you very much for inviting my comments on S.158.
I have been a physician for thirty-six years and, therefore, have lived through
the period when women were forced to obtain Illegal abortions under the worst circumstances possible. I have seen the physical and emotional effects of such trauma on
young women, have witnessed the life-long effects of unwanted pregnancies on both the
children and their families and have cared for children condemned to a life of pain
and misery because of incurable diseases and defects which may now be identified early
inpregnancy and prevented from occurring. I therefore urge you, most respectfully,
to do everything inyour power to prevent the passage of S.158. Inanswer to the
questions Inyour letter I can provide the following comments:

Specific

1. 1 do not believe that the question of human personhood is,or can ever be,
a medical and scientific question. "Life", InWebster's dictionary Isdefined as "an
organismic state characterized by capacity for metabolism, growth, reaction to stimuli
and reproduction". With this definition, any cell inthe human body, including the unfertilized ovum, can certainly be considered to be alive. The same definition would
be applicable to any sub-human organism considered to be animate. The concept of
"human personhood" goes far beyond the definition of life itself. Itinvolves, inmy
Judgment, the capacity to store information, to learn, to emote, to respond to others,
and to sense and to give love. The idea that such characteristics begin to exist at
conception is one that I simply cannot consider credible. Furthermore, I do not believe that physicians and scientists will ever be able to make such a determination.
2.
1 do hold the view that the question of human personhood Is a moral, ethical,
philosophical and religious one but I simply do not hold the view that it sa political one. Certainly, among the basic characteristics of human personhood are the
abilities to think, plan, and decide as individuals. Among the other notable characteristics of humans in contrast to other animal species, Is the concept of family and
I believe that this vital structural component of our society can only be sustained
if parents are granted the right to use their facility for decision making and planning
to determine how best to create and nurture their families.
3.
1 do not believe that medical and scientific data can now, or will ever
be able to, determine the definition of 'human personhood".
j

4.
S.IS8, If enacted, will have an enormous, and adverse influence on the
practice of medicine. As physicians, we are obligated to provide our patients with
all of the Information available to us so that they can make the final Judgment about
contd..!

025/28/81
pucus/Schulman
Re: S.158
their own health and welfare. S.158 would place us ina position where we might be
prohibited from obtaining information of vital importance to parents inplanning
their families. Even If such information could be obtained before pregnancy, the
only way that parents could use information suggestin the possibility of a genetic
disease or malformations In offspring would be to decde not to have any children at
all, a very extreme decision since very few genetically determined disorders will
affect all offspring. Thus, because of a statistical possibility of having some
children with genetically determined disorders, the parents may be forced to decide
to have no children at all.- Genetic screening for the possibility of Inherited diseases would become virtually meaningless under these circumstances since the purpose
of such screening is to provide the parents with sufficient Information to permit
them to make informed judgments. I would-suspect that If S.158 were enacted, many
forms of contraceptions now in use by parents attempting to plan their families so
that they can provide the best for them, would be considered illegal. The impact
on population control inour country at large and in Individual families in particulair would be very severe.
The concept of "human personhood', inmy view, must take into account the concepl of quality of life inaddition to life itself. To condemn certain infants to
a life characterized by pain, deforminty, rejection and the absence of those elements
of human existence that make life worth living is,inmy view, immoral.' Many of the
world's most respected religious leaders have already enunciated this view.
Thank you once again for soliciting my opinions.
With all good wishes.
Sincerely,

Irving Schulman, N. 0.
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May 8, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Dirksen Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I wish to register my concern as a medical scientist, with the contention
of
the proposed
legislation,
158, that it
is scientifically
that to
"actual
human life
begins at S.
conception".
This
isa view whichproven
has never,
my knowledge, been put to a scientific test. Whether a single cell represents
an "actual human life" or is Just part of the continuum of living things seems
more a metaphysical question than a scientific one at this time.
I do not believe that modern science can support the n6tion this bill
seeks to put into law.

Sincerely yours,
Marg r~ta R.. Seashore. M.D.

Assistant Professor of Human Genetics
and Pediatrics

Director, Genetic Consultation Services

MRS/1 h
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Senator Max Baucus
Rankin Minority Member
Subacmittee on Separation

of Powers

United States Senate
20510
Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator Baucuss

)

Tbank you for the opportunity to write to you and to respond
to the questions in your letter. I, and almost all of my professional colleagues, believe that the definition of hunan peosonhood
I clearly not a question that can be solWed by physicians or
scientists. Rather, I believe that it is an ethical, philosophical
or religious question--a question that each individual must resolve
for him or herself. I do not believe that it is a political question.
Indeed, I feel it is very dangerous for a political body such as the
Congress of the United States to make, in a pluralistic society such
as ours, these kinos of moral and religious decisions.

Itis clear, I hopethat I do not believe that medical or

scientific data alone can define human personhood.

Were S. 158 enacted it would have a major and surely dilatorious
effect on the welfare of children. It would prohibit amniocentesis
and genetic screening. It would enormously complicate the lives of
families who have already had a defective child and it would undoubtedly
result in the birth of many more hopelessly defective children.
Oenetic screening and the intrauterine diagnosis of many herediatry
diseases is in its infancy. The day when intrauterine therapy of many
of these diseases can be accomplished Is at hand. S. 158 vould clearly
end all research in this area and postpone, in this country at least,
the day when many of these children can be successfully treated before
birth.
Since, as I read the bill, S. 158 would prohibit the use of many
contraceptive devices, and since I am sure many women would continue to
use these devices, it would automatically make criminals out of a
significant portion of the female population.
For these and other reasons I sincerely hope that the Senate of
the United States villa, in its viedom, not enact the proposed legislation.
Sincerely yours,
William Z. Begar, M.D.
Dr. Alfred Dorrance Daniels Professor
on Diseases of Children
Department of Pediatrics
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Box 651
23 June 1961
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Wlashington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I w writing to you in your capacity as the Ranking Minority Member
of the United States Judiciary Comttee,'Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers. I am aware that the Subcomittee is conducting hearings on
S.158, legislation which seeks to define hwan personhood as beginning
at conception.
I as a practitioner of the pediatric subspeclality of neonatology, an
area which deals with the saving of life Of infants born prematurely
or sick. Infants born as much as 15 weeks prematurely currently have
some chance of survival, although this chance isbest when prmturity
is ten weeks or less.
Prior to 25 weeks gestation, (15 weeks premature), infants have no
chance of survival even with the availability of the most modern technology, I have frequently seen infants born very prematurely, between
18 and 24 weeks gestation, for whom I could offer nothing that might
enable them to 1le., It has been my experience that while such fetuses
are indisputably alive in terms of their vital functions, most medical
professionals and families of such infants do not attribute personlood
to them. They are not provided with names, families do not choose to
see or touch them, and their burial does not Involve the rituals of our
society reserved for persons. These practices seem to me to reflect the
attitude that such fetuses are not yet endowed with personhood.
There are some who may feel that such fetuses as I have described should
be treated as Infants. I respect those feelings. The presence of this
minority only serves to phasize that J dlgents about personhood cannot be made on a scitific basis$ but nly by eah individual on the
basis of personal, ethical or religious convictions.
Because of the experiences I have described, and my own personal
belief based on them, I am writing to urge that Bill S.158 not be
supported.
Sincerely yours*
Donald L. Shapiro) N.D.
Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Director of, the Neonatology Division
0LS/ms
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Honorable 1Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your letter of April 16. Inaddition to answering the
questions you posed, I have added two more questions and answers. I am
also enclosing a letter to the editor which has been submitted to THE NEW
YORK TINES and THE WASHINGTON POST. Would itbe appropriate to publish
the letter in the Congressional Record? I have no idea whether it will
be accepted by the newspapers.
My responses to your questions and mine are as follows:
1. Do you believe that the question of human personhood
isa medical and scientific question?

Yes, inpart.

2. Isityour view that the question of human personhood
is inpart a moral, ethical philosophical, religious,
political or legal question?

Yes (inpart).

3. Would you agree that medical and scientific data alone
cannot determine what the definition of human personhood should be inthe present context?

Yes.

4. Would you agree that moral, ethical, philosophical,
religious, political, or legal concepts alone cannot
determine what the definition of human personlood
should be inthe present context?
.

Yes.

5. Do you believe that the legislative arena Isan appropriate forum for the resolution of the question of
huma personhood?

NO.

I agree with the holding inRoe v.Wade that the determination of the "beginning
of life" cannot be resolved by fiat by any group (scientific, religious, legal,
etc.) and should not be attempted. I believe that we must accept uncertainty
on this issue and attempt to live harmoniously without pondering this Imponderable question.
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The right-to-life vs. "pro-choice issue on abortion cannot be resolved
by the political process. With the rapid advances Inscientific technology
(prenatal diagnosis, sex selection, cloning, Invitro fertilization, genetic
engineering by recombinant DNA techniques, etc.), the issue will remain
alive for decades to come. Society has been propelled Into a new technological era which poses new choices never before available. Many members of
our society are reluctant to enter the Era of the New Biology. But itis
inevitably here and tensions will continue.
On the narrow abortion Issue I am whole-heartedly "pro-choice.*
Thank you for the opportunity to share my opinions with you.
can be of any further help, please do not hesitate to ca11.

If I

Sincerely yours,
Marg r W.Shaw, M.D.,
Director

.0.
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Identical bills~have been introduced in each house of Congress (S 158
and HR 900) which state that '...present day scientific evidence indicates a
significant likelihood that actual human life exists from conception."

it

is further stated that the word I...'person' shall Include all human life as
defined herein.'

The assertion concerning scientific evidence Is without merit.
Indeed, present-day scientific evidence indicates there is no likelihood that

what we consider to be human life could exist from conception.
For millenia physicians have accepted that human life is at the least
associated with certain measurable physiologic functions. Primary among these
Is a functioning heart-lung system capable of sustained and independent circulation of oxygen-carrying blood throughout the body.

In the absence of such

a system, human life as generally accepted, does not exist. We know that the
earliest rudiments of the cardiovascular system are not identifiable until at
least four weeks following conception.

It is not until long after that time

that a fully functional heart and blood vessel system Is capable of sending
blood to all parts of the body.
However, blood circulation alone is insufficient to support life. The
blood must carry sufficient oxygen to supply the body's various tissues. Providing the blood with this needed oxyge, is the Job of the lungs. In order to
do this, the lungs must have reached a certain stage of development at which
the air sacs (called alveoli) are formed.

This does not occur until between

the 20th and the 24th weeks following conception. That is, the requisite
ability to oxygenate and circulate blood throughout the body simply does not
exist until midpregnancy or later. It follows then that the conclusion expressed In this proposed legislation has no scientific basis. In fact, all
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scientific evidence supports the contrary conclusion.

(See Nelson, Textbook

of Pediatrics, 19th ed., 1975o pp. 17-18.)
Let us compare "the beginning of life" with "the end of litfe."

Death

has traditionally been defined as the cessation of heart, circulatory and
.lung function. Individual cells can still be "alive" after death occurs but
no "human being" or "person" exists. Similarly, individual cells of the
dividing zygote (fertilized egg) and emryo are "alive" but there isno human
being or person in existence.
Many statutes have defined death as the cessation of total brain function
even ifthe heart and lungs can still be kept "alive" by artificial means. In
fact, this definition has been accepted by the medical profession. This analogy
would lead to a definition of human life In utero as that time when the brain
has developed to the point that it can sustain the rest of the fetus without
the mother's life-support system. This probably does not occur until after
the 18th week of pregnancy.
Without question, the potential for human life exists from the moment of
conception. That is, certain conditions need be satisfied before human life
will come into being. However, the same, or at least a very similar potential
can be said to exist in the gametes (unfertilized eggs and sperm). Only one
more condition need be-satisfled, namely conception. before the process that
culminates in human life can continue. That being the case, then, Congress
logically could set the.point at which "human life" was deemed to exist as the
moment of production of the first human sperm or egg. This position is no more
absurd than defining the moment of conception as the beginning of human life.
After all, the ovaries and testes of the present generation contain all of the
genetic material for all future generations.

The zygotes (fertilized eggs)

of the present generation contain all of the genetic. material for the gametes
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of the next generation.

If zygotes are afforded legal protection, it is only

one small step to protect the gametes by declaring "human life" to exist in
eggs and sperm and to prohibit all sterilization and contraception.
Zygotes and gametes should be protectable from environmental assaults
-such as radiation and chemical mutagens but they should not be given the legal
status of personhood with due process and equal protection. Zygotes
and gametes are not *persons" by any stretch of the imagination. The major
problem with the Bill is equating a living cell (e.g., zygote) with a human
life (mature fetus) or a person (e.g., live-born human being). By no semantic
gymastics can this argument be sustained. The confusion in terms stems from
the Illogical attempt to harmonize scientific evidence with philosophical
beliefs and legal concepts.
There are many unavoidable implications should this legislation proceed.
First, it would accord "human life" status to tubal pregnancies and tumors
such as hydatidiform moles, choriocarcinomas, and teratomas -- all of which
may threaten the woman's life. These all are indeed products of conception
and arise from fertilized eggs but have no potential to become human beings.
Even the placenta (afterbirth) is a product of conception and differentiation
of the zygote. Next, all research In the area of in vitro fertilization and
embryo Implantation would imediately.ccise. This would paradoxically prevent
thousands of couples the opportunity to bear children at a time when this
major breakthrough in treating women is about to become available on'a widespread basis.

Conversely, the bill would not prevent artificial insemination,

which is frequently used to overcome male infertility.

Men and women alike

should see this as another example of sex discrimination.
This Bill appears to be an attempt to turn back the clock several hundred
years.

Centuries ago it was thought that conception resulted Immediately In

47-999 0 - 82'- 45
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A microscopically small, but fully formed and functional human being.

It was

even thought that there was a "homonculus' (or little an") present in every
sperm and that the egg only carried and fed the human being until birth.
Since the Invention of the microscope we know that this simply is not true.
.Now there may be any reasons for wanting to turn the clock back.
even be good.

However,

Some may

f,as would be the case here, It Isno more than

an attempt to overcome an unpleasant reality by invoking a fantasy, our desire
to return to smpl ir tmt# should be resisted. The consequences of indulging
our fantasies may be far worse thah the reality we are escaping from.
Wesley Sokolosky. M.., 3J.D.
Margery W.Shaw, M.D.. J.9.
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April 24, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am answering yourletter on S.168. Inmy opinion conception does not
mark the beginning of a legal person. I could not support S.158 for a
number of reasons which would apparently be of little interest to you.
My answers to all three questions you asked inyour letter of April 16th
are "yes." Personhood Is a very complex problem and any definition will
need the inp ut of ethical% philosophical, political and scientific experts.
Clearly such a definition, Ifreached, would need to be reassessed at a
future date. We are living ina changing world as you know. One of the
most carefully worded definitions I have seen was by a committee chaired
by Dr. Richard Behrman, Dean of Case Western Reserve Medical School.
This definition appeared inthe Federal Register, November 16, 1973,
Page 31740, Paragraph G. The thrust of this definition was that the decision should be made by the attending doctor. You probably have read the
pertinent chapters Inthe book edited by Milunsky and Annas, Genetics and
kW, Plenum Press, 1976.
Lhe
Here in the State of Washington we teach our medical students that fetuses
of less than twenty weeks or 600 grams body weight do not require burial
permits and other legal papers. Most obstetricians will not make strong
efforts to resuscitate fetuses less than 500 grams.
Although I do not approve of therapeutic abortions, I regard the existing
alternatives to be far worse.
Sincerely yours,
Thomas H.Shepard, M.D.
Professor of Pediatrics
University of Washington
School of Medicine RD-20
cc: Senator Slade Gorton
Senator Henry Jackson
Congressman Joel Pritchard
THS :mk
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Senator max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Saucus
I wish to thank you for allowing s to give you some input into a subject that
I think is excee4ingly important at this present time. I think the present
Bill S. 158 is very divisive and cones very close to being exceedingly dangerous.
I an certainly not an expert in this area and I think the Senate and particularly
the Subcommittee on Separation of Powers should seek out such experts as Leon
Rosenberg and others who have given this particular problem and subject indepth
consideration over the years.
It is obvious that scientists, physicians, philosophers and theologians have "
debated this issue of the definition of human personhood.
This argument has gone on for many decades and as far as I can tell, there really
has been no concensus on this issue and I think that is even more true in modern
times. I think If you were to do some type of organisid objective survey you
would find that scientists in general and certainly America's pediatricians in
particular would be very divided in answering these difficult questions related
to the definition of human personhood.
I Imagine that the Subcommittee has had the opportunity to review the outstanding
testimony of Leon Rosenberg of Yale University. I know Doctor Rosenberg personally
and I know him to be a very thoughtful person who has been involved with the ethical,
philosophical, religious and political aspects of this issue for-many years.
I
also very certain that his views would be supported by a vast majority of
physicians who are Involved with mothers and their children or potential children.
From my own personal viewpoint, I do not feel that medical and scientific data
alone can determine what the definition of human personhood should be in the
present context. I think it is a such more complicated issue than this. I do
feel however that medical and scientific data certainly has to be utilized along
with moral, ethical, philosophical, religious and other factors In developing a
rational approach to this problem.
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In y judgment, the passage of S. 158 would be a disaster. There are nov many
very excellent genetic screening program presently underway in this country
and som are designed to pick up serious and sometimes correctable problems
early in infancy, however, another important part of screening has to be with
prenatal screening and intrauterine diagnosis.
Obviously the ephaes on genetic screening has been towards the prevention of
birth defects, however, there will always be situations here parents are confronted with a pregnancy which will result in a severely retarded or deformed
.infant and .they will have no choice at ell in regards to deciding what should
or should not be done.
In addition, there are many other examples where this law will create tremendous
injustices and problem. Certainly in the case of incest, rape, etc., this will
give the woman no choice at all.
In sumiary then, I sincerely hope that the Subcomittee has taken the opportunity
to review the testimony of experts in this field and furthermore, I would hope
that the ultimate decision will be not to pass this B11.

-

,Professor

lStjvr
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Senator Max Baucus
Ranting Minority Member
Subcomittes on Separation of Powers

United States Senate
Washinjton, D.C.

20SIO

Dear Senator Baucus
This is in response to your letter of May 13 inquiring about Proposed
Bill SIS8. I believe that there are at least three questions in this
area including:
1. When does life begin?
2. What are the human rights throughout the life time period
3. What should Society do to insure these rights?
I believe that I am only competent to give an opinion on number one and
to speculate on number two. You have the difficult responsibility for
nixmbr three.
In the classic biologic definition life exists when there is the use of
substrate lAke food and oxygen, and when there is the potential for cell
duplication. Both of these are present after conception. One could argue
that the potential for continued cell division only exists after implantation of the conceptus into the mother's uterus on day 7 after fertilization. Thus, life could be scientifically defined as beginning at either
of these two timed points (conception-implantation)
The second area concerns the rights of the living person. There would
appear to be different rights at day 7 (a few hundred cells) compared to
day 27A (7 pounds of fetal weight), compared to age IS and 21 years.
There is such ore potential for survival after midpregnancy (20 weeks-SO0
grams) than before that time for live born abortions do not survive whereas
premature infants do.
The determination of these rights and their protection is obviously difficult
and very philosophical. For example, can one be insured against health and
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death risks at 10 days of gestation. Therefore I believe one can say
all humans attain "life" at the same definable time (conception or
implantation) but rights are sequentially obtained and the rights of
a two week fetus are not equal to those of a term fetus or adult, I
believe that the enactment of Bill S158 would be extremely disruptive
for Society to exist with. It could affect the use of some current
contraceptives like the intrauterine device, it could limit the early
pregnancy genetic studies to find severely malformed nonviable fetuses
and others in need of therapy, and it would obviously have a closure
effect on therapeutic and elective abortions.
The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists have also
addressed these questions and I am enclosing some of their collective
thoughts in case you haven't already seen them. If I can be of any
further help, please let me know.
Sin

ely,

W.N. Spellacy M.D.
Professor and Head
WNS:al
enclosure
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Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, DiC, 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you foe the opportunity, to comment on Senate Bill 1S8.
If this bill is enacted there are three major areas of Impact
which -concern me, my colleagues and my Department (and they
are not listed in order of importance): (1) the impact on our
ability to teach reproductive medicine, (2) the financial Impact
on the State, our Institution and my faculty members, and, (3)
the general impact on the health of women.
1. The Impact on our Ability to Teach Reproductive Medicine
It would become illegal to perform, encourage, or promote
abortions. The performance of an abortion is an essential
skill for the modern obstetrician/gynecologist. Since the
various bills being proposed to regulate abortions continue
to allow abortions to save the life of the mother, and it is
Inevitable that there will be cases when abortion would be
necessary under those circumstances, the obstetrician/gynecologist must be able to perform this abortion with appropriate skill. One does not learn to do abortions by doing
only a few. It takes many to acquire the skill which limits
complications. This bill would prevent our obstetrician/gynecologists from gaining such skill.
2.

The Financial Impact

P04 *0ed

-

If abortions became - illegal, It would cost the government
many millions of dollars to provide for the care of the pregnancies and for assistance of the family. I know that the
legislature Is aware of this financial dilemma, but I would
like to share with you the crisis which Is upon us In obstetrics in the State Of Oregon.
Approximately one and one-half years ago there was a sudden
Increase In the number of deliveries at our University Hospital.
This Increase has persisted; An analysis of this change has
revealed that this increase Is largely due to an increasing
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medically Indigent population turning to the University
Hospital because they cannot pay their obstetrical bills.
Because this increasing obstetrical volume had an impact
on the quality of our educational program, I turned to
the community for help in sharing this problem. I pointed
out that approximately 66% of our patients were responsible
for their own bills (only 19% received welfare support) and
that 43% of those patients could not afford to pay a single
cent. Community response has been revealing. This is not
just a problem at University Hospital, it Is widespread across
the State.
More and more middle class families cannot pay significant
medical bills, and physicians throughout the State are
coping with an increasing number of nonpaying patients.
The problem Is especially acute for our Institution and for
my faculty. In the coming two years our Hospital Is expected
to earn 82% of our budget from patient fee. Of my Department's budget, 36% is derived from patient fees. I hope you
can see our dilemma: we are dealing in obstetrics with more
and more patients who cannot pay their bills, yet our budgets
are more and more dependent upon money derived from patient
care. If this cycle continues, it means loss of services,
non-medical personnel and faculty members.
The impact of this bill would intensify the financial crisis
for obstetrics in Oregon especially for our Institution
and my Department.
3.

The Impact on Women I find It personally distasteful to argue the pros and cons
of this bill in terms of money. The financial considerations
pale to insignificance when compared to the Issues of health
and well-being of women and families.
Making abortions illegal does not do away with the reasons
for which women seek abortion. There will still be the poor
woman who cannot afford another child, there will still be
the unmarried woman who does not want another child,
there will still be women with health problems short of the
risk of death.
I have never thought of myself as an old man, but when It
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is possible to talk from the point of historical perspective
I guess I'm older than I think. During my training, the
gynecologists In most hospitals were the experts in the
management of shock due to severe infection. The reason
was the great number of women who came to our hospitals
because of infected and illegal abortions. The legalization
of abortions had less of an impact on the number if abortions
than on the safety. Today abortion is essentially our
safest operation. In my day every week we saw several
women In our hospital on the verge of death due to infected
abortions and every year we lost many. I don't want
ynecologlsts to become experts again In septic shock.
f abortion Is made illegal or unavailable for poor women,
those women will once again seek abortions from unsafe
sources.

V

In my opinion, the decision to have an abortion is a
personal one. I do not believe that the question of human
personhood can be scientifically decided. It is partly moral,
ethical and philosophical. The Impact of this bill on our
practice of medicine, Including genetic screening and the
use of contraceptives would be enormous and there is no
doubt in my mind it would be a negative impact. I am
opposed to the intervention of the State in this very personal
decision.

Thank you.for the opportunity to present my point of view.
SinceroP yours,

Obstetrics and Gynecology
LS:gu
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Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate

lehington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator caucus l

)

I as writing in answer to your letter of May 13, 1981 seeking my opinion
as a medical expert with regard to the legislation bill S.158. In answer to
your first question, I do not believe that the question of human personhood is
a medical and scientific question. The quality of being "human" cannot be
defined in scientific terms and must be looked upon from a humanistic point of
view. This answers your second question that it is in my view in part a moral,
ethical, philosophical, and religious question. It obviously has political
Implications or it would not be involving the United States Senate in this
context. However, I do not believe that it can be defined in political terms
either.
My answer to question number three is, therefore, that I do not believe
that medical and scientific data alone can determine what the definition of
human personhood should be in the present context. In answer to question four,
I would like to take up a series of problems as I see them which would be
related to the passage of this Bill.- First, this regards contraception. I
believe that contraception, both with the pill and with I.U.D.s which,as I
understand it, this Bill would make illegal, is firmly entrenched as a part of
the life-style of, not only American women, but of their sexual partners. To
force woman, and especially thoseswith husbands,-back into the mold of the
fear of pregnancy would not only be unacceptable, but I believe, completely outside the purview of a legislative body, such as, the Senate. Additionally, I
do not believe that one can legislate morals. The 'failure of such legislation
is well know.
One has only to remember the disastrous effects of the prohibi•tion of alcohol on organized crime in this country to recognize its futility.
I, therefore, believe that contraception is her* to stay and that women and
..their sexual partners will demand it and obtain it regardless of any legislation.
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tn a more narrow context& I believe that this 5111 would destroy the
useful programs of genetic screening which might have indication for the
termination of pregnancy In those cases where severe naldevelopment would
have resulted. To my way of thinking, this type of genetic screening and
the termination of those pregnancies with unremedisble deformities whether
they be physical, neurological or metabolic has been one of the most important
advances in our management of high-risk pregnancies in recent times. The
abolition of abortion for incest, rape or those which are done to either save
the mother's life or even prolong her life when she has chronic illness' or
where one can demostrate that the pregnancy would impair the mother's health,
whether It b mental or physical, I believe is a very unfair burden to place
upon a women who is a known "person" but whose fetus or embryo is an unknown
or only potential "person". There will undoubtedly b as there was before
abortion became legal, many unwanted pregnancies which will end in Illegal
abortions which will risk the mother's health, and many times her life,
There vill also be many unadoptable children, children who are abused',
neglected and unwanted. This is especially true of those children who are not
normal. Those of us who looked after children before abortion became legal
remember how many ilority, such as blacks were unadoptable and how many
children with gross deformities wre not only unadoptable when abandoned by
their mothers, but also frequently abused or neglected. Many of these unwanted pregnancies, if carried to their termination, will terminate in very
ill, very costly children with multiple and often unremediable deformities.
These will Include physical, neurological and metabolic problems which will
have to be cared for during their life time. Many of these are extremely
paiAful requiring multiple, surgical and medical hospitalizations anddespite
the best of medical care, these children go on to die at an early ago predictably. Life for many of these children is truly intolerable. Many tines these
children ate extremely difficult for parents to manage both physically and
emotionally and certainly financially and facilities for such children are not
adequate nor is emotional or financial support to parents provided for.
I believe that to prohibit indicated abortions without providing for the
unwanted offspring of those whose parents cannot care for them medically,
financially or emotionally is totally irresponsible legislation.
In sumary, although I am not an advocate of all abortions, I believe that
some abortions are not only necessary but very desirable. In my ethical
decision making, I have always tried to consider myself the advocate of a
patient, and in this case, I consider the fetus my patient. I have always

considered that the ethical decision should be made first with the consideration
for what is best for the patient, secondly, for what is best for his famly and
thirdly, what is in society's best interest. If all three of these interests
happen to coincide, we are indeed fortunate and our ethical decisions then are
esly arrived at. It Is when these are at odds with each other that the
decision-making process becomes difficult.
I appreciate the opportunity to express my opinion on this very Important
Bill and I will follow its discussion In the Senate with great interest.
Sincerely yours,

Mildred T. Stahlman, M.D.
Proffessor of Pediatrics

ITS/dp
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The H1onorable Senator

Max laucus
.Ranking Minority Member
Subcomlttee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate

Washington DC 20510

Dear Senator Saucus:
Thank you for your letter of May 13, 1981 requesting my evaluation as a
Medical Geneticist and Pediatrician of 8.158. -Medical science has demonstrated
unequivocally that at the moment of conceptlo a biological life process bolins
which has the potential to develop into an animal of the species Romo sapiens.
If and when that animal can attain the dignity of a higher order of life embodied in the concept of humanness are metaphysical questions proper only for
philosopher* and theologians toaddress as experts. Indeed, on this my only
expert advise is that there is nothing in the training or professional experience of medical scientists which could qualify them to offer any expert opinion
on the concept of humanness.
The impact of 8.158 on the clinical practice of medical genetics would be
profound. After genetic counseling, less than 1/4 of couples change their precounseling intents respecting initiating additional pregnancies. Consequently,
for many couples desiring biological offspring, prenatal diagnosis with selective
abortion of defective fetuses is the only option for having normal children. 8.158
would abolish that option forcing these couples either to have no nore children or
risk major congenital birth defects. Of course the rich could escape the dilemma
by traveling to less restrictive countries while the poor could risk the illegal
abortionist. Our experience in the U.S. with Prohibition suggests that these
evasions very likely might become the rule.
The following data may give you an idea of the magnitude of the problems
In the USA, about 52 of the '3 million yearly live births aro to women over 35
years of aS.
The risk of having a baby with a chromosomal abaormlity (which
often results in significant birth defects) in this maternal age group is 1-52.
Also, any couple who have once had a chromosomelly abnormal baby have at least
a I chance of avin8 another chromosomally abnormal baby. Chromoeomal absormalities in the fetus can be detected by prenatal diagnosis via amiocentesis at 15
weeks gestation. In women of all ages, the risk of a baby with a neral tube
defect is about 1/500 live births, The two year survival 'of babies treted forneural
tube defects is only 652 and of the survivors about 1/2 have significant mourological deficits sad/or metal retardatlon. Neural tube defects In the fetus
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In the fetus cam be detected by prenatal diagnosis at 15 weeks gestation.
Sickle Cell Disease (1/400 black babies) and over 60 other rarer severe
hereditary disorders of babiesI are now detectable by prenatal diagnosis at
15 veeks station,
Cystic fibrosis, a severe and incurable disorder,
effects 111500 vhtte children. Cystic fibrosis viii soon be detectable in
the fetus at 15 veeks gestation by prenatal diagnosis via amniocentesis.
*Despite the above, you should realize that on the average prenatal diagnose reveals en unaffected fetus In over 962 of instances. Consequently,
in the vast majority of cases, the end result of prenatal diagnosis is a
normal baby, not a therapeutic abortion.
moreover, it is a normal beby which,
without the reassurance of prenatal diagnosis, my not have been conceived or
which may otherwise have been blindly aborted by parents afraid of a high genetic
risk for a defective child. All in all, abortion for genetic defects accounts
for less than 1X of all abortions induced per year in the USA.
With hopes that this Is of some help to you in your deliberations,t am,

Sincerely,
Mark W. Steele, 1.D.
Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Director, Division of Medical Geretics
NIn'.d
General Reference:
Aubrdy Kiluasky, Genetic Disorders and the Fetus.

Pleaum Pres,

New York, 1979.
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Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
20510

Washington, D.C.

Dear Senator laucus:
I write concerning S. 158 a bill that, as you know, provides that human
life shall be deemed to exist from conception.
While it is true that the'fertilized egg is s living cell and has the
potential to develop into a human being it is, in my opnionp no more a human
being than, for example, a white blood cell. The latter is a living cell, has
all-the information necessary to form a human being, but requires conditions
which we do not yet understand to develop into a human being. What holds true
for the white blood tell-holds true for virtually all other nucleated cells of
the human body. The fertilized egg cell does not differ in this respect from
all other cells. It also needs specific conditions to develop, i.e. the uterine environment of a human female.
In many states death Is defined as having occurred when the brain wves
are flat. Nevertheless, most of the cells and organs of such an individual
are live.
need hardly point out that the heart and kidneys are sometimes
taken from such an individual for transplant Into another. The mere fact of
being a live cell and having the information necessary to form a human being
is not sufficient to define a human being.
An unambiguous definition of a human being, entitled to the protection of
the 14th amendment to the constitution of the United States, t an organism
that can survive outside its, mother's uterus.
I regret that this letter is sent to you after the hearings have been held,
but I did not become aware of them until too late to write in time for the heariags.
Sincerely yours,

AS/dsk-ccs .Dr. Neil A. Holtsman
Dr. Leon Rosenberg
'Dr. Barbara owman
Telephone: (210).3s.3700
Telex: U0?8

Arthur 0. Steinberg
/
Francis Hobert Herrick
I
Professor of Biology
Department of Biology
Professor of Human Geetics
Department of Reproductive Biology
Professor of Medicine
Department of Medicine
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The Honorable Senator max soucus
Ranking Miuority mber
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, DoC. 20510
Dear senator Saucuse

P

I aM in receipt of your letter of Pay 13th requesting my professional reI as particularly pleased to have received
sponse to Lesislation S. 158.
this letter since' my entire professional life I have been involved in
clinical service, research and teaching activities in this area of. huron
reproduction. futthermore I think my background is quite suitable as I am
sure will be cleat by perusing the enclosed curriculum vitae to consider
the questions raised by 3. 156. 1 wish to make the following responses to
the questions
I. I do not believe that a question of humn personhood Is a medical or
scientific question. The same way a question of soul Is not a medical or
scientific question.
2. 1 fully agree that human personhood is in part a moral, ethical,
philosophical and religious question. As a matter-of-fact I feel strongly
that It Is primrily a philosophical question.
3. Since humen personhood has not been defined on the basis of medical or
scientific data outh data cannot be used' in the present context.
4. The Impact of 3. 156 on the practice of medicine would be devastating.
Numerous essential tests to both prevent and treat sue of the most serious
genetic disorders would be denied to the general public regardless of their
moral, religious or political beliefs.
Probably the ost serious problem with 6. 158 is the attempt of a legielative body to assume the role of a college of philosophers in determining
when life begins. The travesty and almost levity of the entire issue is
the attempt of a group of legislators to utilize queslscientific,
quasimoral and qusiethical tools to arrive to a philosophical conclusion.
for example am arm, finser
The term life ha% not been defined by siec..
or a heart can be kept "alive" under certain experimental conditions. Does

1
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this mean that the arms the finger, the livers etc. has "lifs•"
An ovum
man egg Cell" Is alive, thus killing an ovM constitutes murder or thus a
crise. Very female murderr" thousands of ova regularly although not villingly. One probably could find scientific ways to prevent this "murder"
thus by not preventing this murder me are all guilty. A sperm cell is
"alive.' Vth each eJaculation a male delivers numerous sperm cells in an
environment which Is hostile, e.g. the vaginal enviroIment. In the vaginal
environment the sperm cells are "killed" by the fooas secretions, consequently the female is killing the sperm cell. Since the sperm cells are
'alive' is the female guilty of murder?
It is my deep belief that at this time one cannot either define "life" thus
the stage of organism's development related to "life' or define the stage
of fetal development in which "life' begins, since prior to fertilistion
both the sperm cell and the ovum are "alive.'
One can go on with a variety of arguments which really are pointless and
plastic in nature totally with no benefit to the debate.
I fully respect
the view of individuals who feel that life begins at the 'moment of conception" except that the term 'conception" according to Webster's dictionary means "the act of becomLng pregnant." Since the act of becoming proguant is intercourse the life must begin at the moment of intercourse.
this is potently ridiculous. It is ridiculous since the act of conception
involves the act of intercourse and since the act of intercourse is usually
proceeded with some activity not related directly to sexual organs and
since this activity is frequently proceeded by some emotional interaction
and since this interaction Is frequently proceeded by sme social interaction one could go at infinitum end state that life begins at the time
when a male end female meet and have a cup of coffee together.
Obviously if I can be of any assistance in a more serious vein, looking at
scientific facts, I will be more than happy to do so.
Thanking you for this opportunity, I remain

Professor and Chairt
Department of Reproductive
Medicine and Biology
Is/ow
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Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am writing this letter in response to your inquiries regarding the
hearings being conducted on Senate Bill 158. In my opinion this is
a most mischievous bill which seriously confuses philosophical and scientific issues. The concept of human personhood is not a medical or scientific question but rather a philosophical one. The definition of biological life could correctly be ascribed to the sperm or the egg, just
as much as it can be to the fertilized zygote. When, then, does human
personhood actually begin? Most physicians, myself included, are comfortable with the concept of human personhood occurring when there
is even a remote chance that life can be sustained outside the mother's
body. This is by experience sometime between the 20th and 25th week
of gestation. Many of us have been uncomfortable with the regulations
which allow for abortion any time during the first and second trimesters
and have within our own hospitals tended to not perform a termination
of pregnancy after the 20th week of gestation unless a clear-cut genetic
indication could be shown. This, then, is the definition that most physicians find comfortable.
My opening comment that the bill is mischievous must be viewed in the
context that were it to be enacted it would absolutely prevent the
practice of good medicine. We would be back at a time when the
mother's life would be sacrificed in order to save the child.- There
are many instances in which this would be very sad indeed. In the
case of the mother who has cancer of the female organs diagnosed in
early pregnancy or in the case of the mother suffering from a lifethreatening disease such as heart disease or advanced diabetes it would
be impossible to sacrifice the baby in order to save the mother. Genetic
screening, in addition, would also be outlawed, meaning that women
would be forced to either carry a pregnancy no matter what her risk
of having a diseased infant, or to practice absolute contraception and
therefore deprive her and her husband of the opportunity of parenthood,
simply because the risk of having an imperfect infant would be too
great. I have lived through the era where both these circumstances
were the case, and do not wish to return to it.
1 really do not think
that even the right to life group has any idea of the problems they
would be placing on the human race.
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oy experience with respect to abortion is that legal or illegal,
of means will obtain it. Women who do not have the means may women
actually
make some attempt at termination, frequently paying the price
infection, hemorrhage, and even death. We have seen an end in
carnage of human women during the liberalization of abortion to this
Human nature being what it is, I believe a change in the law laws.
would
simply return us to the days when such problems were commonplace.
In summary, I would state emphatically that
problems addressed
by this bill are not medical or scientific and the
would set the
medical and scientific community back 20 years.indeed
These are primarily
maral, ethical and philosophical issues and should be dealt
with in
that context.
It

is a travesty to line up scientists on either side
arguing when life does or does not begin. In the long
run the health
of our citizens may well be greatly jeopardized.
I do appreciate your giving me the opportunity to express my
opinion,
and do hope that the Senate is able to defeat this
bill.
Sincerely yours,
ortonA. Stenchever, M.D.
Professor and Chairman

MAS:js
-
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May 27, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
Senate Judiciary Committee
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
My response to your letter of May 13th regarding the SubCommittee hearings on
S. 158 can best be summed up by Indicating to you that I am totally supportive
Of the testimony given by Dr. Leon Rosenberg at the SubCommittee hearings in
April. Although I have not seen the total transcript of these remarks, I have
based these conclusions on the report in the New York Times as well as on the
article which appeared in Science on May 8th (Volume 212, Pages 648-649).
Inthis view the specific answers to the questions which you have asked me in
your letter would indicate that the question of human personhood is not a medical and scientific question at least certainly not in its totality and that the
question Is in large measure one of moral, ethical, philosophical, religious, or
political views and persuasions.
Itfollows from that that I do not believe that medical and scientific data
alone can determine what that definitio should be, but I would need to indicate
to you that the impact of S. 158 if enacted on medical practice, specifically on
such items as genetic screening, counselling, and intrauterine diagnosis would,
I believe, be profound. I would not by myself have considered the impact that
itmay have on the use of contraceptives and other means of birth control, but
I am persuaded that it may be equally so in this area as well.
To the extent that such legislation risks both the introduction of legislative
fiat as well as the possibility of violations of enacted law into areas that
are currently regarded as matters of individual choice and conscience, I would
find It difficult to support the objectives of such a bill. I could not by any
means be counted as a supporter of free or liberal abortion laws, but I cannot
accept that my own beliefs in this area could or should be used as a maxim or
basis for legislation in these matters which it ismy own view are matters of
Individual conscience, choice and decis-ion that each of us must make at the.
appropriate time.
I hope that these views will be helpful to you.
Sincerely yours,

(
Leo Stern; M.D.
Professor & Chairman of Pediatrics

Brown University
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Senator V-x Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcoamittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus
I was honored that you asked me in your letter of May 13, 1981, about my
opinion about proposed legislation numbered S. 158.
I will briefly answer your questions as you posed them.
I.

1 do not believe that the question of "human personhood" is a medical or
scientific question.

2.

It Is my view that this question is in part moral, ethical, philosophical,
religious, political and most of all, it is a legal question.

3.

I do not believe that medical or scientific data have anything to do to
define the question of "human personhoqd".

4. In m opinion, the Impact of S. 158 would be a major setback in the
development of civilization. It obviously would affect the practice of
medicine in a very negative way, Seetic screening could not be continued
and, of course, our present epidemic of teenage pregnancy could not be
handled. There Is no question that I, as many responsible physicians,
would favor that unwanted pregancy should be avoided at all coats and
the use of contraceptives is preferable. Yet, I fIrmly believe that
every wan should have the right to decide whether a pregnancy is
terminated or not. This question of termination of pregnancy as far as
legislation Is concerned should be clearly one of separation between
religion and state, religious convictions should not interfere with
political decisions. As a pediatrician, I sm not Involved in doing
abortions. I personally do not like the idea of ha"vn it done as a
medical procedure. However, If I consider the consequences of unwanted
pregnancies following rape, following incest and in difficult socioeconomic circumstances, in teenagers, I have no difficulty-at all to
accept this as a necessary solution for any unhappy women.
I just hbo that our United States Senate remains in the 20th century and
doee not return to medieval mysticim.
Sincerely
0. D. Stickler, M. D.
Professor of Pediatrics
093:kda
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The kmorable Max Daucus

United States Senate
WashinSton, D.C. 30510
Dear Senator Daucus:

I = writing in response to your letter of May 13, 1981, concerning hearings
on S. 156. 1 will try to answer your questions in sequence. You asked
whether I believe that the question of human personhood is a medical or
scientific question. I do not believe that it Is but rather that the
answer to this question is the answer to your second question which asks my
view relative to the question of human personhood being in part a moral,
ethical# philosophical, religious or political question. I think that this
question was addressed most eloquently by Dr. Leon Rosenberg, Professor and
Chairman of the Department of Human Genetics at Yale University Medical School.
I enclose a summary of Dr. Rosenberg's statement which appeared in Science,
on May 22, 1981. Dr. Rosenberg emphasis that he has been able to find not
one single piece of scientific evidence that would help him to answer the
question as to when does a potential for human life become actual. I think
Dr. Rosenberg states the crux of the situation when he says that he has no
quarrel with anyone's idea on the matter, so long as it Is clearly understood
that they are personal beliefs and not scientific truth.
In answer to your third question, I do not believe that medical and scientific
data alone can determine what the definition of human personhood should be in
the present context. Again, this is addressed very eloquently in Dr. Rosenberg's
testimony.
Dr. Rosenberg also addresses your fourth question regarding the impact of
He specifically addressed the impact on the practice
S. 158 If It Is acted.
of medcine, gentic screening and the use of contraceptives. Relative to
contraceptives, the so-called "morning after" pill and theintruterine dev-ce
would be eliminated as contraceptive mesures. The legislation would also
eliminate widely mployed progmare of prenatal genetic diagnosis which are
designed to.offer parents options in preventing the birth of defective infant,
I think that this legislation would be a travesty on justice and a severe
Interference with individual rights, When legislation such as this i based
on religious views ad not on scientific evidence, t:n

I find no defense for

it when it impose. the beliefs of some on the lives of all citiseas of our
nation.

I appreciate your letter, the copy of 5. 158, and the opportunity to respond
to your questioned After reading the text of 8. 1W8, I must conclude that
much of it is virtually incomprehnsible.
I would appreciate hearing from you the results of the hearing. If I can
help you further, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours Sincerely,

Robert L. Siinitto M.D.
Dean of Medicine
Professor of Pediatrics, Anatomy,
and Child Development
RLSdm
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June 3, 1981

Senator Max Baucus

Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers

United States Senate

Washington, D.C.

20510

Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your letter of May 13, 1981, requesting my
opinion regarding the legislation 8.158.
I
The question of medical abortion is, obviously, not only a
scientific, but philosophical question as well. The answer as
to when life actually begins is dependent on the philosophical
bent of the person who is to act as a medical expert. In reviewing
the legislation 8.158., it is obvious that Mr. Helms has found it
necessary to legislate into law what, indeed, should be the choice
of the mother depending on the circumstances around which an
abortion is requested. I do not feel that Federal funding of
abortion is necessary, but to legislate into law prohibition of
abortion, would cause those requiring abortions to have them done
illegally within or outside of the United States causing the same
potential disaster that previously existed when women were forced
into having illegal abortions. In addition, it would prohibit,
for appropriate medical purposes, the aborting of fetuses with
various congenital anomalies and malformations. The law, if
passed, could have serious social repercussions. Although I
personally do not support, philosophically, the idea of abortions,
I do feel-that it is an individual's right to determine whether

in her own situation an abortion is appropriate for medical,

psychological or social reasons.

If there is any further way in which I can be of help to
you or your Subcounittee, please feel free to contact me. I
remain

Robert N. Buskind, M.D.
Professor and Chairman
RBMS/pac
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June 3, 1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Your letter of May 13 just arrived on my desk today after a long
sojourn through the university mail system. I hope this reply arrives
in time to be of some use. Even before I received your request for an
opinion, I sent a letter nn the subject of S. 158 to all members of the
House and Senate Judiciary Committee; so you have my views in one form,
but not inthe order in which you have asked your questions. In brief,
therefore, and in the order of your questions, here are my views:
1.

2.

1 do not believe that personhood can be determined by
scientific mns. Dr. Leon Rosenberg of Yale spoke to
this question on his testimony before your cousitteo,
and I endorse his vieIs.
I think personhood is a concept that belongs to philosophy, religion, and politics. I have no doubt that
each of these fields can provide many definitions of
personhood and that most of those definitions will make

at least so"e sense.
3. Medical and scientific evidence can offer no help in
4.

choosing between the various definitions of personhood.
A leyer is bettor qualified to predict the impact of S.

158 than I an.

I assume, however, that the bill would

outlaw elective abortion for any reason. This, of course,
would make it necessary for women to carry a child to
term even in cases--such as teenage pregnancy- where

motherhood might have a ruinous effect on the women's
life. Even when prenatal tests show a fetus to be suffering froman incurable and devastating gentic disorder,
the woman will have no option; she will be required by
law to play out the tragedy.

S. 158 adopts a particular religious position as the official doctrine of the nation. but this is a religious view that to not by any

means universally accepted. It restricts decisions that many of us
consider to be essential to our well-being (such as the right to control our own fertility), ad it prohibits the use of scientific utbadsp
that can reduce th, burden of suffering caused by genetic diseases.
In my opinion, this bill makes life, which is alr,jady. hard enough,
even more hazardous and difficult.
Yours sincerely,

Millard Susman

Professor and Chairman

OChsak
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Mr. max Baucum, Senator
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucuso
I regret that your letter of April 14, 1981 concerning hearings on
8.158, failed to reach me promptly. I am currently on sabbatical from the
Albany Hetcal College and some of my mail is accordingly delayed in
reaching me. However, I understand that the hearings on 0.158 will continue.
I welcome the opportunity to express my vies on the questions which 5.158
raises for our Nation.
Firstly, despite the contentions of those who disagree with the Roe V,
Wade Supreme Court decision, I am of the opinion that the Supreme Court addressed
Ui question comprehensively in relation to the competing interests of the
State, and the person of the woman who has conceived. It is my opinion that the
Supreme Court' recognized for the woman her right to determine the events which
should take place within her own body, the risks to which she wished to subject
herself in the interests of either the continuation or termination of a
pregnancy, and the very longterm and onerous responsibilities for the future
care of her offspring. Quite separate and distinct from all of those aspects
in those instances in which a reasonably normal infant offspring is anticipated
the Supreme Court's decision also left to the patient's discretion decisions
with respect, to her willingness to bear offspring that modern scientific .
prenatal diagnosis may quite accurately identify as being impaired in various
ways, both physically and mentally. The Supreme Court appropriately established
the right of the %%me to make judgements in this highly personal field in
conjunction with no other person than her-private physician.
I strongly hold from my experience in providing medical care to women for
over thirty years that no persons, no ooittee, no court, no political body
can possibly substitute in any way for the judgement of the woman In weighing
all of the considerations that sust be weighed in each individual circumstance
of pregnancy in, the ooplox social order in which we now live. Since New York
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State law made the pregnancy termination decision the right of the patient
and her physician to determine, I have been very personally involved in
directing medical services that have provided abortion care, and 1 have been
personally involved in rendering these services to a large number of patients.
I can tell you for your personal information that almost without exception
each woman who faces this question agonizes over the decision. All aspects
(personal desires, economic status, social and interpersonal situations,
timing of the occurrence in relation to multiple personal and family goals,
religious belief, family religious views, advise of friends and physicians,
age, recent exposure to potential toxins, family history of congenital
malformations, prior birth of malformed infants, etc., etc.) all come to the
fore as considerations by different women in different circumtances before
a decision to undertake abortion is reached.
Hence, I concur with all my soul and being that this most intimate and
.complex personal decision cannot be based upon a scientific definition of
when "new life" begins. Life as we know it biologically is a continuum and the sperm and the ovum individually and independently are part of the
continuum of human life. The ultimate reductio ad absurdem in the current
discussion and hearings would result in the assignment of a definition of
life to every sperm and every ovum. And, as you are aware, there are those
among the supporters of S.158 who would legislate against present effective
methods of contraception just as vigorously as they would legislate against
the Supreme Court decision in foe v. Wade. The position of the supporters of
S.158 pretends that sexual abstinence can be a mode of life for all persons.
Since there is no other absolutely effective method of pregnancy prevention,
that position contradicts all of human experience throughout history.
And it msot be remembered that abortion will be obtained by women forever
in the future as it has been as long as our historical records extend into the
past. Women have always risked their lives to end unwanted pregnancy and it
is quite clear to those of us who have cared for women that they will continue
to do so.
I know that a great deal of scientific debate will take place during the
scheduled hearings concerning biological life, its beginnings and continuum,
and the relationships between biological life and human personhood. One aspect
of this evidence will point to the obvious fact that there is a major gap between
fertilization of the human egg and the birth of a human person. Firstly,
scientific data indicates a range as large as 40-70 percent of all fertilized
human eggs failing to reach maturity and resulting in infant birth. In addition,
to the large number of ova which are lost so .early after fertilization that they
may scarcely be recognized as "pregnancy" except by sophisticated research
mthoda, 10-15 percent of recognizeable pregnancies are lost within the' first
three or four months of diagnosed pregnancy and an additional mall percent are
lost .throughout pregnancy from a variety of causes which effect the infant in
the later stages of development. A number of those, of course, are congenital
malformation problems so severe as to be incompatible with continued extrauterine
life - either for any duration or at least not for extended duration.
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To smmarise, I support wholeheartedly the Supreme court decision in
- and a cvinced that the Supreme courtt acted wisely and
Mot t
letthe competing moral# ethic* philosophical, and religious aspects
of the decision to terminate or to continue the state of pregnancy with the
person wo is experiencing that pregnancy namely, the woman concerned.
That decision I believe is the one that is most compatible with the high
puxposs of our Oonstitution in protecting liberty and freedom for all,
t "is most important In this connection to note that nothing in the Supreme
Ourt' decision exerts any coercive influence on any person in regard to this
entire question. On the contrary, the status which existed prior to we v. Wade
and to which 8.158 would have the Nation return, Is extremely coerciv-e
upon every woman who chooses not to continue pregnancy through childbirth either she must accept the coercion to bear a child against her will, or
she mset accept all the risks and p6tential punitive actions of obtaining
abortion outside of legitimate health care services. Similarly, those
providers of abortion services who may feel sympathetic to the need to continue
the services whether legal or not would be exposed to whatever legal penalties
may be imposed. While it clearly is irrelevant to the moral, ethical, or
religious aspects of this debate, there is a mountain of evidence that such
action and practice was widespread prior to 1973 even in the United States,
is widespread now in parts of the world where those same conditions prevail,
and that under such conditions, maternal mortality Is excessive, even catastrophic,
and that the costs in financial terms and In human misery in areas in which
abortion services mist be obtained outside of the law are virtually Immeasurable.
Thank you for the opportunity to cc nmicate these thoughts and convictions.
Very sincerely yours,

Visiting Professor of
Obsttric-Gyneoology
WO/wds
P. Be.

I have enclosed a historical review of this problem which contains
a valuable list of references including five personal publications
in the field.
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right ,
ilsorlim i. l ii rotni htlism* ,i, Ko IWhly'po
I i strliggh. I, gmiiitrailEiwe ihl,
every child )IoIIlM liot l116mt
w~irld woltlth , lovedl, tai1 estredi rair. Ths right t, tliiriisin,,
asilog with ail birth enilrol miniwurW imt outidsiuh tho Colllry r liile WI&IIilXI
1i

Child .... " Lawrotieo Lssdor (1).
Our A IriLlI /'ouitilig itrl4teii euhrill41 i.'d ir i)''larah iimli i 1d'tI i e'IiVI
the maidficut dream of the pilgrim immigrants iii. the wordn, "'11 right to
lifo, liboriy, tod the )ursuit of iipphtow." Howover the viwolnthl)t
it i right. io
healthy life exists wilh other rights and that it impoiwt ol)1ilati,(mi tn gloverit.
Inueiks tuid fithor oeiidiorgmputisttols hiw dovelolxxl Iith liont really Iy. ''howi
who wrote about the rights which seemed crucial urowid 1770 voull hIrdly
foresee the succeeding 200 years of scientific and technical at,.iovomctls in tho
troatmont and prevention of diise, nor tcould they evOn (rt0m of itimigildtude of the ocoomh impact of thowe wt.ileu4%. With it (.i1Itillt. () it Ill).
JAtd and with the mnitornunl aid infant morality ritts of the dtty, tih iw)oblhni
of a "population explosion" was inconcelvable. 'I'liu, over the itxt rolttary tih
major con rns it rehliont to tiny intervention in it prcgaiwwy hat, wis iot. (141sired were towani avoidinag nuateriil death. Tho Iqipd, inotil, mid ewitl linimtt
created as a result of legislative actions in tho iilotoonth (clittlry flowolx over
into the twentieth ctitury atrtd conditioned the medication, the I)hilosop)hy, indu
tho jl~ttornh of )rimlico of most of the physti;ihs tuitivoly ImnU'licing ii North
America in the 195 'm tud 19O's (1-4).
From the 1930's to the 1950's, as urbanization proceeded rapidly, the magidtude of the induced abortion problem began to weigh heavily it the astatislics of
.departments of obstetrices and gynecology, and of urban departments of health
such-a thatof Now York City (5-7) and the physicians who wore theiout to the
problem begin to write -extensively of its toil of suffering and death (7, 8),
Of course, Margaret Snger.had begun her efforts at organisiug birth control
services and disseminating information in 1912. But it required rW year of
sorrowfulaAmoricai
in this tuva before the Uited Stat i k uprie (tmurt.
basic righthistory
of privacy, and by that decision rendered unconustitutional

a myriad of state laws and other rules and regulations which interfered with thu
dimmintion of information mrol smrvics rlattl to birth control.
As far back as 1938, the historian Normwi H. Hime wa able to survey the
program in the dissemination of contraceptive knowledge and practice, and
From the Del
buhtnt or Olutetrice and (lyncoololy, The Alhony Medical (Olopo of

Union Ujilvonrty, AlIltiry, N.Y. 12M.
)Isquess for reprimts should o gout to: )r. )oluilad P.8wartr,
47 New Seotliod Avemti, Albany, N.Y. 12206.
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of III) exlhauotive work 1o the mncell of "demnoitixation .
fr )irth ci; ltrol." HI nim vearly d(HqImitu en ld l.t "llie 1( int lo 14111lh drm.1 1,w
floi is at well nigh univcotl hl
le~lOfllou." Ho c luded his hbloricl 1rltlim4)
with thooscot. words: "These moves are i. the rilt. dirxlion; even if they
hIwa 1en unduly deapycd. Wo may yet calkh up wilh owloeE, Aelims, und the
Anthiuio wid Pol'4ium. WIho ki.iw? Whelltr (Ihe curve of history will IeS mIrjeetod Ilto the future now dopends ol the physicians and on Ili kind (if supxir
lly got from the gnerskl public tud esxially from Iogislikiri" (9).
Sin t1ho majority of Ainerican laws which aiddn
ldthe (Iqe.tioin of prt'gianoy iterruption lwrinil Ied ii.only wllitIhe ir -nleywit$ devilled o threatlet
the lifo of the mother, tho middle decades of the Iwentioth centuryy saw the origink
of thi concept of (tommillw for tlicrapoutic ubortioln (2, 10). 'Tlis Ialt.irol of
collective docisonmaking developed to provide support for the prnatitlioner who
Iwrforn! Che pxro~xlunr; nLimunly, th asupmorl. of it rnxtrdpd deCishil of it c,n.
mittee of ci*isultants who confirmed by majority or utuimoui
t n that.it
threat to the life of the mother did, in fact, exist. Tho structure and rules of fuNeton of these committee be.ame a part of hospital medical staff bylws and
departmental rules anrd regulati.iw, as woll as mubj(ts for review )y various
aucrediting ogoncies.
Hall (11) omphaslaxd the great varistioq in the mnmor i. which tlh(W committeo ustivities functioned in different institutioms, and indeed in (he stmo
institution uc ordilg it) Ihw mmomic status of the patiet, ormtwonrilg l) tIh
physician from whom tho pIationt happened to be seekingg her Cre, et(. li Strvoying 00 hovpitals throughout the country, Hall ftowd an aborlioi it) delivery
ratio from ono in 20 to ime in 4,101 ii private servi-es, antd from one ii I-38 (14liveriest*.u one in 4,3$) delivwrii's in ward services in the same hEMpitals.
(l(vtAXIwo chtas)l

Th: ,mean

ratio for all private patients, howoyor, in those hospitals wras one abortion to
300 doliveris, and the metU rr all ward patients was one abortion to 94.5 doliveri. Thero were, of course, hospitals that reported no abortions for either wird
or private patients. In auiot her group of university servic(s which did not involve
private patient cem the abortion to delivery ratio was one abortion to 1,417
deliveries.
Hall concluded: "The obstetricians of America must, individually and' ol.
loctively review those vii ad imucs hi an fortt to establish almoro wtiformly humno birth control ethic."
IA vast amount of medical, ge eral public and political effort before and after
Iho
l th)lislmtnt, ill. 10(M if Ihe rightil.to ('1ncel)t iYo'ilinormation mid servi vs
oulminlated in th e motion.packod switching of the vote of one Now York Stali
Assemblyman from "NO" io "YES"t on April 9, 1973. This voto led to New
York StAte owting abortion logslation which fundamentally m lade abortion
unt.l tin 24t-h w'ek of gwal( io
(1 it
ter.tI) x, r";lIv(d bI welhl111"
I itil miid
her physician alone. With no requirmet that the patient must be a ndole.t lf,
Now YorkStAte to, obtain this modica seMrvico, citizen frdm many other slatesm
as, well as Now York State's OWIn residents used this now freedom in very large
.umixirs (12)...
.
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Whihk w.nh(,llr.
liam i NO iphetnedl New YoArk Ht ly st,vr.i
year in the matter of adopliug w.mi, lilbraliuxl forn of abrtion 'g'isliiiin,
no other state had made sch iv ,l.ar ad sweteping de ,4itoa i fav.r of t no ing
ixirtiont like Wly olher mlil
hvlriwon,
it
itimatltIr tof
IW,(lkid(fkl .1 rivly I..
tween the patient Md her plliysiehii. Oui Jatittry 2"2, 173, Ih itpre.ime (or
of the United States rendered de .iions in. the al)rtion question whiel wer. %.'
entiahlly consistent, with the Nw York State indietiig only thot, il th, silicon
I.rimmtAwr of in utUy sli'.s might 'proiwrly 44Mtl)HiIlh natlitl i'n.
lih'rig
abortion as long as such regulations w,,e(re degigntod only Ito sureguard the, hiil I
of the mother.
'he Phlow)jAicd InflrW

,rho wide rango of differone, in abortion pratc iit different. intil tti ilis id
within the wine institution for diffemtt pratitiIiomntr or diffenrent ixtmifonUlle level"
of patients was n6t maintainod without conoiderable stress and strain on the
oruoadwland rwinl rlutioiii. 1molng I1iluc1111, ot. Ito11lien
fhill
stresses on the processes of ratlionalitaifon and just iftetion by individual physiclans (2). It ishighly probable that those institutions aid physwakins Wit)odhered most rigidly to criteria for pregnancy interruption con lent with the law
which specified a ithreaL to Oh another's life iwdiim 14)1 iiidiiitl io foJr pre-glllay
interruption were the most. ciimfortAl)le wih IIh litt u quo. allyInti. ilt ion
performed pregnancy interruptiom ilnfrqueItly, us lly for far adviweed niedi.
t disas or for m)mo very iiarrow it.of poyl.httrie indictlionm us utlly reqluiring a boi tide act, of attuiplted for Ihnetiwd tlUideh mI)r(Kf o.f tOw grnvily of
tho p yhiatric Hiln". Whih ituty individual I4l'ymieiimw or etitire sttffs dil al
agree with the legal tiriteurm, they rnwti ldwhat,e law r quired wigid Ittlught
that pttternt of prt .ie 1o etulnes of new etx.ialimst ill Ilit? field (2).
However, where nituiienue of linedicid stalU liidividtituly for ill large lmilx'r.
began to question that rigidity, they began to seek mid find supl)rt irinittrily
from their psychiatric cotlagutwson therapeutic abortion commitis, whoi we r
wWlng to certify that the pregnancy was a threat. to the lifo of the irn nattl
.woman ini eircumstancmi where the threat of or attempt at mitide wats not si
overt. Psychiatrists and obstotricians b came partners hi their eTforts to Ii ,
the need of larger numbers of women to terminate unwanted pregnanucty--and
to endeavor to do it within tho media. care system. In the soul-wearchiug that
went oan in that era, the queslion not infretuently was usked: "If I dheline to
assit this woman in abortion procurement through mormtl medicali chtnels,
md thereby sb, seeks abortion from an irregular practitioner, arod sine, I under.
stand therisks of her pirocuring tu abortion in that wiay, i6 it not true that the
y comprises a risk to her life?" In some sueh ammuer, as indlited in
Hall's suey, some hospitals and staff met. the abortion needs of larger hitnlotrs
of women while others met .th needs of very few or none at all (10, 11).
Th contrast to the
nitualioii which prevails in New York Stlt uilive 1)70
and increasingly everywhere sinci the U.S. Supreme Court diiion in 1173, ilti
hardly be overstated. Ineretasingly, abortion cint be dealt wih it it tiiner int
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Is vwry .uarly ideh.ila to ha. oi" olher Urgler
t, I)tliidca um mitualio4). Now,
the physician no longer needs to rely on hypocritical subterfuge. Ho needs only

to searh his own consoJonco as to whet her or not he properly mid sympathel ically

tan rmedor a high quality of mOrvive to the patient who nxlUmsts a pr(ganuy
tormiatio -- uad fle(ief (xlih imlividuail m'ase be rnxwsIut)ly eladi 11t
ielhIs
acting in the best Interests of lal particular patient md in response to her

voluntary request. As with other medical care situations, if he can never perform
the protmduro, or if in this ,cirammuint- It is his Judgment that. Ilia IroXeduon
should not be performed, ho cU) ii accordance with good medical practice feror
the patient to other source or coimultation and advice for the problem which

she preemts.
I have decribod all of the above al length because the impact.of this new slttui.
tion with respect to pregnancy intlerruption (and with sterilisatlion md coltntooption) is not Just like a breath of fr,*h air-but indeed is a veritable and steady
trade wind sweeping away decades of confusing and degrading dialectics in this
whole am of medical pratice.

It has been both Intoresting twrd disappointing to observe somro of the difficulties experienced by physicians trained'under the previous rules as they strlvo
to adjust to this new atmosphere. Some of the imagined and real problems related to the early concentration of abortion demand in a relatively few locations
throughout the country. Physicianm in those setting experienced unusual work.
loads, and thus developed concerns about the deterioration of other programs of
patient care, and deterioration of the quality of training in obstetrics and gynocol.
ogy. Tho redistribution of abortion etro throughout the entire country following
the US Supreme Court decision will certainly alleviate this problem of abnor.
mal workload. Tho sm logistics problem affected all staffs, and particularly oin
conscientious during personnel, who found the burden of high volume of abortion care monotonous and repetitious. Such staffs often developed negative feel.
lp about abortion based upon th excessive workload, and not because they
objected to the pneral principle that a woman who wished to have an abortion
should have the opportunity to do so.'Of course, ambivalence between stated
and intollectual approval of the n w philosophy versus doop-satod emotional
feeling developed through years of adherence to a different philosophy was not
always ey to alter. This ambivalence hos tended to make many persons from
the disciplines of nursing, medical social work, and obstetrics and gynecology
fool that the woman requesting terminAtion of'p
automatically requires
very ophistiated uselin. That. dl of us experience many life situations in
which the sympthetic
ding, and perhaps professional counseling, of
others would be helpful is undisputed-aM thst in our present culture many
ech experience ar touchedd through" without such help may only mean that
an opportunity for personal growth and strengthening wa mised. Nor can one
deny.that the
of a pregnacy in - utaw0M^&oes in which It is not de.
sired is A disturbing eperiene-and that a decision to t
the preg.
nanoy oortainly poe an opportunity for a rmt doel of personal help and
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1wIta|rLioni cowwmling is ritlly. Thu evidence, has grown

wit1 Ille Im$Ils , fir
timo itd wil th very ltrg, volume of abt)rlion Kervhex relld(,nrl tIt thlirlrke
fow (ill(h l idm(t, 111) srious e)motioal or psyhial lie w(lu'(,l wil,h eiii I
Iruxl directly to the detisiii (lo Wrllilli e itt iiwILilttld lrt'glilwy,'lor o I w
implhmelltatioit of that decision. On the olher hand, I here i st roi4g (,videiI'e
that the couthiustion of pivgiunn(y which has nto, bwetn wanted through rfusli
hdOEs l)itit t'- ilI.IlItnt
lr)pr'gium.y e(,rinnli (lm
ti) conur ill it r4w'sil.
Ssirablu results (13).

The Med ical mpad
imme(laitto impclt. of ilelrly tmivelirtl avil.
hiaW lxwl it subli t11 ill (t('4.illet ill Ili
level of indices trdilionlly iumx to indicate the quality of matlernad ad now.
born care. Pa.tcr and many oftiers have bt n to dfxoument! in convniln'g li0hlionl
(l.thinim in he maternal dltalh rate Mlted to alrtion alid, stirprishigly, (144'lil('
(12,
r.tu ni
of C'wmparablo nmutgitude in nitcriutl miorintlty rrivOn)inliorli~ol
ti mortalily
14). Similar reports are emerging with respect to dec lhics in )erilal
itti
A inotl. inlNr1ttiL anddramuitti

ability of medically sare nid)orl imi

worvic.'

(15). It has Long been recognized that both maternal and newborn risks in out -ofwodlxk progmia im aro i,.relued. For the first time Sil(c reord hi (, lil'V4
niaintaiiod, Now York City data indiente dere a-wing rtes of mi.-or-wetllock
births, thus giving promie of even further and umlaine(d deelims in Ow lvhls
of maternal and infant mortality mid morbidity rates (12). It is lear hal Ohe
olb.teriiilti/gyieUologis., will no0 Inil4,r 11w1 if) dtvoto very mueh WoIftirt to'
saving tho life of the woman who ham procured a ,landesl 1w14 rtil ,illier by

some groly traumatic manipulation, or who has remained m4,luded itflr tle
initiation of sepsis until pelvic infection had reva-hed such an advanced sit ag lhat
not. event tho mostl modert and heroic mtwumr' could salvago all; Ixth tyIes Of
patients errapidly disappearing from the scene (1(1 10).
Abortion under medical auspices is not au innocuous procedure. Ildeed, it Is
the conviction of many within the medical profession that the political campaigns
waged to change abortion legislation misled, through oxaggeration of simplicity,
many women to underestimate very real medical problems which persist despite
the many technical advances in the performance of abortion.
Actual maternal mortality resulting from interruption of pregnancy by suet ion
or D and C during the first trimester is extremely smahl-0 in 170,510 a)ortln s
in Now York City in the PA-cond year of its program (12) or I in A)0,273 abort is
in the Joint Project for the Study of Abortion by Tictse (20).
The major (xomplcaoilon ratte ini the JPSA survey was 0.0% for pitionts havifig
Nu4tiOu abortioli lruveduui'

only, Wlo resided Iowally, rand wht haid ii rolouw-iiui

report available. The major cAimplication rate for patients having saliie llorl itoi
was 2.4% (20). It s encouraging to note that the overall mortality rates litive
declinod with the passage of time its the entire mendicail tare system xcam niort,
familiar with t li oibteeiis stlrriiding aborlion i1li(I he moderii tlechology
aseociited with it-e.g., from 4.0 deaths per 100,000 aborlinlls i N(,w York
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City the first year to 3.5 in I he .ccond year (12). "lietze also observed sharp doclines in all suet-ion complical ion rates over 12 months of JPSA reporting (20).
Of course, the greatest cowlrihution to safety tak(e l)1hcc as women eart to
M41k early prognaney digno is aid make early decisions coceeriking their wishe
for termination or for pregnamcy continuation.

The most recent thinking and practice in this arm is the procedure called

"menstruid induction" or "mnnxstrual extraction." The former term is fitvor(%l
by those who are convinecedC1 of the advantage of inducing menstruation either

routinely or whenever it is delayed past its expected onset, even without the
confirmation of presently available pregnancy testing. Others in the profession
continue to feel that the deci.irmaI to invade the uterine 'avity with an instrument,
should be based upon better evidence than menstrual delay. It is probable thitt
most in the field reject the concept of routine menstrual induction simply for
menstrual and social convenience.
The legal approval of voluntary interruption of pregnancy has undoubtedly
advanced the medical and surgical technology of pregnancy interruption. Much
of the rapid progress in the evaluation of the possible role of prostaglandins in
pregnancy termination would have been impossible, at least in America, without
the changed legal climate of ihe past several years. The current generation of
obstetrician/gynecologist trainees has received training and experience in pregnancy interruption which far exceed in most instances the experience of their
teachers. The new obstetrician/gynecologist has a first hand experience bam,4d
upon large numbers of pregnancy interruptions-an experience which has provided superb technical skills ini amniocentesis, vacuum evacuation of the uterus,
assessment of complications occurring with such procedures, and a flexible awareness of the varied approaches which work effectively when complications of
these procedures occur.
There are no definitive reports of prospective studies which specify the long
term complication rates of voluntary abortion by present techniques. We need
to know whether or not the performance of one or more voluntary abortions
affects the subsequent rates of it number of undesirable complications of reproduc-

tion-and if it does, the extent. of the changed risks of: a) involuntary infertility;
b) ectopic pregnancy; c) incompetent cervical os and mid-trimester abortion;
and d) unsatisfactory outcome of pregnancies carried beyond the mid-trimester;
that is, low birth weight; infants, or other pregnancy, labor or delivery complications. These rates will be meaningless unless they are compared with control
groups of women who are known witt. great certainty not to have had voluntary
abortion. The studies will need to go forward from approximately the present
time with patients who are rec.eiving the benefit of current abortion practiemnot even those which were in effect two or three years ago. It would seem reasonable to assume, for example, that the less forceful dilatation of the cervix
that is required, the less might be the subsequent risk of cervical incompetence or
complications of the later, period of desired pregnancy. The use of
laminaria for more gentle cervical dilatation is only in its infancy in this country.
Similarly, if cervical dilatation is not required at all (as in the menstrual indue-
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tion tecuniquee ith a 4 or I mm wO 1plastic cannula) tie risks of i1ntrodlucing
ireeli 11)31
mty b l(WLl hat ilpo
odtirt'rs that. re~ire tiy suil.
MInutial cervical dilathtioi-anid thli -sveondury infertility rates may be eXlx, 'e ed
to be lower as los traumatic procod tils become more widely available uid uppliedl to earlier gestations. The siamve may be true if pirenteral or vaginal prwinglhitdiis lbeom tieepi:
lo aLoririuii i s. .
The question is frequently asked: "Will abortion availability reduce the utilizgieon of contraceptive measures?" On the basis of available evidence, there is
thus far no reason to believe that worn(. who have equal we to it full nuge of
contrimltr'live. services will elect relal(l a)orioit in phuo ,of such I preventive
evniiiniimiai

measures. In Harlem Hospital, family pIlainnilg clinic visits increasel 25% in
the first 12 months following interdiction of abortion services (14). Vomen

will continue to strongly prefer pregiuumy preventive measures to pregiuiney
terminttion unles

)ome major (ovideIw('! atrim to clituigo our prwcnt, knowledge
the risks involved in the use of the two most effective contraceptive
mothods-the intrauterine devices anl the oral contraceptive agents. One other
factor which might change prcseit iio patterns significantly would )w it
campaign of gross misreprosontation wit Ii respect to the comparative risks. Thus
far, oven the must sensational claims regarding risks involved in the use of the
two effective and highly acceptable preventive measures have consistently
failed to influence their use except in a Irauinient manner.
Only Lima will answer the question of whether women generally will begin to
develop a reliance upon abortion instead of upon contraceptive measures. Antother beginning indication that such is not the case emerges from a review of
residents of Now York City who have had their second or latr abortion since
voluntary abortion became available July 1, 1970. During the 12-month period
July 1, 1971 through July 30, 1972, repeat abortions comprised 3.94 % of 63,783
abortions reported from New York City residents. A sampling of the total reposter group indicated that only 47.3 % were not using a contraceptive method.
And of those not using methods, an analysis of the dominant reason given for
non-use suggests that approximately 70% would have been using a method if
they had received appropriate counseling assistance and/or services (21).
The total impact of abortion disc-isiion and practice will lend even greater
support to efforts to more safely and efhectively prevent the occurrence of unwanted pregnancy. The anti-abortion debate and the real problems associat(
with abortion should give impetus to the increased allocation of research support into the mechanisms of human reproduction and to the search for more etfetive and safer contraceptive methods Ihan are now available. It, should also provide leverage to orient the distribution (if contraceptive supplies (especially nonprescriptlon items) toward consumer m-4ds.
concerning

T/h Social and Bcononic fmpac
The legal situation which rendered tomo states and the cities within them
focal points for abortion services caused the entrance into the health care de.
livery system of pIolim and orgimizal iiins whielh would not ot herwise have beeII
so involved. Persons who had not previously had access to health dollars found
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ways to derive referrall fevs," transportation fees, abortion clinic manugement.
incomes, and profitable c'em*s incomes from emploiying part-time l)hyitianH its
t(eelmiaeiim in their aIxort iuji riteilitio~s. But isw abortion services Ixeomo more
widespread, these opportunity Ii(s for making excessive profits through the delivery
of abortion care are diminilillng.
The pluralistic nature or abortion services which (levololxwl ias 1,rvvl It
lodilfry tlho price structure iii the palicut's tavor. But. tho location il whill ihe
majority of future abortion services will be rendered cannot be clearly foresee.
It seems probable that in the relatively near future the earliest procedures,
(termination of prognanies up to about 45 days' amenorrlhoe), will Ix",one very
commonly performed offti i)rocedures, whether or not the medical establishment agrees that that is (It( best location for the procedure. The fact that thO
economic overhead is lowest iln the private office is an important factor; but also
the simplicity and privacy of a visit to a physician's office contrast so strongly
with the complexity of )r'ocuring a brief operative procedure in many of our
hospitals, especially in the larger ones.
The factors of the delivery -of abortion services in locations other than conventional hospitals, the inw;Ivement in abortion care of many (it izis who had
not previously been assovieltd with health care in any way, tie emphasis of
various women's movemenits towards emancipation of women from all-mulo
dominance (including the dominance of male physicians), and a widespread
interest throughout the health establishment in expanding the roles of non-physi.
cians in health care delivery converged to create pressures from some quarters Io
train non-physicians in the actual performance of abortion procedures. While
it is possible to train people with widely different backgrounds to perform specific
technical tasks as part of it broadly competent medical and health team, the
prospect of persons with limited technical skills assuming independent responsibility for surgical and/or other health care of the patient without continuing
supervision and continued learning is a development that will serve badly the
cause of pregnancy termination and a range of other health services. The per.formance of pregnancy termination by current methodology involves complications, which, although of low frequency, may be dramatic and may require all
of the health team in an acute care institution with specialist skills in anesthesia,
shock,, pelvic surgery, urology, etc., to preserve life and reproductive function.
If one were to accept the Now York City situation as a base for projecting
approximate number of abortions to be requested in the next several years (22),
it is difficult to imagine why the United States should require noniphysiciains to
undortako this surgical proedure. CoMsidoring that Now York City has had in
many areas rather strong family planning programs, but also that it has large
numbers of citizens who are disadvantaged sociconomically, it seems reaol.
able to accept the 1971 aborlion-to-live birth ratios as intermediate compared
to other more or loss advamtitgml areas of the USA. Tho aborlion-lo-live birth
ratios in New York City iii 1071 were 372.9 for white residents and 562.8 for
non-white resident (12). If one applies these ratios to a hospital service that acomodates a delivery volume of, let us say, 3,000 births annually, the problem
becomes one of handling roughly 1,000 to 1,500 oVorativo procedures annually-
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or four o Nix 15 20 minule pror.Itiur per working weekday- a very Mr1all
l
work-load indeed. And that volume, of hospital abortion work may be reducedA
as office procedures become more widely practiced and is contraception know.
edge and use inemreas.
Jiilho wider #wii areilni, tlie in lpwt. or ceiwing in (he mi'n io h(ar tuiad rear
children who have not been truly wanted surpasses the foresight of (,veil those

trained in the study of soial pathlology. It has nover Im powhl(e to alct-ilale

esiie ially ill tirlbiti Ameri a where
,
II"UWt(l ,.llillliu'Iiii
1.11!motitid eta, oir
such a largo proportion of it |im livit tu")ciatd witi single l)areut child rearing.
But it is certain that the beneficial social impact of childbearinig by choice, will
have a parallel impact upon obstt rics and gynecology, and in lime will red icve
tre, -,n.
J
th freu(It'in(y wili which miay li:iI lioliigi; c)lmliliI
lpilogue

The semantic controversy over the use of the words abortion, contraception,
birth control, family plannig, awl plannied parenilhood will probably not. abite
quickly. Pragmatically, of courm, "I)irlh control" is what the individual wonial
or couple has as their ultimate goal; and, whether verbalized in those words or
not, that is clearly what the ind!vidwil means when the words "family planning"
or "planl(AK parenthlood" am. pesoalid,, to her or his own lire situation. Mt it,
seems certain that the moral, legal, and political debates, particularly its they
focus on the use of public funds for providing pregnancy prevention services
versus pregnancy termination services, will continue to waste human energy ill
emotional and semantic discusiuI.. But the impact of widely awailable vohliitary abortion as the ultimate meclianism of "family planning" when coneption
prevention measures have failed, for whatever reason, will eventually redtco
the importance of the semantic at.spu.ts of this debate.
Tite information gathered by Bmnp a~s. and WestoT (23) indicattd that ill (lie
years 1960-1.965, before voluntary abortion had become significant within our
medical care system, births to ma'ried women occurring in that five-year period
were unwanted by both spouses at a rate of 17 %, and unwanted by at letast one
spouse at a ratio of 2'2%. We Ahall ivver know the extent to which women tt thaIt
time utilized nonmedical sources for abortion procurement. However, it steins
certain that more socially acceptable abortion services within the medical caro
system (combined of course with constantly broadening availability of contraceptive services aid information) will cause a marked decline in the high proportions of births described as "unwatnted." And this will apply to persons of all
ethnic and religious groups as it appears that women seek birth prevention oil the
basis of personal perception of their individual need for it-and do not conform
to prohibitions publicly enunciated by secular or clerical leaders (24).
The impact which abortion may make in the short term on the absolute number-of births in the U.S. probably in quite considerable. Tiet.e has calculate
that in New York City, adjusthig for changes in ago distribution of the female
population, the annual number of live births between 1970 and 1972 declined
by 25% (37,800) and his estimations attribute about one-half of that decline to
legal abortion (25).
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(.2moidering Ile alppaunlt alvalaW %s(coinhimmed siwittl ioul .lmletriu) to
childbearing in the 20-29 year ug, kroup, it seems certain tht obstetri. -omplications of pregnancy will decline iti frequency, (26, 27). A growing demand for a
Iwr'i.e and plhanid reprmdue.liv experience phu;m new I(xeds for ,xtu-,ling
quality tunirol uponi Ihe disciplie of obsteiries and gym.oloxy, Iul also gen-

crates in our pat ints a very high level of receptivity and cooperate ion wit I recommended regimes of care. These salutary attitudes of patients bearing planned
itid wanitd pregnume-i an iiin ii.ked contriwt to the faaislie: disinterst or
many higher.parity women who prvioutly crowded our public prenatal clinics
for their almost annual relatively unwanted births.
The frequency of long-term psychiatric complications of voluntary abortion,
extr mely Mmall evell at p)I.vWl, will Ixm further reduced ax the overall social

climate becomes more accepting of abortion as a part of normal hlMdih ciro
throughout the nation. Differences in the way that abortion is regarded by the
administrators of fiscal reimbursement mechanisms (insurance, Medicaid, etc.)
lt(nd to perpotuato a certain level of collective guilt or feeling of inappropriate.
nes with respect to this type of health care--and the removal of the differences of treatment would be another stop toward ensuring that the patient
seeking abortion care was treated .in exactly the same manner as a patient seek.
ing any other kind of health serviec.
The practice of contraception uy uniorgo, a gradual change with the broad
availability of voluntary pregnancy interruption. In the climate of the late
1950's and early 1900's, when abortion was relatively unavailable, a near-zero
pregnmncy failure rate was an importantt, indeed indispensable, criterion for i
acceptable contraceptive method. The known pregnancy rates with the intrauterine device wer., recognized by family planning clinic administrators to bo
substantial deterrents to a wider acceptance of the intrauterine device. It seems
probable that when voluntary abortion is generally available, hormonal or intra.
uterine device methods of contraception (or methods not yet in use) which have
negligible rates of demonstrated discomfort or complication to the user may become more acceptable, even if pregnancy failure rates with such regimes are
slightly higher than the failure rtes experienced with current widely used pills
and devices.
Thp impact of Lader's "Century of the Wanted Child" promises to greatly onhance the opportunities of the obstetriciatl-gynecologist to become the leader of
the primary and c(omprehel)sive health car team for women. For decades in tho
forefront of preventive or healthh" care but now increasingly freed from many
of the acute surgical and technical problems of the past century (7, 28), the obstetriciai -gynct'ologist will strengthen skills already being practice and will

cultivate new skills to aid women to develop and maintain normal health and
function.
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June 24, 1981
Senator Max Baucus

Ranking Minority Member

Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus,
Please forgive my delay in responding to your May 13,
1981, letter asking for my input on Senate Bill 158, a bill
designed to Oprovide that human life shall be deemed to
exist from conception." I would before responding to the
letter apologize for the delay in writing, but would
indicate that I dictated this letter some time ago, only to
find that I lost the tape and, as a consequence, a response
never reached you. I would also like to thank you, once

again, for all that you did for the WAlt Program in Montana
when I was Director of that Program at the University of
Washington. Frank Newman, Marshall Cook and I always knew
that if we needed help, we could always call you and receive
an immediate response.
With regard to the issue which you faceo you
undoubtedly know, this represents severe dilemma for all who
must confront it. There are as many definitions of when
lifeg begins as there are individuals. These extend back
to the time of St. Augustine.
Suffice it to say, however, that from a biological
standpoint, the process is a continuum from conception and
will if allowed to proceed, lead to the *birth of a human
being*. There is no point in that continuum when one can,
with scientific validity, say that 'before this point a
fetus Is a biological organism and after it, it is a human
being'. There are no stop or starting points in the
continuum after fertilization of the egg by the sperm and
its implantation. One has Obiological life" throughout the
continuum.
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The issue then can be reduced to a single question as
follows *Is this biological life, the same as or
equivalent to human life?' To answer this question one must
decide what is 'human." This decision is not a scientific
issue. it lies outside the realm of science and is not
subject to scientific analysis and, hence, cannot, nor will
it ever be answered, by science. This issue falls into the
arena of human endeavor normally referred to as
philosophical, educational, ethical, religious, moral, etc.
in the same way, we cannot analyze love, charity, sympathy,
hate and anger by scientific or biological yardsticks.
These areas of human endeavor lie outside of science.
Given the above, another way to state the same issue
is, "When does human life begin and end?8 Whatever one
concludes on this issue, the conclusion must be defended on
non-scientific grounds. It must, however, be internally
consistent, logical, and intellectually honest. It should,
in this regard# be clear that what one applies to the
*unborn* fetus must be applied throughout the continuum of
life from conception to death. It is ethically, morally,
and intellectually indefensible to change one's definition
of "human life* from one point on the spectrum of human
existence to another. It is necessary to be consistent
regardless of whether you are dealing with a fetus, a
retarded teenager or a senile, elderly person.
In the final analysis then, the answer is a personal
issue to be decided by ones own references and moral code.
While we do not offer people complete and "inlinited freedom
to define their own moral code (eg. we don't accept murder
as being morally acceptable), we do provide great latitude
in decisions in this area. it is for this reason that great
caution should be exercised in committing this "r.onsoientific issue* to statute form.
As an individual and private citizen, I have an opinion
on what is human life, when it begins and under what circumstances it can/should be terminated. I would, Senator, if
you would like, be happy to share with you my personal
opinion on this issue if that is desirable ovearT ind above
what I've outlined here. It would probably not surprise you
to find that in general I do not believe that legislative
bodies should be In the position of defining issues of a
moral or 'thi Il nature in this arena. However, I will not
continue along this vein unless you desire it.
Again, thanks for your help in ,he
Sinc

ely,

" 7Roy
Dean

MRStad

past.

/

hwarz,, M.D.
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The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your letter of May 13, 1981.
answer your questions as best I can.

1 shall make an effort to

1. 1 do not believe that the question of human personhood isa medical
and scientific question. '
2. The question of human personhood isinfact a moral- philosophicreligious question. I sincerely hope that itdoes not become a political
question, since this could become extraordinarily destructive to the care of
patients.
3. Medical and scientific data alone cannot determine the definition
of human personhood.
4. The impact of S.158 ifenacted isvery difficult to predict, and
probably would depend upon the Court's interpretation of the law. Ifthis
bill were enacted and were used to block the performance of abortion, its
effect on the women of this country would be absolutely devastating. Prior
to the availability of legal and safe abortion, gynecologists in this country
were faced with a constant barrage of seriously infected women who had been
subjected to Illegal, nonmedical abortions. With the change inthe sexual

mores that has occurred since that time, this problem would be even worse. I
do not believe that making abortions illegal will result In no abortions being
performed; rather, it would simply transfer the performance of abortions from
competent medical hands to the nonmedical abortionist, and result In an enor-

mous Increase Inboth morbidity and mortality of young women inthis country.
S. Should this b411 be enacted,.1 believe there isa significant possibility that genetic screening would be adversely affected, and certainly some
contraceptives, including the Intrauterine device, might become Illegal.
Insummary, I believe that the effect of this bill would be devastating
if the Court should Interpret itas banning abortion. ItIsePy
sincere hope

that this bill will not pass, since I believe it would have an extremely detrimental effect on the health and safety of women in the reproductive age groups
in this country.

Lter M. TalbertM.D.
LMT/scb
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may 18, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator Baucus:
This letter is being written to express vehement opposition to the HelmsHyde Statue #S-158, HR 900.
It is blatantly unconstitutional and violates separation of powers, right to
privacy, and separation of Church and State leading to a reinterpretation of
the Bill of Rights. Women in this country refuse to return to illegal, backalley butchering abortions. We refuse to condemn to death thousands of women
each year and countless others to be psychologically and physically scarred
by these illegal procedures. Poll after poll proves that the majority favor
a womens' right to choose. We find it inconceivable that our government
could even consider persecuting and victimizing women in such a self-righteous
and callous manner.
ItIsour sincere hope that you will Join us inopposing this, and any legislation aimed at depriving women and proper medical care of basic human rights.

MIRIAM TASINI, M.D.
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June 1, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I believe the question of human personhood is both a scientific and a
philosophical question which has major medical and political overtones.
There are no concrete scientific or philosophical data with which to
establish the onset of personhood; the prevailing evidence indicates that
it is not at the time of conception.
The implications of S.158 clearly indicate a serious negative impact
on the current trends of medical genetics as well as a profound effect on
the psychosocial aspects of our society. I'm not sure that this is all bad,
but I believe 8.158 should not be enacted because it cannot stand on its
own merit, not because of the potential negative impacts it would undoubtedly generate.
Thank you for asking.
Sincerely,
HeryAsede, M.D
Obstetrics-Gynecology
HATtls
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TESTIMONY BY CHRISTOPHER TIETZE M.D.

CONCERNING THE IMPACT OF S.158 ON WOMEN'S HEALTH
My name Is Christopher Tietze and I reside at 120 East 90th Street In
New York City. I was born and educated in Vienna, Austria. After gradua.
tion from the Medical School of the University of Vienna, I was in practice
until 1938 when I immigrated to the United States and became associated
with Johns Hopkins University School of Hygiene and Public Health.

Following World War 1I, 1 entered government service to become Chief of
Population and Labor Staff of the United States Department of State. In
1958. 1 left the goverment to work for the Population Council. At
present I am a Senior Consultant and am primarily concerned with research
on the demographic and public health aspects of induced abortion,
I serve on the Board of the Alan Guttmacher Institute and as a
consultant to the National Medical Committee of the Planned Parenthood
Federation of America,

I have been a member of the Advisory Committee

on Obstetrics and Gynecology to the Food and Drug Administration and of
the Governor's Commission to Study Abortion in New York State, and have
served on seven scientific groups of the World Health Organization
concerned with human reproduction,

Since 1973, I have chaired the steering
committee of the WHO Task Force on Sequelae and Complications ol Induced
Abortion. Over a period of 50 years, I have authored or co-authored about
250 scientific reports In the fields of demography and public health,
minly on human fertility and its regulation, including more than 90
articles on abortion,
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The number of human ova fertilized during one year in the United
States is on the order of about 20 million. Three-fourths of these
fertilized ova perish without a trace; only about 6 million establish a
pregnancy.

Of the 6 million pregnancies about 1 million end inmiscarriage

or stillbirth, about 3.5 million in live birth, and 1.5 million are
terminated by abortions, most of which are currently performed legally
and safely in medical settings.

Of the 3.5 million live births, about

2 million are intended at the time of conception and 1.5 million are
unwanted or at least mistimed.
'The obvious purpose of S.158 isto enable and indeed encourage the
States to outlaw abortion.

Making abortion a crime will not make it

disappear but would once more drive it underground.

Assuming that one-half

of the 1.5 million women who today can rely on safe legal abortion
services would turn to illegal services, one would expect about 750,000
or SO percent more unwanted or mistimed births and 750,000 illegal
abortions, including many performed by unqualified practioners in
nonmedical settings, equalling the estimated annual number of illegal
abortions inthe 1960's.
-The

public health aspect of illegal abortion can best be explored in

terms of mortality and morbidity, that is, major complications.

In the

late 1960's, prior to the legalization of abortion in New York State,
deaths after illegal abortion in the United States occurred at a rate of
at least 110 per year. Over the next several years the number of such

742
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deaths declined steeply to about 20 in1973 and to a low of 2 or 3 in
1976. This decline was followed by a rise to 7 deaths in 1978, after the
'Hyde Amendment' had restricted access to legal abortions for poor women
inmost of the States.
Inmy considered opinion, outlawing abortion would result in about
150 additional deaths of women of reproductive age. Mortality, however,
isonly the tip of the iceberg as far as public health is concerned. It
is difficult to estimate the number of major complications, such as
hemorrhage, infection of the genital organs, and major surgical interventions that would result from the outlawing of a)ortion. The most plausible
estimate would be on the order of 125,000. Major complications on this
scale may be acceptable to women who are looking forward with Joyous
expectation to the birth of a wanted child; in my opinion they are clearly
unacceptable in the case of pregnancies which were unwanted in the first
place.
Making abortion a crime would impose the heaviest burden on young,
poor, and black women because members of these groups would be least
able to afford the services of qualified illegal practioners, and would
be forced to rely on less expensive services, to attempt self-abortion,
or to bear unwanted children. According to the most recent statistics,
about three out of five women obtaining legal abortions in 1979 fell into
at least one of these three categories,

Many women in the disadvantaged

groups obtaining illegal abortions would be further jeopardized by delays
due to lack of funds, because the risk of major complications increases
by about 20 percent for each week of pregnancy.
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Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member

Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Baucus,

r-

-

Thankyou for -your letter of enquiry concerning the hearing by
the Senate Judiciary Csittee's Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
concerning S.158. fMongst my qualifications for responding as a
medical and scientific expert are that mince 1971 I have taught a
course on "Development Before Birth" in the UCLA School of Medicine,
and that between 1954 and 1971 I taught courses in Human Embryology
in the Department of Anatomy at the University of Cambridge, England.
The chairman of that department was 3.D. Boyd, co-author of the textbook Human Embryoloqy (by Hamilton, Boyd and mossman) and one of the
most distinguished developmental scientists of this century.
My answer to your three questions are as follows
I. Do you believe that the question of human
personhood is a medical and scientific question?
Answer: No. Medical and scientific observations cannot be philosophically "compelling."
Objective observations of natural phenomena are
clearly relevant in all decisions. But such data
merely provide the basis for philosophical and theological reflection and decision.
2. is it your view that the question of human
personhood is in part a moral, ethical, philosophical,
religious or political question?
Answers

Yen.
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3.
ould you agree that medical and scientific
data alone cannot determine what the definition of
human personhood should be in the present context?
Answer I Yes.
In general, it has been clear since the work of Pasteur that
"spontaneous generation" is a myth, and that all living forms today
have arisen from previously existing living forms. The egg and the
sperm are both "alive" prior to and after their union. The "Proformation Hypothesis," which was widely accepted in the scientific
comnmity in the eighteenth century, has long since been abandoned.
That hypothesis held that the new hunan being was preformed in either
the egg (the 0ovists") or the sperm (the "Animalculiets"). The
alternative theory of *pigenesis," which holds that the creature is
gradually "formed* out of cells that initially in no way resemble the
person to be, was accepted by virtually all thinkers from the time of
Aristotle up until the seventeenth century. During the last hundred
years its correspondence with observed facts about early embryogenesis
has been thoroughly confirmed. The decision as to when, and at what
point In develolpent, it is appropriate to refer to this developing
creature as an "actual human being" is a matter for philosophical
judgment. Science can do no more than describe the facts, though
individual scientists are of course at liberty to interpret those
facts according to their own philosophical and theological beliefs.
If there are further questions which you would like me to
answer, or if you would like me to prepare either written or oral
testimony for the .ubcocmittees hearings, please let me know.
Yours sincerely,

Bernard Towers,

M.D., Ch.B.

Professor of Pediatrics G Anatomy
Co-Director, The ICLA Program In
Medicine, Law G Human Values
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June 1, 1981

Senator Max Baucus

Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:

I am pleased to be able to respond to the issues which you
have raised with
respect to the consideration of S158. Before responding
questions, you should know that I have carefully reviewed to your specific
S158 and view this
as an extremely dangerous piece of legislation,on legal. scientific
and
philosophical grounds. Let me attempt a response to your
specific questions.
You ask if I believe that the question of human personhood
is a medical
and scientific question. I must respond that although biomedical
science
can illuminate many of the issues which must be considered,
the- basic
question remains wholly in the domain of ethical, philosophical,
religious
and political judgment. The issue is, of course, a profound
one and cannot
be dealt with lightly. Nevertheless. even with the Illumination
that biomedical science may produce the overriding question must
be reserved to
judgment based on moral consideration which cannot be simplistically
defined by any scientific opinion.
I believe that the preceding response also responds to your
second and
third questions.
The impact of 8158, if enacted, would be profound. The potential
of criminal
liability for physicians for any misadventure befalling a fetus
intimidating as to severely restrict the actions of legitimate would be so
to drive much desirable research and treatment Into the back physicians and
rooms of Illegal
and uncontrolled activities. Determination of ectopic pregnancy
would very
likely require court intervention, a prospect which in these
emergencies is
un imaginable. Questions concerning the legal status of a
variety of forms of
contraception and particularly the inter-uterine devices would
seen, under S158,
to have no resolution other than to produce liability for
physicians, manufacturers
and others.

87-9g
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The complexities of the relationship of the physician with his patient under
"S158 are immense. An obstetrician who failed to warn a pregnant woman to
absolutely cease alcohol intake or smoking because of its potential effect
upon the fetus presumability could be liable for criminal prosecution. The
interpretations of the manifestations of murder and manslaughter with respect to the provision of S158 are limitless and unnecessary in that the
considerable body of the law currently developed and applied to pregnancy
would have to be completely rewritten in the courts.
In sum, it Is clear to me that the acceptance of this simplistic and destructive piece of legislation would have a profound effect upon the practice of
medicine in many fields in addition to obstetrics and gynecology and that
what may have been achieved by the proponents of the measure would be paid
for many times over in the destructive aspects of the bill.
Sincerel yours,

Robert E. Tranqua
Chaincellor/Dean /
cc:

Senator Edward Kennedy
Senator Paul E. Tsongas

.D.
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June 2, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucuao
Your letter of May 13 concerning S. 158 for some reason was
delayed and only recently arrived.
While it may vell be too late for my response to be useful,
I would like to express my opinion.
I cannot comment as an expert In the field of genetics or
reproductive biology; by which I mean that the scientific literature in those fields is unknown to me. For that reason, I must
accept on faith the statements of Individuals such as Dr. Leon
Rosenberg, who testified at Senate hearings.
I must agree with him that the question of human personhood
Is not a scientific question since it cannot be tested sclentiflcally. It Is a philosophic, moral, theologic question. The answer
must be left to the philosophic, moral, and religious beliefs of
the individual--and each individual is entitled to answer It as
he or she sees fit. I find it Incredible, as well as ludicrous,
that the Congress of the United States would consider stating
that"-present day scientific evidence indicates a significant
likelihood that actual human life exists from conception." It
vould be a comparable situation If a bill was submitted which
stated that Congress fouud that there was a significant likelihood that God lives in heaven.
There seems to be no question that conception is essential In
establishing the potential for human life. There is question as
to the point in time when the potential becomes actual. There
seems to be no way to answer the latter. If one believes that
fertilization of the egS is the critical point--the point at
I
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which two cells become a human being--then one Is justified in
maintaining that that life must be protected. If one believes
that the fetus becomes a human being at birth, then another
position is viable. It Is a matter of opinion and belief, not
of fact. As far as I am concerned, Congress may not--e-islate
my opnions or beliefs.
Leaving the above aside, passage of S. 158 would have harmful effects with respect to human welfare and the practice of
medicine. Genetic screening and amniocentesis would be useless,
If not prohibited. The use of some contraceptive drugs and intrauterine devices would be unlawful. Almost inevitably, games would
be played with further defining the actual onset of personhood
(i.e., the fertilized egg must be implanted or there must be 8
or 16 or 32 or 312 cells before actual life occurs).
No good can come of passage of this bill. Outlaw abortion,
In and of itself, or leave it to the Individual. The latter
makes more sense to me.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Sincerely,

Robert L. Tuttle, H.D.
Dean

RLT/jd
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Senator max Daucus
Ranking Mnority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
10ashington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Daucuso

I am responding to your letter with regard to Senato bill 158. 1 have watched
this entire controvory with considerable Interest and regret. It is my personal
viev that abortion is not infrequently a desirable intervention which is really
in the best interest of the mother, the family, the offspring or any combination
of these. At the same time, I am extremely conservative in recommendng abortion,
observing that demand abortion is a somehat unfortunate development because many
of these women come to have profound regrets later in life with attendant
psychological problems. At the same time, I do not really believe that the
entire decision about abortion can be made by physicians or boards or counslors.
If I had an opportunity to run the world, which is extremely unlikely, I would
feel that abortion should be provided on demand but vith a proviso that there
be impartial and conservative counseling by both the physician and a person
with a background in counseling representing either psychiatry, psychology or
the clergy.
The current issue Is a fascinating one because one can turn it around and look
at the arguments about brain death in which there is nov a body of law and
judicial judgment that a person who has been in an automobile accident or
similar Injury who has sustained action of the heart and the lungs but whose
brain is no longer functioning and can fulfill certain criteria is judged to
be dead and a subject for organ transplantation and dLscontinuation of life
support mchanisms. If one would turn that process around and decide at what
paint the fetus would be judged to have sufficient brain activity in utero to
be capable of recording experience and responding to environmental events in a
meaningful way and capable of recognizing unpleasant and pleasant stimuli, it is
likely that one would have to judge this to occur in the id-portion of the
gestational period and probably around four months. 1 do not consider myself
an expert in fetal behavior but would guess that those who are experts would
place that as the point at which one could believe responsive behavior and
recording of an experience could begin in the mind of a fetus, As such, I
think it would be defensible to perform abortion before this point in time.
It also, of course# should be recognized that conception does not Inevitably
result In birth and, in fact, it

may

take

many

conceptions before there

is
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probability of development.
If one were to construe interference with early
products of conception as criminal then one would have to accept that nature
itself Is creating ten of these crimes or perhaps 100 of these crimes for each
one that might be an act of man.
In response to your specific questions, I an reluctant to separate medical and
scientific issues from moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or political
issues. Medicine embraces all of those and contains both scientific and nonscientific components and I an reluctant to divide the question in these terms*
The definition of human personhood cannot be made on scientific data alone but
it can be made on medical data if one includes within the rubric of medicine
the moral, ethical and other issues which are inherent in all practices of
medicine.
The impact of S. 158 on the practice of medicine, on genetic screening and the
use of contraceptives will be problematic and fraught with judicial wrangling.
It will probably complicate life for patients, for physicians and generally
add to the cost of our civilization in non-work.
The views which I express in this letter are personal and do not reflect the
opinion of the University or represent a consensus of my faculty but the response
time which you required does not permit a more extensive consensus.
Sincere best regards,

Stanley van den Hoort, M.D.
Dean
Svd/sta
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June 10, 1981

Senator Vax caucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers

United States Senate

Washington, D.C. 20510
Der Senator Baucust

meThis It in response to your inquiry about my evaluation of 8.158.
The question of human personhood to neither a medical or scientific
question, but in part a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious and
political question.
It is my considered opinion that the enactment of 8.158 would be
catastrophic. It would make impossible the use of a number of contraceptives and would paralyse the aumocentheeis program. Perhaps even more
detrimental would be the fact that in deciding an issue that ti not within
its province, Congress would set a precedent that could lead to pernicious
excesses ln many other fields. finally, I an appalled by the fact that a
body like Congress may enact a piece of legislation that masquerades as a
matter of semantics whereas its goal is to legislate a most controversial
matter which is left out of the debate.
Sincerelyj urs,

Raymonad L. Vando Wiele M.D.
Chairman, Director of Department
of Obstetrics & Gynecology
Director of the International Institute
for Human Reproduction
Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center
RVWIEmf
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June 5, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. -20510Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your letter of May.13th inviting me to
submit thoughts on the impending hearings on Senate
Bill 158. I received this document, studied it carefully and offer the following reflections.
First, let me indicate that my expertise is in the
field of Medical Ethics and not basic biological medicine, legal jurisprudence or any other discipline pertinent to this question. Let me respond to the four
queries from the base of competence that I do have.
1.) The question of human personhood is certainly, in part, a medical and scientific question. It is
a medical and biological question since new knowledge
about cell structure, the nature of germ cells, the
nature of the human embryo and zygote are problems discernable only by scientific and biomedical investigation. The ways in which personhood can be identified
or extrapolated from this biological substratum is, of
course, a more difficult question. One has seen a
variety of difinitions when a human life becomes a
person ranging from before conception, if you take some
of the recent theological positions where being named
and finding a destiny posited in oneself is affirmed
by the Diety even before conception.(See Genesis 21:1-5).
These references in the Bible are frequently being
evoked today to promote an extreme right to life at
conception view point. Other positions argue that personhood begins when the mother carrying the baby senses
a separate living person in her body, at quickening for
example. Others would argue that personhood does not
occur until the third trimester when a baby can be delivered prematurely and still be viable. Still others
would argue that personhood does not begin until birth,
after birth or some time later. Personhood itself,
therefore, is a question of values and definitions rather
than scientific determination. So in summing my response

'158
0--

to the first question, yes, it is a medical and
scientific question, and it is also more than a
medical and scientific question, since empirical
and scientific methodology can only respond to a
very small section of the spectrum of human knowledge.
2.) I believe my answer to point one addresses
this issue.
3.) The answer to question one certainly implies a position on this question. Yes, it must
be determined on the basis of science and medicine,
and in addition on a broader, deeper considerations.
4.) I have heard all of the prophets of doom
saying that Senate Bill 158 will have very untoward
consequences in many fields of human health and
health care. My general feeling is that these views
are overstated. I don't think we will begin to
grapple with the question of inheritance rights for
miscarragew, or any of the other science fiction
constructs that people are coming up with. We live
in a realistic society, where, unless we continue
to burgeon the number of lawyers, and the zone of
human experience that is drawn within the realm of
law, legislation and regulation, we should still be
able to live with some sensibility and prudence.
If we continue to sweep more of human life within the
realm of law, legislation and regulation, it could
certainly be the case that we will occupy ourselves
with trivial, insignificant and even dangerous ques'tions.
In summary, I feel that we do need some articulation
of public policy that will affirm the deep historic
wisdom of Western Civilization and the American Tradition that conceived life is precious and valuable.
We also need to bring a halt to thogrowing practice
of abortion as a methodology of birth control. I
take heart from the recent evidence that# even though
we have curtailed public funding for abortion in
States like Illinois, for example, we have had nine
months at Cook County Hospital without wide-spread
publicly funded abortions, and the incidence of septic,
beck-ally abortions has not increased. Even those
who decried the original decisions, curtailing funding, now admit that a restrictive abortion policy,
although fraught with serious human harm, encourages
persons to be more responsible in terms of family
planning and contraception.
Finally, I an quite convinced that we need to allow,
in public policy and public funding, possibilities
for mothers of families who find themselves in situations where the tragic dimension of our life is evident, namely genetic diagnosis, forensic abortion,
infants born with severe anomolLes, etc., to choose
not to perpetuate life when the costs would be 80
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great that it would be devastating to those persons
and those families.
Daniel Callahan has stated
'...abortion on request as a moral
position suffersfrom a similar
weakness (as the traditional Roman
Catholic position). In particular
I have in mind the contention that
a *woman's right* to chart her own
procreative destiny is the only
moral issue at stake in abortion
decisions. But just as the *right
to life, of the fetus is too narrow
a basis in determing the morality
of abortion, so, too, the *rights
of the woman" is equally narrow.
Both positions try to rest their
case on one, and only one* putative
righi or one and only one, putative,
value.... (I have argued that) many
rights and many values come into
play in abortion decisions and that
a moral logic which tries to decide
the issue on the basis of only one
right or one value is bound to oversimplify and thus obscure the full
moral complexity of the problem.' *
I do not envy your task. This is one of the most
profound issues that our society and elected officials have ever faced. Thank you for soliciting my
wish in your work. Please
response and every go
call on me for any,) 4p I can give.
Yours

ncerely
1

Dr. Kenneth Vaux
Associate Professor of Ethics in Medicine
* Daniel Callahan, ABORTIONt Law, Choice and Morality,
Londons The Macmillan Comp-any, 1970, P.448.
KY/SM
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Senator max Daucus
Ranking Minority member
Subcomittee on Separation
of lowers
United States Senativ
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I reviewed your letter of May 13 which was forwarded to me in Phoenix
from the University of Kansas School of Medicine.
At present I am working for the Indian Health Service, PHS, Phoenix
Area.
from my experience in private practice and medical education, I have
real concern about the impact of Senate Bill 158 and feel it will put
us back 30 years medically speaking.
First, to answer your questions:
1. I do not believe the question of human personhood is a
medical or scientific question. Question: Is an anencephalic
monster a human being or not?
2. 1 believe this question is a religious, philosophical question and cannot be answered scientifically.
3. No - scientific data cannot answer metaphysical questions.
4. The most important issue is that abortions have been performed throughout the history of Mankind. One of the great
tragedies even of the last 20 years, has boon the occurrence
of deaths and complications resulting in permanent damage to
women from septic abortions. During my years in practice,
I have seen many women die or survive crippled, sterile as a
result of abortions done by unqualified persons in non-sterile
circumstances,
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If this bill is passed, the poor women of this country will be
forced to go to non-medically trained persons for cheap, dirty
abortions that will return us to an era that those of us old
enough to remember find a horrifying thought. The dark days of
the abortion mills and their tragic results are not far away as
past history reminds us, if we care to listen.
I hope this tragedy is not lived again, Irregardless of the issue
of when personhood or human life exists.
Thank you for requesting my opinion of this bill.
Sincerely,

4 gc hard A. Wals h,.D.
Director, Office of Program
Development and Support
Deputy Chief Medical Officer
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May 5,1981
Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
At its recent annual meeting inSan Francisco, the Council of the
Society for Pediatric Research voiced unanimous disagreement with S.158,
inparticular the statement that "present day scientific evidence indicates
a significant likelihood that actual human life exists from conception".
The Society for Pediatric Research, of which I am President, is the
major organization inthe United States concerned with research to
improve the well being of children. Its active and emeritus membership
consists of over 1100 pediatricians and other scientists concerned with
improving the quality of life of children through basic, clinical and
social research.
While the Society undoubtedly represents divergent views concerning
abortion, our Council cannot accept the statement that there Is current
medical and scientific data that would support the principal assertion
of this bill, that actual human life exists from conception. Those
of us who deal with life and death inthe practice of medicine daily feel
that our medical and scientific expertise does not provide us with the
wisdom to answer the question, when does life begin? We do not feel
that scientists and physicians, or for that matter any group, has the
knowledge to answer this question for everyone.

In our pluralistic

society, this must remain a question of conscience based on one's own
moral, ethical or religious Judgment and not be mandated or dogmatically
supported by what the Council of our Society considers to be ina ppropriate
and false scientific assertions. We feel strongly that this bill should
be defeated not only because Itisbased on what we consider to be a
false premise but also because of the fear, anguish, and torment that
the provisions of this punitive bill will add to those families already
faced with difficult decisions.
As pediatricians, we celebrate life. We cry with families when the
life of a child islost and suffer with families through the agony of
Illness. However, our special expertise inthe science of development
and inthe clinical care of children does not provide us with a better foundation
to discuss these issues than any other thinking or caring individual in
our society. We cannot answer the question, "When does actual human
life begin?" The answer rests inour conscience and not ina repressive
bill based on so called "scientific evidence" which no experiment can
ever verify.
Sincerely,
S.
JBW:Jsm

M.D.
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Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

April 24, 1981

Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for giving me the opportunity to comment on S.158. Let
me first provide a brief capsule of my own interests and responsibilities.
I am Professor of Pediatrics and Obstetrics and Gynecology at Yale
Medical School with responsibilities for directing the Newborn Intensive
Care Unit at Yale New Haven Medical Center. This Unit isresponsible
for the care of extremely sick infants with problems ranging from very
low birth weight, congenital malformations, and other disorders of early
development. My research interests are inthe area of developmental
biology and biochemistry.
I cannot agree inany way that there Iscurrent medical and scientific
data that would support the assertion that an actual human being or
legal person begins at conception and that a fertilized ovum is "alive"
any more than is a sperm or egg or for that matter any human tissue.
NLife" Is a continuum which the strategy of reproduction has moved
through our evolutionary history. This is as close as medical and
scientific expertise can approach this question. I agree with the statement
that the question of human personhood Is a moral, ethical, philosophical,
religious and even a political question and that scientific and medical
data should not alone attempt to provide an absolute definition.
I do not feel that my medical and scientific expertise puts me in a
better position to discuss these issues than any other thinking and
caring individual in our society. My own feeling is that concern for
qualities of humanness Is much more important than arbitrary definitions
of life. It isfar more Important to be concerned about how individuals
brought into this world as a result of conscious reproductive decisions
can express their potential most fully. There are no universal standards
to apply to questions concerning definition of "personhood" and no single
group has sufficient wisdom to provide answers for everyone. These
ssues and decisions should remain the personal province of individuals
in our society and should not be mandated by laws which can be punitive
and dangerous.
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Those supporting this bill seem In many Instances to be far more
concerned with the Idea of "life' than with the quality of life. While
they staunchly advocate the rights of fertilized eggs, they restrict or
fail to support programs and public policies that will benefit Infants
and children at great social and nutritional risks. They cry less
government, less interference, less intrusion on personal rights and
liberty and then try to legislate morality in this most personal area
concerned with one's own reproductive behavior. What Ironyl
As a concerned private citizen, I hope that this bill will be
defeated and that the selfrighteousness and dogmatism of a particular
group of individuals who feel that they have the only license for moral
behavior in our society will not prevail over essential personal rights
and freedom to control reproduction.
Thank you for giving me this opportunity to respond. With very
best regards.
Sincerely,

i

JBW:jsm

Joseh B. Warshaw, M.D.
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July 8, 1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I realize that is has been quite some time since you wrote me regarding Senate B111
158, and asked a number of questions regarding that purpose legislation. IJn
answer to your questions, however, I believe that human personhood is not a medical
or scientific question and can be considered one that is part moral, ethical,
philosophical, religious or political. I do not believe that medical or
scientific data can determine a definition of personhood and further that the
impact of S 158 on the practice of medicine would represent an unnecessary
interference with ethical, personal medical services. Furthermore, I consider
this bill an unwarranted attempt of the Congress to practice medicine without a
license.
\

We have had a great deal of difficulty in this country with our attempt to
define death. Finally we have some state legislation which indicates that
fundamentally death is said to exist when the vital functions of breathing and
circulation can not be sustained independently and without extreme technological
interference. One might consider the possibility of defining life then, as the
reverse of this: that is, life can be said to exist when an organism is able to
independently sustain respiration and circulation without extraordinary technological
support. That would be consistent with the definitions of death that have become
accepted law and probably this is as close as we are going to come in the near
future.
Again I apology for the tardiness of this reply and I hope it still Pay be useful.
Sincerely yours,

-

William B. Well, Jr., M.D.
Professor
Department of Pediatrics/Human Development
WBW:s
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April 21, 1981

Senator max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I have followed the issue involved inS.158 with great interest. You
have asked some important and perceptive questions of me as a medical and
scientific expert. Yet, expertise inthese areas does not allow me to respend with certainty. Inthe clinical sense, life begins when viability is
attained. That is,when a developing fetus iscapable of survival independent
of the mother. That age, as you know, has steadily moved earlier and earlier
through pregnancy.
-N
-

To say that life begins with conception may seem logical ina biologic
sense but has no meaning to me Interms of medical management nor interms of
the issue of personhood. Itmust be recognized that certain mammalian ova are
capable of developing, at least to some degree, inthe absence of fertilization
(unconceived). Obviously, we must also consider the "life" and "personhood" of
the fertilizing agents themselves. Does t the sperm swim and attach itself to
and eventually penetrate the egg membrane Does it not contain life substances
which will govern the makeup of the newly-conceived child? Must we, therefore,
ban the use of all barrier contraception as being destructive of life of that
particular structure?
From my perspective, as a specialist inhuman reproduction, I am unable
to answer your questions. I wonder how a group of elected legislative officials
feels competence inaddressing the same questions and, more importantly, inpassIng laws that will impact on the lives of millions of our' citizens? I am sorry
that I cannot be more specific Inmy response, but your questions are difficult,
indeed.
Sincerely yours,
Allan B.Weingold, M.D.
Professor and Chairman

-,

ABW:m
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May 5,

1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
U.S. Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
At the suggestion of Ed Adelberg of Yale University, a member of the
National Academy of Sciences, I am sending you the following resolution to
inform you of the attitudes of a large body of cancer researchers familiar
with human biology concerning the hearings now underway under the chairmanship
of Senator John P. East.

-

The Amrican Association for Cancer Research isan organization of
approximately three thousand scientists and clinicians who conduct laboratory
and clinical investigation on cancer in this country. At its 72nd annual
meeting held in Washington last week, the Association, responding to concerns
voiced by several members, passed the attached resolution. After the resolution
was read, and after'free and open discussion, the resolution was approved
by a large majority of the members attending the meeting. Inthis resolution
we are expressing the concern of most scientists trained inhuman biology
that a Congressional committee ismaking a scientific issue out of one that
isentirely moral or religious.
Please be assured that I and many of my colleagues are ready to be
of any assistance we can inexpressing the viewpoints of the well informed
biomedical scientist.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,
Sidney !inhouse, Ph.D.
SW:daw
Enclosure
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A RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY A MAJORITY OF MEMBERS ATTENDING THE
72nd ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING OF THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION

FOR CANCER RESEARCH, TUESDAY, APRIL 28, 1981
It is the view of the American Association for Cancer Research
that the statement in Chapter 101, Section 1, of U.S. Senate Bill
S 158, 1981, cannot stand up to the scrutiny of science, This
section reads "The Congress finds that present day scientific
evidence indicates a significant likelihood that actual human life
exists from conception." The bill further-proposes that the term
"person" shall include "all human life." These statements purport
to derive their conclusions from science, but they deal with questions
to which science can provide no answer.
Defining the time at which the developing embryo becomes a "person"
must remain a matter of individual moral or religious values.
The Association reaffirms support for the concept of utmost protection for human life, but recognizes major religious and ethical
differences on the characterization of the onset of.personhood.
The membership expresses its concert that the Congress is attempting
to define by legislation what constitutes science and what does not.
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April 27, 1981

Mr. max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.

20510

Dear Mr. Baucuss
Professor C.D. Christian, Chairman of the Department of

Obstetrics and Gynecology at the University of Arizona has
given me your letter requesting information on Senate Bill
S. 158. The questions you asked are very difficult to answer
but I will try to be brief yet concise. Much has been written
about the definition of human personhood and it appears that
this is a philosophical discussion more than a medical or
scientific one. It appears that the philosophers have difficulty
defining what constitutes personhood and certainly it would be
foolish for a physician or scientist to try to improve on that.
This idea incorporates the answer to question #2 which is that
human personhood is certainly a philosophical and religious question
and not a political one. Morality and ethics enter into the
discussion of personhood, but certainly do not constitute a
definition. As to the third question, medical and scientific data
alone will never be able to assess what constitutes human personhood as this is a question that will never come from the laboratory.
Many attempts have been made by the philosophers to indicate
what constitutes personhood and I have enclosed an article for
you which gives one prominent philosopher's approach.
I am sure you are aware of other ramifications if this
bill passes which include the discussion that has ensued on
contraceptive agents, and also the whole field of genetic
diagnosis, especially that related to prenatal genetic diagnosis#
would be terribly altered by passage of this bill. We are
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Mr. Max Baucus
Page 2
continuing to make incredible strides in the field of prenatal
genetic diagnosis and it would be a shame if we would be
stopped because of a law such as this.

i do hope this information is of use to you. If I can
be of any further help at any time, please let me know and
I will do what I can for you.
Sincerely#

AVO4 1cb*

Louis Weinstein, M.D.
Assistant Professor

Division of Perinatal Medicine
Associate Director* Prenatal

Genetics Unit
LW/N
cot

C.D. Christian, MoD.
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June 4,

1981

4NO4I

Senator Hax caucus
Ranking minority ember
Subcocemittee on Separation
of Powers

United States Senate
Washington, D.C.

20510

Dear Senator saucuss
Thank you for your letter. You said you were writing to me "as a
medical expert".
I am replying as a private citizen, speaking for myself
and not the College of Medicine of the University of South Alabama, and

hoping to provide some answers to your questions. X will be brief and
therefore will be glad to clarify some of my statement* if you so desire
later.
First, concerning the bill itself, Section Is "The Congress finds
that present day scientific evidence Indicates a significant likelihood

that actual human life exists from conception." The phrase "present day
scientific evidence" is objectionable to me. I do not believe that "present
day scientific evidence" motivated the proposed legislation.

Multiple his-

torical examples in the United States and other countries (Prohibition,
discriminatory immigration laws) have shown that poor legislative decisions
frequently have been based on simple social biases although they invoked
"present day scientific evidence*. Seoondly, "present day scientific
evidence" is not iLrutable nor Omniscient, as demonstrated in very recent
years by diametrically conflicting testimonies of science concerning the
effects of sugar substitutes, vitamins, eto., etc. "Present day scientific
evidenceu can be whimeoalo what is scientific gospel today may be sciontific nonsense tomorrow. Our knowledge is finite and changing.
-

-

STRlAW

MOSM,..ALASAMA
R

311
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Concerning the language, "'person' shall include all human life as
defined herein*, is sweeping language that even many religions have hesitated to use concerning human life beginning at the moment of conception.
"Life", "human lfea, and a "person" are three separate and difficult questions which in the bill are merged into one.
Concerning your quostiones
(1) 1 do not believe that the issue of human personhood can be addressed
by the current medical end scientific methods. This question concerns qualitative judgements about life. Science should not be expected to pass judgements on "quality of life" unless we wish to repeat historical mnstrosities.
(2) The question of human personhood Is indeed a moral, ethical,
philosophical, religious, and political question. Tha political process is
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most effective when it con crystllise or preserve concepts perceived a
just a already espoused within a pluralistic society. I doubt that this
bill represents a majority view. social views about such delicate matters,
bordering n the Intimate, cannot be asoertained by an open debate, fre
quently of bitter nature. A national referendum ad seret vote, Although
unlikely, is desirable. I believe that the recent referendw of Italy points
out current social perceptions about the issue of abortion (ItMalians voted
for legal abortions).
(3) 1 do not believe that medical or scientific data alone can at this
time effectively enhance our legal definition of human pesahood.
(4) The Impact of S. SS will be significant and I believe detrimental.
What are we to do with the women who do not wish to be mothers? Is a mother
who is oreless during her first fw months of pregnancy (refuses to follow
doctor's orders) to be considered as violating rights of her fetus? We have
laws against child neglect. Are we to regulate pregnancy neglect? Is a
diabetic mother oulpable. It she becomes pregnant since maternal diabetes
can result in birth defects? ts the I.U.D. to be banned by Im? Is a user
of an .UD, committing a probleme crime since conception occurs in the
tubes and the device operates in the uterus and the woman does not know if
she conceived? To carry the point further, is a user of an Z.U.D. who has
no opportunity for sexual intercourse to be considered innocent? WAt medcations and devices should be banned to protect embryonic personhood?
Basically, I do not believe abortions will cease because of a given law.
The difference will be as to "by who", "for whom' and whow' abortions are to
dhile an abortion indeed kills fetuses, incmpetently performed
continue.
abortions can destroy a fetus glu an adult. Abortions cm be restricted
selectively by social and profe--[onal regulations. unfortunately, Bill N.Ise
issue without
appears to be the political orystallisation of an emotional
the Intent of positively moderating current concerns about abortion.
Sincerely,

Vladimir a CrtelezuOk
Professor and. Chairman
W/ds
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June 1. 1981

The honorable Max Mucus
United States Senate
Washington, DC. 20510
Dear Senator saucus s
Your letter of Hay 13, 1981 to Dr. Abe Nickel was given to me
by Dr. Nickel insomuch as I succeeded him as Read of this Department
last September.
t aK pleased to respond as you requested. The question of
hman p6rsonhood is entirely an ethical, philosophical and religious
one, and is not within the doman of medicine and science. I do
not fee that mst (if any) medical personnel can answer the question
of whenlife truly begins. Therefore, I do not believe that medical
nd/or scientific data aone can determine this definition. I wish
that such en issue vas not legislated upon nor become an issue before
the U.S. Houses of Congress.
As an Obstetrician and Gynecologist, I have great concern about
Bill 158 and its effects on prohibition, limitation or regulation of
performance of abortions in the United States, To me, this would be
a giant leap backward to the days of the ability of the affluent to
obtain safe terminations of pregnancies and the indigent to become
prey once again to the illeglU
underground abortionist. Whether we
like It or not, there will be a continued percentage of our population
who will peek an abortion, one way or another. It is very rare for
us these days to see a badly infected post abortion patient; I can
envision a return to the days prior to the late 1960's when they were
more or less comonplace. Inevitably also, S. 158 will have an
adverse effect on mid-trimester screening for possible genetie abnormalities. Raving been personaUy involved with this procedure for over
15 years, I can sure you that women who have had a previous child
afflicted with Down's syndrome, a neural tube defect, one of the
hereditary biochemical or histochemical defect disorders, etc., will
suffer inordinately end unnecessarily through en additional prepancy(les)
If 5. I5 is enacted.
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June 1, 1981

2.

1 hop* that this information vill be of asistance to you,
Senator Daucus, and vill be pleased to respond further if I can
be of further assistance to you.

Charles A. White$ M.D.
Professor and Head

CAW/Ab
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June 5,1 981

U.S. Sen. Max Baucus
Room 5327

Dirksen Office Bldg. (NSOB)
Washington, D.C.
Dear Sen. Baucus:
I wrote the enclosed letter, outlining my views of Senate Bill 158,
intending it to be included as part of Dr. Napolitano's response to your
recent request. He has asked me to send it to you directly, and also to
send it to our state's senators.
I m a member of the Department of Biochemistry in The University
of New Mexico School of Medicine. My" research is primarily focused in
two areas. I sm interested in the chemistry of brain processes, especially
those involved in mental retardation, learning and memory. I m also, in
collaboration with Dr. K.S.M.1ng of this medical school, working on the
molecular mechanisms of fertilization. We are trying to identify the molecules by which sperms and eggs recognize each other. I also m interested
in, and participate in, my University's Philosophy Department colloquia.
The accapanying statement represents my own personal view, after thinking
about the issue for several years.
I shall feel honored if this statement can be useful in any way.
Sincerely,

Gaynor C. Wild, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor
.GCW/ldc
.Enc.
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Dear Dr. Nspolitano:
1. Life and Human Life:
Prom a biological point of view, the presence of life is not an
issue in the abortion controversy. However one defines life all cells hav
it from the tine the cell is formed until it starts to lose It integrity as
a cell. Both spez~tozoa and egs are alive before conception. The question
in abortion is individual hbmma-gife, and when it begins.
Different biologists mark different events as being the instant
of "conception". A human egg has several layers a sperm nast penetrate to
join with the egg. After the sperm has penetrated the last mernre barrier
to its journey, the sperm MA and eg MNA combine, forcing genetic arate
which my become the game of a new individual, after a great deal of further
development and change.
pattern cam determine most, but
The concept that a particular M4A
not all of the characteristics of a hum being is based on biochemical experiments done in the late 1940's (1). This concept is not seriously challenged
today. But marking the formation of a particular IA pattern as being the precise moment of the beginning of human life is not a biological concept, but a
theological one. If a person believes a soul enters the egg, along with a
sperm's DIA, then biological data is irrelevant. The remainder of this discussion
deals only with biology.
After the new INA pattern has formed, a series of pre.progrsimed
changes begin, which, of course, do not end until the organism dies. The statement that a new biological pattern exists immediately after M4A fusion is true,
but trivial. The biological pattern of the fertilized e continuously changes.

The changes coe more slowly as the organism ages, but t

chants continue none-

theless. Tis is true whether the pattern is followed imuologically, morphologically, physiologically or biochmically: the new pattern formed after M .A
fusion is transient. All of the above mentioned patterns finally stabilize with
tim, achieving greatest stability after puberty.
UWATWU
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But what Part Of these patterns is most important to giving the

quality of hownty to a living Organism?

11.

Ceel Death =W Iu yelications:

Turning our attention to the end of life, A trend with important
implications concerning the nature of humn life has recently appeared in low.
The concept of cerebral death has been agreed Won by an astonishingly wide
range of people, fom lawyers to scientists and physicians, including even some
religious spokrem.
The underlying idea in cerebral death is that hsn life
is sent 2hen the nost significant brain functions, as measured by physiological
and/or chemical criteria, are irreversibly absent. Stated another way the rest
of a person's entire body can be healthy, but if the brain is coqletely and
irreversibly non-functional then the person is dead. Under the criteria used,
there must be convincing evidence that there is no possibility of restoration
of brain function. The major criteria are the absence of drugs that affect the
brain and the total absence of electroercephalographic (EEC) or "brain wave"
activity for a prolonged time (2).
The obvious philosophical implication of this widely held concept
is that our specific individual 1%hwndty" lies in our brain function, not in
the maintenance of, life in other parts of the body.
III.

Brain Rpmction aMd/o Consciousness in Fetal Life:

If the essence of our humanity lies in brain function, and if we
can detect the presence of this function by EEG and certain chemical criteria
then we can apply these measurements to the human fetus. Quite a lot of published
work addresses this question (3,4), and a general conclusion is that premature
infants of a particular age after conception have the same degree of brain maturetion as a fetus of the same age in utero. In general, there is no sign of sionificant EEG activity before 24weekspost-conception. The earliest docuented
"brain wave' activity in a fetus that I have found was in a 19-week old premature.
The kind of EBG activity found was very weak and remarkably abnormal. There is
no reason to believe that any brain function is measurable during the first trimester (13 weeks) or shortly thereafter. 24 Weeks is usually taken as the beginning of EEG activity in the fetus (4).
At the other end of gestation, there is no question that ma)or brain
activity, as measured by the EEG, is present during the third trimester of pregnancy. 32-Week old fetuses have extensive, although inature EEG patterns (4).
IV.
conclude:

Conclusions:
Based only on the above-discussed biological principles, one can
1.

The essential difference between life and specifically
human life lies in brain function.
2. That brain function which is central to human life can
be detected by EEG (physiological) and certain cheical
criteria.
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3. That hom lif, does not bbetn in the fetus umtil the
4.

second trimester, specifically at or about the 18th or
19th week, in conservative estimte.
That bum lif. doei definitely resid* in the fetus during
the third trimester.

V. 'TotentiaZHme L0 as

to Actual Mn Ufe:

Ore cm, and may people do, argue that potential hum life should
themyarouyj
be protected as well as owy actual hum now existing. Leaving "side .ooanS
mnts about the (theoretically) possible cling of an Individual fr
cell (even mny cancer cells), there is still a serious problem with this.
Pertilization is not a perfect process. ukder certain conditions, even sperms
And eggs of different species c=t fwe. Even in the ordinary course of events,
sperm.
then one spermor by a defective
a hwin egg may be fertil ized by more
cu(S) have
but s
No one nows how frequently these abnormal events
lated that they ma account for a majority of all fertilizations. Most of tse
that enythin
are slouged off by the wmans bo4. often without her knowing
(S) has
has occurred. They simply wash out in the menstrual fow. Penrose showed
that
collected a large series of these early spontaneous abortions, and
their genetic coonent is often inapable of supporting human life. So of
these conceptuses have as mny as thm or four times as my craosms as
normal, yet the conceptus is "alive"' for days to weeks after fertilization. A
law thich declared each of these a person would be a biological and philosophcal
absurdity.

I totally oppose Swate Bill 158. 7h statm t that present

V1.
scientific evidence indicates humn life to begin at onception Is clearly
day
false. )W scientists -would agree with the statement, but becsoo of their religious or philosophical beliefs, not scientific evidence.
The problem that most fertilizations my be mnstrous if they suras unvived, and c=Vot be accounted for, seems to me to make the proposed lowknom
workable as a 1w about digestion. 7hese are cmmn, end Incompletely
biological processes.
The advent of persanbd is, for amy people, scientists and laymen
alike, decided by the time at t hich a soul enters the conceptus. This is clearly
a religious matter, upon which people of good will will disagree, ed it clearly
does not belong in lw.
As for me, snd mwy phiosp*htcally in agreemet with me, hurn
life can in theory be measured biologically, using the thnkig outlined above.We
new.
However, these techniques end the data the have yielded are relatileI
are certain to know more in the future. As for now,. the S.p.em ourt decision
in noe v. Wade so clearly coincides with these neurobiological principles, that
I believe we can do no better at present.
Gaynor C. Wild, Ph.D.
Assistaft Professor
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MeI, 1981

Senator Max Bouus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Woshinton, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Boucust
Your letter of May 13 to Morton Levitt has been referred to me as
Dr. Levitt died a year ago, and I am currently Dean of the School of Medicine
at the University of California at Davis. I appreciate your giving me the
opportunity to respond to this proposed legislation S 158.
The question of determination of human persorh6od is obviously a
difficult and coeplicoted problem It is portly a medical and scientific question
and partly one which has a great deal of moral, ethical, philosophical, religious,
and political overtones. My own opinion is that It is difficult to determine the
definition of human personhood on medical and scientific data alone. However,
I do feel that scientific datoto date do not support the conclusion that human
life exists from the moment of conception. An example might be appropriate
a small excised piece of human skin contains oil of the DNA and chromosomes
found in a fertilized human ovum, yet we do not consider that piece of *in a
person. Differentiation of the fertilized ovum Into an organism which has the
functional attributes of a human fetus is what differentiates a person from
Individual.
human material which contains the genetic material of that
Obviously, the decision as to when a moss of cells becomes an actual human
fetus Involves a number of considerations, not the least of which are the
philosophical and political ones.
The potential impact of S 158 is frightening. It will have some very
immediate obvious results. It will certainly increase the use of potentially
dangerous contraceptives. It will drive unwed mothers Into the hands of criminal
abortionists, leading to the unnecessary loss of human life. it will Increase the
number of retarded children, children with Down's Syndrome, and children with
severe dibilitoting birth defects. It will nearly eliminate genetic screening and
Impair our development of new research programs designed to prevent genetic
diseases. In short, I believe this bill will have a devastating effect an this
country's health care system. I sincerely and earnestly hope that this bill will
be defeated In your subcommittee.
Sincerely,
Hibbard E. Williams, M.D.
Dean
-fEW/bjk
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April 26, 1961
The Honorable Nag Saucus
Ranking Minority Member

subconnittee on separation of Powers
United states Senate

Washington, D.C.
Dear Mr.

20510

Saucuss

The union of sperm and ovum obviously is the beginning of
the evolution of a human being. I have no way of judging when
an embryo becomes a person.
For many years I have been a proponent of abortion and I
shall continue to defend the right of a women to terminate any
pregnancy which is intolerable from either medical or social
point of view.
Very truly yours,
J. Robert Willson, M.D.
Professor
JRV/lrm
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April 23, 1981

The Honorable Senator Kax Baucus
United States Senate
Vashington., D.C. 20510
Dear senator Daucus:
In reply to your letter of April 16 containing three questions
relating to the upcoming hearings on S.158, I am pleased to submit
the following comments.
I believe that human personhood Is not a medical or scientific
question.
I believe that humam personhood Is based on philosophical and logical
concepts which have undeniable ethical Implications and which can in
part be defined in scientific terms.
I agree that medical and scientific data alone cannot determine
what the definition of human personhood should be.
May I elaborate my views briefly as follows. I believe that the
condition or state of human personhood begins in fact when an individual
begins to exhibit uniquely human tratls, in distinction from the
behavioral and mental traits which characterize other animals. The traits
which are distinctively human usually begin to appear a few weekss or
months after birth in the form of emotional and coimunicationsl exchanges
with the mother and usually continue to increase throughout Infancy and
childhood. Some unfortunate individuals with profound mental deficits,
however, never achieve these and the other logical and judgmental traits
which characterize human beings. Strictly speaking such individuals do
not attain human status; but another human trait, compassion, has caused
society to accord then legal status as human beings.
Before these traits appear, and particularly before birth, the
fetus and the embryo of the human species have human potentiality
but this is not manifested in any overt way, therefore, human personhood
does not exist. The embryo and fetus of man do not show any physiological
activities not also displayed by similar developmental stages of other
animals. As existence in utero progresses, the fetus of man shows
physical or anatomical differences from other species; but fetuses
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of ll species begie to sheo their particular physical characteristics;
end the mapitude of these differences is so greater, In fact way
be lass, between s and sookay than betvem onkey sad mouse, for

example.

The potentiality to become hun begins at conception when the
hereditary potential of all species Is established by union of the
pruima cells of the parents. The actuality of being human, however,
is not manifested until after birth, ad thee sot always to the sas
degree. So one questions that a newborn infant ts hbuma, despite
the knowledge that an unfortunate few soy never express characteristic
human traits of behavior and mentality and way remain in a state
crudely referred to as "vegetable".
I believe this is sufficient to give you an Impression of my
views relative to the issues in 8.158. Please call on me if I can
be of further service.
Sincerely yours,

James C. ilscO, Ph.D.
Professor Emeritus of
Research Pediatrics

ish
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July 2, 1981
The Honorable Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I apologize for not answering your letter of May 13, 1981 sooner.
Your communication reached my office on May 26, 1981, a time which
coincided with our graduation, the completion of our promotions of
medical and graduate students, and the finalization of our budget
process. Because your letter raised such important issues, I deferred
it until I was able to concentrate on your questions.
In responding to your questions and S. 158, I shall comment
from the medical, philosophical, religious, and ethical viewpoints.
'Wherever possible, I will clearly distinguish between these views.
The seminal issue in the bill is "human life". There appears to
be an emphasis on life versus human life in this legislation. This is
a difficult question, particularly since a significant number of fertilized
eggs undergo spontaneous abortion during the first trimester. Thus, some
have argued that the twelve-week point, a time where the fetus is fully
differentiated, can be used to distinguish when "human life" occurs.
These individuals argue that up until the time of full differentiation
human life does not exist. Others have used the average time when a
fetus can survive outside of the uterus as the boundary of human life.
both definitions cause considerable theoretical problems, however.
First, a mammalian egg, once fertilized, if left uninterrupted has a
high probability of differentiating into a human being. Second, since
science could some day develop to the point where a fertilized egg
could be raised to a mature infant in the absence of the maternal
uterus, the boundary becomes difficult. Finally, it must be remembered
that eggs can be fertilized in a test tube and reimplanted into the
uterus. Thus, you must be prepared to ask: Is the fertilized human
egg alive and human? This Is the crux of the issue.
5

I shall attempt to reply to your questions from a medical standpoint
as a geneticist, molecular biologist, and physician. My research in
recombinant DNA will probably influence this response.
1) Do you believe that the question of human personhood Is a
medical and scientific question? I do not believe that either medicine
or science can be the sole Judie of human personhood. If it were solely
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Page TVo
a medical or scientific question, would you need a bill? The fertilized
eU clearly has the potential to differentiste into as infant that caa
exist ae an independent biologic entity. Follovin8 implantation i the
lining of the uterus, these events of differentiation proceed rapidly
until a11 of the organs are formed (at about twelve weeks).
1 do not
know of any discrete point where one can unequivocably state that life
changes into human life unless one selects the completion of most of the
differentiation processes. Therefore, such decisions, in large measure,
are arbitrary and political rather thon medical. Some differentiation
events occur even after the nine-month period of gestation.
2)
Is it your view that the question of human personhood is in pert
a moral, ethical, philosophical, religious or political question? Since,
in my opinion, science and medicine cannot unequivocably establish the
time in the continuum of development where human life begins, the decision
is in part moral, ethical, philosophical and religious. Ultimately, it
will be expressed in political terms.
3) Do you believe that medical and scientific data alone can determine what the definition of human personhood should be in the present
context? No, science is a method to approximate truth by experimentation.
Medicine is both 4n art and a science that endeavors to prevent and treat
the maladies aff)kiting maukind to increase the quality of life. Such
data cannot be used In the abtence of human interpretation to answer such
complex humara issues.
4) What, in your judgment, would be the impact if S. 158 Is enacted?
This is a difficult question. I would conclude that if 158 is enacted the
rate of hospital abortions would decrease, covert abortion clinics would
again Increase accompanied by the complications of infection, maternal
death and increased psychological trauma. Increased efforts would be
directed towards contraception with emphasis on prevention of pregnancies
through chemical means. tbles. contraception can be appropriately used in
society, we may be. faced with poor environmental conditions for the
nurturing of offspring.
The problem of teenase pregnancies Is particularly critical. The
child born to a thirteen- to fifteen-year-old mother has a much greater
chance of complications than a child born to a more nature woman. In
addition, the mothering habits and patterns of such young mothers are
often deficient. Thus, I would predict more teenage pregnancies and substantial societal complications.
A major debate would also occur regarding the appropriate use of
abortions. If a mother's life is threatened, should one abort or save the
infant? Should an abortion be recommended if the fetus has fataL congenital abnormalities which would terminate life early in Infancy? The
effect of genetic screening would be influenced by the never to the latter
question. If the answer Is yes, we would continue to have to have vigorous
genetic program. One can identify with the tragedy of a family when the
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newborn infant has a fatal disease and one can only watch and wait while
the infant slowly succumbs.
A major question will also arise concerning artifically fertilized
eggs. Is each one alive? (For instance, if a woman with sterility due to
obstruction of the Fallopian tubes has eggs removed from her ovaries iad
fertilized by her husband's sperm in a test tube and one of five was
selected for implantation, would the other four he considered murdered?
Those complications stemming from in vitro fertilizbtion will be even more
difficult than the questions of abortion which you are examining today.
From an ethical, moral, philosophical and religious view, the
questions are equally as complex. If God is all-knowing, all-loving, allrighteous and all-holy, should man ever intervene in nature? Yet, in the
first chapter of Cenesis man is commanded to have dominion over the earth.
The issue is where and under what conditions does man intervene in nature.
Ethically, one must balance the life of a malformed infant against the anguish
of the family. In the gray zones this is even harder. Our oldest daughter is
retarded, yet she is a delightful productive person .ho works forty hours per
week in a hospital cafeteria. Certainly, she is a contributing human being.
The use of abortions as another type of contraception, in my opinion,
is Immoral and potentially could Infringe upon the rights of the unborn child.
It has been argued by some that the child is part of a woman's body and, therefore, the woman must decide. Biologically, this is incorrect, in my opinion.
The newborn, genetically, is a different being and is best viewed as a passenger
nurtured by the woman for nine moifths. Tn the final analysis, these questions
will be resolved politically and, regretfully, arbitrarily. Because there is
no time at which life can be termed as beginning-to-be-human, on the basis of
science or medicine, it will be a political judgment.
I have deliberately avoided introducing my own religious convictJon3.
However, since they may influence my recommendation, it is only fair that
I state my beliefs briefly. Since I am convinced that there is a sovereign
God who controls the universe, I must acknowledge the dignity and purpose
of life. I emphasize that the definition of life cannot be merely made on
"technicratic" bases. It must be based on the theological and philosophical
view of man's purpose and reason for existence.
I hope these thoughts will be of help to you. If there are any further
thoughts which I can provide during your deliberations, I would be happy
to do so.
Sincerely,

FEY:eb
Signed in Dr. Young's absence
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April 23, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for permitting me to respond conc erning-the hearings
on S.158 which concerns the question of human personhood as to
whether it is a medical and scientific question. The question
of human personhood and whether it is a medical and scientific
question is a most difficult one to answer and may be truly
impossibleto achieve, but the following pertains to what is
known on a medical-scientific basis.
The problem of personhood begins with whether a fetus can survive
in the world when it is born, either surgically or by natural
causes. It is generally known that the ability of a fetus to
survive depends upon the degree of differentiation of the lung.
and this is not complete enough nor is there a chance of survival
until at least 26 weeks of gestation. At this point in time, there
are no mechanisms by which we can lend support for a fetus that is
less than 26 weeks gestational age for any hope whatsoever of
survival. The majority of organs are developed by 10-12 weeks of
gestation, but the central nervous system continues to mature
throughout pregnancy. 'The differentiation after 12 weeks of
pregnancy has the fine tuning that is necessary for the ultimate
development in the baby. The philosophical, ethical, and religious
issue deals with when is the soul inserted into the body of the
fetus and is the soul present before the fetus has a chance of
surviving?
Most individuals do not have difficulty coping with the fact that
in the first 12-14 weeks of pregnancy, a pregnancy interruption can
be done without too many issues to be faced. However, after 14
weeks of pregnancy, when a recognizable fetus ts delivered, some
individuals have difficulty handling this even though they know
there is no chance for the baby to survive and hence, herein lies
the dilema.
ft is indeed difficult for me to feel that a human personhood

begins before the actual chance of survival of a baby once it
is .born, either by artificial survival means or by natural survival means. This would mean-that human personhood begins after
26 weeks of gestation.
Re~apectfully sStted,

Fred&"Irg~ Zus a
Professor and Cha
FPZ:sm

D.
n
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SENATOR BAUCUS 216

Dear Professor

I am currently serving as the ranking minority member of the
United States Senate Judiciary Committee Subcommittee on Separation of Powers. On April 23 and 24, the Subcommittee is be inning a series of hearings on S.158. This legislation is designed
to define human personhood as beginning at conception. The
purposeof
the legislation is to overturn the effect of the
u---preme Court deci sion in Roe v. wade.
I am enclosing a copy of
the bill for your review.
I am writing to you in your capacity as. a leading expert on
American constitutional law. I am interested in your assessment
of whether or not the Congress has the authority under the Constitution and particularly under Section 5 of the 14th Amendment to
enact Section I of S.158. Does the Congress have the authority
to define legal/constitutional personhood in the face of the
Supreme Court decisions on abortion? For legal analysis by the
sponsor of the bill, see Volume 127 Con. Rec. S.288-S.294 (Daily
Ed. January 19, 1981).
'The ..
ii-bcommittee will be considering these matters in the
near future and so a timely response would be most helpful.
I appreciate your assistance in this matter and look forward
to hearing from you as soon as possible. With best personal regards, I am

Senator ax Baucus
Ranking Hincrity Menher
Subcommittee on Separaton
of Powers
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April 28,

1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers

Senate Judiciary Committee
Washington, D.C. 20510
Res

8.158

Dear Senator Baucum,
I have received your letter asking my opinion
of the constitutionality of 8.158 which would
overrule Roe v. Wade by extending the protection
of the Fourteenth Amendment to potential life from
the moment of conception.
Please find enclosed a short memorandum which
sets forth my views.
If I can be of further assistance to you or
the subcommittee, please let me know.
Yours truly,

0"4 7

Charles F. Abernathy
CFA tcad
Enclosure
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WRITTEN STATEMENT OF CHARLES F. ABERNATHY ON S. 158
I.

FEDERALISM

The original text of the Constitution dealt largely with
issues of federalism: it gave limited topical powers to the
central government and left the remainder to the states.

The

Bill of Rights amendments created individual liberties which the
federal government could not infringe. Most people think that
the Fourteenth Amendment merely added a second set of individual
liberties which AtAt& governments could not infringe.
The Fourteenth Amendment, however, also bad substantial
implications for our system of federalism, for it added a new
range of topics--primarily due process and equal protection-- to
the list of federal concerns.

Correspondingly, any topic found

included within the Fourteenth Amendment will be subject to
federal power and will permit no state or local variations.
By including abortion decisions within the Amendment,
therefore, the Court's decision in kA
impact on the balance of federalism,

v.

e had a significant

At the time of the AgM

decision several stated had begun to experiment with new and
reformed abortion legislation which to them appeared to represent
a more reasonable accommodation of parental/individual and
fetal/health interests than had earlier state statutes, which
themselves had been products of earlier experiments and reforms.
The Supreme Court in 2A substituted its uniform# national
Constitution-based rule for these.pieces of state legislation.

787
Those who opposed AM because they thought that it
disregarded the principles of federalism must recognize that
0, 158 perpetuates the mistake. It substitutes a set of national
legislators'

ideas for those of the national judiciary, but for
federalism purposes it matters not what the national rule may be
or which branch may announce it.
In either case local and state
decision-making is disregarded in favor of a uniform federal
rule. If California or Illinois, for example, inlight of local
conditions and social problems their people deemed lportant,
wished to enact an accommodation of personal interests different
from that contained in B. 158, they would be forbidden to do so.
Indeed, as I shall suggest below, states' rights would be even
more narrowly circumscribed under B. 158 than they are under &A
V. NAM.

Ile

ACCOMMODATION; MINIMUM STANDARDS

Even if one blinds oneself to the concerns of federalism and
demands a nationally uniform definition of life, S. 158 bears few
of the graceful indicia of Constitution-based law. Such law
usually reflects an accommodation of interests and rejects
absolute commands In favor of more flexible decision-making. The
First Amendment, despite its absolutist language, for example,
has been interpreted to permit time, place, and manner'
restrictions on speech or even outright punishment of
intentionally inciting speech.
Even am v. NfUp for all -its
questionable qualities, issued no absolute fiat protecting
abortions. it balanced and accommodated a range of interests and
gave paramountcy to some in the early stages of pregnancy, to
others at later stages, Constitutional law, In short# sets
-2-
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minimum standards for protecting certain identifiable rights or
interests and leaves government considerable latitude in deciding
what further safeguarding of interests is necessary.
S. 158 does not measure up to the accommodation principle.
Its absolutist protection for *human life' from the moment of
*conception" sets no minimum standard.

It

provides the only

standard and permits no other interests to be accommodated.

(A

state could go beyond the minimum and provide protection for life
interests inherqnt in human sperm or ova, but to note the
argument seems to me to illustrate how little discretion would be
left for state legislators should Congress enact S. 158.)
II.

CONGRESSIONAL POWER TO ALTER THE CONSTITUTION

It is contended, however, that federalism and accommodation
principles may be laid aside because Congress has power under
Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment to adopt legislation going
beyond the minimum safeguards which the Supreme Court would
declare in its interpretation of the Constitution. The argument
has two variations, each with its own flaw.
First, an argument could be predicated on Justice Brennan's
rational in

Margan which posited a power in
Congress to weigh values normally considered by the Court and in
its congressional wisdom declare certain action unconstitutional
v.

(or illegal) which the Court itself would be-unwilling so to
Justice Brennan conceived a ratchet-like Constitution
under which Congress could never turn the safeguards back below a
declare.

judicially-declared minimum but could increase them, that is,
make them more protective of individuals.

789
S. 158 does not, as its backers suggest, merely turn up the
safeguards beyond the Court's minimum by protecting additional
Life"

in the form of fertilized eggs it also constricts the

liberty-of the pregnant woman as recognized in Baa.
This,
therefore, is not a case like BazegAa in which Congress by
extending voting rights. does not at the sme time restrict
others' right to vote.

S. 158, by protecting fertilized eggs#

necessarily restricts the liberty of pregnant women below the
minimum recognized in L s 3-. Wads.
the Mgargi

That is a fatal flaw under

rationale.

Second, the argument in favor of 8. 158 could be predicated
on Justice Harlan's narrower view, put forward in his dissent in

Maran and in his later opinion in

ragn ...
, which
posits that it is for courts to do the necessary constitutional
value-weighing, but that Congress may play a special fact-finding
role so that courts may know the facts to which to apply their
values.

The idea behind 8. 158 here would be seen as showing the

Supreme Court that its factual determination of when *life*
interests become important was Incorrect--that "life" interests
are present not just from the moment of viability but from
conception.
It is conceivable that medical science could establish that
those qualities we identify as life are present at conception,
but I doubt that any hearings in Congress based on current
knowledge could lead to a determination like that contained in
8. 158.

The problem Is not an inadequate collection of facts.

Federal judges can read medical journals as well as can members
-4-
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The issue is one of values--when to attach the
of Congress.
label Olife' to facts which are already reasonably well known.
In short, the Harlan rationale is inapposite in this situation.
This is value-judging of the Brennan type, and seen as such, it
fails for the ratcheting" reasons noted above.
I have few qualms in predicting that the Supreme Court, as
it is now or may hereafter be reasonably composed, would find a
statute patterned after section 1 of S. 158 unconstitutional;
IV
&
There are several ways for those dissatisfied with &ws ..
Wade to pursue their goals. The Constitution could be amended,
though that would raise federalism and accommodation problems
(I a II above) if S. 158 were used as a model. The Court itself
could be induced to overrule 2A# though that would have severe
consequences in terms of engendering disrespect for the Court as
a relatively non-political institution. Finally, if absolutist
positions could be eschewed, opponents in the several states
could proceed within the framework of koa to pass statutes which
would promote 'life" interests without encroaching upon the
1
constitutionally protected minimum rights of pregnant women.
These courses of action, despite their political uncertainty,
would not share the constitutional defects inherent in 8. 158.

1.

The greatest opportunities come at the cusp of the second
trimester when fetal and individual interests are most. '
nearly In balance. The requirement of use of prostaglaJifns
to induce abortions, thereby increasing survivability odds
-After
for the fetus, appears tO me to be ar open issue even
, provided it could be shown
Zaarnkbnn V.
that the procedure was in fact readily available. The
also appears to be limited
v.
decision in
by the criminal setting chosen for the legislation;
unambiguous civil requirements regarding care for fetuses
night survive Supreme Court scrutiny.
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April 24, 1981
The Honorable Max Baucus

Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
This is in response to your letter requesting my
opinion on the constitutionality of Section I of S.158.
As you point out, the section raises squarely the question of whether Congress has the authority to define
legal/constitutional personhood in the face of Supreme
Court decisions on abortion. I believe emphatically
that Congress does not have such power under the Fourteenth Amendment. -The argument of the proponents of
the bill is that Congress also has its own responsibilities for upholding and interpreting the Constitution, and surely this is true. But it is only true
when Congress' reasonable and good faith reading of
the Fourteenth Amendment does not undermine the Supreme
Court's prior declarations of individual rAghts. In
Roe v. Wade, the Supreme Court spoke directly to the
constitutional right-of women to make procreational
decisions. This has not been a popular decision in
some quarters. But the basis for judicial interpretation of the Constitution is that the judiciary is
detached from the pressures of constituency politics
and such negative reactions. An effective reversal
of a Supreme Court decision because of the political
opinions of those who oppose it threatens the whole
system of constitutional order and interpretation.
I know these views have been forcefully spelled
out in greater detail by many leading constitutional
law experts. I appreciate the opportunity to add my
name and opinion to the list of those opposing this
woefully wrong piece of legislation.
ABa
e
BABsba

eso o

regards#')

ra
en aock
Professor of Law'
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April 17, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
The United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your letter regarding S.158. I am in the process
of preparing a memorandum on H.R. 900, at the request of
Representative Don Edwards. I would like to send your committee a copy of this memorandum, which should be completed by
April 20. I very much appreciate your soliciting my opinion,
and hope that my memorandum is helpful to you in your deliberations.
Sincerely,
Lea Brilmayer
Assistant Professor of Law

LB/mab
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The Human Life Bill, the Bill of Rights, and the
Congressional Enforcement Power under Section 5
of the Fourteenth Amendment
Lea Brilmayer 1

This memorandum discusses whether S.158 and H.R. 900, the
proposed "Human Life Bill," could, consistently with the
constitutional limits on federal power, be used to alter the
result in Roe v. Wade.

Some case law suggests, albeit ambigu-

ously, that a definition of Fourteenth Amendment rights
adopted by Congress pursuant to its section five enforcement
powers need not necessarily conform to the Supreme Court's.
Even conceding this point arguendo, there remains a question of
whether such exercise of section five power might not infringe
constitutional liberties protected by the Bill of Rights.

This

memorandum argues that in the exercise of its section five
powers, Congress is still constrained by the Fifth Amendment
Due Process Clause.

Section five legislation cannot be used to

authorize or require the States to take action that would violate the Fifth Amendment if done by the federal government
alone and the Fourteenth Amendment if done by the states without federal authorizing legislation.

Because the Pourteenth

Amendment restrictions at issue in Roe v. Wade are congruent to
Fifth Amendment due process limits on the federal government,
section five legislation cannot be used to alter the result in
that case.

1. Lea Brilmayer is Assistant Professor of Law at The

University of Chicago.
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H.R. 900 and 8.158 provide that *the Congress finds that
present-day scientific evidence. indicates a significant likelihood that actual human life exists from conception."

They

further rely upon the enforcement power granted by section five
of the Fourteenth Amendment to extend that amendment's due proc00s protections to all human life, so defined.

In a subsequent

section the jurisdiction of inferior federal courts to hear
cases regarding theme issues is restricted. 2

One apparent conse-

quence of this legislation would be to alter the result in Roe
&
v. Wade, 3 which declared existing state abortion laws to be inconsistent with the Fourteenth Amendment.

Roe was premised in

part upon the lack of medical and moral consensus that human
life begins at conception rather than at birth.

4

Since a com-

pelling state interest was deemed necessary to justify the invasion of privacy that abortion restrictions entail, 5 this lack

2. While the jurisdictional issues are not addressed in
this memorandum, the discussion concerning the Bill of Rights
limitations, infra, is pertinent there also.
3.

410 U.S. 113 (1973).

4. 410 U.S. at 159. It also, however, declared categorically that *the word 'person', as used in the Pourteenth
Amendment, does not include the unborn.' 410 U.S. at 158.
5. 410 U.S. at 155.
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of consensus undermined the state's claim to regulate.

With

a Congressional enactment to reinforce this asserted state
interests the pregnant woman's privacy rights might be outweighed by the due process rights of the fetus.
Although it cannot be predicted with any certainty

it

seems'fairly likely that the bill would require, rather than
merely permit, the states to criminalize abortion.

One pro-

ponent of the bill claims that no state would be compelled by
this bill to outlaw abortion,6 and anticipates that "Congress
could well choose to delay any further enforcement action until
it sees-the extent of state compliance." 7

But his reasoning

relies upon an erroneous belief that 'privately performed aborti6ns are not state action." 8

The state action would inhere in

the failure to treat abortion as within the state's homicide
9
statute. As the oe court recognized, it is inconsistent to

6. Galebach, AHuman Life Statute 23 (pamphlet reprinted
from The Human Life Review, Winter 1981).
7. Galebach, note 6 supra at 26,
8. Galebach, note 6 supra at 23.
9. 410 U.S. at 158. Cf. Keeler v. Superior Court, 2 Cal.
3d 619# 87 Cal. Rptr. 481p 470 P.2d 617 (1970) in which the defendant had attacked the mother, resulting in the severe head
fractures and death to the fetus. The California Supreme Court
held that the state homicide law did not include fetuses, who
were not "persons."
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recognize fetuses as having Fourteenth Amendment rights while
proscribing substantially more lenient penalties-for abortion

than for homicide. If differential treatment of born and unborn persons were impermissible under this bill, the result
would be either mandatory extension of existing homicide laws
toI the unborn or invalidation of existing homicide laws at the
behest of accused murders of adults. 1 0

For this reason, and

because the bill's proponents contemplate further congressional
action if

the states do not comply, this memorandum discusses

the constitutional issues in terms of both permitting and requiring the states to make abortions a criminal offense.
In evaluating the constitutionality of these results,
this memorandum addresses a fairly limited set of issues.
it

assumes that the bill

ruling of Roe v. Wade.

First,

is not merely a request for the overThere is of course a large literature

criticizing the reasoning that the Court used in reaching its
result.

But that is beside the point for purposes of section

five of the Fourteenth Amendment, because that section raises
the possibility that Congress might influence the scope of
Fourteenth Amendment rights without having to persuade the
Court that it

had been wrong in the first instance.

Second,

the memorandum focuses only on the effects of H.R. 900 and
8.158 on the precise facts of Roe.

There are undoubtedly

10. This is identical to the objections that would be
made to a homicide statute providing different penalties for
the killing of persons of different races.
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other controversial implications of a bill of this nature, but
the constitutionality of these is beyond the memorandum's scope.

Discussion
Host of the attention to the human life bill has focused
on~whether the bill is a valid exercise of sectibn five enforcement power.

In particular, it is not clear whether Congress is

empowered to redefine the content of the Fourteenth Ainendment,
as opposed to specifying its remedial implications, after a
contrary Supreme Court ruling.

There are about a half dozen

precedents on this issue, most dealing with voting rights legislation.1 2

Perhaps because of the analytical subtleties sur-

rounding the section five issue, the other constitutional
questions discussed in those cases have been largely neglected
in the debate over the human life bill.

Yet these other, less

intractable, issues are of great importance in assessing its
constitutionality.

An example based upon a recent Supreme

Court case will illustrate why section five legislation tends
to generate constitutional difficulties even apart from the
problematic reach of section five authority.

11. See, e.g., Gordon, The Nature and Uses of Congressional
Power under Section Five of die Fourteenth Amendment to overcome Decisions of-the Supreme Court, 75 N.W.U. L. Rev. 656"(1977),
Galebach, note 6 supra.
•12. These cases are listed and discussed in note 16
infra, and the accompanying text.
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13
in Thomas V. Indiana Imployment Security Division Board

the Supreme Court held that Indiana might not deny unemployment

compensation to a Jehovah's Witness who had quit his job when
transferred to a department engaged in the manufacture of war
materials.

The Court acknowledged the tension between the

right to free exercise, which supported the claim to unemployment#, and the prohibition against government establishment of
religion, which suggested that the state should not subsidize
religious beliefs.1 4

Both are Fourteenth Amendment rights, be-

__cause the First Amendment applies to the states only through
incorporation into the Fourteenth Amendment due process clause,15
and Congress might therefore attempt to alter this result
through exercise of section five enforcement powers.

To pose

a cruder example, Congress might try to enforce Fourteenth
Amendment establishment clause rights by prohibiting state tax
exemptions for religious institutions, or Fourteenth Amendment
free exercise rights by authorizing states to build churches.
In any of these instances, Congressional action would have to
-- boe-evaluated under the First Amendment, as well as under section
five of the Fourteenth.

More generally, Congressiohal attempts

to alter the contours of Fourteenth Amendment rights raise
potential problems under the Bill of Rights where they restrict
the exercise of competing freedoms.
13.

49 L.W. 4341 (April 6, 1981).

14.

49 L.W. at 4345.

15. Cantwell v. Connecticut, 310 U.S. 296 (1940)1 Everson v. Board of education , 330 U.S. 1 (1947).
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-7in every precedent interpreting Congressional power
under section five, there have been competing constitutional
claims that had to be addressed once the section five issue
was resolved. 16 -This is no surprise$ because reliance upon
section five power does not immunize federal legislation from
other
constitutional challenge.
4

The two most recent section

five cases are particularly instructive.
37

U.S..

in City of Rome v.

the Court addressed a federalism objection to voting

rights legislation that required political subdivisions to win
the Attorney General's prior approval of changes in electoral
practices.

It also rejected an argument that federal failure

to approve those changes violated the First, Fifth, Ninth, and
Tenth Amendment rights of the voters because the city had been
unable to hold elections.18

That same term, the Court upheld

the "minority business enterprise" provision of the Public
Works Employment Act in Fullilove v. Klutznick. 19

In the course

16. In South Carolina v. Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 301 (1966)
the Court cited Williamson v. Lee OPtical, 348 U.S. 483 (1955)
and Railway Express Agency v. New York, 336 U.S. 109 (1949) to
refuNte what was in essence a substantive due process objection
to the coverage formula of the voting rights legislation under
scrutiny. Katzenbach v. Norgan, 384 U.S. 641 (1966), addressed,
in addition to the section five issue, a claim that the voting
rights legislation in question worked an invidious discrimination
in violation of the Fifth Amendment. 384 U.S. at 656. Oregon
v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112 (1970), invalidated legislation based
upon section five because of the Tenth Amendment and other federalism concerns. While some of these cases concern statutes
enacted pursuant to the Fifteenth Amendment enforcement powers,
they involve substantially similar legal issues and will be referred to as "section five cases."
17.

100 8. Ct. 1548 (1980).

18. 100 8. Ct. at 1565. The Court held that the federal
government was not responsible for the failure to hold the elections.
19.

100 S. Ct. 2758 (1980).

I ,
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of its opinion, it considered and rejected a Fifth Amendment
objection, for the plaintiffs had argued that the act vio-

lated the due process rights of non-minority contractors, 20
The difficulty with the proposed human life bill, even if
the section five issue is conceded arguendo, is that it au-

or requires the states to take action that the federal
thorizes
4
government might not be able to take directly, because of the
Fifth Amendment.

21

The problems are precisely analogous to

those raised by the freedom of religion hypothetical.

Fulli-

love is very nearly on point, because it held that in implementing constitutional prohibitions against state racial discrimination, Congress is constrained by comparable restrictions
imposed on the federal government by the Fifth Amendment:
Any preference based on racial or ethnic
criteria must necessarily receive a most searching
examination to make sure that it does not conflict
with constitutional guarantees. This case is one
which requires, and which has received, that kind
22
of examination.
Regardless of the reach of section five power, Congress could
not authorize or require "separate but equal" as an interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment without running afoul of the
Fifth.

23

20.

100 8. Ct. at 2775-82.

21. Whether direct federal legislation would violate the
Fifth Amendment is discussed at greater length in the text at

notes 36-46, infra.
22.

100 S. Ct. at 2781.

23.

L. Tribe, American Constitutional Law 272 (1978).
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The only colorable distinction between the legislation in
Fullilove and the proposed human life statute is that Fullilove
concerned direct involvement between the federal government
and individual contractors, while toe human life bill only
addresses state action. 24

It can therefore be argued that

whfle the Fifth Amendment was applicable to the federal action
in Fullilove, only the Fourteenth would be applicable to the
federal bill in question here.

Whatever force this distinction

might have is undercut by City of Rome, where plaintiffs'
First and Fifth Amendment objections were addressed to the impact federal action had had on their relations to local government.

Moreover, there is no reason that the Bill of Rights

should be inapplicable merely because the federal government
acts indirectly, through requiring or facilitating state activity.

This point is clearest where the state activity in

question is required by the federal government.

If the federal

government is constitutionally entitled to adopt the legislation, it is binding upon the states because of the Supremacy
Clause; thus objections to what the state is doing must be based
upon limitations on the federal government.

24. By its terms, the bill refers only to "enforcing the
obligations of the States not to deprive persons of life without due process of law." Although the law on this issue is
still not completely settled, Congress probably could reach
private action under its section 5 power. See,
e U.S. v.
Guest, 383 U.S. 745 (1966)r Fullilove v. KlUnioVC1
u ra.rguiy
the state action limit is more compelling int
present
context, because it is based upon privacy considerations. The
privacy considerations in the abortion context were shown by
Roe v. Wade to rise to constitutional dimensions.
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The pertinenceof the Bill of Rights provision is equally clear, however, when the federal government merely authorizes the state activity.

This point is amply demonstrated by

Shapiro v. Thompsonw, 2 5 in vhich defendants had argued that
state welfare residency requirements were justified by Congressioral approval manifested in the social security laws.

The

Court denied that residency requirements were dictated or authorized by federal statute
But even if it could be argued that the constitutionality
of [the federal statute] is somehow at issue here, it
follows from what we have said that the provision, infofar as is permits the one-year waiting-period requirement, would be unconstitutional. Congress may not authorize the States to violate the Equal Protection Clause.
The Court cited Xatzenbach v. Morgan, a section five case, even
though the federal statute in question had not relied upon
section five.

Obviously, then, such a result would be equally

unconstitutional if the statute had been enacted in reliance
upon section five powers.
Shapiro should be contrasted with the commerce clause context, in which Congress can authorize the States to take action
that would otherwise be unconstitutional.

In Prudential Ins.

Co. v. Beniamin27 the Supreme Court rejected arguments that the

25.

394 U.S. 618 (1968).

26. 394 U.S. at 641. The Court gave as an example the inability of Congress to authorize "separate but equal" education
for the races.
27. 328 U.S. 408 (1945). The Court specifically declined
to rely solely upon Congressional fact-finding superiority. 328
U.S. at 425.

26
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McCarran Act could not authorize states to adopt certain taxes
that would have been invalid without Congressional authorization.

These arguments were thought to rest upon an overly
28
restrictive view of Congress' own power to regulate commerce.
2y

equated Congressional power to the power that the states

possessed when Congress was silent, because if the former was
larger then Congress could enlarge state power through delegationt
So conceived, Congress' power over commerce would be
nullified to a very large extent. For in all the
variations of.comerce clause theory it has never
been the law that what the states may do in the regulation of commerce, Congress being silent, is the full
measure of its power.
29
In short, it is because Congressional power to regulate
commerce is larger than, rather than congruent to, state power
that Congress can authorize state action that would otherwise
violate the dormant commerce clause.

The principle that recon-

ciles Shapiro v. Thompson and Prudential Insurance is that
Congress can increase state power through authorizing legislation only if Congress itself possesses an authority which is
larger than the states' and which includes the power it wishes
to delegate.

28.

Thus, whether Congress can authorize or require

328 U.S. at 422. "1In this view the limits of state

power to regulate commerce in the absence of affirmative action
by Congress are also the limits of Congress' permissible action
in this respect, whether taken alone or in coordination with.
state legislation."
29.

328 U.S. at 422.
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the states to criminalize abortion depends upon whether
Congress itself would be prohibited from doing so by the Fifth
Amendment.30
Several prelLminary considerations suggest that the Fifth

and Fourteenth Amendment limitations are congruent.

The in-

cofporation of the Dill of Rights guarantees into the Fourteenth
Amendment was premised in part on the theory that fundamental
rights that are guaranteed against federal infringement deserve
comeprable protection from infringement by the states. 31

Con-

versely. when the Fourteenth Amendment was interpreted to prohibit state segregation of public schools# this limitation
stemming from the civil war amendments was read into the Fifth
Amendment limits on federal activity in the District of
Columbia.

32

While as a historical matter the framers of the

Bill of Rights had certainly not intended to outlaw federal
school desegregation, it was thought that the contours of fundamental human rights should not depend upon whether state or fed33
eral activity was-at issue.

30. There may be additional objections, in that the source
of Congressional power to do so directly is unclear, but only
the Bill of Rights limitation is at issue here.
31.
See, e.g., Duncan v. Louisiana, 391 U.S. 145 (1968)
(because the right to jury trial is f-undamental to the American
scheme of justice, it is binding on state as well as federal

government).
32.

Bellina v. Sharpe, 347 U.S. 497 (1954)(applying Brown

v. Board ol
iucation,
347 U.S. 483 (1954) to schools in t)i
See also Buckley v. Valo, 424 U.S. 1t
District or rolumbia).
93 (1976) ("Equal protection analysis in the Ft4fth Amendment area
is the same as that under the Fourteenth Amendment).
347 U.S. at 500 ('Zn view of our decision that the
33.
Constitution prohibits states from maintaining racially segregated
public shcools, it would be unthinkable that the same Constitution
would impose a lesser duty on the federal government").
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the Fifth Amendment than state power is by the Fourteenth.
For instance, the federal government has greater latitude in
classifying on the basis of alienage.34

Conversely, there

are parts of the bill of lights which have been held not to be
bipding upon the states. 3 5

To resolve the question of the

constitutionality of the prqxsed human life bill, it

is there-

fore necessary to compare the contours of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment guarantees.

This will be done, first with re-

gard to substantive due process rights generally, and then with
regard to reproductive privacy rights specifically.
Virtually since the

inception of the doctrine of substantive

due process, the Supreme Court has used the same analysis regardless of whether Fifth or Fourteenth Amendment rights were
at stake. When a challenge to a state statute was followed by
a challenge to a comparable federal statute, the resolution of
the state challenge was held dispositive. Conversely, when the
first decision resolved the merits of a federal statute, this
effectively disposed of the merits of a later Fourteenth Amendment challenge to similar state statutes.
demonstrated by two pairs of cases.

The symmetry can be

In heiner v..Donnan 36 the

executors of Donnan's estate challenged a conclusive presumption
that gifts made within two years of death were made in contemplation of death and should be included in the decedent's

34. Hampton v. Mow Sun Wong, 426 U.S. 88 (1976).
35. Cf., Aodaca v. Oregon, 406 U.S. 404 (1972)1 Johnson
v. Louisiana, 406 U.S. 356 (1972).
36.

285 U.S. 312 (1932).
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This Fifth Amendment challenge to a federal statute

was resolved by citing Schlessinqer v. Wisconsin"

a Fourteenth

Amendment challenge to a virtually identical stati law,
(It is not] material that the Fourteenth Amendment
was involved in the Sohlessinger case, instead of
the Fifth Amendment, as hereL The restraint imposed upon legislation by the due process clauses
38
of the two amendments is the same.
The Court declared that unless it was willing to overrule the
earlier case, the federal statute logically had to be invalidated also.

39

The converse situation was presented in West Coast Hotel
v. Parrish.

40

A District of Columbia minimum wage law had earlier

been declared invalid under the Fifth Amendment in Adkins v.
Children's Hospital.4 1

In upholding the state minimum wage law

under the Fourteenth Amendment, the Court was compelled to reconsider and overrule its earlier decision under the Fifth.
While these two sets of decisions appear, to the modern eye,
rather quaint in their discussions on the merits of the substantive due process claims, the conclusion that restrictions on
federal and state action are identical is still

good law.

can be demonstrated in the context of reproductive privacy
rights, specifically.

37.

270 U.S. 230 (1925).

38.

285 U.S. at 326.

39.

285 U.S. at 329.

40.

300 U.S. 379 (1937).

41.

261 U.S. 525 (1923).

This
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The first litigation raising due process objections to
restrictions on the use of Medicaid funds for nontherapeutic
abortions was a Fourteenth Amendment challenge to a Connecticut
provision, Mah.

Roo.42
*.

The Connecticut legislation was up-

When the federal Hyde Amendment restricting use of
43
Medicaid funds for abortions was challenged in Harris v. McRae,
held.

the Court found the prior decision controlling.

Following the

rationale in Maher and citing it at every-turn of the way* the
Court upheld the federal legislation also.

Fourteenth Amend-

ment precedents appeared to be cited virtually interchangeably,
without any apparent recognition that it might be argued that
44
the two due process clauses should be handled differently.
The same assumption is made in the literature.45

It is hardly

unthinkable that the Court would hold the Fifth and Fourteenth
Amendment standards identical in a challenge to the proposed
human life bill: in other reproductive privacy rights cases,
it has-already done so.46

42.

432 U.S. 464 (1977).

43.

100 S. Ct. 2671 (1980).

Interestingly enough, South Carolina v. Katzenbach
44.
itself relied upon cases validating state legislation'In
meeting what appeared in essence to be a substantive due process
argument against voting rights legislation. Note 16, supra.
45. For instance, one article tried to anticipate how
Harris v. MoRae would be decided by applying the reasoning of
Yaher, assuming that Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment analysis
wou-- be interpreted identically. Abortion, Medicaid, and the
Constitution, 54 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 120, 136-50 (1979).
46. in referring to the disposition of the District Court
in a companion case to Harris, the Court cited with apparent approval its assumption thiat the same reasoning would apply in determining the constitutional validity of both the Illinois statute
and the Hyde Amendment." Williams v. Sbaraz, 100 S. Ct. 2694,
2699 (1980).
'
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What would it mean in a challenge to te

human life bill

that the Fifth Amendment restrictions on the federal governmont were identical to the Fourteenth Amendment limits recognized in Roe v. Wade?

Most obviously, the federal government

would not itself be able to enact the sort of legislation that

Texas had enacted there g legislation making abortion a crime.
The Court had concluded in Roe that
0(iun view of [the differing beliefs of when life

begins) we do not agree that, by adopting one theory
of fife# Texas may override the rights.of the pregnant
47
woman that are at stake."
Congress may not, consistently with the Fifth Amendment, override the rights of pregnant women either by adopting one theory
of life.

While Congress' findings of scientific fact are of

course entitled to deference, they should receive exactly the
same amount of deference due Congressional fact-finding in
other Fifth Amendment cases.

Conclusions
The analytical subtleties of section five of the Fourteenth
Amendment seem to have an unusual hypnotic effect. The invocation of Congressional enforcement power has served, in the
context of the human life bi1ll to divert attention to mysterious issues involving Marburv v. Madison whin the problem could
be resolved through garden variety Fifth Amendment analysis.
Only if the proposed Congressional action is consistent with
the Fifth Amendment--and in this case it is not--need these
conceptually difficult issues be addressed. Invocation of
section five power does not give the federal government a way
to require or authorize states to take action that neither the

states nor the federal government could take by itself.

47.

410 U.S. at 162.
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April 6, 1981

The Honorable Don Edwards
oitt
oRepresentatives
Committee on the Judiciary
Congress of the United States
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Congressman Edwardsa
I am responding to your letter of March 19 concerning the
"Hu:nan Life Statute."
I am not at present in & position to attempt any extended
analysis and I am sure that others h.ve already followed the
lead of the Congressional Research Service in the memorandum
you sent me. Suffice it to say at this time that, as a
matter of existing constitutional doctrine, see especially
Xatzenbach vt organ, fn. 10, I believe the statute raises
serious constitutional questions.
I would be happy to talk further with you or to Subcommittee Counsels on this if it would be helpful.
All best wishes.
Sincerely,
Jesse Choper
Professor of Law
JC'#ds

87-999 0 - 02 - $2
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May 4, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
You have asked me to respond to constitutional questions concerning section 2 of the proposed "Human Life Statute." S.158.
Your letter was forwarded to me here from Stanford Law School.
On April 9, 1981, 1 wrote to Conqressman Edwards concerninq
section 1 of that statute. (I understand that you were furnished
a copy of that letter.) My view was that the constitutional
issue concerninq section 1 was clear, and that section 1 was
clearly unconstitutional. Since I think that section 2 is fundamentally wronq, and a danqerous precedent (a view I will support
at the end of this letter)# I would prefer to conclude that section 2 is also clearly unconstitutional. My honest opinion as a
scholar in both the field of constitutional law and that of federal jurisdiction, however, is that the question whether section
2, standing alone, would be constitutional has not been resolved
by any relevant United States Supreme Court decision, and that
there is a substantial chance it would be sustained by the
courts. I will try to explain those conclusions as briefly as
the complexity of the issue permits.
First, it is important that section 2 does not, as have some
similar proposals, close all doors to federal court decision
concerning a constitutional issue (E.q. the Helms Amendment concerning school prayer passed by the Senate april 9, 1979). As I
read it, state courts would still have the authority, and the
responsibility, to enforce the federal constitutional lmit-"
surrounding state abortion legislation. Moreover, that responsibility could still be enforced through Supreme Court review of
both state abortion convictions, and state court decisions
refusing injunctive or declaratory relief. Finally, section 2
would leave open the habeas corpus jurisdiction of the district
courts to review constitutional issues in state abortion
convictions.

0
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There is considerable constitutional controversy whether
Congress can preclude Supreme Court jurisdiction, or all federal
court jurisdiction, over a narrow class of constitutional issues.
No one knows the answer to those questions, and it would take
hundreds of pages to explore all the imolications of. the issue.
The issue raised by section 2 is much narrower. It is whether,
as to specified constitutional issues, the jurisdiction of inferior federal courts to grant injunctive and declaratory relief
may be withdrawn# while other avenues of federal court jurisdiction are left open. There are, in the federal judicial code,
statutes that do something quite similar, and they are of
undoubted constitutionality. The 1934 Johnson Act withdraws
jurisdiction of the lower federal courts to restrain state public
utility rate orders (28 U.S.C. J 1342) and the 1937 Tax
Injunction Act (28 U.S.C. S 1341) similarly withdraws jurisdiction to enjoin the enforcement of state tax collections.
The questions then, is whether there are constitutionally
significantly differences between the two provisions just mentioned and section 2 of the proposed "Human Life Statute." I can
think of three possible distinctions, but I can not, in honesty,
conclude that any of them is of constitutional dimension.
First, both the Tax Injunction Act and the Johnson Act
require that equivalent state remedies be adequate before federal
Jurisdiction is withdrawn, while S. 158 does not. I think that
would not make S. 158 unconstitutional even if one assumes that
in some states unconstitutional restrictions on abortions would
be enacted and state courts would require women and physicians to
face criminal prosecution to test their constitutional rights.
There is respectable authority that states have a constitutional
responsibility to provide-adequate procedural remedies against
substantively unconstitutional state laws. That obligation can
be enforced through Supreme Court review of state court decisions
denying relief. (EQ., Ward v. Love County, 253 U.S. 17 (19201.)
In short, if lower
raT-courtsare precluded from remedial
action, and state judicial remedies are constitutionally inadequate, it is the state law that is unconstitutional and not the
withdrawal of federal jurisdiction. That, as I understand it, is
the rationale of the case upholding the withdrawal of federal
jurisdiction to grant labor injunctions by the Norris-LaGuardia
Act. Lauf v. E Go.Shinner & Co., 303 U.S. 323, 330 (1938).
The.poipt of this technical analysis--is that Congress does
have the option of denyinq the federal trial courts the prime
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responsibility for enforcing federal rights. Indeed, until after
the Civil War it was, in most cases, our system to rely entirely
on state courts (with Supreme Court review) to enforce the limited federal law individual rights citizens had against their own
states. That for over 100 years our system has been to entrust
the primary enforcement of federal rights to the federal trial
courts does not prove to me that Conqress is constitutionally
-committed to that pattern.
A second argument, however, is that S. 158 is not phrased in
terms of denying jurisdiction in a class of cases (like tax cases
and challenges to public utility rate orders)p but with reference
to the nature of the issues raised. The short answer to that, I
think, is that it is a common pattern to grant federal jurisdiction with reference to the nature of the issues, and it is
equally within Conqress' vower to withdraw jurisdiction on that
-b0ai.
(Indeed, the Johnson Act itself permits commerce clause
challenqes to state rate orders to be brought in federal court
while it withdraws jurisdiction to entertain fourteenth amendment
"due process challenges.)
The third argument is the most substantial. It can hardly be
doubted that Congress' power to control Jurisdiction is subject,
as are all its other powers, to limitations of the due process
clause of the fifth amendment. Nor can it be doubted, given the
clearly unconstitutional provisions of section 1 of S. 158, that
Congress would be subjectively motivated, in enactinq section 2,
by an unconstitutional desire to make it more difficult to
enforce constitutional rights to free choice in abortion. Irv
some cases, the Supreme Court has decided that an effect of
denying constitutionally protected riqhts, coupled with a leqis-.
lative purpose to accomolish that result, renders a statute
unconstitutional. Washington v. Davis, 426 U.S. 229 (1976).
Thus, so the argument goes, sectiWon-77of S. 158 would be unconstitutional since it shares the unconstitutional purpose of
section 1, and would have the effect of makinq constitutional
rights to free choice in abortion more difficult to enforce.
This argument is not easily refuted. However, it is not
clear, outside of the area of racial discrimination whether
unconstitutional motivation will always invalidate legislation
that would be valid if passed for a constitutionally permissible
purpose. My own view is that in the particular context of
otherwise permissible withdrawals of federal jurisdiction, it is
an untenable analysis. In Ex Parte McCardle, 7 Wall. 506 (1868),
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as well as in Lauf v. E. 0. Shinner & Co., supra, the Court was
rather pointet"|h iqnorTnq-posslbe unconstitutional motivations
in ithdrawinq jurisdiction. (On the other hand, McCardle can be
distinguished since Conqress only withdrew one appellate route to
the Supreme Court, leavinq a fully effective one open; Lauf v.
Shinne" can be re-explainnd on the qround that the supposed
constitutional right to a labor injunction had disappeared by
1938.)
My short conclusion, after this lengthy analysis, is that
Congress technically has the power to entrust enforcement of
Court
federal rights entirely to state courts subject to Supremebasis;
review; has the power to make that choice on a selective
and can even do so because it does not approve of the substance
of constitutional decisionmaking by the federal courts.
That, of course, ought not to be the end of the Congressional
constitutional enquiry. Congress has the technical power to take
a number of reprisals against the federal judiciary because it is
unhappy with the course of constitutional decisions. If there
are enough votes in both houses, it can remove judges through
impeachment. But, since the unsuccessful attempt to impeach
Justice Chase during Jefferson's administration, it has become
art of our constitutional tradition that federal Judges can notto
e impeached because their decisions are perceived by Congress
be wrong. Congress can cut appropriations for the judiciary to
the bone, take away the judges' clerks, provide insufficient new
Judges to maintain a growing federal docket, and the like. But.
since the beginning of the Republic, Congress has wisely (and in
a sense constitutionally) recognized that destroyinq one of the
three branches of government is inconsistent with the constitutional plan.
With reference to jurisdictional withdrawals as reprisal for
what Congress perceives as unwise constitutional adjudication,
the story has been the same. That has occurred on only two
occasions, and both of those were during the days of Radical
Redobst-uction when all longstanding constitutional traditions
were either in flux or under attack. Not even during the
constitutional crises of the mid;1930's were there proposals to
withdraw federal jurisdiction. And, while there have been such
proposals on particular issues since the mid 1950's, not once has
one passed both Houses of the Congress. I tell my students that
Congress is constitutionally responsible, and the mere fact that
it possesses some theoretical power to destroy our constitutional
systems of government doesn't prove that those powers will ever
be exercised.
Our important
I hope I can continue to make that statement.
judicial
constitutional traditions of Judicial independence,
individual rights, ought
review, and constitutionally protected
Congress than
to be more important to reflective members of the
issue.
.tbeir views, no matter how stronqly held, on the abortion
sincerely,
William Cohin
Merriam Visiting Professor
WC/aw
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April 9,

681

Congressman Don Edwards
ChaLrman, Subcommittee on Civil and
Constitutional Rights
Committee on the Judiciary
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Congressman Edwardss
I apologize for the delay in responding to your letter
of March 19. It was forwarded to me here from my permanent
academic home at Stanford.
To avoid further delay, I will be brief. H.R. 900 is
unconstitutional insofar as it attempts to reverse and dilute
a decision of the United States Supreme Court interpreting the
minimal guarantees of liberty contained in the Bill of Rights
and the Fourteenth Amendment. I would have supposed any school
child would give that answer and many of them could even supply
the proper citation of authority--Chief Justice Marshall's
opinion in Marbury v. Madison.
That there should be any controversy about this in
1981 is possible only because of some confusion engendered
by selective mis-reading of language in some cases dealing with
the contentious issue of Congressional power to enforce the
Fourteenth Amendment. There is indeed controversy over how
far Congress can go to restrict state governments beyond the
restrictions imposed by the self-executing provisions in the
first sections of the thirteenth, fourteenth and fifteenth
amendments. I have written on that confused topic. (The
article appears at 27 btanford Law Review 603 (1975). I don't,
I'm sorry to say, have a reprint with me at this temporary
base to include with this letter.)
The controversy over the extent of Congressional
power to enforce the Fourteenth Amendment would arise in the
unlikely event Congress were to outlaw all state restrictions
on abortion. That controversy is, however, quite simply
irrelevant with reference to H.R. 900. Beneath the welter of
theories, every Justice of the Supreme Court, and all of the
divided commentators, agree on two bedrock principle-st (1)
to authorize states to act in ways that
Congress has no P
would otherwis-eSoiforbidden by the Fourteenth Amendmentj and
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(2) the final arbiters of the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment are the courts. One could elaborate he points endlessly,
or could quibble as to why they are so. But no *e, until now,
has disputed that they are so.
I happen to be one who believes that Congres; has
considerable power under various clauses in the Constitution to
e
the protections against state action contained in
section one of the Fourteenth Amendment. But my conclusion, like'
that of eve& one else, is that Congress can not diminish those
protections. In short, to the extent that the 1973 decision in
Roe v. Wade protects'a woman's free choice in the abortion
ai-isio i-that freedom can not be qualified by ordinary legislation at the state or federal level. To state another truism,
the Constitution can be amended only by an amendment, and not
by legislation.
I wes rather shocked to discover that the article
by Hr. Galebach introduced into the Congressional Record
(Jan. 19, 1981, S.288) to support 8.158 quotes only one
commentator to support his contrary conclusion--and that was
language, out of -ontext, from my Stanford Law Review article.
One should note that Mr. Galebach is careful not to note my
ultimate conclusion, which is diametrically opposed to his.
Mr. Galebach does the same thing with every judicial source
he cites for his conclusion.
Sincerely,

William Cohen
Merriam Visiting Professor
WC 'vs
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April 13, 1981
William Cohen
Merriam Visiting Professor
Arizona State University
College of Law
Tempe, Arizona 85281
H.R. 900
S. I,58/

Re:
Dear Prof. Cohen:

Thank you for the copy of your letter to Congressmuan Don
Edwards. I have taken the liberty of passing a copy along
to Senator Baucus who is the ranking minority member of
the Senate Subcommittee on Separation of Powers.
John East, who heads that subcommittee, is planning 4 days
of hearings on S. 158. On April 23 and 24, he will hear
anti-abortion scientists on the irrelevant question of
whtn life begins. He has scheduled additional hearings
on May 4 and 6 to cover legal and constitutional aspects.
o

I would like to suggest that you write to Senator East
and request to testify as the author of the law review
article most heavily relied on by Galebach. If East's
staff is not fully educated, you way slip by on their
liet of witnesses . It would be quite important to
inert your views into their ironclad and self-serving
un~nimity. If that is not successful, I have also suggeated to Senator Baucus' staff that they call you as
ona of their witnesses. It is not clear, however,
how much time Baucus will be permitted to present the
other side.
We are encouraging a number of experts to write to
Senator East asking to testify. Do let me know if
yout do and if you receive a response.
Thank you for your good work on this.

abo
Copeo
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April 20, 1981

The Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
In response to your letter of April 13 with reference
to S.158, I doubt that even Senator Helms believes that
Congress has the final word on the meaning of "life" under
theConstitution. Even he cannot have forgotten United
States v. Nixon, 418 U.S. 683 (1974), so quickly.
I can only conclude that Senator Helms, if he is to be
taken seriously, is seeking to persuade the Congress of the
'United States (1) to engage in an episode in futility and
(2) to make a laughing stock of itself.
Sincerely,

Professor of Law
VCs kah
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Honorable Max Baucus
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington# D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am very sorry for the delay in responding to your
letter of April 13, concerning 8.158, the bill to define person to include such human life as exists from conception and
to deprive the inferior federal courts of jurisdiction in any
case involving a State law prohibiting abortion. Your letter
reached me at an extraordinarily busy time.
I have written critically of the decision in Roe v. Wade,
but X regard 8.158 and similar measures as radical-tatemptsto
subvert our constitutionalism in ways that would quickly lead
to attacks upon fundamental civil liberties such as personal
security and freedom of speech, including freedom of the press.
I say this for your information but I am reluctant to make any
statement on the subject right at the present time.
I am currently Chairman of the Governing Board of Common
Cause. The Board will vote later this week upon whether
Common Cause should oppose such legislation as subversive of
their constitutionalism# whatever may be the rights and wrongs
of the debate about abortion. :t would be unseemingly for the
Chairman to express a public opinion while the Board has the
question under consideration.
If Common Cause takes a position in opposition to S.1580
then I shall be glad to give any assistance I can in attempting to debate the measure. Indeed, I might be willing to help
as an individual even if Common Cause should not so vote. It
is only the pendenoy of the matter before the Governing Board
that necessitates my present silence.
With best wishes,
Sincerely,

Archibald Cox
AC: has
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Senator Max saucus
1107 Dirksen Building
Subcommittee on separation
of Powers

Committee on te Judiciary

United States Senate

Washington, D.C.

20515

Dear Senator Baucust

X apologize for the delay in responding tr your request

for my opinion concerning gThe Human'Life Statute."
Your request was forwarded to me in the last part of the
semester, a period of maximum confusion and minimal available
time. Since my response is so late, I will limit the scope of

my remarks concerning the constitutional issue. If you feel
any additional coimentary is necessary, please feel free to

contact me. I might note at the outset, that like most students
of constitutional law, I believe the proposed legislation to
be unconstitutional.
But as is true of most constitutional

issues, such a determination is not self-evident.

It is important at the outset to be clear regarding what

the Court said in Roe v. Wade regarding fetal life.

The

Court's determination that a fetus is not a *person" within the
meaning of the fourteenth amendment was based on an historical
and textual foundation. Simply, the Court found no basis for

concluding that the framers intended to include the fetus as

a beneficiary of the fourteenth amendment guarantees. On the
other hand, the Court's commnts concerning the lack of agreement on when human life begins were included ony on the
question of when the state could be said to na1ve a compelling
interest in the potentiality of life, not on the question of
whether the fetus is a person.
This distinction is important in appreciating the nature
of the proposed legislation. The Act does not merely correct
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the Court's fact-finding regarding when human life is sufficiently well developed to be considered compelling for constitutional purposes.

Rather, the statute undertakes to revise and

overturn the Court's interpretation of the constitutional
text itself. It is this distinction, I believe, that provided
the basis for Professor Gordon's conclusion that the proposed Human Life Act would be unconstitutional. Gordon, The
Nature and Uses of Congressional Power Under Section 5 of
the Fourteenth Amendment to Overcome Decisions of the Supreme
Court, 72 Nw. U.L. Rev. 656 (1977). Whatever the congressional power to inform the judicial fact-finding on when an
interest becomes compelling, the proposed legislation is not
drafted in that form. It is a direct rejection of the judicial
interpretation of the meaning of "person" within the fourteenth
amendment.
Understood in this light, the proper question to be asked
is whether Congress can overturn a decision of the Supreme
Court concerning the meaning of "person" within the fourteenth
amendment. In the Civil Rights' Cases, the Court held that the
congressional. power .under section 5 of the fourteenth amendment was remedial -- Congress could legislate to correct state
action violating section 1 of the fourteenth amendment. The
Court rejected the proposition that Congress had power under
the fourteenth amendment, S5 to define the substantive scope
of the fourteenth amendment, S1. This approach to congressional power under S5 was adopted by Justice Harlan in his dissent
in Katzenbach v. Mor an. For Justice Harlan, S5 gives Congress
"wide powers in the
eld of devising remedial legislation
to effectuate the Amendment's prohibition on arbitrary state
action," but the "substantive scope" of the amendment was
"one for the judicial branch ultimately to determine."
Simply, under S5 Congress has power to enforce and provide
remedies for the substantive rights in 51 as those rights are
defined by the courts. This approach to the enforcement
powers of Congress under S5 has most recently been adopted by
Justice Stewart and Rehnquist, dissenting in City of Rome

v. United States, 100 S.Ct. 1548 (1980).

Justice Rehnquist

characterized the Court's holding in that case as establishing
"that Congreos effectively has the power to determine for
itself that [particular] conduct violates the Constitution."
But he argued
"This result violates previously well-established
distinctions between the Judicial Branch and Legislative or
Executive Branches of the Federal Government."
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For those Justices adopting this remedial position regarding Congress* enforcement powers under 55, the uman Life
Statute is almost certainly unconstitutional. Congress would
not be exercising remedial powers but would actually be undertaking to define the substantive scope of section 1 of the
fourteenth amendment. For such Justices, this would be an
impermissible confusion of the proper role of Congress and

the courts in enforcing the fourteenth amendment guarantees.

The view that congressional enforcement power under S5
of the fourteenth amendment is limited to remedial, corrective
legislation is, however, a minority position. In latzenk~ch

V.M a Justice Brennan, for the Court stateds -correctly
viewsidTT5 is a positive grant of legislative power authorizing
Congress to exercise its discretion in determining whether
and what legislation is needed to secure the guarantees of the

Fourteenth Amendment.* Citing M4CU11osh v. Maryland, the
Court adopted a broad perspective on congressi'sfnrocement
powers under 55, including the power to define the substantive
scope of the fourteenth amendment, $1# guarantees. Congress
is nolz, therefore, limited to remedial legislation but may in
fact enlarge. and expand the substantive scope of the constitutional guarantees. This perspective on the nature of congressional power under the Civil War Amendments was subsequently
accepted in Jones v. Mayor and Runyon v. McCrarX (interpreting
the
thirteenth
$2 oogires8ional
power)
and Ore ng
(intrpret
v. Mitchell
and amen
Cityionti
of Rome
v. United States
tMe power of Congress under the fifteenth amendment, 52).
C.t of Roe the Courts most recent pronouncement on
the congressional enforcement power, recognized congressional
power under the fifteenth amendment, 52 to prohibit state voting
practices that have discriminatory effects on the exercise of
the franchise even though-the section 1 guarantee, as interpreted by the Court, prohibits only purposeful discrimination.
*It is clear. . . that under 52 of the Fifteenth Amendment
Congress may prohibit practices that in and of themselves do
not violate Sl of the Amendment, so long as the prohibitions

attacking racial discrimination in voting are 'appropriate#'
as that term is defined in MuCulloch v. Maryland."

The Court's emphasis on appropriatet" in City of Rome is
crucial. In all of the Court's decisions interpreting congress-

ional enforcement powers under the enabling clauses of the
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Civil War Ameuldmentsl the Court has emphasized that Congress
can enact "appropriate" legislation to "enforce" the
guarantees in $1 of the Amendments. The Court has emphasized
that this does not give Congress the power to dilute those
guarantees as they have been established by the Supreme Court.
Indeed, the danger of such dilution was stressed by Justice
Harlan in his dissent in Katzerbagh X. norga.
Be warned that
if the Court recognized cogressional power to expand the
equal protection and due process guarantees, he could not
"see why Congress should not be able as well to exercise its
SS 'discretion' by enacting statutes so as in effect to dilute
equal protection and due process decisions of this Court.'
But the majority in Katzenbach answered this charge in an extremely important footnote.
"Contrary to the suggesion of
the dissent, S5 does not grant Congress power to exercise
discretion in the other direction and to enact 'statutes so
as in effect to dilute equal protection and due process
decisions of this court.' We emphasize that Congress' power
under 15 is limited to adopting measures to enforce the
guarantees of Amendment, SS grants Congress no power to restrict, abrogate, or dilute these guarantees. Thus, for
example# an enactment authorizing the States to establish
racially segregated systems of education would not be -- asrequired by $5 -- a measure 'to enforce' the Equal Protection
Clause since that clause of its own force prohibits such state'
laws." This position has never been repudiated by the Court,
and indeed, has either been expressly or implicitly affirmed
in subsequent decisions.
In this regard, the Human Life Statute fails the constitutional test. Both in purpose and necessary effect the
statute is designed to dilute or abrogate the right of the
pregnant woman to choose whether or not to terminate her
pregnancy which was recognized in Roe v. Wade. This Congress
cannot do even under theb
d view of the congressional
enforcement power. We could, of course, blind our eyes to
the purpose and necessary affect of the law and view it as
simply a benign measure expanding the class of beneficiaries
under the fourteenth amendment, 51. But the statute involves
fundamental personal rights of the woman and such an approach
would be unconscionable. .The clear intendment of the measure
and its practical effect is to undermine the constitutional
rights established in Roe.
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It is my belief that members.of the Court such as
Justices Brennan# Marshall, Blackman and White, who dissented so vigorously in the abortion funding oases claiming a
dilution of the rights recognised in Roe, would characterize
the proposed legislation as an effort-W undercut constitutional rights established by the Court. Thus, the very Justices
who have been primarily responsible for a broad perspective
of the congressional enforcement power under the Civil Rights
Amendenta would, in my Judgment, not view the proposed
legislation as consistent with prior decisions.

They would

not view the Human Life Statute as an enforcement of the due
process guarantee or as appropriate legislation to implement
that right.
It is, of course, impossible to forecast with complete

accuracy what the Court would do on any constitutional issue.
Constitutional law is necessarily highly subjective and

indefinite. Nevertheless, combining the view that congressional
enforcement power is limited to corrective remedial legislation
with'*he view that Congress, while having power to define the
substantive guarantees cannot dilute or abrogate rights recognized by the Court, would be determinative that the human
life statute is unconstitutional.
This is my own personal conclusion as well. While Z do
believe that Congress has broad substantive powers under the
Civil War Amendments. I do not believe that this is a carte

blanche for Congress to undercut personal rights established
by Judicial decision. To allow the Congress to undertake
this type of rewriting of the Constitution is to ignore the
amendment process and undermine the judicial rol, in interpreting the Constitution as it has developed since karbua v.
Madison. If we recognize congressional power to rewrite the
constitution as it has been interpreted through Supreme Court
decisions by ordinary legislation, we invite a significant
restructuring of congressional and judicial roles in constitutional interpretation. While I do not always agree with Supreme
Court decisions, I would hate to think that they could overturned by a simple majority vote in the Congress. While r
mLght be happy today with some of the results achieved by
this congressional amendment process, there is no assurance
that such "favorable* legislation would continue in the future.
I would not at this stage in our constitutional development
be willing to turn over the job of constitutional interpretation
to the Congress.
As I

I hope some of the above views are helpful.

indicated at the outset, the limited time available
necessitated a rather aumary statement of my views and the
basis for them. Again, if you feel additional explanation

is called for, I will be pleased to do anything that I can.
Sincerely yon
C, Thomas Diones
Professor of Law

,
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April 24, 1981

Honorable Max Baucus
United States Senate
20510
Washington, D.C.
Dear Senator. Paucust
This is in reply to your letter of April 13, requesting
my opinion on the power of Congress under Section 5 of the
Fourteenth Amendment to enact S.158, that is, to define personhood in the face of Supreme Court decisions on abortion.
In my opinion the Congress lacks such power.
The Supreme Court, in Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973),
recognized that a woman in consultation with her physician
has a constitutional'right to choose whether or not to bear
a child. The elements of that right were spelled out in the
opinion of the Court and have been reaffirmed and refined in
numerous Supreme Court decisions since 1973. Whatever disagreements may remain among members of the Court as to the
precise reach of the right of privacy recognized in Roe v.
there is no question that the right exists and indeed
aWL4.0
as been strengthened by constant exercise over almost a decade. It is the law of the land.
A decisidn by Congress to declare that a fetus is a
"person" would effectively destroy the constitutional right.
It is argued that Congress has the power to achieve this
end -- and in effect amend the constitution -- because a very
organ,
few Supreme Court cases, most notably Katzenbach v.
384 U.S. 641 (1966), have held that Congress Sas some authority
under Section 5 to prohibit the states from engaging in certain
conduct even though the Court would not otherwise have concluded
that such state action was proscribed by the Fourteenth Amendment.
But I do not believe that the doctrine announced in the Morgan
case authorizes Congress to define a fetus to be a person from the
moment of conception. The Supreme Court stressed that Section 5
"grants Congress no power to restrict, abrogate, or dilute" the
guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment. 384 U.S. at 651-52 n. 10.
The Court's reason was that Section 5 merely gives Congress the
power "to enforce" the Amendment, and a dilution of its guarantees
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is not an "enforcement". This conclusion was challenged by
Justice Harlan in dissent, 384 U.S. at 667-68, and it has
been questioned by some commentators. but I know of no
authoritative decision that supercedes the Supreme Court's
expressed distinction between expanding or contracting the
reach of the Fourteenth Amendment.
I do not discuss here whether it would be desirable as
a matter of policy for Congress to enact S. 158 or a similar
measure. Suffice it to say that the bill in principle would
be contrary to th. decision in Roe v. Wade, it would create
extraordinary problems of enforcement (compare Griswold v.
Connecticut, 381 U.S. 479, 485 (1965)), and it would circumvent the established process of amending the Constitution.
Wholly apart from these policy considerations, I believe
that Congress lacks power under the Constitution to enact S. 158.
Sincerely,
Norman Dorsen
Stokes Professor of Law
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April 28, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
This is in response to your letter of April 13, 1981,
requesting my views as to the constitutionality of Section 1
of S. 158. My response may be summarized as follows: Section 1
is amenable to a straightforward interpretation under which
it should be sustained as constitutional. Under an alternative interpretation, however, Section 1 raises $rave constitutional questions.
Competing interpretations of Section 1 exist because
Section 1, being merely declaratory, does not address the
ultimate legal question in the abortion controversy, whether
states may prohibit abortions. In particular, Section 1
does not deem state laws prohibiting abortions to be constitutional. Absent such an express statement, there is
room for an interpretation of Section 1 that would avoid a
direct constitutional confrontation over whether Congress
may overturn the Supreme Court's decision in Roe v. Wade..
I. The Nonconfrontational Interpretation of Section -1
It is perfectly possible for the Supreme Court to accept
Section l's declaration about when life begins and nevertheless to strike down at least some state laws prohibiting
abortion as violative of a pregnant woman's right of privacy.*
Nothing in Section 1 challenges the formal holding of Roe v.
Wade. It merely grants increased legal status to the ?etus.
I d6 not address the question whether Section 1
-*
requires states to protect fetuses, or what process might
have to attend deprivation of a fetus' right to life. It
should be noted, however, that even if the fetus is a person
for purposes of the fourteenth amendment, it is a person
different in important respects from other persons protected
by the fourteenth amendment. Therefore, the process due
before a fetus may be deprived of life might well differ
from the process due before other persons may be deprived
of life.
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As written, the Section's principal effect is to require
the Court to take account of the fetus' new status under the
fourteenth amendment in considering a state's interest in'
protecting a fetus. Accepting Section 1, and therefore acknowledging the "personhood" of the fetus, nothing in Section 1
precludes the Court from balancing the fetus strengthened
status against a pregnant woman's right of privacy. Nor does
Section 1 dictate the result of that balancing process. Even
with Section 1 in place, the Court might well conclude that
the balance should be struck in favor.of the woman. This
would seem particularly likely if the case presented to the
Court involved the fetus of a rape or incest victim, a fetus
known to be terminally ill (as in the case, for exa le, of
a fetus detected as having Tay-Sachs disease), or a etus
whose delivery would threaten the health Of the mother.
Section l's broad brush approach permits no exceptions. And
even in the case of routine pregnancies, the Court might
conclude that the constitutional balance continues to rest
in favor of the woman.
In short, Section 1 offers the Court the opportunity to
sustain it as constitutional, to give it meaningful effect
in striking a balance, and, if the Court concludes the
Constitution so requires, to adhere to its formal holding in
Roe v. Wade In view of the grave constitutional difficulties
that would attend the most likely alternative interpretation
of Section 1, difficulties discussed below, this limited
view of the Section's effect may have an irresistible appeal.
It is true that Section 1 undermines some of the reasoning employed in the Roe opinion. Roe relies in part on the
Court's finding that-te fetus is not a person within the
meaning of the fourteenth amendment to conclude that a state
has an insufficient interest in protecting the fetus to
warrant intruding upon the pregnant woman s right of privacy.
But to the extent the Roe o inion states what might happen
to state abortion laws-f the fetus were a person, as Section 1 seeks to establish,** the statements constitute dicta
not necessary to the decision of the case. Once the Court's
opinion concluded that the fetus is not a person, all discussion of what would happen if the fetus were a person
became superfluous.
More importantly, such discussion was'Thffered in the
context of a case in which any result turned upon that
discussion. In light of this less than ideal context, it is
not
surprising that the superfluous discussion in Roe was
seriously
incomplete. In particular, the Court ha3-o need
to consider the inroad upon a pregnant woman's rights that
There is a serious question whether Congress may
extend fourteenth amendment rights to beings not traditionally
thought of as persons. This aspect of Section 1 differentiates it from the statute sustained in Katzenbach v. Moraan.
Another difference is discussed below.
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attends any increase in the fetus rights. Resolution of
the abortion issue without such consideration could never be
satisfactory. It is with good reason that the Supreme Court
has not felt bound by extraneous utterances sutch as those in
Roee.
The interpretation of Section 1 offered here should not
be viewed as a veiled effort to frustrate the will of Congress.
It Congress wishes to.attempt to overturn the actual holding
in Roe v. Wade, there is no legitimate teason for its failure
expressly to do so. In the past, disagreement with Supreme
Court decisions has led Congress to take just such direct action.
For example, to the extent Congress took issue with the Supreme
Court's upholdinof literacy tests in Lassiter
v. Northampton
County Board of elections, Congress did not resort to any.
Indirect, ambiguous measure which left room for doubt about
what Congress wished to accomplish. It did not, for example,
merely declare that literacy tests haVe undesirable effects
and then expect the Supreme Court to reverse itself. Given
prior instances of Congress' unequivocal action in response
to Supreme Court decisions, there is little reason to read
more into Section 1 than is contained in its express language.
Furthermore, lon standing Supreme Court practice requires
an express statement from Congress to undermine important
existing rights. For example, section 1983 contains language
that permits a rational reader to conclude that in enacting
section 1983 Congress meant to abrogate state sovereign
immunity. Nevertheless, in Quern v. Jordan, 440 U.S. 332
(1979), the Court stated that it would need an express
statement of abrogation before eliminating such an important
right. Similarly, in Tenney v. Brandhove, 341 U.S. 367 (1951),
and again despite the breadth or section 1983, the Court
refused to limit the immunity from suit of state legislators
without a more express statement from Congress. And in Davis
v. Passman, 442 U.S. 228 (1979), the Court refused to construe
the exslusion of members of Congress from the definition of
employere" in Title VII as an effort by Congress to deprive
its employees of the right to be free of discriminatory employment practices. Whether the rights at-issue are those of
states, legislators, congressional employees, or pregnant
women, the Court is reluctant to conclude that Congress wishes
to contract those rights without an explicit statement from
Congress. Given the Court's attitude in these matters,
and Congress' knowledge of that attitude, the Court may regard
nothinS short of an express statement as an effort to abrogate
a woman's right of privacy.
II. The Confrontltional Interpretation of Section 1
Alternatively, the Court might interpret Section 1 as
doing what it does not purport to do, addressing the ultimate
issue in Roe, the extent to which states may outlaw abortions,
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rather than addressing the intermediate issue of the fetus'
status as a person under the fourteenth amendment. In such
a case, Section 1 would have to be viewed as contradicting
Roe v. Wade, and the scope of Congress' power to do so under
the fourteenth amendment would be an unavoidable issue.
I would feel presumptuous in attempting to articulate
any general theory of Congress' power under the fourteenth
amendment. This is, in some sense, "the" constitutional
question of this half-century, one with respect to which
there is no generally accepted consensus and one that may
not be susceptible of a general answer. I do, however, have
two observations about Congress' fourteenth amendment powers
that are pertinent in assessing Section 1.
First, it is beyond doubt that Congress' power to legislate under the fourteenth amendment is subject to limits.
For example, suppose that Congress, in exercising its fourteenth amendment powers, were to enact a provision declaring
segregated school systems do not amount to a
that de l
the equal protection clause. Even if the legisviolatTon--lation were accompanied by a strong factual showing as to
the equality of segregated schools and the absence of psychological damage to minority children, it could not seriously
be contended that the Supreme Court automatically should
accept the declaration and findings and retract its decision
in Brown v. Board of Education. Congress' power under the
fourteenth amendment is at least subject to limitations contained in the Constitution, including, somewhat paradoxically,
fourteenth amendment limitations. There is an unavoidable
balance to be struck in such a case.
Thus, if Roe v. Wade amounts to a holding that a pregnant woman's privacy rights outweigh those of the fetus, a
statute overturning that holding must be subjected to scrutiny
in light of constitutional values, including a woman's right
to privacy. Congress' fourteenth amendment power is not a
wand that, when waved, eliminates all constitutional
magic
di ficulties.
Second, one can assess Section 1 in light of the Su reme
Court's most important precedent in this area, Katzenbach
fv. Morgan. Briefly stated, Morgan is so fundamentTally
ferent rom any case likely toraise the constitutionality
of Section 1 that Morgan should not be viewed as a direct
precedent for sustilnin-g Section 1.
Superficially, there is a resemblance between Morgan
and a conceivable hypothetical case testing Sectioni's
constitutionality. in each instance Congress relies on its
fourteenth amendment powers to modify Supreme Court decisions
about the scope of the Constitution, Given the broad scope
given Congress' power in Moran , one might expect a similar
result with respect to Congress' power to enact Section 1.
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Yet only at a misleading level of generality does the
parallel between Morgan and the Section 1 case exist. In
more fundamental respects the cases differ. In M
,
Congress' expansion of the content of the equal protection
clause came at no individual's expense. Section 4(e)'s limitation on English literacy aS a voting qualification merely
assured the franchise to a group theretofore deprived of it.
The only contraction of others' preroatives resulted from
the marginal dilution of other voters voting power that
accompanies any extension of the franchise.
In the Section 1 case, by contrast, Congress may accomplish the desired expansion of the fetus' rights only at the
expense of the pregnant woman's choice, a choice Roe v. Wade
suggests is of constitutional significance. In
, this
counterbalancing isgue simply was not present. Si-iTir
reasoning would distinguish the Court's tangled pronouncements
about Congreso' fourteenth amendment power in eeon v. Mitchell
and about Congress' fifteenth amendment power in city ofrRome
v. United States, 446 U.S. 156 (1980).
Finally, the most disturbing feature of the second interpretation of Section 1 is that it may require resolution of an
important constitutional question in the context of assessing
what seems to be a legislative trick. The constitutional
analysis submitted by supporters of Section 1 acknowledges
that Congress' power to outlaw abortions is subject to a pregnant woman's right of privacy. It states, "ifCongress enacted
a federal criminal statute to prohibit abortion, its action
would collide with tho right to privacy." Cong. Rec. S.294
n,95 (January 19, 1981). Obviously, then, state statutes prohibiting abortion also must impinge upon the right of privacy.
Yet under the second interpretation of Section 1, it seeks to
assure that the right of-privacy will not prevail in cases
testing abortion laws. If limitations on access to abortions
interfere with rights of privacy, it seems they must do so
whether the limitations are direct, as in the case of a federal
statute outlawing abortions, or indirect, as in the case of
Section 1. Our system is not a very satisfactory one if an
otherwise available constitutional right can be undermined
so easily.
I hope this discussion is of assistance to your Subcommittee and appreciate your request for my views.
Sincerely yours,.
Theodore se2rg
Professor of Law
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May 13, 1981
Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
The enclosed Memorandum is in response to your letter
of April 21, 1981, requesting my views as to the constitutionality of Section 2 of S. 158. Due to the Memorandum's
length, I am taking the liberty of restating its conclusion:
"Proposals to restrict federal court jurisdiction because of displeasure with court decisions
are not frequent. To have such proposals taken
seriously is more unusual. Enactment of such proposals is extremely rare. You and your colleagues
may stand at a crossroads in American history.
Section 2 shifts the controversy from one about
abortion to one about the structure of government.
Congress is not simply passing upon the right to
an abortion but also on whether Americans shall
continue to enjoy their centuries old right of
effective access to federal court to vindicate
their constitutional rights. If Section 2 passes
and is sustained, then any Congress hostile to any
other constitutional right may contract that right
by a similar measure. One trembles at the prospect."
I hope the Memorandum is of assistence to your Subcoumittee.
Sincerely yours,

Theodore Eisenberg
Professor of Law
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Memorandum on the Constitutionality of Section 2 of S. 158
Theodore Eisenberg
Professor of Law, UCLA
Analysis of Section 2 of S. 158 depends in part on
one's assessment of Section 1. If consitutional limitations
on antiabortion statutes do not survive enactment of Section
1, then Section 2 is constitutional.

If federal constitut-

ional limitations on state restrictions on abortion survive
enactment of Section 1, then Section 2 may exceed Congress'
power to control the federal judiciary.
There are at least two sets of circumstances under
which federal constitutional limitations on antiabortion
laws would survive enactment of Section 1.1

First, Section

1 may be interpreted, as suggested in my letter to Senator
Baucus of April 28, 1981, in a manner that does not undermine Roe v. Wade. In that event, at least some residual
right to obtain an abortion would continue to be guaranteed
under the federal Constitution.

Second, if Section 1 is

interpreted as (a) attempting to overrule Roe v. Wade but
(b) being beyond Congress' power, existing abortion rights
would survive.

Except where otherwise indicated, I assume

for purposes of this Memorandum that abortion rights would
survive enactment of Section 1.

1. •Hereafter, I frequently refer to those federal constitutional limits on antiabortion laws that survive Section 1
as "abortion rights."

i'. A Framework Within Which to Analyze Section 2

One of Section 2's principal difficulties is that it
undermines an essential role of the federal judiciary.
Perhaps above all else the framers intended the national
judiciary to be able to hear and to do justice in all cases
involving federal constitutional rights. At the time of
the Constitutional Convention and the Judiciary Act of 1789,
this function Could be performed solely by the Supreme
Court.

But this function no longer can be performed solely

by the Court.

Therefore, to maintain an essential function

of the national judiciary, litigants need access to lower
federal courts.

What follows in Part I of this Memorandum

is an effort to support each of the steps of the preceding
argument.2

The principles developed in Part I are applied

to S. 158 in Part II. Although Part II also considers other
possible constitutional infirmities of Section 2, I assume
others will develop these arguments in greater detail.
A.

An Essential Role of the Federal Judiciary
The framers intended the national judiciary to be able

to hear and to do justice in at least all cases involving
federal constitutional rights.

In the 1780's, not unlike

today, courtsrs were thought of in part

.

.

.

as instruments

2. Substantial portions of this Memorandum are taken
from or based on Eisenberg, Congressional Authority to
Restrict Lower Federal Court Jurisdiction, 83 Yale L.J. 498
(1974). Documntation for many of the statements and quotations contained herein may be found in that article at pp.
506-13, 521-23, 527-28, 515-16.
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for the protection of individuals."

Two of the most influen-

tial delegates to the Constitutional Convention stressed the
federal judiciary's role as a protector of citizens.

At the

Convention itself Gouverneur Morris stated that everyone had
witnessed "excesses against personal liberty, private property and personal safety."

In one of the Federalist Papers

Hamilton emphasized that the courts must protect individuals
from legislative tyranny:
Limitations on legislative authority can be preserved in practice no other way than through the
medium of the courts of justice, whose duty it
must be to declare all acts contrary to the manifest tenor of the Constitution void. Without
this, all reservations of particular rights or
privileges would amount to nothing.
The state ratification debates also reflect the common
assumption that the federal judiciary would be available to
vindicate all federal rights.

There was no suggestion that

the national judiciary or Congress had the power to choose
which constitutional rights would be vindicated. At the
Virginia deliberations on the proposed constitution, Supreme
Court jurisdiction was said to be intended "to prevent
injustice by correcting the erroneous decisions of local
subordinate tribunals

....

"

This can only mean being able

to do Justice in each individual case within the federal
jurisdiction, even if by appellate review.
This emphasis on the national judiciary's role as
vindicator of individual rights strongly suggests that the
framers intended national tribunals to be. able to hea, each
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case within the federal judicial power.

Hamilton is again

instructive:
The evident aim of the plan of the convention
is, that all the causes of the specified classes
shall, for weighty public reasons receive their
original or final determination in the courts
of the Union.
The early Supreme Court did in fact supply a final determination of those cases appealed to it, no matter how trivial
the matter might appear from a national perspective.
-In addition, the judiciary would be unable to check
legislative abuses if its jurisdiction were limitable at the
unfettered discretion of Congress.

To assume that the

framers-desired both to control the legislature by means of
the federal courts and to give the legislature a method for
nullifying such control by a simple majority vote approving
a jurisdictional statute is "to charge them with chasing
their tails around a stump."
A compelling indication that the framers intended the
federal judiciary to afford a forum at some level for all
cases within its jurisdiction comes from an omission from
Article III.

Neither the final arrangement nor any of the

five judiciary plans submitted to the Convention authorized
federal courts to decline to hear a case.

Discretionary

review by the Supreme Court did not originate until 1925.
The-framers' failure to confer, or even consider conferring,
discretionary review powers upon courts suggests that federal
tribunals, including the Supreme Court, were thought capable
of providing a forum in all cases within their jurisdiction.
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fany Supreme Court cases anda large body of legal

commentary implicitly-support the view that each litigant
ought to be able to have his day in federal court. -When the
Court, denies access to a lower federal court forum, as in
Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S. 37 (1971), Stone v. Powell, 428

U.S. 465 (1976) or Allen v. McCurry, 101 S.Ct. 411 (1980),
the Court or commentators often remark that the litigants',
federal constitutional rights are protected by their access
to Supreme Court review. Unless one believes the availability.
of a federal forum to be relevant, there is no reason for
these repeated (even if misleading) assurances. Indeed, one
of the most disquieting features of these cases is that the
promise of Supreme Court review upon which they rest is, for
the vast majority of litigants, an illusion.
B. The Orizinal Plan for Implementing That essential Role
Accepting the national judiciary's role as a protector of
federal rights, how was the new judiciary to fulfill that
role? The right to appellate review by the Supreme Court
would provide litigants-with an opportunity to have their
cases heard by national tribunal. This faith in the
availability of Supreme Court review was in evidence at the
Rutledge employed it as a rationale for not including any lower federal courts in the constiConstitutional Convention.

tutional, scheme. Luther Martin explained to his fellow
Marylanders that he did-not-think that lower federal courts
were necessary because, "by givtng an appeal to the Supreme
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Court of the United States, the general government would
have sufficient check over [state] decisions and security
for the enforcing of their laws

"

....

Undoubtedly the

same confidence was a major factor in the acquiescence of
some to the deletion of mandatory inferior tribunals at the
Convention.
The expectation that there would be few federal cases
supports the view that Supreme Court review was believed adequate to implement the role of the national judiciary.

If

there were to be few cases, the Supreme Court, by appellate
review, would be capable of vindicating each litigant's.
federal rights.

Roger Sherman, a delegate to the Convention

from Connecticut, later wrote that "it is not probable that
more than one citizen to a thousand will even have a cause
that can come before a federal court."

Alexander Hanson, a

Maryland federalist, also felt that there would be few
federal actions.

Soon after the Convention, James Madison

wrote to George Washington, "The great mass of suits in
every State lie between Citizen & Citizen, and relate to
matters not of federal cognizance."

With but few exceptions

the framers felt that the federal judicary, due to the
consitutional limits on the subject matter of its Jurisdiction, would peacefully coexist with state courts, handling
only those few cases of federal concern.
Thus comentary contemporary with ratification of the
Constitution suggests that the federal judiciary in some
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form was expected to be able to hear any litigant whose case
was within the federal constitutional Jurisdiction, either
at trial or on appeal.

The absence of any provision in the

Constitution giving the federal courts discretionary jurisdiction reinforces this view.

The mandatory federal forum

may have been limited to appellate review but it was to be
available in all cases.
Willingness to implement the federal judiciary's role
through Supreme Court review was perfectly understandable at
the. time.

Without question, the Supreme Court was then

capable of providing a forum for all federal cases.

Between

1789 and 1801 the Supreme Court disposed of fewer than 90
cases.

During the first four terms of the Court, not a

single case was argued.

Since the Court's jurisdiction was

not discretionary, any litigant whose case fell within the
.federal judicial power and who desired to have a federal
forum hear his case could obtain such a forum.
C.

The Current Inadequacy of the Original Plan and the
Resulting Shift in Federal Courts' Roles
However content one might have been in 1789 to have the

Supreme Court-by itself fulfill the national judiciary's
role, such an approach clearly will not work in today's world.
Contrast the above figures for the Supreme Court's early
terms with the status of a modern Court term.

During the

1979 Term, the Supreme Court was asked to hear 4,781 cases,
but disposed of only 278 on the merits, including 149 by full
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opinion. This increase in case load has had significant consequences for both the Supreme Court and the lower federal
courts.

The Supreme Court is no longer capable of providing

a federal forum to hear the merits of every case involving a
federal constitutional question.
As the federal caseload has grown the role of lower
federal courts has undergone change.

Today the lower federal

courts are more than mere federal trial forums for cases
falling within the Article III jurisdictional grant.

First,

in those instances where the Supreme Court makes a pronouncement of nation-wide impact regarding federal rights or interests, access to the lower courts is needed to enforce and
apply it. Moreover, as Supreme Court review becomes more
selective, the lower courts have become the primary vindicators
of federal rights.
Cases which dramatically affect the legal system are by
now commonplace.

Cases such as Miranda v. Arizona and Gideon

v. Wainwright affected and continue to affect an enormous
number of cases.

Outside the area of criminal procedure,

the reapportionment and desegregation decisions have generated hundreds of lower court cases.

If the burden of enforc-

ing such important decisions and resolving all the subsidiary questions were left to Supreme Court review of state
court decisions unsympathetic to the federal right, it is
doubtful that the task could be performed.

Judge Carl

*
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McGowan has noted the increased latitude available to the
Supreme Court in desegregation cases simply because litigantohave access to the lower federal corts.
The promulgation of those principles
(announced in Brown v. Board of Education] would
have provided an Inftntely more daunting prospect
in the absence of the machinery provided by'the
inferior federal courts.

Their performance in the

discharge of this difficult task has been less
than even, but is it conceivable that the job
could have been entrusted entirely to the state.
courts, bearing in mind the differences in loyalties and the vulnerability to local pressures
inherent in an elective system of judges?.The
federal judges themselves have even wth the,
security provided them by the Constitution,-found
the going hard. It is not fanciful to think that
it would have been too much for unsheltered state
judges.... Certainly it would have been hard
to have asked them to risk'such an exposure with
so few shields.

Similarly, the success of innovative Supreme Court action in
other areas, such as reapportionment and criminal procedure,
'hasrested in-substantial part upon the support of the lower
federal courts. Access to the lower federal courts is even
more important where the Supreme Court chooses to remain
To a significant extent the contemporary guarantors
of federal rights are not the nine Supreme Court Justices but
the judges of the district courts and courts of appeals. The
silent.

lower judges. are not authorized to decline to hear a federal
matter within their jurisdiction. Hundreds of important
issues are determined with practical finality by lower federal
'Judges. During the 1949 Term it was said that the Court failed
..

-

* I

to consider on the merits a number of cases "which raised the
most vital constitutional problems that could be presented
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to any court in A democratic country."

No doubt the same

could be said of more recent terms.
Caseload increases have a related effect on the Supreme
Court's theoretical role. The heavy use of the Justices'
discretion to determine what few cases the Court will hear
on the merits makes it impossible to maintain the fiction
that every litigant may resort to the Court for vindication
of his federal claim. The Court can no longer resolve all
federal cases'. The Court's role today, by necessity, is to
service issues rather than to do justice for all litigants.
Justice Frankfurter, before he served on the Court, wrote
that the essential functions of the Supreme Court are "[to)
resolve conflicts among coordinate appellate tribunals and
to determine matters of national concern." Indeed, the
Court's own rule governing grants of certiorari reveals a
bias toward issues rather than litigants and their particular rights.
This shift in the Supreme Court's function has meant
that it must decline to hear most cases. The modern Court
has no qualms about refusing to decide a case or controversy
even when it has jurisdiction to do so. It may prefer to hear
a case in which a particular issue is presented in a "cleancut" manner, 'on a more complete record, or simply under
"more appropriate circumstances." Whatever one's opinion
of such techniques, they illustrate the modern Court's understanding of its function.
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I.

Analysis of Section 2

What conclusions follow from these assertions about an
essential role of the national judiciary?

In-particular, if

the structure of our government depends in part upon access
to lower federal courts in constitutional cases, is a measure
like Section 2, which limits their jurisdiction in such cases,

unconstitutional?

Although I addressthis question below,

I would first like to suggest why Section 2's technical constitutionality should not become the focal point of the debate.
A.

The MetaconstitutiLonal Argument Against S. 158
Congress probably, has power to enact a broad range of

measures adversely affecting the judiciary's ability to fulfill
its role.

Some such measures could not easily be found uncon-

stitutional.

Yet they would be so at odds with our govern-

mental structure that, whether or not constitutional, they
should never be enacted..

One important such measure was President-Roosevelt's
court-packing proposal.

Congress always has had power to

specify the number of Supreme Court Justices.

In 1937,

frustrated by Supreme Court decisions blocking the New Deal,

President Roosevelt proposed a plan to expand the Court,
thereby providing him with a substantial number of new
appointments to the Court. In a stinging rebuke, the Senate
Judiciary Committee rejected the plan.
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We recomend the rejection of this bill
as a needless futile, and utterly dangerous
abandonment ok the constitutional principle.
(Under) the form of the Constitution it seeks,
to do that which is uncdnstitutional. (its
practical operation would be to make the Constitution what the executive or legislative
branches of the Government choose to say it
is--an interpretation to be changed wi
each change of administration. It is a meastre. *hich should be s& emphatically rejected
that its parallel will never again be presented to the free re'presentatives of the free
people of-America. (quoted in G. Gunther,
Constitutional Law 152 (10th ed. 1980))

-

whether or not the court-packing plan was constitutional, it
was so at odds with the fundamental structure of our system
as to be irresponsible.- Similarly, a Senate upset with a
president might simply refuse to give its approval to any
presidential appointments, regardless of the nominee's
qualifications.. Even if the Constitution vests the Senate
with the naked power to so refuse, no Senator sensitive-to how
our system is meant to work could adhere'to such a course.
If Part I accurately describes an essential role of the
federal judiciary, then Section 2 of S. 158 is as grave a
threat to the intended structure of our government as either.
of the foregoing situations.• Assuming some abortion rights
survive enactment of Section 1 of S. 158, Section 2 deprives
-litigants of effective access to a federal forum for Vindication of-a constitutional right merely because Congress disapproves of that right.

Short of open hostilities between

the courts and Congress, there can be no greater assault by
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Congress upon the intended functions of the national Judiciary. And in light of the critical role of the lower courts
in enforcing and implementing Supreme Court decisions, Section 2
is little less than a direct challenge to the principle of
judicial review.
Furthermore, even if Part I misreads the federal Judiciary's role, Section 2 would be a dangerous precedent. The
nation has come to view the federal courts as the final
arbiters of constitutional rights. The Supreme Court's
unacceptable results have been and may continue to be corrected by constitutional amendments. The few legislative
exceptions to this pattern of finality have been in the name
of undoing massive prior discrimination. Section 2 seems to
overturn all of this through what to the lay public must seem
like little more than a legal trick.

Such a technique cannot

build confidence in our institutions.
The Constitution does.not and cannot specify in detail
every desirable limit on congressional action.

Relations

between-Congress and the other branches of government are to
a large degree left to the good-faith discretion of Congress.
But that broad discretion does not mean that a conscientious
member of Congress may ignore inherent, even if nonconstitutional, limitations on relations with the other branches of
government.
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B.

The Constitutionality of Section 23
In-passing on the validity of any federal statute
one
must determine its natural or probable effect and
measUre
that effect against constitutional requirements.
A statute
that fails to conform to those requirements must fall.
foregoing principle apples to Jurisdictional statutes.

The

For
example, a Jurisdictional statute prohibiting black
plaintiffs from bringing actions in the lower federal courts
Would fall as a violation of equal protection. These
simplesounding principles are more easily stated than applied.
Although I suggest below theories under which Section
2
could be deemed unconstitutional, each theory is in
some
sense speculative.

The modern Court never has faced this

precise problem.
I, Section 2's Abridgment of the'Right of Access
to

a Federal Forum

A statute depriving both federal and state courts
of
Jurisdiction to hear a claim has an obvious, drastic
impact.
Statutes that foreclose only lower federal court
jurisdiction
have more subtle but nevertheless serious substantive
effects.
Consider a statute like S. 158 that deprives lower
federal
courts, but not state courts, of Jurisdiction to
hear a class
3.
In discussing the constitutionality
Section 2,
and in what follows, I refrain from a detailedofanalysis
of
case law in this area. There are two reasons for
this.
First, the sparse precedents do not provide sure guidance."
Second, my analysis of the existing precedents is
available
at 83 Yale L.J. at 523-30. To the extent that precedent
viewed as relevant to this matter, my previous
analysis is
supports the conclusions in this Memorandum.
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The provision cannot be justified, as some might
claim, on the ground that inferior federal jurisdiction is
not necessary to vindicate federal rights because of the availof cases.

ability of Supreme Court review of state court decisions. No
litigant has any assurance that the Court even will agree to hear
his case.

And, in the aggregate, litigants with federal claims,

even constitutional claims, have absolute assurance that the
Court will not hear each of their cases.
It is not enough to say that state courts might perform
well in abortion cases or that the Supreme Court might grant
certiorari or that the lower federal courts might not be up
to the task of protecting federal rights.
all occur with some frequency.

These results may

The crux of the argument is

independent of state court performance.

The framers undoubtedly

realized that state courts often would suffice, but they chose
to rely on independent and life-tenured federal judges for
the vindication of federal rights.

They knew that in some

places, at some times, pressures are brought to bear on
state courts that cannot be brought to bear on federal
courts.
History has not proven them wrong." One is reminded of
recent efforts in California to recall or to prevent reelection of state Supreme Court justices because of disagreement
with their decisions. The state trial judge in the Los
Angelos school desegregation case was the subject of a
recall movement.

'Teefforts failed but they display the
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continuing pressures state judges must face.

Some might

argue that such popular pressure on courts is desirable.
But with respect to federal constitutional rights at least,
our system was meant to offer litigants life-tenured,
independent judges. There is a difference. Whether or not
the framers' conclusion was correct; the factors that support their position have not disappeared.
2. Section 2 As Abridging Abortion Rights
The Supreme Court's inability to review each case suggests a second potentially unconstitutional effect of S.
158, an effect going beyond the availability of a federal
forum;

To an individual whose federal claim is rejected by

state courts and who fails to obtain Supreme Court review,
the effect of a federal jurisdictional withdrawal may be
indistinguishable from that of a substantive statute foreclosing his claim. Technical niceties could be employed to
distinguish the tvio kinds of laws.

Jurisdictional statutes

are theoretically unrelated to primary behavior; they impose
no direct duties or penalties. The fact that a law appears
in the jurisdictional section of the United States Code.
however, does not mean that it lacks substantive impact.
Thus, where state courts do not vindicate constitutional
rights, the effect of a federal jurisdictional limitation on
an individual denied Supreme Court review is strikingly
close to a substantive law limitation. Any substantive
statute with such effects on the vindication of federal
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constitutional rights would be struck down.
statutes should receive similar scrutiny.

Jurisdictional
If they have uncon-

stitutional substantive effects, they are themselves unconstitutional.
3.

Discrimination Against Abortion Rights

Section 2 singles out one class of constitutional rights,
abortion rights, for less protection than Congress affords
all other constitutional rights.

This discriminatory treat-

ment suggests two overlapping bases for arguing that Section 2 is unconstitutional.
First, it is possible to argue that Section 2 should
fall because it is motivated by hostility to an established
constitutional right.

Few problems of constitutional theory,

however' have proved more difficult than deciding when a
statute motivated by unconstitutional considerations should
be invalidated.

The Supreme Court's pronouncements in this

area are hopelessly confused.

They establish only that

certain classes of first and fourteenth amendment rights may
be protectable though motive-centered inquiries.

They do not

render unconstitutional all laws enacted to overturn constitutionally-based Supreme Court decisions or even all laws
enacted with an unconstitutional motive.
There is one possible view under which Section 2 would
fall for motive-related reasons.

The Court's confusion in the

motive field may reflect not doubt about whether motive ever
should provide a basis for invalidating a statute but when
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motive should provide such a basis. It is possible that the
Court declares motive to be irrelevant aS a way of expressing
doubt about whether an unconstitutional motive exists in a
particular case. See Eisenberg, Disproportionate Impact
ge4 Illicit Motiye: Theories of Constitutional AdJudication,
52 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 152-55 (1977). If that is an explanation of
the Court's hesitancy to use motive with respect to all con'
stitutional rights, S. 158 may be subjected 1o motive scrutiny
because there can be little doubt about the motives behind it.
It is a frank effort to eliminate the rights found to exist
in Roe v. wade:.. And the motive underlying the effort, hostility
to abortion rights, may well be viewed as.unconstitutional.
Second, regardless of the motives underlying Section 2,
it discriminates on its face against one class of litigants,
those seeking to vindicate abortion rights. This raises the
question whether Section 2 violates the principles of equal
pr6tectiow made applicable to federal legislation by the
fifth amendment.
Under existing equal protection doctrine, Section 2
possesses neither of the characteristics that lead to virtually
automatic invalidation of a challenged provision. That is,
.itneither affects a known fundamental right nor contains a
suspect classification. Abortion rights have yet to be
declared fundamental and discrimination among constitutional
rights has yet to be declared a suspect classification.
Nevertheless, abortion rights are closely related to rights
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of procreation and familial relations that are viewed as
fundamental. The status of abortion rights for purposes
of equal protection analysis must therefore be regarded as
unsettled. It also is possible that Section 2 will be found
to fall into A category of statutes for which a substantial
though not necessarily compelling governmental interest must
be found.

In that event as well, it is difficult to predict,

the results of the Court's analysis.
There is one other common mode of analysis under equal
protection doctrine. All statutory classificatiohs must be
rationally related to a permissible purpose,

If Section 2's

evident purpose, the contraction of abortion rights, is
viewed as impermissible, Section 2 may be one of those
extremely rare laws that falls for want of a rational relation to a permissible purpose. It is possible, however, to
state Section 2's purposes more sympathetically than the
evil-sounding purpose "to contract a constitutional right."
One could characterize Section 2 not as an effort to contract
abortion rights, but rather as an effort to protect fetuses.
Such a purpose hardly sounds like a basis for upsetting a
statute and its acceptance as S. 158's purpose would undermine the motive-based argument against S. 158 as well as the
straightforward equal protection argument. If, however, one
accepts the natural, inexorable linkage between an increase
in fetal rights and a decrease in those of women, a desire
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to protect fetuses may have to be viewed as the functional
equivalent of desire tO contract the rights of pregnant
women.
The conclusion that Section 2 may violate constitutional principles does not necessarily lead to the conclusion that courts would grant any particular relief from its
operation. Serious problems of enforcement and interbranth
relations attend any judicial decree in this area. That a
-constitutional right may not be readily amenable to judicial
enforcement, however, does not deprive the right of its
status. It becomes all the more important in such cases for
Congress to be sensitive to constitutional values.
C. -Articl*III Does not Confer Unlimited Discretion Upon
Congress to Enact Jurisdictional Provisions
Nothing in the Constitution undermines the case against
the jurisdictional limitations contained in S. 158. Article
III, the constitutional provision that comes closest to
speaking to Congress' power to control lower federal court
jurisdiction, states:
Section 1. The Judicial Power of the
United States, shall be vested in one supreme
Court, and in such inferior Courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain and establish
t Section 2. The judicial Power shall extend
to all Cases, in Law and Equity, arising under
this Constitution, the Laws of the United States,
and Treaties made, or which shall be made,
under their Authority;--to all Cases affecting Ambassadors, other public Ministers and
Consuls;--to alk.Cases of admiralty and
maritime Jurisdietion;--to Controversies to
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which the United States shall be a Party;-to Controversies between two or more States;-between a State and Citizens of another State;-between Citizens of different States;--between
Citizens of the same State claiming Lands-under
Grants of different States, and between a State,
or the Citizens thereof, and foreign States,
Citizens or Subjects.
One reading of Article III is that Congress has discretion to
ordain and establish lower federal courts.

Given that power,

Congress at least generally must be able to choose the cases
in which lower federal courts have jurisdiction.

Do these

statements translate into a constitutional argument supporting Section 2?
There are two reasons for believing that they do not.
First, in light of what has been shown to be the central
role of the lower federal courts in fulfilling the role of
the national judiciary, the previous paragraph's argument
is seriously incomplete.

A more persuasive interpretation of

Article III is that Congress was granted initial discretion
to establish lower federal courts because in 1789 there was
no clear need for such courts to fulfill the role of the
federal judiciary.

Because the framers in 1789 did not

foresee the future explosion of federal constitutional
rights, there was no need to command Congress to establish
lower federal courts.

This is why Article III reads as

permissively as it does.

But the unwritten assumption

underlying Article III was that federal courts were to be
available in each case to vindicate federal rights.

When
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that assumption became unfulfillable without lower federal
courts, Congress, to be consistent with the original plan,
became obligated to create such courts or to devise.other
effective means to protect constitutional rights.

Under such

a view one cannot derive plenary congressional control over
jurisdiction from the language of Article III.
Second, whatever guidance one derives from the text of
Article III with respect to Congress' power to create lower
federal courts (and not all agree that the text should be so
read), Article III provides no express guidance with respect
to Congress' control over their jurisdiction.

In light of

the fact that the framers expected Congress to create lower
federal courts, that Congress did so, and that their existence spans the nation's existence, it seems particularly
unrealistic to derive any additional control over the
courts from some theoretical power to abolish them,

In.

addition, constitutional infirmities that stem from the discriminatory aspects of Section 2 do not depend on whether
Congress has plenary control of lower court jurisdiction.
They depend only on finding the Constitution applicable to
jurisdictional statutes.
Nevertheless, it seems clear that in general Congress
must have the power to control lower federal court jurisdiction.

There simply is no rational alternative.

Can one

articulate principles under which Congress has general
control over Jurisdiction without having authority to withdraw constitutional cases in general or the cases embraced
by Section 2 in particular?- The answer is yes.
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Congress' Power to Control Jurisdiction and Remedies

The conclusion that lower federal courts are essential
to fulfilling the role of the national judiciary, and that
S. 158 may therefore be unconstitutional, does not mean that
any effort by Congress to control jurisdiction is unconstitutional.

For even though federal courts were intended to

vindicate federal rights, Congress has a substantial role
to play-in creating, refining or restricting federal rights.
In particular, Congress may enact jurisdictional laws
that accomplish what it could have accomplished by means of
a substantive rule.

That is, it may enact any jurisdictional

statute that does not prevent vindication of a constitutional
right.

In cases in hich Congress may constitutionally pre-

scribe a rule of decision, no federal right that could be
vindicated under a constitutional claim is excluded from
the federal courts by the withdrawal of jurisdiction.

Thus,

if no abortion rights survive enactment of Section 1 of
S. 158, Section 2's curtailment of jurisdiction is constitutional.
In addition, because Section 2 does not completely
remove lower federal court jurisdiction to hear abortion
cases,' the question remains whether the federal jurisdiction
available under Section 2 is sufficient to vindicate abortion
rights.

Unless one of the remedies provided by Section 2

sufficiently protects abortion rights, Section 2 remains
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unconstitutional despite some residual federal Jurisdiction
to hear abortion cases. Section 2 does not foreclose inferior
federal court jurisdiction (1) to hear damage actions. against
officials who enforce unconstitutional antiabortion laws, or
(2) to grant federal habeas corpus relief to those prosecuted
undet such laws.

It is therefore necessary to decide whether

either form of relief adequately protects abortion rights.
Neither remedy seems a sufficient mechanism through
which to vindicate abortion rights. An antiabortion law has
two effects.

In some cases, it discourages a woman from

seeking (or a physician from performing) an abortion. In
other cases it imposes criminal penalties on women who
obtain (or physicians who perform) abortions.

As to those

discouraged from seeking abortions by an unconstitutional
antiabortion law, neither habeas corpus nor damages is an
effective remedy. Relief from criminal liability is no
consolation, for those who obey an unconstitutional law, with
a resulting, unwanted birth. Damages at best are a crude
form of compensation for an unwanted child. This truly is
an area in which there is no adequate remedy at law.
The basic problem with both remedies is that they are
retrospective in nature. They only function after the fact.
Because of the irreversible nature of the birth process,
abortion may be an area in which prospective relief, such
as the declaratory and injunctive relief banned by Section 2,
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is the only effective relief. 4

The remedial rule here

simply cannot require, as it does in the case of most taxes,
initial obedience to the law followed by litigation
later litigation too often will be too late.

The

S. 158 seems

to attempt to remove the only effective relief.
There is one other important class of jurisdictional
statutes that may be within Congress' power.

One should

not jump to the conclusion that Congress must vest lower
federal courts to hear all constitutional cases.

An over-

abundance of federal forums with unrestricted jurisdiction
to hear all federal cases could in fact undermine the Judiciary.

A number of factors suggest the necessity for line-

drawing.

First, the expense of such a system might make it

impracticable.

Second, a large increase in the caseload would

inevitably mean an increase in the number of Judges and a
decrease in the prestige attached to being a federal judge.
Many commentators have stated that such prestige is needed
if the federal bench is to continue to attract qualified
lawyers, especially in areas where private practice is more
lucrative.

"Any deterioration in the quality of the district

judges individually or of their performance collectively
would destroy the very values the federal court system is
meant to attain."
Thus Congress needs some authority to limit federal
jurisdiction.

The authority to curtail, however, is limited

4.
I do not address the question whether Section 2
prohibits other forms of prospective relief.
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by its'origins.

It should not be used to restrict jurisdic-

tion over narrowly defined classes of cases, such as those
covered by Section 2, that pose little threat to efficiency;
such selective curtailments would bear no rational relationship to the end sought, namely preservation of the quality
of federal justice.

The power to curtail is limited to pru-

dent steps which help avoid case overloads.

In fact, Congress'

control of lower federal court jurisdiction has tracked the
principles here enumerated.

Any Congress enacting legisla-

tion not within these guidelines is not only risking a constitutional confrontation but also is breaking with the mainstream of its own traditions.

$?-M990-92-55
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IV. Conclusion

Proposals to restrict federal court jurisdiction because
of displeasure with court decisions are not infrequent.
have such proposals taken seriously is more unusual.
ment of such proposals is extremely rare.

To

Enact-

You and your col-

leagues may stand at a crossroads in American history.
Section 2 shifts the controversy from one about abortion to
one about the structure of government.

Congress is not

simply passing upon the right to an abortion but also on
whether Americans shall continue to enjoy their centuries
old right of effective access to federal court to vindicate
their constitutional rights.

If Section 2 passes and is

sustained, then any Congress hostile to any other constitutional right may contract that right by a similar measure.
One trembles at the prospect.

May 12, 1981
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1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. .20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
My feelings on S.158 are summarized
in the attached article I did for the
New York Times. Thank you for your interesto
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Hay 1, 1981

Mon. Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
This is in reply to your letter requesting my opinion as to the validity of
Section 1 of S.158, a bill to "provide that human life shall be deemed to exist
from conception." The purpose of the bill is to overturn the Supreme Court's
decision in Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973). In my judgment the bill is plainly
unconstitutional and would be so held by the Supreme Court.
S.158 seeks to overrule the Supreme Court and change present constitutional
law, without following the procedure for amendment of the Constitution under
Article V, by making two "findings of fact" and two declarations of law. The
first "finding" is that "present day scientific evidence indicates a significant
likelihood that actual human life exists from conception" and the resulting declaration of law is that, "for the purpose of enforcing the obligation of the
States under the fourteenth amendment... human life shall be deemed to exist
from conception." The second "finding" is that "the fourteenth amendment...
was intended to protect all human beings," and the ensuing declaration of law
is that the term "person" in the Fourteenth Amendment "shall include all human
life" as defined above.
.This attempt to amend the Constitution by majority vote of the legislature
fails for several reasons. The so-called finding of fact that "human life
exists from conception" is not a finding of fact at all, but a statement of
religious or philosophic conviction, and is irrelevant to any constitutional
issue. The declaration that the term "person" in the Fourteenth Amendment includes "all human life," born or unborn, constitutes an interpretation of the
Constitution upon which the Supreme Court and not Congress makes the final decision. Efforts to .circumvent Roe v. Wade through the device of making legislative
findings concerning when "human life begins" have been consistently rejected by
the courts in a series of cases since Roe v. Wade. Finally, the argument that
Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, authorizing Congress to "enforce... the
provisions" of the Amendment, empowers Codgress to change the basic meaning of
those provisions has no support in our constitutional structure.
I. The So-Called Finding of Fact That "Human Life Exists

From Conception" IsNot a Finding of Fact At All But
a Statement of Religious or Philosophical Conviction
and Is Irrelevant to Any Constitutional Issue

The premise of S.158 is that "human life," or more precisely a "human being,"
begins at conception. This "human life" i., according to the theory of the bill,

endowed with the attributes of a human person, possessing a soul or at least en-

titled to the special status accorded human beings in our society. Without this
premise the legislation would fall, for it would have to protect equally all forms
of life, including animal and vegetable.
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-2This basic premise does not rest upon any judgment that is subject to objective evaluation. It is not in any sense empirical or SCla'ntific, All that empirical judgment teaches us is that "life" exists in numerous forso, including each
individual cell, some of which hs~e the genetic potential for becoming human
being* under som circumstances. But at what precise point this biological form
of life actually becomes a "human being," or when that "human being is created,
is a theological or philosophical decision. It rests upon faith, or religious
dogma, or a fundamental value at the basis of a philosophic system. For most of
us it is a religious judgment. And this to true whether we support or oppose
anti-abortion legislation.
There are, of course, many different view as to when human life is created.
Some groups hold to the position that there is human life in each sperm and in
each eg8, and therefore that contraception destroys life. Others believe that
human life begins at conception, either when the sperm first enters the egg or
later when it remains there. Others assert that human life begins when the
fetus makes its first movement, at the time of quickening. Others place the
time at the point when the brain begins to functions still others when the fetus
can live outside the womb. Over the centuries most people have probably thought
human life to begin at the moment of birth. There are some who believe that life
Is never created, but merely passed on from prior generations. All of these various
positions are based not on empirically verifiable data, but upon faith, dogma,
or deeply held philosophical constructs. Hence any attempt to determine such an
issue by making legislative findings of fact Is wholly wide of the mark.
In any event the question of when "human life begins" Is irrelevant to the
constitutional issues raised by S.IS$. This is apparent from an analysis of Roe
v. Wade, which sets forth the existing constitutional law upon the subject. W
rationale of that decision is sumarized in the following propositions:
(1) The constitutional "right of privacy" encompasses "a womn's decision
whether or not to terminate her pregnancy." 410 U.S. at 153.
(2) This right "is not unqualified and must be considered against iepor-.
tent state interests in regulation". 410 U.S. at 154. Since the right of privacy
is a "fundamental" right, however, only a state interest that Is "compelling" is
sufficient to overcome the right of privacy. 410 U.S. at 155.
(3) The state interests involved are (a) the health of the mother and
(b)protection of "potential human life." 410 U.S. at 162, 163.
(4) In weighing these Interests, two matters are of crucial importance:
(a) the fetus Is not a "person" within the meaning of the
Fourteenth Amendment. 410 U.S. at 156-162.
(b) "We need not resolve the difficult question of when
(human] life begins." 410 U.S. at 159. Whatever "theory of
life" a State accepts, the State's interest which must be
weighed against the individual's interest in privacy Is the
"interest in protecting the potntialitfy of human life." 410
U.S. at 162.
(5) With respect to the state's interest in the health of the mother,
"the 'compelling' point ... Is at approximately the end of the first trimester."
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-3410 U.S. at 163. "With respect to the state's important and legitimate interest
in potential lfe, the 'compelling' point is at viability", i.e. the "cpability of meaningful life outside the mother's womb." 410 U.S. at 164.
The Supreme Court therefore concluded
"In view of all this, we do not agree that,
by adopting one theory of life, Texas may override
the rightsof the pregnant woman that are at stake."
410 U.S. at 162.
It Is starkly clear from this recital that the findings and declarations
incapable of altering the constitutional protecincorporated in S.158 are wholly
tions enunciated in Roe v. Wade.
6t4h42 B, Salebach, in his article in The Human Life Review, argues that
by refusing to decide when "human life begins" the Supreme Court left open the
.question whether "Fourteenth Amendment protection logically extends to unborn
children;" that the reason for this omission on the part of the Court was because "the judiciary has no suitable evidentiary standards to determine an answer;"
and that "the result of Roe v. Wade would have been entirely different ... if any
branch of government had been able constitutionally to examine when life begins
and to resolve the question in favor of unborn children." Mr. Galebach Is in
error on all counts. As the above extracts from the Supreme Court's decision
demonstrate, the Court held that the question when "human life begins" is irrelevant to the interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment; that the State interest
involved Is the protection of "potential human life", a very different concept;
and that whatever "theory of life" is adopted would not change the constitutional
right of a woman to decide "whether or not to terminate her pregnancy."
II. The Issue of Whether an Embryo ,or a Fetus Is a
"Person" Wit hin the Meaning of the Fourteenth
Amendment Is a Constitutional Question Upon Which
the Supreme Court., not Congress, Makes the Final
Decision
The second main proposition of S.158 - that Congress can change the Constitution by redefining the word "person" in the Fourteenth Amendment -- is equally
fallacious. The question of who or what is a "person" within the meaning of the
Fourteenth Amendment is plainly a question of constitutional interpretation.
Thus it has been held that a corporation is a "person" protected by the Fourteenth
Amendment. Under our constitutional system, unless we are to overrule Marbury v.
Madisoo and nearly two centuries of constitutional precedent, issues of constitutional law are to be decided by the judicial, not the legislative, branch of
government. Hence a Congressional finding or declaration that an embryo or a
fetus is a "person" within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment cannot change
existing law as enunciated by the Supreme Court.
Any other rule would mean an and to the
separation of powers. Surely Congress could
Dartmouth College case, 4 Wheat.. 518 (1819),
a contractli or overturn Goldberg v. Kelly,

whole constitutional structure of
not by majority vote overturn the
by finding that a charter was not
397 U.S. 254 (1970), by finding that
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the right to welfare benefits was not "property"; or overturn Pierce v. Society
of Sisters, 268 U.S. 510 (1925), by finding that the right of parents to send
their children to private school was not a "liberty"; or overturn Brewn v. Board
of-Rducatio , 347 U.S. 483 (1954), by finding that black children were not "persons",.
If a Federal Constitution is to exist, these decisions must be made by the Supreme
Court.,
III.

Efforts to Circumvent Roe v. Wade Throuth the
vic of
akin Lea slative Findigs Rg-cerning
When "H
Life Betins" Rave Been Ransistentiz
Rtlected by the Courts_.

in Abele v. Markle, prior to the Supreme Court's decision in Roe v. Wade,
the Connecticut anti-abortion statute, a law of the' traditional types was held
unconstitutional by a three judge court, Judge Claris dissenting, 342 F. Supp.
800 (D. Con. 1972). The Connecticut legislature then reenacted the statute,
leaving the substantive provisions essentially unchanged, but adding the declarations "The public policy of the state and the intent of the legislature is to
protect and preserve human life from the moment of conception." Public Act No. 1,
Kay 1972, Special Session. Proceedings were immediately brought before the sae
three judge court to have this legislation declared unconstitutional. The new
Connecticut statute, it will be noted, did not explicitly say that the embryo
or fetus was a "person" within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment. But
the basic declaration was precisely the same as in S.158, -- that human life begins
at the moment of conception.
The three judge court, still prior te-che Supreme Court's decision in Roe v.
Wade, declared thatthe new Connecticut statute was also unconstitutional Judge
Care again dissenting. 351 F. Supp. 224 (D.Conn. 1972). The State of Connecticut inmediately appealed this decision to the Supreme Court, at the same time
filing a otion to expedite the appeal. In its Motion and Statement of Jurisdictioft the State of Connecticut laid major emphasis upon the declaration in the
statute that human life cosmenced at the time of conceptions

"The primary reason why this appeal merits
plenary consideration by this Court is that this
is believed to be the first case involving the
constitutional issue of abortion wherein an evidentiary record has been made, The evidence unquivocally supports the legislative finding that
human life commences from the time a child is conceived. Under these circumstances, a very grave
constitutional question is raised when such a law
is stricken on the basis given by the lover court.",
(p. 17).
The Supreme Court did not act upon the appeal in Abele v. Karkle until
after its decision In Roe v. _ade.-On February 26, 1973, however, the Court
remmded the case "for farther consideration 1n light of Roe v. Wade" 410 U.S.
951. The State.of Connecticut then filed a petition for rehearing of the remand
order. In its petition Connecticut again rested its case primarily upon the
argument that "(the evidence conclusively demontrates that an unborn child is

an &live, separate and distinct human baen

from the time the child is
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conceived." Petition for Rehearing, p. 2.
dence at length and concluded$

The petition summarized this evi-

"WHEREFORE, for the reasons set forth
above, as well as those contained in their
jurisdictional statements, your Petitioners
respectfully pray that this Court grant a
rehearing of these cases on the grounds of
the comelling interest of their state governsent in protecting the natural right to live."
(p. 54).
On April 16, 1973, the Supreme Court denied Connecticut's petition for
rehearing. 411 U.S. 940. The case was remnmdod to the three judge Court and
on April 26 that Court held a further hearing. Connecticut reiterated the position it had taken before the Supreme Court. On the saew day the three judge Court
issued its decision, Judge Claris no longer dissenting:
"Further consideration of this case In
light of Roe v. Wade. sora, requires the
conclusion that Public Act No. I Is unconstitutional." 369 F. Supp. 807.
Doe v. Israel involved a Rhode Island anti-abortion statute adopted after
the Supreme Court decision in Roe v. Wade. Like S.158, the Rhode island statute
declared:
in furtherance of the public policy of said
state, human life and, in fact. a person within
the language of the fourteenth amendment to the
constitution of the United States, commences to
exist at the instant of conception."
...

The District Court had no difficulty in holding the Rhode Island statute
invalid, saying that the claim of constitutionality for the new statute was
"frivolous" and "essentially fictitious". 358 F. Supp. 1193, 1199 (D.R.I. 1973).
The Court went on:
"It is sheer sophistry to argue as the
defendant does that Roe v. Wade ...

can be nulli-

fied by the simple device of a legislative
declaration or presumptions contrary to the
court's holding. Indeed it is a surprising
attempt by one independent branch of government to invade and assume the role of the
other." 358 F. Supp. at 1201-1202.
The State of Rhode Island then applied to the Court of Appeals for a stay
pending appeal. That Court, addressing itself to the merits, denied the request
for a stay, saying
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Ove regard plaintiffs' expectation of
preoviling e the merits so cleat that we
ee me pwpoe Is discussing other Isses
e"sbt to be raised by the defendamt."
4*) CIA 154, 139 (lot Cir. 1973).

The Supreme Court demied a petition for certiorari.

416 U.S. 993 (1974).

Similar claine resting e8 fiadisga that "bmm life" begins at the
smeet of conception Md that a fetus to a persoee" vithin the fourteenth Amendgt.
were aMe ad rejected in
v
to
(Civ. Action No. 18360-2,
V.D, No. Nay 1, 1973), affitued
.
3) and
e v,
Lo~tO
tAiL
. 3" 7. supp. 75 (5.. La. 1974).
It is true thAt these coss Involved State statutes, not a Federal statute.
The co stitwtional issues decided, however, ware essentially the same as those
raised by 9,158. In these cases the courts held that (1) a legislative finding
that "buam life begins" at the moment of conception is irrelevant to the conetitutomal oemma, sad (2) the question whether a fetus is a pereo within the
meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment to a question of constitutional interpretstios for the courts, set for a legiselative body. The Supreme Court continually
refused to review these decIALoms.
IV.

Te Artumnt That Sect ton 5 of the Fourteenth
S
t
r
ers to Charoe the ...
tuml

it-MUMt

,,

..

In his article i The Ih Life Review Mr. Galsbach, except for a citation
to Aerle v, IMrkle em another issues, does not wantion the cases just discussed.
e erie sat length, however, that Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendent autborises Congress to overturn - v. Wa
through the findings and declarations
embodied io 8.155. Section $ provides that "Congresa shall have power to enforce,
by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article." On its face it is
clear that S.158 does not "e&force" the provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment
but drastically alters them, end thereby deprives millions of citizens of rights
to which the Supreme Court has held they are entitled. That Section 5 was intended to achieve say such result Is inconceivable. Nevertheless, Mr. Goalebach's
contention will be briefly considered.
The first part of Mr. Galebach's argument is that if Congress decides that
"busam life exists from conception" then it "follow logically" that "unborn
children" are "person" within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment. b ut
it does not "follow logScally" that because a single call is "homan life," or
more properly "potential buimn life," such cell is a person within the meaning
of the Fourteenth Amendment. The Supreme Court has, of course, hold otherwise.
Indeed r. Calebach concedes that his position "collides with the Supreme Court's
holding inIloe v. Weds" and hence "raises serious constitutional questions." Re
therefore moves on to his main contention, which is that Congress has power under
Section S to "apply ... Fourteenth Amendment terns in ways that differ from and
even contradict Supre Court interpretations".
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Mr. Galebach's position is fatally flawed. The power granted Congress in
Section 5 is the power to "enforce", to implement, to provide remedies for, the
rights protected by the Fourteenth Amendment, not to change or diminish those
rights as they have been interpreted by the courts. The reason for including
Section 5 in the Fourteenth Amendment is that the legislature performs a different function than the courts in ecuring the rights guaranteed by that amendment. The function of the courts Is to state what the rights are and to give
these effect through judicial procedures. The power of the courts to enforce the
provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment is thus limited to the "self-executing"
features of the Fourteenth Amendment. The legislature has wider powers of Inplementation. It can appropriate funds, establish police and prosecuting machinery, create administrative procedures, undertake comprehensive factfinding to
probe the depths of the problem and seek the best solutions. In this sense it
has powers that go beyond those of the courts, and the courts will respect those
powers. But the legislature cannot reject:. or "contradict," the Supreme Court's
interpretation of the Fourteenth Amendment, such less take away constitutional
rights the courts have held to exist.
Mr. Galebach consistently fails to make this crucial distinction between
the powers of the courts and the powers of the legislature in the administration
of the Fourteenth Amendment. He would give Congress power to "contradict" the
Supreme Court. The outcome would be a revolution in our constitutional structure.
The cases cited by Mr. Calebach do not support his position. On the contrary they are fully consistent vith the traditional vlew of the constitutional
structure set forth above.
In South Carolina v. Katienbach, 383 U.S. 301 (1966), the Supreme Court upheld a provision of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 which abolished literacy tests
in all States and counties where less than 50 par cent of the voting-age residents
had voted in prior elections. Previously the Court, in Lassiter v. Northampton
County Board of Elections, 360 U.S. 45 (1959), had held that, while literacy tests
could be employed in a discriminatory fashion, they did not in and of themselves
necessarily violate the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment or
the right to vote guarantee of the Fifteenth Amendment. The Voting Rights Act
thus substituted a general prohibition, in certain areas, for a case-by-case
adjudication 4& to whether a literacy test had resulted in an abridgment of the
right to vote. The Court ruled that, Congress having found that individual adjudication was "inadequate to combat widespread and persistent discrimination In
voting," the new remedy was an "appropriate means of combatting the evil." Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112 (1970), upheld the suspension of literacy tests
on a nation-wide basis, using the same reasoning. In neither case did the legislature "contradict" the ruling of the Supreme Court in the Lassiter case. Congress
was operating within the framework of the Supreme Court's determination that literacy tests could violate the Fourteenth Amendment , and was simply supplying a
more effective remedy than courts by themselves could provide.
Mr. olebach's main reliance is on Ktsenbach v. Morga, 384 U.S. 641 (1966).
Here the Supreme Court dealt with Section 4(o) of the Voting Rights Act of 1965,
which stipulated that no person who had successfully completed the sixth grade
In a Puerto Rican school could be denied the right to vote in any election because
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of inability to read or writ. English. In a companion case the Court had refused
to hold that the New York statute requiring literacy in English wes a violation
of the "self-ezecuting" provisions of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. Cardona v. Power, 384 U.S. 672 (1966). Nevertheless it upheld Section 4(e) under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment. Justice Brennan,
rittng for the majority, placed primary reliance upon an analogy to the "necessary and proper clause." Section 4(e), he said, "may be viewed as a measure to
secure for th Puerto Rican community residing in New York nondiscriminatory treatment by government -- both Inthe imposition of voting qualifications and the
provision or administration of qovernmental services, such as public schools,
public housing and law enforcement " 364 U.S. at 652. In other words, "enhanced
political power" resulting from the right to vote "will be helpful in gaining
nondiscriminatory treatment in public services for the entire Puerto Rican community.n 384 U.S, at 652. This theory is a purely remedial one and, while it _
recognizes the power of the legislature to implement the Fourteenth Amendment.
does not recognize any Congressional power to reject or reinterpret the Supreme
Court's decision as to the meaning of the Equal Protection Clause.
Justice Brennan then went on to state, as a second ground for the decision,
a proposition that is somewhat more ambiguous. He argued that Congress, in its
"general appraisal of literacy requirements for voting, ... to which it brought
a specially informed legislative competence," night have had a basis for predicating a "judgment that the application of New York's [English literacy requirement) constituted an invidious discrimination in violation of the Equal Protection Clause." 3M4 U.S. at 655-6. While there is some basis for construing this
-language as recognizing a power in Congress to find a violation of the Equal Protection Clause where the Court had not, essentially Justice Brentn was simply
saying that the enhanced factfinding capacity of Congress had unearthed a factual
basis for discovering discrimination which was not apparent to the Court when it
considered the Naw York statute by itself. Certainly it is not believable that
Justice Brennan meant to overturn all prior constitutional history and hold that
Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment empowered Congress to reject the Supreme
Court's authority to determine what the Fourteenth Amendment legally meant.
In any event the language of Justice Brennan in Kateenbach v. Organ can
give no comfort to the proponents of S.158. Justice Brennan made it entirely
clear that his views of the power of Congress under Section 5 did not authorize
that body to abrogate the constitutional rights of individuals under the Fourteenth
Amendment as previously secured to them by Supreme Court decisions. Using a footnote, apparently on the theory that the proposition was so obvious as not to requite elaboration, he said:
"We emphasize that Congress' power under 1 5
is limited to adopting measures to enforce the guarantees of the Amendmentl 1 5 grants Congress no
power to restrict, abrogate, or dilute these guarantesa." 384 U.S. at 651.
Since S.158 would "abrogate" the constitutional rights of a large group
of citizens, Justice Brennan's opinion in latsenbach v. Morgan has no applica-
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tion here. Hr. Calebach asserts that S.158 "would exert a collateral effect
on the right to privacy, but it would not abrogate or infringe that right as
the Supreme Court has interpreted it." The statement is disingenuous. S.158
ts intended to, and would, remove present Fourteenth Amendment protections
against State infringements of the right of a woman to terminate a pregnancy.
Oregon v. Mitchell, discussed above, in addition to upholding the ban on
literacy tests, dealt with provisions of the Voting Rights Act Amendments of
1970 which prohibited denial of the vote to citizens who had reached the age
of 18. The Court, by a five to four vote in each case, upheld the statute as
applied to Federal elections but found it invalid as applied to State elections.
A majority of the Court thus ruled that Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment
did not empower Congress to find that a denial of the right to vote to 18 year
olds constituted a violation of the Equal Protection Clause. In a dissenting
opinion, joined by two other justices, Justice Brenan argued that Congress
could "undertake an investigation in order to determine whether, the factual
basis necessary to support a state legislative discrimination actually exists"
and, if it found not, "to remove the discrimination by appropriate means."
400 U.S. at 248. It would seem clear that Justice Brennan wes thinking in terms
of a factual determination by Congress as to whether discrimination existed, not
in terms of a legal determination of what forms of discrimination were prohibited
by the Equal Protection Clause. Furthermore, Justice Brennan reiterated, again
in a footnote, his previous statement that Section 5 "does not grant Congress
power Ito) enact 'statutes so as in effect to dilute equal protection and due
process decisions of this Court."' 400 U.S. at 249.
Hr. Galebach relies heavily upon the recent decision of the Supreme Court
in City of Rome v. United States, 100 S.Ct. 1548 (1980). At issue was the validity of a provision of the voting Rights Act of 1965 which prohibited changes
in the electoral structure of the city, without prior approval of the United
States Attorney General, when the purpose or effect of the change would deny
or abridge the right to vote on account of race or color. There was no evidence
that the purpose of the change was to deny or abridge voting rights but there
was evidence that such was the effect. The Court, assuming that the "selfexecuting" features of the Fifteenth Amendment would invalidate only purposeful
disori nation, nevertheless held that the prohibition based upon effect was
valid under Section 2 of the Fifteenth Amendment. (Section 2, like Section 5
of the Fourteenth Amendment, authorizes Congress to "enforce (the Amendment)
by appropriate legislation").
The majority opinion of the Court in Rome was meticulously framed to make
it clear that the statute did nothing more than implement the rights created
by Section I of the Fifteenth Amendment. There was no suggestion that Section 2
authorized Congress to create new rights or alter existing rights under the Fifteenth Amendment. The core of the decision was stated as follows:
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because electoral changes by jurisdictions vith a demostrable history of intentional racial discrifinatiof in
voting create the risk of purposeful discrimination, it
was proper to prohibit changes that have a discriminatory
impact. ... We find no reason, then, to disturb Congress
considered Judgmeut that banning electoral changes that
have a discriminatory Impact is an effective method of
preventing States from 'undo(ing) or defeatlinS] the
rights recently won by Negroes."' 100 S.Ct. at 1562.
It is thus cleat from oM that the Supreme Court has no intention of
straying from the principle that Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment grants
only implementing, remedial, powers to the legis!.ature, and was never intended
to confer upon Congress initiating powers to mks substantive changes in the
basic rights secured by the Fourteenth Amendment.
Sincerely,
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April 21, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
RndnM Minority ?iber
Subcarmttee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washbigton DC 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
It* question yOU posed requires an analysis of Katz " h v,
and in as ftuh as I clerked for the author of that opon at the tim
the ease was decided$ I dd, not feel at liberty to undertake that analysis.
I therefore mast decline your invitation and hope yoA understand r reluctance in doir so.
Sincerely,
CtMIqlen
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Senator Max Baucus
Rankinq Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucust
Thank you for your letter of April 13th, inviting me to submit
my assessment of whether Congress has the constitutional authority
under Section 5 of the 14th Amendment and other constitutional
provisions to enact Section 1 of 6.158, which defines human life and
personhood (for purposes of the 14th Amendment Due Process Clause)
E.
to exist frc conception. I have asked my colleague, Professor toRand
join
Rosenblatt, also a professor of Constitutional Law at Rutgers,
me in answering your question.
Professor Rosenblatt and I conclude that Congress does not have
As you
the constitutional authority to enact Section I of S.158.
'to
know, Section 5 of the 14th Amendment grants Congress the power
enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article,"
i.e. the other sections of the 14th Amendment. This grant of power
itself,
has been consistently understood by the courts, and by Congress by
to contain two types of limitations. First, the power granted 14th
Section 5 is the power to enforce the other provisions of the
Amendment, the meaning of w-Ic-Was been defined primarily byin the
While Congress does have an important role
federal courts.
violations,
creating new remedies for judicially-recoqnized constitutional
see Fulilove v. Klutznick, 100 S.Ct. 2758 (1980), South Carolina v.
Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 301 (I966), and in protecting the representative641
384 U.S.
nature of the political process, see Katzenbach v. Morgan,
(1966), it does not have the authoritytV0 enact a statute diminishing
or infringing a fundamental constitutional right recognized by the
recogfederal courts. Such an infringement of constitutional rights
nized under the 14th Amendment could hardly be called an enforcement"
of the 14th Amendment, and hence is not authorized by the enforcement
ruled in
clause of Section 5. For example, after the Supreme Court
Brown v. Board of ducation, 347 U.S. 483 (1954), that racially
did not
segregated public schools were inherently unequal, Congress that
racial
have the authority under the enforcement clause to declare the states
segregation did constitute equal treatment, or to authorize
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to establish racially segregated school systems.
Soe Katzenbach v.
o
n, 364 U.S. 641* 651 n.lO.
This type of limitation on congress'
Sc-ton 5 enforcement power is sometimes referred to as an internal"
limit because it rests on interpretation of the meaning of 'enforcement" within the context of the 14th Amendment itself. See L. Tribe,
American Constitutional Law (1978) at pp. 266-271.
A second type of limit on Congress' Section 5 enforcement power may
be termed an 'external* limit, because it rests on provisions of the
Constitution other than those of the 14th Amendment. For example,
Congress clearly has broad powers under Section 5 to enforce the 14th
Amendment's prohibition of racial discrimination. But despite these
broad enforcement powers, Congress could not constitutionally prohibit
speech that disparaged persons on racial grounds, except in very narrow
and extreme circumstances where such speech was designed to, and would
likely produce, imminent lawless action. The reason Congress could not
prohibit racist speech i that such expression, however distasteful,
is protected by the lot Amendment's prohibition of laws abridging the
freedom of speech.* In other words, Congressional action under the
Section 5 enforcement clause must respect the other provisions of the
Constitution, notably the Bill of Rights that is also designed to
protect fundamental individual rights. See L. Tribe, American Constitutional Law (1978) at p.272.
Section 1 of S.158 violates both the internal and external limits
on Congress' Section S enforcement powers. A Congressional declaration
that human life begins at conception, and that the term persons in the
14th Amendment's Due Process Clause includes all human life beginning
at conception, flatly contradicts three holdings of the United States
Supreme Court in Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973). First, the court
held that the teri -iprson
'-used in the 14th Amendment Odoes not
include the unborn.'
410 U.S. at 158. The Court reached this conclusion
by examining the way the term person" is used in the 14th Amendment and
other provisions of the Constitution, and by examining the historical
and contemporary treatment of abortion in state legislation.
It is
clear, both from the text of the Constitution, and from the numerous
exceptions and lesser punishment for abortion than for homicide in
typical state legislation (including exemption of the pregnant woman
from any liability at all), that pre-natal life has not been considered
part of the concept of legal personhood embodied in the 14th Amendment
or elsewhere in American law. See 410 U.S. at 157-58, 138-41.
Second, the Supreme Court held in Roe that various provisions of
the Constitution embody a fundamental rlj1Wt to personal privacy, and
that this right "is broad enough to encompass a woman's decision
whether or not to terminate her pregnancy.' 410 U.S. at 153.
The
sources of this right can be found in the concept of personal liberty
embodied in the Due Process Clause of the 14th Amendment, and in other
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sections of the Constitution, such as the 9th Amendmoent's reservation
of rights to the people, and in the 1St, 4th and 5th Amendments. See
410 U.S. at 152-53. In recognizing the fundamental nature of the
woman's right to decide whether to terminate her pregnancy, the Court
noted the profound consequences of coerced childbirth for a woman's
health and life. See 410 U.S. at 153. The Court also noted that a
declaration that the fetus is a *person" within the meaning of the 14th
Amendment would demolish women's fundamental right to choose. See 410
U.S. at 156-57. By declaring the term *person" to include all life
beginning at conception, Section I of 8.158 thus flatly contradicts
these two holdings of Roe v. Wade, and cannot under any plausible
view of the enforcement clause be considered an enforcementt* of
judicially-recognized rights.
The Supreme Court's Roe opinion also addressed the question of
when, aside from the issui- f legal personhood, human life begins.
The Court noted the lack of consensus on this question among the major
religions, philosophies, and scientific disciplines, and stated that
Nwe need not resolved this difficult issue. See 410 U.S. at 159-62.
However, the Court did resolve a related question by holding that
given the great div-rity of views about when human life begins, the
states could not adopt "one theory of life' (i.e. that human life
begins at conception), and thereby "override the rights of the pregnant
410 U.S. at 162.
Section 1 of S.158 flatly
woman that are at stake.'
contradicts this holding, and therefore is not authorized by the
enforcement clause embodied in Section 5.
In addition to violating the internal limits of the enforcement
power, Secticn 1 of S.158 also transgresses the external limits by
violating other provisions of the Constitution. As noted above, the
pregnant woman's fundamental right of privacy against state-coerced
childbirth is rooted not only in the 14th Amendent's concept of
liberty, but also in 9th Amendment's reservation of rights to the
people, the 5th Amendment's concept of liberty, and other sources of
associational privacy embodied in the 1st and 4th Amendments. See 410
U.S. at 152-53: see also 410 U.S. at 209-18 (Douglas, J., concurring).
By demolishing this fundamental right, Section 1 of £.158 violates
these provisions as well. Such violations are not, and cannot be,
authorized by the enforcement clause of Section 5.
When introducing S.158, Senator Helms had printed in the Conressional Record an article by Stephen H. Galebach attemptingEW
Justify enactment of S.158 under the Section 5 enforcement power.
The crux of Mr. Galebach's argument is that the Supreme Court has
often described Congress' Section 5 enforcement power (and its analogous
enforcement power under Section 2 of the 15th Amendment) in broad terms.
Almost all of the cases Mr. Calebach relies on, however, concern
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Congressional action under the voting Rights Act. The distinctive
features of the voting context aret (1) that the Courts have repeatedly
recognized the existence of voting discrimination on racial and ethnic
grounds in violation of the 14th and 15th Amendments; and (2) that
Congressional remedies for such violations, with few exceptions, do
not affect other individual rights protected by the Constitution. On
the contrary, almost all the voting rights cases involve Congressional
prohibition of devices such as literacy tests and el!toral districting
that have been, and often continue to be, used with discriminatory
purpose or effect. It can hardly be argued that state and local governments have a *constitutional right' to exclude minorities from voting,
or to dilute their influence in the political process through redistricting and other structural devices. In this context, it is
understandable why the Supreme Court has defined Congress' enforcement
powers in broad terms.
Section I of 8.158 raises very different issues from Voting Rights
Act cases such as Katzenbach v. Morgan, supra, or City of Rome v. United
in tose cases, there were no counterStates, 100 S.Ct. 1548 (190).
vailing individual rights raised as limits to Congress' enforcement
power. In the abortion context, the countervailing individual right
-is a fundamental one, explicitly recognized by the United States
;upreme Court as superior to the very arguments now embodied in S.158.
Nothing in the voting cases cited by Mr. Galebach supports the
proposition that Congress can Oenforce' the 14th Amendment by destroying
one of the fundamental individual rights recognized under it.
The only recent example of a possible conflict between Congress'
Section 5 enforcement power and individual constitutional rights is
the "minority set-aside' included in the 1977 and 1978 Public Works
Acts, and.upheld by the Supreme Court in Fullilove v. Klutznick, 100
S.Ct. 2758 (1980). Iftrequiring that 10 percent of the unds spent
under the Act be allocated, where feasible, to "minority business enterprises,' Congress was attempting to overcome the effects of long-standing
economic discrimination against minorities, particularly in the construction
industry. At the same time, the minority set-aside did impinge to some
extent on the constitutional right of white sub-contractors to have their
In the
bids for government contracts considered without regard to race.
light of this impact, the Supreme Court carefully examined the minority
set-aside to ensure that it was "narrowly tailored to remedy the
Ite Court concluded
effects of prior discrimination. 100 S.Ct. at 2776.
that the use of race-conscious remedies was an established and necessary
part of overcoming prior discrimination, and that the particular means
chosen by Congr:ess in this instance imposed only an 'incidental' and
Relatively light" burden on nonminority firms, many of whom, the
Court noted, may have reaped competitive benefits from the long-standing
100 S.Ct. at 2777-78.
..-,xclusion of minority businesses.
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In terms of consequences for individual constitutional rights,
the contrast between the minority set-aside and 8.150 is striking.
In the first instance, Congress acted against a background of factual
consensus regarding the exclusion of minority firms from government
contracting, and provided a remedy distinctly limited to a small portion
of one government program. In contrast, section I of 8.15, adopts *one
theory of life" in the face of profound disagreements characteristic of
traditional American religious and philosophical pluralism, and broadly
sweeps away a fundamental individual right under the Constitution. The
burden imposed by the bill on women is not, in the language of Pullilove,
"light," nor is it "incidental' to some other, legitimate governmental,
goal. Nothing in Fullilove authorizes such consequences.
Por the above reasons, we conclude that Congress does not have
the authority under Section 5 of the 14th Amendment, or under other
On the
provisions of the Constitution, to enact Section 1 of $.15.
contrary, enactment of this bill would impose a severe crisis on the
nation's constitutional structure. We urge you and your colleagues
in the Senate to oppose its enactment.
We would appreciate it if you would include this letter in the
record of the Subcommittee's hearings. We would be glad to supply
additional information or testimony if needed.
Sincerely,

Ann z. Freedman
Associate Professor of Law

Rand g. Rosenblatt
Associate Professor of Law
ASV/RZR: lec
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The Honorable Max caucus

Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator laucus,
You were good enough to invite my views on the authority of Congress
to enact Section 1 of S. 158. As you know, I have joined a number of
other scholars in Constitutional Law in a brief statement expressing the
opinion that Section 1 is beyond the power of Congress.
That statement might serve as a response to your invitation, but
since the question relates to the power of Congress under Section 5 of
the Fourteenth Amendment to define the rights protected under that Amendment, and since a decade ago I argued that Congress did possess the power
to extend the franchise to 18-year-olds by way of enforcing the equalprotection guarantee, a fuller statement of my position may be appropriate.
In the case of the 18-year-old vote, only four Justices ultimately
agreed that Congress had the requisite authority under Section 5 of the
Fourteenth Amendment. The majority explained an earlier decision, giving
broader scope to Congress to prescribe substantive classifications, as
resting on the fact that it had involved a racial classification, as to
which the authority of Congress, on historical grounds, was exceptionally
broad. See Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112 (1970), distinguishing
Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.S. 641 (1966).
The Oregon decision might suffice to reject Section 1 of S. 158,
which attempts to overcome the decision in Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973),
by re-defining "person" and "life" in the guarantee that no State shall
deprive any person of life, liberty or property without due process of law.
My position, however, does not rest on accepting the majority view in the
Oregon case. In my judgment Section 1 of S. 158 is ineffectual even if
one adheres to the more expansive view of Congress' authority taken by
the minority of four Justices. A comparison of what was attempted in the
Oregon case with what is attempted in the present bill will underscore the
weakness of S. 158.
In the Oregon case Congress in effect found that 18-year-olds were
no less politically informed and intelligent than 21-year-olds for purposes of voting - a judgment that members of Congress were peculiarly
qualified by experience and observation to make. Moreover, there had
been no Supreme Court decision to the contrary. In the case of abortion,
the present effort is to redefine constitutional ters, amd to do so in
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way that would abrogate rights declared by the Supreme Court to derive
from the liberty guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment itself.

The decision in Roe v. Wade, whether one agrees with it or not,
necessarily involved a unique relationship, the liberty end autonomy of
the mother and the claims on behalf of the unborn foetus. How these
opposing claims are to be resolved does not turn on scientific or popular definitions of life, but on a weighing of the interests to be protected. This was the Court's position, stated concisely: "We need not
resolve the difficult question of when life begins." 410 U.S. at 159.
The implications of a legislative power to overturn Supreme Court
decisions by re-defining constitutional terms are far-reaching indeed.
Suppose, for example, that in the 1920s, after the Court decided that
minimum-vage les were a deprivation of liberty of contract, Congress
by law declared that the liberty of the Fourteenth Anendment did not
include freedom to enter into sub-standard wage agreements. Many would
have welcomed the purpose but would not have essayed to propose it as
a way of overcoming the decisions. Or suppose that in the 1940s, after
the Court had overruled those decisions and upheld minimum-wage laws,
Congress had enacted that the liberty of the Fourteenth Amendment did
include the right to make wage agreements without restrictions. Would
the most ardent advocates of the free market have espoused this as a
way of restoring the constitutional doctrine of the 1920s?
The implications for our constitutional system far transcend in
importance the issues in the abortion controversy. Constitutional change
can occur, and often has occurred, through re-subaission of an issue to
the Court. The Court, as Justice Brandeis said, has frequently bowed to
the lessons of experience and the force of better reasoning. On other
occasions the route of constitutional amendment has been taken to supersede deeply unacceptable decisions. But always, and wisely, Congress has
avoided the oblique obliteration of adjudicated constitutional rights by
ordinary legislation.
With all good wishes,

Paul Freund
PF: pm
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Senator Max Baucus
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20515
Dear Senator Baucust
We have both received your request for comments on the
constitutionality of S. 158. Since our views on both sections of
the bill are very similar, we are responding jointly.
Section 1 declares that fetuses are human beings from the
moment of conception.
In our view, this goes beyond the power
granted to Congress by Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment.
This provision of the bill
is an attempt to override the
Supreme Court's holding, in Roe v. Wade, that fetuses are not
persons for Fourteenth Amen mdm-en purposes. Such a substantive
departure from the Court's interpretation of the Amendment rests
on the theory that Section 5 of the Amendment grants an
"interpretive" power to Congress, a theory that is doubtful at
best under the case law.. As the "Galebach memorandum*
recognizes, Oregon v. Mitchell left the very existence of any
such interpretive
serious er in
question. But contrary to
what that memorandum asserts, neither Fullilove v. Klutznick nor
City of Rome v. United States did anything to resolve that doubt.
S7
e-se ecSio'ns were based. upon Congress' power to
provide remedies beyond those independently exercised by the
courts against Judicially recognized constitutional wrongs -- in
Fullilove, against racial discrimination in the award of public
contracts: In City of Rome, against racially discriminatory
electoral gerrymand-erng.
But, even under the broadest reading of Katzenbach v.
Morgan, Congress' interpretive power can not sustain SeiTon 1 of
37M
" The Court in both Katzenbach v. Morgan and Oregon v;
Mitchell expressly denied the existence of congressional po~ir to
ME MIME on Judicially declared Fourteenth Amendment rights under
the guise of "enforcing" those rights.
Section 1 of the bill
would undermine the constitutonal riqht of women to free choice
in procreational decisons, as established in Roe v. Wade.
We believe that Congress can properly substitute its own
reasonable and good faith reading of the Fourteenth Amendment for
that of the Court so long as that reading does not undermine
Judicially declareaW- £iU
hTYr
ts.Y Thisiiltation
Is
essential'ifthe role of the court ak a relatively detached
guardian of constitutional liberty, free from the pressures of
constituency politics, is to be preserved.
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If Roe v. Wade can be effectively overruled by congressional
erection-1
t-e values held by its many opponents to the status
of constitutional rights, none of the Court's sometimes unpopular
decisions protecting minorities will be pafe from similar
legislative reversal. Any such result would be a serious
departure from a constitutional order that has its roots in
Marbury v. Madison.
Finally, Section 1 is seriously misleading in its
declaration that "scientific evidence" supports the status of the
fetus as a human being. The question of the full humanity of the
fetus is not a scientific matter at all. It does not turn on the
facts of embryology. It is rather an ultimate philosophical or
religious question, as to which the Supreme Court has ruled that
neither itself nor the state legislatures nor Congress can impose
an authoritative answer.
We are confident that your committee
will not be misled into thinking that enactment of S. 158 can be
justified on the basis that it merely substitutes Congress's
factual judgment for that of the Court.
Section 2 of the bill deprives lower federal courts of
jursidiction over actions challenging the constitutionality of
state anti-abortion legislation. It is evident on the face of
section 2, and from the context of the entire bill, that the
provision is designed to curtail the enforcement of federal
judicial decisions applying the Fourteenth Amendment to state
anti-abortion legislation. Under these circumstances, we believe
that section 2 is not a legitimate exercise of Congress' Article
III authority to regulate the jurisdiction of federal courts.
Article III, section 1 grants Congress broad discretion to
establish inferior federal courts and to define the scope of
their jurisdiction. But even if Congress need not grant federal
courts any jurisdiction to hear constitutional claims, Congres
may not restrict federal jurisdiction for the purpose of imeding
I enforcement oT3
7dicial
interpretat-nsoC-th Costion.
Every constitutional grant of power to the Congress is
limited to the purposes for which it was made.
This self-evident
principle was made explicit by Chief Justice Marshall in
McCulloch v. Maryland. After establishing the breadth of the
Congress'
wowers, Marshall cautioned
ES~hould Congresi, under the pretext of executing its
powers, pass laws for the accomplishment of objects not
entrusted to the government, it would become the painful
duty of this tribunal, should a case requiring such a
decision come before it, to say that such an act was not the
law of he land.
Although the Supreme Court has struck down various laws on
the ground of "pretext," it has hesitated to strike down others.
Its hesitation has not, however, reflected doubts about
Marshall's underlying premise -- that congressional powers may
only be, exercised for the purposes for which they were delegated.
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S•Rather, it is based on the difficulties and improprieties
attending judicial inquiry into legislative motivation necessary
to determine whether the exercise of power was a "pretext." This
was the basis of Bx parts McCardle, 74 U.S. (7 Wall.) 506 (1869),
in whic; the Court-auiiiescerinT
-ngress'
restriction of the
Court'i-ap-pellate jurisdiction in certain habeas corpus actions.
Chief Justice Chase wrote. "We are not at liberty to inquire into
the motives of the legislature. We can only examine into its
power under the Constitutiony and the power to make exceptions to
the appellate jurisdiction of this court is given by express
words."
However appropriate judicial reluctance to inquire into
Congress' motives may be, it provides no warrant for Congress
refusing to inquire into its own motives in enacting a law.
Indeed, the very fact that the-T diciary is inhibited from
inquiring whether a jurisdictional statute is a pretext for
pursuing objectives not entrusted to Congress, imposes a special
burden on Congress to monitor the constitutionality of its own
7!action. -See Brest, The Conscientious Legislator's Guide to
Constitutional Interpretation, 27 Stan. L. Rev. 585 (1975).
The purpose of section 1 of Article III is to grant Congress
tha power to determine the need for inferior federal courts and
Sthe general scope of their jurisdiction. Neither the language of
Article III, nor anything in the history surrounding its
ad-option, suggests that it was designed to give Congress the
power to impede the enforcement of judicial interpretations of
the Constitution.
The belief that the Supreme Court has ultimate authority to
interpret the Constitution, however deeply ingrained in our
history and tradition, is of course not incontrovertible. But
even were Congress to determine that in some or all circumstances
it has the ultimate authority to interpret the Constitution, we
believe that to use a regulation of jurisdiction as a pretext for
a...t.
-ts substantive disagreement with the Court's
cdhstitutional interpretations would be an abuse of the power
delegated by Article III.

Sincerely,

Thomas C. Grey

Professor of Law

Paul Brest

Professor of Law
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Dear Senator Baucus,
I have your invitation to comment on S.158. Having recently responded to a similar invitation to comment on a
similar Bill (H.R. 900), please allow me to quote from my
previous response :
"In my view, the proposed declaration would
not be effective to achieve its apparent design:
if adopted, a state abortion statute would face
essentially the same constitutional obstacles as
if Congress had not spoken.
In Roe v. Wade the Supreme Court held that
a state cannot interfere with a woman's right
to have an abortion except at certain limited
times and in certain lintited circumstances.
That determination by the Court in effect held
that the woman's liberty outweighed any rights
the foetus may have, or any interest the state
may have in protecting the foetus. Congress,
authorized to carry out the provisions of the
Fourteenth Amendment, cannot deprive the woman
of rights which she has under the Amendment by
setting up new countervailing rights under it
in the guise of interpreting the Amendment.
I add that if Congress could impose this definition of "person" on the states, the consequences
might be far-reaching and baneful in other respects.
For example, it might result in states having to
treat every accidental miscarriage as a form of
homicide as well as a tort. It might give the foetus a "right to be born" with claims against parents,
doctors, the state, strangers, who might interfere
with it. It might vest property interests in every
foetus, which the parents, others and the state itself could not modify.
Congress should not enact H.R. 900."
Thank you for inviting this expression of my views.
Sincerely,
Louis Henkin
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April 3,1981

Dear Rep. Edwards,
I have your invitation to comment on the constitutionality of H.R. 900, the "Human Life Statute." In my view, the
proposed declaration would not be effective to achieve its apparent designs if adopted, a state abortion statute would face
essentially the same constitutional obstacles as if Congress
I
had not spoken.
In Roe v. Wade the Supreme Court held that a state cannot interfem with a woman's right to have an abortion except
at certain limited times and in certain limited circumstances.
That determination by the court in effect held that the woman's
liberty outweighed any rights the foetus may have, or any interest the state may have in protecting the foetus. Congress,
authorized to carry out the provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment, cannot deprive the woman of rights which she has under
the Amendment by setting up new countervailing rights under it
in the guise of interpreting the Amendment.
I add that if Congress could impose this definition of
person" on the states, the consequences might be far-reaching
For example, it might result
and baneful in other respects.
in states having to treat every accidental miscarriage as a form
of homicide as well as a tort. It might give the foetus a "right
to be born" with claims against parents, doctors, the state,
It'might vest property
strangers, who might interfere with it.
interests in every foetus, which the parents, others and the
state itself could not modify.
Congress should not enact H.R. 900.
Sincerely,

Louis Henkin
Rep. Don Edwards
Congress of the United States
Committee on the Judiciary
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515
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June 22, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Re:

S. 158

Dear Senator Baucus:
I am writing in response to your inquiry concerning
the constitutionality of S. 158. As a law school teacher of
federal jurisdiction and constitutional advocacy, I have
considered the question and am of the opinion that both
sections of S. 158 are unconstitutional.
The first section of S. 158 is unconstitutional
because it seeks to do by legislative action what can only be
done by constitutional amendment: change the meaning of the
due process clause of the fourteenth amendment. Roe v. Wade,
410 U.S. 113 (1973) held that the concept of person in the
fourteenth amendment does not include a fetus. This is a
matter of legal definition, not a question of fact to be
addressed by Congress. The founding fathers established a
procedure for amending the Constitution precisely because
they wished to prevent a simple majority of legislators from
changing the meaning of the Constitution whenever they chose.
If Congress could change the meaning of the Constitution by
majority vote, why have a written constitution?
Cases such as Katzenbach v. Morgan# 384 U.S. 641
(1966) and City of Rome v. United States, 446 U.S. 156 (1980),
which construe the power of Congress to enforce the Civil War
Amendments, provide no authority for S. 158. The power to
enforce is entirely separate from the power to define.
Exercising the power to enforce does not curtail any constitutional rights. Attempting to redefine constitutional rights,
as S. 158 would do, directly restricts the constitutional right
of women recognized in Roe v. Wade.
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Section 2 of S. 158 is similarly faulty.

6/22/81

It would

violate equal protection because it would close the door of

federal trial courts only to women seeking to exercise their
fundamental right to decide whether to end their pregnancy.
Although there is scholarly disagreement about the matter,
we can concede for purposes of this discussion that Congress
has the power to make "exceptions" to the jurisdiction of the
District Courts. Congress is bound by the fifth amendment,
however, and cannot make any exceptions that violate the equal
protection concept that the fifth amendment contains. Section 2
of S. 158 violates equal protection because it trenches solely
on the fundamental right to make decisions about whether to
bear children but is not supported by any compelling government
interest. Even if the right is not deemed fundamental, the
restriction must fall because it is not rationally supported
by any legitimate governmental interest. The only plausible
reason for the restriction is to limit the ability of women to
exercise their right, and that reason is no more legitimate than
an outright prohibition on abortions. Unlike limitations on
third trimester abortions, or limits on the purposes for which
federal funds may be spent,,.this withdrawal of federal jurisdiction does not'plausibly serve any other governmental interests.
If this restriction were permissible, Congress could just as
well exclude from federal court blacks who seek relief from
segregated schools, but permit whites access in "reverse discrimination" cases, or could bar from federal court persons challenging voter residency requirements but permit federal
declaratory actions by states seeking to uphold their laws.
in each example, the only plausible purpose of barring access to
federal courts is to control the outcome of the case, and that
is beyond the power of Congress to do.
If I can be of any further assistance to you in considering S. 158, please don't hesitate to contact me.
Very truly yours,

onathan M. Hm
associate Professor of Law
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201-797-8883
Nay 11, 1981

The Honorable Max Bancus
United -States Senate

Washington, D.C.

20510

Dear Senator Baucus:
I am a third year student at the Yale Law School. I have
been doing independent research for Professor Paul Gewirtz on
the constitutionality of 8.158. After receipt of your letter
dated April 13, 1981, he suggested I coummicate to you the
results of my efforts. I concluded that 8.158 is uncostitutional.
I should note that my research was conducted with an open
-mnd. Moreover, to insure the correctness of my determination,
-1resolved all ambiguities In a manner most favorable to 8.158.
Aware of the constraints of the Congressional setting, I
-have kept my paper short and readable avoiding the lawyer's
Inclination to unnecessarily complicate matters and include
too many citations.
I hope you find my analysis useful. Please do not hesitate
to call or write me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

6 'e'n Arlen- Rohl
Yale Law School
Class of '81
Race
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THE CONSTITUTIONAL STATUS OF S.158

Glen Arlen Kohl
Yale Law School
* Class of '81
May 8, 1981
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INTRODUCTION

In Roe v. Wade 410 U.S. 113 (1973), the Supreme Court struck down
a Texas law forbidding a woman to have an abortion unless her life was
in danger. The Court held that the constitutional right to privacy
included the right to choose to terminate one's pregnancy during
the first trimester. 410 U.S. at 153. Since Roe v. Wade, abortion
foes have proposed many schemes for circumventing the Supreme Court and
outlawing abortion.

One method suggested is to have Congress enact the

following statute, S.158,

authored by Senator Jesse Helm and Represen-

tative Henry Hyde.
"SECTION 1. The Congress finds that present day
scientific evidence indicates a significant likelihood
that actual human life exists from conception.
"The Congress further finds that the fourteenth
amendment to the Constitution of the United States was
intended to protect all human beings.[13
"Upon the basis of these findings, and in the exercise
of the powers of Congress, including its power under section
5 of the fourteenth amendment to the Constitution of the
United States, the Congress hereby declares that for the
purpose of enforcing the obligation of the States under the
fourteenth amendment not to deprive persons of life without
due process of law, human life shall be deemed to exist
from conception, without regard to race, sex, age, health,
defect, or condition of dependency; and for this purpose
'person' shall include all human life as defined herein.
This paper examines whether the law would pass constitutional muster
and reaches the conclusion that it would not.

1

Section 1. All persons born or naturalized in the United States, and
States
subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United
or enforce any
and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make
of the
law which shall abridge the privileges or imunitiesof citizensliberty,
United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life,
or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within
its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws-.,..
Section 5. The Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate
onst. amend, XIV
legislation, the provisions of this article.
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It* CONSTITUTIONALITY OF THE STATUTE
Roe v. Wade held that

the word "person", as used In the Four-

410 U.S. at 158.

teenth Amendment does not Include the unborn.
declares person does include fetuses.

8.158

By enacting S.158,

attempts to overrule the Supreme Court's interpretatio6

Congress

of the Constitution.

But, as the analysis below reveals, this action

Is an unconstitutional encroachment on the Supreme Court's turf, in
violation of the separation of powers doctrine first announced in
aryEX v. Madion, 1 Cranch 137 (1803).
In M.u,

John Marshall declared:

"It

is emphatically the

province and duty of the judicial department to say what the law is."
1d. at 177.

The Supreme Court discussed Marbury in the school desegre-

gtion case of Cooper v. Aaron, 358 U.S. 1 (1958)1
[Karbury v. Madison) declared that the basic principle
that the federal Judiciary is Supreme in the exposition
of the law of the Constitution, and that principle has
ever since been respected by this Court and this Country
as a permanent and Indispensable feature of our constitutional system. It follow that the interpretation
of the Fourteenth Amendment enunciated by this Court
in thpbrow

Iv. Board of Education, 347 U.S. 483 (1954))

case is the Supreme Law of the land."

Id. at 18.

The Inescapable conclusion then, of Marbury and Cooper is that the
Supreme Court's definition of person reigns supreme and S.158

is uncon-

stitutiona1L
Allowing Congress to reinterpret the Fourteenth Amendment under its
15 powers at the expense of pregnant women's privacy rights would render
!srburl

a dead letters fatally injuring our constitutional system as

we know it.

87-999 0 - 82 - 6?
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"Congress is subject to none of the institutional
restraints imposed on judicial decisionaaking,
it is controlled only by the political process.

In Article V, the Framers expressed the view that
the political restraints on Congress alone yere an
insufficient control over the process of constitution
making. The concurrence of two-thirds of each House
and of three-foi.rth of the States was needed for the

political check to be adequate.

To allow a simple

majority of Congress to have final say on sitters
P2 constitutional interpretation is therefore
fundamentally out of keeping with the constitutional
structure." Oregon v. Mitchell 400 U.S. 112, 205
(1970) (Harlan, J. concurring and dissenting).
The potential ramifications of a successful circumvention of the amendmest process are frightening.

Congress would be able to determine that

"person" did not include Puerto Rican. or American Indians, thereby
denying whole classes of people their constitutional rights.

Congress

could conceivably conduct an investigation Into the psychological effects

of segregation, similar to the one being conducted in support of S.158.
Then, by declaring it had evidence that separate was equal, Congress would
overrule Brow

v. Board of Education of Topeka 347 U.S. 483 (1954).

Helms and Hyde should be reminded that their Interpretation of Congress' 5
If the

powers w.uld permit liberal as well as conservative amendments.

Equal lights Amendment advocates had employed the same tactics now being
employed by the supporters of 9.158,

it would have been a safe bet that the

two legislators would have been making all kinds of speeches about the
sanctity of the judiciary's right to interpret the Constitution.
to light of S48's

patent unconstitutionality, it is legitimate to

question the motives of uelms and Hyde. Harvard Law Professors John Ely and
Laurence Tribe feel the legislators are pushing the bill only "to score points
with the pro-life constituency at the expense of the courts."
"Let There Be Life" New York Times, A17 (March 17, 1981).

L. Tribe and J. Ely

Vet, In a sense,
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the Court brought this kind of assault upon Itself

to Katteabach

To. .. rg 384 U.S. 641 (1966), and several cases thereafter,

the Court

he indicated that Congress has limited authority, under Its 15 enforcesmA powers to investigate, prohLbit, and rewdy discrimination that
It alone determines to be Is violation of the Fourteenth Amendment.

By

permitting Congress to Independently declare that certain conduct constitutes a violation of Fourteenth Amendment, the Courts are, in effect,
allowing Congress to independently interpret the Constitution- The
KFAtIsebach v. Motan doctrine has received much criticism. The major
complaint, not surpr iingly, is Its apparent Inconsistency with MarbutZ.
Zn any event, the Court should have realized, as Justice Harlan's dissent
that Congress would attempt to force civil rights3
It created Ln arbury.
threatening legislation through the apparent loophole

An Nrtan warned,

For the purposes of determining whether S.158 is unconstitutional, however,
It Is unnecessary to enter the debate over the validity of Catienbach v.P
Mona and Its progeny.

The analysis below reveals that even assuming the

loopboie is valid, 8.158 does not meet the criteria for passing through
It and therefore remains unconstitutional.

titon v. Mtchel , 400 U.S. 112 (1970) and Fullilove v. KlutznLck,
100 S. Ct. 2758 (1980).
3
Now comentators feel Mor!a does not Infringe on ?hIXyXj.s4.son
U
and that Congress can o~yjiie its §5 powers withIn the ConL,
. Madison. See Cox, "The Role of Congress In Constitutional
Marbunr
Adjudication", 40 U. C..L. Rev. 199, 247-261 (1970). Thus, since S.158
would render it unconstitutional.
*verulne Roe v. Wade, ar'a
as a loophole siplified analysis and
T aonstrul
Nvertheless,
reolves this abiguity In favor of 9.158.
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tn KttAnbach

v,

ort,

the Suprem Court upheld 14(e) Of the

Voting Rights Act of 1965 Which excused 1itiuen who had completed
at Least the sixth grada in en accredited Puerto Rican school from New
which Justice
Yorke Literacy requirement. Oe of the tWo theories upon

WAS that
rmnnn, author of the majority opinion, based the dScAlon
enforce the
Congress could enat "appropriate legielation" onder it to
Fourteenth Amndat Without a judi ial detm atIon of a constitutIoR&I
only be
384 U.S. at 648. Under thii theory, the Court need
VIolAti0o.
able to perceive a basis upon which Congresa could have determnod that
clause.
New lokil literacy requirement violated the equal protection
4arland,
I
. at 653. The Court adopted the deferential HMCullochY.
whether the
4 wheat. U6, 421 (1819) rationality test, fot determinin
legislation Is "appropriate."
within the scope
Let the end be leittimato, let it be
of the constitution, end all means which are appropriate,
aT not
which are plainly adapted to that end, which spirit
of
and
letter
the
with
consist
but
prohibited.
the constitution, are contitutional. IA. at 650.
to (1)
Put siply, the Court declared that 15 authotized Congress
14th Amondment
conduct independent factual Investigations into suspected
and (3) enact
violation, (2) determine whether a violation had occurred,
Court held that it was
appropriate reoel" legislation. Aicordingly, the
York's literacy
voeceesy to make its own determination whether ev
4The other theory was that Congress enacted 14(c) merely s remdial
legislation to insure the Puerto Ricm community noodisriminatory
and the distritreatment in the imposition of voter qualifications
52.
at
U.S.
364
bution of governmental services.
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requirement was unconstitutionsl.

The Court also held that its

decision in LWasiter v. North Hasgtos Election board 360 U.s. 45
(1959) sustaining North Carolina's literacy requirement Was innapposite.
Id. at 649.
The next ecse in which the issue of this power arose was Or.on v,
Ntchll.

OrEaon Involved a partially successful challenge to the

Voting Rights Amendments of 1970 which provided, Lnter sliam
voting age for all elections be lowered to 18.

that the

The Court was so divided,

however, that the case offers little guidance in defining the scope of
Congress' section 5 powers. $ Indeed, Professor Tribe described the decision
"totally incomprohensible".
"s

L. Tribe, American Constitutional La ,

p. 267 (1978).

Any doubts that Oregon might have raised about the validity of
)brzan were recently put to rest In Fullilove v. Klutznick, supra.
Full love involved a challenge to the "minority business enterprise
provision" (ME)

of the Public Works Employment Act of 1977.

That

provision provides that at least 102 of all federal funds granted for
local projects be used to enlist the services ot supplies of minority
owned businesses.

By a 6-3 vote, the Court rejected the argument that

)ME violated either the Equal Protection Clause or the equal protection
component of the Due Process clause of the Fifth Aendment.

The Court

reaffirmed Morgan's statement of the scope of Congress' 15 powers.

5

Your Justices held the amendment constitutional. Four of the Justices
held It unconstitutional. Only one Justice took the position that
ultimately became the Court's holding Congress could lover the
voting age In federal but not state elections.
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Applying the "perceive a basis" test, the sjority held that
Congress "had abundant evidence from which*it could conclude that
minority businesses have been denied effective participation In public
contracting opportunities" and that "traditional

*..

practices

could perpetuate the effects of prior discrimination."

...

Id.at 2774,

2775.
In his concurrence, Justice Poeell restated the

Kuhn. doctrine:

Congress has authority to identify unlawful discriminatory practices, to prohibit those practices, and to
prescribe remedies to eradicate their continuing effects.
Rd. at 2787 (Powell concurring).
Although not immediately apparent, Mrgan and Fullilove establish
a loophole In 14arbury.

In allowing Congress to make Independent consti-

tutional determinations, the Supreme Court acknowledged the existence
of at least limited Congressional power under 5 to interpret the substantive provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment.

As 8.158

indicates,

Helmet and Hyde believe that It is under this More interpretative power
lophole that Congress can enact S.158.

But the two men are mistaken

If they believe that the Supreme Court In Morgan acknowledged a Congressional
power to overrule Its decisions.

Avre of the dangers of unfettered

Congressional power of Constitutional interpretation, the Court in Morgan
severely limited Congress' access to the loophole Just created:
Contrary to the suggestion of the dissent, Pont
p. 608, 95 does not grant Congress power to exercise discretion In the other direction and to
enact "statutes so as in effect to dilute equal
protection and due process decisions of this
Court." We emphasise that Congress' power under
15 Is limited to adopting measures to enforce
the guarantees of the Amendment; 15 grants Congress
no power to restrict, abrogate or dilute these
guarantees. Thus, for example, an enactment
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authorizing the states to establish racially
segregated systems would not be - as required
by 15 - a measure "to enforce" the Equal
Protection Clause, since that clause by its
own force prohibits such state Laws. Moran,
swra at 651, 652 n. 10.
This limitation, in effect, forbids Congress from using its 15
enforcement powers to violate those right

that the Supreme Court has

previously declared to be protected by the Fourteenth Amendments

Thus,

because the Supreme Court in Roe v. Wade found that the Fourteenth (as
well as other) Amendments protected the right to an abortion, S.158 is
uncostitutional.

410 U.S. at 152-156 and 169 (Stewarto J. concurring).

The clear purpose of the bill is to restrict and dilute, if not abrogate,
a womn's protected right to have an abortion.

This is exactly the kind

of statute that the Supreme Court excluded from the Morgan loophole.
-

-Conress, therefore, like the States cannot, "by adopting one theory of
life,

...

override the rights of pregnant women that are at stake."

410

U.S. at 162.

That the rights of a fetus would be increased by S.158 is

irrelevant.

Access to the loophole is barred if Congress' action would

dilute a Fourteenth Amendment right, regardless of any concomitant increse in other rights.

Otherwise, the limitation on the loophole would

be maningless and the Morean doctrine would swallow Matbury v. Madison.
For example, Congress would have the power under 15 to enact a bill
(call it 8.159) autborizing the states to establish segregated schools,
.swra.
It would merely have to
overruling Brown v. Board of Education,
declare that it has determined that the Fourteenth Amendment's
right of Liberty included the right to attend public schools only with
embers of one's own race.

It is clear, however, that 8.159 is unconsti-
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tutional

otwltbtaUdng that Its restriction on rights is accompanied

by an Increase tn other rights.
Is so different them 8.159.

Yet. constitutionally speaking, 5.158

Only at the expense of the Fourteenth

Amendosnt right to choose an abortion is Congress creating previously
oeidetent rights for fetuses.

It is the presence of this diluting

effect In both 3458 and 5.159 that renders both bll@
usble to pass through the Mortan loophole.

Zit.
5458

CONCLUSION

is the result of strong anti-abortion attitudes present

In this Country today.

Unfortunately, the supporters of S.158

adopted a " in at all costs" attitude.
the AmericAn constitutional system s
to endanger the civil ritsht

heve

They are willing to sacrifice
e know It.

They are willing

that thousands have fought and died for.

Fortunately, there are many others more Loyal to the system of governent our FoundIng Fathers established 200 years ago vho will prevent
5.158 from becoming- le.

Consequently, the abortion foes should avoid

this 'uMcAssaNy Contitutional crisis and concentrate their efforts on
•achleving their ends legitimately - by constitution

amendment.
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1220 East West Highway
Apartment #1706
Silver Spring, Maryland

20910

(202) 452-6378

May 15, 1981

Senator Max Baue.hus
U.S. Senate Committee on Judiciary
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
Russell Senate Office Building
Room 8
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Bauchusi
Enclosed is an article concerning the proposed
interest
human-life statute. I hope that this may be of some
during next week's hearings..
Very truly yours,

Charles E.M. Kolb
Enclosure

CEM2K/pl •
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The Proposed Hugan-Lifo Statute,

Abortion As Murder?

by Charles E.M. Kolb

"We now proceed to explain the
nature of 'personal identity', which
has become so great a question in
philosophy, especially of late years
in 'England', where all the abstruser
sciences are study'd with-a peculiar
ardour and application."
David Hume, A Treatise of Human Nature
I, iv, vi
When does a person begin?

When does a person cease?

It is probably safe to conclude that we ar:e currently no nearer
to answering these questions now than people were almost 240
years ago when David Hume's Treatise of Human Nature Ofelle
as he expressed it with unintended irony, "dead-born from the
Press."

Recent public debates over abortion and euthanasia

have served to dramatize questions which have puzzled philosophers,
scientists, and ordinary citizens for centuries.

Advances in

medical science have made it possible to prolong "life" in
the strict physiological sense almost indefinitely.

But does

this mean that a Olivingebody sustained only by a respirator
and by life-sUpport systems is a "person"?

Would pulling

thp plug -- or, alternatively, failing to plug in the respirator
--

constitute murder?

Questions such as these have &risen with increased
intensity with respect to a recent development in the abortion
controversy.

Is, for example, terminating a fetus the termina-

tion of a person? In its 1973 landmark abortion decision,
M 0m KoIb is attorney in Washington, D.C. The views expressed
in this article are solely his own.
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have to decide when life began in order to resolve the abortion
issue.
"When those trained in the respective
disciplines of medicine# philosophy, and
theology are unable to arrive at any consensus, the judiciaryo at this point in

the development of man's knowledge, is not
in a position to speculate as to the
answer." V
Accordingly, the Court refused to decide when a person came into
existence, and Justice Blackmun concluded that "the word 'person,'
as used in the Fourteenth Amendmentt does not include the unborn."
The Court's ultimate resting point on the matter was
prentised on the wholly unsatisfactory concept of fetal viability
abortions during the first two trimesters of pregnancy when the
fetus was generally non-viable were, with minor qualifications,
legal. Abortions performed in the last trimester, except for
certain medical emergencies, were not.
raised more questions than it answered.

Roo v. Wade, however,
First, there was the

unresolved "personal identity" question, namely, what if there
really is a person in the womb from the moment of conception?
If this is the case, viability

is irrelevant.

--

a purely scientific notion

--

Second, what if medical science advances to such

a state that viability.outside the womb becomes possible at
a much earlier point in time (say conception or shortly
thereafter) than is presently possible? If this occurs, then
the Supreme Court's rationale has, effectively# been Ooverruled"
Y

410 U.S.

113t 159 (1973).
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by technology.

Roe has left many of these fundamental issueq

unanswered for almost a decade.
Enter now the Congress.

Currently pending before

the U.S. Congress is a right-to-lif. statute which purports
tO settle every issue left open by the Supreme Court.

Intro-

duced by Senator Jesse Helms and Representative Henry Hyde,, the
statute is a device for resolving the open issues by simply
legislating an end to all uncertainty.

The statute decrees

that "human life shall be deemed to exist from conception.'
The outcome is both clever and thorough.

It is also one of

the most draconian and potentially dangerous legislative
exercises since Prohibition.

The logic is relentless

if a

person exists from the moment of conception, then abortion
is murder.
The legal exegesis for this statute has been provided
by its originator

Washington attorney Stephen H. Galebach whose

article 'A Human Life Statute" was recently published in
The Human Life Review and has been the focus of national attention.
Columnist William ?. Buckley, Jr. has described Galebach's
thesis as a "dazzling constitutional insight.' Time Magazj'ne
has devoted a cover story to the issuep and author Galebach
has defended his theory on The Today Show opposite Harvard
constitutional-law scholar Laurence Tribe.
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Galebach's thesis is that the Congress, as a matter of
constitutional law, has the power and authority to adopt legislation enforcing what he claims is the Fourteenth Amemdment's
Protection of life.* He writes that Owhen a term of the Fourteenth
Amendment cannot be defined by the Judiciary in concrete application to a category of beings -- here the unborn -- then the
definition of that term by Congress is appropriate legislation
to enforce that Amendment.*
The debate on the human-life statute will no doubt
be vigorous.

At the same time, it should be principled and

clear-headed. Galebach's efforts challenge opponents to do
battle with him on the merits -- not by merely disagreeing
with his outcome, his politics, or his religious beliefs.
I strongly disagree with Galebach's thesis (not
because I am pro-choice as opposed to pro-life), and I think
that his theory can be rejected on numerous grounds.

In short,

while it can b demonstrated that his Argument is unconstitutional
as a matter of legal interpretation, it can also be shown that
it reflects an inadequate understanding of philosophy and a
dangerous' approach to American political decision-making. This
essay will spell out my arguments with respect to each of
these claims.
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Galebach's Legal Reasoning
Throughout his article, Galebach uses torms such
as 'life,' "human life, and *person* interchangeably. Then*
fundaterms, however, are not interchangeable, and it is this
mental misunderstanding which undermines his Fourteenth Amendment analysis.
Galsbach's essay states (p. 6) that the Fourteenth
Amendment protects life. That is incorrect it protects "persons."
The amendment says that no State "shall . . . deprive any person
of life, liberty, or property, without the due process of law,
nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.* Now, there can be no question that whenever
we have a 'person" we have "life" in the physiological sense.
To state, however, that whenever there is physiological 'life'
there is necessarily a "person" in existence too does
For Galebach, however, it does
.follow because his statute simply declares it to be so. For
philosophers who have contemplated this question for hundreds
not necessarily follow.

of years, the answer is less certain.
That Galebach ' Fourteenth Amendment analysis proceeds
by tautological sleight-of-hand is apparent when he states that
"If Congress decides that unborn
children are human life for the purpose
of the Fourteenth Amendments protection
of life, it follows logic l that they
are 'persons' as well-.-B coion usage
of language, any human being must be
recognized as a person.' (p.8)
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Galebach equates 'unborn children" and 'human life' with
*persons."

But this does not follow logically, unless, of

course, you assume that whenever there is physiological life
there is a person. The Fourteenth Amendment does not command
such an equation.
To the drafters of the Fourteenth Amendment, problems
of abortion and the status of the fetus were probably not issues
at the time.

They have only become issues because of modern

scientific advances. At the same time, when the drafters
used the term 'person' in the Fourteenth Amendment, they no
doubt meant it to accord with connonly accepted practice and
meaning. Medical science, however, has provided the occasion
for expanding and complicating that meaning. Galebach now
says that the meaning of 'person* -- a term in the text of
the Fourteenth Amendment -- can be settled by legislative
fiat to include "unborn child' and "human life.'

The long-

settled rule of constitutional law is that questions of
constitutional textual interpretation are for the Supreme
Court, not the Congress.

Galebach concludes that Congress

can fulfill the definitional void because, as he puts it,
the Fourteenth Amendment gives Congress the 'power to enforce,
by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this article*
which protects life.

The amendment, however, protects

persons from the loss of life.

it does not protect 'life'

per me as an abstract concept, but rather persons from
losing or otherwise being deprived of 'life, liberty, or
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The scope of constitutional protection insofar

as that scope has been a matter of the textual interpretation
of specific terms has always been a matter ultimately committed to
judicial review -- not legislative fiat.

interpreting a specific

term in the text of the Constitution is not the same thing
as determining a so-called *legislative fact.*

For these

reasons, the human-life statute must be declared unconstitional.
Philosophical Confusion
At the outset I stated that "lifeO could not be
equated with "persons" -- that while all "persons

were alive,

not all "life," or even for that matter "human life," was
necessarily a "parso.* Where Galebach differs, obviously, is
in his assumption that wherever there is human life in the
physiological sense there is a person.

Upon further reflection,

however, this conclusion does not necessarily hold.
h At page 23 of his article, Galebach again confuses "life"
with "person's
"It is true, of course, that the
suggested statute would create a situation in which states have a compelling
state interest in the protection of unborn life, sufficient to justify antiabortion statutes should states choose
to enact them. Once the unborn child's
status as human life and as a person
is established by a branch of the government exercising power to enforce the
Fourteenth Amendment the states then
have a constitutional standard of 'life'
and 'person' to which they can refer.
As the Supreme Court acknowledged in
Poe v. Wade the state then has a valid
Torestiii protecting unborn life, and
any challenge to a state's anti-abortion
statute collapses." (footnote omitted).
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In his artic1t, Galebach ignores over two-hundred
years' of Anglo-American.philosophy with respect to personal
identity.

This philosophy, while occasionally abstruse, has

posed a number of challenging questions overlooked by Galebach
and his Congressional supporters.

Traditionally, at least in

Western philosophy, the concept of personal identity has bes
a unitary, psycho-physical concept.

In other words, both bodily

(physical) existence and psychological continuity (of which
memory or consciousness perhaps may be the most important characteristics) are necessary to our notion of "person."

Eliminate

one from the other or separate them and our entire concept
of "person* begins to break down. An example will demonstrate
my point.
Suppose tomorrow morning I wake up and discover that
I now possess my sister's memories and she possesses mine.
Note that I did not uay that I was my sister.

Assume further

that while in this condition I stab to death my neighbor.

A

day later our memories revert to their original bodies. "hom
do we charge with the crime?

Me?

"person" who went out of existence?

My sister? Or some third
While my arm did the act#

her consciousness provided the stimulus.
example may seem

,

it serves to tell us something about how

we conceive of a "person."-

/

Absurd as this

Moreover, our present

conception

For a more detailed discussion of this and other related
ind-body" problems see Williams# "Personal Identity and

Individuation," in Essays in Philosophical Psychology 324

(D.A. Gustafson ed. 1967).
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examples

diminished responsibility for one's actions in such

instances is predicated on the belief than an 'insane* person's
mind should be divorced from his bodily actions for purposes
of legalaccountability.

Society then tries to cure the mind, not

punish the body.
Our concept of OpersonO seems to require the simultaneous
functioning of mind and body, working together in the same organism.
Consider, for example, this passage from Admiral Richard Byrd's
autobiography of his weeks spent alone in an outpost far
inside Antarctica when both his mind and body were on the verge
of breaking from the severe strains which he was experiencings
"Do the mind and body exist separately
along parallel lines? Is the physical
part mostly mental, or the mind mostly
physical? Indeed, how much division
is there between mind and body? The
body can take charge of the mind, but
isnt it natural and best for the mind
to take charge of the body? The brain
is part of the body, but I am not conscious of my brains the mind seems to
be the real 'eye'."
Byrd is raising all the right questions, and the answers are
not immediately apparent.

Nevertheless, through his own experi-

ences, he was able to articulate something fundamental about
the concept of "person*"
The contemporary British philosopher David Wiggins
discussed the problem of personal identity in these terms,

2/

R. N. Byrd, Alone 135-36 (1938).
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"It

would be better

.

.

.

to analyse

erson in such a way that coincidence
under ahconcept person logically required the 'continuance in one organized
parcel of all that was causally sufficient
and causally necessary to the continuance
of essential and characteristic functioning,.
no autonomously sufficient part achieving
autonomous and functionally separate existence.1'

j/

I submit that as a matter of philosophical principle, our
concept of person -- our ability to explain what it is we mean
when we use the term "person" -- will necessarily fall apart
unless we adopt Wiggins' concept.
acknowledged, "it

As Sir A.J. Ayer has

may well be thought a defect in my position

that it requires the existence of these psychophysical relations
to be assumed 'a priori.'

But if this is a defect it is

one that I see no way to remedy."If Wiggins and Ayer are correct (and I submit that
if they are not, we will not even be able to discuss the issue
intelligently 'as our language, logically, will break down)
then any separation of or lack of continuity in this psychophysical relationship will entail the conclusion that a person
does not exist.
when there is still

Moreover, one can reach this conclusion even
the presence of "life."

Take the example of a brain-dead body.

The mind is

totally dead yet the body "lives" through life-support system.
D. Wiggins, Identity and 8patio-Temporal

/

ntnuity 55 (emphasis in original).
/

. J. Ayer, The Concept of A Person 128 (1963).
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In many instances these bodies can *live* almost indefinitely -a process which probably constitutes the perfection of the
mummification process. But does a *person" exist? Would
unplugging the respirator and other lifevsupport systems mean
murder?

The answer is no.
This analysis permits us to deal with the equally

important question of when does a person cease, as well as when
a person begins.

Moreover, it does so in a principled

fashion which, unlike the Supreme Court's concept of viability,
is not subject to becoming outdated by technological advances.
With respect to the fetus, the answer provided by this analysis
is a developmental one, controlled by the fetus and not
modern science.

In short, at the moment of conception,

while there is life, there is no "person."

At some point,

probably between the fourth and ninth month of pregnancy,
the fetus develops physiologically to the stage where a
united, functioning mind and body exist.

At that point,

abortion would be murder. At that point, there are two
lives at stake, not one, and the State is fully justified to
act on behalf of that unborn person

.

.

.

but not before.

As a lawyer, what I cannot tell you is precisely when
that point of psycho-physical unity in the fetus occurs.

Since

it probably varies from pregnancy to pregnancy, there will
probably never be a definite answer since the point we are
searching for is not static like conception in the sense that
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it can clearly be identified but rather developmental.in the
same sense that maturity is. But what I can tell you is that
the point of psycho-physical unity does not exist at the moment
of conceptions nor does it exist until several weeks into a
Up until that point is reached, the woman should

pregnancy.

have the right to terminate the life within her womb because
that life is not yet a person.
.

-

Policy or Fact?
Galebach's article commits a fundamental philosophical mistake:

it ignores the distinction between "is* and

*ought.", As David Hume taught, to say or determine that
something is the came is not the same as concluding that it
ought to be that way.

With respect to the proposed human-life

statute, the typical is-ought controversy is inverted, with
its proponents, in effect, arguing that because something ought
to be the case, they can simply mandate that it is the case.
At page 20 of his article, Galebaqh writes that "the
crucial point, however* is that Congress does not need to be
certain of an answer before it declares a national policy on
when human life begins."

Declaring when human life begins,

however, is not a policy question but rather a fact question.
Policy questions deal with what ought to be the cases
questions deal with ascertaining what is the case.

fact
It simply

makes no sense to speak of having a national policy with
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respect to. a fact; it simply is or it isn't, and declaring it
to be the case (ifit isn't) won't change things much.
Again, an example will highlight the point.

Suppose

that for reasons of national policy with respect to defense or
space exploration we need to know whether there is life in
Galaxy X. At this point, we are, at best, uncertain about the
answer.

But we nevertheless need to know.

So Conqress,

desirous of implementing its policy goals, simply legislates
that life exists in Galaxy X. This answers the question for
sure, but how many of us would feel satisfied that the answer
is true?
Americans, so a British friend once said, are always
confident that every problem has a solution, that every difficulty
can always be resolved.

While such optimism in the .face of

challenge and uncertainty may lead to perseverence and frequently
success, there is always the danger that failure to resolve a
problem or failure to resolve it to one's liking will result
in an arrogant disregard for differences of opinion.

As a political

matter, it is this aspect of the Galsbach theory that I find
not only unsupportable but fundamentally dangerous to freedom-loving
people who resolve issues by trial and error along with
persistent, penetrating thought.
The Galebach theory holds that since we cannot
be certain about when a person or human life begins, we can
nevertheless cut off all further inquiry and mandate certainty.
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As a matter of political theory* one can do that with policy
questions.

That Is what the *ought' is about -- an issue which

can and should be resolved by elected representatives.

It

is when elected representatives assume the arrogant posture of
legislating reality or facts that they have overstepped their
authority as well as the checks and balances inherent in our
political system.

I submit that at bottom it is this feature

of the human-life statute which will create the most outrage and
disgust.

Yet I say this not because I am pro-life or pro-choice

but because what this statute seeks to accomplish is fundamentally
repugnant to principles of democratic freedom. As George Orwell
assured us when he coined the term doublethinkk" we are
capable of ascertaining the facts for ourselves.

If the facts

are complicated, stating that they are otherwise will not
make them so.

If# on the other hand, we are forced to

believe that certainty exists when in fact it does not, or, if
we are forced to swallow a policy based upon a *fact" that we
may or may not believe, then we have sacrit;ced more than
Just a fact; we have sacrificed our minds and our freedoms.
Galebach has an answer to this argument -- albeit an
unsatisfactory one in my opinion. He notes that Congress is
often called upon to make decisions in the light of imperfect or
uncertain evidence
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"Congress has often taken action to
protect life when the uncertainties were at
least as great as in the matter of abortions.
Regulating the use of new, relatively untested drugs, regulating or refusing to
regulate the use of tobacco, requiring passLve restraint devices in cars -- all such
actions involve a calculation of the risk that
human life will be lost without federal action,
combined with a rough weighing of how much
we value the possible risk of loss of human
life. In all these decisions the protection
of life conflicts with the convenience of
many people. Sometimes, as for instance
with drugs, the protection of persons from
possible harmful effects conflicts directly
with the grave medical needs of other persons.
Decisions related to possible risks to human
life are not only appropriate for Congress,
they are far more appropriate for Congress
than for the co-urts.0 (Page 21).
His analogies are inapposite, however, for a variety of reasons.
Risk calculations depend on probabilities and statistics with
respect to expected occurrences.

Regulating relatively untested

drugs is, I submit, different from defining when a person begins
or ends.

The uncertainty with respect to the drugs relates

to the frequency of harmful occurrences, not to the fact that the
drugs may be harmful.

The risk analysis tells us with a reliable

degree of certainty that in some instances the drug will be
harmful.

That determination is a proper legislative fact.

Depending upon the probability analysis, the regulatory agency
then promulgates its policy with respect to ultimate licensing
and marketing of the drug.
Risk analysis, however, tells one nothing with respect
to whether we have a person inside the womb at the point of
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Zither there is or there is not.

Period.

Probability and statistics are no guide to resolving this
type of factual question.
As Professor Tribe has recognized, "Congress

.

.

possesses the power to investigate and to compel testimony in
connection with the exercise of its powers of self-regulation.

/

He further notes that I[i]nvestigations in aid of legislation
encompass 'inquiries concerning the administration' of existing
laws as well as proposed or possibly needed statutes.* Y
at the same time,
is

.

.

.

Yet,

Ltrhe congressional power of investigation

limited by the separation of powers.

usurp the functions of the courts."

Congress may not

It is, after all, the

very bedrock of American constitutional law that it is up to
the courts, not Congress, to interpret and apply the Constitution.
The Supreme Court, as the ultimate authority on the
meaning of the Constitution, has already decided that the definition of "person' --

at least as of 1973 -- was unanswerable.

That determination by itself should be the end of the matter, until

y/'

L. Tre,

7/

Id. citing Watkins v. United States, 354 U.S. 1780 187 (1957).

8/

Id.

American Constitutional Law 298 (1978).

as e
Marbury v. Madison, S U.S. (Cranch) 137 (.1803).'
kronic: yo rofessor Tribe notes that Chief Justice Marshall "decided
arbury at a time when the idea that legislatures would ignore principle
in
order to please controlling 'factions' . . .0 was feared. Id. at
22. See
O.E.
G.nerally
White# The American Judicial Tradition-7-34
(1976.
o.,
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such time as the answer becomes clearer.

For the Congress to

legislate its own definition in light of the Court's pronouncement is itself an unconstitutional step in violation of the
separation of powers.

Thus, while I disagree on substantive

grounds with the definition of 'person' which Galebach offers and
have suggested a positive approach for reconsidering some of
these questions, the mere action by the Congress to step into
the breach must be deemed unconstitutional as a violation of
the separation of powers. i

Ro v. Wade was certainly not an

invitation by the Court to the Congress to define a term within
the text of the Constitution which the Court itself could not
resolve.

While wrestling with uncertainty may be uncomfortable, I

submit that doing so is far healthier than being force-fed
*certainty" simply because some legislators feel that we need an
answer now.
The proposed human-life statute is in effect a bold
attempt by some members of Congress to usurp the function of
the judiciary.

In short, while Congress can determine so-called

"legislative facts,

it simply should not be in the business of

mandating the basic facts which are intended to serve as a
substitute for consensus and as an end-run around the Constitution.
This is especially the case when the fact in issue involves the

I should emphasize that while I have offered my own
X.2
positive view with respect to defining *person,' the Congress
is in no position to legislate my prescription any more than
it is Galebach's.
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definition of a constitutional term.
to the courts.

That is a job cositted

As a matter of political legitimacy, doing

so .is unwise and dangerous.

Moreover, as in the present case,

it virtually guarantees the absence of consensus on the very
policy question at issue, by virtue of the fact that some people
resent attempts at legislating reality.

You cannot mandate a

consensus by fiat. On the contrary, as Prohibition demonstrated,
you create the conditions for disarray in the body politic.
It is an altogether different matter for Congress
(or the courts) to promulgate a policy premised upon protecting
persons once they are found to exist.

The policy is premised

upon a factual assessment, and factual determinations, even
when they are uncertain, cannot be resolved by legislative
fiat.

The problem is that determining the point at which

psycho-physical unity arrives is inherently an uncertain process.
Making this determination is difficult because persons evolve
developmentally, from small clusters of cells to embryo to
fetus.

Resolving this issue, then, is like pointing out the

colors on a spectrum

we can identify blue, green, and yellow.

The extremes are clearly defined, but we will never be able to
identify precisely at the margins just when blue becomes green
and green becomes yellow.

Legislating a solution to this type

of uncertainty resolves nothing.
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Yet, we are faced with a social problem of immense
practical significance.

We cannot simply throw up our hands,

declare the issue to be unresolveable, and then look the
other way.

I submit that the answer should lie in first

understanding the concept of *person* as it involves the
developmental characteristics discussed earlier.

Although

we cannot define precisely the moment when a person comes
into being, we can state with some degree of certainty that
it occurs sometime after a particular period during pregnancy.
It is this period at which the mother's choice affects not
just herself but another person as well, and the State is
warranted in adopting a policy which terminates the mother's
freedom of choice to seek an abortion.

Up until this point

is reached, freedom to abort must prevail,
I recognize that the ana
offend a great many people.

Ardr

,$.s which I offer here will
)elievers in pro-choice

may be uncomfortable with a qualified approach which circumscribes
a mother's freedom to choose after a given point in time.
Pro-life supporters will reject the argument that a person does
not. exist from the moment of conception.

Nevertheless, I firmly

believe that the issues discussed here cannot be defined away
as the human-life statute purports to do.

The Galebach theory

chokes off debate and discussion by mandating answers to
factual questions.
are or they aren't.

But facts are not so malleable

either they

In my opinion, the arguments which I have
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offered here constitute a basis for resolving both key questions
The public debate

of when a person begins and when a person ends.

which Z hope to generate should# therefore focus on the developmental continuum in an effort to articulate more precisely just
when this point of psycho-physical unity occurs.

In lkrge part,

this research will involve the beat minds in medicine,

and the

answer will not necessarily be readily forthcoming.
There is one aspect of my analysis which requires a
word of caution.

In trying to identify this moment of psycho-

physical unity, I am in no way suggesting that such an endeavor
is or should be a qualitative operation.

I am not suggesting

that we decide whether or not we have a person solely on the
basis of the quality of mental activities present.

To do so

would run the risk of condemning people of low intelligence
in the same manner that courts once permitted involuntary
sterilization on the ground that three generations of imbeciles
were enough. Again# Z submit that this too is a question which
is more readily resolved at the extremes than in the middle of the
continums

a brain-dead body is not a person.

What I cannot

answer Is the quantitative questions of what activity, how much,
and in what relation to the human body.

What I have tried

to suggest 4s that these qstions should occupy our thinking
and scientific research.
Z would like to conclude with a situation which
Illustrates many of the points raised in this article.

Seven
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years ago a friend's first "child" war born with severe brain
damage. Through an apparent freak or random genetic occurrence,
the "baby" was born with its brain almost fully exposed. A
team of neurosurgeons and neonatologists advised the couple to
do nothing in the way of'requesting life-support systems the
Baby" would surely die if left unattended within a week to
Doctors have determined
that it has no cognitive functions whatsoever. It doesn't hear,
sees or make sounds. It doesn't walk or move about from the bed
on which it lies. It sleeps with its eyes fully open. Nevertheless, it has continued to grow at approximately the same growth
ten days.

Today, the Obabym still

lives.

rate as a normal seven-year-old child.
For years, I have considered this question over and
overs had the doctors or my friend and his wife terminated "its"
existence that is, put an end to its physiological and biological
life, would they have committed murder? Would they be killing
a person? My answer is no. Although this is an extreme case,
it is no more susceptible to resolution by Congressional fiat
than the abortion question is. Analytically, the two issues are
inseparable, and Congress cannot define its way out of the
controversy by legislating an end to all doubt.
My friend and his wife named their *baby" Christopher.
I still wonder what difference that makes.
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June 11, 1981

Hon. Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
It is an honor to be requested to present my views on S.
158. My interest in the subject of this bill derives from
my work on problems of the American judiciary and my concern
for the appropriate allocation of business between state and
federal courts. The precise constitutional reach of Congressional power to fix the jurisdiction of the federal courts,
while often clear, can pose unusually difficult questions.
It is that aspect of this bill that elicits my interest, and
it is the only aspect of the bill on whA-ch I feel equipped to
speak. Questions concerning abortion and the commencement of
life are questions on which I have no more expertise than any
other citizen,'and I will not attempt to address those matters.
Discussion of'the jurisdictional provision in S. 158 can
be divided into two parts: the question of its constitutionality
and the question of its desirability as .amatter of legislative
policy. I shall address them in that order.
Constitutionality of Section 2
The beginning point in considering this question is the
premise that Congressional power to regulate the jurisdiction
of the federal courts is broad indeed. The wide reach of this
power is supported by the proceedings in the Constitutional
Convention of 1787, the text of the Constitution, the actions
of the first Congress in the Judiciary Act of 1789, custom and
practice embodied in legislation since that time, and decisions
of the Supreme Court. The power specifically vested in Congress
in Article I and in Article III to create tribunals inferior
to theSupreme Court has, from the beginning, been considered
to carry with it the power to define the jurisdiction of those
inferior tribunals.
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This Congressional power, in addition to being supported
by history and practice, is also supported by sound political
theory concerning democratic government. Perhaps the most
fundamental premise of a democracy is that ultimate power
resides in the people. The people assert their sovereignty
through their elected representatives--the Congress and the
President. The judiciary--the third branch of the government-is likewise an essential part of the constitutional scheme.
It is a balance wheel in the system, assuring the maintenance
of government under law and keeping the popular sovereignty
of the democratic theory from becoming mob rule or government
by arbitrary whim. But the judiciary, like all government,
must be ultimately accountable to the sovereign power--the
people. Indeed, if the courts were not ultimately thus
accountable, they wpuld not last long. Congressional control
over the jurisdiction of the courts is one way of assuring
this accountability. This legislative power to prescribe
what business the courts may handle and what business they
may not handle is essential to the independence and viability
of the judiciary. When we acknowledge this power in the
legislature, we acknowledge, in effect, that what the courts
do they do with the consent and acquiescence of the people.
To acknowledge a broad Congressional power to regulate
judicial jurisdiction, however, is not to say that this power
is without limit. Indeed, no power of Congress is without
limit. The power to regulate jurisdiction, like all other
congressional powers, is subject to restraints imposed by
express constitutional provisions and the constitutional scheme
as a whole. The constitutionality of the jurisdictional provision in Section 2 of S. 158 can be analyzed by considering
three kinds of constitutional restraints on Congressional
power over judicial jurisdiction: restraints imposed by
Article III, restraints imposed by other provisions of the
Conbtitution, and restraints imposed by the separation of

powers doctrine.
I. Restraints imposed by Article III. These restraints
mainly set outer limits on the powers that can be granted to
the courts. Congress cannot authorize jurisdiction in the
federal courts that exceeds the jurisdiction described in
Article III. For example, Congress could not authorize a
federal district court to entertain a case between private
parties where no party is of diverse citizenship from any
other and where no ingredient of federal law is involved.
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Restrictions of this sort are not involved in S. 158. Rather,
this bill seeks to redefine jurisdiction so as to withhold
from the lower courts powers that Article III would permit
them to exercise.
2. Restraints imposed by other provisions of the
Constitution. The Congressional power to fix the jurisdiction
of the federal courts is limited, like all other'Congressional
power, by other provisions in the Constitution outside of
Article III. The Constitution contains numerous express prohibitions on Congressional power, most of which are contained
in the Bill of Rights. Congress in exercising its power to
regulate commerce, for example, cannot violate the First
Amendment prohibitions on its power to regulate speech. Congress could not, for example, under its commerce power enact
a statute forbidding any person who made a speech in favor of
abortion on demand from traveling in interstate commerce.
Likewise, Congress under its power to regulate the jurisdiction of
the federal district courts could not provide that anyone who
made a speech favoring abortion on demand could not invoke
the jurisdiction of the federal court in a diversity caso. As
another illustration, the various kinds of classifications
that the Constitution forbids--such as classifications on the
basis of race or religion--cannot be embodied in jurisdictional
provisions. For example, Congress could not constitutionally
provide that no person of Polish ancestry could invoke the
jurisdiction of a federal court. This would surely be considered to violate the equal protection elements that have been
read into the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment.
Consistent with the Due Process Clause, however, Congress
has the power--and has exercised it throughout our history--to
pick and choose among types of cases and kinds of remedies it
will permit in the federal courts. There are numerous examples
of statutory provisions in which Congress has specifically excluded categories of cases from federal court jurisdiction.
In 28 U.S.C. S 1445, for example, Congress. has specified three
types of cases over which federal district courts may not take
jurisdiction on removal. Federal courts are expressly prohibited by statute from reviewing actions by the Veterans
Administration denying benefits to veterans. 38 U.S.C. S 211.
In cases of diverse citizenship if the amount in controversy
is not more than $10,000 the federal district court does not
have jurisdiction because of a statutory restriction. 28 U.S.C.
S 1332. Also under that statute, where there is a co-citizenship
between any one plaintiff and any one defendant, the federal
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district court cannot entertain the action. Until 1875, an
action attacking the constitutionality of an abortion statute
could not have been brought in the federal courts because
Congress had not authorized jurisdiction over such actions.
Until 1867, a federal district court could not entertain a
petition for habeas corpus where the petitioner was confined
by state rather than federal authority, because that is the
way Congress had defined jurisdiction. Indeed it is striking
to note the extent to which Congress restricted for nearly a
century the jurisdiction of the federal trial courts. This
statutory pattern is summarized in The Federal Courts and the
Federal System 844-47 (2d ed. 1973).
In addition to its power to grant and withhold jurisdiction over categories of cases, Congress also has broad power
to grant or withhold authority for the lower federal courts
to employ certain kinds of remedies. This power likewise has
been exercised by Congress throughout our history. Until
1934, for example, the federal district courts could not render
declaratory judgments because Congress had not authorized such
a remedy. Having granted authority to employ such a remedy
in 28 U.S.C. S 2201, Congress presumably could now withdraw
it in some or all types of cases. In several instances Congress
has prohibited federal courts from employing the equitable
remedy of injunction. For example, 28 U.S.C. S 1342 prohibits
district courts from restraining rate orders issued by state
regulatory agencies, except under defined circumstances. Similarly, 28 U.S.C. S 1341 prohibits with qualifications, district
courts from enjoining the assessment or collection of state
taxes. Perhaps the best known Congressional restriction over
the remedial power of the courts is the Norris-LaGuardia Act.
29 U.S.C. SS 101-115. Congress there prohibited district courts
from issuing injunctive orders "in a case involving or growing
out of a labor dispute . . . ." The constitutionality of that
remedial limitation was sustained in Lauf v. E. G. Shinner & Co.,
303 U.S. 323 (1938).
In view of this history and practice it would be difficult
to maintain that Congress could not constitutionally prohibit
the lower federal courts from entertaining actions involving
the constitutionality of legislation concerning abortions. The
state courts would remain open to entertain such cases, and
they would be required to apply the federal Constitution, by
force of the Supremacy Clause. The state court decisions in
such cases would be reviewable by the United States Supreme
Court. Such an arrangement was clearly contemplated by the
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framers of the Constitution. Moreover, history and practice
make it difficult to argue that it would be unconstitutional
for Congress to prohibit federal courts from issuing injunctive
orders or declaratory Judgments in abortion cases. But Section
2 of S. 158 is not a provision of that sort, It does not
simply remove from the federal district courts, by general and
neutral language, cases involving the constitutionality of
abortion laws. Nor does it simply prohibit the use of injunctive and declaratory remedies in abortion cases generally.
Section 2 of S. 158 prohibits federal district courts from
issuing injunctive or declaratory decrees
in any case involving or arising from any state
law or municipal ordinance that (1) protects the
rights of human persons between conception and
birth, or (2) prohibits, limits, or regulates
(a) the performance of abortions or (b) the provision at public expense of funds, facilities,
personnel, or other assistance for the performance
of abortions.
Although the scope of this language may be debatable, the intent
appears to be to withdraw these remedial powers only where state
law prevents or restricts abortions or funding and procedures
designed to limit the availability of abortions. Under that
reading of the bill's language, the courts would retain injunctive and declaratory power where state laws were aimed at allowing abortions or facilitating or increasing access to abortions.
If this reading of the proposed statutory language is
accurate, this jurisdictional restriction is unlike that in
the Norris-LaGuardia Act. In that Act, equitable remedies were
precluded in "labor disputes." To be analogousto that kind
of remedial restriction, the bill would have to be phrased as
a restriction in "abortion cases" or "in cases arising under or
involving any state statute or regulation concerning abortion."
The difference is that the latter, like the Norris-LaCuardia
Act, would be a generalized, neutral withdrawal of remedial
authority in a designated type of case. Section 2 of S. 158
withdraws authority only where the state regulatory power has
been exercised in a particular direction, namely, to prohibit
or restrict abortions.
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Two hypothetical cases illustrate the effect of this
bill, if enacted.
A. Assume that a state enacted a statute making it
illegal for anyone to perform or to obtain an abortion under
any circumstances. A plaintiff with appropriate standing
who brought suit in a federal district court against the
appropriate defendants would be blocked by 5. 158 from obtaining an injunction against enforcement of the statute and
from obtaining a declaratory judgment on the validity of the
statute.
B. Assume that a state enacted a statute making
it lawful for a person to obtain an abortion at any time if
in the judgment of a licensed physician, an abortion were
necessary or desirable in the interests of the pregnant woman.
If a plaintiff with appropriate standing brought suit in a
federal district court against the appropriate defendants,
attacking the validity of this statute, the court would retain
all authority which it presently has to issue injunctions or
declaratory judgments. Its powers would be unaffected by
Section 2 of S. 158.
The upshot is that plaintiffs attacking statutes restricting
abortions are treated differently by the bill from plaintiffs
attacking statutes permitting abortions. The bill, in other
words, allows or prohibits certain judicial remedies depending
upon which side of the substantive constitutional issue the
plaintiff asserts or represents. The question presented is
whether this distinction denies the equal protection of the
laws, to the extent that this concept is incorporated into the
Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment, to those plaintiffs
denied access to these remedies. This question seems to me to
-be debatable, and I would not be confident in predicting whether
the Supreme Court would ultimately hold that this jurisdictional
restriction is unconstitutional under the Due Process Clause.'
Apart from this possibility, I do not see any other express
provision in the Constitution that would prohibit Congress from
enacting Section 2 of S. 158.
i
3. Separation of owes doctrine. This doctrine does not
involve any express prohibitions of Congressional power rather,
it involves limitations stemming from the theory underlying the
whole constitutional scheme. Under this theory, the judicial
branch is independent of the legislative and executive branches.
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However, the separation is not watertightl nor is it neat
and tidy. Each branch does exercise powers affecting the
others, and there are some overlaps of authority. The lines
of separation cannot be defined in general in a way that
answers all questions. However, it seems fair to say that
the separation of powers theory requires that the judicial
branch be left free of interference from the other two
branches in deciding the cases that do come before it under
its jurisdiction.'
It would violate the separation of powers doctrine, for
examples for Congress to undertake by statute to direct a
court how to decide a particular case. Of course Congress
can in effect direct how courts must decide matters by laying
down general rules of substantive law, as it typically does
in its enactments. But presumably Congress could not, for
example, grant jurisdiction to the federal district courts
to entertain criminal prosecutions and by statute authorize
them only to enter convictions, withholding jurisdiction to
enter acquittals. Likewise, Congress could not authorize the
federal district courts to entertain actions to recover money
damages for personal injuries and, at the same time, authorize
the court only to enter judgments for plaintiffs, withholding
jurisdiction to enter judgments for defendants. In other words,
although Congress can grant jurisdiction over a category of
cases (or -withhold jurisdiction over that category), Congress
cannot grant jurisdiction over a category of cases and simultaneously skew the courts' powers so that the courts can
grant relief or determine the outcome in only one direction.
The separation of powers doctrine would seem to require that
a court must be independent to exercise its judgment and apply
the generally applicable law, as the court perceives it, to
the facts of the case at hand, as the court finds the facts.
As explained above, Section 2 of S. 158 seems to be a
one-way limitation on the courts' authority. It would allow
relief to persons attacking state laws permitting abortions,
while prohibiting the courts from affording relief to persons
attacking state laws restricting abortions. Is this the kind
of Congressional intrusion into judicial business that violates
the separation of powers doctrine? This question, like that
under the Due Process Clause mentioned above, seems debatable.
There is no decision of the Supreme Court that appears to be
controlling and no previous Congressional regulation of
judicial jurisdiction seems precisely analogous. Novelty
alone, however, does not necessarily condemn a statute. As
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with the due process question, I would not be confident in
predicting how the Supreme Court would ultimately decide
this separation of powers question.
4. The relationship to section I and the bearing of the
SeparabilitY oi use.
In all of the foregoing, I have addressed
the ontitutionality of Section 2 without regard to its
relationship to Section 1 of the Bill. On the one hand, this
seems justifiable in light of Section 3--a separability provision. The intent of Section 3, among other things, is to
ensure that the jurisdictional regulation in Section 2 remains
in force even if a court should hold Section 1 to be invalid.
On the other hand, considering the constitutionality of Section
2 without regard to the constitutionality of Section I seems,
at least in part, to be an arid and meaningless exercise. This
is especially true as to the provision of Section 2(l) where
the court's remedial authority is restricted in relation to
state law which "protects the rights of human persons between
conception and birth." Those words have no meaning apart from
Section I which declares that human life exists from conception"
and that a "person" is in being after that point. If this provision in Section I were held invalid, it is difficult to see
how the jurisdictional provision in Section 2(1) would be left
with any intelligible content. This may be one of those
situations where despite the intent of Congress as to separability, these provisions are so enmeshed that they cannot be
separated.
This line of analysis suggests that in order to assess
the constitutionality of Section 2--at least in relation to
Subsection 1--we are driven unavoidably to a consideration of
the constitutionality of Section 1. The latter is a question
which I am not prepared at this point to address in any depth.'
On its face, at least, Section 1 appears, in effect, to prescribe
a definition of "life" that would bind the courts in applying
the due process protections of "life.0 Any effort by Congress
to fix by statute the meaning of constitutional language is
of dubious validity, to say the least. Under Marbury v. Madison#
1 Cranch 137 (U.S. 1803), authority to say what-toe words 0t
the Constitution mean lies with the court, where the issue
arises in a contested case and its resolution is necessary for
its disposition.
A member of Congress may approach the question of the
constitutionality of a bill in two ways. He may view the qUestion as one of predicting what the Supreme Court would in fact
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hold. On the other hand, he may take the view that a legislator may determine the question of the constitutionality of
a pending bill independently, without feeling bound by a
prediction as to what the Supreme Court would in fact hold.
Under both approaches the conclusion seems equally murky as
to the constitutionality of Section 2 under the Due Process
Clause and the separation of powers doctrine. Although history
and practice support extremely broad Congressional power over
judicial remedies, the novelty of Section 2, with its one-way
restriction on remedies, makes debatable any conclusion as to
its validity. Insofar as Section 2 is inextricably tied into
Section 1, with its definition of "life," the likelihood of
Section 2's unconstitutionality is increased.
In light of the uncertainty about constitutionality, the
controlling consideration should be the desirability of such
a jurisdictional restriction, assessed pragmatically and in
light of the public interest, as a matter of legislative judgment.
Desirability of Section 2 as a Matter of Legislative policy
Not everything that is constitutional is, of course, wise
or helpful. Indeed, the Constitution permits Congress to do
a great deal that may be foolish, unsound, or detrimental to
the public interest. There is an unfortunate tendency in this
country to discuss proposed legislation only in terms of its
constitutionality. That sometimes distracts attention from
the more important question, namely, whether the legislation
is a good idea.
Although the main purpose of this letter is to offer some
thoughts about the constitutionality of Section 2 of S. 158, I
will make a few observations about the approach a legislator
should take in deciding whether this bill is a sound proposal
and in the public interest.
The statutes that have been inactive at various times in
the past to withdraw remedial powers from the federal courts
have been prompted by public concern over the ways in which
federal district courts were handling those matters. The
statutes restricting injunctions in state utility rate cases
and state tax cases, for example, reflected a Congression4l
judgment--probably stemming from varying motives--that the use
of federal injunctions was too disruptive in those important
areas of state governmental concerns and that such injunctions
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generally ran counter to interests that the majority of
Congress thought should be free of federal judicial intrusion
at the trial level, In short* the Congressional opinion was
that controversies over the constitutionality of such state
regulatory actions could best be adjudicated by litigation
initially through state court systems with ultimate review
available in the U.S. Supreme Court.
The Norris-LaGuardia Act similarly reflected a Congressional
judgment that federal district court injunctions in labor disputes were, in the main, contrary to the public good and to
those interests that Congress thought should be free of such
judicial control. Although, as indicated above, that statute
was phrased in general# neutral terms, in practice its impact
was mainly in one direction. Federal district courts had
been issuing injunctions at the instance of employers who, as
plaintiffs# sought to enjoin employees from striking or from
certain other kinds of collective labor activity. The Act, by
its terms, also prohibited employees from seeking injunctions
against employers in a labor dispute. However, employee suits,
as a practical matter, were not the cases that troubled Congress
and the public. Congress was intent on preventing federal injunctions against striking employees. In practical impact,
that is what the Norris-LaGuardia Act did, although it was not
so phrased,
One could argue that this comes close to the kind of
restriction embodied in Section 2 of S. 158. If enacted, this
bill could be said to embody a Congressional judgment that the
federal district court should stay out of the business of enjoining state statutes and regulations which seek to limit or
prevent abortions. If Congress is entitled to make the kind
of judgment, based on its perception of the public goods that
is embodied in the Norris-LaGuardia Act, it is difficult to
maintain that Congress is not likewise free to make a similar
judgment in relation to the use of federal injunctions to block
state efforts to restrict abortions. Whether such a restriction
on federal judicial authority is a good or bad thing is, I
submit, the ultimate question that a member of Congress must
resolve in voting on this bill.
Underlying this question are at least two other questions:
Are the U.S. district courts or the U.S. Courts of
(1)
Appeals issuing or approving injunctions or declaratory judgments
in ways that undesirably disrupt state efforts to control the
availability of abortions?
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(2) Would the adjudication of controversies involving
the constitutionality of such state efforts be handled in a
better way by requiring that such litigation be initiated in
the state courts, where the evidentiary record would be made
and the facts found, with provision for U.S. Supreme Court
review based on the state-made record?
It is not my purpose here to undertake to answer these
questions. The answers depend on an array of information
not presently available to me. However, it does seem to me
that the constitutional questions involved in Section 2 are
sufficiently debatable that a member of Congress should not
feel compelled to vote against Section 2 solely because of
constitutional concerns. If a legislator believes strongly,
as a majority of them did at the time of the Norris-LaGuardia
Act, that federal injunctions are undesirable or harmful to
the public interest, then a vote for at least Section 2 of
the bill would be appropriate. Although I believe that Roe v.
Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973), may have been unfortunate in consttutionalizing the subject of abortion (not to mention its
undertaking to deal with questions not necessary to a resolution of the case at hand), I have grave doubts that legislation
of this sort is desirable. I would have no constitutional
difficulty with a statute withdrawing the authority of the
lower federal courts over cases involving the constitutionality
of state abortion statutes or regulations. What is troubling
here is the effort to define ultimate constitutional terms by
statute, to link a jurisdictional provision to that definition,
and to restrict federal remedial powers in one direction only.
Sincerely yours,

DJm:djr

-
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24 April 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Senate office Building
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucuse
Your letter dated April 13, requesting my
assessment of S. 158, has been forwarded on to
me here in Key West.
Attached hereto is a brief memorandum, setting
forth my judgment on the constitutionality of the
bill. In addition, I have made some comments on the
desirability of such a bill. In my view, the question of constitutional power and wisdom, even though
purportedly separate questions, cannot be thought of
in fact being separates Each affects the other and
vice versa. That is particularly true of S. 158.
My conclusions, as developed in the attached
memorandum, are as follows. (a) there are serious
doubts about the constitutionalty of both Section
I and Section 2 of S. 158 and (b) the bill is an
extremely unwise piece of proposed legislation.
Were I still in Washington, I would be happy
ong the above
to testify before the Subcommittee
lines.

ller
Arthur S.
Professor Emeritus of Constitutional
Law
1106 Fleming Street
Key West, Florida 33040
Enol.
I should appreciate your sending me copies of 12?
of
Con. Roe. S.288-S.294 (Daily Ed., Jan, 19, 1981) and Service.
the studt on the question by Congressional Research
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MEMORANDUM
T0s Senator M x, Baucus
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
Senate Judiciary Committee
FROMi Professor Arthur S. Miller

REs S. 158
In response to your request in your letter dated April 13,
1981, this is my assessment of the constitutionality of
S. 158. I-have in addition made some comments on the wisdom
of this bill.
1. There are two constitutional problems in this bill, each of
which presents serious, perhaps insuperable, problems of validity
under the Constitution. First, some preliminary observations:
a. Section 1 declares that Congress "finds that present-day
scientific evidence indicates a significant likelihood that
actual human life exists from conception." There is an immense
problem of definition here What is "human life"? Such a
"finding," if made, seems to me to assume the answer in the way
that the first part of Section 1 reads. Surely the Subcommittee
will want to ask witnesses from the scientific community how
they define "human life." That is crucial to the concerns of
the Subcommittee. (I am not a scientist, and indeed am not at
all sure that scientific testimony should be conclusive on this

point of what is human life, but I find it impossible to consider
hum
life to be anything elso than a livq being capable of
living outside of the womb. The entire history of AngloAmerican law is to that effect.)
b. Section 1 also declares that Congress "finds that the
. was intended to protect all human
beings." Note, first, the inconsistency in language--between
"human life" and "human beings." Are th e terms synonymous?
Next, what possibly can "all" mean? Does it mean all persons
throughout the world? That hardly can be trueQ But the
sentence does not say so. Of perhaps more substance, the
fourteenth amendment was written in express terms to protect
"all Dersons born
naturalized ... "
That being so, it is
clear beyond doubt that Congres does not have constitutional
power to amend the Constitution Dx itself--which is precisely
what the second sentence of Section I would do. It would make
the fourteenth amendment read "all persons conceived or
naturalized....." That Congress cannot do.
fourteenth amendment . .

2. The third paragraph of Section l,is also constitutionally
infirm.. First, it is, as stated above, not accurate to say"...all human life as defined herein." I see no adequate
definition of that term. Next, the Supreme Court in Roea v,
X4d
determined that personhood under the fourteenth amendment
d
include fetuses. As you know, the Court established.
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a "trimester" system as to when the several states have an
increasingly compelling Interest in which abortions can be
regulated. Congress cannot overturn a Supreme Court decision
by statute. The sme arguments apply here, and are dispositive,
as are outlined in paragraph l.b.e above. In this connection,
with respect to the power of Congress under Section 5 of the
fourteenth Amendment, that power relates to "the provisions
of the amendment. The words "provisions" can only aiply to
such matters as privileges or immunities, due process of law,
xand equal protection of the laws, etc.. By no means does it
mean that the word "peroons" can be redefined. Cf.
t
v.
384 U.S. 641 (1966). in which Justice Brennan,
peaci ng for the Court, said in footnote is "We emphasize
that Congress' power under Sec. 5 in 11aited to adoDtin
Smaures
eo
io
.hs
sonrantei
of the amendment," (Emphasis
added.) That means that Soo.
not a "two-way4 street,
as Justice Brennan said-in that same footnote; in other words,
COugress cen £
rights of
but cannott limil existing
_
1
- Under &QA v. XAk and other well-known
Supreme Court decisions, women cannot constitutionally be denied
the right to, an abortion in the first three months of pregnancy.
(As said before,o during t~e second three months and the final
three months, there is a steadily increasing right of the state
to intervene,) Juotioe Brennan said that Congress could not,
through use of SOtion 5 of the fourteenth amendments "establish
racially segregated systems of education" because that would
not be a measure "to enforce" the equal protection clause "since
that clause prohibits such state laws." So it ts here. There

is nothing in fgon. v. Miofl. 400 U.S. 112 (1970). to the

contrary. In sums women have been accorded constitutional
rights regarding abortions Congress cannot dilute or infringe
on those rights by a simple statute.
3. Section 2 attempts to prevent federal courts from ruling
on state laws concerning "human persons" not born and the
regulation of abortions. ' Agkin, it is by no means clear that
Congress has the constitutional power so to divest lower federal
courts of that type of juris iotion. The leading case is
par-teMo~W rdl.
Wallace $09 (1869)1 but that dealt with Re
Supreme Court's a
jurisdiction, The Supreme Court did
uphold the Norris-U0uardia Act of 1932, depriving federal
courts of "jurisdiction" to issue injunctions in labor disputes.
See LaMt v.
n
303 U.S. 32) (1938). Th6general

4ro
l-m-

d

din Gunther, Gases and Majerlals 9n

on- ILw on
R 0-63 (9th a 197.)o Professor Gunther
seems to
eve the question is an unsettled ones The basic
roblem is whether under Article III of the Constitution "the
udioial power" is derived from the Constitution or is dependent
on an Act of Congress. ,jeotion 2 of Artiole III says that -"the
Judicial power shall emend to, all cases ... arising under
his Constitution..."'-which seems to be-clear warrant for
maintaining that the onstitition is itself the source .of the
judicial power. That is so despite the holding in the
case
above. Certainly. Congress thought so in 1798 when the eleventh
amendment was 1romul ated to "reverse" the Supreme Court's ruling
in Chjshglm v. feas,
2 Dallas 419 (1793). The eleventh
amendment-alter Bthat part of Article III dealing with suits
between a state and citizens of another states.
t is my
considered judgment t .
,
19ess
, correct in the 1?90a--
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and, therefore, that Section 2 of S. 158 cannot pass
constitutional muster.

3. One other point on the power of Congress to define

constitutional personhood. The second paragraph of Section 1
of S. 158 could be construed to cast doubt on the now-settled
constitutional doctrine that corporations are constitutional
persons. Before 1886j that was not so, In fact, the first
cases interpreting the fourteenth amendment saw the Supreme
Court refusing to accord corporations the status of persons.
In 1886 the Court changed its mind. Since that time, three

Justices--Hugo Blacks William Douglas, and William Rehnquist-are on record, in dissenting opinions, that the 1886 ruling
was wrong and should be reversed. I believe that S. 158
would lend support to the view now held by Justice Rehnquist.

See

rs+ Nalonal

vak
v. A

i, 435 U.S. 765 (1978),

e qu st, J., dissenting).

at pae

By no means is a

corporation a "human being" within the terms of S. 158l and
I should think that the business community of the nation
would, if the bill were called to their attention, be unhappy
with its wording.
4. Now, at to the wisdom of this bill.

This is a matter which

cannot be separated from the power of Congress.

As a beginning

permit me to call your attention to an editorial in theI

(copy attached , entitled "Absurd Definition of Person."

"Ishould like to

ate my complete agreement with this editorial.

S. 158 poses grave problems and will produce a host of cases

trying to interpret it. Whatever one's attitude is toward
abortion, this statute is not the way to proceed. It is an
"uncommonly silly"bill--to employ the language of Justice
Stewart on Connecticut's unconstitutional statute on contraception. The Herald indicates some of the many questions that
arise when one considers the impact of the bill.
5. With all this in mind, let me state unequivocally and without
reservation that S. 158 is unconstitutional for the reasons
given above; and also that it is unwise to the point of sheer
absurdity.
6, Should you wish me to expand on any of these matters, please
call on me.

Arthur St Miller
Professor Emeritus of Constitutional Law
George Washington University
200-52
Washington, D.C.
As from 1106 Fleming Street

Key West, Florida 33040
Attachment
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Absurd Definition of Person
T HISU.S. week
of theis
Senate 'subcommittee
Judiciary Committee

scheduled to hear testimony on a
bill that would define a fetus as a "per.
son" from the moment of conception.
"Personhood" presumably would confer
upon the fetus the Constitutional right to
life, liberty, property, due process, and
equal protection of the laws.
, Clearly the intent of the proposal is to
overrule the wisdom of the Supreme
Court's abortion rulings" by statute instead of Constitutional amendment. Its
impact would be much greater. however, than simply outlawing abortion. It
would elevate abortion - even in the
first week of pregnancy - to the same
criminal category as premeditated mur.
der. Only the most-fanatic anti-abortionists accept that equation. Few other
Americans would impose life imprisonment for the doctor and woman who
conspire to end a pregnancy.
Even apart from the extreme penalties
that the "personhood" bill would Invoke,
the ploy violates both common sense and
Western tradition In another way. It attempts to confer upon a fertilized egg an
artificial status as a full member of society. That status does not exist and has
not.
An early miscarriage, for example.
traditionally does not call for an autopsy. It is not recorded in the family Bible
or In population reports. A fetus so lost
is not announced by the family In church
or in a published death notice. No funeral is held. To the contrary, an unsuccessful first-trimester pregnancy rarely Is
known to any but the woman, her husband, and perhaps a few adult relatives.
In defining U.S. citizenship, the Fourteenth Amendment declares, "All persons born or naturalized

..

"

Clearly

UWIL LSA

the authors did not contemplate citizen.
ship for the unborn. They did not write.
as they might have, "All persons con.
ceived or naturalized .... "
There is no end to the legal mischief
that fetal "personhood" would inspire In
this litigious society. Inheritance claims
on behalf of fetuses never born are only
one category. Product liability suits are
another. And If suits can be filed on be.
half of a fetus, can it be sued in turn?
Must it pay taxes?
If a fetus is a person, how is an individual's legal age to be determined?
What about entitlement rights under
welfare, food stamps, pension plans?
The point of absurdity is reached
quickly in the continuum the archconservative senators seem determined to
pursue. The simple fact Is that. whatever
one's attitude toward abortion, a fertilized egg simply is not a person. Congress
should not even consider the irrational
step of declaring it to be one.
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Scool of Law
40 Wuashbgo Squm Sooth, Room SIS

New York, N.Y. 1002

Tskp oe: (212) SW
WUUM E. Neos

To:

Senator Max Baucus

From:

Professor Whlliam Nelson

Re:

Is a Fetus a Person within the Intendment of
the Fourteenth Amendment

Date:

June 4, 1981

I can best address the question whether the framers
of the Fourteenth Amendment intended to include fetuses
within the term person as used in section one by summarizing my general view of the legislative history of the
section.
Section one was not the most important part of the
Fourteenth Amendment in the minds of its framers, Sections
two, three, and four - dealing with issues of Southern
representation in the House of Representatives, disenfranchisement of former rebels, and payment of war debts - were
seen as more important.
But section one did generate debate on three important issues: whether blacks should be
entitled to vote, whether segregation should be outlawed,
and whether the Bill of Rights should be applied to the
states. Different factions within the Republican coalition
that guided the amendment through Congress responded in
opposite ways to these issues, with more radical Republicans
wanting to give blacks the vote, to end segregation, and
to make states obey the Bill 2 of Rights and with more moderate
Republicans in disagreement.
Republicans never resolved their differences over section
one because it was not important for them to do so. The other
sections of the Amendment resolved the questions that demanded
immediate attention in 1866; the lese pressing questions
raised by section one could be postponed for future resolution. One purpose of the Amendment was to serve as a pla&form for Republicans in the 1866 Congressional elections
and it was important not to divide the party over secondary
issues that need not be decided. Indeed, Republicans with
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different views and constituencies found the ambiguity
of section one helpful since they were able to mould its
meaning to fit the politics of the constituency in which
they were running in 1866 for election.
Historians and
Supreme Court Justices who have sought Vnambiguous meaning
in section one have found contradictions instead because
that is what the framers of the Amendment left. Bound reasons
having to do with practical electoral politics and with their
ability to get the Fourteenth Amendment through Congress
led Republicans to leave a good deal of ambiguity in section
one.
Given the failure of the framers of the Fourteenth
Amendment to resolve questions about voting rights and
segregation that were Closely linked to the central questions
of Reconstruction# it would be surprising if they had had
any definitive intention about whether to include fetuses
as persons within the meaning of section one. I am not
aware# indeed, that any of the framers ever explicitly discussed the issue. Further evidence that the issue of fetuses
was not at the surface of consciousness in 1866 and hence was
left unresolved by section one lies in the fact that many
states at the time permitted abortions prior to quickening 6
and there was little, if any, contemporary awareness that
such abortions would constitute a deprivation of life under
the newly enacted Amendment.
I have not completed my research on the enactment of
the Fourteenth Amendment, and accordingly I may have missed
occasional statements about fetuses. But I do know enough
about the history to be confident that the 39th Congress
did not definitively resolve the issue whether fetuses are
persons within the meaning of section one.
Since the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment in general
had expansive notions of Congressional power, it would be
consistent with their views for the present Congress to
eliminate the ambiguity in section one by defining the word
;persons' to include or not to include fetuses,. or alternatively, to leave the word undefined. The history of the
Fourteenth Amendment's adoption precludes none of these options. The scope of Congressional power to enforce section
one of the Fourteenth Amendment through section five depends
more on contemporary practice than on history. I find so
much ambiguity in sections one and five that I see them as
a potentially unlimited source of federal legislative power.
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The Fourteenth Amendment, as its opponents feared, has the
capacity to obliterate the federal system, and every successful assertion of Congressional power under section five is
one further step in that direction.
My conclusion# therefore, is that while Congress has
the power tO define the meaning of the word personal* in
section one, any effort to do so would tend to weaken the
little that remains of federalism in the American political
system. I am also cOnvinced that paragraph 2 of section
one of the proposed bill is inconsistent with the legislative history of section one insofar as it seeks to suggest
that the 39th Congress intended to define persons to include
human beings.
If a bill is to be passed, it would better
rest oi a naked exercise of Congressional power than on implausible findings of fact.
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1. See generally Joseph B. James, The Framing of the

Fourteenth Amendment (Urbana, Iii., 1956).

2.

On voting rights, compare Cong. Globe, 39th Cong.,
1st. Sess.2510 (1866)(remarks of Cong. Miller), and
ibid., 2766 (remarks of Sen. Howard), with ibid., 2532
(remarks of Cong. Banks), and ibid., 2963-64 (remarks
of Sen. Poland). See especially the curious statement
of Rep. Bingham in ibid., 2542, discussed in Oregon v.
Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112, 264-67(1970)(opinion of Breiiah,
White and Marshall, JJ.). On segregation, the conflicting statements are noted in Alexander M. Bickel, "The
Original Understanding and the Segregation Decision,"
69 HarV. L.- Rev. 1 (1955). On the applicability of the
Bill",of Rights to the states, compare the evidence set
forth by Justice Black in Adamson v. California, 332
U.S, 46,68 (1947)(dissenting opinion),-with that in
Charles Fairman,' "Does the Fourteenth Amendment Incorporate the Bill of Rights? The Original Understanding,"
2 Stan. L. Rev. 5 (1949).

3. See James, Framing of Fourteenth Amendment, 147, 169-73.
4. See the evidence collected in Oregon v. Mitchell, 400
U.S. 112, 272-74 (1970)-(opinion of Brennan, Whte, and
Marshall, JJ.).
5. For some illustrations of the contradiction and ambiguity,
see the materials cited in note 2 supra.
6. See James C. Mohr, Abortion in America: The Origins
and Evolution of National Policy, 1800-1900, at 200-25
(New York, 1978).
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Senator

l.6A: Daucus
1107 virksen Office Dlia.
Washington,I .C. 20510

Dear iax,
You have asked the faculty here f~r their views on the
Helms bill. 1 simply lach the time right now to do the
research on the jurisdiction-rooval isue (1 presume Trio,
et &I have already done a job on it and have written them
for copies of what they've sent the Senate, with the thoaht
of possibly doing some follow-up research based upon their
work). However, it seems to me that one should not lose
sight of the fact that the central issue hero is still the
shouldn't try to kid anybody
abortion question. Helps, et ai'.
on that score. And o that score, we know ful" well what
the males on the state legislatures have done when givon the
"freedom" to legislate in this are&--hist6ry shows that they

have passed a wide variety of laws, each screwier than the
next, which seek to make CRDL'.U1AL what aboUt 70% of the
American people believe should be l.eft a matter of individuu!
conscience,

Since the real quentin, in short, is the issue of abortion
rights, I have enclosed a copy of a petition signed by eleven
of the faculty hero Lnd presented to the last !..ontanr. logisture. The central point of it is that CRIIJNAL sanctions
are utterly inappropriate to enforce something as to which
a) there is a serious split of opinion, b) on a very serious

matter. Unlike the split re marijuana possession, the right
to smoke a damn wood simply does not begin to approach the
seriousness of the claim of a woman who does not wish to have
t compelled pregnancy under penalty of a criminal conviction.

In fact, even if the seriousness" of that claim is = (as
ade) of constitutional
the Supreme Court said it was, in Rog v.
dimension, it io certainly sufficiently serious (albeit there
are admittedly very serious claims raised on the other sLdo)

to make it unwise and improper to attach criminal sanctions.
The above views arise in part out of my fundamental prochoice beliefs, but also out of my experience as a prosecutor
and as a legal scholar who has studied the nature of criminal
law for over a decade now. Ordinarily there is almost universal
consensus on what should be criminal, and this is As it should
be when society decides to brand somebody as a criminal. Thus,
there is universal agreement as to the propriety of making
rape,robbery, and burglary criminal; nobody lobbies the legislature to make them non-criminal. Even as to speeding laws,
there is a broad consensus that such laws should exist, even
though each of us may occasionally speed and there may be

940
But notaint;
some dispute as to where the limits ought to be.
rer
approaching this desirable kind of consensus exists in
to abortion.

cGnsoThus, any action which wouid have av o practical
crirla.£Aizing abortion
should be resisted mightily.
incerey yours,
'uence the allowance of state lIow

6'.

. '-nney

Research Assoc, Professor of LL-U
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PAH"ITTON
We, the undorsignod, respectfully submit the foJowing for
the consideration of the Lejislature, in prtJcular, the [louse
Judiciary Coittee:
First, the attempt to criminalize abortion will not In fact
stop )I tons, but only increase the number of dangerous illetjal
abortions or other unsafe mthods of torminating a pregnancy
or the number of suicides;
Socondr and more importantly, regardless of one's view of
of abortion from a personal standpoint or a socialthe iarirty
moral/philosophic-religious standpoint, the offort to make
such conduct CRHINAL is mJsguided and wrong, for it is highly
improper to attempt to enforce a criminal law when there is a
serious split of opinion as to such a serious,question, leading
to such problems as nonenforcement or, worse, selective (i.e.,
discriminatory) enforcement, all of which creates disrespect
for the Jaw.
We, therefore, the undersigned, do strongly oppose the
passage. o-LfRl'5-for the reasons stated above, and because It
is a very dangerous measure totally apart from the above reasons,
since it threatens to rend, and very possibly destroy, a constitutional fabric which is the creation of conturJes of work
and the envy of nations throughout the world.

OPP.O
P.,.
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Prfew David A.J. Richads

April 22, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucust
In response to your inquiry to me of April 13 regarding my
assessment of whether or not the Congress has the authority ubder
Section 5 of the 14th Amendment to enact Section 1 of 5. 158,
my considered view is that the proposed statute would be an
unconstitutional contraction of the constitutional rights established
in Roe v. Wade and its progeny. in my view, the forms of factfinding# _ich are alleged to justify S. 158, are not, properlyunderstood, the )ind of Congressional investigation which can
Justify an expansion of constitutional principles beyond those
established by the Supreme Court. lndee." no facts about the
biology of fetal development, certainly, none offered in support
of S. 158, can alter the constitutional Judgment enunciated in
Roe v. Wade, namely, that the criminalization of abortion in
the early stages of pregnancy cannot be justified consistent with
the constitutional values of the privacy rights of women. The
Supreme Court's judgment rests on an interpretation of constitutional values, which no amount of putative fact-finding by
ad Iundercut.
v.
Congress can here--consistent wit

Richards
David A
Profess rof Law
DAJR/DP
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April 24, 1981
Hon. Max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
I am writing in response to your inquiry as to my views of the
constitutionality of Section 1 of S.158.
This provision appears to be an attempt to overturn a Supreme
Court decision on constitutional rights by a mere act of Congress as
distinguished from a constitutional amendment, end therefore clearly
invalid.
I recognize that the Supreme Court had stated, by way of an
alternative ground for its holding in Katzenbach v. Morgan,
384 U.S. 641 (1966), that Congress may extend constitutional
rights under the 14th Amendment beyond those found by the courts,
pursuant to its power to enforce that amendment under Section 5. In
response to a challenge in Justice Harlan's dissenting opinion, it
was made clear in the majority opinion that this power could be used
only to extend, and not to contract, constitutional rights. While
this bill purports to create a new constitutional right, it does
so at the expense of curtailing an existing one previously upheld
by the Supreme Court in Roe v. Wade and a host of subsequent cases.
There was no suggestion in Katzenbach v. Morgan or any other Supreme
Court decision that the power to enforce the 14th Amendment can be
twisted to take away a 14th Amendment right, and every indication In
Katzenbach v. Morgan that this would be forbidden.
I want to point out that I am writing only as an individual and
not expressing any institutional opinion of Columbia Law School.
Sincerely yours,

Albert J. Rosenthal

t..,
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Women's Bar Association

11Beacon Street Sufte 606

Boston, Massachusetts 02108

June 1, 1981
Senator Max

U.S. Senate

Baucus

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Baucus:
I am writing on behalf of the Women's Bar Association
of Massachusetts, a professional organization of more than
five hundred attorneys, to express our opposition to S.158/
H.R.900, which has been referred to as the "human life"
statute. In our view it is one of the most dangerous and
clearly unconstitutional legislative proposals ever to be
entertained by Congress.
This legislation represents totalitarianism of the
most extreme sort, intruding into the most sacred area of
human life -- marriage and the family. It is contrary to
both the traditional tolerance of a democratic society for
different opinions and life choices, and the republican
tradition of respect for individual choice and freedom from
government regulation. This particular bill governmentally
mandates forced childbearing by millions of Americans. In
its imposition of one philosophical and religious view upon
all of society, it is in principle no different from the
mandating of birth control or of euthanasia.
As attorneys, we wish to emphasize the profound
constitutional separation of powers violation that this
statute entails. The bill is assuredly unconstitutional
insofar as it purports to overrule a decision of the United
States Supreme Court interpreting the Fourteenth Amendment.
It sets a dangerous course in attempting to divest lower
federal courts of jurisdiction to enforce the Bill of
Rights.

945
The WBA's membership has overwhelmingly supported
the right to choice in matters of family planning, Despite
the use of the team *moral majority", I do not believe that
the majority of Ameritians support the idea of Government
dictation of personal action in this area. And despite the
term Oright to life", the proposed bill would discount the
rights of American women to health and to life by simplistically treating a complex, sensitive and individual question.
We urge that this bill be defeated in committee.
It is unworthy of serious consideration by our elected
representatives.
Sincerely,

Prs $1sa
perident
TJSIMul

ligmann
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SCHOOL OP LAW

May 7, 1981

max Baucus
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
This viii acknowledge your letter of April 29, 1981, requesting
my opinion on the constitutionality of bills such as S. 158 and H.R. 900,
which undertake to define "person" as used in the Fourteenth Amendment to
the Constitution as including the human fetus from the moment of conception. It is understood that the purpose of these bills is to override
the Supreme Court's rulings in Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S. 113 (1973) and subsequent decisions based on the principles of that case. Since those
decisions are based on the Constitution itself, it appears that the purpose of these bills is to bring about a change in the scope and effect of
the relevant Constitutional provisions by statutory means, rather than by
amendment of the Constitution in accordance with the procedures prescribed
in Article V.
The bills in question rely explicitly on the power of Congress
under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment as the constitutional basis
of their provisions. The scope of this power, during the last fifteen
years, has been the subject of at least four significant Supreme Court
decisions. South Carolina v, Katzenbach, 383 U.S. 301 (1966); Katzenbach
v. Morgan, 384 U.S. 641 (1966); Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112 (1970);
Rome v. United States, 446 U.S. 156 (1980); see also Fullilove v. Klutznick,
448 U.S. _
(1980). In all these cases except the first, the Court was
divided in opinion on the governIng principles, and professional comment on
the problem has reflected its controversial nature.
Despite this division of opinion, I believe it to be clear that
the bills in question are unconstitutional. The majority opinion in the
Morgan case goes further than any other in giving scope to Congressional
power under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, but in that opinion
it was categorically stated that Section 5 gives Congress no power "to
restrict, -brosate, or dilute" constitutional guarantees. Katenbach ,v.
Morja, 384 U.S. at 651 n.10. There can be no doubt that the purpose
and purport of the bills in question is to "restrict, abrogats, or dilute"
the constitutional rights of pregnant women as established in Roe v. Wade.
As for the embers of the Court who do not share the expansive
views of Congressional power under Section 5 articulated by the majority in
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the Morgan case, it is my belief that, regardless of their agreement or disagreement with Roe y. YWade, they would conclude that the constitutional
principles it established cannot be nullified by statutory action.
Tor the foregoing reasons, stated above In sumary form, it is
my opinion that the bills you have called to my attention are unconstitutional.
Sincerely yours,

NashProfessot of Law, Emer.
TT:el
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KAY P. THOMAS
ATTORNEY AT LAW

oleo *MI?. ROAD

DXUVER, COLORADO 100007

April 27, 1981
Ranking Minority Member
Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D. C.
Re: S. J. Res. 17
Dear Senatort
I understand that your subcomittee of the Senate Judiciary Committee is
in process of considering various statutes1 such as S. 158 which declares that
"human life shall be deemed to exist from conception," and in effect purpore to
define "life" for purposes of the 14th Amendment guarantees to due process aid
equal protection of the lava.
I strongly urge you to vote against reporting out any form of the so-called
"Human Life Bill" to the full Senate. These bills not only would prohibit
abortion but would also prohibit two of the most popular forms of birth control-the I.U.D. and those forms of the birth control pill which prevent the
implantation of the fertilized egg on the walls of the uterus. I also strongly
urge you to vote against any form of compromise bill which would generally
prohibit abortion but create exceptions for victims of rape/incest and to
preserve the life of the mother.
The principle behind all of these bills, with or without exceptions to make then
more palatable to the electorate, is the same--they in effect elevate the human
fetus to the status of a "person" under the United States Constitution, thus
arguably entitling the fetus to equal or perhaps greater rights than the voman
in whose body it resides. The passage of any so-called "Human Life Bill" would
have a far-reaching, negative effect on the personal reproductive choices
of all Americans and would force upon all of us the religious belief that "life"
begins at the point of conception. For the latter reason alone, I believe that
any ouch bill would ultimately be stricken down as contrary to the First
Amendment's guarantee of freedom of religion.
The so-called "Human Life Bill" also proposes a flagrant increase in
Government control over the lives of all Americans--women and sen--and is
totally antithetical to the current AdEnistration's campaign to reduce
Government interference in the lives of American citizens.
For all of the above reasons, the "Hupen Life Bill" does not deserve your
support, and I strongly urge you to vote against reporting any form of such
bill to the full Senate for consideration.

Sincerely,
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April 24, 1981

Senator Max Baucus
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
Thank you for your inquiry of April 13, 1981, about my
assessment of whether Congress has the authority under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, or otherwise, to enact
Section 1 of 8.158. Although I would be glad to elaborate
if you wish, a brief answer is possible si nce I think it absolutely clear-that Congress has no such authority.*
Neither Katzenbach v. Morgan, 384 U.1. 641 (1966), nor
any other Supreme Court decision, empowers Congress to redefine the basic meaning of such terms as "life" or "person"
as those terms are used in the Bill of Rights and the Fourteenth Amendment. Moreover, even if Congress could find
affirmative authority for such redefinition in Section 5
of the Fourteenth Amendment or elsewhere, its exercise of*
such authority would certainly be subject to the Bill ofRights -- and the Supreme Court has ruled unequivocally and
repeatedly that if a theory of life" is invoked to "override
the rights of the pregnant woman," then her "liberty" has
been denied without "due process of law," Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S.

See also J. Ely and L. Tribe, "Let There Be Life," N.Y. Times,
March 17, 1981, p. A 17; L. Tribe, "The Supreme Law is Sti11
the Constitution," N.Y. Times, April 20, 1981, p. A 181 Letter
to Members of the Senate Judiciary Committee, April 21, 1981,
from Paul Brest, John Hart Ely, Paul A. Freund, Erwin N. Griswold, Louis Henkin,#Philip B. Kurland, Louis Schwartz, Telford
Taylor, Laurence H. Tribe, William Van Alstyne, Harry H. Wellington, and Charles Alan Wright.
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113, 162 (1973) -- a result Congress is forbidden by the Fifth
Amendment to cause, no less than the states are forbidden by
the Fourteenth Amendment to do so. See Weinberger v. Wiesenfeld, 420 U.S. 636 (1975).
The opposite approach could not be confined in any principled way to cases in which the Judiciary has candidly confessed an inability to give determinate meaning to constitutional terms like "life." For when Congress acts to override,
or to invite State Legislatures to override, the "liberty" of
prognaut women, it does not merely "inform the judiciary,"
in the wordsvof Senator Hatch (Cong. Rec., April 10, 1981,
p. S3913), of its legislative findings. Congress is empowered
only to make laws, not to lobby or advise the courts. And if
a law made by Congress can redefine terms in this one area so
as to entrust to majority vote a matter that the Supreme Court
has held individuals entitled to resolve for themselves, then
Congress has equal power to effectuate such a divestment of
individual rights in other areas as well -- regardless of the
Supreme Court's degree of confidence or perplexity.
At stake therefore is not simply an attack on the Supreme
Court's abortion ruling but an attack on the binding effect
of the Constitution, as construed by the Court, upon those
whom the people elect to public office -- those whose oaths
to uphold the Constitution as the supreme law of the land can
be enforced in no other way than through Supreme Court review.
In all candor, I must confess to no small dismay at the
cynicism of those lawmakers who pledge allegiance to our most
hallowed traditions but then ally themselves with efforts to
circumvent the Constitution's rules, in Article V, for proposing
and ratifying amendments -- secure in the knowledge that, when
the Supreme Court predictably discharges its duty to declare
such circumvention flatly unconstitutional, these same lawmakers will be able to denounce the Imperial Judiciary and
thereby win added support for the constitutional amendment that
they find themselves unable, without such evident manipulation,
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to persuade the country to adopt.* If such lawmakers are truly
being as manipulative as it appears, they should be ashamed
of themselves. If they are instead acting in good faith, their
constitutional naivete is staggering.
Yours truly,

Laurence H. Tribe
ProfeRsor of Law
LHT/cad
cc: Congressman Don Edwards
Chairman, Subcommittee on Civil and
Constitutional Rights
House Committee on the Judiciary

Indeed, even on the merits it seems strange, to say the least,
that proponents of a right-to-life amendment or of this legislative short-cut profess an unswerving dedication to the right
to life of all the innocent unborn while insisting with equal
fervor on the right of the several states to decide, one by one,
Just which unborn to save through a ban on abortion and which
unborn to remit to the care of women and their doctors under

the regime of personal choice.
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April 20, 1981

The Honorable Max Daucus
United States Senate
Committee on the Judiciary
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
In response to your letter of April 13, 1 address the question of
Congress' authority to enact section 1 of S.158. As a preliminary, I
note my qualifications: after being graduated in 1971 from the Yale Law
School, where I was an editor of the Yale Law Journal, I served as a law
clerk for two years, first to Judge George Edwards, currently Chief Judge
of the Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit, and then to Justice Thurgood
Marshall of the United Statees Supreme Court. After that I began teaching
at the University of Wisconsin Law School, where I have specialized in
constitutional law and the law of federal courts, subjects about which I
have written extensively. I also note that in the time available I have
been unable to do comprehensive research on the issues raised by S.18,
and draw primarily on my general knowledge and understanding of the
Constitution.
I begin by clearing some ground. Like Clendower, Congress can call
the spirits from the vasty deep; the question is what effect a congressional
declaration has on what S.158 characterizes as a scientific question.
(I recall, for example, the possibly apocryphal legislation declaring that
the mathematical quantity "pi" equalled three.) But of course the issue
addressed in 8.158 is not a scientific or technical question. It is primarily
if not exclusively a moral question, as Justice Blackmun's opinion in Roe v.
Wade acknowledged. (See, e.g., 410 U.S., at 159, referring to the views of
those "trained in . . . medicine, philosophy, and theology.") This does not
resolve any of the questions posed by S.158, for Congress may perhaps be a
more authoritative source of moral guidance than state legislatures or the
courts. It does, however, reduce the plausibility of relying on that portion
of Katzenbach v. Morgan that refers to Congress' special ability to determine
facts.
Second, and far more important, It is entirely unclear that the
declaration in S.158 Is inconsistent with the analysis in Roe v. Wade and
therefore that enacting 8.158 would indeed authorize states to reenact
restrictive abortion statutes (see 127 Cong. Rec. 8.292, daily edition, Jan.
19, 1981). The Court in Roe v. Wade recognized the state's interest in
protecting potentiall" life, and accomodated that interest with the woman's
interest in ')privacy" to yield the result in that case. I find it hard to
believe that the state's interest in protecting actual life is stronger than
its interest in protecting potential life of the sort at issue in Roe v. Wade.

*
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I certainly know of no credible moral arguments to that effect. If
I an correct, S. 158 if enacted would not alter the balance that the
Court struck in Roe v. Wade.
I turn now to the question of congressional authority. The
Constitution has a structure in which plenary power is granted to
Congress and then is restricted by specific limitations on the
exercise of the power granted. By "plenary," I mean that the grants
of power, Including section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, taken by
themselves authorize Congress to act on any subject reasonably related
to the power. Katzenbach v. Morgan was in this sense an unproblematic
decisions eliminating English literacy tests was reasonably related
to enforcing the equal protection clause.
Superficially S.158 resembles the statute In Katzenbach v. Morgan,
for in 5.158 Congress would make a declaration that was reasonably
related to enforcing the due process clause. But that analysis Is
incomplete because it fails to take account of the limitations on Congress'
power. In Katzenbach v. Morgan the asserted limitation was federalism.
Katzenbach held, and Fitzpatrick v. Bitzer, 427 U.S. 445 (1976), reiterated,
that federalism placed no limits on Congress' power under section 5 of the
Fourteenth Amendment, which by the terms of section I limited state authority.
But Katzenbach v. Morgan's holding does not advance the analysis of S.158,
because the relevant limitation here is not federalism but the right of
privacy found either in the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment or
in the Ninth Amendment.
Footnote 10 of Katzenbach v. Morgan does advance the analysis. There
the Court affirmed the proposition that Congress' plenary power under
section 5 could not be exercised so as to dilute the guarantees of the due
process and equal protection clauses. That is, the section 5 power, like
all others, is limited by the individual rights provisions found elsewhere
in the Constitution. Consider now the situation if S.158 is enacted and a
state adopts a restrictive abortion law. The restrictions would be
challenged as violating the rights protected in Roe v. Wade. The state
would defend its restrictions as authorized by the Fourteenth Amendment
as interpreted in S.158. The challengers would respond that, to the extent
that S.158 purported to authorize such legislation, it was unconstitutional
because it violated their rights as interpreted in Roe v. Wade. In analyzing
that response, the Court would have to define the contours of the claimed
rights. Specifically, it would have to balance the woman's interest against
the state's interest in protecting life. If the woman's interest was weightier,
S.158 would be unconstitutional. I have already suggested that simply transforming an interest in protecting "potential" life into one in protecting •
"actual" life is unlikely to affect the way the balance is struck. On this
analysis, S.158 is not so much unconstitutional as it Is ineffectual.
I hope this analysis is helpful.
additional questions.

Please let me know if you have
Very truly yours

Mark Tushnet
Professor of Law

MsJr
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April 24, 1961
Senator Max saucus
Rankin$ Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
sshington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucuss

I received your letter of April 21st today, asking me to comment on the
constitutionality of Section 2 of 8. 158 (which presumes to declare the meaning

of the word "person" in the 14th amendment), end on the constitutionality of a

subsequent section severely restricting the jurisdiction of the federal courts.
I fear we may have missed one another in the U.S. mil, because I had
previously received a nearly identical letter from you dated April 13th, to which
I replied at once. Nonetheless, on the chance that my response somehow went

astray, I very uch appreciate your inquiry and do wish to provide whatever
assistance I can.
6. 158 appears to be identical to H.R. 900, a copy of which I received with
S
a request from Donald Edwards in the House of Representatives. Enclosed is a

copy of my reply to Representative Edvards. For reasons reviewed in that letter,
I believe Section 2 is plainly beyond the constitutional power of Congress, For
reasons elaborated in the latter part of the enclosed letter, I do not believe

that it can be sustained upon any claim of power arising under Section five of
the lAth amendment. Far from representing a proper application of Kattenbach
l. Moran. the draft provision reflects a misapplication, and serious misunderstanding, of that case.
X believe the power of Congress so to restrict the jurisdiction of the
federal courts (including the appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme Court) to
be a closer question whichh is genuinely complicated as well as difficult. But as
I suppose that restriction, despite a. severability clause, will, simply become
inoperative insofar as the substantive portions of the bill (_.&.. Section 2)
are held to be unconstitutional, I did not n my letter to Congressman Edwards
take the necessary time to address this separate question. T regret that the
press of preparing other testimony for congressional comittes (including one
AkJkVill consider, more generally, control of federal court jurisdiction by
Congress), but it is truly awkward to attempt to share my reasons for professional
doubts respecting the jurisdiction-suspending section of S. 158 in this letter.
Should it remain an important issue, however, I would do my beet to be of
whatever help I can.
Please do let me know if the enclosed copy of my letter to Congressman
Edwards is not sufficient. I very much appreciate your concern with this bill.
Sincerely,
Wllita

1,

Van Al.styne
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The Honorable Don Edwards
Chairman, Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights
The United States House of Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515
Dear Mr. Edwards:
H. R. 900 is both unconstitutional and wholly unworthy of Congress.
its presuppositions respecting the power of Congress to impose its own
definitions upon words in the Constitution are naive and incorrect. Its
additional presumptuousness in attempting to revive criminal statutes
already adjudicated by the Supreme Court as violative of fundamental personal rights is unprecedented and unsound. I shall elaborate briefly on
both these points. I shall be pleased to provide any additional assistance
to you Inyour further consideration of this foolish bill.
The abortion decisions of 1973 do not mark the first occasion when a
constitutional adjudication by the Supreme Court has met with very great
resistance.. As early as 1793, an interpretation of Article III subjected
states to law suits in federal courts contrary to what many widely believed
could not be done without the consent of such states. The case was
Chisholm v. Georgia, 2 U.S. 519, and itwas subsequently overturned by the
provisions oftheiEleventh Amendment in 1794. A little more than a halfcentury later, the Supreme Court interpreted the word "citizen" in Article
III to exclude a number of persons whom many (including a minority on the
Supreme Court itself) believed to be capable of acquiring that status. The
case was Dred Scott v. Sanford, 60 U.S. 393 (1857), and It was subsequetly
overturne-y fie- r-ovisons of the Fourteenth Amendment in 1868. Thirty
years later, the Supreme Court interpreted the phrase Odirect taxes" in
Article I to include a tax on income derived from the rental of real
estate, contrary to the different interpretation of the same phrase by
Congress (and by a-minority of the Court itself). The case was Pollock v.
Farmer's Loan & Trust Co., 157 U.S. 429 (1895), It was subsequetYyoverturned byth 1ifien'tW-Mendment in 1913, which permitted the unapportioned taxation of such.income. And as recently as 1970, contrary to,
Congress's own Interpretation of "equal protection,. a majority of the
Supreme Court held that the. disfranchisement of citizens over elghteenL

years of age (but less than twenty-one years of age) in all state and local
elections was not within any corrective power of Congress pursuant to"
Section S of the Fourteenth Amendment. That outcome, too, was also overturned -- by ratification of the Twenty-Sixth Amendment in 1971.

In each of these (and many other) instances, final adjudications by the
iSupreme Court have involved interpretations of words or phrases in the
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Constitution different than the Interpretation imputed to the ime words by
state legislatures or by Congress. In the vast majority of instances, the
adjudicated interpretation by the Supreme Court continued to b controlling,
despite dissatisfaction by others who believed that Interpretation to be
-unsound. That observation correctly characterizes even-the single most
famous (and important) decision in our entire constitutional history, the
case of Marbury v. Madison, 6 U.S. (I Cranch) 137 (1803). In-part, that
famous cT&se'ffoTve Te issue whether Congress could enlarge the original
Jurisdiction of the Supreme Court by adding Into its original jurisdiction
some cases that might otherwise reach the Court only on appeal. The
language of Article I1 Itself is wholly Inconclusive, and an eminently
reasonable argument could be made that while Congress might not have power
to limit or to reduce the original jurisdiction of the Court, It could most
certainlyenlarge that Jurisdiction by adding such cases as were otherwise
within the judctial power: cases that Congress believed to be sufficiently
Important that they, too, should also commence In the Supreme Court itself.
Chief Justice Marshall held otherwise, however, and--there being no amend-.
ment ever made to the Constitution to change that result--that remains the
case even now.
Mrbur v. Hadison, and Martin v. Hunter's Lessee, concretely
estaWshe two propositions-WT li-e themselvestli essence of the
American constitutional system. The first is that in the adjudication of
all cases and controversies arising under the Constitution, itis the
judiciary's interpretation of the Constitution, rather than that of
Congress, which is final. The second is that, In the adjudication of all
cases and controversies arising under the Constitution, It isthe
udicisry's Interpretation of the Constitution, rather than that of state
egislatures or state courts, which isfinal.
In keeping with these bedrock principles, it isperfectly well
understood that the finality of those Supreme Court Interpretations are
reversible by two means only. The first isthe capacity of the Court to
overrule self. The second, as Illustrated by the Eleventh, the
Fourteenth, the Sixteenth, and the Twenty-Sixth mendments, is to
*overrule" the Court by mending the Constitution.
The technique of H. R. 900 is not to propose anm endment. It betrays
a complete lack of confidence that the consttutional demands for twothirds pa $rtts in both houses, and ratification by.three-fourths of the
state$,'c ul be obtained tO that end. Thus, in repudiation of the provisions ot'Article V that nothing less then these extraordinary majorties
may suffice authoritatively to displace a final adjudication by the Supreme
Court respecting the adjudicatory significance of a part of the
Constitution, It presumes instead to instruct the Court on the "rghtmeaning 0a particular word. This attempt is as futile (and impoper) as
v, Maisn, had presumed
though Congress', following the decision in K
s Intended to
iT III "wwT
to adopt a law in which Congress *finds" th!iUof
permit some cases to be added to the Court's original jurisdiction which
cases might otherwise come only within its appellate jurisdiction, It Is
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as futile as though Congress, following the decision In Chisholm'v.
Georgia, had passed a law in which It found" .that Article 11 3i-not
TUAe-i-to permit states to be sued in federal courts without their consent.

It isexactly the same as though Congress, after the decision inPollock v.
Farmer's Loan A Trust, had adopted a statute In which "Congress flf-FiaF"
e pRase-tdi'ec-t--xes' in Article I was not Intended to Include a tax on
income derived merely from the rental of real estate." Indeed, If this
technique were available to Congress, in no instance would amerdments to
the Constitution be required authoritatively to alter the Supreme Court's
interpretations of the Constitution. As you (and every member of Congress)
are well aware, however, our system of constitutional government, unlike
that of many other nations, is not one of parliamentary supremacy. It is
not the case that we are under a Constitutiun, but the Constitution is what
Congress says it Is. A Constitution so construed cannot act as a positive
law restraint upon Congress or upon the States. Rather, a Constitution so
construed would permit Congress not merely to control the scope of the

Fourteenth Amendment, but to define its own powers, to override all

reserved state powers, and to demolish the separation of powers as well-all by the breathtaking expedient of having Congress bind the courts by
presuming to "find" what every part of the Constitution was "Intended" to

do.

We come, then, to H. R. 900. In Roe v. Wade, the Supreme Court held
that the word "person" as it appears n-th- oFourteenth Amendment is exclusive of gestating fetuses prior to the time of fetal viability. H. R. 900
presumes to "find' that the word 'person' in the Fourteenth Amendment, to

the contrary, includes not merely viable but unborn fetuses but, indeed,
embryos, blastulas, and zygotes as well. Presumably, It means to "find'
that the instant there Is sufficient contact between a sperm and an egg as
to produce any preliminarry reaction whatever, and certainly at least
telophase (the last step in mitosis In simple cell division), the chemical
reaction at the least discernible preliminary step dates a "person" for all

Fourteenth Amendment purposes.

Having discovered In the Fourteenth Amendment (?) a definition of
"person' contradictory of the Supreme Court's interpretation, Congress then
proposes to use that finding to validate state laws already held to be
violative of another person s fundamental right as previously determined by
the Supreme Court. It Is,of course, the holding of Roe v. Wade that no
state may criminalize a woman's decision to terminate an ijAwin5d pregnancy
within six months of conception, assuming only that she secures the
assistance of a competent physician who, in assisting her, complies with
reasonable medical procedures. That freedom Is described by the Court as
Nothing, in any of the subsequent decisions of the Court,
fundamentall'
reneges on that description. The ambition ofH. R. 900 Isnot to support
that freedom, or even to assist such women carrying fatally malformed
health.
fetuses, or women for whom pregnancy may be threatening to their
Congress has
To the contrary, In prior versions of the 'Hyde menen*Bent,
already set a cruel determination against such women by restricting my
i0.lCallysuch assistance and by rendering, for them, even firSt-Urt,
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Indicated abortions subject to private charity and tO the commercial Iarket
alone. The Supreme Court has found no adequate constitutional t4gis to
forbid this selective Vindictiveness. But I see no evidence at 'all that it
will be impressed by Congress's cellophane effort to do indirkty (by
defining words In the Constitution) what Itcannot do directly (to reverse
substantive constitutional decisions by the Supreme Court).
If Members in Congress frankly desire to compel the birth of every fer'tilized ovum, or ifMembers In Congress think it wise that each state be
allowed to criminalize whatever abortions, inwhatever circumstances they
wish to criminalize, they may do so. For even freedom of speech may be
ended in this country by amending the Constitution itself (to permit the
criminalizing of free speech), and so, too, may any other fundamental
freedom we have. But the very purpose of Article V is to disallow such
changes without the'sobering check that the amendment process itself
imposes. And It behooves Congress to respect that process In this
instance, at least as much as it did In the establishment of an Income tax.
I have nOt devoted any time in this brief letter to an "analysis" of
Katzenbach v. Morgon, and the various (even conflicting) impressions which
that case has generated. I will say briefly, however, that I know of no
reasonable manner in which the sound foundation of that case can be
adjusted to sustain what Is being proposed in H. R. 900. The basic thesis
of Katzenback v.
aorgan
Is not complicated. That thesis is that Section
One Of eouR -e-IW
endment committed to the judiciary the obligation
to hold Invalid such state statutes as were clearly, In the Court's own
view, forbidden-by the Fouteenth Amendment. These, in brieti were all laws,
forbidden by Section One inits self-executing effect, laws so clearly (in
the Court's view) inderogation of privileges and imunities, life,
liberty, and property; or in derogation of equal protection, that they are
invalid whether or not Congress has seen fit to say so. It is Section One,
in its self-executing effect, which Is the foundation of Roe v. Wade.
Section One was drafted to provide this minimum self-execut ng effect,
moreover, partly because It was agreed In the 39th Congress (which proposed
the Fourteenth Amendment) that- It was unwise to leave the determination of
Invalid state laws merely to Congress. The original version of the
Fourteenth Amendment did Just that, providing only what Congress might do
in respect to certain kinds of state laws, but not providing ay security
against state laws that Congress might not see fit to forbid. It was
significantly to provide security against a remissness in Congress that the
Fourteenth Amendment was redrafted (In its-present form so
make certain a self-executing effect, a minimum level of Jud iciaily-enforceable
rotection, irrespective of Congress's sentiment about such protection.
onsistent, tats "tis understanding (which is consistent both .with Roe v.
Wade and with Katzenbach v. M
), it was also anticipated that tr-gr4ss
might (undet section fiverri-c ome state laws that were nots6 clearly
in violation of Section one as to require the courts to hold them invalid,
And that, of course, iswhat happened in KatzenbaCh v. Morgan itself.
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Ironically, a correct applicatlos of Katzenbach v. Morgan wuld be useful- to sustain an Act of Congress very diffreffrom H-.R.*oG. For
Instance, although the Supreme Court his held that the due process clause
does forbid any state from criminalizing m dically safe abortions within
the first two trimesters (a fundamental right that neither Congress nor the
States may now attempt to override), It has not held that states are also
constitutionally obliged to provide economically disadvantaged women any
assistance for that purpose even If, without such assistance, their practical capacity to exercise their fundamental right Is seriously prejudiced.
Even the omission of medically-indicated abortions from a state medic-aid
program otherwise assisting economically disadvantaged persons for
medically -indlcafed services, has not been held by the Court as to be so
utterly arbitrary as to be a per se violation of the Fourteenth Amendment.
On the other hand, were Congress ' regard such a differential treatment of
women, seeking medically-indicated abortions as plainly arbitary when the
state otherwise has undertaken to extend assistance to economically disadvantaged persons, then I think Katzenbach v. M
would come Into play.
The unequal treatment of economically-disa an 9 women otherwise unable
to secure medically-indicated abortions might plausibly be regarded by
Congress as so discriminatory and unfair under the circumstances that
Congress might, on that basis, forbid the states so to discriminate against
womn. In this respect, exactly as inKatzenbach, Congress would be acting
to enhance a fundamental right, rather tan W restrict or to annihilate
It. Katzenbach does not contemplate this latter power. Neither does
Section One oR the Fourteenth Amendment. Rather, Section One establishes a
Judiciall -ascertaIned, minimum floor of self-executing constitutional protection which neither Congress nor the stitis may violate. It was that
floor" that was held to be violated In Roe v. Wade. H. R. 900 is wholly
in conflict with this proper understandii-i"OFtWTourteenth Amendment and
is, accordingly, both unauthorized and invalid.
I realize that nonetheless the tendency in Congres
such as this is very great. r It may appease particular
divert all blame to the courts. But you have not been
to have looked at matters in this cynical fashion, and
will not do so on this occasiOn, either.
Sincerely,

to vote for bills
constituencies and
a Member of Congress
I am confident you

William Van Alstyne
William R. Perkins Professor of Law
WVA:mJ f

*
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Senator Max Daucus
Ranking Minority Member

Subcommittee on Separation

of lowers
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear

nator Baucus:

Thank you for your letter of April 13# 1981, requesting
My views on the constitutionality of the proposed statute.
I do not believe that a statutory declaration that life
begins at conception would substantially alter the
analysis of whether a woman should have the right to
terminate a pregnancy. Whether or not a fetus is considered to be a life, pregnancy creates a unique situation in which the life of one person is completely.
dependent upon the life of another. Hence, the interests
of the woman must be balanced against the very young
fetus or pre-birth child. As the fetus (infant) gets
older, s/he acquires greater and greater interests
in continued existence vis-a-vis the mother. Although
I find nothing constitutionally compelled in the line
which has been drawn by the Supreme Court at the first
trimester, the first trimester may be a suitable delineation of the period during which the woman's rights
of self-determination, privacy, life, etc. predominate
over the young person's.
Hence# I would reach the same result as the U.S. Supreme
Court did in o* v. Jgde, although acknowledging that
life begins at conception. Hence, this statute is quite
unnecessary or irrelevant to an appropriate analysis
of the problem.
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I am concerned that this statute attempts to rely upon
the legislative implementation provision of the Fourteenth Amendment to deprive people, in this case, women
of their constitutional rights. While it could be
argued that the legislature is attempting to protect
the rights of pre-birth persons, they are thereby
depriving women of their rights to control their lives
and bodies. I doubt the U.S. Supreme Court would sustain
a statute which would deprive blacks of their right
to vote, employment, housing, etc. on the theory that
it was increasing the constitutional rights of whites.
There are limits on the capacity of the legislature
under the enforcement provision of the Fourteenth Amendment to destroy the consitutional rights of one group
under the guise of protecting the rights of another.
I have not carefully considered the jurisdictional
limitation imposed by the statute and thus do not want
to express a view on that part of the statute at this
time. I'm sorry that I do not have the time to prepare
a more elaborate and documented statement of my views,
but I hope this letter will assist your deliberations.
Sincerely yours,

David Weissbrodt
Professor' of Law
DW/ns
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April 28, 1981

Senator Max Baucus

Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Separation of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Baucust
Enclosed is the memorandum I referred to dealing
with the'Consequences of a "Human Lifew Statute.
Sincerely,

David Westfall
John H. Watson, Jr.
Professor of Law

DW/eaf
EnDcl.
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POSSIBLE CONSEQUENCES OF A HUMAN LIFE STATUTE
Of CONSTITUTION"
AMENDIET IN ARJAS OTHER THAN ABORTION

Statement'P David Westfall, John N. Watson, Jr.
Professor-A,'aw, Harvard Law School, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02130

Introduction

This statement analyzes the possible consequences of a
"human life" statute or Constitutional amendment in areas other
than abortion.

Such effects are likely to include, An varying

degrees, confusion and uncertainty In such unrelated areas of law
as legislative apportionment and administration of local govern-

ment, as well as in criminal law, where one would naturally expect A major impact froe a new definition of "personO or "human
life.'

In the law of property and estates the results would be

nothing short of chaotic until myriad questions had been definitively resolved by the Supreme Court.

Nor would such disparate

areas as torts and income taxation escape the potential impact of
the fundamental changes in our legal system the statute or amerdsent could cause.
In view of these wide ranging and highly undesirable

side

effects, guaranteed to overburden courts and legislatures for
years to come, there is no justification for using either ar. HL
statute or Constitutional amendmer.t to reach their sponsors' goal:
to ban or severely restrict the present constitutionally protected freedom of pregnant women to terminate their pregnancies.
There is no sound reason to create chaos, confusion, and uncer-
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tainty In areas of law having nothing to do with abortion in order to ban or severely restrict the use of abortions.
In proposing these various 'human life* amendments as a way
of prohibiting abortion, the amendments'
sponsors seek to take advantage of Justice Blackmun's
observation in Roe v. Made, 410 U.S. 113 (1973)1
The Appellqe and certain amic argue that the
fetus is a 'person' within the language and meaning of
the Fourteenth Amendment. (If so), appellant's case,
of course, collapses, for the fetus' right to life is
then guaranteed specifically by the Amendment.
In defining life as beginning at fertilization, the HL Amendment's sponsors hope to override the Supreme Court's conclusion in
Roe that "the word 'person', as used in the Fourteenth Amendment,
does not include the-unborn" 410 U.S. at

158.

Thus, their

assumption is that the HL Amendment would define a fetus as a
Fretusm, when used in this statement, refers to the
Operson.0
unborn from the moment of conception, rather than in accordance
with its-medical definition which does not characterize the egg
or embryo as a fetus until seven or eight weeks after conception.

Clearly, then, the HL Amendments' sponsors undertake to confer some constitutional rights on fetuses from the moment of conception--in particular, the right not to be willfully aborted.
But in defining a fetus as a 'person* under the Fourteenth Amendment, the extent of fetuses' rights is far from
clear, and could only be determined by extensive testing in the
courts.

At least three judicial approaches could be adopted:

(1) Abortion alone is covered.

A tour de force of judicial
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ferred on fetuses to freedom from destruction by abortion
and could deny the statute or amendment any other consequence.

To reach this result, however, requires treat-

iN the references to 'human life" or a "right to life"
an merely code words designed to give the anti-abortion
effort a more favorable public image without substantive
effect.

Worse, it requires a holding that not all "per-

sons' are equal under the Fourteenth Amendment.

A court

might seek to justify this cynical course on the basis
of indications that the sponsors focused on a definition
of life merely to avoid a debate on abortion and thereby secure additional votes for the statute or amendment.
But it seems unlikely that a court would follow this line
of interpretation), as it requires ignoring the language which
was in fact enacted into law.
(2) Freedom fro7, bodily injury is covered, but protection
property

or other non-bodily interests is not.

Under this view, fetuses would enjoy constitutional protection from

physical injuries, but for

other purposes would not be treated as 'persons' in the fuller constitutional sense.

Support for this interpretation

could be derived from the references to 'life' and the omission of references to 'liberty" or "property' in the proposed statute or amendment, as an inference the HL Amendment's
framers intended this result.

However, to impute such an

intent would involve the attribution of %Nptradictory

inten-
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tions to the amendment's sponsors, since the sponsors base
the

need for the Amendment on their belief that there is

no meaningful difference between six-week old fertilized eggs and six-month old children, and the latter
do enjoy property and other rights.
Nevertheless, this approach might be adopted as a pragmatic one.

If constitutional protection is thus limited,

fetuses will be seen as second class citizens prior to
birth alive, with additional rights to be conferred only
after birth has occurred.

If this approach is adopted, the

implications of the statute or amendment beyond abortion
would be concentrated in the areas of tort law

and criminal

law, and might only accelerate current developments in
those fields.
(3) Fetuses are *persons" within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment and elsewhere in the U.S. Constitution,
entitled to full protection of all rights.
Under this more expansive view, fertilized eggs would
have the full benefit of constitutional protection accorded other persons, limited only by the legislative ability
to adopt reasonable classifications for equal protection
purposes.

Thus, every statute which confers rights only on

birth alive or which measures age from birth rather than conception would be subject to judicial challenge.

Furthermore,

if they are viewed as persons, fetuses may even be seen as
a 'discrete and insular minority.'

See Ely, *Wages of Crying
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Wolf:

A Commnt on Roe v. WadeO, 82 Yale L.J. 920 (1973).
Indeed, the author of the HL statute, Stephen Galebach,

contends that it

is needed precisely because fetuses are

the classic example of such a minority.

Under this view,

any classification which diminishes their rights logically

would be subject to *strict scrutiny"--a nearly insurmountable barrier.

The result could be to abolish most legal

distinctions between fertilized eggs and live-born humans,
even in areas having nothing to do with abortion.
Of the above approaches, only the last entails significant
costs in altering social institutions to accommodatethe HL Amendment--costs such as additional insurance expenses for obstetricians
and gynecologists, loss of tax revenues, and unavailability of
artificial insemination services.

Admittedly, courts would be

reluctant to adopt the third approach

described above--

precisely because they will not want to require these sweeping
changes.

It seems likely that for purposes of most (but not

all) statutory and constitutional provisions, courts will find
that fetuses are not to be viewed as full persons until birth,
and are thus entitled only to protection from physical harms
of all types, but not from other violations of individual rights
such as property.
Nevertheless, even under a less expansive approach which
avoids treating fetuses as full "persons," the HL Amendment
would create three other kinds of important social costs that
will almost surely be of large magnitude:

(1) increased costs
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legislative redrafting, and (3) increased costs to individuals
and businesses from uncertainty in structuring transactions.
These costs need to be carefully considered.
First, the HL Amendment will lead to a veritable explosion
in new litigation because so much existing law is construed and
applied in light of two assumptions:
(a) rights accrue only on birth alive;
(b) age is measured from birth# rather than from conception.
In a wide range of instances to be considered later in this
statement, someone will have an incentive to test the constitutionality of those assumptions through litigation.

The business

of our federal judiciary already costs taxpayers nearly 1000%
more than it did only twenty years ago, and there is a real choice
society must make before we add to that expense in the course of
attemptirg to limit abortion by the indirect means of recognizing
fertilized eggs as Opersons" in some sense.
Secondly, the HL Amendment will require considerable redraftirig of legislation on a statute-by-statute basis, using vast
numbers of staff hours to clarify when the legislature or
Congress wants to distinguish fetuses from children, and when
it either doesn't or can't.

A single clarification won't do

because the state is likely to want to treat fetuses differently,
say, for tax purposes than for medical malpractice issues.
in an age when the phenomenal expansion of legislative staff

Thus,
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sizes has been well-documented, the HL Amendment would probably
require further growth, with tne attendant increased cost to the
taxpayer.
Thirdly, the iL Amendwent will create real costs to business
and individuals as a result of the uncertainty that will surround
its application.

The result is fewer corporate transactions, delayed or unsatisfactorily altered estate planning, and more legal fees.

For instance, what business would fail to protect

itself against the possibility that its government contract
might be voided later for failure to include fetuses in the population count relevant to the provision of its services to the
government? Such "self-protection" is a cost of doing business,
and one that would not exist without the uncertainty created by
the methods of the HL Amendment.
What is most striking about these three kinds of costs involved with the HL Amendent is their complete lack of necessity.
They result solely from the technique of defining fertilized eggs
as "persons". and could be completely avoided by a straightforward prohibition or restriction on abortions.

Compare S.J. Res.

62, H.J. Res. 27,62,92,99, and 133, which prohibit taking the life
of the "unborn' directly. Regardless of how one feels about the
issue of abortion, a more direct prohibition is surely more commendable than this attenuated "Human Life technique, for it
avoids the very real social costs and ancillary effects the "Human Life" method would engender, and a direct ban would require

87-999 0 - 82 - 62
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the rhetoric to reach the reality.

Sound analysis is never en-

hanced by obscuring central issues.
The remainder of this statement will survey six broad
areas o

iw to consider consequences of a HL Amendment in

areas outside abortion:
U ) )gislative

apportionmentand governmental administra-

tion
(2) constitutional protection of privacy and autonomy
(3) criminal law
(4) tort law
(5) income tax
(6) property and estates.
-Itdoes not purport to deal with the merits of the abortion
issue itself, but rather is an examination of the costs (and
benefits) that result from the indirect technique the HL Amer.dment would use to ban or restrict abortion. Nor does this
statement purport to deal with the serious constitutional questions raised by the purported exercise of Congressional power under the 14th Amendment in S.158/H.R.900 but rather will assume
that the proposed statute can be given effect to the same extent
as a similar Constitutional amendment. For simplicity's sake,
the term OHL Amendment" will be used to describe them both.

I

am convinced that the serious side effects of an HL Amendment-most notably the reallocation of scarce judicial and legislative
resources--make it
issue.

a wholly indefensible approach to the abortion
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One likely effect of such an amendment is a mandatory reapportionment of the United States House of Representatives,
and of the various state legislatures.

This is so because re-

gardless of which of the three approaches to judicial review
Is adopted, a Operson" defined under Section I of the Fourteenth
Amendment--which protects Olife, liberty, and property*--presumably would be the same as a Operson" under section 2 of that
same Amendment.

If so, the apportionment of representatives

governed by section 2 would have to be based upon a count of
"the whole number of persons in each state"--including fetuses,
and the decennial census mandated by Article 1, section 2 would
have to be updated to include the unborn.
Section 2 of the Fourteenth Amendment requires:
Representative. shall be apportioned among the several
states according to their respective numbers, counting
the whole number of perso
in each state.
(emphasis
supplied)
To the extent that pregnancies are not geographically distributed at random, nor are spontaneous abortions or miscarriages,
the ML Amendment probably would require some reapportionment of
Representatives to those areas where more fetuses Oreside"-probably urban and low-income regions.

In theory, this is not

especially troublesome, at least not if one regards a fetus as
a &person". Its administration is quite a different matter,
(to be considered later).
Other illustrations in this section are taken from New York
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large metropolitan state.

However, in many respects the New

York statutes are by no means unique.

Comparable problems could

arise in many other states as well.
Under Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S.

533 (1964), the states are

also required to apportion their legislatures by population distributions--Oone man) one vote'--and to do so at least every
ten years.

The New York State Constitution, Article 3, section

4, provides for re-apportionment based on the federal census,
and in special circumstances it requires instead a special state
enumeration.

It is unclear whether Reynolds might mean Oone

person, one vote', and equally unclear wbother New York's provision for special tabulations would mean the inclusion of fetuses.

It is no answer to say that fetuses won't vote, for neither

will children under 18, yet they are counted.

The only certain-

ty is more litigation.
One'particularly troublesome question involves the size of
New York Senate.

Article 3, Section 4, sets the size at 50

members and seeks to make that size consistent with the one-man,
one-vote principle by reallocating senators among districts,
rather than revising district boundaries, which correspond to
county boundary lines.

In order to achieve this objective, the

section provides for additional senators, if required because
of population growth of a given county already entitled to three
or more on the basis of the last apportionment, even though the
result is to increase the size of the Senate above 50.
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Is quite possible that the Human Life Amendment would

require expansion of the New York Senate If fetuses are to be
counted, since it

Is probable that the more heavily populated

counties in New York contain a greater number of fetuses.
Whether other population counts used for government distributions of benefits and government delegations of power would
have to be modified is unclear, and depends upon how expansive
a view of "personO is to be applied to fetuses.

A narrow Judi-

cial approach to the HL Amendment would result in more uncertainty in this area, while an expansive one would wreak considerable mischief.
Consider first the problems respecting delegated local powers.

In delegating powers to local municipalities, New York

differentiates among various sizes of cities.

Application of a

number of sections in the General City Law of New York to a
city depends on the population of the city.
er all personss,

It is unclear wheth-

including fetuses, must be counted for the

purposes of these statutes, but litigation is likely; at a minimum, litigation concerning local government law is certain to
be unnecessarily complicated and confused.
It may be worthwhile to ponder just a few of these difficulties.
eminent

New York General City Law 5 20-e grants the power of
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the federal census.

While it is unclear whether New York itself

would be obligated to count fetuses for this purpose, the federal census almost surely would be, so that this statute, at the
very least, would have to be redrafted.

And it is easy to imagine

an unwilling property owner contesting the taking of his land by
a small city arguing that fetuses should not have been counted
for eminent

domain power delegation purposes, as was done in

S 20-e.
Some other instances of population-based delegations demonstrate the question is not trivial

New York General City Law

S 36, concerning numicipal street improvements and buildings not
on mapped streets for cities under one million residents; General City Law S 21-a authorizing licensing for overnight street
parking in cities over one million people; Public Health Law
S 356 making county legislative bodies into Boards of Health in
counties under 150,000 persons; and Education Law 53251 requiring
Boards of Education in cities under 125,000 to keep daily census
counts of everyone under 18 years old.
In at least some instances, as with the

Do these include fetuses?
Education Law S 3251,

it seems likely the HL Amendment would require that the government count fetuses, for how can it be "reasonable" under the Equal
Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to count one day
old infants and not nine month old fetuses for school planning
purposes?

But no one really knows the answer, and vast amounts

of fruitless litigation seem inevitable.
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Under general revenue

sharing and various other grants made by the federal government,
local disbursements of funds are to be made on a per capita
basis.

If fetuses are "persons', it would appear that the Equal

Protection Clause will require that they be included in this
enumeration for at least some purposes, such as Medicaid, as
once government chooses to distribute a benefit, it may not
exclude certain 'persons* without justification, (probably "compelling justification" in the case of fetuses).
New York State Finance Law S 54 uses a census count for
equalization and assessment purposes# as well as to determine
state aid to local governments.

The same equal protection

difficulty arises in this context.

But even if it were not pres-

ent, the statute mandated the use of the most recent U.S. Census
or a "special population census', whichever is later.

If the

U.S. Census is used, fertilized eggs may be included
in the data, though they arguably should be removed.

But can any-

one imagine localities NOT suing the state if they believe they
can obtain greater revenues on account of the HL Amendment?

Su-

ing the government has become a national pasttime of sorts-rightly or wrongly--and the Human Life Amendment is likely to
exacerbate that trend, presumably contrary to its sponsors'

de-

sign.
Even if the conceptual and legal effects are overcome, administration of the HL Amendment's implications for population
surveys present a nearly insurmountable barrier.

Related prob-
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elected officers, under Art. I, S 3 and Art. II,
Two chief difficulties arise:

5 1.

the problem of recognition

of conception, and the problem of timing in the counting.

First,

in attempting to get an accurate record of all "persons" defined
at the moment of egg fertilization, the census taker is forced
to do what medical science cannot--identify every pregnancy from
the moment of fertilization; otherwise, he will miss some embryos and some fetuses.

As an administrative matter, then, not

every fetus can be counted at one moment in time.
Secondly, courting over a time interval won't overcome the
first problem.

At the cut-off point the census-taker runs into

the recognition problem again.

Worse, use of a standard one-

year interval will miss some fetuses, depriving them of "vested"
rights under the HL Amendment, because roughly 20% of all pregnancies terminate from natural causes, and a nine-month calendar
year hardly seems practical for other governmental purposes.
A timing alteration so that the census-taker waits to count
"after-the-fact" living and deceased fertilized eggs likewise
offers no escape from the recognition problem. This solution
will fail to count the fetuses when they are fetuses:

depriving

them of their rights as "persons" at the time, instead granting them benefits they would possess anyway as living infants,
not fetuses--unless the census is used to grant retroactive
"benefits" to "miscarried" fetuses, a most ludicrous proposition.
Furthermore, such a post facto determination still wouldn't
be able to determine when conception occurred, so that allocating a fetus to any given year would be impossible for births and
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spontaneous abortions occurring before October of each year.
Yet to count fertilized eggs at the time they actually are just
that is a futile task--they simply can't be recognized.
Consequently, the confusion surrounding the administration of
the counting

of fetuses, which at the least would be required

for purposes of S 2 of the Fourteenth Amendment, can only lead
to arbitrary techniques and yet more litigation.

That this is

a waste of time, effort, and taxpayer's money is far less
offensive, though, than the fact that a just determination is
an impossibility given current medical knowledge.
Adminstratively, then, the two most likely resolutions are
a post-facto set of arbitrary count-back lines, comparable to
the 300 day presumption used by some states in paternity suits,
e.g., Califorytia Civil Code S 7004, or a statute requiring the
reporting of positive pregnancy tests analogous to those requiring doctors to report births and deaths.

Concerning the latter,

the only way to identify a fertilized egg is through its mother's
identity, so a record of conceptions will be a record of pregnant women.

Needless to say, that is a considerable invasion

of privacy.
II. CONSTITUTIONAL PROTECTION OF PRIVACY AND AUTONOMY
It is unclear just what effect the HL Amendment would have
on a woman's privacy and autonomy rights other than abortion.
In the worst-case scenario, a full bureaucratic apparatus would
be established to guard a fetus' interests where the interests
diverge from the woman's, and the state would regulate many aspects of the woman's behavior during pregnancy--such as smoking,
drinking, traveling, and use of medication--to protect the health
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Indeed, a class action on behalf of fetuses to

enjoin such behavior by pregnant women would be reasonably foreseeable.

At a minimum, a pregnant woman be prohibited from

"abusing or neglecting" the fertilized egg within her if the
statutes applicable to live children were applied to fetuses
as well.
III.

CRIMINAL LAW

If fetuses are declared "persons" in some sense under the
Fourteenth-Amendment, vested with a "right to life,"

state and

federal penal codes may require some changes.
One surprising effect might be to make capital punishment
unconstitutional.

The Helms-Davis version of the HL Amendment

(S.J.Res.19 and II.R.392) states:
"The paramount right to life is vested in each human
being from the moment of fertilization without regard tc. age, health or condition of dependency."
(emphasis added)
The word"paramount" was undoubtedly included to emphasize that
the right to life should be deemed superior to the right of
privacy explained in Roe v. Wade rather than merely balanced
against it.

But "paramount" is in no way qualified, so that

the "right to life" should be deemed superior at all other
right&, including the state's right to inflict the death penalty.

On its face, the HL Amendment provides a powerful basis

for contending that it creates a substantive right to life that
cannot be taken away under any circumstances.
Other proposed anti-abortion amendments, (e.g.--H.J.Res.
13,32,50), avoid this difficulty by merely extending the "right
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to life g-uaranteed in^Constitution" to fetuses, so the abolition of capital punishment is not a necessary effect of an
HL Amendment.

But such a limited right to life might actually

fail to ban abortion, if requiring women (and not men) to use
their bodies for the physical support of fetuses would be a
denial of equal protection to women.

See, e.g., Regan, Re-

writing Roe v. Wade,.77 Mich.L.Rev. 1569 (1979).
Thus, to be effective, an HL Amendment using the redefinition of "person" technique might actually have to prohibit capital punishment'in order to be effective in banning abortions.
That may or may not be a good thing, but it must be considered
as part of the HL Amendment.

And it is worth recalling that

convincted murderers are certain to crowd our court dockets
with still more habeas corpus petitions on this ground even if
uncertainty surrounds the extent of "the paramount right to life."
Other aspects of penal codes might also be affected.

For

instance; Model Penal Code 5210.0(1) defines "human being" as
"a person who has been born and is alive," and 5 210.1(1) states
that criminal homicide occurs only when one causes the death of
another "human being."

The Code, like most penal statutes, re-

flects the view that general homicIde statutes do not punish one
who destroys a fertilized egg.

But if a fertilized egg is pro-

tected as a "person," the legislative classification in 5 210.0(1) may
be too arbitrary to pass Constitutional muster, unless of course,
a new section is added elsewhere making abortion subject to the
same peuialty as an equivalent murder.
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resolution or legislative redrafting is seen in Model Penal Code
S 211.2:

"A person commits a misdemeanor if he recklessly en-

gages in conduct which places or may place another person in
danger of death or serious bodily injury."

Would a mother who

"recklessly" jeopardizes her fetus--say, by riding a roller
coaster--be subject to criminal prosecution?
While it is difficult to predict the criminal law implications of the HL Amendment with much certainty, it is clear that
these possible consequences could be avoided by a more finelytailored prohibition on abortion.
IV.

TORT LAW

In the area of tort, the redefinition of fertilized eggs
as "persons" effected by an HL Amendment has significant implications for medical practice and malpractice, and for tort actions brought by the unborn.
The HL Amendment may have a "chilling effect" on the practice
bf-medicine for several reasons.

First, a doctor's duty to report

injuries or abuses of children to state agencies might be extended to fetuses under reporting statutes such as 119 Mass. Gen.
Laws Ann. S 39A (1980).

This would force a doctor into the

harrowing position of reporting pregnant women who procure illegal or foreign abortions--a considerable breach of trust--or
risking liability for failure to report the conduct.
Secondly, given the legal rights of the fetus, doctors would
have to be cautious in their treatment of pregnant women.

In

particular, they might be reluctant to accept the women's consent
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require pregnancy tests before performing dilation and curettage.
Thirdly, doctors would almost surely cease to dispense certain forms of birth control for fear of becoming accomplices to
illegal killings of fertilized eggs.

If a human being is vested

with the "right to life" at the moment of fertilization, intrauterine devices and *morning after" pills would cease to be
legal forms of birth control.
and"the Constitution:

See Goodman and Price, Abortion

An Examination of the Proposed Anti-Abor-

tion Amendments, 7 Rut.-Cam.L.J. 671, 679 (1976).

These contra-

ceptives act by preventing the fertilized egg from implanting
in the uterine wall, and thus destroy the fertilized "person".
Since the HL Amendments take effect "from the moment of fertilization", (S.J. Res.19, H.R.392,H.J. Res.27# 39, 62, 92, 99, and
133), any birth control method that acts after fertilization has
occurred would be illegal.
Finally, none of the proposed HL Amendments distinguish
between fertilization that takes place in the woman's body, and
in-vitro fertilization.

Since many in-vitroifertilizations

fail, often after fertilization takes place, few physicians will
want to risk liability for the death of the Opersork."

The only

procedure by which many women can bear children--in-vitro fertilization--is likely to become less available after an HL Amendment takes effect.
In Roe v. Wade the Supreme Court indicated much concern for
a doctor's ability to exercise his professional judgment concerning pregnant women.

Whether that aspect of Roe would be a cas-

ualty of the HL Amendment cannot be known until it is litigated.
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Amendment would probably push some states far beyond their current
level of remedies for the unborn while merely taking others down
the road they seem to be heading anyway.

Some states have per-

mitted a mother to bring a wrongful death suit for injuries to
her fetus, Be e.g.--Simmons v. Howard University, 323 F.Supp.
521 (D.D.C. 1971), Verkennes v. Corniea, 229 Minn. 365, 38 N.W.2d
838 (1949), though many, such as Ohio and Maryland, require that
the fetus have been viable at the time of miscarriage or stillbirth.

Some states, including New York, still hold that fetuses

are not Opersonsm within their wrongful death statutes.
Kruger, Wrongful Death and the Unborn:

See

An Examination of Recov-

ery after Roe v. Wade, 13 J. Fam.L. 99, Ill (1973-74).

In Roe,

the Supreme Court explained that states which permit the suits
do so "to vJndicate the parents' interest" and do not confer
legal recognition of fetuses as "persons in the whole sense" even
in those states. 410 U.S. at 162.
However, the law of torts in a few states has been moving
in that Oirection; this is a development unique to tort law due
to the great pressure to create a damage remedy for intentional
and negligent injuries to and deprivations of an unborn.

Even

this development, however, has been quite limited.
In Dietrich v. Northhamptonp, 138 Mass. 14 (1884), Justice
Holmes held that a child in the womb has no existence separate
from its mother and thus cannot sue by an administrator for injuries leading to its premature birth and death.

But today,

courts generally recognize a cause of action for prenatal injuries brought by a child who was born alive.

See, e.g."-Endresz v.

Friedberg,24 N.Y.2d 478, 248 N.E.2d 901, 301 N.Y.S.2d 65 (1969).
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On top of bringing all states in line with Simmons and Endresze an HL Amendment is likely to provide support for two
additional kinds of tort action. First, it will probably require
that the "born alive" condition of Endresz be eliminated, enabling the estate of a miscarried or stillborn fetus to bring a
suit against third persons for negligent acts leading to its
death. In most cases this will mean the parents, as administrators, bringing a new kind of malpractice claim against the
obstetrician.
Secondly, it may permit the estate of the fetus to bring a
suit against one of its parents. In Allaire v. St. Luke's
Hospital, 184 Ill. 359,

56Ngg.638,

640 (1900),

the court stated:
*If the action can be maintained it necessarily follows that an
infant may maintain an action against its mother for injuries
occasioned by the negligence of the mother while pregnant with
it." Except in those states where the parental immunity rule
retains vitality, suits by the fetus against a parent are a likely consequence of the HL Amendments This is more likely to be
important where the estate of the fetus is used as a way of
suing one spouse for the wrongful death of the other than where
the fetus sues its mother for its own wrongful death, but both
are possibilities.
It is certainly arguable that some of these implications
of the HAmendment for tort law are desirable, though most seem
not to be.

However, one must question whether even ie beneficial implications should be imposed on the states by the federal
Constitution. Further, it is doubtful that the HL Amendment is
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Conflicting re-

sults in state courtswould remain to be resolved by a Supreme
Court which normally decides only 120 cases each year.

Those

conflicts which the Suprcme Court fails to resolve can only
lead to vast confusion and further litigation over how much protection the HL Amendment actually grants "persons" for state
tort law purposes.
V.

INCOME TAX LAW

The Internal Revenue Code is a somewhat unique domain in
that deductionsallowed in computing taxable income are often
viewed by the-courts as a matter of legislative grace, seldom
hindered by constitutional limitations.

But the HL Amendment

might affect some provisions in a way that would startle its
sponsors.
Section 151(e)(1)(B) currently provides a $1,000 exemption for each dependent "who is a child of the taxpayer".

"Child"

is defined as "an individual who is a son, stepson, daughter or
stepdaughter of the taxpayer."

If a fetus is defined as a "per-

son", this language may be interpreted to cover th

unborn;*it"

is even conceivable that the Equal Protection Clause might require it to be so read.

In either event, Code S 152 (a)(1) de-

fines "dependent" in a way that could cover fetuses, since they
are entirely supported by their parents.

Thus S 151 might

permit a woman to exclude $1,000 of her income for the year beforea child is born, as well as after birth.

This would be as

true for fertilized eggs which spontaneously abort as it is for
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tions S 1.152-1(b) provides:

Treasury Regula-

"The fact that the dependent

dies during the year shall not deprive the taxpayer of the deduction if the dependent lived in the household for the entire
part of the year preceding his death."
To many people this additional deduction for a year (or
two years, if fetal life continues into the following taxable
year) will be seen as desirable, or at worst neutral.
to the Treasury may be inconsequential.

Its cost

However, it might ac-

tually serve to finance abortions procured in other countries.
The tax benefit of a $1000 deduction for a married couple
with taxable income of $40,000 is $430.

For these taxpayers,

that tax saving may represent an amount sufficient to finance
travel costs to procure

a legal abortion in a foreign country.

In addition, the Internal Revenue Service has ruled that the
cost of an abortion "not illegal under state law" is deductible
as a medical expense within the limitation of section 213 of
the Internal Revenue Code.

See Revenue Ruling 73-201, 1973-1 Int.

Rev. Cum. Bull. 140.
What would be the result if a single woman living in Detroit,
earning only $10,000.per year, upon detecting an unwanted pregnancy, obtained an abortion in Toronto?

Many abortions are le-

gal under Canadian law, and the bus fare from Detroit to Toronto
is only $47 round trip.

If she became entitled to a $1000 "fetal

exclusion" under S 151 as a result of the pregnancy, the resulting reduction in her income taxes,$210, would more than cover the
cost of the bus trip.

87-999 0 - 82 - 63

If her pregnancy occurred in December and
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exclusion" might be allowed for the following year as well.
In addition, if allowance of a deduction for the abortion
is determined under the law-of the place where it is performed,
even though not the taxpayer's state of residence (an issue not
addressed in Revenue Ruling 73-201), she may also deduct the
cost of the abortion.

Thus the HL Amendment might merely pro-

hibit abortions for low-income taxpayers who cannot afford a
foreign abortion, while providing a financing mechanism -or
middle-income or wealthytaxpayers for whom a "fetal exclusion"
and medical deduction would produce a larger tax saving.
Thus, the HL Amendment, in eliminating the inequity of treating fetuses differently from infants in the Internal Revenue Code,
has the potential to create another inequity, taxpayer-financed
abortions only for those in tax-brackets high enough to realize
significant savings from the recognition of fertilized eggs as
"persons* in the full sense.
of

such

More alarming to some, prevention

tax maneuvers to realize these tax benefits would

require cloqe interogation by IRS auditors of even innocent women
brutal.

who miscarry,

procedure at the very time they most need sympa-

thy and understanding.

The choice woll may be between a gross

intrusion on privacy or administrative tolerance of at least some
-tax-financed foreign abortions.
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holding that the HL Amendment has no effect at all as relates
to the Internal Revenue Code requires a substantial allocation
of judicial time and resources to answer the very question of the
validity of the practices just described; for can anyone seriously assert that no one will attempt such a tax scheme?
One taxpayer has already contended that insurance proceeds
received upon the death of a five day old racing horse are taxable as a long-term capital gain, on the ground that the holding period began at conception rather than birth.
v. United States, 408 F.2d 631 (6th Cir. 1969).

See Greer
The Court of

Appeals rejected the contention on the ground that to measure
the holding period of the foal from its conception would not
be to read the tax statute in its "ordinary and natural sense."
How many moie similar tax cases might courts be asked to decide
if fetuses are treated as persons from the moment of conception?
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In the field of property rights, the critical implications
of the HL Amendment center around future interests and intestate
Inheritances.

Just as modern tort law continues to refuse a cause of action on behalf of fetuses which are not born alive, I am unaware
of a single instance in which a share of the estate of a decedent
has been held to have vested in a fetus that was never born alive
as a human being.

This common understanding that birth alive is

necessary in order for an interest in property to vest in an individual is illustrated by S 2-1.3(a) of the New York Estates,
Powers &.Trust'Law as follows:
"Unless the creator expresses a contrary intention, a disposition of property to persons described in any instrument as the issue...children, descendants, heirs...of the
creator or another, includes:...
"(2) Children conceived before, but born alive after such
disposition becomes effective." (emphasis supplied)
Likewise, I am aware of no instance in which the attainment of a designated age by a human being was held to refer to
the time elapsed since conception ;ather than since birth.

The

HL Amendment might be held to reverse either or both of these
underlying assumptions as to the time when rights vest or when
individuals attain designated ages, depending on how expansively
personu is read under the 14th Amendment.

It is quite possible

that the second possible approach described in the introduction
would be followed, protecting bodily interestsbut not property
rights for fetuses.

But until the legal questions are thoroughly

litigated tn the wide range of contexts in which they may arise,
the effect of the HL Amendment is likely to be chaos and con-
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much of the current law dates back to medieval England.
To illustrate the scope of this problem, I have listed below
some sections of the Now York Estate, Powers and Trust Law whose
accepted meaning would be thrown into doubt upon adoption of any
"Human Life" statute or amendment, since individuals described
as "surviving" might than include fertilized eggs.

Since the

questions are based on the potential broad application of the
new definition of "person", this will be but a detailed illustration, in an area with which I am particularly familiar, of
what every state would have to cope with in many of the other
areas discussed earlier in this statement.
S 3-3.3(d) "Unless

the will provides otherwise:

(1) Whenever a testamentary disposition is made to the
issue or to a brother or sister of the testator,
and such beneficiary dies during the lifetime of the
testator leaving issue surviving such testator, such
disposition does not lapse but vests in such surviving issue, per stirpes."
If the testator's brother predeceases the testator,
leaving a wife who is pregnant, but who later miscarries, did
the brother leave "issue surviving"?
the fetus would take a sharo

If he did, the estate of

which would pass to his mother by

intestacy.

S 4-1.1 A bequest to "children" under this general intestacy
statute might include a fetus.

If so, its share passes

to Its parents, since it leaves neither a spouse or issue.
If the bequest were to "children", one of whom was living
and the other a fertilized egg never born alive, it would

-28be distributed one-half to the child and one-half to the
parents as heirs of the egg.

Only if both parents were

dead would the bequest pass entirely to the surviving
child.
S 5-1.1

The share of a surviving spouse who elects against a

decedent's will depends on whether or not he is survived
by issue.
S 5-3.1

Is a fertilized egg, later stillborn, such issue?

The provision for an exemption for the benefit of a

decedent's family, if the surviving spouse is disqualified,
vests in "the decedent's children under the age of twentyone years."
Is a stillborn egg included?
Is a child who is under twenty-one, but who was conceived
more than twenty-one years before the death of the decedent,
included?
S 5-3.2

The provision for a share for a child born after the
raises
execution of the parent's will likewiseA the question whether a stillborn egg, conceived after the execution of the

will, is entitled to take.
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The limitation on testamentary dispositions for chari-

table purposes may be invoked by "surviving issue."

Does

this include a fetus which is later miscarried?
6 6-5.6

The statute refers to "persons living at the death of

the person named as ancestor."

Does this include a fetus

which later miscarries?
S 6-5.7(b)

"A future estate conditioned upon the death of a

person without children...is defeated by the birth of a
child conceived before but born alive after the death of such
person."
Does the requirement of birth alive discriminate unconstitutionally against fertilized eggs which are not born alive?
S 7-4.1

Is a fetus a "minor" prior-to birth for purposes of the

statute authorizing gifts to minors?
S 7-5.1

Is a fetus a "person" for whom a bank- trust account may

be established?
As an historical matter, New York already has had experience
with the impact of constitutional uncertainties on probatV practice.

In Matter of del Drago, 287 NY 61, 38 NE2d 131 (1941) the

Court of Appeals held the predecessor to S 2-1.8 of the Estates,
Powers & Trust Law, dealing with the manner in which persons interested in a estate share the burden of federal estate taxes,
was unconstitutional under the U.S. Constitution.

Almost a year

followed before the decision was reversed by the Supreme Court
in Riggs v. del Drago, 317 U.S.75, 63 S.Ct. 109 (1942).

During

that year, the administration of many New York estates came to a
total halt because of uncertainty as to the size of the shares
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The uncertainties posed by the HL Amendment may be greater
or lesser than those which arose in New York as a result of del
Dtago in 1941; no one can really say.

But there are a larger

number of statutes involved, and 49 other states as well as New
York.

To be sure, crowds do not march on Washington to protest

problems about contingent remainders.

But that is at least part-

ly because the institution of property has worked so well in
settling expectations over the last 200 years.

Deprive legatees

of their inherited shares for some length of time, or force them
to share inherited wealth with a fetus' heirs, and one will see
considerably more interest:
liberties,"

"rights in property are basic civil

Lnch v. Household Finance Corp., 405 U.S. 538, 552

(1972).
III.

CONCLUSION:
If ratified, a Human Life Amendment may have substantial

ramifications in areas other than the prohibition of abortion.
This statement has surveyed several such consequences, but cannot claim to be all-encompassing, for no amount of speculation
can foresee all the subtleties that clever counsel will discover when the time actually comes.

And regardless of how far

courts go in treating fertilized eggs like human beings, society
willbe forced to bear the costs of crowded courtrooms, legislav
tive redrafting, and transactional uncertainty.

If what is

desired is a ban on abortions, it should be enacted as such, for it
is irrational to do so by indirect means which create chaos and
confusion in other areas of the law.
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June 11,

1981

Honorable Max Baucus
------- Subcorunitree on Separation
of Powers
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510
Dear Senator Baucus:
As the chief legal officer of the State of New York, I
am writing to express my concern about S. 158, the so-called "Human
Life bill".
Whether or not one agrees with the Supreme Court's 1973
decision in Roe v. Wade interpreting the term "person" as used in
the Fourteen tF-AmencI-(it to the United States Constitution, that
interpretation cannot properly be overruled by a simple majority vote
of Congress. The process for amending the Constitution is a difficult
one, but it has repeatedly proved to be no more difficult than our
democracy demands. The mandated amendment process is one we simply
cannot afford to circumvent.
Likewise, the Supreme Court's~decision cannot properly be
overruled by removing from the jurisdiction of the federal courts
cases which affect women seeking abortion. To single out one class
of women in this way violates the constitutional guarantee of equal
protection. To the extent we short-circuit the constitutional amendment process by manipulating federal court jurisdiction, we are
tampering with an institution-at the heart of our constitutional
system of checks and balances.
In sum, S. 158 is in my view both unconstitutional and
unwise.

ROBERT ABRAMS
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STATE OF COLORADO
IVECUI CHAMUISS
IhonOO3) MG-2471
Whwd 0. Urn.

Statement Opposing S.B. 158
By
Richard 0.Law, Governor
State of Colorado
July 1, 1981
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this statement Isto register my firm belief that
Senate Bill 158 and its House companion bill, H.R. 900, are unconstitutional exercises of Congressional power. I have serious
concerns about the possible enactment of these bills because of
the grave implications for pregnant women who might choose to
have abortions.
The ostensible purpose of S.B. 158, the "Human Life Statute," is
to answer the question of when life begins. Itisa Congressional
attempt to decide a moral, legal, and scientific Issue that no
one to date has conclusively answered, and on which there iswide
disagreement. By defining a fetus as a human being and thereby
attributing to it the rights guaranteed under the 14th amendment,
this bill would restrict rights guaranteed under the Constitution
by depriving the American woman of the "fundamental right to privacy...
(which) encompasses her right to decide whether to terminate her
pregnancy."
SECTION 1

Scholars of American constitutional law view Section 1 as an attempt
to end run the 1973 decision of the Supreme Court InRoe v. Wade.
This section attempts to establish a "theory of life which would
effectively prohibit abortions -- exactly what the Supreme Court
in Roe said a state could not do. The Supreme Court addressed the
quesTon of when life begins by stating that "a fetus is not a human
being within the meaning of the 14th amendment." The court set forth
a three-step approach that protected the interests of society in
limiting abortions In the last trimester of pregnancy, but left
decisions about abortion in the early months of pregnancy to the
woman and her doctor. The net effect of S.B. 158 would be to remove
a decision on abortion from the privacy of the intimate counsel a
woman may hold with her physician.
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Section 2 of S.B. 158 makes it difficult for pregnant women to
exercise their constitutional rights as recognized in Roe v. Wade
by prohibiting federal courts from interfering with state laws
which violate the rights secured in Roe. Section 2 also violates
the separation-of-powers principle because Congress is attempting
to use its Jurisdiction-controlling authority to substitute its
views of constitutional protection for those already established
by the federal judiciary.
EFFECT ON STATE LAWS
Ile most attention has been given to whether this bill would
enable states to restrict or prohibit abortions, a severe erosion
of state autonomy would result in states, such as Colorado, which
have adopted statutes permitting abortions to take place. During
the 1981 legislative session, the Colorado General Assembly refused
to amend state law along the lines of S.B. 158. State legislators,
Republican and Democrat alike, argued persuasively that Colorado
laws on abortion have worked well over the past decade and should
not be changed. Yet, passage of S.B. 158 would raise serious
questions about the continued validity of Colorado's abortion laws.
OTHER RAMIFICATIONS
Prior to the legalization of abortion, nearly half of all maternal
deaths were due to induced abortion in some areas of the country.
Since then, legalized abortions have become 3 safe medical practice
and the present risk of death due to early ah:,rtion is less than one
per one million procedures. The risk of deat;.2 from abortion today
is even less than the risk for mothers carrying babies to term,
which is 14 per one million procedures. The improved safety is due
almost entirely to the legalization of abortion which has fostered
the Introduction of improved techniques and skills.
The effect of S.B. 158 would be to encourage the criminalization
of abortion by permitting either the states or the federal government to declareabortion to be murder. We would most likely return
to pre-legalized abortion conditions. Abortions once again would
be performed in "back alleys" and low income people would bear the
brunt of the statute more heavily than others. Moreover, the use of
birth control devices which interfere with the implantation of a
fertilized egg (declared to be a person) may be found illegal. In
the same way, medical procedures which can cause spontaneous abortion,
such as amniocentesis, certain medications, and radiation, may be
found to be illegal. Nothing in S.B. 158 prevents any of these
possibilities from being raised in the courts.
The result of women carrying "high-risk" pregnancies to term would
be an increase of maternal and infant complications and mortality.
Much of the financial burden of this would fall on the taxpayer at
a time when government programs are being severely cut.

-3Teenagers may be more affected by this legislation than any other category of "high-risk" pregnancies. Young women would be forced to continue unplanned pregnancies for which they are totally unprepared.
While one-third of all abortions are now performed on teenagers, more
than 90 percent of teenaged mothers who do give birth choose not to
give up their babies for adoption. Yet, those who choose to bear their
children often find themselves unprepared for the responsibilities of
arenthood. Thousands more teenage mothers would be forced to give
irth to children for whom they are not prepared.
And finally women who are pregnant because of Incest or rape will not
be able to abort fetuses clearly created against their will. What
kind of a society have we created which would say that a woman must
bear the full consequences of a rapist or an imoral father or b--oer?
Other health and social ramifications of S.B. 158 are listed in a very
fine article written by Dr. Warren H. Hem for the Denver Post. I have
appended that article to this testimony.
CONCLUSIONS
S.B. 158 isclearly an attempt to overrule the Supreme Court's interpretation of the Constitution. Ifpassed and upheld by the Court,
S.B. 158 would give the States the power to prohibit the performance
of abortions and also probably would prevent States from allowing
abortions to take place. Whether or not to bring a new life into the
world Is a private decision to be made between a woman and her doctor.
I consider it strange, indeed, that proponents of less government
would urge so massive an intrusion of government into private affairs.
Prohibiting abortions by statute would not stop women from obtaining
abortions. On the contrary, abortions would return to the back alley,
where risks to women would increase manifold., I cannot support this
bill which seeks to remove the protection given women by the Constitution.
Clearly, the outcome would no be to protect human life. To the contrary,
we are now protecting human-ife by providing safe, legal abortions for
women and we are not interfering In the constitutional right of women to
.make such a choice on their own. I support the decision of the United
States Supreme Court setting forth constitutional guidelines which protect the rights of women and of society alike.
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(From the Denver Post]
Tm HUMAN Log 8TATuOrz: Wn.L IT Paorr Lrm os Pow=?
By Dr. Warren AL Hem
The Colorado Legislature recently rejected two bills which would have made
the human embryo a person from the moment of conception. If the bills had
passed, any Colorado woman who had an abortion or miscarriage would be subjeet to prosecution for homicide.
The "Human Life Statute" now before the U.S. Congress would have the same
effect. It requires only a majority in both houses, plus the president's signature,
to become law.
Senate Bill 158 (HR 900 in the House), which is in the Senate subcommittee
oil separation of powers and is expected to pass the full Senate and be signed
into law by President Reagan, seeks to impose a view of human existence on our
society which is appealing in its apparent simplicity: Human life begins at
conception. On examination, however, this question proves to be more complex.
Does conception mean "fertilization" or "implantation?" Which conception?
Could it have been the one (which one?) that occurred three million years ago
near Olduvai Gorge in Africa?
The view of a theoretical instant in which each individual comes into being is
in conflict with the view of life as a continuous stream reaching back into the
origins of life itself hundreds of million of years ago. It is in conflict with the
fact that each sperm and ovum is a human cell, that each diploid cell in the rest
of the body has 46 chromosomes, and that, while the cells in each of our bodies
are constantly dying and being replaced, our structures remain.
The idea that-each fertilized ovum is a person is about the same thing as
saying that each set of house plans is a house. Calling an ovum a person does
not make it so. Calling a fetus an unborn person (and perhaps baptizing it) is as
illogical as burying an undead body. This ruse perpetuates an illusion that is
useful to some, but in the case of SB 158, the consequences to others may be
catastrophic.
. Since the bill in question is aimed at making abortion Illegal, it is worthwhile
to examine, some of the health and social consequences that such an action
would have.
In 1920, the maternal mortality rate in the United States was 680 per 100,000
live births. By 1960, maternal mortality had fallen to around 88 per 100,000 live
births. This reduction was brought about by a number of things: better prenatal care, better obstetrical care, the introduction of blood transfusion, antiblotics and other drugs; longer birth intervals, postponed first births, fewer total
I
pregnancies per woman and better nutrition.
Nearly half of all maternal deaths in both 1920 and 1960, however, were due
to induced abortion in some areas of the country. In New York City, as late as
1965, 55 percent aid 65 percent of maternal mortality among black and Puerto
Rican women, respectively, was because of septic abortion.
Since 1970, however, abortion has become the safest surgical procedure-and
the most heavily monitored-in the United States. The number of abortion deaths
dropped from an average of 250 in the mid-1980s to less than 10 per year currently,
while more than twice as many abortions are now being performed. A barrier
contraceptive method backed up by early abortion is now the safest fertility control method available to women, and early abortion" is now the safest of all
possible outcomes for pregnant teenagers.
This improved safety is almost entirely because of the legalization of abortion,
first in Colorado and in other states, then nationally, which permitted the introduction of improved techniques and the accumulation of skills and experience by
physicians performing abortions. The risk of death from early abortion is now
less than one per million procedures.
Overall, the risk of death due to abortion is currently less than two per 100,000
procedures, whereas the risk of death due to term birth is approximately 14 per
100,000 live births under the best circumstances. The risk of major complications
in abortion is 1/200th the risk a woman experiences in term birth. Caesarean
section is one major complication, and if this is necessary, her risks are magnified
many times.
It is important to understand that these risks are experienced by women who
are pregnant whether they wish to be pregnant or not, and whether they are rich
or poor.
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From a medical point of view, abortion should be the indicated treatment for
pregnancy unless a woman has a desire to carry the pregnancy to term and
reproduce.
The effort to criminalize abortion through the mechanism of according the
fetus the status of personhood, however, would 'have serious public health consequences not envisioned by its proponents. If interpreted literally by a zealous
prosecutor, SB 158 would have the following consequences:
* It would proscribe all abortions, even if the woman's life is in immediate
danger.
* It would criminalize the use of Intrauterine devices.
* It would prevent the use of certain oral contraceptives and drugs such as
diethylstilbesterol used in preventing pregnancy following unprotected intercourse, as in rape.
* It would prevent treatment, emergency or otherwise, of hydatidiform mole,
chorloadenoma destruens, choriocarcinoma and unruptured ectopic pregnancy.
The first three, including the third, which is a cancer, arise from conception to
become an undifferentiated mass of cells or water sacs. These products of conception would be classified as "persons" under the law.
* It would prevent the treatment of women for conditions unrelated to pregnancy without absolute proof of non-pregnancy, which is impossible under most
circumstances.
* It would result in the prosecution of women experiencing spontaneous abortion (miscarriage) for negligent homicide if evidence could be found that the
woman engaged in any physical activity or substance use that might lead to
spontaneous abortion.
0 It would prohibit the use of anniocentesis for the diagnosis of genetic defects.
* It would probably interrupt current research on In-vitro fertilization (testtube babies) for the benefit of infertile couples.
* It would prohibit evaluation of infertility in women since non-pregnancy
would have to be proved before tests could be performed.
* It would prevent the use of X-rays on women who had suffered trauma and
who were currently pregnant or might be.
* It would disrupt a confidential doctor-patient relationship in all cases of
women in the reproductive age range.
* It would increase the number of unplanned pregnancies due to the criminalization
of effective
* It would
result incontraceptives.
a catastrophic increase in the number of deaths and lifethreatening complications due to improperly performed abortions.
As the result of criminalization, the number of abortions performed would probably drop to no less than half of the 1.5 million currently being performed nationally. An unknown number would be added to this fraction as the result of an
increase in the number of unplanned pregnancies because of the criminalization
of contraceptive methods.
Women who experience "high risk" pregnancies-teenagers, older women,
women who have recently delivered or who have had many pregnancies-would
be forced to carry pregnancies to term whereas they are likely to choose abortion
under the current circumstances for their own reasons. The result will be an
increase in maternal mortality and complications due to pregnancy, increases in
infant mortality, percentage of low birth weight infants, percentage of premature
births, an increase in the proportion of developmental and functional abnormalities, an increase in the number of birth defects, and a higher neonatal mortality
rate. The financial costs of these consequences will be met, in many cases, by the
taxpayers.
One-third of all abortions currently are performed on teenagers. Most of these
young women are unprepared for the emotional, intellectual, social and economic
responsibilities of parenthood in a complex society and are unprepared to form
stable families with their partners. The argument that they should be forced to
continue unplanned pregnancies in order to increase the supply of adoptable
babies is both cruel and delusional. More than 90 percent of teenagers who continue unplanned pregnancies to term do not give up their babies for adoption.
The technology of abortion is so widely available among physicians and nonphysicians alike that enforcement would be hopeless, so what is the point of this
exercise? Are we willing to have a police state and keep all women under constant
surveillance to ensure the law is observed? Or will we simply put doctors in Jail
for performing abortions, leaving transgressions to the untutored? In most so.
cietieq throughout human existence, various fertility control measures have been
used, including abortion. Laws have never prevented abortion, and they never will.

SB 168 appears to be a response of a conservative minority to the relentless
social change of the last 20 years. This social change has been fueled to a considerable degree by the introduction of highly effective, safe fertility control
measures which are available on a wide scale for the first time in human history.
From the point of view of cultural change, it is probably the equivalent In
importance to the domestication of fire at the'human hearth.
An important consequence of this new availability of fertility control is the
enhancement of the status and independence of women, which has been increasing
over the past 6) years. The new role of women, however, collides head on with
the view that the principal function of women is to bear children. This view is
no longer shared by a great many people.
The view that women should confine their activities to reproduction, however,
is held by a majority of the Congress, most of whom are men. Their logic, as
expressed in 8B 158, is that society must be protected against individuals (doctors
who perform abortions; women who want them) to protect the embryos. Could it
be that there is a scarce supply of humpn embryos? Could it be that we need a
pronatalist public policy because of the shortage of people? Hardly.
One important problem is that women are uppity: They vote, and they are
now competing with men for jobs and power. Fetuses, on the other hand, are
apolitical, don't argue, present no economic threat, and may be defended along
with the flag and motherhood before the voters of election time. They can be
defended against sin and immorality, thereby throwing political opponents into
disarray.
This conflict brings us clearly to an understanding of the struggle before us.
The issue is not the protection of human life. We are already doing that by
providing safe abortions for women. The real issue posed by SB 158 is the definition of power: who has it and who doesn't,
The issue Is whether power In America will be wielded absolutely by those who
cannot get pregnant or whether it will be shared by those who can.
A more basic question before our society Is not when life begins, but who is best
prepared to decide when to transmit life to a new generation-the Individual or
the state? The right of the individual woman to make this choice should be supported. In this matter, she is more competent than any government.
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Dear Professor
I want to reiterate my gratitude for helping the Subcommittee on Separation of Powers evaluate the constitutionality of
S. 158.
I know how much time you have spent analyzing the bill,
but there remain several questions ors the impact of S. 158 which
to date have not adequately been answered to my satisfaction.
Many witnesses before the Subcommittee have argued that the
immediate impact of S. 158 would be to restrict tAta. aetinj'by
prohibiting states from engaging in or z-aciii-tating-r anj conlct
which would interfere with the development of the fertilized egg.
In other words, the state would be required to limit its conduct.
with regard to the fertilized egg by the Due Process requirements
of the Fourteenth Amendment. I would like to know whether you
agree with this analysis of S. 158.on state action.
The confusion has come with regard to what state conduct
would be permitted under this Due Process protection granted to
the fertilized egg. Specifitnally, there seems to be agreement
that the state Qould fund abortions in those instances in whith
the mother's life is in danger because the states would have a
compelling state interest in protecting the life of the mother.
1 am interested in trying to understand what additional state
action would be permissable under S. 158.
For example, would the states have a compelling state
interest in protecting the mother in cases of incest and rape?
would the states have a compelling interest in protecting the
mother in cases where the fetus had a genetically detectable
disease which would result in death or serious malformation to
the fetus? Would the state have a compelling state interest in
permitting the prescription or distribution of those contraceptives which were shown to prevent the implantation of the
fertilized egg, such as the IUD or the "morning after pill?"
It is extremely important that the Subcommittee be able to
determine with some certainty the likely amount of latitude thrit
tht states would have with regard to control over issues
concerning abortion or funding of facilities that perform
abortions. I would, therefore, respectfully request that your
reply reach me by July 7. 1 understand this is extremely short
notice, but the Subcommittee will begin its formal consideration
of the bill on July 9, so your prompt assistance is crucial.
Once again, thank you for your cooperation on this issue.
With best personal regards, I am
Sincerely,
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Senator Max BaucUs
United States Senate
Washington, D.C.
20510
Dear Senators

In your recent letter concerning S. 158 you asked

firs1whether the immediate impact of the bill would be
to restrict State action by prohibiting States from
engaging in, or facilitating, any conduct which would
interfere with the development of the fertilized egg.
I addressed this question at pages 2-4 of my multigraphed
statement for the.Subcommittee. My answer is, "Probably
yes." But the strange form of the bill, and the conflicting
statements of its supporters, make it impossible to give
a firm opinion.
You askad me to indicate next the circumstances
under which State would be held to have a oepelling
interest in facilitating any conduct terminating the life
of the fetus. In my opinion, no one can predict the judicial
answer to this question with any degree of assurance.
Two judicial approaches seem possible. One would start
with the premise that the very purpose of the statute is

to give .the life in the fetus exactly the same constitutional

protection as the life of a human person after birth. If
this be taken as a predicate--- it does seem to be in truth
the central thesis of the proposal -- then a State would
be free to take State action assisting in the termination
of the pregnancy only under the same circumstances in which
a State may constitutionally take action to terminate the
life of a person after birth and before death. I would
suppose that the Costitution does not permit a State to
terminate the life of an infant after birth on the ground
*that it is horribly deformed or a total imbecilet even
thougli the infant will- be for many years a burden to society
and a crushing emotional and financial burden to the mother.
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Similarly, I would suppose that if I have the misfortune
to become utterly senile and hopelessly incapable of caring
for myself, the Constitution would prevent the State from
terminating my life in order to relieve the lives of my
children. If an embryo or fetus is to be given the same
degree of protection as the infant or old man, then there
are no circumstances in which the State may justify terminating its life except possibly proof that either the
unborn child or mother must die. Even then, I would hesitate
to assert categorically that the Constitution permits the
State to choose which shall live, thus interfering with the
natural course of events.
The other approach would be to infer that the statute
must be supposed to allow for some balancing, because
Congress cannot be supposed to-e so foolish as to declare
that the fetus must be allowed to develop naturally under
any and all circumstances regardless of the costs to the mother,
perhaps other relatives, and society. Apparently that is the
theory underlying what you describe as the general consensus that the bill would leave States free to fund abortions
where the mother's life is in danger. If such judicial
balancing remains permissible, then the judicial task in.
other cases will be just like that in Roe v. Wades i.e. the
Court will have to set the personal an_-ublic--nterest in
allowing the embryo to develop against the personal and
public interests served by termination of the pregnancy. The*
only difference would be that in Roe v. Wade the question was
whether the Fourteenth Amendment aITowed-State to strike
the balance in favor of insisting that the pregnancy continue,
whereas in the supposed cases, the question will be whether
the State may strike the balance in favor of termination.
I see no way of predicting how any particular set of judges
would decide.
Your question concerning prevention of the implantation
of the fertilized egg by the IUD or "morning-after* pill
seems to call for an interpretation of the meaning of the
phrase "from conception." I must plead ignorance to the
exact meaning of Oconcoption," but I would suppose that the
medical profession has an established usage which the statute
would be taken to adopt.
*-I hope this Will be helpful.
With best wishes,
Sincerely#
Archibald Cox
AC/la
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The Honorable Max Baucus
1107 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear Senator Baucust
Your letter of June 23, 1981 requests my opinion
on (1) whether the Human Life Bill, S. 158, will limit the
ability of states to "interfere with the development of the
fertilized egg" and (2) whether states will have a compelling
state interest in performing or funding certain types of
abortions. You ask specifically whether states will be able
to fund abortions when the mother's life is in dangers when
the pregnancy results from rape or incest, and when the
unborn child suffers from various handicaps that are
detectable before birth. You also ask whether a state will
have a compelling state interest in permitting the prescription
or distribution of abortifacient drugs or devices.
To clarify the first question, I assume that your
reference to "the fertilized egg" encompasses stages of
human life after a sperm and egg cell have, united to produce
a distinct individual human being, not strictly speaking an
"egg."
By recognizing human life to exist from conception,
S. 158 will place limitations on the ability of a state to
act to terminate a human life after conception. No state
would be able to deprive any person - including persons at
the stage between conception and birth - of life without
due process of law.
Whether states will be able to perform or fund
abortions in the special circumstances you mention will
depend on the judiciary's view of what constitutes a
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compelling state interest justifying the taking of human life.
A state can deprive a person of a fundamental right, such as
the right to life, only if the state's action advances a
:compelling state interest" and the state's action is the
least restrictive method" available to effectuate the
compelling state interest. See, e.g., Roe v. Wade, 410 U.S.
113, 155 (1973). It seems s-fe to predlT-T that courts will
regard the protection of the life of the mother as a compelling
state interest, since the protection of life is among the
highest interests of the state. To my knowledge, all state
anti-abortion la*s in existence until the Roe v. Wade decision
allowed an exception to preserve the life -7-the mo-ter.
Such laws manifest an apparent consensus that abortions are
justified when necessary to save the life of the mother.
In the other circumstances you mention, however, it
is more difficult to give a confident legal opinion. For
courts to allow states to fund abortions in such circumstances,
they would have to find that interests short of protecting
human life are compelling state interests. I do not believe
that the taking of a human life can be justified except to
protect another life.. But there is probably not a consensus
among judges on this'point, and it is possible that some courts
could come to a different conclusion than mine. I have found
no judicial holdings on this point from the Supreme Court or
from lower courts.
Finally, a state would not need a compelling state
interest to permit the prescription and distribution of
abortifacient drugs or devices, since the state could
achieve this end simply by failing to act to prohibit them.
S. 159 does not purport to outlaw abortifacients, and it
would be unprecedented for a court to compel a state
legislature to outlaw any form of private action.
Sincerely yours,

Gtephen H. Galebach
/me

.a
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Senator Max Baucus
Suboommittee on Separation

of Powers

United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510
Dear* Senator Baucuss
The questions you raised in your letter of June 23
regarding the legal consequences of S. 158 are complicated
and important. I do not consider it a burden at all, rather
an honor, to be asked for my views on those questions.
In general I agree that the "immediate impct' of
.5. 158 would be to restrict state action that interfered with
However, my agreement
the development of the fertilized egg.
is limited in two respocts. First, I do not think that all
-state policies that "facilitated any [such) conduct" would
For example, a state statute
necessarily contravene S. 158.
for licensing physicians (who would then be qualified to pei:form abortion) might be thought to facilitate abortions but,
in my opinion1 would not constitute state action in contravenSecond, I do not agree that S. 158 necessarily
tion of S, 158.
would prohibit state action that merely "interfered with the
development of the fetus; "Interferencew that was not significant enough to violate the 14th Amendment right to life would
not seem to be affected by S. 158; the only kind of interference
that S. 158 appears to be aimed at is the destruction of the
fetus.
Although you state that there seems to be agreement that
states would be permitted to fund abortions where the life of
the mother was threatened, I must say that I believe the matter
is far from certain. When the lives of two 'persons" are
threatened, may the state choose to protect one at the expense
of the other? State policies with respect to kidney dialysis
I know of
machines and triage systems now make such choices.
no Supreme Court decision that bears significantly on the question whether such decision-making systems violate due process of
law. Therefore, it is entirely possible that the Court might
uphold, as a constitutional matter, a preference for the life
of the mother over that of the fetus. On the other hand, it
is also, possible that the Court might void specific state
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policies that favored the protection of one life over another
when, for example, there were inadequate procedures for determining such matters as the extent of danger to each life.
But in either case, the decision would be a matter of interpreting the due process clause, not the Human Life Statute.
In short, if S. 158 were to effectively accomplish its
goal of elevating the legal status of fetuses to ohat of "persons,"
the Bill would raise, not answer, a question with respect to
fetuses that is generally unanswered today with respect to other
parsons.
In any event, it seems clear to me that even if a state
does not violate due process standards when it encourages the
destruction of fetuses in order to save the lives of mothers, it
does not follow that a state would be permitted to perform or
fund abortions in cases of rape or incest or genetic defect. In
siuch situations, the states' aid, whatever its justification, would
amount to the destruction of "persons" (in the statutory sense)
and thus violate the statute.
There is no general doctrine that
a state my encourage the destruction of persons for "compelling"
reasons.
It is quite a different question whether a state could
permit the prescription or distribution of IUD's or morning-after
pills. Statutory permission does not necessarily so involve the
state in the private use of the IUD or pill (or abortion, for
that better) to render the state conduct illegal under S. 158.
14 question 'hen private conduct becomes invested with the
attributes of state action is, of course, very debatable under
the case law. But, to put it simply, it appears to me that mere
permission, which stops short of a requirement or a compulsion
that the IUD be used or that the abortion take place, would not
so involve the state in the private conduct as to make the
state's policy illegal. See Flaqq -Bros. v.. Brooks, 436 U.S, 149
(1978)1 Jackson v.. Metropolitan .Edison, 419"U.S. 345 (1974).
i b0p these comments are responsive to your concerns.
-1 wild be happy to provide any further assistance that you
might wish.
Yours truly#

Robert F. Nagel
Professor of Law
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PART 7.-C RESPONSE TO SENATOR BAUCUS' REQUEST FOR
IkBATE
REPORT ON FouRTEENTH
STATEMENT OF SUBMISSION OF CRS REPORT INTO HEARING PECO-J1
MR. CHAIRMAN, THE SECOND FINDING OF S. 158 RELATES TO WHETHER
OR NOT IT WAS THE INTENT OF THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT TO PROTECT
ALL HUMAN BEINGS,

THIS SUBCOMMITTEE HAS HAD SEVERAL WITNESSES

ADDRESS THAT POINT@

FOLLOWING THOSE HEARING I REQUESTED THE

CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE TO EXAMINE THE DEBATES IN THE 39TH
CONGRESS, FIRST SESSION,

1866, AND REVIEW THE FLOOR STATEMENTS

CONCERNING THE TERM "PERSON" AND DETERMINE WHETHER THERE WERE ANY
REFERENCES TO THE UNBORN WITH RESPECT TO THAT WORD.

THE CONGRESSIONAL

RESEARCH SERVICE PRODUCED A 22-PAGE REPORT WHICH I WOULD LIKE AT
THIS TIME TO INSERT INTO THE HEARING RECORD,

THE REPORT CONCLUDES THAT THERE WAS NO DISCUSSION WHATSOEVER
CONCERNING INCLUSION OR EXCLUSION OF FETUSES FROM COVERAGE OF THE
FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT,

THE REPORT ALSO FOUND THAT THE RIGHTS OF THE

UNBORN WERE NOT EVEN AN ISSUE.

I THINK THIS CRS REPORT IS IMPORTANT

BECAUSE IT DRAWS ATTENTION TO THE FACT THAT THERE WAS NO DIRECT
EVIDENCE TO SHOW THAT THE UNBORN WERE INTENDED TO BE PERSONS UNDER
THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT.
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EXAMINATION OF CONGRESSIONAL INTENTION IN USE OF THE WORD "PERSON"
IN THY FOURTEENTH AJKNMF$K: ABORTION CONSIDERATIONS

This report addresses the question whether the legislative history of
the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution evidences an intent by the framers to protect the unborn offspring as persons with respect
to the constitutional guarantees of due process and equal protection.

The

first portion of this analysis discusses the treatment of the unborn in Roe v.
Wade,

410 U.S. 113 (1973), and the Court's conclusion that the framers of the

Fourteenth Amendment did not intend the protections of the Amendment to extend to an unborn fetus.

Next, a summary of the arguments on both sides of

the question will be presented.

This presentation of arguments will be fol-

lowed by an analysis of the legislative history of the Fourteenth Amendment
with respect to the use of the word "person."

An effort will then be made

to conclude what the framers were trying to achieve when they formulated the
language of the Amendment to be incorporated into the United States Constitution.
I.

ROE v. WADE AND THE MEANING OF "PERSON" IN THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT
In Roe, the Supreme Court found that a Texas statute that forbade all

abortions not necessary "for the purpose of saving the life of the mother" interfered to an unconstitutional extent with a woman's right to decide whether
to terminate her pregnancy.

The Court ruled'that States may not categorically

proscribe abortions by making their performance a crime, and the States may
not make abortions unnecessarily difficult to obtain by prescribing elaborate
procedural guidelines.

The constitutional basis for the decision rested upon

the conclusion that the Fourteenth Amendment right of personal privacy embraced
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a womae's decision whether to carry a pregnancy to term.

The Court empha-

sized that the right of personal privacy is a fundamental right, and, therefore, only a Ocompellinh state interest" could Justify its limitation by a
State.
The Court went on to recognize that the state's interests in protecting maternal health and the preservation of the fetus' potential life were

1/

legitimate and that there was a rational connection between these two interests
But it held these interests insufficient

and the state's antiabortion law.

to ustify an absolute ban on abortions.

Instead, the Court emphasized the

durational nature of pregnancy and held the state's interests to be sufficiently compelling to permit curtailment or prohibition of abortion only
during specified stages of pregnancy.

The Supreme Court concluded that un-

til the end of the first trimester an abortion is no more dangerous to maternal health than childbirth itself, and found that:
withh respect to the state's important and legitimate interest in the health of the mother, the "compellingo point, In light of present medical knowledge, is
at approximately the end of the first trimester. 2/
Only after the first trimester does the state's interest in protecting maternal
health provide a sufficient basis to Justify state regulation of abortion, and

3/

than only to protect this Intereot.

The "compelling" point with respect to the state's interest in the potential life of the fetus Is at "viability."

Following viability, the state's

interest permits It to regulate, and even proscribe, an abortion except when
It is necessary, in appropriate medical Judgment, for the preservation of the
life or health of the mothqr. The Court defined viability as the point at which

/ 410 U.S. 113, 148-150.
2./ I.
3/

at 163.

Id. at 163-164.
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the fetus is "potentially able to live outside the mother's womb, albeit

4/

with artificial aid."
The Court summarized its holding as follows
(a) For the stage prior to approximately the end of the first
trimester [of pregnancy], the abortion decision and its effectuation
must be left to the medical judgment of the pregnant woman's attending physician.
(b) For the stage subsequent to approximately the end of the
first trimester, the State, in promoting its interest in the health
of the mother, may, if it chooses, regulate the abortion procedure
in ways that are reasonably related to maternal health.
(c) For the stage subsequent to viability, the State in promoting its interest in the potentiality of human life may, if it
chooses, regulate, and even proscribe, abortion except where it is
necessary, in appropriate medical judgment, for the preservation of
the life or health of the mother. 5/
At one point in its opinion, the Court expressed concern about Its ability

6/

to "resolve the difficult question of when life begins."

However, it is impor-

tant to emphasize that its introduction of the concept of viability was not
meant to deal with, nor is it in any way related to, the question of when life
begins. The concept of viability serves only to deuark a'point in the process
of gestation at which a state's interest in potential life becomes compelling
and the state may act to proscribe abortion. This Is underlined by the Court's
clear holding that,-even after viability, a woman's due process right to life
will prevail over a viable fetus if in the judgment of her physician her life
or health would be endangered.

A reading of the decision further indicates

that the constitutional problem before the Court was not the factual question
of when life begins, but rather the legal question of the scope and meaning of
the word "person" in the Fourteenth Amendment. The crucial question was what

4/ Id.at 160.
5/ Id.at 164-165.

6/ Id.at 159.
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does the term "person" as used in the Fourteenth Amendment mean.
The Roe opinion directly addressed the issue of what constitutes a
person" under the Fourteenth Aaendment and other sections of the Conuti-

7/

tution.

It indicated that the Constitution never specifically defines

"person", but added that in nearly all the sections where the word "person" appears, "s,.the use of the word is such that it has application only
post-natally.

None Indicates, with any assurance, that it has any possible

8/

pre-natal application."

The Court emphasized that this textual analysis,

taken together with the fact that in the major part of the 19th century prevailing legal abortion practices were far freer than they are today, persuaded
it "that the

word 'person',

9/

include the unborn."

as used in the Fourteenth Amendment, does not

The Court added that this conclusion was in accord with

all other precedent that had treated the Issue and with its own opinion in

10/
United States v. Vuit_

which "inferentially is to the same effect, for we

would not have Indulged in statutory interpretation favorable to abortion in
specified circumstances if the necessary consequence was the termination of
11/
life entitled to Fourteenth Amendment protection."
Thus, the Court's ruling
is a clear substantive interpretation of a constitutional provision.
In summary, the Court rejected Texas' contention in Roe that life begins
at conception and that the state has a compelling interest to protect it from
that point.

Through the process of so ruling, the Court determined that a

7/ Id.at 157-162.

8/ Id.at 157.
9/ Id. at 158.
10/

402 U.S. 62 (1971).

1/

410 U.S. at 158-159.
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woman's right to decide whether to terminate a pregnancy t

fundamental and

that the unborn are not persons protected by the Fourteenth Amendment.

Having

made this legal interpretation through the reference to the pertinent text of
the Constitution, its legislative history, and past judicial precedent, the
Court declared that "we do not agree that, by adopting one theory of life,
12/
Texas say override the rights of the pregnant woman that are at stake-." The
Court believed that once Its constitutional analysis was complete, there was
no warrant for reference to opposing theories of life.

It is the Court's sub-

stantive holding that a fetus is not a person within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment which has given rise to a debate concerning whether this legal
interpretation is valid, i.e. whether the Supreme Court made an accurate reading
of the term "person" as used in other contexts in the Constitution and in the
history of abortion legislation throughout the nineteenth century.
I.

AFCUHENTS CONTENDING THAT THE TERM "PERSON" IN THE FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT

COVERS THE UNBORN
A debate among historians concerning whether Congress intended to protect
the rights of corporations as legal persons when it passed the Fourteenth Amend-13/
ment has been ongoing over the past fifty years or so.
The controversy) however,
over whether the Amendment's framers sought to extend the guarantees to the unborn Is of relatively recent origin. Professor Joseph P. Witherspoon has articulated the basic case in support of the contention that the intent of Congress,
when it used the word "person" in the Fourteenth Amendment, was to include the

14/

unborn fetus.

Elaborations of the Witherspoon thesis have since been articulated

12/ Id.at 162.
13/ Graham, Howard Jay. The "Conspiracy Theory" of the Fourteenth Amendment.
47 Yale Law Journal 371 (1938).
14/

122 Cong. Rec. S 5104-5110 (1976) (Testimony by Professor Jqepg.Witgrspoon,
otinued
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by otbo e. Professor Vitherspoon attacks the Supreue Court's technique
of decision in Roo v. Wade and argues that careful research of the history
of the Fourteenth Amendment w... will demonstrate to any Impartial iuvestigstot that the principal, actual purpose of [the] framers was to prevent any
court, and especially the Supreme Court of the United States ...

or any other

institution of government, whether legislative or executive, from ever again
defining the concept of person so as to exclude any class of human beings
from the protection of the Constitution and the safeguards it established for
the fundamental rights of human beings, including slaves, peons, Indiana,
aliens, women, the poor, the aged, criminals, the weak, the mentally ill or
retarded, and children, Including the unborn from the time of their concep16/
tion'"
He then goes on to try to establish how in fact the framers did intend
to protect the unborn. After conceding that "(tjhe most relevant discussions
in.Congress are those concerned with the issue of slavery, especially in the
decade prior to the submission of the Thirteenth Amendment

... ,"

he contends

that statements made by those framers who represented areas in which the basic
ideas infusing the anti-slavery movement originated reflect concern for broader civil rights principles.

Professor Witherspoon links their statements

"Continued" Professor of Law at the University of Texas School of Law,
before House Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee on Civ.l and Constitutional
Rights; placed in Cong. Rec. of March 3, 1976 by Senator James Buckley.) See
also the most recent testimony by Professor Witherspoon before the Senate
Judiciary Comittee's Subcommittee on Separation of Powers, June 10, 1981.
15/ Gorby, John D. The "Right" to an Abortion, the Scope of Fourteenth
Amendint 'Personhood," and the Supreme Court's Birth Requirement. 1979 Southern
Illinois University Law Journal 1 (1979); Testimony by Professor William H.
Marshner, Professor of Philosophy and Theology, Christendom College, before Senate
Judiciary Committee's Subcommittee on Separation of Powers, June 1, 1981; Testimony by Professor Victor G. Rosenblum, Professor of Law and Political Science,
Northwestern University, before Senate Judiciary Comittee's Subcom=itLee on Separation of Powers, June 1, 1981.
16/

122 Cong. Rece S 5105 (1976) (Emphasis supplied.)
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and discussions with the political philosophy of John Locke and his theory

17/

of the person and of human rights.

He especially relies upon Locke's view

of the relation of parents to their children, and states, "Thus, according
to Locke, the child is a person from the time it is begotten by its parents
because it is the workmanship, the creation of God with respect to Its human
soul.

The parent is under a duty to preserve the child from the time of its

beir-; begotten until its birth, and thereafter to nourish and educate it
until it is able to shift for itself.

This duty of the parent arises from

18/
the fact that the child in the womb from the time it is begotten Is a person."
Professor Witherspoon specifically singles out the remarks of Representative John A. Bingham of Ohio in the context of passing the Fourteenth Amendment to support the position that the word "person" as used in the Amendment
includes the unborn.

Congressman Bingham Is quoted as having said,

...The wife owes obedience to the husband and the husband
protection to the wife, and both owe protection and care
to their children
This relation lies at the very foundation of our whole social system ... (Liaw is to protect this
relation; to protect the personal rights of husband, wife,
and children that grow of of it.
19/
Professor Witherspoon views such statements as the foregoing to indicate thatCongressmen and Senators of that time "adhered to the view that all men are
created by God at their conception within their mothers' wombs and endowed by
Him at that time with the inalienable rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit

20/
of happiness."

17/ Id. at S 5106. Professor Witherspoon argues that the "political
philosophy espoused by the anti-slavery political leaders as of other American political leaders through the end of the Civil War was that of John
Locke. It was this philosophy that lay at the base of their political action."

18/ Id.
19/ Id.at S 5107.

20/ Id.
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The second argument made by Professor Witherspoon to support the contention that "person" in the Fourteenth Amendment means the unborn is that
laws being passed by the state legislatures to limit abortions at the same
time as the Congress passed the Fourteenth Amendment reflect a concern for
fetal life.

Professor Witherspoon writes, *Logically, these framers should

have been concerned with the problem of abortion, and they were.

They acted

in the political context not only of a great anti-slavery movement, but also

21/

of an anti-abortion moveent-w

He points out that during this period from

1849-1875, states and territories enacted anti-abortion laws, primarily
as a result of the pressure from the medical profession to do so.
ment he then makes is two-fold:

The argu-

(1) that the states which so enacted anti-

abortion legislation "did so under the persuasion that unborn children were
human beings" and (2) since the Fourteenth Amendment was ratified contemporaneously with the passage in the states of anti-abortiou laws, the "construction can only be that unborn children are human beings and persons under the
Constitution."

He emphasizes that any other interpretation of their action
22/
"would be out of line with the history of the perlod.w
Professor Witherspoon also discusses certain actions taken by Congress

between 1869 and 1873 which he claims support the position that Congress intended to place the life of the unborn under the protections of the Fourteenth
Amendment.

There are five actions which he cites specifically:

(1) Congress'

passage of the District of Columbia Divorce Act of 1860; (2) Congress' passage
of the Assimilative Crimes Provision in 1866; (3)acceptance by Congress in
1866 of application of Connecticut's anti-abortion law of 1860 on naval bases

21/ Id.
.2/

Id. at S 5108.
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in Connecticut; (4) Congress' passage of the Comstock Law in 1873; and
(5) Congress' provision in 1864 for the establishment in the District of
23/
He thus conColtibia of a "Home for Friendless Women and Children.a
cludes that the foregoing evince an awareness by the Congress of existing
state and territorial anti-abortiou legislation and its own desire to strengthen this legislation by enacting its own legislation.

Professor Witherspoon

states, "Thus, throughout the period of debate over civil rights measures
and Constitutional Amendments their framers manifested a special concern for

24/
the unborn child.-w He thought this "constituted a clear, contemporaneous
legislative construction that they considered the unborn child a human being
and a person within their authority to protect under the Constitution, in25/
cluding its Thirteenth and Fourteenth Amendments.W
In summary, followers of the Witherspoon thesis believe that the meaning of "person' in the Fourteenth Amendment includes the unborn because (1)
the framers of the Fourteenth Amendment were very much concerned with protectIng the lift and freedom of the newly freed slaves and shared the respect for
the sanctity of life held by the members of the anti-slavery movement; (2) this
concern of the framers with the protection of life is directly related to the
laws then being passed by the state legislatures to limit abortions; (3) the
simultaneous ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment by the same states that
had been enacting anti-abortion laws represents a contemporaneous legislative
construction by the states of the meaning of the amendment they ratified; and (4)
Congress' action between 1860 and 1873.

23/ Id.
at S 5108.
24/

Id.

25/

Id.

The emphasis appears to be upon the
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medical and legal climate of the 1860'a which this school of thought per-

6/

colves as being guided by the conviction that the unborn fetus to a person.

111.

AIUHMTS CO

MITDflC THAT THE TERM "PERSON' IN THE )OURTEENTH AMMN

Those who take the position that the Fourteenth Amendment Vs not intended
to protect the unborn basically adhere to the reasoning us:.d by the Supreme
Court in Roe v. Weds where It concluded that the Fourteenth Amendment did not
-

-

27/

have prenatal application.
used in other contexts of

The Court first considered the term "person" as
.he Constitution ard then considered the history of

abortion legislation throughout the nineteenth century.
This school of thought contends that the chief intent of the framets of
the Fourteenth Amendment was to resolve the future legal status of the emancipsted slaves; that the term "person" was introuced to protect aliens as well
as citizens.

Those who adhere to this position also emphasize that there Is

no direct evidence showing that the framers intended the words to apply to
the unborn,

The legislative history does not reveal in any of the debates

over the language to be used In the Fourteenth Amendment that the rights of
fetuses were even in issue.

Furthermore,

the history of the nineteenth cen-

tury state enacted abortion legislation indicates more of a concern for shift-

28/

Ing birth rates and female health than for the legal status of the unborn.

26/ See also testimony by Professors arshner and Rosenblum before Senate
Judiciary Cooittee's Subcommittee on Separation of Powers, June 1, 1981; 1979
Southern Illinois University Law Journal 1 (1979).

27/

410 U.S. at 157.

28/ For an articulation of the arguments presented by those believing that
the fmar did not intend to have the term "person" in the Fourteenth Amendment
include the unborn, sea especially Testimony by Professor Jaes C. Mohr, Professor of Kistory, University of Maryland, bafor6 Senate Judiciary Com/ttee's Stbcomttee on Separation of Powers, June 1, 1981; Testimony of Professor Carl N.
Deer Professor of History, Stanford University, before Senate Judiciary Commit"Continued"
to's ubconmIttee on Separation of Powers, June 1, 1981.
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In his testimony before the Senate Judiciary Comittee's Subcommittee
on Separation of Powers, Professor Carl N. Degler specifically presented
a critique of the Witherspoon thesis.

He asserts at the outset that,

"...

most historians believe that protection
29/ of the rights of former slaves was
the primary purpose of the amendment."

Professor Degler continues, "It is

true, as Professor Witherspoon points out, that in the 1860's Congress was
much concerned with the question of protecting the life and freedom of the
newly freed slaves, but at no time did a Congressman explicitly say or even
30/
imply that the protection for the former slaves also extended to the unborn."
He rejects the quotes from the Congressmen, such as Bingham, used by Witherspoon
on the ground that the word "children" was used and in the context meaning
those already born.
Professor Degler also dismisses the argument that the Congress which passed
the Fourteenth Amendment was aware of the state anti-abortion laws being passed
and the state legislators simultaneous concern for the freedom of the former
slaves.

He points out that,

"...

there is no mention in the discussion in

Congress of these laws nor is there any reference to abortion or to the unborn
31/
in the course of the debate on the Fourteenth Amendment." Professor Degler
finds no support for the Witherspoon-contention that since the Fourteenth
Amendment was ratified contemporaneously with the passage in the states of
anti-abortion laws, that coincidence reveals that the states were making a

A discussion of the climate of the nineteenth century
"Continued"
which experienced a push by the medical profession for state enacted antiabortion laws can be found in Mohr. James C. Abrtion in Amerist Origins
and Evolution of National Policy, 1800-1900 (Oxk6rd, 1978).
29/

Degler testimony, jppa, at 1.

30/ Id. at 2.
3/ Id.
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contemporaneous legislative construction of the Fourteenth Amendment they
ratified.

According to Professor Degler, this argument is unsupportable

given the fact that "state laws against abortion almost always specified that
an abortion could be performed if'a physician said such a medical procedure

32/
was necessary to save a mother's 1fe.7W
Then Professor Degler proceeds to reject all of the five actions cited
by Professor Witherspoon as evidencing that Congress intended to treat the

33/

unborn as equal to the born.

With respect to the,,District of Columbia

Divorce Act of 1860, he states that it is not clear that Congress was talking
about the moment of conception when it provided that offspring of a second or
bigamous marriage "born or begotten before the comencement" of the suit for
divorce will be deemed the legitaate offspring of the parent who at the time
of the marriage was capable of asking such a marriage. Professor Witherspoon
regards this language as evidence that Congress legislated to protect the unborn from the time of its being begotten or conceived in the womb. He used it
as evidence to show Congress' concern in 1860 for protecting the unborn and
viewing it as a person from the moment of conception.' In refuting this contention, Professor Degler argues that "born or begotten" only "makes a distinction between being outside or inside the womb for any length of time,
including a period as short as one day prior to birtio"

He views the statute's

purpose as one of determining parental responsibility and the legal status
35/
of offspring, "providing it was born.-w

32/

Id.

33/ Idat 3-5.
34/

Id. at 3.

35/

Id. at 3-4.
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With respect to the 1866 Assimilative Crines provision, Professor
Degler argues that it too Is insufficient evidence to show that Congress
intended to give a fetus Fourteenth Amendment protections.

This statute

acknowledged Congress' acceptance of the state crime on Its territories
or properties within a state's boundaries when federal law did not deal
with the crime.

He disagrees with Professor Witherspoon's effort to equate

this Congressional acceptance with Congress' recognition that the life of
a fetus was equal to the life of born Individuals because there were state
statutes which did not do that.
Again, Professor Degler rejects the example of Congress passing an act
to recognize the application of Connecticut's anti-abortion law on naval
bases in Connecticut on the ground that there was no evidence to support
the assumption that Congress so acted because it accepted the equality of
the unborn with the born.
The Comstock Law of 1873, which barred abortafacients from the malls
is also weak evidence in Professor Degler's mind to show that Congress was
putting-the unborn on par with the born under the Constitution.

He writes,

"The Comstock laws also forbade contraceptives from the mails, but I do not
know that anyone has argued therefrom that Congress sought to Include the
human egg or human sperm prir-to union as a person within the meaning of

337V

the Fourteenth Amendment.-Wr

Also, Professor Degler refuses to accept the argument that Congress'
provision for the establishment of a "Home for Friendless Women and Children"
in the District of Columbia illustrates its intent to accord a fetus Fourteenth
Amendment protections.

36/

Id. at 415.

In Professor Degler's discussion, he stresses that
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"the purpose of the home was to assist pregnant women in giving birth to

37/

illegitimate children and to help in the adoption of such children

Prof-

fessor Witherspoon realizes this objective; however he still cites the
example as another instance of Congress' special concern for the unborn child.
On the other hand, Professor Degler points out that there was never any direct
mention of the unborn, rather there was only "an assertion that a concern for

38/

a potential child was equal to the concern for a child already born."

He then

concludes that this evidence "is not an adequate basis for overturning the accepted understanding of the intent of Congress in passing the Fourteenth Amendment. Congress clearly meant to protect the life, liberty, and property of
all persons, but there has not been any reason

..

, to suppose Congress intended

39/

fetuses to be treated as persons within the meaning of the Fourteenth Amendment'."
Professor M4ohr's basic thesis is in agreement with that presented by Professor Degler in addressing the principal contention made by Professor Witherspoon and the evidence used to support that contention. He views the push
of anti-abortion laws in the states and territories in the latter part of the
nineteenth century in terms of the earlier background of a tolerant attitude
in Ameriea toward abortion before "quickening." Professor Mohr first
points out that, "The Fourteenth Amendment was framed and ratified by policymakers who had come to maturity in a nation where abortion prior to quickening
(which is the first perception of fetal movement and usually occurs near the

40/

midpoint of gestation) was a perfectly legal and openly tolerated practice.
According to Professor Mohr by 1850, abortion prior to quickening was actually

37/ Id.at 5.
3I/ Id.
s

39/

Id

40/

Mohr testimony, supra, at 4.
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a fairly cooan, widespread and comercialized practice in most of the
states that subsequently ratified the Fourteenth Amendaent.

In fact,

he argues that "...most mld-19th century Americans probably considered
abortion prior to quickening much closer to contraception than to man-

41/
slaughter or hoaicide."

He cites as evidence the antebellum legislation

at the state level which linked abortion and contraception. In addition,
he asserts that to the extent that antebellum state legislators were concerned with abortion they were "more concerned about those shifting birth
rates and female health than they were about the legal status of the pre42/
born."
Professor Hohr also points to the ongoing push for anti-abortion legislation by physicians in the various states and territories which he argues
actually intensified after the Fourteenth Amendment was adopted. He writes,
"It apparently never occurred, even to them (physicians), that policymakers
had advertently or inadvertently guaranteed due process and equal protection

43/

to the preborn by ratifying the Fourteenth Amendment."

He contends that there

is no evidence that these doctors ever claimed that the adoption of the Fourteenth Amendment affected their crusade to limit abortion one way or the other.
In none of the anti-abortion legislation enacted subsequent to the ratification
of the Fourteenth Amendment was there any reference to the fact that the Amendment was the basis for the statutes.

Professor Mohr also argues that there is

no evidence that either the Federal Government or state governments moved to
protect the unborn with specific actions on their behalf.

In fact, to the con-

trary, he points to evidence that physicians were upset with the way Americans

41/

Id.

42/ 1d at 5.

43/ Id.
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continued to tolerate abortion despite the legislation enacted to limit
it,

and that state authorities were not vigorously enforcing these laws.
In concluding the presentation of his position, Professor lohr looks

to the language of the Fourteenth Amendment and the sentence on citizen44/

ship, "All persons born.-w He writes, "To 19th century policynakers the
concept of legal personhood was tied up with the process of birth ... the
fourteenth Amendment was never intended to apply to the preborng and to
.45/
allege otherwise Is historically unjustiflabl.7
IV.

AN KIANINATION OF THE L83ISLATIVE HISTOE OF THE TERM 'PERSON'
FOURTEENT

IN THE

XWMYM

The Fourteenth Amendment was proposed on June 16, 1866 and ratified on
July 28, 1868.

It had its origin in the resolution offered by Congressmn

Thaddeus Stevens on December 4, 1865.

It was the Joint Committee on Recon-

struction of the 39th Congress in which the Fourteenth Amendment originated.
The Joint Committee interpreted its broad mandate to include the drafting
of constitutional amemmnents.

It was trying to settle the legal status of

the newly emancipated Negro slaves, i.e. to insure their equality with Whites
in theoperation of the laws.
The first section of the Fourteenth Amendment deals with civil rights.
It was intended to have basically two effects:

(1) to overturn the Supreme

Court decision in Dred Scott v. Sandford, 19 How. 393 (1857) which declared
that Negroes were not citizens; and (2) to make it illegal for states to deny
equal civil rights to those thus made citizens.
Our review of the floor debates in the 39th Congress reveals that there
was no express reference to the inclusion or exclusion of the unborn within the
44/

Id. at 7.

45/

Id.
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46/

category of "persons" that the Fourteenth Amendment was designed to protect.
From his own examination of the legislative history, constitutional
law
scholar Raoul Berger observed that the framers "were almost constantly preoccupied with the plight of the former slaves, who were ude citizens for
their better protection.

All in all, it will
not do to read the
rights
of
... . ...
. .
47/
'persons' more broadly than those that were conferred on 'citizens'7 One

must be born, and born in a particular- geographic area, to acquire citizenship.
Berger makes a point of emphasizing that the rights of "persons" could not
have been intended by the framers to be broader than those of "citizens" because if that were true, the "unremitting labor to make citizens of blacks was

48/

superfluous, especially since suffrage was denied them ...

"-

He then con-

cludes that "persons" and "citizens" had the same rights of "life, liberty,
and property."

In short, no distinction was warranted In terms of the rights

49/

to be enjoye.

If the terms "person" and "citizen" are on an equal footing in

the Fourteenth Amendment and citizenship is only accorded to those already
born, it would seen logical to conclude that the Amendment does not apply to
the unborn.
It is true that the Supreme Court held that a corporation was a "person"

46/ See generally, Cong. Globe, 39th Cong., let Sees. (1866).
(See
especially Feb. 13, 14, 15, 20, 26, 27, 28; April 7, 9, 21, 30; Kay 2, 8,
9, 10, 14, 21, 23, 24, 29, 30; June 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 13, 14, 15; July 9, 16,
and 25, 1866.
47/ Berger, Raoul. Government b Judiciary.
1977) -at p. 215. (Empha
supplied.)

(Harvard University Press,

48/ Id.
49/ For a contrary discussion and conclusion, see testimony of Professor
Victor G. Rosenblum, before Senate Judiciary Committee's Subcomttee on Separation of Powers, June 1, 1981, at 22. However, Professor Rosenblum does admit
one has to be born in order to become a citizen.

87-999 0

-

82
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for the purposes of the Fourteenth Amendment without really delving into
the legislative history of the Amendment and finding direct evidence that

SO

such was the intention of the framers-.

In fact, the Court summarily found

that a business corporation is a person under the Fourteenth Amendment.

How-

ever, the example of the corporation differs somewhat from that of the issue
involving the status of a fetus under the Fourteenth Amendment.

Roscoe Conk-

ling, a former member of the Joint Congressional Committee which drafted the

51/

Fourteenth Amendment in 1866, argued a case before the Supreme Court in 1882
and

produced for the first time the manuscript journal of the Committee.

By

his extensive use of quotations and comments based directly iJnthis manuscript,
Conkling conveyed to the Court the impression that he and his colleagues in
drafting the Fourteenth Amendment's due process and equal protection clause intended the word "person" to include business corporations.

Conkling told the

Court specifically, "At the time the Fourteenth Amendment was ratified ...

in-

dividuals and joint stock companies were appealing for congressional and administrative protection against invidious and discriminating State and local
taxes. One instance was that of an express company, whose stock was owned
52/
One legal scholar noted
largely by citizens of the State of New York ...that an inference that could be drawn from Conkling's remark was that the
Joint Committee took cognizance of these appeals and drafted the text of the
53,
Fourteenth Amendment with particular regard for corporations. He commented
50/

Santa Clara County v. Southern Pacific R.R., 118 U.S. 394, 396 (1886).

51/ San Hateo County v. Southern Pacific R.R., 116 U.S. 138 (1882). A
printed copy of the O R AUMEfH0T OF ROSCOE CONKLIM can be found in San Mateo
Case, Arguments, and Decisions, in the Hopkins Railroad Collection at the
Stanford University Library.
52/ Quoted in Graham, Howard J, The "Conspiracy Theory" of the Fourteenth
Amendment. 47 Yale Law Journal 371 (1938).

53/ Id.
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with respect to Conkling;
Coming from a man who had twice declined a seat on
the Supreme Bench, who spoke from first hand knowledge,
and who submitted a manuscript record In support of his
stand, so dramatic an argument could not fall to make a
profound impression. Within the next few years the Supreme Court began broadening its interpretation of the
Fourteenth Amendment, and early in 1886 it unanimously
affirmed Conkling's proposition, namely that corporations
were "persons" within the equal protection clause. 54/
The Conkling argument has been the subject of controversy and extensive analysis in writings by historians.

The debate is thoroughly discus-

sed and re-examined in Graham's 1938 article in the Yale Law Journal.

The

significant point to asked, however, is that with respect,to corporations and
their status as persons under the Fourteenth Amendment,

there are the remarks

of Conkling before the Supreme Court in 1882 to point to as some direct form
of evidence that the framers were cognizant of the appeals of business corporations.

Whereas there is no direct evidence in the history of the Fourteenth

Amendment in the case of the unborn fetuses indicating that the framers intended to extend the constitutional guarantees of due process and equal protection
to them.
Since its 1886 decision in Santa Clara County v. Southern Pacific Railroad
holding summarily that business corporations are persons under the Fourteenth
Amendment,

the Court has engaged in a case by case process of determination whe-

ther a particular constitutional guarantee is available to corporations based

55'

on the nature, history, and purpose of the particular constitutional provision,
The Supreme Court has indicated that corporations do not enjoy all of the protections of the Bill of Rights.

The Court has said that certain "purely personal"

54/ Id.
55/

See First National Bank of Boston v. Dllotti, 435 U.S. 765, 778

n. 14,-822 (1978).
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guarantees, e.g. the privilege against compulsory self-incrimination, are not
available to corporations because the "historic function" of the particular

56/

guarantee has been limited to the protection of individuals.

In the argu-

ments made on behalf of the fetus being a "person" under the Fourteenth Amendmeat, the implication i that the framers intended the Unborn to have the
some constitutional protections as the born, i.e. all of the guarantees of
the Bill of Rights.

The unborn and the born would be on an equal level from

the standpoint of the guarantees of the Fourteenth Ameniment.

This distin-

quishes the status of a fetus end that of a corporation as "persons" within
the meaning of the term in the Amendment.

Of course, the Court could con-

ceivably grant the fetus the statue of personhood and then, as It has done,
in the case of the corporation, carve out only certain rights ia the Bill
of Rights that it could actually enjoy.

Should this be done, however, then

the unborn fetus and the born human being would not be on an equal footing
under the Constitution.
V.

CONCLUSION
The Supreme Court in 1973 in its decision in Roe v. Wade held that a

woman's right to decide whether to terminate a pregnancy is fundamental, and
that the unborn are not persons protected by the Fourteenth Amendment.

It

specifically rejected the State of Texas' argument that life begins at conception and that the state has s compelling interest to protect it from that
point forward.

The Court based its legal interpretation that a fetus is not

a person under the Fourteenth Amendment on its reading of the pertinent text
in the Constitution, legislative history, and past precedent.

56/

United States v. White, 322 U.S. 694, 698-701 (1944).
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This substantive holding by the Court that a fetus is not a person for
Fourteenth Amendment purposes has given rise to a debate concerning whether
this legal Interpretation by the Court is a valid one.
Those who contend that the framers intended to include the unborn within the meaning of "person" in the Fourteenth Amendment claim (1) that the
Court inaccurately read the term *person" as used in other contexts of the
Constitution and (2) that the Court misread the history of abortion legislation throughout the nineteenth century.
framers'

Those arguing this position link the

concern with the life and freedom of the newly freed slaves to a con-

cern for the unborn@

They maintain that the framers' preoccupation with-the

sanctity of life, an outgrowth of the antl-slavery movement,

is directly re-

lated to the anti-abortion laws being passed by the state legislatures in the
aid-nineteenth century.

They see an interrelationship between the states'

enactment of such laws and their ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment.
These factors plus approximately five actions by Congress between 1860 and
173 and what they perceive to be the general medical and legal climate of
the 1860's lead them to conclude that the framers intended to give the unborn
the protections of the Fourteenth Amendment.
The scholars who take a contrary position and argue that the Fourteenth
Amendment use of "person" does not encompass the unborn basically adhere to
the reasoning used by the Supreme Court in Its 1973 decision in Roe v. Wade.
They find no direct evidence revealing that the framers ever intended the
unborn to enjoy the Fourteenth Amendment guarantees.

The chief intent of the

framers was to resolve the future legal status of the emancipated slaves.
Those who argue this position contend that to link this concern of the framers
for the life and rights of the freed slaves with the unborn fetus is supportable in the legislative history of the Fourteenth Amendment as well as the
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historic trends of the times.

oreover, Congress in no specific way ever

moved to protect the unborn during the period subsequent to the ratification
of the Fourteenth Amendment; however, it did so act on behalf of the free
Negro slaves who were now defined as "persons" under the Fourteenth Amendment.
A reading of the legislative history of the Fourteenth Amendment does
not reveal any references to the unborn. There are no statements in the
debates in the 39th Congress indicating that the framers ever considered
the unborn In connection with the Amendment's protections.

From the dis-

cussion, it can be concluded that at best the intention was basically twofoldt

(1) to overturn the Supreme Court's decision in Dred Scott v. Sandford

that Negroes were not citizens and (2) to make it Illegal for states to deny
equal civil rights to those thus made citizens.

It is also clear that citi-

zenship only applies to the born.
Beyond this examination of the legislative history, one enters the realm
of speculation and theorizing concerning what the framers of the Fourteenth
Amendment actually intended when they used "person" in the language of the
Amendment.

Karen J. Lewis
Legislative Attorney
American Law Division
June 16, 1981
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PART 8.-EXHIBITS SUBMITTED BY SUBCOMMITTEE

1. Human feet 10 weeks after conception.
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2. Human being 11 weeks after conception.
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Human being -14 weeks after conception,
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4. Human being 16 weeks after conception.

I
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5. Iluman being 18 weeks after conception.
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6. Kelly Thorman 24 weeks after conception, having been born at 21 weeks'
gestation on March 30, 1971.
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7. Marcus Richardson was born on ,anuary 1, 197Z 20 weeks after his
conception. He is shown here 10 weeks after birth.
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1 2,, 6, 7: Willke, "Handbook on Abortion" (1971,1975, 1979).
4, 5: "Life Before Birth," Life Educational Reprint 27, reprinted
from Life, April 30, 1965.
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